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This book seeks to trace the origins of a faith—perhaps the faith of our time. Modern revolutionaries are believers, no less committed and intense than were the Christians or Muslims of an earlier era. What is new is the belief that a perfect secular order will emerge from the forcible overthrow of traditional authority. This inherently implausible idea gave dynamism to Europe in the nineteenth century, and has become the most successful ideological export of the West to the world in the twentieth.

This is a story not of revolutions, but of revolutionaries: the innovative creators of a new tradition. The historical frame is the century and a quarter that extends from the waning of the French Revolution in the late eighteenth century to the beginnings of the Russian Revolution in the early twentieth. The theater was Europe of the industrial era; the main stage, journalistic offices within great European cities. The dialogue of imaginative symbols and theoretical disputes produced much of the language of modern politics.

At center stage stood the characteristic, nineteenth-century European revolutionary: a thinker lifted up by ideas, not a worker or peasant bent down by toil. He was part of a small elite whose story must be told “from above,” much as it may displease those who believe that history in general (and revolutionary history in particular) is basically made by socio-economic pressures “from below.” This “elite” focus does not imply indifference to the mass, human suffering which underlay the era of this narrative. It reflects only the special need to concentrate here on the spiritual thirst of those who think rather than on the material hunger of those who work. For it was passionate intellectuals who created and developed the revolutionary faith. This work seeks to explore concretely the tradition of revolutionaries, not to explain abstractly the process of revolution. My approach has been inductive rather than deductive, explorative rather than definitive: an attempt to open up rather than “cover” the subject.

My general conclusions can be stated simply at the outset—and, for the sake of argument, more bluntly than they may appear in the text that follows.

The revolutionary faith was shaped not so much by the critical rationalism of the French Enlightenment (as is generally believed) as by the occultism and proto-romanticism of Germany. This faith was incubated in France during the revolutionary era within a small sub-
culture of literary intellectuals who were immersed in journalism, fascinated by secret societies, and subsequently infatuated with “ideologies” as a secular surrogate for religious belief.

The professional revolutionaries who first appeared during the French Revolution sought, above all, radical simplicity. Their deepest conflicts revolved around the simple words of their key slogan: liberty, equality, fraternity. Liberty had been the battle cry of earlier revolutions (in sixteenth-century Holland, seventeenth-century England, eighteenth-century America) which produced complex political structures to limit tyranny (separating powers, constituting rights, legitimizing federation). The French Revolution also initially invoked similar ideas, but the new and more collectivist ideals of fraternity and equality soon arose to rival the older concept of liberty. The words nationalism and communism were first invented in the 1790s to define the simpler, more sublime, seemingly less selfish ideals of fraternity and equality, respectively. The basic struggle that subsequently emerged among committed revolutionaries was between advocates of national revolution for a new type of fraternity and those of social revolution for a new type of equality.

The French national example and republican ideal dominated the revolutionary imagination throughout the first half of the nineteenth century. Exiled Francophile intellectuals from Poland and Italy largely fashioned the dominant concept of revolutionary nationalism—inventing most modern ideas on guerrilla violence and wars of national liberation, expressing their essentially emotional ideal best in mythic histories, vernacular poetry, and operatic melodrama.

Rival social revolutionaries began to challenge the romantic nationalists after the revolutions of 1830; and this socialist tradition increasingly predominated after the forming of the First International in 1864 and the movement of the revolutionary cause from French to German and Russian leadership. Social revolutionaries expressed their essentially rationalistic ideal best in prose pamphlets and prosaic organizations. Their hidden model was the impersonal and dynamic machine of factory industry rather than the personalized but static lodge of the Masonic aristocracy.

No less fateful than the schism between national and social revolutionaries was the conflict among social revolutionaries that began in the 1840s between Marx and Proudhon. The former's focus on destroying the capitalist economic system clashed with the latter's war on the centralized, bureaucratic state. This conflict continued between the heirs of Marx (principally in Germany and Russia) and of Proudhon (among Latin and Slavic anarchists, populists, and syndicalists).

The word intelligentsia and the thirst for ideology migrated east from Poland to Russia (and from a national to a social revolutionary cause) through the Russian student radicals of the 1860s, who developed a new ascetic type of terrorism. Lenin drew both on this Russian tradition of violence and on German concepts of organization to create the Bolshevism that eventually brought the revolutionary tradition out of the wilderness and into power.

The revolutionary faith developed in nineteenth-century Europe only
within those societies that had not previously (1) legitimized ideological dissent by breaking with medieval forms of religious authority, and (2) modified monarchical power by accepting some form of organized political opposition. In northern Europe and North America, where these conditions were met by Protestant and parliamentary traditions, the revolutionary faith attracted almost no indigenous adherents. Thus, the revolutionary tradition can be seen as a form of political-ideological opposition that arose first against authoritarian Catholicism (in France, Italy, and Poland) and then against other religiously based autocracies (in Lutheran Prussia, Orthodox Russia). The most dedicated and professional social revolutionaries—from Maréchal through Blanqui, Marx, and Bakunin to Lenin—came from such societies and tended to become that rarest of all forms of true believer: a militant atheist. They and other pioneering revolutionaries were largely middle-class, male intellectuals with relatively few familial attachments. Revolutionary movements tended to become more internationalist and visionary whenever women played a leading role; more parochial and pragmatic whenever workers were in command.

Before attempting to chronicle the drama, the dogmas, and the disputes of this new, secular religion-in-the-making, it is important to linger on the mystery and the majesty of faith itself.

The heart of revolutionary faith, like any faith, is fire: ordinary material transformed into extraordinary form, quantities of warmth suddenly changing the quality of substance. If we do not know what fire is, we know what it does. It burns. It destroys life; but it also supports it as a source of heat, light, and—above all—fascination. Man, who works with fire as homo faber, also seems foredoomed in his freedom to play with it as homo ludens.

Our particular chapter in history unfolds at a time of physical transformation in Europe that was almost as momentous as the first discovery of fire must have been in the mists of antiquity. The industrial revolution was permitting men to leash fire to machines—and to unleash fire power on each other—with a force undreamed of in earlier ages. In the midst of those fires appeared the more elusive flame that Dostoevsky described in the most searching work of fiction ever written about the revolutionary movement: The Possessed.

He depicted a stagnant (tranquil?) provincial town that was suddenly inspired (infected?) by new ideas. Shortly after a turbulent literary evening, a mysterious fire broke out; and a local official shouted out into the nocturnal confusion: “The fire is in the minds of men, not in the roofs of buildings.” Dostoevsky was writing under the impact of two great fires that disturbed him deeply and heralded the transfer of revolutionary leadership from France to Russia. These fires had broken out in imperial St. Petersburg in the spring of 1861 (where the emancipation of the serfs seemed to have inflamed rather than calmed passions), and in imperial Paris ten years later (where the flaming defeat of the Paris Commune ended forever the era of romantic illusions).

The flame of faith had begun its migrations a century earlier, when
some European aristocrats transferred their lighted candles from Christian altars to Masonic lodges. The flame of occult alchemists, which had promised to turn dross into gold, reappeared at the center of new “circles” seeking to recreate a golden age: Bavarian Illuminists conspiring against the Jesuits, French Philadelphians against Napoleon, Italian charcoal burners against the Hapsburgs.

When the most important anti-Napoleonic conspiracy was ridiculed for attempting “to use as a lever something which is only a match,” its leader replied that

> With a match one has no need of a lever; one does not lift up the world, one burns it.¹

The leader in spreading the conspiracy to Italy soon noted that “the Italian flame” had spread “the fire of freedom to the most frozen land of Petersburg.”² There the first Russian revolution occurred in December 1825. Its slogan, “From the spark comes the flame!” was originated by the first man to predict an egalitarian social revolution in the eighteenth century (Sylvain Maréchal) and revived by the first man to realize such a revolution in the twentieth (Lenin, who used it as the epigram for his journal, *The Spark*).

A recurrent mythic model for revolutionaries—early romantics, the young Marx, the Russians of Lenin’s time—was Prometheus, who stole fire from the gods for the use of mankind. The Promethean faith of revolutionaries resembled in many respects the general modern belief that science would lead men out of darkness into light. But there was also the more pointed, millennial assumption that, on the new day that was dawning, the sun would never set. Early during the French upheaval was born a “solar myth of the revolution,” suggesting that the sun was rising on a new era in which darkness would vanish forever. This image became implanted “at a level of consciousness that simultaneously interpreted something real and produced a new reality.”³

The new reality they sought was radically secular and stridently simple. The ideal was not the balanced complexity of the new American federation, but the occult simplicity of its great seal: an all-seeing eye atop a pyramid over the words *Novus Ordo Seclorum*. In search of primal, natural truths, revolutionaries looked back to pre-Christian antiquity—adopting pagan names like “Anaxagoras” Chaumette and “Anacharsis” Cloots, idealizing above all the semimythic Pythagoras as the model intellect-turned-revolutionary and the Pythagorean belief in prime numbers, geometric forms, and the higher harmonies of music. Many of the same Strasbourg musicians who first played *La Marseillaise* in 1792 had introduced Mozart’s *Magic Flute* to French audiences in the same city only a few months earlier; and Mozart’s illuminist message seemed to explain the fuller meaning of the *jour de gloire* that Rouget de Lisle’s anthem had proclaimed:

> The rays of the sun have vanquished the night,
> The powers of darkness have yielded to light.⁴
The rising sun brought heat as well as light, for the fire was generally lit not at high noon on a tabula rasa by some philosopher-king, but rather by some unknown guest arriving at midnight amidst the excesses of Don Giovanni’s banquet. “Communism,” the label Lenin finally adopted, was invented not by the great Rousseau, but by a Rousseau du ruisseau (Rousseau of the gutter): the indulgent fetishist and nocturnal street-walker in prerevolutionary Paris, Restif de la Bretonne. Thus the revolutionary label that now controls the destiny of more than one billion people in the contemporary world sprang from the erotic imagination of an eccentric writer. Like other key words of the revolutionary tradition it first appeared as the rough ideograph of a language in the making: a road sign pointing to the future.

This study attempts to identify some of these signs along the path from Restif to Lenin. It follows sparks across national borders, carried by small groups and idiosyncratic individuals who created an incendiary legacy of ideas. We will say relatively little about either the familiar, formal organizational antecedents of contemporary Communism (the three Internationals, the Russian Social Democratic party) or the actual revolutionary conflagrations of the period. We shall exclude altogether the contemporary era in which the stage has moved from Europe to the world, and revolutionaries from the anticipation to the exercise of power.

We shall deal repeatedly with the linguistic creativity of revolutionaries, who used old words (democracy, nation, revolution, and liberal) in new ways and invented altogether new words like socialist and communist. Their appealing new vocabulary was taken over for nonrevolutionary usage—as in the adoption of republican and democrat for competing political parties in postrevolutionary America, or in the conservative cooptation of nation, liberal, and even radical in late nineteenth century Europe. Revolutionaries also originated other key phrases used by nonrevolutionary social theorists in our own century: cybernetics, intelligentsia. Even speculation about “the year 2000” began not with the futurology of the 1960s, but with a dramatic work written in the 1780s by the same figure who invented the word communist.5

The origins of revolutionary words and symbols is of more than antiquarian interest; for, in the contemporary world where constitutions and free elections are vanishing almost as rapidly as monarchs, revolutionary rhetoric provides the formal legitimation of most political authority.

The historian’s path back to origins leads, however, into often murky labyrinths; and requires a willingness to follow seminal figures in leaps of fantasy to remote times and on long marches into distant spaces.6 Revolutionaries (no less than prophets of the Judaeo-Christian-Moslem lineage) seek to find their “holy other” in historical time. They tend to become more extreme in the present as they idealize an ever more distant past. Those who glorified pre-Christian druids tended to outstrip in fanaticism those who looked only to the early Christians.7

Revolutionaries have also pursued a geographical quest for some ideal place where the “holy other” could be wholly present. Activists have often sought out a small, clearly encompassed area within which per-
fection could become material. The earliest utopias of the imagination and the starting places for many key nineteenth-century revolutionaries were often islands. In their search for sacred space, the original revolutionaries made judgments through an apotheosis of location: left vs. right or mountain vs. plain in the French National Assembly, an inner circle of the dedicated within a broader circumference of the affiliated in their revolutionary organizations. What Cloots called the “world-map of revolution” was explored and charted by a new breed of politicized artists and writers. Flags and songs provided a semaphore of salvation. The bourgeois Third Estate sartorially celebrated its liberation from the aristocratic Second Estate by lowering its knee britches and becoming sans-culottes—only to don the tight new uniforms prescribed by the revolutionary citizen-state.

The revolutionary faith was built more by ideological innovators than by political leaders. He who held actual power during the original French Revolution was generally “a provisional being . . . a creature of exceptional circumstance . . . not a professional of the Revolution.”8 Professionalism began later with a different kind of man: an intellectual who lacked political experience, but saw in revolution an object of faith and a source of vocation, a channel for sublimated emotion and sublime ambition. If traditional religion is to be described as “the opium of the people,” the new revolutionary faith might well be called the amphetamine of the intellectuals.

But such characterizations are neither fair to the believer nor helpful to the historian. The wellsprings of this faith are deep, and have sustained men and women on the way to the scaffold of an executioner as well as to the platform of power. The youthful intellectuals who were the prophets and priests of this new secular religion were largely crying in the wilderness throughout the nineteenth century, struggling against overwhelming odds for revolutions that they saw coming mainly with the eyes of faith. It was not self-indulgent pity that caused one of the most militant and original early revolutionaries to compare his wandering life of exile to an eternal purgatory of “suffering without end and without hope”:

I no longer have a friend . . . no relatives, no old colleagues . . . no one writes me or thinks about me any more. . . . I have become a foreigner in my own country, and I am a foreigner among foreigners. The earth itself refuses to adopt me.9

Revolutionaries were generally sustained in such loneliness and despair—and protected from ridicule and indifference—by secularized nineteenth-century versions of the old Judaeo-Christian belief in deliverance-through-history. At a deep and often subconscious level, the revolutionary faith was shaped by the Christian faith it attempted to replace. Most revolutionaries viewed history prophetically as a kind of unfolding morality play. The present was hell, and revolution a collective purgatory leading to a future earthly paradise. The French Revolution was the Incarnation of hope, but was betrayed by Judases within the revolutionary camp and crucified by the Pilates in power.
The future revolution would be a kind of Second Coming in which the Just would be vindicated. History itself would provide the final judgment; and a new community beyond all kingdoms would come on earth as it never could in heaven.

A classical, contemporary statement of this belief lies in the founding manifesto of Fidel Castro’s revolutionary movement, History Will Absolve Me. He represented his own original revolutionary assault on the Moncada barracks as a kind of Incarnation. The subsequent torture and martyrdom of his virile fellow revolutionaries was the Passion and Crucifixion; and Castro’s trial by Batista was Christ before Pilate. The Cuban people were promised corporate Resurrection, and their revolutionary apostles Pentecostal power. The coming revolution would fulfill all the Law (the five “revolutionary laws” of the Moncada raiders) and the Prophets (José Martí).10

Such total belief in secular salvation is uniquely modern: the sublime creation of the age of political religion ushered in by the American and French Revolutions.11 Previous political upheavals—even when called revolutions—generally sought a new leader rather than a new order. The norm was revolt rather than revolution—either the “primitive rebellion” of outlawed “social bandits”12 or the “pursuit of the millennium” by religious prophets seeking to move beyond nature into a state of grace.13 Never before was the word revolution related to the creation of a totally new and entirely man-made order. With the militant, secular French Revolution “a new era opens, that of beginnings without return.” 14

Particularly after the revolution turned to terror in 1793 and to retreat in 1794, many realized that the revolutionary process would not automatically bring deliverance and social harmony. A new species of man, the professional revolutionary, emerged during the “Thermidorean reaction” to keep the dream alive. He argued that the French Revolution was incomplete, and that history required a second, final revolution and a new type of man dedicated to serving it. The full-time revolutionary profession began not with the ruling politicians but with the intellectual activists in Babeuf’s “Conspiracy of the Equals,” who had little in common with earlier revolutionaries “except in the imagination of the police.” 15

Yet the tradition that developed from the “people of Babeuf” cannot be divorced altogether from “the imagination of the police.” For revolutionary and counter-revolutionary forces often lived in a kind of symbiotic relationship. The same writer who first prophesied a new revolutionary society for France in the late 1760s16 also coined in the early 1780s the prophetic phrase les extrêmes se touchent.17 We shall repeatedly have occasion to note the interaction and often unconscious borrowing between the extremes of Right and Left.

A work of history is, of course, a product of its own time as well as a description of another. This study originated in graduate university teaching during the 1960s, when some Western intellectuals began to think of themselves as revolutionaries. Their voices were often shrill
and rarely heeded. Most people in the West remained attached to either their material possessions or their spiritual heritage. Yet within over-developed universities even more than underdeveloped economies there was often a kind of fascination—compounded sometimes with fear and/or secret delight—at the perceived reappearance of a political species long thought to be nearing extinction.

Yet the perspective of history seemed strangely missing among revolutionaries, antirevolutionaries, and voyeurs alike. Activists seemed largely uninterested in the substantial academic literature that had already accumulated by the mid-sixties; and new writing often seemed unusually narrow or polemically preoccupied with immediate issues. There seemed as well to be deeper ideological, cultural, and even professional reasons for continued historical ignorance of the revolutionary tradition.

Ideologically, historical understanding has been muddied in the post-war era by the rhetoric of superpower politics. The American and the Soviet states are each the product of a revolution: the first to proclaim, respectively, a new political and a new social order.18

The American Revolution of 1776 was a classic contest for political liberty secured by constitutional complexity. But American sympathy for the simpler cause of nationalism elsewhere (including within the Soviet empire) has often blunted the ability of American leaders to distinguish between revolutions seeking limited liberties and those seeking the more unlimited gratifications of nationalistic fraternity.

The Russian Revolution of 1917 was the classic revolution for social equality. But the Soviet leaders adopted as well the language of liberal and national revolutionaries—and debased the entire revolutionary vocabulary by using it to rationalize imperial despotism. Rejecting Marxism as the progenitor of Stalinism, the liberal West proved, in its technocratic era, almost equally hostile to the anti-authoritarian, Proudhonist alternative to Marxism within the social revolutionary tradition.

Culturally, historical understanding was complicated in America by the voracious overuse of the word revolutionary in a generally non-revolutionary society. Not only was the word abused by advertisers to announce the most trivial innovations in taste and technology, but also by social commentators anxious to contend that a “revolution” was occurring in the politically conservative America of the early 1970s. The revolutionaries were variously identified as drifting flower children,19 as the technological innovators they rejected,20 and as humanistic capitalists who presumably had little in common with either.21 It was only marginally more absurd for a bizarre drifter named Rasputin to characterize his free-form sexual-religious commune of affluent youth as “revolutionary”—and to invent the verb “to revolute”:

... let the people do what they want ... keep them revoluting. Revolution, constantly changing, going on to the next thing. ...22

All of this preceded the cacophonous deluge of Bicentennial messages about the enduring importance of the American Revolution variously interpreted. The day after the two-hundredth anniversary of the signing
of the Declaration of Independence, the leading newspaper in the American capital featured a proclamation of "the new American Revolution." But its "new American Maoism" for a "post-Copernican Age" seemed little more than a final sprinkling of intellectual confetti left over from the Age of Aquarius.23

Such confusion flows in part from the general modern tendency to attach "a magical, binding and unique meaning to the word 'revolution,'" 24 in an age when "the word 'revolution' is always construed in a positive light." 25 Yet even if the word has been "emptied of all meaning by constant overuse," it does not necessarily follow that it will "soon cease to be current." 26

Professionally, American academic historians may themselves have contributed—ironically and inadvertently—to the erosion of historical memory about the revolutionary tradition. By devoting inordinate energy to demonstrating either their political "relevance" (the sixties) or their methodological "rigor" (the seventies), many have neglected the enduring obligation of open-minded immersion in the legacy of the past. Cliometricians and cliopetitioners alike may have been too confident that they possessed in the present either a method or a message for the future—and, as a result, were too willing to see the past as an instrument to be used rather than a record to be explored.

As a university-based historian during the early years of this study, my "method" was to ignore professorial debates and to spend my time with old books and new students. The experience gave me an unanticipated sense of "relevance." I was repeatedly struck in the depths of libraries with precedent for almost everything that was daily being hailed as a novelty from the rooftops outside.

I came to know figures like Thomas (Ismail) Urbain, a Black Muslim of the 1830s unknown to those of today. He adopted Islam and Algerian nationalism a century before the same pattern was followed by other black revolutionaries from the same West Indies. Flora Tristan, the Franco-Peruvian founder of the first international proletarian organization, anticipated today's radical feminism, by invading the all-male House of Lords in London of the late 1830s and removing her disguise as a male Turk to dramatize her cause. The struggle between the old and the new left recapitulated much of the Marx-Proudhon conflict. Even the marginalia of leftism such as ideological sky-jackers had precedents in the revolutionary high-jacking of Mediterranean ships by Carlo Pisacane in the 1850s.

The concept of a revolution along generational lines was already fully developed in Gerontocracy of 1828 by the future Swiss revolutionary leader, James Fazy. Germany had produced even earlier the prototypical "modern" student counter-culture: rakish dress, long hair, narcotic highs, and sexual lows. Out of this subculture came violent calls for a "propaganda of the deed" long before contemporary terrorists. The anti-traditional musical theater of the early nineteenth century inspired real revolution in a way that rock festivals of the recent past only avowed to do.

But these were minor discoveries of antecedents along the path directed toward constructing an account of origins that might add some
insight from fresh historical research to the substantial work that already exists on the modern revolutionary tradition. This study will, it is hoped, broaden the base of enquiry even as it arouses controversy by considering Bonneville and Nodier as well as Babeuf among the founding fathers; Dézamy and Barmby as well as Marx among the communist pioneers; media of communication as well as means of organization; and Radchenko as well as Lenin among the authors of Bolshevism.

This study necessarily deals with only a small part of a rich story. It will not provide the traditional staples of either comprehensive political history or rounded individual biographies. In addition, readers should be specifically forewarned that I am not following any of three familiar approaches to the revolutionary tradition: the hagiographic, the sociological, or the psychological.

**Hagiography** is the retroactive justification of a revolution in power: the portrayal of precursors in the past for purposes of indoctrination in the present. In this approach, saints and sinners, heroes and heretics are created and catalogued to support the current political judgments of the recognized revolutionary succession. From such an intensely partisan tradition, of course, has come the bulk of historical writing on revolutionaries. The critical historian can find here not only invaluable source material, but also insights from Marxist historical analysis, particularly in the period prior to Stalin when relatively free speculation was still permitted in the Soviet Union.

A massive new Soviet history, *The International Workers' Movement*, will provide an authoritative codification of post-Stalinist orthodoxy. The first two volumes cover the same period as this book, predictably stressing the actions of workers and the doctrines of Marx. But the new periodization, the international perspective, and the assignment of specific sections to different authors—all give this work an interest largely absent from earlier versions of the hagiographic genre. A very different line of saints and devils is traced in the philosophically rich history of Marxism by the brilliant, exiled Polish revisionist and critic, Leszek Kolakowski.

**The sociological approach** predominates among social historians in the West as well as nonhagiographic Marxists. That the revolutionary tradition was intimately related to forces of industrial development, class conflict, and social change in the modern world is incontestable. But it does not follow—as many sociological historians either assert or imply—that the revolutionary tradition is simply produced or "caused" by these processes. Such an explanation may be argued as a hypothesis or asserted as an act of faith. But it can hardly be called a scientific fact—and it may actually serve to rationalize restriction on the range of enquiry, which the open experimental method should always seek to expand.

Microhistorians of the sociological school have been increasingly critical of those broad histories of the revolutionary era that focus on the diffusion of French power to local elites. There clearly is a need to understand better the widely different regional and social experiences
of a complex continent—and for that matter the human variety contained within the French term "Jacobin."

Since our subject is not the politics of the revolutionary era, but the genesis and spread of the revolutionary tradition, it is necessarily the story of a few ideas and of key people. So many of them have been neglected or forgotten that it seems task enough to enlarge the inventory and provide a historical framework for tracing the development of this small, but immeasurably important subculture of nineteenth-century Europe.

The effort here will be to maintain a kind of agnosticism on first causes while bringing into view some relatively neglected data and advancing some new hypotheses. In those areas where intellectual history can approach scientific precision, however, this work will attempt to trace the origins of key words, symbols, ideas, and organizational forms.

The psychological method is currently much in favor as a means of explaining data about men and ideas. Since revolutionaries are intense people at war with accepted social norms, they have become favorite subjects for this kind of analysis—particularly in America. The suspicion remains, however, that Freudian, even more than Marxist, analysis may itself be a somewhat dated technique—at times more appropriate for the period of the historian than for the historical period.

Aside from the recognized difficulties of retroactive psychoanalysis, the fact is that most of the important early revolutionaries seem surprisingly free of unusual personal characteristics. One of the best studies of the emotional side of the original French revolutionaries points out that "the future revolutionaries were almost all docile pupils of Jesuits and Oratorians." Like most other French children of their time, they were fond of their mothers, of their native regions, and of mildly sentimental, apolitical literature.

Revolutionaries in the subsequent, romantic era were rarely as idiosyncratic and antisocial as artists and poets, and less committed to violence than is generally realized. The schools of thought that played the most important roles in developing a revolutionary tradition all saw themselves providing the rationality that would end violence. Politicized Illuminists promised inner moral renewal; messianic Saint-Simonians, an organic order to end revolutionary unrest; Young Hegelians, the peaceful completion of Prussian reforms.

The fascinating fact is that most revolutionaries sought the simple, almost banal aims of modern secular man generally. What was unique was their intensity and commitment to realizing them. This faith and dedication made the revolutionary trailblazers bigger than life—and deeply controversial. Their progress represented, for some, humanity emerging on wings from its cocoon; for others, a malignancy attacking civilization itself.

Most Communists and many Third World leaders still profess to believe in salvation-through-revolution; others fear that this belief still retains the power to immobilize intellectuals in the West who lack "the experience of living in a society where that myth has been politi-
cally elevated to the status of official doctrine." Others see this secular faith fading away as a "post-industrial society" moves "beyond ideology" into a "technetronic" era. Others may suggest that belief in revolution was only a political flash fire in the age of energy—now burning itself out on the periphery as the metropole enters the twilight of entropy.

The present author is inclined to believe that the end may be approaching of the political religion which saw in revolution the sunrise of a perfect society. I am further disposed to wonder if this secular creed, which arose in Judaeo-Christian culture, might not ultimately prove to be only a stage in the continuing metamorphosis of older forms of faith and to speculate that the belief in secular revolution, which has legitimized so much authoritarianism in the twentieth century, might dialectically prefigure some rediscovery of religious evolution to revalidate democracy in the twenty-first.

But the story of revolutionaries in the nineteenth century is worth telling for its own sake—quite apart from any concerns of today or speculations about tomorrow. This heroic and innovative record of revolutionaries without power is an awesome chapter in the history of human aspiration. This study will attempt to let the dead speak for themselves without overlooking the continuing concerns of the living. It is a work of humanistic history: the record of what one man who is not a revolutionary found interesting and important about a number of his fellow humans who were.
I

FOUNDATIONS OF
THE REVOLUTIONARY
FAITH: THE LATE
EIGHTEENTH AND
EARLY NINETEENTH
CENTURIES

THE CITY is the crucible of modern revolution. The revolutionary tradition, seen from below, is a narrative of urban unrest successively dominated by Paris and St. Petersburg.

Paris overthrew the mightiest monarchy in Christendom in 1789–92, triggered new waves of revolution in 1830 and 1848, and forged a new model for social revolution in the Paris Commune of 1871. By then, there had arisen in St. Petersburg a new type of revolutionary who was to convulse the largest land empire in the world with terror in the late
nineteenth century and insurrection in the early twentieth. Three Russian revolutions—in 1905, March 1917, and November 1917—brought the revolutionary tradition out of the wilderness and into power.

Other cities also played decisive roles: Strasbourg, where German ideas entered France and the national revolutionary ideal burst into song in the 1790s; Lyon, where class warfare first fueled the rival social revolutionary tradition in the 1830s; and Berlin, where Marx was first radicalized and where a Marxist revolution failed in 1918–19—dooming the communist cause to confinement in Russia for the next thirty years. The site of legitimacy was not revolutionary St. Petersburg, which took the new name “Leningrad” from the victorious leader; it was the medieval Kremlin within conservative Moscow.

Seen from above the revolutionary tradition is a story of elite, intellectual leaders: a thin line of apostolic succession from Buonarroti to Lenin. The former was the leading survivor and historian of the first organization for secular, social revolution: the Babeuf conspiracy of 1796–97. Like St. Peter among the Romans, Filippo Buonarroti was the rock on which subsequent revolutionaries built. By the time of his death in 1837, social revolutionary leadership had passed to his admirer, Louis Auguste Blanqui, who retained special authority throughout the Paris-dominated era.

Leadership moved from Paris to St. Petersburg through Blanqui’s Russian collaborator, Peter Tkachev; his compatriots assassinated the Russian tsar in St. Petersburg in 1881, the year Blanqui died in Paris. When Lenin’s older brother was hanged six years later for plotting to kill the next tsar, young Lenin became the vehicle for vengeance and vindication.

Lenin’s path from an underground cell to the podium of power began at a particular place in St. Petersburg: the student-run dining hall and library of the St. Petersburg Technological Institute. The revolutionary seed first took root in the early 1890s in this spot, where the young Lenin had his first contact both with the main Marxist classics and with real industrial workers. Within this small area of freedom students not only dreamed of a technologically abundant alternative to tsarism, but also used their technical talents to form the first Russian organization of revolutionary Marxists.

The road that was to lead from the Technological Institute to the Finland Station originated, however, earlier and elsewhere. The first green zone that fertilized the revolutionary seed by turning intellectuals into revolutionaries was the Palais-Royal in the late 1780s. This privileged Parisian sanctuary of the reformist House of Orléans incubated those who wrested power from the ruling royal palace of Versailles in 1789 and from the Tuileries in 1792, long before the Leninists occupied the Winter Palace in 1917. Thus our story begins with the “anti-Versailles” in the heart of Paris, the scene of the first modern revolution. It leads us to Buonarroti, the anti-Napoleon who conceived of the first modern revolutionary organization.
CHAPTER I

Incarnation

THE MODERN revolutionary tradition begins with both word and deed: prophecy and incarnation. First came the slow growth of the idea of secular revolution in early modern Europe. Then came the fact of a totally new kind of upheaval within the largest city of the mightiest power in Europe.

The Idea of Revolution

Long before the Second Coming of 1917—and even before the Incarnation of 1789—men brooded about the nature and meaning of the word revolution. The term derives from the Latin substantive revolutio, which was unknown in classical Latin but was used in the early Middle Ages by St. Augustine and other Christian writers. Translated into Italian as rivoluzione in the early Renaissance and then into French and English as revolution, the term initially meant the return of a moving object to its place of origin—particularly the movement of celestial bodies around the earth. Copernicans used it increasingly in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to describe their unsettling new concept of the earth revolving—axially and orbitally—around the sun. The French savant Jacques Amyot suggested that in sixteenth-century France an understanding of these awesome movements in nature was also necessary for a successful politician:

Il y a une certaine révolution et préfixion de temps oultre lequel l’homme sage ne se doit plus entremettre des affaires de la chose politique.

But “revolutionary” change was still generally seen as a return to an earlier, temporarily violated norm: a re-volution back to a more natural
order.\textsuperscript{3} Even the extremists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries who helped prepare revolutions tended to think of restoring preexisting rights and traditions. Judaeo-Christian ideas inspired what many consider the first modern revolution: the Puritan rebellion in seventeenth-century England; and nonconformist religious ideas played a major role in preparing the American revolution.\textsuperscript{4} Fanatical religious ideologies dominated the sixteenth-century civil wars that raged within the two great continental powers, the Hapsburg Empire and the French Kingdom. Both sides in both of these conflicts have recently been hailed as revolutionary pioneers. The Dutch revolt against authoritarian Spain has been called the first modern revolution and “the earliest modern expression of democratic ideas.” \textsuperscript{5} Similar claims have also been made for an earlier revolt in which the roles were reversed, when urban Spaniards rebelled against the predominantly Dutch entourage of Charles V.\textsuperscript{6} A leading Calvinist in sixteenth-century France was “one of the first modern revolutionaries,” \textsuperscript{7} as was his bête noire, the Catholic League, which installed “the first revolutionary reign of terror that Paris was to experience.” \textsuperscript{8} These Parisian Catholics were probably the most authentic anticipation of the modern revolutionaries. They introduced the term “Committee of Public Safety,” the use of barricades, and a program that was “truly revolutionary in the sense that it embodied conscious social antagonisms.” \textsuperscript{9}

But such revolutionary means still served reactionary ends. Innovative political practices continued to require aggressively Christian ideologies. The grounds for a new approach were prepared by the exhaustion with religious conflict and by the enthusiasm over the scientific method that produced a “crisis of the European consciousness” at the end of the seventeenth century.\textsuperscript{10} In the ensuing Enlightenment of the eighteenth century, a critical spirit began to regard Greco-Roman antiquity as a kind of secular alternative to Christianity.\textsuperscript{11}

Much of the growing volume of secular political writing in the age of the Enlightenment dealt with the problem of revolution. A pioneering Italian work of 1629 on the causes and prevention of revolution found kingdoms particularly vulnerable to revolution because of their monarchs’ misconduct.\textsuperscript{12} An anti-Spanish treatise, The Revolutions in Naples, appeared in 1647 on the eve of an uprising in Naples led by the fisherman Masaniello against the Hapsburgs.\textsuperscript{13} This event stimulated the already well-developed Italian discussion of political revolution.\textsuperscript{14} Polemic writers in England during the Puritan Revolution drew in turn on Italian writings. One English work on the Neapolitan uprising coined the classic revolutionary metaphor of a “fire” coming from a small “spark.” \textsuperscript{15}

The poet Robert Heath appears to have been the first to link political revolution with social change,\textsuperscript{16} speaking of a “strange Vertigo or Delirium o’ the Brain” drawing England into a revolution that went beyond politics:

Nor doth the State alone on fortune’s Wheeles  
Run round; Alas, our Rock Religion reeles.
He then suggests that the hope of heaven on earth might replace that of heaven above:

Amidst these turnings, 'tis some comfort yet,
Heaven doth not fly from us, though we from it.

And finally comes the full new fantasy:

Nothing but fine Utopian Worlds i' the Moon
Must be new form'd by Revolution.\textsuperscript{17}

Interest in the upheaval which restored moderate monarchy to England in 1688 led to a proliferation of anonymous historical studies in which the term “glorious revolution” was introduced to the continent.\textsuperscript{18} In the New World as in the Old, revolution became for the first time a positive political ideal.

The most dynamic of the “enlightened despots,” Frederick the Great, saw revolutions as part of the destiny of nations, particularly new ones. In 1751 he wrote that

. . . fragility and instability are inseparable from the works of men; the revolutions that monarchies and republics experience have their causes in the immutable laws of Nature.\textsuperscript{19}

Frederick generally used the word “revolution” in the old sense of revolving back to where nations had been before. But he also began the trend among German thinkers of applying the word to spiritual as well as political change. He said of the Lutheran Reformation:

A revolution so great and so singular, which changed almost the entire System of Europe, deserves to be examined with Philosophical eyes.\textsuperscript{20}

Later Germans, such as Hegel and Marx were, of course, to use just such “philosophical eyes” to see in the liberating reforms of both Luther and Frederick antecedents of the modern, ideologically based revolutionary tradition.

Frederick the Great’s interest in revolution as a spiritual and political event subtly influenced many Germans of his time. He created in Prussia a sense of new Promethean possibilities. His impatience with tradition in affairs of state was echoed in the republic of letters by the rebellious poets of the \textit{Sturm und Drang}. Radical Bavarian Illuminists urged in the early 1780s that his secularizing reforms be carried even further through an “imminent revolution of the human mind.”\textsuperscript{21} Their opponents, in turn, already saw in such a program in 1786 the threat of an “imminent universal revolution.”\textsuperscript{22}

Thus Germany—not France—gave birth to the sweeping, modern idea of revolution as a secular upheaval more universal in reach and more transforming in scope than any purely political change. This concept was transported to Paris by Count Mirabeau, a former French ambassador in Berlin; it helped him to become the leading figure in the early events of the French Revolution in 1789. His study of Frederick the Great in 1788 had proclaimed Prussia the likely site of a coming revo-
olution, and the German Illuminists its probable leaders. Mirabeau's speeches and writings the following year transferred these expectations of a deep transformation from Germany to France. He became both the leader in turning the Third Estate of the Estates-General into a new National Assembly and "the first to succeed in launching a journal without the authorization of the government." His reputation as the outstanding orator of the Assembly is closely related to his pioneering role in convincing the French that their revolution, though political in form, was redemptive in content. Mirabeau popularized the Illuminist term "revolution of the mind," introduced the phrase "great revolution," and apparently invented the words "revolutionary," "counter-revolution," and "counter-revolutionary." Mirabeau pioneered in applying the evocative language of traditional religion to the new political institutions of revolutionary France. As early as May 10, 1789, he wrote to the constituents who had elected him to the Third Estate that the purpose of the Estates-General was not to reform but "to regenerate" the nation. He subsequently called the National Assembly "the inviolable priesthood of national policy," the Declaration of the Rights of Man "a political gospel," and the Constitution of 1791 a new religion "for which the people are ready to die."

The introduction of the hitherto little-used word revolution into the German language sealed the new and quasi-religious usage of the word. Writers and lexicographers initially either bragged or complained, according to their politics, that "we Germans wish so hard to keep [revolution] distant that we do not have even one word for it in our vocabulary"; and the French word was introduced into German precisely "to convey in its nature an impossible movement with speed and quickness"—to inspire awe and suggest a novelty beyond the traditional word for political upheaval, Umwälzung.

We shall return to this faith in revolution as something totally new, secular, and regenerative—and to the occult, Germanic sources of this idea. But first, we must briefly consider the events of the French Revolution themselves. For the convulsions that began in Paris in 1789 represented an unprecedented succession of novelties that made Mirabeau's new conception of revolution believable. With mounting intensity and without any clear plan or continuous leadership, France proceeded to create a new political lexicon centered on the word "democracy" and on a new understanding of revolution as a superhuman source of fresh dynamism for human history.

The Fact of Revolution

In the summer of 1789, absolute monarchy and aristocratic authority were overthrown forever in the most powerful kingdom in Christendom. This was the essential French Revolution: the hard fact that gave birth
to the modern belief that secular revolution is historically possible. This unplanned political transformation occurred within a period of exactly five months—between May 5, when King Louis XVI opened in Versailles the first Estates-General to meet in 175 years, and October 5, when the king was brought back to Paris as a virtual prisoner of the mob.

The decisive event of these five months was the Third Estate (which represented everyone except the clergy and nobility and was dominated by articulate middle-class lawyers) declaring itself to be the National Assembly. Members of the other two estates went over to join the Third Estate; it resolved in the "tennis-court oath" of June 20 to remain in being "until the constitution of the realm is set up and consolidated on firm foundations." Following the violence in Paris that led to the storming of the Bastille on July 14, a "great fear" spread through the countryside. Fires destroyed many records and symbols of the manorial system. In the course of August the Assembly abolished serfdom and aristocratic privilege and proclaimed the "natural and imprescribable" right of every citizen to liberty, equality, property, and security.

News of a political act—the king's dismissal of his reformist Finance Minister Necker—had fired the original unrest in Paris. Nine days after the Bastille fell the Paris mob hung Necker's successor, and political authority was restored by the Marquis de Lafayette. He arrived on a white horse—literally as well as symbolically—and took military command of Paris on July 15, lending legitimacy to upheaval, and serving with Mirabeau as a founding father of the revolutionary tradition.

Wounded at age nineteen while fighting for American independence in the Battle of Brandywine, Lafayette had returned to France hoping that the American Revolution "might serve as a lesson to the oppressors and an example to the oppressed" in the Old World. He presented a key to the Bastille to Washington, used American rhetoric to help draft the Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen, and lent dignity as head of the new national guard to the fateful march on Versailles on October 5.

Yet this seeming guarantor of continuing order amidst revolutionary change was soon denounced not just by the Right, but by the Left as well. Burke's conservative attack on the French Revolution listed "Fayet-tism" first among the "rabble of systems." On the revolutionary side, "Gracchus" Babeuf, just a year after the fall of the Bastille, excoriated Lafayette as a conceited and antidemocratic brake on the revolutionary process. Later revolutionaries, as we shall see, repeatedly raged against him.

Mirabeau, also a marquis but less elegant than Lafayette, was more central to the early revolutionary events. Rejected by his fellow aristocrats for election to the Estates-General, the pock-marked Mirabeau accepted election by the Third Estate; he infused it with la passion politque.

The constitutional monarchy favored by Lafayette and Mirabeau could not survive the attempt of the king to flee Paris in the summer of 1791 and the outbreak of foreign war in the spring of 1792. Revolutionary France formally proclaimed a republic in August 1792; massacred 1,100
alleged domestic foes in Paris in September, and publicly guillotined
King Louis XVI in January 1793. External and internal violence in­
creasingly polarized politics and split the National Assembly into the
original “right” and “left.” The subsequent equation of the left with
virtue dramatized revolutionary defiance of Christian tradition, which
had always represented those on the right hand of God as saved and
those on the left as damned.

During this time the armed masses in Paris tended increasingly to
reject the politics of the Assembly, arguing that

Le Côté Droit est toujours gauche
Et le gauche n’est jamais droit.

The crowd that had invaded the Tuileries Palace to imprison the king
on August 10, 1792, broke into the Assembly on May 31, 1793, and in
the summer mobilized in the levée en masse to resist counter-revolution­
ary foes in the countryside and on the borders.

The subsequent history of the armed revolution reveals a seemingly
irresistible drive toward a strong, central executive. Robespierre's twelve­
man Committee of Public Safety (1793–94) gave way to a five-man Di­
rectorate (1795–99), to a three-man Consulate, to the designation of
Napoleon as First Consul in 1799, and finally to Napoleon's coronation
as emperor in 1804.

After 1792 a growing split developed between the stated ideals of
the revolutionary republic and their practical implementation. Marxists
have represented this conflict as the inevitable clash of the “proletar­
ian” quest for a social revolution and the “bourgeois” desire to consol­
idate newly acquired property rights and political power. But social
consciousness at the time was focused on the shared hatred of foreign­
ers and aristocrats; and in pre-industrial Paris the distinction between
the working and middle classes was not yet clear. The more significant
split was between the political consciousness of the articulate lawyers
and leaders of revolutionary France and the mundane, apolitical demands
of the urban masses for food, security, and something to believe in.

The leaders repeatedly failed to satisfy the Parisian populace. La­
fayette, who in April 1792 had favored war in order to rally France be­
hind the constitutional monarchy, was soon drowned out by the more
bellicose and radical Brissot. The Brissotists, or Girondists, were in turn
swep t aside by the more extreme Jacobins in the late spring of 1793.
The relatively moderate Jacobinism of Danton was then supplanted by
Robespierre; his reign of terror claimed some forty thousand domestic
victims in 1793–94. Yet none of these figures was able to bring stability.

Robespierre, the most radical political leader of the revolutionary era,
was also the first to turn decisively against the Paris mob. He broke
up its sectional assemblies in the fall of 1793 and executed the extreme
enragés or Hébertists in the spring of 1794—shortly before he too was
guillotined in July. The retrenchment that followed, the so-called Ther­
midorean reaction, checked a seemingly inexorable drift to the left.
The new republican Constitution of 1795 was far less radical than that
written in 1793 (but never put in effect). Two years later the attempt
of the Babeuf conspiracy to organize a new revolutionary uprising was crushed by the five-man Directory with no difficulty. Though Napoleon rose to power through the revolutionary army and used revolutionary ideas to expand French power, he (like the constitutional monarchs who were restored to power after him) was generally seen not as an heir to the revolution but as its repudiator.

The revolutionary tradition reached maturity when fighting broke out again on the streets of Paris against the restored Bourbons in July 1830. Lafayette, by then an old man, emerged to legitimize a return to constitutional monarchy, and helped establish in power Louis Philippe of the House of Orléans. The linkage was deeply appropriate. For the original revolution of 1789 that had been led by Lafayette can in a sense be said to have begun in the Parisian pleasure dome of Louis Philippe's father, Philip of Orléans: the Palais-Royal. There in the shadow of the Tuileries Palace, Philip had decided to accept the revolution and rename himself *Egalité* rather than remain loyal to his cousin, King Louis XVI. It was this Philip who renamed the great public gardens of the Palais-Royal—in which the mob that stormed the Bastille first formed—"the garden of equality." And it is in this revolutionary garden of Eden, this unlikely Bethlehem, that the story of the revolutionary faith properly begins.
As Paris overthrew the old regime, its citizens felt an almost desperate need for some new source of authority. The story of this need is usually told in terms of political or social forces, but it can also be told in terms of an ideological and geographical search for legitimacy.

If one were to use a single word to describe what the original French revolutionaries were really seeking, it might well be a key term later used by the Russians: 
oprostit’sia, to simplify. The desire for radical simplification (even of oneself as the reflexive verb suggests in Russian) impelled intellectuals following Rousseau to reject personal pretention as well as social convention. A similar striving toward simplicity compelled politicians leading up to Robespierre to rely increasingly on liquidation as well as inspiration. At the root of everything lay the passionate desire of thinking people to find a simple, unifying norm for society like the law of gravity that Newton had found for nature.

In their drive toward revolutionary simplicity Frenchmen melded many estates into one state; discarded innumerable titles for the uniform “citizen,” “brother,” and “tu”; supplanted elaborate rococo art with a severe neo-classicism; discarded complex Catholic traditions in the name of Dame Nature or a Supreme Being; and replaced reasoned argument with incantational slogan. The early revolutionary call for “one king, one law, one weight, one measure” prefigured later French evangelism in spreading the use of the metric and decimal systems. Throughout the inventive revolutionary era, new symbols and societies seemed to be searching for le point parfait: “the perfect point” within a “circle of friends.” These were the strangely appropriate names of two leading Masonic lodges that flourished in Paris during the Reign of Terror.

But where was the “perfect point” on which to base a new secular faith? For many, the progressive simplification of the political process provided a kind of answer by reducing the locus of popular sovereignty from a National Assembly to an executive of twelve, five, three, and finally one man. Precisely under Napoleon, however, the professional
revolutions began. The appearance of conspiracies within Napoleon's armies at the height of his power revealed an unsatisfied revolutionary thirst for something more than pure power.

Violence was part of what revolutionaries sought—and was in many ways their ultimate form of radical simplification. A thousand hopes and hatreds could be compressed into a single act of blood ritual, transforming philosophes into révolutionnaires. As the darkest mystery of the revolutionary faith, violence was at first mainly discussed by reactionary opponents, who saw the revolutionaries preempting the promise of ancient religions to provide salut par le sang. Revolutionary violence has been best described metaphorically as a volcanic eruption or the birth pain of a new order. Because revolutionaries always believe their violence will end all violence, it might also be described as the sonic boom at which controls must be reversed, the vortex of a whirlpool in which a helplessly descending object may suddenly be hurled up to freedom.

The mark of blood distinguishes real revolution from mythic melodrama about the storming of a Bastille or a Winter Palace. The drama resembles rather that of a medieval passion play—in which, however, the act of crucifixion rather than the fact of resurrection provides le point parfait for a new beginning. Belief in a purely secular salvation leads the modern revolutionary to seek deliverance through human destruction rather than divine redemption. We shall trace the course of revolutionary violence from a romantic, Italo-Polish phase in the early nineteenth century to an ascetic Russian form in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Yet the same lava that was to destroy a decadent Pompeii was also to fertilize a new Eden. The original search for revolutionary legitimacy involved not just the razing of a Bastille and beheading of a king, but also the quest for sacred space in which perfection might appear and oracles might speak. The story can be traced through both places and people. It begins in the cafés of the Palais-Royal and leads on to the neglected figure of Nicholas Bonneville.

The Cafés of the Palais-Royal

Nowhere—the literal meaning of Utopia—first became somewhere in the Palais-Royal. In the cafés that ringed the gardens of this great royal enclosure in central Paris, the "heavenly city of the eighteenth-century philosophers" found earthly roots; high ideals were translated into coarse conversation; salon sophistication became bourgeois bravado; reform moved through revolt to revolution.

The Palais-Royal had political origins as the creation of Cardinal Armand de Richelieu, the father of raison d'état in modern France. The
palace was transformed into an enclosed complex of galleries, exhibition halls, and entertainment centers in the early 1780s—and was opened to the public by the reform-minded Philip of Orléans. His avarice rapidly converted it into a profitable center of pleasure where “all desires can be gratified as soon as conceived.”4 In the late spring of 1787, Philip built Le Cirque—a large oval enclosure more than one hundred meters long in the middle of the garden—for large meetings and sporting events.

The cafés in the arcades and the “circus” in the center of the Palais-Royal incubated an intellectual opposition that went beyond the mild, Whiggish reformism of the London coffeehouses that the House of Orléans had originally sought to imitate. The Palais-Royal became “a sort of Hyde Park of the French Capital,” “the place where public opinion is formed,” “the agora of the city in ferment,” “the forum of the French Revolution.”5

If the French Revolution can be said to have begun in any single spot at any single moment, it may have been in the gardens of the Palais-Royal at about 3:30 in the afternoon of Sunday, July 12, 1789, when Camille Desmoulins climbed up on a table and cried Aux armes! to the milling crowd. He was suggesting a collective Parisian response to the news that had just come from Versailles about the king’s dismissal of Necker. Within half an hour of his speech, the crowd began coursing out onto the streets carrying busts of Necker and the Duke of Orléans.

The moment was dramatic—in the most intense and literal sense of the word. The Palais-Royal had attracted an expectant audience. A minor operatic composer had set the stage, helping Desmoulins to mount what he called la table magique taken from the Café Foy. A green ribbon attached to Desmoulins’s hat (by some accounts a green leaf plucked from a tree) provided the new costume: a badge of nature and of hope to brandish against the unnatural emblems of a hopeless aristocracy. The urban hero was (like Saint-Just and Babeuf to come) an intellectual journalist from rural Picardy. In response to his harangue, the supporting cast of hundreds spilled out into the streets. Their immediate purpose was the demonically appropriate one of forcing all the theaters in Paris to cancel their evening performances—as if to remove from the city any drama that might rival their own. Having shut the theaters, they converged on the greatest open square in Europe, the Place Louis XV, which they helped transform into a theater of revolution.

Under the equestrian statue of the king’s father, the crowd brandished the busts of the king’s dismissed minister and of his suspect cousin. The first act of the revolution/drama began at 8 P.M. in the square when stray fire from royal troops created the first martyrs of the revolution and the mob responded by sacking nearby armories. The drama was to return repeatedly to this great, open-air theater for its climactic scenes: the execution of the king in January 1793 (with the setting renamed Place de la Révolution), and the Easter liturgy celebrated by Tsar Alexander for the entire Russian army after the final defeat of Napoleon in 1815 (renamed again as Place de la Concorde).

In July 1789, however, the great square was only a point of transit
for the Paris mob as it drove on to express in the center of Paris the destruction that had previously begun in the periphery with the razing of forty royal customhouses. The ultimate destination of the crowd that first acquired an identity on July 12 was, of course, the sparsely populated prison and armory known as the Bastille; but their original assembly point had been the Palais-Royal. Located about halfway between the Place Louis XV and the Place de la Bastille, the Palais continued to play a central role in the choreography of conflict during the early years of the revolution.

The habitués of the Palais were, in a way, the original “people” of revolutionary rhetoric; and the mob that assembled there periodically, the model for revolutionary mobilization. By early August, police were coming from other sections of the city to deal with the disorders reigning in the Palais-Royal and the dangers that could result from them. If the Palais-Royal was not yet unified behind the republicanism of Desmoulins, it echoed the Anglophilia of the Duke of Orléans in hailing the events in France as "cette glorieuse Révolution." Petitions against a royal veto were carried to the assembly in Versailles from the “citizens assembled in the Palais-Royal,” who constituted themselves as a kind of informal voice of revolutionary authority in the city. Songs in praise of the soldiers said to have refused orders to fire on the people were improvised “in the name of the citizens of the Palais-Royal.” “Lacking a King, Paris found a chief in the Palais-Royal.”

The locus of legitimacy was the critical issue, and the ultimate protagonists were the king’s court at Versailles on the one hand and the headless “forum of the people” in the Palais-Royal at Paris on the other. Standing between them, however, in the summer of 1789 were the newly constituted National Assembly, still under the king’s shadow at Versailles, and the formal government of Paris, still at the Hotel de Ville, on the Rue de Rivoli, halfway between the Palais-Royal and the Bastille. On August 30 a crowd of fifteen hundred set off from the Palais-Royal to the Hotel de Ville for the first of two unsuccessful petitions to gain official backing for a march on Versailles. Finally, on Sunday, October 4, 1789, a large group formed in the Palais-Royal; it was joined by other Parisians to march on Versailles the following day, and brought both the king and the National Assembly back to Paris.

Paris itself thereafter became the battlefield. The king resided in the Tuileries Palace; popular authority, in the Palais-Royal just across the Rue Saint-Honoré. The National Assembly was relocated close to both in the drafty building of the former royal riding academy overlooking the Tuileries gardens.

The terminology used to characterize factions within the assembly revealed a thirst for the spatial sanctification of immaterial ideals. Legitimacy was identified with a physical location: “left” or “right,” “mountain” or “plain.” The middle position in the assembly between the two extremes became known as “the swamp” (le marais); the morass occupied by those unfit for either land or sea. One of the earliest historians of the revolution characterized le marais in polarized terms that anticipated later revolutionaries’ denunciation of the “center” as “un-
principled,” “opportunistic,” and lacking the conviction of either right or left:

Between these two extremes, men of secret votes and silent cowardice stagnate, always devoted to the strongest party and serving the powers that be. The place occupied by these eunuchs in the Convention was called the Swamp; it is called the Center in modern assemblies.\(^ {13}\)

Then, with the division of Paris into forty-eight sections on June 22, 1790, the Hotel de Ville was effectively superseded by a new form of popular government: the Commune of the Paris sections; and the Section of the Palais-Royal (later called the Section de la Montagne) became the largest sectional government in the center of the city.\(^ {14}\) News of divisions and debates in the National Assembly often came first from participants relating their accounts at the nearby cafés in the Palais-Royal. Rumors were manufactured there that the king was planning to flee France by assuming masked disguises or by digging a secret canal to Saint Cloud.\(^ {15}\)

The Palais-Royal played a central role in revolutionary Paris for three reasons. It offered, first of all, a privileged sanctuary for intellectuals where they could turn from speculation to organization. Second, its owner and patron, the Duke of Orléans, represented the point through which new ideas broke into the power elite of the old regime. Finally, the Palais provided a living link with the underworld of Paris and with the new social forces that had to be mobilized for any revolutionary victory.

Royal ownership assured immunity from arrest within the Palais-Royal; and from 1788 to 1792 a host of new organizations were formed and key meetings held there. Amidst the ferment of 1789 literary and artistic talent was rallied to the revolution by pioneering, if often short-lived, clubs: the Lycée de Paris, Lycée des Arts, Musée Français, Athénaum, and Club de 1789.\(^ {16}\) The revolutionary theater found a home there first in the Théâtre des Variétés, which had opened in 1785, and then in the new Théâtre de la République to which many outstanding actors of the national theater, including the legendary Talma, moved in 1792.

The mob that burst forth from the Palais-Royal in July 1789, carried a bust of Philip of Orléans along with one of Necker, and the mob that went to Versailles in October also acclaimed the king’s cousin. As the owner of the Palais-Royal, Philip was seen as a patron of the revolutionary cause within the royal elite. His journey to London later in 1789 was seen by some as part of an Anglophile’s maneuvering to move France closer to constitutional monarchy. Philip had written his own *Regulation of Life for the Palais-Royal* in February 1789; among other things it called for formal Wednesday evening soirées of twenty-five thinkers.\(^ {17}\)

His personal sponsorship of the Musée Français in his apartment and of various publications as well as open-air dramas in the gardens of the Palais led many conservatives to assume that the revolutionary tumult was in some sense the result of an Orléanist conspiracy.
Shortly after the proclamation of a republic on September 15, 1792, Philip of Orléans presented himself to the new communal government of Paris with a request to be renamed Egalité, and to have the garden of the Palais called the “garden of equality.” He paid tribute to his experience as a Freemason for providing him with a “sort of image of equality,” but gave thanks that he had now “left behind the phantom for the reality.”

The rebaptized head of the House of Orléans was then elected a member of the Convention—over Robespierre’s opposition. Two months later a decree of the Convention challenged the sincerity of Philip’s conversion, suggesting that he “speculated on the revolution as on his jockies” and had simply acted in a way “most convenient to his interests.” Jean Paul Marat cast further doubt on Philip’s “civic dedication” (civisme). When a revolutionary leader was assassinated in the Palais-Royal on January 20, suspicion of Philip deepened, and the Convention unleashed a kind of storm-trooper organization, the so-called defenders of the republic, for raids on the Orléanist redoubt. When Philip’s son, the future King Louis Philippe, defected to the counter-revolutionary camp together with General Charles François Dumouriez in the early spring, Philippe-Egalité was arrested—and eventually guillotined on November 6, 1793.

The Palais-Royal was the center in Paris not just of high politics and high ideals, but also of low pleasure. Along with the “political effervescence” fostered by “agitators whose mysterious existence seems more appropriate for a novel than for reality” appeared raucous publications that mixed politics and pornography, such as The National Bordello under the sponsorship of the Queen, for the use of Provincial confederates. Philippe-Egalité once again showed the way. His long-time mistress, Mme. de Genlis (later Citoyenne Brûlart), was a kind of princess among the prostitutes of the Palais as well as a “governess of the princes.” The new personal secretary he brought to the Palais in 1788, Choderlos de Laclos, was the author of Les Liaisons Dangereuses and a pioneer of the liberated pornography that flourished during the revolutionary era. Laclos’s friend, the Marquis de Sade, opened a bookstore in the Palais during the turmoil to sell his dark masterpieces; every form of sexual gratification that he described was available in the cafés and apartments of the Palais complex. The gardens were the gathering place for prostitutes, and respectable women did not appear in the Palais-Royal after 11:00 A.M. Even before the revolution, the Palais-Royal had generated a counter-morality of its own. A defiant prostitute who refused to give herself to the Comte d’Artois became a folk heroine, and a café, La Vénus, was named in her honor. The promenade of boutiques and galleries in the center of the Palais where contacts and assignations were usually made (the so-called Gallerie de Bois or Camp des Tartares) had as its central sculpture “la belle Zulima,” a wax statue of a naked woman done in realistic flesh color.

Cafés were the heart and soul of the Palais-Royal. About two dozen ringed the Palais-Royal and beckoned strollers from the gardens into the arcaded pleasure spots which were—literally as well as figura-
tively—the underground of Paris. Like the Cirque in the middle of the gardens (five-eighths of which was dug out below ground level), the cafés were mostly underground. Some of the most important names—Café du Caveau, Café des Aveugles, and Café du Sauvage—suggest the fetid air, mysterious darkness, and indulgent abandon that characterized these subterranean retreats. The Café des Aveugles offered twenty separate “caves” for the sexual and narcotic delectations of its customers, who usually descended there after lighter, alcoholic preliminaries at the Café Italien directly above. For those who remained in, or returned to, the Café Italien (also known as the Corazza) passions turned political, and politics became international because of its large Italian clientele.

The verb “to politic” (politiquer) may even have originated in the café language of the Palais. A special kind of politics emerged in this ambience. Playful irreverance and utopian speculation were preferred to pedestrian practicality. It was not the politics of those responsible for exercising power in the National Assembly or within the Paris Sections. It was a politics of desire fashioned over drinks that induced blissful oblivion, such as the non-lo-s apraye (fractured Italian for “You will never know it”), and after sweets designed for gluttons (such as the ice-cream confections of the Café Tortoni).

The cafés of the Palais-Royal were also filled with votive objects of the emerging new faith in the applied sciences. In the Café Mécanique, “the ancestor of our automatic bars,” drinks appeared from trap doors, which were part of an elaborate set of levers and other devices illustrating various principles of Newtonian physics. Illusion became reality in the Café des Mille Colonnes, where mirrors magnified a few columns into a thousand. The stove that warmed the Café Italien was shaped like the pioneering balloon flown by Joseph Montgolfier, who himself frequented the café.

This complex of cafés made the Palais-Royal seem, to the most acute observer of Paris on the eve of revolution,

the capital of Paris, a sumptuous little city within a large one; the temple of voluptuousness.

The sanctuary within this temple was the Café Foy, before which Desmoulins issued his famous call to arms on July 12, 1789. The Foy was the only café that had both the privilege of serving tables within the garden and control of a passageway out of it onto the Rue de Richelieu. Thus, it became the “portico of the Revolution,” the precise point at which Desmoulins’s followers first moved from talk to action on the streets:

During these months of excitement, the Café Foy was to the Palais-Royal, what the Palais-Royal was to Paris: a little capital of agitation within the kingdom of agitation.

The Foy earned a mantle of martyrdom when it was shut down briefly by the king later in 1789, and the cafés of the Palais-Royal continued
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to politicize the populace of Paris in emotionally satisfying ways that neither the National Assembly nor the sectional governments could altogether duplicate. As one relatively neutral observer wrote in 1791:

When a posterity more reflective and enlightened than the present generation studies the history of the French Revolution dispassionately, it will not be able to believe that cafés became the supreme tribunals within a city at the center of a free state. The Café de Foy and the Café du Caveau . . . are today two republics in which the most pronounced intolerance takes the name of patriotism.35

In this period “cafés grew and formed clubs; their tables became tribunals; their habitués, orators; their noises, motions.” 36

As the quarreling among revolutionaries became more intense, each faction tended to have its own café within the Palais—serving as both outpost and headquarters. The Café du Caveau was a gathering place for the Girondists who prepared the demonstrations of August 10, 1792, that overthrew the monarchy and established the First Republic. The Café Italien was an assembly point for the more radical Jacobins who eventually occupied the National Assembly and established the revolutionary dictatorship in the early summer of 1793.37

But the Jacobins operated mainly outside the Palais, deriving the name for their nationwide organization from the Jacobin monastery where the Parisian leaders first met. The Jacobin politicians were deeply suspicious of the Palais-Royal because of its obvious lack of discipline and at the same time out of contrary fear that it might ultimately fall subject to the discipline of a potential claimant to the throne: Philip of Orléans. They feared not only the royalists, who also controlled cafés within the Palais, but also the foreign friends of the Revolution who enjoyed the hospitality of the Palais-Royal. Thus, during the nationalistic mobilization of 1793, when all Paris became a theater of political conflict, the Jacobin dictatorship of Robespierre curtailed the freedom of the Palais-Royal. The café headquarters for the Jacobins and Babeuvists were some distance away on the left bank. Thus, long before the Cirque was burned down in 1798, and the cafés cleaned out by Napoleon in 1802, the Palais-Royal lost its centrality.

But why was the Palais-Royal able to mobilize mass emotions so successfully during the early years before full state power and military emergency could be invoked against it? The truth seems to be that the cafés provided not just a protected place for political meetings, but also the intoxicating ambiance of an earthly utopia. Distinctions of rank were obliterated, and men were free to exercise sexual as well as political freedom. In the course of a single visit, one might sip such libations of liberation as a new tricolored liquor, savor foreign foods in perfumed boîtes, see the laterna magica trace the history of the world in the apartment of Philippe-Egalité, visit a quasi-pornographic wax museum in the arcades, attend a melodrama which included music and acrobatics in the Cirque, and then go underground for entertainment that ranged from ventriloquism by a dwarf to sex with the seven-foot two-inch Prussian prostitute, Mlle. Lapierre.38
In such an atmosphere, illusion and fantasy mixed with material gratification and made the ideal of total secular happiness seem credible as well as desirable. Hedonistic awakening was combined with political and intellectual discussion in an atmosphere of social equality and directness of communication that had been unknown among the aristocratic conventions of the old regime. All races were represented among the servants, entertainers, and shopkeepers of the Palais. Two blacks (known as Aladin and Scipio) were revered rather in the manner of court “fools” during the Renaissance, and were even called upon to resolve conflicts.39 The form of communication was egalitarian. The often scatological language of the cafés was incorporated into plays produced by the Duke of Orléans in his “garden of equality." His so-called genre Poissard introduced irreverent forms of speech that soon found their way into revolutionary journalism.

The Palais-Royal was an intensely verbal place, infecting Paris and all of France with its revolutionary rhetoric and iconoclastic speech. As one pamphlet noted already in 1790:

The Palais-Royal is a theater, which imprints a great movement on the capital and on all the provinces of the French kingdom! 40

The anonymous writer was describing an incident in which Mirabeau had been challenged by a mob in the Palais; and the implication was that legitimacy lay no longer with the orator of the Assembly, who hides “under the mask of national interest,” but with the spontaneous people in the Palais.41 The Palais had become not just “the temple of patriotism and wisdom,” but also the point of combustion for la révolution sentimentale: that “immense and quasi-universal explosion of sensibility” that began with Rousseau and helped transform a political crisis into an emotion-charged upheaval. “From May to October 1789, there is no scene . . . which did not end in tears and embraces.” And many of those scenes began in the Palais-Royal:

. . . a sacred temple where the sublime sounds resound in celebration of this revolution that is so happy for the French nation and of such good augury for the entire universe.42

Within the café a small group of trusted friends often met at a table and gradually formed a basic new unit for revolutionary activity: the “circle.” Mercier noted that even before the outbreak of revolution in 1789

. . . the taste for circles, unknown to our fathers and copied from the English, has begun to become naturalized.43

Unlike the English, the French in the Palais-Royal became “grave and serious once gathered in a circle.” 44 A small group could move beyond the surface conviviality of the café to deeper dedication in a circle: unified by the pursuit of truth, a sharing of inner thoughts, and the “strength of a uniform equality.” 45
The most important such body to appear in the Palais-Royal during the turbulent and creative early years of the revolution was the Social Circle (Cercle Social), which was in some ways the prototype for the revolutionary organizations of the future. Its founder, Nicholas Bonneville, was as important and innovative in his day as he has been neglected since. It is to this remarkable figure that attention must now be turned.

Nicholas Bonneville and Oracular Journalism

Editorial offices no less than cafés were breeding grounds of the new revolutionary faith. Indeed, at almost every crucial point of the French Revolution, journalists stood at center stage—or perhaps left-center, with active political leaders slightly to their right.

The Abbé Sieyès, a denizen of the Palais-Royal and a leading voice of the Third Estate in 1789, suggested that the Fourth Estate of journalism may have been even more important than the Third:

The printing press has changed the fate of Europe; it will change the fate of the world . . .

The press is for the immense spaces of today what the voice of the orator was on the public square in Athens and Rome.

The Fourth Estate in many ways replaced the First, the Church. In revolutionary France journalism rapidly arrogated to itself the Church’s former role as the propagator of values, models, and symbols for society at large. Indeed, the emergence of dedicated, ideological revolutionaries in a traditional society (in Russia of the 1860s no less than in France of the 1790s) depended heavily on literate priests and seminarians becoming revolutionary journalists. Like church-state relations in an earlier era, the relations between the journalists and the politicians of revolution involved both deep interdependence and periodic conflict.

The new breed of intellectual journalist during the French Revolution created both the basic sense of legitimacy and the forms of expression for the modern revolutionary tradition. Journalism was the only income-producing profession practiced by Marx, Lenin, and many other leading revolutionaries during their long years of powerlessness and exile.

The story of the link between journalism and revolution—one to which we shall repeatedly return—began with the sudden imposition at the onset of the revolution of two new conditions on journalists: the granting of unprecedented civil liberties and the assignment of broad new tasks of civic mobilization.

The idea that events in France were part of a process greater than the sum of its parts was popularized by the new journals which sprang up in 1789 like Révolutions de France et de Brabant and Révolutions de Paris. When the latter ceased publication in February 1794, it proclaimed that the people were now in power and that la révolution est
But by then the Reign of Terror was at its height, and a new species of journalist-agitator had educated the masses to believe that the revolution was not at all completed: they were men like the Swiss-Sardinian doctor Jean Paul Marat and the Norman libertine Jacques-René Hébert, who had begun his journalistic career while serving as a ticket seller at the Théâtre des Variétés in the Palais-Royal.

Marat broke the unspoken taboo against using the press to call openly for violence against fellow Frenchmen. He institutionalized the perpetual denunciation of traitors—often writing from hiding or exile in his *L’Ami du Peuple*. He in many ways anticipated and validated the main ideas of the Jacobin dictatorship—attacking both the Girondists and the Palais-Royal. When murdered in his bath on the eve of Bastille Day, 1793, he became a martyr of the uncompleted revolution and was transfigured immediately into an icon by David’s famous painting. Five other journals appeared to perpetuate Marat’s title; two others called themselves *Véritables Amis du Peuple*.

The more earthy Hébert provided the people not with a friend, but with a spokesman: the coarse but candid “Father Duchène,” a figure of folklore well-known in the vaudevilles of Paris and in the cafés of the Palais-Royal. Hébert delivered his own editorials in the rough language of this mythical personality, who became a kind of Everyman for the Parisian mob and lent his name to Hébert’s newspaper, *Père Duchène*; he inspired even more imitators than Marat. Hébert popularized the revolutionary technique of anathematizing people not as individuals but rather for the sins they allegedly personified: *Brissotisme, Buzotisme*, and so forth.

*Père Duchène* reached beyond the realm of commentary and even of agitation to exercise for brief moments direct revolutionary leadership. Hébert had found the secret of arousing the animal instincts of the mob through the power of the printed page. The appeal of *Père Duchène* was so great that he reappeared in every revolution of nineteenth-century France along with *Mère Duchène, Les Fils du Père Duchène*, and so forth.

This rough-hewn personification of the revolution was more than merely the hero of a popular morality play or the mouthpiece for the left wing of the revolution. He represented a ritual desecration of authority, something that was as important to the cultural revolution as was the legal change in authority to the political revolution. The celebrated profanity in Hébert’s journal not only appealed to the masses, but also encouraged them to overthrow the secret tyranny of language exercised by aristocratic French and its elaborate conventions of classical restraint. The forbidden words of Hébert both heralded and legitimized formerly forbidden acts carried out during the Reign of Terror. Many early, aristocratic supporters of the revolution had their tongues silenced by Hébert before their heads were removed by Hébert’s readers.

Along with the seizure of power, there came a “seizure of speech,” a *prise de parole*. Indeed, the four-letter outbursts of the youthful demonstrators in the late 1960s echoed the political shock tactics of Hébert, who
never began a number of the Père Duchêne without putting in a foutre or bougre. This gross vulgarity signified nothing but signaled a total revolutionary situation [by using language] to impose something beyond language which is both history and the part one is to play in it.54

In a highly verbal culture linguistic shock was essential to the sustaining of the revolutionary spirit. The intimidating effect of aristocratic or academic speech had to be shattered by

the seizure of the forbidden word, that which the established order proscribes because it destroys its legitimacy. The word which is both hidden and forbidden; the word which has been buried under accumulated generations of alluvial respectability.55

Hébert cut through these layers with a vulgarity that fed the rage of the Parisian populace when food supplies ran low late in the winter of 1793–94. In demanding social controls and economic redistribution, the journalist exceeded the limits that politicians could tolerate. Martyred by Robespierre, Hébert was rediscovered in the 1840s as a forgotten hero of the revolution and a fresh model for militant revolutionary journalists frustrated by bourgeois culture and anxious for social rather than political change.

But among all the pioneers of revolutionary journalism, Nicholas Bonneville was perhaps the most original. He was the first to issue the famous cry of La Marseillaise: “Aux armes, citoyens!” even before it was used to summon the mob to the Bastille.56 From May to July 1789, Bonneville’s new journal Le Tribun du Peuple directed attention beyond the revolution then taking place to “the revolution that is being prepared.” 57 He looked for deliverance not to any political republic, but to “the republic of letters”: 58 a rallying of intellectuals to lead mankind.

Bonneville saw his new journal as a “circle of light,” whose writers were to transform the world by constituting themselves as “simultaneously a centre of light and a body of resistance.” 59 They were to be “legislators of the universe,” 60 preparing a “vast plan of universal regeneration,” 61 and opposing “those pusillanimous beings whom the indifferent crowd call moderate people.” 62 The supreme authority was not to be any elected official, but a “tribune”; a modern version of the idealized tribal commander of the uncorrupted early Romans. The revolution to come must be led by a “tribune of the people,” a reincarnation of the special leaders first chosen by the plebeian legions in 494 B.C. to defend them against the Roman patricians.

On the eve of the first anniversary of the seizure of the Bastille, Bonneville became the first to use the most basic weapon in the revolutionary seizure of speech. He substituted the familiar, plebeian form of address, tu, for the formal, aristocratic vous in addressing the king of France. 63

Though Bonneville was elected secretary of the assembly of representatives of the Paris Commune that met in June 1790, it was basically through his new journal that he worked to exercise his “tribunat dans la République des lettres.” 64 In the seventeenth and last issue of his Tribun, he proclaimed his intention to provide the revolution with “a
mouth of iron . . . a kind of tribune that will always be open.”  

He published a *Bulletin de la Bouche de Fer* in the summer, and in October put out the first issue of *La Bouche de Fer*, which he saw as a kind of public oracle:

C’est la force magique  
Et sa Bouche de fer sauve la République.

The first issue called *La Bouche* “a different, superior power,” a “fourth power”—a power outside and above the three branches of government that the American Revolution had taught European reformers to admire. This “superior power” had a right and obligation to conduct censorship and denunciation in defense of the revolution. Its mission was “universal surveillance” on behalf of that “multitude of good citizens who are not yet enlightened enough to know what they desire.”

Reporters for Bonneville’s journal were “tribunes of the people,” countering the despotic tendencies not only of monarchs, but also of patrician assemblies. These tribunes were not just to represent their region, but were also to know and report “the heart of their people.”

All nations and languages were to send messages to Bonneville’s letter box, which was shaped like an iron mouth. This “mouth” was to swallow and digest the words it was fed and then to announce its counsel to “friends of truth” everywhere. Just as “mouths of gold” spoke of war, so the “mouth of iron” announced the coming of universal peace. Indeed, its distribution on the streets was to be announced by trumpeters. Although Bonneville’s journal ceased publication on July 28, 1791, the echoes of its trumpets did not die out.

In the early years of the revolution, Bonneville and other literary journalists in effect invented a new, post-aristocratic form of French that was rich in neologisms and hailed as *la langue universelle de la République*. This language was forced on the dialect-rich provinces as a means of destroying local loyalties in a time of national danger. After 1792 the documents of the central government were no longer even translated into provincial dialects; in some ways a “body of language” replaced the body of the king as the symbol of French unity.

This new language was derived from the living speech of the revolution itself. Revolutionary French destroyed many oral traditions of the provinces and countryside in the course of radiating its own song and speech out from Paris. In the hands of Bonneville’s associates, men like Anacharsis Cloots, the “orator of the human race,” the spoken language tended to recapture its primitive function of communal incantation. Bonneville’s closest friend, Claude Fauchet, was a curate who helped storm the Bastille and then stormed the pulpit with a new genre of revolutionary sermon. In the very citadel of Catholic France, Notre Dame Cathedral, Fauchet used words that anticipated Lincoln to call for a new kind of government:

pour le peuple, par le peuple, au peuple.
Many revolutionary leaders had been trained in rhetoric by the Jesuits and in oratory as prosecuting lawyers or preaching curates. Philosophers in the prerevolutionary period had increasingly sought “less to prove than to move, less to demonstrate than to touch.” As a young advocate, Robespierre had dreamed of stimulating

... within hearts this sweet shudder by which sensitive souls respond to the voice of the defender of humanity.

“You frémisssez, messieurs!” Danton said to the National Assembly as it prepared to found the first French Republic in 1792. This “voluptuous shudder” seemed to be a “symbol of the contagion of the word.” It reflected as well the decisive transformation made by Danton himself (“the Mirabeau of the populace”) in revolutionary rhetoric: the discarding of classical metaphors and aristocratic forms for earthy speech directed at the masses. Oratory in this new idiom fed the fever of 1792–94 and dominated the new civic rituals.

Revolutionary journalists often seemed to echo, if not actually to reproduce, the spoken word. Spontaneous speech was thought to approximate the language of nature itself. There was a revulsion that was almost physical against any writing not directly inspired by revolutionary ideas. Saint-Just denounced “the demon of writing,” which led to the “tyranny of bureaus.” Cloots warned against “men of letters who were not men of ideas.” Bonneville cried out almost audibly against “the mania of decrees”:

Point de dréétomanie ou nous perdons les moeurs et la liberté!

Bonneville insisted that the authority of revolutionary intellectuals should supplant once and for all that of authoritarian politicians. He had been one of the first to revile Necker before the revolution; to denounce Lafayette as a potential “Caesar,” and to warn against Jacobin ambitions with the slogan point de société dominatrice.

The appearance of revolutionary intellectuals in the modern world is inseparable from their reverence for le peuple-Dieu. For Bonneville the only antidote to the aristocratic indulgence of “talking societies” was immersion in the language of “the people.” Bonneville had in mind, of course, not the words actually spoken by ordinary people but what he thought of as the hidden language of their true desires, the expression of the goodness they preserve when living naturally as “brothers and friends.” Well before the revolution, Bonneville had urged the aristocratic Condorcet to speak more simply. If writers do not inspire the people, who “always have a rapturous feeling for nature,” the fault lies with the aristocratic philosophe’s own loss of touch with the “language of fire,” the “universal language: sighs and tears.”

In his proto-romantic search for pure origins and radical simplicity, Bonneville suggested that both speech and worship began when man first placed fire in water and heard the whistling sound is-is. He contended that the Cathedral of Notre Dame had been superimposed on an earlier, more universal cult of Notre-Isis.
The legitimizing myths of the revolution became inextricably connected with key words drawn from the language of “sighs and tears” and used for incantation more than explanation. The rational discourse of the philosophes was engulfed by a torrent of terminology created by intellectuals for plebeians, repeated in staccato shouts, and italicized or capitalized on fly-sheets and wall posters. Literate reformers of an earlier generation bitterly denounced the new “disposition to dominate conversation” with *idées forces*, to profit from “the power of badly defined words,” and to camouflage denunciations by using “on dit que . . .” rather than “a precise and human nominative.” But they recognized that the new journalists had found the secret of arousing the masses:

The people, burdened with their daily work, have neither the ability, time, nor desire to read. This enormous mass of people could never have been led into the terrible movement of these past three years by metaphysical, philosophical, or eloquent works. Other levels were needed. . . . not books, but words: liberty, tyranny, despotism. . . .

In revolutionary Paris at the height of the terror in 1794, words had become weapons. Robespierre silenced Hébert in March, and justified further censorship by a special study of language in May, which described words as “the bonds of society and guardians of all our knowledge.”

From the still undisciplined Palais-Royal, however, came a call for the direct translation of words into deeds, in a pamphlet appropriately entitled *L’Explosion* by Jean-François Varlet, a protégé of Hébert and Bonneville, warning that “despotism has passed from kings to committees.”

If words ruled the world, ultimate power could be thought to inhere in the compilation of the ultimate dictionary. Efforts to do so were in fact made by two literary friends of Bonneville, and of each other, Restif de la Bretonne and Louis-Sébastien Mercier. Each of them wrote detailed descriptions both of ordinary Parisian life and of the Palais-Royal at the beginning of the upheaval. The “universal” language each sought to create was the language of aspiration in the city both loved, and of imagination in the section they knew best.

Restif attempted to compile a *Glossographe* for a new universal language that would free French from being merely “a dialect of Latin.” Mercier devoted most of his energies in the revolutionary era to a magnum opus that appeared only in 1801: *Neology or Vocabulary of Words That Are New or to Be Renewed*. Mercier compared his own accomplishment to Bonaparte’s conquest of territory for the republic, describing himself as *le premier livrier de la France*—a position apparently comparable in the republic of letters to Napoleon’s first consulship in the republic of politics. After falling out with Napoleon, Mercier continued to work on his partially suppressed and never completed *Universal Dictionary of Language*.

Like Restif and Bonneville, Mercier died forgotten and has continued to be largely neglected by historians of the revolution. But unlike the other two, his importance for the subsequent development of the revolutionary tradition does not require special attention; Mercier is prop-
erly remembered primarily for anticipating the French Revolution. His remarkable utopian work of 1768–81, *The Year 2440*, predicted the destruction of the Bastille and a future republican form of government for France. The republic was to be based not on institutional mechanisms, but on a democratized language that would have “reinstated equal dignity for words as well as men. No single word will be vile,” and people throughout the world will be nourished by words from journals “twice as long as English gazettes.” When the revolutionary conflagration finally came, Mercier traced its origins to Rousseau, and saw it spreading through words that “crackled” in contemporary usage. The introduction to the German edition of his *Year 2440* found his picture “full of fire,” and Mercier used the same metaphor four years later to suggest prophetically the link between ideas and revolution:

... the flame of philosophy ... has been lit and dominates Europe: the wind of despotism in curbing the flame can only stir it up and billow it into larger and brighter bursts.

The ultimate keeper of this flame was the most secret inner group within the Palais-Royal: Bonneville’s “Social Circle.” This organization combined the Masonic ideal of a purified inner circle with the Rousseauian ideal of a social, and not merely a political, contract. There may have been some continuity with a prerevolutionary Club of the Social Contract or Social Club under Philip of Orléans, to which Bonneville had belonged. He appears first to have conceived of this new organization in October or November of 1789, and first to have formed it in the summer of 1790 out of the Thursday editorial meetings of his *Tribune of the People*—initially as an organ of surveillance and censorship for *La Bouche de Fer*.

Bonneville distinguished his new organization from all other revolutionary clubs. “The Social Circle, which seeks neither masters nor disciples, is not at all a club,” he insisted in the first issue of *La Bouche*. Members had secret cards and assumed names. They comprised an inner group within a broader “patriotic circle of the friends of truth,” and *La Bouche* was their “hierophantic” interpreter of truth to those outside.

Bonneville sought to organize in the Cirque of the Palais-Royal a “Universal Confederation of the Friends of Truth,” and attracted some six thousand members to its opening session in October 1790. Bonneville appears to have viewed it as a kind of rival ideological parliament to the National Assembly, organized by “old friends united in principle and in heart long before the birth of the National Assembly.”

The constitution of the confederation, published in November 1790, described it as the servant of the Social Circle “and of all the circles of free brothers (francs-frères) affiliated with it.” “Circles of free brothers” may have existed in Utrecht, Geneva, Genoa, and Philadelphia—all had correspondence centers for the Social Circle. Another main outlet appears to have been London, where Bonneville had lived and written just prior to the revolution and where a printing press and for-
mal branch of the Social Circle were founded under “one of our English franc-brothers”—John Oswald.

Oswald was an uprooted Scottish soldier-of-fortune who had fought in both America and India, worked as a jeweler and veterinarian, and become proficient in an astonishing range of languages including Arabic, Greek, and Portuguese. One of the first foreigners to hail the French Revolution, Oswald became, in effect, Bonneville’s London correspondent. He translated from and contributed to Bonneville’s publications, and transmitted them to “franc-Scottish” and “franc-Irish” as well as to “Anglo-franc” brothers.

Bonneville’s English friends denounced the English constitution, long admired by French reformers, as a parliamentary despotism. It represents poor people in the way “wolves represent sheep.” Oswald personally joined the military struggle of the French Republic against the British-led coalition. In Paris in 1793, just before going off along with his two sons to die in battle in the Vendée, he published The Government of the People; or a Sketch of a Constitution for the Universal Commonwealth. By John Oswald Anglo-franc, Commandant of the First Battalion of Pikes, in service of the Republic of France. “A Constitution for the Universal Commonwealth” was the only one worthy of the “Universal Confederation of the Friends of Truth.”

In his major work for the Universal Confederation of the Friends of Truth, Bonneville saw social justice radiating out from “the center of the social circle,” and truth generating the “electricity” of virtuous conduct. He provides one of the first rationalizations for the rule of an intellectual elite: “In intellectual organization, truth is the center to which all should gravitate.” The very dedication to Truth, however, may require the tactical concealment of some truths

... not out of gratuitous cruelty, but in order to secure little by little, universally, the innumerable steps that must be taken on our ladder.

“All the parties” should respect La Bouche de Fer, since it “serves none of them,” but only Truth.

Bonneville’s Friends of Truth envisaged the universal rule of “the republic of letters,” not the parochial control of any political republic. Authority was to come not from below by assembling the états généraux, but from above by the confédération des écrivains généraux.

Bonneville’s group was a self-conscious, self-proclaimed intellectual elite. They were les intelligences supérieures capable of finding une lumière vive... dans les sphères très-éllevées de la maçonnerie. The hope of humanity lay, therefore, in purifying the intellectual elite, not in imposing any checks upon its power. The main reason for fear was external: the persistence of irrational violence par les imaginations mal réglées.

Bonneville’s concept of rule by “superior intelligences” represents the first revolutionary equation of abstract intelligence with concrete people claiming political authority. Thus, Bonneville launched the idea of an inner intellectual “circle” as the controlling unit of a secret interna-
tional movement. He seems even to have anticipated the future eastward migration of this idea through the German *Kreis* and the Polish *kota* to the Russian *kruzhok*, when he wrote even before the revolution:

In France, in Italy, in Germany, and above all in Russia, they are cherishing the hope of one day being admitted into the miraculous secrets by the beneficent superiors who watch over all the members of the society.\(^{120}\)

Bonneville anticipated both the idea of an elite intelligentsia and the special receptivity of Russians to this concept. It seems appropriate that the key founder (Count Dmitriev-Mamonov) of the pioneering group (the Order of Russian Knights) within the first Russian revolutionary movement (the Decembrists of the 1820s) had not only read Bonneville, but insisted:

For the basic design of a plan I know of no more suitable book than *La bouche de fer de Bonneville*.\(^{121}\)

In a chapter of his work for the Friends of Truth entitled “On the Theory of Insurrections,” Bonneville described how “a beloved magistrate” would appear before his people in the new order to conduct a naturalistic version of Holy Communion:

> Friends, this is the body of the sun which ripens the harvest. This is the body of the bread which the rich owe to the poor! \(^{122}\)

He addressed his readers not as Freemasons (*francs-maçons*) but as *Francs-cosmopolites*—an altogether new breed combining the natural order of the early Franks and the “universal fraternity” of the modern Enlightenment. After a Hymn to Truth invoking the need “to conquer the light,” \(^{123}\) Bonneville intoned:

> CERCLE du PEUPLE FRANC, pour forth with a sure hand thy luminous rays into the dark climates.\(^{124}\)

A remarkable appendix spoke of “magic circles” and reduced major political systems to graphic circular representations of how the parts relate to the center of power. The impression created by his *cercles constitutionnels* was that both the original constitution of England under Alfred and the constitution of revolutionary France represented simple, symmetrical systems compared with the constitution of England during or since the Puritan Revolution.\(^{125}\) Yet even the purest of political circles seemed implicitly inferior to the social circle, which would realize “the perfectibility of all governments” \(^{126}\) by creating an egalitarian society: the perfect circle in which all points are equidistant from the center, Truth.

The Universal Confederation of the Friends of Truth represented one of the first efforts of a small circle of intellectuals systematically to propagate radical social ideas to a mass audience. The Confederation advocated a *grande communion sociale* that would provide social benefits, universal, progressive taxation, and the extension of civic equality to women and blacks.
"Of the Paris political clubs the Cercle Social was the first to advocate feminism." 127 It called for circles of women to accompany those of "free brothers," 128 and formed on February 15, 1791, in the Cirque of the Palais-Royal a feminine Society of the Friends of Truth with the Dutch Etta Palm (née D'Aelders) as president.129

The Social Circle was also relatively sympathetic to the cause of the blacks. Among the many engravings and medallions that Bonneville's artistic brother François designed for the Social Circle, two of the best depicted in classical style a black man and a black woman bearing respectively the legends:

I am thy equal. Color is nothing, the heart is all, is it not, my brother?

In freedom as thou art: The French Republic in accord with nature has willed it: am I not thy sister? 130

From the beginning Bonneville's stress on social equality rather than political discipline and the determination to be "universal" and hospitable to foreigners rendered his organization suspect to the Jacobins. They accused Bonneville of building an explosive "new volcano" in the underground cafés whose crater was "the mouth of hell." (La bouche d'enfer was a play on words with the title of Bonneville's journal.) 131

In February 1791, Bonneville answered the Jacobin accusation that his program was "incendiary" by agreeing that he was in truth attempting to generate "the warmth of universal fraternity." 132 His combustible material was often foreign. Thomas Paine moved in 1791 from his London association with Mirabeau's former secretary to take up residence with Bonneville and his wife and to become their closest friend. Fresh from completing his famous defense of the French Revolution, The Rights of Man, Paine together with another American in Paris, Joel Barlow, helped impart a sense of apostolic linkage between republican America and revolutionary France.133

Bonneville argued against Marat's call for a revolutionary dictatorship after the king tried to flee abroad in 1791:

No more king! No dictator! Assemble the people and face the sun. Proclaim that the law alone will be sovereign.134

Their belief in a totally legal order led Bonneville and Paine to oppose the two key political decisions of the First French Republic: the execution of the king and the establishment of Robespierre's dictatorship. The Jacobins rejected Paine's argument that revolutionaries should rise above the death penalty, and Marat denounced Bonneville as a "base flatterer" in the pay of Lafayette.135

The murder of Marat intensified the fear of foreign subversion—and the suspicion that the cosmopolitan Palais-Royal was its breeding ground. Bonneville's principal collaborators on Chronique du Mois (the journal he founded after the Bouche de Fer)—Brisson and Condorcet—were killed, and Paine and Bonneville's other foreign friends were imprisoned. The weapon that Charlotte Corday had used to kill Marat had been purchased in the Palais-Royal.136 Suspicion focused on for-
eigners: the Belgian Proli (who had edited since 1791 the journal *Le Cosmopolite* in sumptuous offices above the Café Corazza); the Spaniard Guzman (whose gambling center was thought to smuggle money); the English, Irish, and Americans in a nearby hotel, who were thought to be Orléanists; and Dutch, Germans, and Italians involved in the short-lived foreign legions.  

Bonneville himself escaped arrest, and continued to publish works identified as coming from “the press,” the “press and library,” or “the directors” of “the Social Circle” even though the organization itself ostensibly ceased functioning in 1791. In fact the press had always been the heart and soul of the Social Circle. So long as it continued to operate, the concept of an international, egalitarian transformation of society continued to grow and deepen. While on a revolutionary mission for the new republic in September 1792, Bonneville sent back an independent report addressed to “Free Citizens, directors of the press of the Social Circle, Paris.” Thereafter Varlet, the leading opponent on the left to Robespierre’s dictatorship, wrote pamphlets for the press of the Social Circle. As president of the Central Revolutionary Committee of the Paris sections, he preached “permanent insurrection” as the logical means of supporting “direct” democracy.

Varlet later joined Babeuf’s proto-Communist Conspiracy of Equals, and continued—along with Sylvain Maréchal, author of the conspiracy’s Manifesto—to publish with Bonneville’s press. The novel of Restif that first introduced the word communist to a general audience and many of the plays of Bonneville’s friend Mercier also appeared under Bonneville’s imprimatur. Even Babeuf, who was connected at an early date with Bonneville’s confederation, built his conspiracy of 1796 around an oracular journal that used the original title Bonneville had introduced six years earlier: *The Tribune of the People*.

But the republic was at war in 1792, and so it was inevitable that the locus of legitimacy was to shift away from the Palais-Royal. A nation at arms in the name of “the people” could no longer tolerate elite prophets of cosmopolitan confederations and universal Truth.

Para-military “defenders of the republic” began systematic forays early in 1793 into the Palais-Royal to apprehend alleged foreign and aristocratic sympathizers. By midyear France was in the middle of a civil as well as a foreign war. Paris was suffering a shortage of bread and fuel on the one hand and an excess of inflammatory patriotic journals on the other. The center of power had moved from the Girondist assembly to the Jacobin dictatorship. The locus of legitimacy was moving from closed to open space, from the editorial office to the public festival, from the Café de Vénus to the Champs de Mars, the great military parade ground of Paris on the left bank of the Seine.
The Fields of Festival

There was almost certainly no serious conspiracy within the Palais-Royal. Philip of Orléans was too weak to constitute a political threat, and no café-based organization had the structure of support to rival either the national network of Jacobin clubs or the sectional governments within Paris.

Yet what Nicholas Bonneville created within the permissive ambiance of the Palais-Royal was nothing less than the prototype of a modern revolutionary organization. It had global political pretensions ("a universal confederation") based on ideological convictions ("friends of truth") under the discipline of a secret inner group (the Social Circle) who pretended to translate Rousseau's general will into revolutionary strategy through an oracular journal ("the mouth of iron").

Physically, Bonneville's organization may be thought of as a series of concentric circles. The outer circumference was the high colonnaded quadrangle of the Palais-Royal; the second circle, the enclosed Cirque where the Universal Confederation of the Friends of Truth met in 1790-91; and the inner circle was where Bonneville's own group met in a café even further underground than the subterranean Cirque.

Bonneville sought legitimacy, not power, and he is thus overlooked by modern historians for whom struggle among political factions is somehow more real than the contention of political symbols. Yet the quest for legitimacy is no less important to trace than is the politics of power if we are to penetrate the minds of revolutionaries and not merely describe the externals of the revolutionary process. Bonneville made the most thorough effort to replace the circle of the court at Versailles with a new circle of authority in Paris. But "the people" still needed something to rally around, a common point of reference if not of reverence, new rituals to replace the rituals of Versailles and Notre Dame.

The search for authority in a landscape newly stripped of familiar landmarks led many to look beyond language for direct certainty. Disoriented men and women unconsciously discarded the familiar "reference" symbols used in conventional communication and reached out for "condensation" symbols that might directly represent truth itself. If the inner circle was a condensed symbol of perfection and equality (opposing the linear, hierarchical symbols of the old regime), the circle required a center: some common point of reference to unify and equalize all the points on the circumference.

The unifying point of authority within Bonneville's circle was the press. It was the totem within the Social Circle, the larynx behind the mouth of iron. The press became and has remained the core of revolutionary counter-authority to modern political tyranny. The smell of printer's ink is the incense of modern revolutionary organization.

But for all its importance, the printing press could not provide the unifying authority for society, or even a condensation symbol for the
revolutionary faith. In the first place, the printing press was a complex machine rather than a simple expression of nature. Revolutionary authority juxtaposed the simple and natural to the complex and traditional. If the circle was the microcosm of a purified nature, any central symbol within it would have to be a distillation of Nature. In the second place, the function of the printing press was to produce written reference symbols, not direct condensations or representations of things. Revolutionary Paris was not prepared to follow any linear parade of words or train of thought. Such products of aristocratic complication would lead to dispute and division rather than to unity of feeling and purpose.

Insofar as words played a unifying role in the early years of the revolution, it was through the slogans of orators like Mirabeau and Danton rather than through the structure of arguments. A painting of the murdered Marat and an etched image of Père Duchêne were better known than was any article of Marat or Hébert. Slogans and images changed with the passions that inspired them; they were fleeting points of reference for a fickle populace.

But there were also solid symbols that commanded broad allegiance; they provided rallying points for popular rituals of unity during the early years of the French Revolution. First, of course, was the Bastille itself. This architectural embodiment of unyielding authority provided a condensation symbol for the old regime and in late June and early July, a target for the hitherto diffuse unrest of Paris. France first found its revolutionary identity not only by storming the Bastille but also by razing it utterly, creating in the heart of Paris a field of nature where the towers of tradition once stood. From the stones of the leveled fortress eighty-three small models of the Bastille were built and sent to every department of France “to perpetuate there the horror of despotism.” The site of the Bastille itself became a cleared space: a tabula rasa. Many proposals were made to fill it with symbols of a new order, but the first to be realized was the enormous, sphynx-like statue of Nature erected there for the Feast of Unity and Indivisibility in 1793 on the first anniversary of the overthrow of the monarchy. Designed by the brother-in-law of David, the statue was to be the rallying point for a predawn gathering to sing a “Hymn to Nature” by Gossec, to hear the poet Herault de Sechelles read an invocation to nature, and then to join in a ritual that was nothing less than a secular fusion of baptism and communion rites beneath a “fountain of regeneration representing Nature”:

> From her fertile breasts (which she will press with her hands) will spurt an abundance of pure and healthful water. From it shall drink, each in his turn, the eighty-six commissioners sent from the primary assemblies . . . a single cup shall serve for all.  

The equivalent of the consecration of the host came from the act of the president of the Convention in filling the first cup and pouring it on the ground as he walked in a circle around the statue of Nature, “watering the soil of liberty” and tracing the circle within which believers must come to share the common cup.
Dame Nature was a rival authority not just to the king, but to the church. On the eve of the first anniversary of the seizure of the Bastille the Cathedral of Notre Dame celebrated not a Christian mass, but a musical "hiérodame" of the revolution called La Prise de la Bastille.\textsuperscript{144} By the time of the Feast of Unity and Indivisibility three years later, the high altar in Notre Dame had been replaced by a "mountain" of earth from which an actress dressed in white intoned Gossec's "Hymn to Liberty" like a Druid priestess. She invoked a kind of secular counter-trinity: Mother (nature), Daughter (liberty), and Holy Spirit (popular sovereignty):

\begin{center}
\begin{flushright}
Descend, o Liberty, \\
daughter of Nature. . . \textsuperscript{145}
\end{flushright}
\end{center}

From its negative focus on sending miniature Bastilles to every department of France, the revolutionary imagination soon progressed to positive symbols like planting a tree of liberty. A tree had the incalculable advantage of being an organic product of nature: a symbol of regeneration rooted in the earth but reaching up to heaven. Popular festivals soon took place in local communities around the ritual of planting such a tree. There was a natural equality in the circle of those who gathered for this open-air, communal event, and there was continuity with the apolitical tradition of planting and decorating a maypole. But the tree of liberty was a living totem: an acceptable new form of verticality amidst the leveling impulses of the revolutionary era. The tree was preferably a young oak, which symbolized strength and youth and did not cast shadows. Communal activities were to be conducted openly in the sunshine nearby in defiance of secretive tyrants, who, in the words of one orator, never felt

\begin{center}
\begin{flushleft}
. . . obligated to expose all their acts of governing to the light of day. They abandoned the trees for the interior of their houses where they forged the chains that subjugated posterity.\textsuperscript{146}
\end{flushleft}
\end{center}

Trees of liberty were often fertilized with the ashes of patriots killed in battle, and were used to replace crosses in public places; they were venerated for their mute pedagogy as "silent teachers of the community."\textsuperscript{147} In the feast commemorating the execution of King Louis XVI, the planting of a tree of liberty was the central, obligatory ritual.\textsuperscript{148}

The tree of liberty was now said to be fertilized by the blood of kings—blood that came from the third and most famous focus of revolutionary ritual: the guillotine. The guillotine was first employed in Paris on April 25, 1792, to execute an assassin who had been apprehended three months earlier in the Palais-Royal. Viewed from the open air around liberty trees, the subterranean recesses of the Palais seemed particularly suspect. Already in 1790, the police had referred to "this shadowy cloaca," and the extraordinary device that was unveiled to avenge the murder there was a mechanical device for decapitation championed by an "enlightened" member of the National Assembly, Dr. Guillotin, in order to democratize and humanize capital punishment. The execution did not take place until the new machine
had been tested on both animals and human corpses; and it occurred publicly with electric effect—inspiring both revulsion and fascination.

If the rituals around trees of liberty were essentially dances, those around the guillotine were dramas of the highest order. The guillotine was a hypnotic attraction in the great squares of Paris; it became the leading actor in these open-air theaters. After its debut in the Place des Grèves, the guillotine moved in August 1792 into the Place du Carrousel, directly in front of the royal palace. In April 1793, it was left out on permanent public display, and transferred in May to the most prominent public place in Paris, the Place Louis XV, where it remained until the end of the Reign of Terror. Each gesture of each prominent figure on the way to the scaffold was invested with meaning, and legends were spun out of the alleged final words of many who perished on this sacrificial altar.

The guillotine turned the revolution into a drama that all could understand. It was the Enlightenment on display, punishing all equally without causing unnecessary suffering. La sainte guillotine was the awesome heroine of a morality play; the ending was known, but there was the perpetual possibility of minor variation in individual performances. This mass for the masses offered the certainty of blood sacrifice and the promise of collective redemption. By the end of the Terror, children were being given toy guillotines and sparrows for practice executions.149

This collective ritual in the public places of Paris made anything taking place on an indoor stage seem pale by comparison. The event was free and (to cite the slogan that the theaters had adopted from the Bonneville-Fauchet circle) par et pour le peuple. Talma and his colleagues at the pro-revolutionary Théâtre de la République in the Palais-Royal were frequent spectators at the greater drama taking place outdoors. Evreinov, the man who directed the greatest open-air revolutionary pageant of the twentieth century—the recreation by the city of St. Petersburg of the Bolshevik seizure of power—has perhaps best characterized the revolutionary play that unfolded in Paris:

"In eighteenth century France, the competition between life in actuality and life on the stage had reached the point where no one could say which was more theatrical. In both there were pompous, overstudied phrases, a mannered refinement of bows, smiles and gestures; in both, showy costumes . . . courtyards . . . powder, rouge, beauty spots, monocles and very little of one's "natural" face . . . .

And then a reaction began . . . . The first to "come to his senses" on life's stage was Jean-Jacques Rousseau; the first on the theatrical stage was Talma. Both of them, lackeys in their youth, wanted to return the conceited lords of life back to naturalness.

More than a political revolution was needed to expose "the theatrical pomposity of the hierarchical system of its life."

The first revolution changed only the mise-en-scène and changed the roles . . . Having established a purely theatrical equality, the first thing to be concerned with was costume: the painter David sketched the costume of the "free citizen," the actor Talma tried it on in the theatre, and the people approved it and adopted it. The wigs were burned, the back of the
neck was cut short, and people began to greet one another with a spasmodic nod of the head, imitating those who were guillotined.\textsuperscript{150}

The revolution's "passion for theatricality" extended even to the bodies of the decapitated victims, as "people played with them, sang to them, danced, laughed, and greatly amused themselves with the awkward appearance of these actors who so poorly played their 'funny' roles."

In a word, the Great Revolution was as much theatrical as political. Only those succeeded who had an artistic temperament and sense of timing. Incorrigible actors, utterly unhappy to be without a director, the people soon discovered one in the person of Napoleon: an actor who dared to teach the great Talma himself.\textsuperscript{151}

But the search for legitimacy involved more than the dance around the liberty tree and the drama of the guillotine. It involved a festive attempt to realize utopia, not in the enclosed Palais-Royal but in the open air: to transform old Paris into a new Jerusalem; to move from the guillotine's kingdom of fear to a republic of rejoicing in which Dame Nature was Queen. One revolutionary proposing changes in Parisian street names asked:

Is it not natural that from the Place of the Revolution one should follow the Street of the Constitution to that of Happiness?\textsuperscript{152}

The very geography of Paris was invested with moral meaning, and the only question for the believing revolutionary was where in Paris is that Place of Happiness and how does one get there.

Revolutionary Paris declared, in practice, that happiness lay in an open field to be reached by festive procession. The destination for the first and the last of the great revolutionary festivals was the largest open space in central Paris, its ultimate amphitheater for the drama of revolutionary redemption: the Champs de Mars.

Some one hundred thousand Parisians dug up this large military review ground and created a natural earthen arena for the Feast of Federation on July 14, 1790, the first Bastille Day. More than three hundred thousand Frenchmen from all over the country marched in procession through driving rain to hear a vast chorus commend the unified French nation to the Sun: "pure fire, eternal eye, soul and source of all the world."\textsuperscript{153} The Champs de Mars became the "metaphysical center of Paris";\textsuperscript{154} and the revolutionary choreographers decided that henceforth National feasts can have no enclosure except the vault of the sky, because the sovereign, that is to say the people, can never be shut into a circumscribed place.\textsuperscript{155}

The constitution was delivered to the people from that open sky to an open field by balloon on September 10, 1791. As the venerated dead were being moved from open Christian graveyards into closed pagan pantheons, living revolutionaries moved from Christian cathedrals into pagan parks—driven by a kind of cosmic claustrophobia.\textsuperscript{156}

A procession from the ruins of the Bastille was combined with the
popular assembly in the Champs de Mars on the second Bastille Day in 1791. By the time of the Feast of Indivisibility in August 1793, the procession was in fact organized into a kind of five-act drama of revolutionary redemption. Stops along the way resembled stations of the cross. The predawn gathering watched the sun rise over the statue of Nature at the Place de la Bastille. The group picked up strength as it surged through Paris, which was “drowned in a sea of flowers.”

The cortege flowed into the Tuileries (le Jardin National), where the twenty-four hundred delegates of the forty-eight sections of Paris were joined by the entire National Convention and fifty members of the Jacobin Club (la société mère), who melded into the procession to the Champs de Mars. So many flowers, fruits, and even vegetables were carried that the festival has been called a “vegetable metamorphosis of Paris.”

A float at the center of the procession was drawn by eight bulls with gilded horns carrying a printing press and a plow—each under a tree of liberty. The Champs de Mars was newly planted with trees, and the spectators from previous festivals now became participants on the giant “mountain” raised up as an altar to Nature with one hundred thousand people on it singing antiphonal responses to cues from trumpets and cannon.

Paralleling the development in festivals from assembly to procession was the shift in the locus of legitimacy from space to time: from nature to history. With the formal adoption of a new revolutionary calendar by the Convention in the fall of 1793, utopia became temporal. Nowhere became sometime—and time was just beginning a new march that would be “novel, majestic and simple like equality.” Nature itself sanctified the founding of the new era on the day of the sun’s autumnal equinox: September 22, 1792. At the very moment when “equality was marked in the skies between days and nights” and “the sun passed from one hemisphere to another,” authority on earth “passed from monarchical to republican government.”

The new calendar reflected “the rationality and simplicity of nature,” and provided an “eloquent nomenclature” of neologisms suggesting “a vague ‘rural and agricultural’ ideology.” The calendar was divided into the four seasons with new names of months designed to suggest the mood of each: mournful œse endings for winter months (Pluviose, Ventôse), spring names in al suggesting new growth (Germinal, Floréal). The week—based on the religious idea of seven days of creation—was eliminated altogether. Sundays and saints’ days were replaced by feasts consecrating natural (largely agricultural) objects: trees, fruits, domestic animals. The latter, wrote one of the authors of the calendar, should be “far more precious in the sight of Reason than beatified skeletons dragged from the catacombs of Rome.”

He rejoiced that cultivation had replaced cult in France, invoking nature in both its senses—as higher law and as simple countryside—as the supreme authority of the new order. In announcing the need to complete the “physical” revolution with a revolution in the moral order, Robespierre had proclaimed “the universal religion of Nature.” Varlet labeled 1793 “the first year of truth” and addressed a new Declara-
tion of the Rights of Man “in the social state” to the “people of nature.” A new version of La Marseillaise began

Voici le jour où la Nature
Reprend ses droits sur l’univers. ..

The last great festival on the Champs de Mars (the Feast of the Supreme Being on June 8, 1794) was the largest (five hundred thousand participants), the simplest, and the most profoundly pastoral. Animals of warfare were excluded, with only peaceful cows and doves permitted in the cortege. The couplet for sunrise urged participants to begin the day “in the fields” tête-à-tête avec une fleur; and the “vegetable exuberance” under sunlit skies caused many to believe in a kind of greening over of the guillotine. “The instrument of death had disappeared under the trappings and flowers.” The revolutionary calendar seemed to be heralding a new “life of fêtes.” But within a few weeks, Robespierre himself had been guillotined, utopian expectation had receded, and the Champs de Mars had become once again a place for military drill. The only innovative festival to be held there in the later revolutionary period was a national industrial exposition for workers in 1798, the first exhibit of this kind in modern France. The Champs de Mars had become a field for displaying iron, and the great iron totem, the Eiffel Tower, eventually rose to dominate the very fields on which the festivals of Nature had once unfolded.

One speaker later looked back on the great festivals as representing “in the navigation of life what islands are in the midst of the sea: places for refreshment and rest.” It was a more powerful image than the former participant may have intended, for many of the most dedicated revolutionaries felt the need to retreat at some point in the turmoil to real or imagined islands.

The first major festival after the fall of Robespierre was his apotheosis on October 11, 1794, when a special island was created for his remains in a pond in the Tuileries. The service was a kind of rural repudiation of indoor entombment in the Pantheon, a tradition that prevailed from the reburial of Voltaire in 1791 to that of Marat as recently as September 21, 1794. Behind musicians in rustic dress, botanists followed in Robespierre’s cortege bearing the inscription: “The study of Nature consoled him for the injustice of men.”

The event was a throwback to the past—an imitation of Rousseau’s burial on an island within a lake at Ermenonville—and, at the same time, a symbolic anticipation of things to come. Just as Rousseau had sought political “relevance” by writing a constitutional proposal for the island of Corsica, so later revolutionary pioneers tended to find either hope or solace in the miniaturized isolation of a “natural” island—from the pioneering popularizer of communism in the 1840s, Goodwyn Barmby, who successively sought out the islands of Sark, Man, and Wight for his first “Communestery,” to the leader of the rival tradition of revolutionary nationalism, Giuseppe Garibaldi, who repeatedly returned like Antaeus to renew his strength on the small island of Caprera.
Those who were to lead the Babeuf conspiracy under the Directorate all retreated for a time under Robespierre to islands of one kind or another. Buonarroti, one of the conspirators of whom we shall hear a good deal later, tried to put egalitarian ideals in practice first in Corsica and then on a small island off Sardinia. Babeuf retreated even within Paris to the relative tranquility of the Ile de la Cité to define his agrarian ideal in the relative obscurity of the food administration. Restif repeatedly returned to the even quieter Ile Saint-Louis, on which he wrote endearing graffiti and to which he addressed his own epitaph.172

More's original *Utopia* had been located on an island;173 and the first modern communist utopia, Morelly's *Code of Nature*, arose out of his earlier utopian fantasy about “floating islands” and provided the inspiration for Buonarroti’s own island experiment.174 Morelly’s radically utopian ideas about material equality and the redistribution of property helped draw Babeuf and Buonarroti together into the Conspiracy of Equals. They turned for ultimate ideological guidance to a popularizer of Morelly and a choreographer of revolutionary festivals: Sylvain Maréchal.

Maréchal was impelled to revolutionary utopianism—which came to include extreme atheism and anarchism—both by Rousseau and by the German preromantic poets. He used the pastoral forms of the latter to write in 1779 a long elegy, *The Tomb of J.-J. Rousseau*, returning regularly to his island burial place and publishing a second edition at Ermenonville itself upon the outbreak of the revolution. Calling himself the Shepherd Sylvain, he drew a picture of pastoral perfection in *The Golden Age* in 1782 and already in 1785 used the term “community of goods” to describe his egalitarian ideal.175

In the early years of the revolution he wrote *Dame Nature at the Bar of the National Assembly* and a *Code of Nature* of his own.176 In 1793 he published at Bonneville’s press a blueprint for a new golden age which called for reorganizing society into small “families” modeled on the communal peasant units of the Auvergne and Franche Comté.177 Well before his *Manifesto of Equals*, Maréchal warned that “the revolution is not completed,” and that there will be “a new and more equal distribution of goods.” 178

Under the Directorate, Maréchal retreated from the Champs de Mars to the private islands of his imagination. He and his friends returned to underground cafés—but no longer to the arcaded splendor of the Palais-Royal, which had been largely transformed into fashionable restaurants for the *jeunesse dorée* (whence lobster thermidore and “Tortoni” ice cream).179 The hard core of committed revolutionaries now met in the more plebeian cafés: the Café Manoury on the left bank and the Café des Bains-Chinois on Montmartre, where Maréchal composed songs for his red-haired mistress:

Tu nous créas pour être égaux.
Nature, ô bienfaisante mère.180

Thou created us to be equal
O beneficent mother nature.
The repeated return of the revolutionaries to the cafés suggests that Dame Nature was not just a chaste classical statue representing rational order and pastoral simplicity. She was also a seductive sorceress offering the emotional gratification of both mother and mistress. Dame Nature was a Goddess with two faces: a Janus who looked back to the "rationalism" of the eighteenth century and forward to the "romanticism" of the early nineteenth. The modern revolutionary, born at the juncture of these two eras, worshipped both images. He drew intellectually on the belief that Nature represents some higher order of perfection, and emotionally on the belief that Nature provides earthier forms of satisfaction. We shall turn to the former, philosophical concept of Nature when we examine the surprising sources of revolutionary ideas about organization. Here we must linger for a moment on the psycho-sexual element in the revolutionary understanding of nature.

One must note in passing the importance of Laclos and De Sade in the ambiance of the Palais-Royal, the fact that many innovative revolutionary thinkers from Mirabeau to Maréchal were major collectors and authors of literary pornography, and the not-untypical *ménage à trois* of Bonneville's wife with Bonneville and Paine (the former naming his second son after the latter and permitting his wife to move back to America permanently as Paine's companion).

Paine's closest American friend in Paris, Joel Barlow, imagined that there were "natural" sexual origins for festive revolutionary symbols. He traced trees of liberty to the phallic symbol of the Egyptian cult of Osiris—carried thence to Greece and Rome, where "Bacchus was known by the epithet Liber, so that the Phallus became the emblem of Libertas." Barlow derived the "Phrygian" red cap of liberty from a Roman symbol for the head of the phallus, and he decried with solemnity the substitution of a maypole and the celebration of May 1 for the older and richer phallic festival of the Liber Deus on the vernal equinox:

Men have forgot the original object of the institution, the phallus has lost its testicles, and has been for many centuries reduced to a simple pole.

Restif, who introduced the word "communist," first burst on the European literary scene with a vivid depiction of a foot fetish in his novel of 1769, *Le Pied de Fanchette, ou l'orphéline française*; he proceeded to produce a virtual encyclopedia of sexual fact and fantasy climaxing in his defense of prostitutes, *Le Pornographe*, of 1779 and his endless accounts of Paris by night. The very act of writing his communist work, *Monsieur Nicolas*, has been described as "a shockingly direct sublimation of Restif's erotic drives." As Restif himself explained:

Failing the physical satisfaction so ardently desired, my imagination gorged itself on ideas...

But revolutionary communism was not the main destination of the awakened romantic imagination, which gorged itself rather on the rival
A Locus of Legitimacy

tradition of revolutionary nationalism, which swept through France in 1793 and overwhelmed all ideological competition.

To understand this powerful, visceral force, we must turn to new media of expression, new psycho-sexual drives, new physical locations. One must look to the second city of the French Revolution, Strasbourg; to the dark genius who came to rule it, Saint-Just; and to the seemingly improbable fact of German influences on French nationalism. One must consider as well that most immaterial yet emotional form of cultural expression: music.
WHILE SEEKING to legitimize their revolution by sanctifying a place, a process, or even a picture, Frenchmen still sought to define their beliefs in words. There was a trend toward radical simplification, however, as they increasingly tended to substitute labels for arguments. In attempting to state simply the purpose of secular society under popular sovereignty, they found three basic answers. Each was expressed by one of the words of the most important slogan of the era: liberty, fraternity, and equality.

Each of these three ideals had ancient origins, but each acquired a new mystical aura during this period. At the beginning of the revolution they had blended into a trinitarian unity. But there were deep, inherent differences between the three concepts, and much of the subsequent history of the revolutionary tradition involved recurring and widening conflict between these rival ideals.

First came the political ideal of securing freedom through a constitutional republic. This was the original revolutionary cause of liberty—defined in terms of constitutional rights and popular legislatures. Property no less than people was to be freed from traditional bondage to nonproductive authority—an idea that made the republican ideal attractive to entrepreneurs of all sorts.

Second came the emotional ideal of experiencing brotherhood in a new kind of nation. This was the romantic vision of fraternity: the discovery amidst a struggle against others that one's immediate neighbors are one's brothers—linguistically, culturally, geographically—fellow sons of a common fatherland.

Finally came the intellectual ideal of creating a nonhierarchical socio-economic community. This was the rationalistic concept of equality: the collective sharing of goods within a community free of all social and economic distinctions.

In general terms, the first ideal may be identified with the Enlighten-
ment reformism of the eighteenth century; the second with the romantic nationalism of the nineteenth; the third with the authoritarian communism of the twentieth. The post-1789 history of the revolutionary tradition was to show the gradual, near-universal spread of the first ideal—followed by growing conflict between the other two. Though political “liberation” spread from France in the eighteenth century through Europe in the nineteenth to the wide world in the twentieth, the split between the rival ideals of national and social revolution grew and deepened.

In considering these ideals, then, we shall concentrate attention not so much on the first ideal, which arose in the relatively familiar debates culminating in the creation of the First French Republic in 1792. We shall focus more on the less understood rival ideals of national and social revolution which arose to serve the more elusive goals of brotherhood and equality. Fraternal nationalism dominated the period of war and terror from 1792 through 1794; egalitarian communism appeared during the subsequent period of seeming stagnation under the Directory.

Liberty: The Republican Ideal

The replacement of a monarchy by a republic was the major accomplishment of the initial period of the revolution. In the course of 1793, the republican ideal was sealed in blood by the execution of the king, in ink by the drafting of a radical constitution, and in time by the adoption of a revolutionary calendar.

La république represented the Enlightenment ideal of a rational political order; it replaced old privileged distinctions with the single category of “citizen,” the rule of kings with the rule of law: royaume by loyaume. Humanity was thereby freed from the arbitrary authority of the past in favor of rational perfectibility in the future—through laws established by popular assemblies and through virtue inculcated in secular schools.

“Republican” and “republicanism” had been transformed from terms of opprobrium to labels of pride by the American Revolution—particularly during the six months of intense debate prior to the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776. Thomas Paine’s Common Sense, published in January 1776, played a decisive role through its secular, millenarian insistence that “we have it in our power to begin the world over again” by establishing a new constitutional union.

Yet “republican” was not a major rallying cry in America during the debates leading up to the Constitution of 1787, and the American experience with republican rule did not prove very appealing to Euro-
peans in the 1780s. In the debates over the first revolutionary constitution for France during the summer of 1789, the Abbé Sieyès's call for direct popular rule by a single legislative chamber prevailed over the rival idea of an American-style balanced government with a bicameral legislature and an executive (that is, a royal) veto.

The movement toward republican government in France and the discussion of its proper constitution did, however, generate genuine excitement—not least in Paine's own defense of the French Revolution against Burke in 1791:

What were formerly called revolutions were little more than a change of persons or an alteration of local circumstances . . . what we now see in the world . . . is a renovation of the natural order of things, a system of principles as universal as truth . . .

When the First Republic was formally established, Paine moved to Paris, accepted French citizenship, founded the first "republican" society in Paris, edited a short-lived journal, *The Republican*, and attracted the ire even of Jacobins by his quasi-devotional use of the word "republican." Paine was only one of many foreigners to find a new identity as a citizen of the revolutionary republic; Babeuf only one of many Frenchmen to refer to "republican" as "this sublime word." The continuing debate about a constitution (even after the adoption of one in 1791) lent an added aura to that word as well. In the first issue of a new revolutionary journal in 1792, Bonneville insisted that

... this health-giving word, this sacred word CONSTITUTION! must exercise a prodigious influence on the destinies of the human race.

Fascination grew in late 1792 and early 1793 as the Convention prepared the more radical republican Constitution of 1793. Though never put into effect, its text was carried like a holy object from the Bastille to the Champs de Mars in the great feast of August 10, 1793; it remained a venerated model for many political revolutionaries well into the nineteenth century.

One of the few demonstrable results of the two greatest upheavals within France in that century—the Revolution of 1848 and the Paris Commune of 1871—was the reestablishment of constitutional, republican governments: the Second and Third Republics respectively. The major (though more short-lived) expression abroad of the revolutionary French ideal was the founding of satellite republics: Batavian, Cisalpine, Helvetian, and so forth. As we shall see, the Europeanwide revolutionary tradition began as a series of republican, constitutional conspiracies against an imperial Napoleon and the monarchical restoration that followed him.

But, in 1793 revolutionary France was ready to reject many republicans including Paine and other foreigners gathered in Paris around journals like *Le Cosmopolite* and talking ecumenically about "the great human republic." By then, Frenchmen were inventing modern nationalism—and the worship of its exclusive and elusive ideal, la grande nation.
The second new ideal to emerge in the French Revolution was that of *la nation*: a new fraternity in which lesser loyalties as well as petty enmities were swept aside by the exultation of being born again as *enfants de la patrie*: children of a common fatherland. The nation was a militant ideal that was largely discovered on the *jour de gloire* of battle and best expressed in the *levée en masse* of 1793: the prototype of modern mass conscription on a "national" scale.

The American Revolution had originated the concept of independence as a political rather than a philosophical ideal—creating in effect a new nation through a revolution. But the United States did not call itself a "nation" in the Declaration of Independence, or constitute itself as a nation in the modern sense. There was no new language to be asserted, no mythologized antiquity to be created, no continuing foreign threat bordering on the new territorial entity. The official designation "United States" was the only formal name of a major country prior to the creation of the Soviet Union that contained no ethnic or national designation. In America, a "sense of nationhood was the child, not the parent of the Revolution." 13

In the French Revolution, on the contrary, the concept of a "nation" was central even though no new country was created. The word *nation* soon predominated over the older and more paternalistic term *patrie*.14 Flags, feasts, and songs were all said to be "national," and Bonneville, while organizing the Paris militia in the summer of 1789, warned against *ennemis de la nation*.15 Citizens of the old regime were forced to communicate in the French language, which until then had not been the basic tongue of many living under the French crown.

The word *nation* had been used in Roman times to describe a native community smaller than a people but larger than a family—and in the late Middle Ages to describe regional student groups within universities and differing groups within church councils. Prerevolutionary France used the term for a representative group of aristocrats. In choosing the name *assemblée nationale* (instead of *représentants du peuple français*), the revolutionary Third Estate sought to give itself, in effect, aristocratic status.16

The term *nation* was not widely understood at first. Peasants forced a well-dressed man to cry "Vive la nation!" early in the revolution, then begged him: "Explain to us just what is the Nation." 17 But the label was soon understood to define a new type of popular sovereignty that was territorially and linguistically unified and often more absolute than monarchical authority. God Himself was reborn in early revolutionary tracts as the "Savior of the Nations," 18 "the august and sublime national Areopagus"; 19 and prayers were addressed to "the body of the Nation." 20

The concept of *la nation* gave tangible definition as well as higher legitimacy to the revolution.21 The revolution acquired spatial dimen-
sions and was henceforth embodied not in complex republican institutions but in simple concentric circles. The borders of France were an outer, ideological mote; Paris the inner citadel; the National Assembly the “perfect point” of authority within Paris itself. The revolutionary nation was proclaimed “indivisible,” and its borders expandable. The archenemy of the French Revolution, the Abbé Barruel, introduced the term “nationalism” to denigrate the new form of parochial, secular selfishness that he felt was replacing universal Christian love as the human ideal.²²

Militant nationalism reached the European masses largely through Napoleon: “the first ruler to base a political regime exclusively upon the nation . . . the most powerful purely national symbol that any nation has had.” ²³ Some were positively inspired by his example of nationalism (the Poles and Italians); others were negatively stimulated to form national movements against him (the Spaniards and Prussians). By the end of his career Napoleon’s grande armée had in effect supplanted the revolutionary grande nation. That army was two-thirds foreign by the time of its decisive defeat in the “Battle of the Nations” in 1813 by a coalition of the nationalisms he had awakened throughout Europe.

Nationalism remained the major revolutionary ideal until the final quarter of the nineteenth century. Its mysterious power and continuing mutations make essential a closer look at its origins. The birth of this new ideal was both sublime and bloody, involving the heights of music and the depth of terror. The birth of a nation takes us beyond the Paris of Robespierre to the Strasbourg of Saint-Just.

The Song from Strasbourg

Strasbourg, the largest city of the lower Rhine, was France’s major link with Europe—with a Catholicism that was more than Gallican (the bishop retained political allegiance to the Holy Roman Emperor); with a religion that was more than Catholic (a third of Strasbourg was Protestant); and with a culture that was more than French (most of the city spoke German). Strasbourg had been France’s most important continental conquest during the century and a half prior to the revolution. When the upheaval came, this exposed outpost felt particularly vulnerable. The bishop’s patrimony was confiscated, the German-speaking university was shut, and the great pentagonal fortress built by Vauban was reinforced by an elite “army of the Rhine.”

Strasbourg did not just accept, but amplified and transformed, the rising new French nationalism—internalizing German ideas even as it combated the external threat of German arms. Unlike Paris, Strasbourg was not distracted by competing factions and multiple political institutions. Its quasi-medieval municipal structure gave Strasbourg relative unity within itself and solidarity with the surrounding Alsatian countryside. Even its café culture was an establishment activity devoid of Parisian license and radiating Gemütlichkeit.²⁴ The twice-elected Protes-
tant mayor of revolutionary Strasbourg, Frédéric Dietrich, unified the city with a family having both French and German branches (Didier and Dietrich), a multilingual Swiss wife, and a bilingual salon where old antagonisms tended to melt away.

In the early beleaguered months of 1792, a national consciousness was intensified by the growing sense that an enemy was near and war was likely. The normal population of fifty thousand had been swollen by friends of the revolution fleeing from Austria and Prussia, and by volunteers from all over France coming to reinforce the garrison city on the Rhine. The news that both Germanic monarchs had declared war on revolutionary France reached Strasbourg before Paris; and, on the night of April 24, 1792, Dietrich commissioned a young engineering captain from his salon, Claude-Joseph Rouget de Lisle, to write a song that would arouse the polyglot army to resist the anticipated Hapsburg attack. In the feverish inspiration of one night, he wrote a song that rallied a people as had no other song since Luther’s Ein feste Burg.25 Originally called Chant de guerre de l’armée du Rhin, its surprisingly bloodthirsty lines were sung with special zest by newly arrived volunteers from afar. The contingent from Marseilles gave the song from Strasbourg its permanent name: La Marseillaise.

The origin of La Marseillaise in Strasbourg was not accidental, for this was the city in which the rich musical culture of Germany flowed into France. It had both French and German cathedral choirs, French and German opera houses, and the finest orchestras in prerevolutionary France outside of Paris and Versailles. Strasbourg manufactured instruments as well as melodies. The great piano manufacturer Ignace Pleyel became Kapelmeister in the Strasbourg Cathedral in 1789. Drawing on both Catholic pageantry and Protestant hymnography, Strasbourg produced an original revolutionary repertoire, introducing elaborate musical compositions into open-air revolutionary festivals via the Pleyel-Rouget de Lisle Hymn of Liberty.26 First performed on September 25, 1791, it used the entire audience as a chorus for the first time, a technique that was only later transported to Paris. The austere words of Rouget renouncing “the vain delirium of profane gaiety” and “soft voluptuousness” suggested the revolutionary puritanism that lay ahead.27 La Marseillaise was from the beginning a kind of corporate production. When Rouget first presented the rough melody to the mayor in his salon, Dietrich, who was a tenor, became the first to sing it, and his violinist wife, the first to orchestrate it. La Marseillaise electrified the nation going to war. The two leading composers of the Opéra Comique, Dalayrac and Gossec, composed Offering to Liberty, Religious scene on the Marseillaise.28 This “religious scene” was taken out of the theaters into army camps. Choruses of women knelt before statues of liberty singing the verse, “Amour sacré de la patrie . . .” as a hushed prayer, then rising to sing the final verse with a percussion accompaniment that “would make the pavement leave the street for the frontier.” 29 The leading composer of the era, André Gretry, congratulated Rouget for creating “musique à coups de canon,” 30 and in his Guillaume Tell,31
perhaps the most popular new opera of the revolutionary era, began
the popular practice of inserting the anthem directly into operatic scores.

The tide of passion aroused by music soon engulfed its early patrons.
In 1792, Dietrich was swept out of office as a moderate accused of
affinities with Lafayette. Musical militance intensified at the Strasbourg
celebration of the first anniversary of the founding of the republic on
August 10, 1793, when Pleyel and Rouget de Lisle staged their remark-
able The Allegorical Alarm Bell.

Described as "a battle in music," the pageant took place in the newly
transformed cathedral underneath seven bells suspended from the cupola. The bells (like the enormous chorus and cast) had been gathered
in from all over Alsace; they were to be melted down for cannon im-
mediately after the production. The first part was purely orchestral
("the arousal of the people"). When alarm bells rang, the second move-
ment ("the battle") began. Only when all combat was finished did hu-
man voices burst forth for the first time—in a triumphant chorus end-
ing with la victoire est à nous.32

So great was the Strasbourgeois belief in the unifying power of music
that its craftsmen invented a new system for printing the notes of the
new national music. So great was the fear of evocative melody that
the priests, who later restored Catholic authority to the cathedral, de-
creed that only bleak plainsong and organ drone would henceforth be
permitted in ordinary worship.33

Music reached a special crescendo in Strasbourg precisely during the
Terror. It seems appropriate that the first guillotine was made by a
piano maker in Strasbourg named Schmidt and was first brought to
Paris to be used on a living person on April 25, 1792, at almost exactly
the moment that Rouget de Lisle was finishing La Marseillaise.34

Strasbourg brought France the excitement not just of the German
musical tradition, but also of the German theater. The antitradiational,
anti-Hapsburg dramas of Friedrich Schiller were usually introduced into
France by performances in Strasbourgh, and the principal translations
of Schiller into French were made by Nicholas Bonneville when he was
studying in Strasbourg during the 1780s. The early German romantics
inspired the altogether new type of play that Bonneville wrote in 1789
to commemorate the fall of the Bastille. It was a Tragédie Nationale
designed for the peuples-germans . . . peuples-frères worthy of entering
a new société fraternelle.35 Bonneville appealed to Camille Desmoulins
to institutionalize this "national" genre as a kind of rebuke to "the lack-
eys of the Court" who favored light entertainment devoid of moral
purpose.36

Strasbourg became the major continental correspondence center for
Bonneville's Social Circle, and the place for translating and publishing
its works for distribution in the German world.37 Charles Nodier, a
later pioneer in secret revolutionary organization and the inventor of
the antitradiational, partly musical genre of melodrama, discovered Ger-
man literature through Bonneville's translations, and dedicated his Es-
says of a Young Bard to Bonneville. Inspired by Schiller/Bonneville and
by "romanticism" (a word first used in Bonneville's circle),38 Nodier
passed on his implausible plots and iconoclastic heroes to his famous literary protégé, Victor Hugo.

The principal teacher of Nodier in Strasbourg was Eulogius Schneider, the most original, imaginative—and violent—of the many Germans who emigrated to revolutionary Strasbourg. Schneider, a former Capuchin monk, became an Illuminist in Neuwied and a popular professor at Bonn until he was dismissed for heresy in June 1791.\textsuperscript{39} He led the radical republican overthrow of Mayor Dietrich, composed the first German translation of \textit{La Marseillaise}, edited two extremist journals, founded a special unit for popular revolutionary indoctrination throughout Alsace called \textit{la Propagande}, and served as chief prosecutor of the revolutionary tribunal in Strasbourg.\textsuperscript{40}

Nodier later recalled with aesthetic fascination an execution where Schneider’s “propagandists” wearing red hats and tricolor sashes and with large hunting knives, lectured the spectators. After genuflecting before the scaffold, the principal orator

. . . delivered a panegyric to the guillotine in the name of liberty . . . I felt a cold sweat appear on my forehead and wash down over my eyelids.\textsuperscript{41}

The Reign of Terror came early to Strasbourg, during the long siege that began in August 1793. Schneider took over the German theater in Strasbourg as his headquarters and popularized the word “denunciation” in the revolutionary vocabulary.\textsuperscript{42} The mayor of Strasbourg insisted that the word “inn” be substituted for the feudal term “hotel” throughout the city,\textsuperscript{43} and the Germans writing in Schneider’s journal brought a new flood of rustic metaphors into French revolutionary nationalism. The Prussian Anacharsis Cloots in his Patriotic Crusade spoke of the French nation’s historic right to control the Rhine:

\textit{The mouths of the Rhine, the ancient frontier of Gaul will sing the hymn of liberty in the shadow of our victorious banner . . . let us rush en masse to the banks of the great river, and never again will a German crowd in on the soil of the newborn France.}\textsuperscript{44}

Cloots had seen the first festival on the Champs de Mars as a return of the French people to being “all Germans and all brothers.” Another German witness compared it to the ancient barbarian ritual in which “the Franks, a free union of Germans, gathered yearly in order to declare to the king the sovereign will of the people.” \textsuperscript{45}

The ancient German tribes became a mythic prototype for the sovereign “people” within a revolutionary “nation.” Bonneville’s alternative to the indulgence and selfishness of modern civilization was a virile, pre-Christian communalism of “the free man” (\textit{homme franc}) such as Tacitus had described among the early Germans. Bonneville praised Frankish tribalism in his \textit{Manifesto of the Friends of Truth} in 1789; \textsuperscript{46} later he praised the barbarians over their “civilized” oppressors in his “Prophecy of an Old Druid against the Romans.” \textsuperscript{47} Bonneville saw the nation learning from “the university of nature,” with a modern “Druid” like himself helping it rediscover the lost language of truth:
La nature est un livre immense à dévorer,
La langue en est perdue, il faut la recouvrer.\textsuperscript{48}

Nature is an immense book to be devoured,
Its language is lost and must be recovered.

That language was largely German—not just the “sighs and tears”
of the early romantics so well known to Bonneville, but also the com­
pound words with abstract appositions, like \textit{Peuple-Dieu}, which he im­
ported wholesale into the French language. There were many other con­
tributors to this process in addition to Bonneville, Cloots, and their
friends: J.-G. Saiffert, the doctor of Philip of Orléans who led the short­
lived German legion in Paris and was called “the vandal”\textsuperscript{49}; A. G. F. Rebmann, the leading publisher of German journals in Paris;\textsuperscript{50} and the Frey brothers, German-speaking Jews from Strasbourg, one of whom
wrote a defense of terror by a minority: \textit{Philosophie Sociale}.\textsuperscript{51}

In trying to weed out “the verbiage of the defunct French Academy”\textsuperscript{52}
and “create a language, make a religion”\textsuperscript{53} for \textit{la nation}, Bonneville
drew heavily on Germanisms and followed the Strasbourg custom of
publishing tracts bilingually.\textsuperscript{54} “People” (like “Nation” and other sym­
bolic substantives) acquired a capital letter in the Germanic fashion
in new French phrases like \textit{Peuple-Roi}, \textit{Peuple-Dieu}, and \textit{Peuple-Sau­
veur}. Cloots’s pledge of allegiance to \textit{la nation} required capital letters
throughout:

My profession of faith is as reassuring for the patriot as it is terrible for
the treasonous: I BELIEVE IN THE INFALLIBILITY OF THE PEOPLE.\textsuperscript{55}

Partly created by German influences in France, \textit{nationalism} was first
so named by a French exile in Germany, the Abbé Barruel. Herder,
the original romantic lover of organic variety, had in fact previously
used the words \textit{Nationalismus} and \textit{Nationalism} in a cultural sense as
early as 1774.\textsuperscript{56} Herder’s image of a rustic, virtuous, and musical Ger­
man nationality was admired by radical French thinkers as they sought
to define their own “national” identity. Long before Madame de Staël’s
\textit{Germany} of 1810, Schneider’s pupil, Charles Nodier, spoke rapturously of

... that marvellous Germany, the last country of poesy and belief in the
West, the future cradle of a strong society to come—if there is any society
left to be created in Europe.\textsuperscript{57}

For the romantic political imagination, the locus of legitimacy no longer
lay in a city, but in a nation; that “nation” sometimes seemed to speak
with a rustic German accent.

\textit{The Saint from Picardy}

By the early fall of 1793, Strasbourg was dispirited by terror from
within and the threat of German occupation from without. The Alsatian
city was the exposed outpost of the revolutionary nation—the point
toward which advancing Prussian and Austrian troops appeared to be
converging—at a time when Lyon, the second city of France, had al-
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ready fallen to counter-revolutionaries and a peasant revolt raged in
the Vendée. On October 17, Paris sent a special proconsul of la nation
to rally people and collect provisions for the army of the Rhine. In a
little over two months in Strasbourg, he curbed the excesses of the
extremists, energized the indifferent masses, and headed the soldiers,
who turned back the invaders in a stunning series of victories. The
man who led this salvation of the revolutionary nation was the quin­
tessential youthful revolutionary, Louis-Antoine de Saint-Just.

Saint-Just gave living legitimacy to the revolutionary ideal. He was by
far the youngest member of the twelve-man Committee of Public Safety
which exercised executive authority in Paris. But because the commit­
tee met largely in secret in the Tuileries Palace and did not communicate
in regular ways with the people, its authority depended heavily on the
deeds and examples of those it sent out in the name of the nation. 58
Unlike other members of the committee, Saint-Just had no prior, practi­
cal experience as a lawyer, engineer, priest, journalist, or even actor.
Too young to be anything but a child of the revolution, he became in
1793–94 its embodiment.

Legitimacy no longer lay in a place, a symbol, or a song; it lay in a
revolutionary apostolate of twelve. The center of ascetic coolness within
this heated group was the young man from Picardy whose very name
summoned up images of sanctity. The locus of legitimacy was nar­
rowing to a point: “that ideal location where the creative and divine
forces have their greatest and most potent concentration.” 59 The secu­
lar, revolutionary drama was converging, like Dante’s Divine Comedy,
toward “the point in which all time is present.” 60 And that point was
not simply Saint-Just himself, but the nerve center within his head. His
friend Camille Desmoulins wrote that Saint-Just

... regards his head as the keystone of the republic and carries it on his
shoulders with respect like a holy sacrament. 61

Another fascinated contemporary felt sure that some “secret” was hid­
den behind the “shade of general anxiety, the somber accent of preoccu­
pation and defiance, an extreme coolness in tone and manners” of his
large head. Saint-Just’s leadership role cannot be explained as resulting
from the characteristics now often ascribed to revolutionary leaders.
He was not “charismatic”—lacking Robespierre’s flair for the inspira­
tional and the theatrical. Nor was he particularly “violent”—he purged
Schneider and ended public executions in Strasbourg. He developed
neither the bloodthirsty rhetoric of a Marat nor the theory of violence of
an Oswald. Saint-Just was not a moralist, and he was not essentially
interested in power in the purely political sense. He ceded formal posi­
tions of authority to others and never partook in the practical play of
peacetime political deliberation.

Saint-Just has been described as “an idea energized by passion”; 62 he
might also be characterized as passion disciplined by an idea. His pas­

...
about a nearby medieval castle and seduced the daughter of a local aristocrat in one of its rooms. Forced to run away to Paris, he haunted the Palais-Royal on the eve of the revolution, and composed in a "spirit of vertigo" a vast pornographic poem designed to show "the general analogy of customary behavior with madness." His tableaux, which included a transformed representation of the Palais-Royal, made no clear distinction between heaven and hell, good and bad, humans and animals. With the outbreak of the revolution, he wrote a play in which illusion and confusion once again gave way to desire. The main character seeks to experience anything and everything in order to be

\[\ldots\, \text{original, original} \ldots\]
\[\text{Je veux vivre à mon sens désormais}\]
\[\text{Narguer, flatter, parler, me taire, rire}\]
\[\text{Aimer, haïr!}\]

\[\ldots\, \text{original, original} \ldots\]
\[\text{I want to live henceforth in my own way}\]
\[\text{To defy, flatter, speak, be silent, laugh}\]
\[\text{To love, to hate!}\]

But the passions are rarely satisfied in Saint-Just’s early writings; they are indeed increasingly sublimated into a vague longing for some new kind of earthly greatness:

\[\text{L’amour n’est rien qu’un frivole besoin}\]
\[\text{Et d’un grand cœur il doit être loin.}\]

Love is nothing but a frivolous need
To be kept far away from a great heart.

The challenge to a “great heart” in 1789–90 was to beat with the revolution; his passions soon became absorbed in the two sides of it—the organizational and the ideological—that political leaders tended to neglect.

Organizationally, he formed a national guard in the small town of Blérancourt and led the guardsmen in such rituals as the public burning of counter-revolutionary books. Ideologically, he turned to writing (on three tables in the open air) his *Spirit of the Revolution* and his uncompleted and unpublished *Nature*. Saint-Just in effect withdrew from the pettiness and divisions of the old dying order to develop the central beliefs of the new one.

He was suspicious of mass movements, and considered the storming of the Bastille simply “the drunkenness of slaves” and the great festivals the staging grounds for demagogues. Nor was he interested in the rights of man or the formulas of constitutions. These were the work of “petty thieves in the holy sanctuary.” He went beyond Rousseau’s social contract (*contrat social*) in his call for a new social order (*état social*) “founded solidly only on nature.”

With no vision of the future, almost no knowledge of the past, and surprisingly little concern with the present, Saint-Just became the first ascetic of the revolution, cutting himself off from people in order to serve “the people” totally:
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I shall speak of all peoples, of all religions, of all laws as if I myself did not adhere to any... I detach myself from everything in order to attach myself to everything.71

Rousseau had pointed the way from total loneliness to totalistic attachments. His removal from the society of his day was the indispensable psychological prerequisite to his revolutionary conception of nature as

... a totality saturated with moral content... at one and the same time "paradise lost" and the permanent possibility of beginning everything anew.72

Saint-Just, however, provides the first suggestion of the total removal from normal attachments later called for in the Revolutionary Catechism of Nechaev, who enjoined revolutionaries to cut "every tie with the civil order, with the educated world, and with all laws."73

Arguing that "all is relative in the world" and "truth alone is absolute," Saint-Just saw the only hope for ending "the circle of corruption" in a return to "original virtue"—a secularized inversion of original sin.74 "Original virtue" implied renewed communion with the primitive simplicity of nature.

Elected as a representative to the Convention in September 1792, Saint-Just returned to Paris just after the founding of the Republic and proclaimed the Convention to be "the point toward which everything is compressed."75 The legislator converging on such a sacred spot is not to be a sophist dealing with words, but an "oracle" or a pontifex in the original Roman sense of a human bridge between higher truth and a confused humanity.76 Assigning himself this larger-than-human role at the center of power, Saint-Just quietly became in October secretary to the main office of the Convention and the most powerful advocate of regicide on the floor of the Assembly. His argument for killing the king was totally impersonal and dispassionate. The monarch was not considered a human being at all, but a universal abstraction, "the King of Kingdoms." He was the counterpoint to the new point of sovereign power in the Convention; and Saint-Just impelled that body forward to the revolutionary point of no return, arguing against "a compassion which involuntarily corrupts one's energy."77

His radical simplification provided at last a compelling metaphor for the French nation to replace that of the king's body just as it was being severed. He revived the old image of the human body itself, which personalized the agony and affections of the nation in a way that the mechanistic metaphors of the eighteenth century never could. "The enemies of the republic are in its intestines." Its leaders are largely "worms." The best hope lies in a "great heart" and "great nerves" as well as in "the audacity of magnanimous virtue."78 Saint-Just expressed model revolutionary contempt for individual good deeds in a "sick" society:

The particular good one does is a palliative. One must wait for a general sickness great enough for general opinion to feel the need for measures
capable of doing good. That which produces the general good is always terrible.\textsuperscript{79}

His image of the nation as a single body made any loss of territory as painful as an amputation. In the early spring of 1793 he saw the nation threatened with death “if division is attached to territory,”\textsuperscript{80} and set off on the first of three special missions to rally the resistance in exposed provinces. Working on the Constitutional Committee of the Convention, he failed in his campaign to create an eighty-four member executive formed from a nerve center in each department; but he succeeded in inserting into the Constitution of 1793 an unprecedented constitutional provision against ever making peace with a foreign power occupying any French territory.\textsuperscript{81}

In his great speech on October 10, 1793, calling for a revolutionary dictatorship, Saint-Just denounced all traditional government as “a world of paper”:

\begin{quote}
The prolixity of governmental correspondence and orders is a mark of inertia; it is impossible to govern without laconicism....

The bureaus have replaced the monarchy; the demon of writing makes war upon us and we cannot govern.\textsuperscript{82}
\end{quote}

With the Committee of Public Safety now “placed in the center,” the cause of all misfortune in the nation had been determined to be “the vicissitude of passions.”\textsuperscript{83} The only passion that could give constancy to the nation prior to the inculcation of virtue was terror, which he saw as a means not of punishing crime, but of fanning popular energy and audacity.

Although Saint-Just’s argument for terror was reluctant and his use of it in Alsace limited, his legitimation of it encouraged the fresh wave of pedagogic violence that began with the public execution of Marie Antoinette on October 16. Saint-Just left for Strasbourg the next day; on the day following a new play opened in Paris that introduced the metaphor of a volcano into the previously tranquil image of an island utopia. Despite the urgent need for explosives at the front, the Committee of Public Safety authorized the delivery of twenty pounds of saltpeter and powder to the Theater of the Republic to produce the onstage volcanic eruption that pitched rocks and smoldering charcoal into the audience at the end of Sylvain Maréchal’s \textit{Last Judgment of Kings}.\textsuperscript{84}

This was precisely the image that Saint-Just had used long before the revolution in connection with his first discussion of “terror”;\textsuperscript{85} and Maréchal’s enormously successful play in a way substituted a new “natural” image as a focus of awe and terror in place of the guillotine, which Saint-Just had avoided using for public executions in Strasbourg. There was a suggestion of orgasm in the Saint-Just–Maréchal image of eruption—just as there was a suggestion of nudity in Maréchal’s subsequent opera depicting a priest shedding his robes “to renounce my imposture...in the eyes of nature.”\textsuperscript{86}

Saint-Just, too, turned to the emotive power of music. On the way to Strasbourg, he sang Italian songs,\textsuperscript{87} and left behind in Paris a lost opera
which he had worked on with an Italian composer for an opening just a few nights after Maréchal's *Last Judgment*. His *Sélico ou les nègres* was apparently built around the intense friendship of two brothers involved in slaying a tyrant; this sense of masculine comradeship-in-arms enabled Saint-Just to identify the nation with brotherhood in an almost physiological way.88

Brought up entirely by his mother and sisters, Saint-Just discovered *la fraternité* along with *la nation*. On his first mission of mobilization to the provinces in the spring of 1793, he wrote that the nation "is not at all the sun, it is the community of affections."89 His posthumously published vision of an ideal society promotes his concept of brothers-in-arms into quasi-erotic attachment. He proposes that every twenty-one-year-old declare his friendships publicly in the temple and repeat the ritual at the end of every winter. If a man leaves a friend, he is required to explain the motives behind it before the people; and "is banished if he refuses . . . [or] says he has no friends, or renounces his beliefs in friendship." Friends are to fight in battle together; are held responsible for each other's crimes; and "those who remain united all their life are to be buried in the same tomb."90

Saint-Just's worshipful companion on the mission to Strasbourg, Le Bas, felt the same kind of fraternal loyalty that Saint-Just in turn showed to Robespierre. Saint-Just never distanced himself from Robespierre at the end, as he might easily have done. He never married, and his engagement to Le Bas's sister seems to have been mainly a token of friendship for his companion in Alsace.

Militant fraternity in the service of the nation allowed no room for sorority—or indeed for fraternization with women. Saint-Just and Le Bas destroyed Schneider in Strasbourg for indulging not just in distracting sex and excessive violence, but also for taking a German wife, Sarah Stamm, at the height of the battles with foreign invaders in December. Schneider had threatened both the ethnic and the sexual homogenity of the French legions; his wife was executed along with him in April, 1794.91 A foreign threat was once again coupled with feminine temptation in the case of Etta Palm d'Aelders, the radical feminist within Bonneville's Confederation, who was denounced for foreign links.92 In late 1793, the nation was applying standards of loyalty that were more exclusive, Spartan, and homophile than anyone educated in the cosmopolitanism of the Enlightenment could have imagined.

At the popular level, too, a sudden surge of feminine participation in revolutionary activity was permanently repressed during the nationalist mobilization of late 1793. An "Amazon corps" of four thousand young women had appeared briefly in Bordeaux and a feminine "Friends of Liberty and Equality" in Lyon.93 Within Paris, women "took the most violent initiative and surpassed by a good deal the fury of men"94 in the debates of May 31, 1793, which moved power out of the Assembly and into the streets. All of this feminine activity vanished along with the Revolutionary Republican Society, a Parisian society of female sans-culottes, which became "the first target of the Jacobin assault upon the
popular movement” in the fall of 1793. Its demand for women to wear the red cap of male revolutionaries outraged the central revolutionary leaders. On October 31, the Convention outlawed all female clubs and societies.

The antifeminine sentiment that swept through Paris was almost certainly related to the parallel process of mobilizing men for military service. The unprecedented levée en masse involved tearing thousands of young men away from their mothers and linking them together by the masculine mystique of militant nationalism. Female and foreign identities were already blended together. The word for “Austrian” was spelled in the feminine form even when French grammar called for a masculine ending. Whether or not the red hat was a phallic symbol as Joel Barlow contended, the wearing of it by women in Paris clearly seemed to threaten the male leadership. Fabre d’Eglantine, one of the principal choreographers of the revolutionary festivals, invoked a kind of domino theory of prospective feminine annexations of male weaponry/sexuality. After the bonnet rouge, women would take the gun belt and then the gun itself, he warned.

The hysteria was largely in the minds of the men who voted—with only one dissenting vote in the entire Convention—to outlaw all women’s associations. In this atmosphere, Marie Antoinette, who had been relatively neglected as a target of abuse in the early years of the revolution, became a target for a savage hatred that bordered at times on sadism. Her execution on October 16 began a series of public guillotineings of the great symbolic women of the era in a short space of time. Charlotte Corday, the killer of Marat, Olympe de Gouges, author of a Declaration of the Rights of Women, and finally the Girondist leader Madame Roland on November 8—all provided spectacular executions for the Parisian masses. The popular imagination, which had already substituted inexpensive etchings for aristocratic engravings, received its gynephobic icon in the form of David’s pencil sketch of an ugly, but still arrogant, Marie Antoinette on the way to her humiliating end. The contrast is striking in both medium and message with the idealized neo-classical male nude warriors that were to dominate David’s vast oil canvases in glorification of la grande nation. Subconscious fear of revenge might well explain the strange apprehension that later haunted both Robespierre and Saint-Just of being assassinated by women.

As the very embodiment of militant, male fraternité, Saint-Just wrote to Robespierre from Alsace that there were “too many laws—too few examples.” In the last months of his life, Saint-Just observed the “strictest austerity of habit,” avoided all contact with women, and led the struggle against indifference and factionalism. Late in April
of 1794, he journeyed to the front with Le Bas one final time to share in the great victory at Fleurus late in June. When the vanquished Austrians before Charleroi brought him an envelope with terms of surrender on June 25 and began speaking to him of honorable arrangements, Saint-Just interrupted them to say that he would not open it, and demanded unconditional surrender:

We cannot either honor or dishonor you here, just as it is not in your power to either dishonor or to honor the French nation. There is nothing in common between you and me.  

Ironically, the victory that assured the survival of the nation removed the need for terror and for the emergency that had justified the first governmental body ever to describe itself officially as “revolutionary.” Robespierre and Saint-Just were both executed and the Committee of Public Safety dissolved a month after the victory.

As befits the chiarascuro politics of apocalypse, there was one final fabulous feast of fraternity just before the fall of Robespierre. If the Feast of Federation in 1790 had represented “the first day of the sublime dream of fraternity,” Robespierre’s spectacular Feast of the Supreme Being on June 8, 1794, suggested the beginning of its unending summer. The winter, the foreign armies, and the guillotine all seemed to have passed; and the last stage in revolutionary simplification had occurred with Robespierre’s election as president of the Convention and proclamation of a new religion of maximum simplicity: “the Cult of the Supreme Being.”

Designed to be the first in a series of regular national festivals, the Feast of the Supreme Being turned the volcano into a peaceful mountain of floral beauty and choral unison on the Field of Mars. Women were admitted and given a separate but equal place in the hitherto homophilic rituals. Even the ascetic Saint-Just saw in the proceedings the beginnings of a pedagogic program that might truly inculcate virtue in a corrupt world. Here at last was Sparta plus song. Paris had been transformed not into a city based on some preexisting conception, but into “an eternal model of assembly, simplicity and joy.” In hailing the Supreme Being, Robespierre proclaimed that its “true priest” was “nature”:

... its temple, the universe; its cult, virtue; its festivals the joy of a great people... renewing the sweet bonds of universal fraternity.

The euphoria was short-lived, though much of the new secular simplicity survived together with many of the national festivals in the Cult of Theophilanthropy under the Directory. The “fraternal meals” of the last weeks of Robespierre’s rule and the “fraternal embrace” which ended the festival were followed by a final, fratricidal burst of terror and factionalism which brought down the emergency government.

Saint-Just illustrated within the leadership the mass phenomenon within the populace of dedicated young soldiers harnessing their passion to a national cause. He was a prototype for the ascetic revolu-
tionary of the future. Through him the locus of legitimacy moved away from physical place and political formula to living example. That example was made awesome by the icy calm, the *sang-froid*, he maintained throughout the quarreling and violence of his last days. Saint-Just had the serenity of one who had surrendered himself long before death to a transcendent ideal, to "the spirit of the revolution," and realized the goal of human "regeneration."

The passion of Saint-Just was cold rather than hot. It imploded into intelligence rather than exploding into indulgence. That intelligence charted a course of constancy and toughness in the turbulent final weeks of rule by the Committee of Public Safety. He resisted both Robespierre's apparent moves to make peace with foreign enemies and his tendency to personalize his struggles with moderates. At the same time, Saint-Just seems to have been far bolder than Robespierre in attempting to appeal over the heads of the Convention to the revolutionary army in a final effort to forestall the conservative drift.

Whatever his exact role, Saint-Just retained till the end a cool contempt for the "dust" of ordinary life, the "softness" and idleness of those who gave themselves over to the process of corruption rather than to that of regeneration. The "spirit of the revolution" was resisted not just by "the force of things"—about which he often impatiently complained; there was also the lack of force among revolutionaries themselves—the backsliding from *l'esprit de la révolution* into *le bon esprit* of aristocratic salons:

.... *l'esprit* is a sophist which leads all virtues to the scaffold. . . .

Within the proud head of Saint-Just as he went to *la sainte guillotine* may have lain that most sublime of all contradictions in revolutionary thought: the need for a tyranny of virtue to prevent the recurrence of tyranny surrounded by vice. His apparent attempt to by-pass the Convention with the army, his revelation that Augustus Caesar was his greatest hero of antiquity, his mysterious references to Oliver Cromwell, and Robespierre's final likening of him to Charles IX, author of the St. Bartholomew's Day massacre—all indicate that this just saint who sought no personal power may have felt impelled to justify absolute power.

The national ideal of fraternity reached its apogee in the execution of Saint-Just following the Roman suicide of his younger revolutionary "brother," Le Bas. The rival ideal of communitarian equality appeared during the Thermidorean reaction that followed. Its leader, Babeuf, was, like Saint-Just, a native of Picardy with a similar nostalgia for agrarian simplicity and antique virtue in a corrupted world. Its supreme cultural expression was not Robespierre's singing festival of fraternity, but Sylvain Maréchal's prosaic *Manifesto of Equals*. If Maréchal took his image of revolution-as-volcano from Saint-Just, he derived the more important idea of a revolutionary Second Coming from Robespierre. Maréchal's concept of the political upheaval of
1789–94 as the harbinger of a second, social revolution arises directly from Robespierre’s valedictory at the Feast of the Supreme Being:

A new world has appeared beyond the limits of the world. Everything has changed in the physical order; everything must change in the moral and political order. Half of the world revolution is already done, the other half must be completed...¹¹⁵

Equality: The Vision of Community

The third new ideal to arise out of the French Revolution was that of communauté: a new type of social and economic community based on equality. Though this ideal was the least articulated at the time (and the least important politically throughout the nineteenth century), it has important roots in the revolutionary era. The revolutionary egalitarianism of Babeuf, Maréchal, and Restif de la Bretonne is the progenitor of modern Communism—and of revolutionary socialism, the rival ideal of revolutionary nationalism.

The new egalitarian communalism was rooted in Rousseau’s call for a social contract that would repudiate inequality among men and legitimize authority by permitting the “general will” to unify the community on a new basis. Rousseau’s contract was generally interpreted in purely political terms during the French Revolution, but the germs of a socio-economic interpretation also emerged from two sources: the rhetoric of the American Revolution and the reality of the French countryside.

The American Declaration of Independence offered as its first philosophical justification of separation from England the ideological assertion “that all men are created equal.” By pronouncing this to be “self-evident,” the Declaration also initiated the tendency of revolutionary publicists to proclaim the obviousness of truths that had never before even been thought about by more than a handful. The more secular French Declaration of Rights in 1789 proclaimed men to be equal only “in respect of their rights”; but later revolutionaries thought also of the “pursuit of happiness” proclaimed by the Americans—and the radical Constitution of 1793 affirmed (as the Americans never did) that “common happiness” (le bonheur commun) was the aim of society and “oppression against the body of society” (corps social) a justification for insurrection.¹¹⁶

The proto-communist idea that “common happiness” might be realized at the expense of private property ownership began to appear relatively early in the cosmopolitan Parisian circles that ultimately proved anathema to the nationalistic Jacobin leaders. A petition on “the agrarian laws” by an Anglo-Irishman James Rutledge, who called himself a “citizen of the universe,” urged in 1790 the establishment of a
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social order (état social) with “no ownership of property.” 117 This idea of a lex agraria, a modified land distribution in the manner of Tiberius and Caius Gracchus during the Roman Republic, was systematically propagated at the same time by Bonneville’s principal collaborator in the Social Circle, the Abbé Fauchet.118 The idea became a special favorite of the provincial clergy who identified with their rural parishes. The Abbé Cournand went even further, declaring that “in the state of nature, the domain of man is the entire earth” and arguing that all landowners should have plots equal in size, non-hereditary, and non-transferable.119 Other “red curates” found an almost religious exaltation in identifying with the masses and articulating a social ideal that went beyond Parisian politics to suggest secular salvation. Thus, Pierre Dolivier was almost saintly in self-denigration as he petitioned for acceptance into the Bonneville-Fauchet Universal Confederation. I am, he said, the lowliest of men:

... simple and even too simple, without knee britches and without a hearth (sans culottes et sans feu), but not without passion for the work of bringing into being the kingdom of universal justice.120

This universal ideal found local roots in the grievances of the French countryside. These were brought to Paris in May 1790 by François-Noël Babeuf, a young prisoner from Picardy who had led a local tax revolt against the continued levying of indirect taxes by the National Assembly. Babeuf had been brought up in the country, trained as a commissioner of land deeds, and studied land utilization but with relatively little interest in politics. In Paris, he discovered the concept of the agrarian law by establishing links first with Rutledge and then with the Universal Confederation,121 which gave an ideological cast to his earlier primitive ideas about a “collective lease” (ferme collective) and the redistribution to the poor of confiscated church lands.122 His opposition to the moderate political revolution was dramatically signaled by an attack on Lafayette in the summer of 1790. This Letter of a Deputy from Picardy was distributed in the Palais-Royal,123 where Babeuf drew up plans to publicize a radical feminist Confédération des Dames, perhaps in connection with the Universal Confederation.124

He identified the communal government in Paris with local rural authority in common opposition to the parasitic national government. Elected as administrator of the department of the Somme in September, 1792, he returned to Paris to adopt in the spring of 1793 the name “Gracchus” in his quest for “real economic equality” (égalité de fait) and some new kind of “general happiness unknown throughout the ages.” 125 It is to that revolutionary search that we must now turn.

The Conspiracy of Babeuf

The origins of the social revolutionary tradition—no less than those of the national revolutionary—lie in the military mobilization of 1793. Social revolutionaries like Babeuf—unlike the nationalist majority typified by another native of Picardy, Saint-Just—had a special affinity for
The international military units that formed briefly in 1793. Babeuf had known Rutledge even before the revolution, and late in 1789 he signed on as a regular correspondent from provincial Roye for the international *Courrier de l’Europe* published in London.\(^{126}\) Arriving in Paris in February, 1793, Babeuf joined the agitational “legion of people’s liberators,” serving as secretary to the Franco-Haitian Claude Fournier, who had led the storming of the Bastille from the Palais-Royal and kept the name “the American.”\(^{127}\) He then briefly became secretary to a Dutch officer in charge of the Batavian legion\(^{128}\) before retreating to the food administration of the Paris Commune.

When Fournier was not chosen to lead the revolutionary assault against the conservative uprising in the Vendée, Babeuf appears to have despaired of finding a meaningful role in the exciting events of 1793. During a period when nationalist armies were singing *La Marseillaise* rather than reading proto-socialist tracts, Babeuf wrote to his protector Sylvain Maréchal that he envied Rousseau’s capacity to sustain himself by writing music:

> I have no such talent, and am therefore more unhappy. But I shall learn to compose with typography.\(^{129}\)

He became a master composer in his chosen medium. In and out of prison during the Reign of Terror, Babeuf repeatedly turned to typography and journalism. His perennial protector Maréchal directed him first to Bonneville’s press of the Social Circle in April and then to his own *Révolutions de Paris* in December of 1793.\(^{130}\) After the overthrow of Robespierre, newspapers became “more of an arm of struggle than a source of information”;\(^{131}\) and Babeuf founded in September, 1794, his own *Journal of the Freedom of the Press*, hailing journalism as the means of keeping alive the revolutionary spirit and struggling to implement the Constitution of 1793. His ideas soon went beyond radical republicanism and the denunciation of Robespierre’s tyranny. He began to discover posthumously in Robespierre “the genius in whom resided true ideas of regeneration”;\(^{132}\) and, in 1795, he founded his *Tribune of the People*: the first journal in history to be the legal arm of an extralegal revolutionary conspiracy.

Babeuf’s *Tribune* was an organ of strategy, not just an outlet for rhetoric. Its criticism of other revolutionary journals and its effort to define a coherent line make it a distant ancestor of Lenin’s *Iskra* and *Pravda*; and its prospectus defined a social goal as well as a moral mission. At the head of each issue stood the italicized phrase, “The aim of society is the happiness of the community.”\(^{133}\) Babeuf rejected the “right of property” guaranteed in the Declaration of Rights of Man in favor of the “state of community”,\(^{134}\) arguing that society should provide “common happiness” through “perfect equality.”\(^{135}\)

Alongside the journalistic proclamation of a new social ideal came a new type of revolutionary organization. The national network of Jacobin clubs, which had been largely destroyed by the overthrow of Robespierre, was no longer taken as the model. In a long manifesto of November 1794, “On the need and means of organizing a true popular
society," he likened the relationship between earlier "clubists" and the masses to that of "the Christian sermonizer vis-à-vis the benevolent congregation." He called for a militant society to end all subservience to the "aristocracy of riches" and to begin "the reign of republican virtues." 136

Arrested in March 1795, Babeuf used his six-month imprisonment in Arras to perfect his ideas of a true "popular society." All were to be equal and dedicated to developing collectively commerce, agriculture, and (in a striking addition for this period) industry. Such a society was to come about through a new geographical base and a new militant organization. In an important letter of July 28, Babeuf provided perhaps the first outline of a program for completing the revolution, and anticipated the later idea of a secure base area for militant revolutionaries.137 He speaks variously of "our Vendée," 138 the "Sacred Mountain," or "the plebeian Vendée." 139

"Advancing by degree, consolidating to the extent that we gain territory, we should be able to organize." 140 "Enemies of the human race" fear the militance of "numerous phalanxes" 141 by revolutionaries who will give up their traditional occupations to advance the struggle.

Babeuf fled backward in time and forward in revolutionary consciousness when he moved from the ideal of a Roman legion to that of a Greek phalanx as the model for the revolutionary struggle. His effort to form a "phalanx of sans-culottes" in the spring of 1793 failed, but the image reappeared in Saint-Just's call for new forms of socio-military support for the revolutionary government in October. Anacharsis Cloots, the deracinated "orator of the human race," saw the revolutionary army of France not as a national body at all, but as the new Greeks fighting for all civilization as

... phalanxes of interpreters, of translators of the universal law.142

Babeuf used the term *phalange* for the formations needed to realize the social as well as the military discipline of his new *communauté*; and the term was to have a venerable history in subsequent revolutionary usage.143

The original phalanx in search of a new society arose directly out of revolutionary journalism. Late in 1795, the Club of the Pantheon began meeting by torchlight in the crypt of the Convent of Sainte Géneviève ("the Cave of Brigands") to discuss the program of Babeuf's *Tribune*. Babeuf, who had returned to Paris in September 1795, assumed leadership of the club, which claimed two thousand members. Accused of fomenting civil war, Babeuf invented the classical revolutionary riposte that such a war already existed: the war of the rich against the poor.144 He accepted with pride the accusations of his foes that his friends were "anarchists . . . men who want to be always making revolution." 145

In November, Babeuf published the first in the new genre of social revolutionary manifestos which would culminate in Marx's *Communist Manifesto* of 1848. Babeuf's *Plebeian Manifesto* was both a philosophical
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inventory (a manifest of what was needed to bring about “equality in fact” and “the common good”) and a call for a popular uprising (a manifestation, “greater, more solemn, more general than has ever been done before”).

When a police raid led by the young Napoleon Bonaparte shut down the Club of the Pantheon on February 28, 1796, Babeuf and his associates turned their attention inward on their “Conspiracy of the Equals.” Seeking now to revive rather than revile the dictatorial methods of Robespierre, they constituted themselves on March 30 as the Secret Directory of Public Safety.

Decisions of the directory were reached collectively and announced anonymously. In place of individual signatures on leaflets and letters, there was the designation “public safety” or the words of the revolutionary trinity in triangular form—with “common happiness” substituted for “fraternity.” Each member of the central insurrectionary committee was to be concurrently active in other areas from which he could report back to the inner circle. The secret center was to communicate outward through a network of twelve trusted “instructors,” with each responsible for mobilizing a broader insurrectionary force in one of the twelve arrondissements of Paris. The secret directory met almost every evening. It published in printings of at least two thousand not only the theoretical Tribun du Peuple, but also a flyer, L’Eclaireur du Peuple for the ordinary worker. Methods of mobilization included the active enlistment of affiliates by small groups of activists or groupistes, who gathered around newly and prominently displayed revolutionary posters. The number of those loosely recruited grew to seventeen thousand, and the conspiracy increasingly focused on the army as the crucial recruiting ground for insurrection. The decision to put a military committee of the conspiracy directly in touch with the secret directory enabled an informer to discover the inner circle and expose it to police arrest.

The conspirators were guardians not only of the revolutionary hope for social equality, but also of the vision of Saint-Just that true revolution would take men beyond politics. All government—and not just some governments—would somehow be destroyed by a true revolution. “To politic” (politiquer) was a verb invoked with contempt by Babeuf, whose Plebeian Manifesto ended with a call for “total upheaval” (bouleversement total). “May everything return to chaos, and out of chaos may there emerge a new and regenerated world.” The conspiracy envisaged the establishment of a “great national community” in which all goods were owned in common and shared equally. This “community” was eventually to supplant—by either attractive example or coercive force—all other systems of political and economic authority.

Imperceptibly within Babeuf’s conspiracy arose the myth of the unfinished revolution: the idea that the political upheaval in France was only the forerunner of a second, more portentous social revolution. Babeuf’s journal called in 1795 for the reality rather than the appearance of revolution:
Ce n’est plus dans les esprits qu’il faut faire la révolution ... c’est dans les choses. ...

A few months later in 1796 Babeuf explained that “the epoch of these great revolutions” had created a situation

... where a general upheaval in the system of property ownership is inevitable; where a revolt of the poor against the rich is a necessity that nothing can prevent.

Already in his Plebeian Manifesto, Babeuf had begun to develop a sense of messianic mission, invoking the names of Moses, Joshua, and Jesus, as well as Rousseau, Robespierre, and Saint-Just. He had claimed Christ as a “co-athlete” and had written in prison A New History of the Life of Jesus Christ. Most of the conspirators shared this belief in Christ as a sans-culotte at heart if not a prophet of revolution. The strength of the red curates within the social revolutionary camp intensified the need to keep Christian ideas from weakening revolutionary dedication. Anacharsis Cloots helped break up Bonneville’s Social Circle by attacking the Abbé Fauchet for extolling the levelers of the Puritan Revolution. Cloots juxtaposed the certainty of Nature (“always living, always young, always the same”) to the ambiguities and contradictions of the Gospels. The antique ideal that the Babeuvists adopted as an alternative to Christianity was that of the Spartans—militant, ascetic, rooted in the land, and deeply hostile to the artificially cerebral and crassly commercial life of the new “Athens”: bourgeois Paris under the Directorate.

But the only sure antidote to the vestigial appeal of Christian ideas lay in atheism, which was the special contribution to the Babeuf conspiracy of Sylvain Maréchal, the man who called himself l’HSD, l’homme sans dieu, and produced for the revolutionary movement a totally secular version of the messianic idea of a Second Coming. Maréchal had repeatedly declared that “the revolution will not be complete until men share the fruits of the earth as they share the rays of the sun.” His neglected Corrective to the Revolution, written at the height of revolutionary exaltation in 1793, insisted that

The Revolution is not complete. ... The revolution is still only in words and all in theory. It does not yet exist in fact.

Maréchal said the revolution was not yet real, because men were not happier; they would never find happiness without higher principles; and they could never discover such principles under conditions of social inequality:

Tant qu’il y aura des valets et des maîtres, des pauvres et des riches. ... La Révolution n’est point faite.

In another study of 1795, Maréchal added an element of urgency, suggesting that the preceding, purely political revolution may have made life even worse. “Merchants have become aristocrats, a thousand times more dreadful than the feudal nobility.”
It was only a short step to the prophecy of the *Manifesto of Equals* which Maréchal wrote for Babeuf’s group:

> The French Revolution is but the precursor of another revolution, far greater, far more solemn, which will be the last.162

Babeuf was arrested and the conspiracy destroyed on May 10, 1796. In his court defense and final letters, he appeared surer of his role than of his ideas—dealing with the government often as if he were another government. He viewed himself as the precursor of something new, and bade farewell in a moving last letter to his family as he prepared for a “perfectly virtuous sleep.” 163

The conspiracy sounded a reprise on many themes of the revolutionary faith. The solar myth of the revolution blended with the café breeding ground of activism in the *Chant des Egaux* sung at the Café des Bains-Chinois:

> Sortez de la nuit profonde.
> . . . Le Soleil luit pour tout le monde! 164

This song was itself the revolutionary counter to the *Reveil du peuple*, introduced after Thermidore as the reactionaries’ rival to *La Marseillaise*.

> Just as the greatest Christian theologians had defined God as “the coincidence of opposites,” so Babeuf took the new faith in revolution to the level of sublime paradox. The justification for launching a new revolution was to “terminate the revolution”; 165 the means of ending “the spirit of domination” was to obey an elite hierarchy; and the way to avoid the tyranny of “factions” was to accept a single leader. The miraculous move to true popular sovereignty was to take place on a springtime “Day of the People” in which some seventeen thousand direct supporters 166 were to rise up in Paris at signals from bells and trumpets. This apocalyptic political act would bring an end to politics. 167 Born out of the vision of island utopias, this realization of instant equality planned to banish opponents immediately to preselected islands in the Atlantic and Mediterranean.168

> Few accepted Babeuf’s egalitarian ideal; but many were haunted by his example. There were, moreover, some grounds for fearing that the conspiracy had foreign links. Representatives of the radical Batavian Republic (the revolutionary regime proclaimed amidst continuing chaos in the Netherlands in 1795—and the first anywhere to adopt officially the revolutionary slogan liberty, equality, fraternity) had some contacts with the French conspirators. Babeuf had once served in the Batavian Legion, and a major uprising by cannoneers of the national guard occurred in Amsterdam on the same day that Babeuf was arrested in Paris.165 There were echoes of the Babeuf conspiracy in the two countries that in many ways dominated the revolutionary tradition during the early nineteenth century: Italy and Poland.

> Babeuf’s Italian collaborators sought early in 1796 to persuade the ruling Directory in Paris to support an uprising of “popular movements” in Italy that would lead to a “general revolution” and a unitary state
aligned with France. Guglielmo Cerise, Babeuf's former secretary, and Buonarroti, his future historian, sought to organize and promote a revolution in Piedmont that would confront the French authorities with a fait accompli—and push the Directorate closer to the Babeuvist position. Buonarroti argued eloquently against French military rule in Italy, urging instead “the prompt formation of popular authorities” by the local populace. But his revolutionary vision was derided by French military leaders, who launched under Napoleon a conventional military invasion in April. The entry of French troops into Italian villages was celebrated, however, not with local uprisings, but with Catholic masses—prompting a friend of Buonarroti’s to complain bitterly:

One does not found a democracy with a magnificat. Instead of illuminating churches, it would be better to light up (that is, to burn) feudal castles.

Frustrated in Piedmont, Babeuvist activists moved on to Milan, where they briefly helped organize a local militia and introduced the Italian tricolor prior to the arrival of Napoleon. The Babeuvists helped form the hierarchical revolutionary organization the Society of Lights (or Black League), founded by Cerise and others in Bologna late in 1798. Though this organization failed to realize what Godechot has called the best opportunity to unify Italy prior to 1860, it did leave a legacy of experience with secret, nationwide revolutionary organization which was later to benefit the Carbonari.

The echo of Babeuvism from occupied Poland was more distant and muffled. A conspiratorial peasant organization of 1796–97 led by a veteran of both the American and French wars of revolution proclaimed the slogan “Equality or Death,” and may have been influenced by the Babeuf conspiracy.

Within France, there were flickers of revival among the surviving Babeuvists—notably in July 1799, when they gathered to form a Society of the Friends of Equality and Freedom. Such activity was snuffed out with the arrival of Napoleon later that year.

Yet the hope did not die that the revolution was not yet complete and might still produce a new morality, if not a new type of man. The coming revolution was to be Babeuf’s bouleversement total. Such expectations were intensified by conservative critics like Burke’s German translator (and the future secretary of Metternich), who popularized the phrase “total revolution.”

What was the nature of the revolution yet to come? There was a difference—and at times open conflict—between the Saint-Just–Robespierre ideal of a moral revolution within a nation and the Babeuvist belief in a “universal” social revolution. But there were human links between the two ideas through the two most important surviving members of the conspiracy: Buonarroti and Maréchal. For both of them social and moral revolution were one and the same thing. Their shadowy careers point, as we shall see, to some surprising philosophical and organizational roots common to both ideals.
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The Communism of Restif

The revolutionary concept of *communauté* may have come less from the high culture of the Enlightenment than from the low culture of popular journalism. Babeuf had been influenced by *The Year 2440*, the prophetic utopian work of one great chronicler of Parisian life, Sebastien Mercier.\(^{177}\) The word "communism" was introduced to the world by Mercier’s friend and fellow journalistic chronicler of Paris, Restif de la Bretonne: the “Rousseau of the gutter,” the “Jean-Jacques des Halles.”\(^{178}\)

Restif’s verbal invention came out of a life that was—literally—fantastic. His literary production filled nearly 250 volumes with cosmic, social, and sexual fantasies that no one has yet fully catalogued. His writings anticipated everything from interplanetary travel to atomic energy, and encompassed almost every imaginable sexual fetish and perversion.\(^{179}\)

Inexhaustible, erotic energy made him as compulsive as he was creative. He was possessed with the mystique of the new journalistic medium—inventing hundreds of new words and a bewildering variety of typographical formats. His attachment to printing was almost physiological. He worked for many years as a type-setter and often composed his works directly on his home type-setting equipment without a manuscript.\(^{180}\) Every aspect of the formal production of a literary work contributed to his total message. His choice of typography, use of italics, overuse of capitalization (often in the middle of words), misuse of accents, and endless invention of pseudonyms and neologisms—reflected an almost religious fascination with the production of the printed word.

Legitimacy for the partisans of egalitarian community flowed from the printing press. Restif’s only political activity during the revolutionary era was his attempt beginning in 1789 to organize a productive association for printers and typographers.\(^{182}\) His works provided an unparalleled descriptive panorama of lower-class life. Distinctions between fact, fiction, and fantasy were swept away by his gushing stream of consciousness. Restif remained the purest form of self-centered intellectual from his youthful days in rural Burgundy to his later years as a nocturnal street-walker in Paris. Wherever he was, Restif lived only in his own self-created world of words, his maze of monologue.

In 1785, Restif published a review of a book describing a communal experiment in Marseilles. He cited a letter of 1782 from the book’s author, who described himself as an *auteur communiste*—the first known appearance in print of this word.\(^{183}\) The author, the educational theorist Joseph-Alexandre-Victor Hupay de Fuvea, later submitted a vast, utopian educational plan to his friend in Aix, Mirabeau, when he set off for the Estates-General in 1789. He lived on to write a *Republican Koran* during the revolution,\(^{184}\) and to propose that all citizens wear green uniforms with pink trimming as they marched to work daily in
a grande promenade de la communauté. But his most remarkable work was *The Project for a Philosophical Community* of 1779, which may be considered the first full blueprint for a secular, communist society in the modern world.

Hupay made a “moral and literary announcement” in 1778 that he was taking up a subscription to set up his ideal “plan for social and political life” near Marseilles. His plan was a potpourri of utopian ideas: the communal ideal of the Moravian Brethren combined with the legislative ideas of Mably; the social theories of “the new world and the new Eloise” (that is, the unspoiled Indians and the natural man of Rousseau’s *Nouvelle-Héloïse*). All would speak French, “the language of reason and truth,” and children would be educated communally up to the age of five to insure freedom from past prejudices. Rigid “tables of exercises and studies” were prescribed for subsequent education, and a *Plan Géométral* drawn up for the community featuring two large statues: “the divine PLATO, Prince of Legislators, Inventor of the Communal Life (*Communauté de vie*)” and “J.J. ROUSSEAU, Citizen of Geneva, Investigator of the principles of Human Education.” A privileged exit from this “house of meeting” of the community was shown leading to a special place for “communities formed by Children married within the Philosophical Community.” This was presumably a kind of philosophical master race living in “equality and union” and “the most perfect sociability.”

... a Spartan people, the true nursery of a better race of men than ours.

But where was the new Spartan race to come from? Was there anyone who might really aspire to set up the “community of moral-economic rule” based on an egalitarian “community of goods”? There is no record of any serious attempt being made in the vicinity of Marseilles; but there is in the text ample and altogether prophetic indication that he thought it might most easily be realized in Russia.

Hupay—like many philosophes—was inspired by the ambitious reform plans of Catherine the Great, the prototypical “enlightened despot.” Her pretentious early writings led him to believe it might be possible “to put into practice the beautiful laws of the Republic of Plato,” to create “an entire city of philosophers” which would “be called Platonopolis.” Such an ideal community would be easier to establish in Russia than in the West precisely because it was an authoritarian society with coercive power “where each lord could more easily become the father and benefactor of his serfs.”

Hupay, however, was an unnoticed minor figure. His letter to Restif in 1782 had been prompted by reading the latter’s seminal *Le Paysan perverti, ou les dangers de la ville*. In the fourth volume of this work, Restif announced his intention to provide a “new Emile” that would enrich the pedagogic ideas of Rousseau’s original *Emile* with a social program inspired by Rousseau’s *Discourse on Inequality*. This section of Restif’s work concluded with a model statute for a *bourg commun*
in which private property was limited to immediate needs for clothing and furniture. For Restif, the noble peasant had been “perverted” by advancing civilization. He could be restored to wholeness only by the establishment of a new “philosophical community” based on “the sentiments of the best authors and the principles . . . of the New World.”

In 1781, Restif wrote a literary fantasy describing an egalitarian society, where there was only one law.

All must be common among equals. Each must work for the common good. All must take an identical part in work.

This was in many ways the most sophisticated of all the utopian islands to appear in prerevolutionary literature. It depicted not only the innate goodness of the inhabitants of the Island of Christina, but also the compatibility of their unspoiled egalitarianism with advanced ideas brought back to the island from “Megapatagonia” (an idealized version of France). Thus the “French Daedalus” sought not just to fly away from a decadent France to an island paradise, but rather to rescue an egalitarian society from “the people of the night,” ruling over it by providing an eighteen-article “Codex of the Megapatagonians” which decreed the common ownership of all property and the uniform work obligations that the oppressed islanders secretly wanted.

An even more ambitious work in the following year introduced the term “community of goods” and suggested the “manner of establishing equality” in “all nations of Europe.” Thus, Restif was able to refer his correspondent, the self-proclaimed “communist author,” to works of his own that had already taken his communist ideas beyond the outline in Le Paysan perverti.

Communism may in part be one of the new ideas blown back across the Atlantic by the original revolutionary “wind from America.” Both Hupay’s “project” and Restif’s Le Paysan were conceived in 1776. In his commentary on Hupay’s letter, Restif argued that “the people of brothers of Philadelphia” have opened the possibility for “that union and that community of moral and economic rule . . . that excludes all vain and external distinction.” Restif spoke of the coming of a supranational community that would end “the puerile rivalry which confounds states and drags all of them together into ruin and crime.”

Even more crucial to the communism of Restif was its close identification with the peasantry; the peasants had been perverted by the cities, but retained the moral force to build communism. On the eve of the revolution, Restif wrote a pamphlet urging that peasants be admitted as a fourth estate to the Estates-General; and on the first anniversary of the fall of the Bastille, Restif wrote another pamphlet warning rural Frenchmen coming to Paris for the Feast of Federation against the evils of the city.

Although Restif prided himself on belonging to no club or party, his writings of the early revolutionary period seem to envisage a further uprising (soulèvement général) to support his broad plan for social justice:
Mettez toute la nation en communautés . . . faites une insurrection générale, partagez.\textsuperscript{206}

From his appeal for agrarian communalism submitted to the Estates-General in 1789, he turned in late 1792 and early 1793 to the Convention with an appeal for what he now called his \textit{plan de communauté générale}.\textsuperscript{207}

In February 1793, Restif used the term \textit{communism} as his own for the first time to describe the fundamental change in ownership that would obviate the need for any further redistribution of goods and property.\textsuperscript{208} His detailed exposition of communism (and regular use of the word) began the following year with a “Regulation . . . for the establishment of a general Community of the Human Race” in his \textit{Monsieur Nicolas or the human heart unveiled}.\textsuperscript{209} In this work, Restif insisted that the absolute elimination of private property would end human need but not individual initiative. He saw communism as a more effective cause for rallying the French army than the “uncompleted republic” of the Directory. The republicanism of the post-revolutionary United States was also attacked for providing only “nominal” equality.\textsuperscript{210} In a communist society, all citizens would accept the obligation to work—and to declare publicly their annual production goals at the beginning of each year. Neither possessions nor professions could be passed on from father to son.\textsuperscript{211}

Communism was the best of eight possible forms of government\textsuperscript{212} and would give birth to a new political system: “the only one worthy of reasonable men.”\textsuperscript{213} Only a communist order could bring to an end seduction by money and the attendant corruption and vice.\textsuperscript{214} Restif’s proposed regulations for the human race proposed communal ownership, communal eating, and a new \textit{monnaie communismale} to replace traditional forms of exchange.\textsuperscript{215}

As the revolution progressed, Restif intensified his commitment to his communist ideal, which he traced back to his \textit{Andrographe} of 1782. But it was a lonely vision; and Restif had to print many of his own books in his basement in such small editions that many have been lost. He printed \textit{Monsieur Nicolas} in an edition of two hundred on paper of such low quality that the book remained largely unknown for nearly a century.\textsuperscript{216} His \textit{Posthumous Letters}, also written in 1796, could not be published until 1802; then they were immediately confiscated by the Napoleonic censorship. He compared the ideal communist society of the future with other societies by describing a series of interplanetary visits. Appropriately, in view of his erotic interests and preoccupations, Venus was the site for his communist society of the future. The manuscript of his final communist fantasy, \textit{The Cage and the Birds}, has been altogether lost. All we know is the one line Restif devoted to “the birds” in his \textit{Posthumous Letters}:

Mais le Communisme les retenait dans l’égalité.\textsuperscript{217}

Others besides Restif disprove the suggestion that there was no “communism” in the French Revolution and that the revolutionaries all ac-
cepted the sanctity of private property. Jean-Claude Chappuis, who lived in the same building as Restif during the late 1790s, attacked the Declaration of the Rights of Man for its defense of property rights, anticipating Proudhon by nearly a half a century in labeling property as “theft.” Another proposal of 1795 argued for la communauté des biens-fonds, communauté d’industrie and urged the formation of small territorial communes.

Restif’s three-volume Philosophie de Monsieur Nicolas of 1796 called for a communauté universelle, and talked about “the Communists” as if they were active and numerous in the real world. The question of whether Restif was alluding to, or in some way connected with, Babeuf’s concurrent conspiracy takes us deeper into the occult labyrinths of Paris where modern revolutionary organization began. But it is worth glancing first across the continent to the open spaces of St. Petersburg, where real Communists eventually were to come to power. The first of many Russians to comment substantively on Restif was the founder of a distinctively Russian tradition of revolutionary intelligentsia: Alexander Radishchev. Writing in his famous Journey from Petersburg to Moscow in the first year of the French Revolution, Radishchev blasted the libertarian excess and sexual permissiveness of Restif’s communism—providing a hint of the more ascetic and puritanical version that was to come.

The Bonneville Connection

The possibility of links between Restif’s verbal communism and Babeuf’s active conspiracy has never been seriously considered—partly because historians of the revolution have been slow to acknowledge the importance of Restif, but perhaps even more because the paths of investigation lead into dark corridors of the human imagination that Western positivists no less than Eastern Marxists prefer to ignore. But before plunging in to explore in all seriousness the occult origins of revolutionary organization, it might be well to summarize such evidence as exists for the possibility of actual links between those seminal figures whom we have found to share so many ideological affinities.

While no public suggestion of a link between Babeuf and Restif was raised at the former’s public trial, the authorities, as they prepared their case, apparently believed that such a link existed. Historians now can hardly hope to find more conclusive evidence than the prosecutors were able to amass at the time before deciding not to press the connection in court. But Babeuf repeatedly used the word communauté (and inventions like communautistes) in the revolutionary manner of Restif; and Restif tantalizingly ends Monsieur Nicolas, the magnum opus in which he first set forth his full-blown communist ideal, with a reference to Babeuf followed by three dots. He may have been suggesting that the imperatives he provided were flowing into the Babeufist movement that was just beginning.

A more serious link almost certainly lies in Maréchal, the journalistic protector and sponsor of Babeuf’s early career who knew Restif well.
before the revolution and before meeting Babeuf. Maréchal's still obscure role in the conspiracy—like Restif, he escaped prosecution altogether despite his direct involvement—leads back in turn to the links that Babeuf, Restif, and Maréchal all had with Bonneville's Social Circle.

Bonneville was perhaps Restif’s closest friend, seeing him “almost daily” in the mid and late 1790s. Bonneville’s most extreme revolutionary associate, Jean-François Varlet, lived in the same building as Restif at the time he was beginning his collaboration with Babeuf. Bonneville secretly printed Restif’s basic communist treatise, *Monsieur Nicolas*, in his own home along with the follow-up treatise, *Le Philosophie de Monsieur Nicolas*, and Varlet’s *Explosion*.228

Babeuf had close knowledge of (if not direct contact with) the Social Circle in 1790, placing the *Bouche de Fer* at the head of his own list of journals; and in December 1790, signing his name “Babeuf de la société de la confédération universelles des amis de la vérité.” He may have had continuing contact with the Confederation in Picardy, where there was special provincial enthusiasm for the Confederation. He could have had personal contact with Bonneville in Paris in December 1790, or again in April 1793, when Maréchal suggested that Babeuf take a job as typographer for the press of the Social Circle.

At that exact time, Maréchal was engaged in an intensive program of publication at Bonneville’s press; and both of his major works of 1793, *Correctif à la révolution* and *Almanach des républicains*, bore the mysterious new designation “à Paris chez les Directeurs de l’Imprimerie du Cercle Social.” It would appear that Maréchal himself was one of the “directors” of this press; and that this press, which continued to publish works by Maréchal and other Babeuvists, linked in some way Bonneville’s circle with Babeuf’s conspiracy.

Important further evidence for suggesting such a link can be found in the neglected pamphlet of Varlet, which appeared in 1792 as the first document to bear the imprimatur of “the directors of the press of the Social Circle.” His *Project for a Special and Imperative Mandate to Those Mandated by the People to the National Convention* purported to be “printed at the expense of sans-culotes [sic]” and seemed to call for little less than a social revolution. It was a warning of the dangers of “legislative tyranny” in any central assembly within the new republic where “careerists” may claim to “represent” the people while failing to satisfy their concrete social and economic needs. In order not to betray what Varlet was the first to call “the second revolution,” he bluntly instructed “those mandated by the People”:

> You will cement the social pact... You will lay the foundation that has so far been neglected of social happiness.233

Thus Maréchal appears to have derived his concept of a needed second, social revolution from his fellow “director” of Bonneville’s press. Maréchal’s subsequent participation in the Babeuf conspiracy was kept secret until revealed in Buonarroti’s *History* in 1828, which explained that materials on Maréchal’s “definitive legislation of equality” were hidden in a place inaccessible to the police. Any such materials have
remained hidden from scholars as well, so the precise nature of Babeuf’s links with Maréchal and the surviving “directors” of the Social Circle cannot be determined.

There is strong reason to believe, however, that Babeuf borrowed heavily from the Bonneville he had admired in 1789–90 in shaping his own conspiracy in 1795–96. Babeuf took both the title and function of his key journal from Bonneville’s earlier Tribune of the People. He adopted this new name at precisely the point when his journalism assumed the oracular and mobilizing functions Bonneville’s journal had claimed for itself during the Parisian insurrection of 1789. Posters to be distributed by the Babeuvists alluded to the precedents of 1789 (rather than 1792) not only to attract a broader base of support but also to suggest an uprising beyond politics of the kind first envisaged in Paris by Bonneville. Babeuf revived Bonneville’s favorite fantasy of using trumpets in the streets to make announcements, his stress on social goals and bonheur commun, and his assignment of leadership roles to women. Babeuf may also have adopted from Bonneville the more general idea of a network of reporters-supporters and of a secret inner circle directing a broader public confederation.

Bonneville’s Social Circle had a far more extensive program than is generally realized during the two years prior to Robespierre’s dictatorship in the summer of 1793. The Social Circle was, moreover, more radical in social policy than were the rival Jacobins—setting up an agitational organization for wage earners and artisans in 1791, the Point central des arts et métiers, writing pioneering treatises on insurrection, and calling for equality above all, equality between men, equality between the departments, between Paris and the rest of France.

These militant egalitarian ideals attracted new interest after the fall of the Jacobin dictatorship and the parallel deepening of the economic crisis in Paris. Although the nature and the extent of Bonneville’s activity after Thermidore is still obscure, he became even more closely linked with Restif and Mercier—and remained active and influential until 1800, when Napoleon shut the last journal of the Social Circle, Le Bien-Informé after Bonneville compared Napoleon to Cromwell.

Whatever the precise links of Babeuf to Bonneville, of both with Maréchal, and of all with Buonarroti, a common force shaped them all: romantic occultism. It is to this unfamiliar, but unavoidable world that one now turns in an effort to map the mysterious and to approximate answers to the question of origins.
CHAPTER 4

The Occult Origins of Organization

AFTER the fall of Robespierre, and especially after the trial of Babeuf, the French Revolution in some sense ended. Those who sought to keep alive the high hopes of the early revolutionary era no longer focused their faith on the ongoing process of innovation in society as a whole, but instead retreated to the secure nucleus of a secret society where intense conviction need not be compromised by the diffuse demands of practical politics.

Their myth of the unfinished revolution lent to such secret societies the special aura of an elect anticipating the Second Coming. The mantle of revolutionary legitimacy passed from the rulers of France to small conspiratorial groups throughout Europe. These groups echoed the secrecy and utopianism of Bonneville's circle and Babeuf's conspiracy more than the open political activity of the Jacobin clubs and the parliamentary assemblies.

Moreover, because of the increasing effectiveness of the political police, secret societies tended to move even further underground. Thus under Napoleon, conspiratorial societies with hierarchical discipline became the dominant form of revolutionary organization, and in the 1820s under the conservative restoration they produced a wave of revolutions throughout Europe.

Historians have never been able to unravel the tangled threads of this tapestry—and in recent times have largely given up trying. The most important recent study confines itself to tracing the history of what people thought about the secret societies rather than what the societies in fact were. But the problem will not go away simply because we lack
documentation on the numbers and the nature—and at times even the very existence—of these organizations.

The plain fact is that by the mid-1810s there were not just one or two but scores of secret revolutionary organizations throughout Europe—extending even into Latin America and the Middle East. These groups, although largely unconnected, internationalized the modern revolutionary tradition and provided the original forum for the general debate in the modern world about the purposes of political power in a post-traditional society. And it was they who in the process of modernization pioneered a phenomenon by now familiar: impatient youth forming their own organizations to combat monarchical-religious authority.

The story of the secret societies can never be fully reconstructed, but it has been badly neglected—even avoided, one suspects—because the evidence that is available repeatedly leads us into territory equally uncongenial to modern historians in the East and in the West.

In what follows I shall attempt to show that the modern revolutionary tradition as it came to be internationalized under Napoleon and the Restoration grew out of occult Freemasonry; that early organizational ideas originated more from Pythagorean mysticism than from practical experience; and that the real innovators were not so much political activists as literary intellectuals, on whom German romantic thought in general—and Bavarian Illuminism in particular—exerted great influence.

**Buonarroti: The First Apostle**

The continuous history of international revolutionary organization begins with a lonely individual in exile, Filippo Giuseppe Maria Lodovico Buonarroti. Largely unknown until in 1828 at the age of sixty-seven he published his *History of the Babeuf Conspiracy*, thereafter he was the patriarch to a new generation of revolutionaries until his death in 1837. He is largely remembered today as a kind of Plato to Babeuf's Socrates—recording the teachings and martyrdom of the master for posterity. But he was also the first apostle of a new religion: the first truly to become a full-time revolutionary in the modern sense of having total dedication to the creation by force of a new secular order.

Buonarroti, the oldest of five sons of a noble Florentine family, was a direct descendant of Michelangelo. He showed an early aptitude for French and for music: the two languages used by Italians to express hopes higher than those they found in their own vernacular. French was the language of philosophy and progress for the aristocratic Enlightenment in Tuscany as elsewhere, and music, of course, was the language of longing.
These languages of rational reform and of lyric hope were important to the young Buonarroti. His family was largely impoverished; by the time he was elected to the noble order of Saint Stephen in 1778, the handsome, seventeen-year-old Florentine had acquired a sense of self-importance he had no way of sustaining. A poor aristocrat in an economically stagnant city, he sought satisfaction in the life of the mind. Thus he became the prototypical radical intellectual: gifted, self-indulgent, and restless—with a penchant for politics.

Buonarroti was directed by his father to the study of law at Pisa, and his earliest thoughts about radical social change may have occurred during his first voyage out of Tuscany to Marseilles in the summer of 1780. He was shocked by his discovery of urban poverty—and perhaps also stimulated by the cosmopolitan atmosphere of the French Mediterranean port. Returning to study at Pisa, he fell under the spell of the Italian followers of Rousseau and Morelly who dominated the faculty.

By late 1786, Buonarroti had chosen the public career characteristic of almost all revolutionaries: journalism. He founded a short-lived weekly journal in Florence which sought simultaneously to combat religious superstition in Tuscany and to awaken political consciousness. Published in French, the language of the Enlightenment, his Journal Politique was conceived "dans le goût des Gazettes Angloises," and appeared at the beginning of 1787 as

... a collection of the deeds transpiring in the four corners of the World, and above all in Europe, seeking to inspire interest and to make one take note of the march of Nations to their greatness or decadence.

By seeking "to talk politics (politiquer) with those who shall wish to listen to us," Italy would find the path to greatness. Buonarroti's journal praised both the new American constitution for its guarantees of religious and journalistic liberty, and the religious battles of the Jansenists and the Dutch republicans against the forces of tradition. During the first days of the French Revolution, Buonarroti enthusiastically propagated the new ideas as an editor and bookseller in Leghorn, and he was exiled to Corsica early in 1790.

In the decade that followed, he refined into modern form the two central myths of the revolutionary tradition: belief in an uncompleted revolution and faith in a perfect alternative rooted in nature. The first myth he established through cultivating the memory of Babeuf and by pioneering a new approach to revolutionary organization. And he refined the myth of nature by carrying it beyond sentimentality into revolutionary practicality. This latter contribution, unrecognized even among Buonarrotian scholars, began with his stay in Corsica from 1790 to 1792. In these years, the very ones when Babeuf was first formulating his radical "agrarian law" in Picardy, Buonarroti discovered an idealized state of nature in rural Corsica (with occasional visits to Sardinia and other neighboring islands). His Patriotic Journal of Corsica in 1790 defended the French Revolution in Rousseauian terms, arguing that "general happiness" can be found only "in the state of
nature” where alone we realize “the faculty of acting according to the
determination of our will.”

His baptism by fire occurred during the Corsican years when he
joined the campaign of revolutionary France against Sardinia in 1792.
He became a propagandist-legislator for the only successful part of the
expedition: the occupation of the small Island of San Pietro. Describing
his function in that idyllic spot as “teaching the sweet doctrine of
nature,” he drafted for it a model republican constitution, which he
called The Code of Nature.

Faced with the general failure of the Sardinian expedition, Buonarroti
left for Paris late in 1792. He had been one of the foreigners designated
as citizens of the First French Republic. On April 29, 1793, Buonarroti
argued successfully before the Convention in Paris for the incorporation
of his island utopia into the French Republic under the new name of
Isola della Libertà, the Island of Liberty. Buonarroti’s first arrival in
Paris began a life-long infatuation. The revolutionary city seemed to
him magically able to lift people out of their private pettiness into
shared enthusiasm:

I admired that metamorphosis by which long dominant personal interests
were fused into a common interest that became the passion of all.

He saw the main thing to fear as betrayal from within. In the only
treatise that Buonarroti wrote during his first stay in Paris, The Corsican
Conspiracy Entirely Unmasked, he warned the French people against
creeping counter-revolution by “rich egoists” who were in fact “enemies
of equality.” “Great treasons” arise from those who lacked “holy en-
thusiasm” for creating a new type of community. This pamphlet of
1794 was a savage denunciation of the alleged betrayal of the Corsican
revolution by its supposed leader and hero General Paoli. Having led
the original rebellion against Genoese tyranny, Paoli had returned to
Corsica after a long exile and allied himself with the English in oppos-
ing the French-supported republicans. Paoli symbolized the revolutionar-
turned-opportunist. Buonarroti denounced him as a type, and called for
a new sort of man to complete the revolution. To prevent future Paoli’s
in France, he suggested—in a passage prophetic of future revolutionary
history—that there was a “great need for a great purge.”

As the Reign of Terror descended on Paris, Buonarroti moved back
onto the front lines of revolutionary advance into Italy. He joined
Robespierre’s younger brother Augustine and the young Napoleon Bon-
aparte with the French armies on the Italian Riviera early in 1794.
On April 9, Buonarroti took charge of revolutionary rule in the Ligurian
city of Oneglia. He began the “organization of the peace” by setting
up a centralized system of “revolutionary agents” designed to mobilize
the population against “agents of tyranny” still serving the Italian
aristocracy and priesthood.

Buonarroti’s proclamation of May 9 to the people of Oneglia may be
considered the first statement of his apocalyptic egalitarianism. He in-
sisted that all men are created “equal, free, and to be happy” and that
any distinction whatsoever is an open violation of the law of nature.\(^\text{18}\)

In Oneglia, the young aristocrat felt an exhilarating identity with the simple people. He incessantly used the term *sans culottes*, and affected penury by insisting when he was arrested that he possessed only one suit of clothes:

> I have never attached myself to any powerful person. I have always lived modestly, sometimes in poverty. . . . No one would dare say that I have ever loved money . . .\(^\text{19}\)

Until the end of his days, he kept with him as a kind of talisman the certificate indicating that he had been admitted to *La Società Popolare* “after having undergone a purifying scrutiny.” \(^\text{20}\)

After helping to set up a new system of public instruction and a local Festival of the Supreme Being and of Nature, Buonarroti was arrested on March 5, 1795. In the Paris courtroom he defended his use of terror in Oneglia against “the enemies and émigrés that infested us,” but stressed the pedagogic nature of his rule:

> . . . my manner of terrifying consisted in preaching our principles and interests to the inhabitants; in placing in their hands proclamations and books in their language in a familiar and intelligible style . . .\(^\text{21}\)

In his successful defense he insisted that he “never belonged to any party.” \(^\text{22}\) He anticipated the authentic revolutionary posture of purporting to serve a universal cause beyond the petty, quarreling factions of the moment.

By 1796, Buonarroti had moved away entirely from his sentimental understanding of nature to a revolutionary concept of law and obligation.

> The law of nature differs essentially from what is called the state of nature. The first is the result of experience and reflection; the second, of first impressions and ignorance.\(^\text{23}\)

He henceforth sought “to lead men back to nature” \(^\text{24}\) not by following the mossy path “of the native living alone in the forests,” \(^\text{25}\) but by creating an egalitarian community in Paris itself. After his acquittal in 1795, Buonarroti joined the Babeuf conspiracy in an effort to realize “this sweet community.” \(^\text{26}\) He was rearrested with Babeuf and the other conspirators in 1797, imprisoned in Cherbourg, then sent to the Island of Re under close scrutiny before being permitted by Napoleon to move to Geneva in July 1806.\(^\text{27}\)

Buonarroti remained in Geneva for the next seventeen years except for fourteen months he spent in Grenoble during 1813–14. He became the first in a long line of revolutionaries—culminating in Lenin—to use Switzerland, “the land of Jean-Jacques” as he called it,\(^\text{28}\) as a secure mounting base for revolutionary activity.

The precise history of Buonarroti’s activities during this period will probably never be known. He conceived of two successive secret organizations to command the international revolutionary movement: the
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Sublime Perfect Masters and Monde. Neither organization appears to have had much substance, but Buonarroti's unremitting efforts inspired and at times guided the resistance to Napoleon. Some of his fellow Babeuvists were active in the intrigues of the Philadelphians, which culminated in the first serious republican attempt to overthrow Napoleon, led by General Claude-François Malet in 1808, and Buonarroti had direct contacts with the second, more formidable conspiracy of Malet in 1812. Buonarroti's role was even greater in the revolutionary conspiracies that proliferated during the Restoration following the final defeat of Bonaparte.

Though Buonarroti never succeeded in formally enlisting many followers, his ideas influenced many young soldiers and students who had been politically awakened by the Napoleonic wars. Indeed, Buonarroti brought a certain Napoleonic quality to his own plans for revolution. Like Bonaparte, he had begun his political career as an obscure Franco-Italian on the Island of Corsica; and had been an early agent of French revolutionary expansion into Italy. At the end, on St. Helena, Napoleon paid grudging tribute to his revolutionary nemesis:

He could have been very useful to me in organizing the Kingdom of Italy. He could have been a very good professor. He was a man of extraordinary talent: a descendant of Michelangelo, an Italian poet like Ariosto, writing French better than I, designing like David, playing the piano like Paesiello.

Buonarroti did not, however, return the compliment. He wrote Babeuf's son that Bonaparte "delivered the coup de grâce to the revolution." As he and his contemporaries struggled to keep revolutionary dedication alive under Napoleon, Buonarroti became ever more deeply imbued with romantic occultism. This very tendency to the occult owed, paradoxically, a good deal to Napoleon. Since Napoleon claimed to embody the Enlightenment, his revolutionary opposition cultivated anti-Enlightenment ideas. Since Napoleon posed as the bearer of universal rationalism—openly imposing the Code Napoléon, the metric system, and French administrative methods wherever he went—his opponents secretly fled to exotic fraternal organizations to nurse their protest. Since, moreover, Napoleon's opposition included extreme monarchists as well as extreme republicans, concepts of the Right often filtered into the programs of the Left.

The Masonic lodges of Geneva provided the ambiance in which Buonarroti formulated in 1811 his first full blueprint for a new society of revolutionary republicans: the Sublime Perfect Masters. Both the society's name and the three levels of membership proposed for it had been adopted from Masonry. Indeed, Buonarroti sought to work through existing Masonic lodges: to recruit through them, influence them, use them as a cover, and (if necessary) even undermine them.

His final aim was the original Babeuvist one of putting into effect on a continental scale the revolutionary republican Constitution of 1793. His colorful blueprint for doing so—rich in Masonic symbolism—pro-
vided the prototype for modern revolutionary organization. The society was secret and hierarchical. Only those in the inner circle were told that the organization sought radical social change as well as a republican constitution. Elaborate precautions of secrecy were increasingly taken. Printed forms signifying the grade of membership were to be burned—or if necessary swallowed—in case of detainment or danger.

Buonarroti's organization called for a morality of its own; a kind of moral Manicheanism within the revolutionary elect. They were the agents of good against evil, freedom against tyranny, equality versus egoism. His inner circle, the "great firmament" of Nature, was a political authority clearly superior to Napoleon, let alone other petty princelings.

The Milieu of Freemasonry

Although Buonarroti's revolutionary organization went far beyond any Masonic models, it was clearly influenced by his five-year immersion in Masonic meetings in Geneva. So great, indeed, was the general impact of Freemasonry in the revolutionary era that some understanding of the Masonic milieu seems the essential starting point for any serious inquiry into the occult roots of the revolutionary tradition.

Masonry imparted to the revolutionary tradition at birth the essential metaphor that revolutionaries used to understand their own mission down to the mid-nineteenth century: that of an architect building a new and better structure for human society. Masons believed they were recreating in their fraternal societies the "natural" condition of cooperation that prevailed among those earlier, artisan masons who shaped stones for a common building.

The progression of each "brother" from the stage of apprentice through journeyman to master required philosophical and philanthropic accomplishment rather than social status. "Free" masonry was, thus, a moral meritocracy—implicitly subversive within any static society based on a traditional hierarchy. Men of intelligence and ambition in the eighteenth century often experienced within Masonic lodges a kind of brotherhood among equals not to be found in the aristocratic society outside.

The rituals leading to each new level of membership were not, as is sometimes suggested, childish initiations. They were awesome rites of passage into new types of association, promising access to higher truths of Nature once the blindfold was removed in the inner room of the lodge. Each novice sought to become a "free" and "perfected" Mason capable of reading the plans of the "Divine Architect" for "rebuilding the temple of Solomon," and reshaping the secular order with moral force.

Masonry ritualized fraternity and provided upward mobility more easily than outside society. The Masonic title of "brother" fulfilled on the continent some of the function of blending bourgeoisie and aristocracy that was assumed in England by the envied term "gentleman." 34 In the Masonic milieu, normally conservative people could seriously enter-
tain the possibility of Utopia—or at least of a social alternative to the ancien régime. Philip of Orléans was the titular head of French Masonry (the Grand Orient); and most of the pro-revolutionary denizens of the cafés of the Palais-Royal were his Masonic "brothers."

In the early days of the revolution, Masonry provided much of the key symbolism and ritual—beginning with the Masonic welcome under a "vault of swords" of the king at the Hotel de Ville three days after the fall of the Bastille. To be sure, most French Masons prior to the revolution had been "not revolutionaries, not even reformers, nor even discontent"; and, even during the revolution, Masonry as such remained politically polymorphous: "Each social element and each political tendency could 'go masonic' as it wished." But Masonry provided a rich and relatively nontraditional foraging ground for new national symbols (coins, songs, banners, seals), new forms of address (tu, frère, vivat!), and new models for civic organizations, particularly outside Paris.

Most important for our story, Masonry was deliberately used by revolutionaries in the early nineteenth century as a model and a recruiting ground for their first conspiratorial experiments in political organization. Buonarroti was entirely typical in adopting the names of two Masonic lodges, "perfect equality" and "perfect union," for his first two revolutionary clusters in Geneva. These lodges had originated in the 1760s in opposition to absolute monarchy and aristocratic privilege respectively. Buonarroti drew up his first blueprint for "the sublime perfect masters" during his active membership of 1806–13 in a lodge of "perfect equality" in Geneva, and defined "perfect equality" as its goal. The lodges of "perfect union" left their impact on the revolutionary organization Union founded in 1813–14 in Grenoble during Buonarroti's visit there by his future collaborator Joseph Rey.

The Illuminist Model

If Freemasonry provided a general milieu and symbolic vocabulary for revolutionary organization, it was Illuminism that provided its basic structural model. The organizational plan that Buonarroti distilled from two decades of revolutionary experience in Geneva (and basically remained faithful to for the rest of his life) was simply lifted from the Bavarian Order of Illuminists. This radical and secular occultist movement was organized on three levels in a secret hierarchy: church, synod, and areopagite. Buonarroti's revolutionary version of this structure defined the "church" as the local cell headed by a "sage," who was alone linked with the regional "synod." The members of each synod ("the sublime elect") were headed by a "territorial deacon," who supervised the activities of all "churches" in the region. The highest "areopagite" grade (also called "the Great Firmament") sent out its own "mobile deacons" to control the synods and supervise propaganda and agitation.

It may be well to trace in some detail the nature and impact of this
baffling movement, because its influence was far from negligible and has been as neglected in recent times as it was exaggerated in an earlier era.

The Order of Illuminists was founded on May 1, 1776, by a professor of canon law at the University of Ingolstadt in Bavaria, Adam Weishaupt, and four associates. The order was secret and hierarchical, modeled on the Jesuits (whose long domination of Bavarian education ended with their abolition by the Papacy in 1773) and dedicated to Weishaupt's Rousseauian vision of leading all humanity to a new moral perfection freed from all established religious and political authority.

Weishaupt did not so much invite intellectuals to join his new pedagogic elite as taunt them to do so. He radiated contempt for men of the Enlightenment who "go into ecstacies over antiquity, but are themselves unable to do anything," and insisted that "what is missing is the force to put into practice what has long been affirmed by our minds." 44

That force was to come from an altogether new type of secret society, which would have "much more the characteristics of a militia in action than an order with initiations." 45 The purpose of ascending the Illuminist hierarchy was not so much to attain wisdom as to be remade into a totally loyal servant of a universal mission. "We cannot use people as they are, but begin by making them over." 46 Weishaupt's elaborate process of recruitment involved creating in the novices a psychological dependence on the process that was transforming them. "Insinuators" (those who brought in new members) were to proceed "little by little following detours":

... giving birth first to imprecise and vague desires, then, when the candidate himself experiences them, show him the object that he will then seize upon with his own two hands.47

The "object" was the card pledging the new member's desire for admission to the next higher level of the order. At this point of eagerness, the "insinuator" became the "superior," and made it difficult for the newcomer to enter into the next circle. The "postulant" might indeed have to face intense scrutiny during a two-year "novitiate" and a thirty-page questionnaire asking him about everything from his taste in clothes to his position of sleeping in bed. This nerve-wracking process sought to mobilize a new elite whose purpose was

... neither to conquer territories nor to impose authority, nor to gather riches...[but] the more difficult conquest of individuals. Their indifference, passive or obedient submission is not enough. Their total confidence without reservation, their enthusiasm, must be gained.48

The revolutionaries' primitive vision of the world as a dualistic struggle between the forces of darkness and of light may originate in the neo-Manichaean view of Weishaupt's followers that their elect group of "illuminated ones" was engaged in struggle with "the sons of darkness," their categorical name for all outside the order. The name for the order was initially uncertain (Perfectibilists was used and Bees consid-
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but the name Illuminist was apparently chosen from the image of a sun radiating illumination to outer circles. At the very center within the inner circle of Areopagites burned a candle symbolizing the solar source of all illumination. The Zoroastrian-Manichaean cult of fire was central to the otherwise eclectic symbolism of the Illuminists; their calendar was based on Persian rather than classical or Christian models.50

Pseudonyms and symbols, which had precise esoteric significance in Masonic lodges, became deliberate instruments of camouflage for the Illuminists. Ingolstadt was both Eleusis and Ephesus; Munich was Athens; Vienna, Rome. Weishaupt’s own Illuminist name of Spartacus, the leader of a slave revolt in ancient Rome, provided a hint of revolutionary commitment; but his original key collaborators took the names of the Greek Ajax and the Egyptian Danaus respectively, and other names ranged from Tamerlane to Confucius.51

The Illuminists attempted to use the ferment and confusion in Freemasonry for their own ends. Weishaupt joined a Masonic lodge in Munich in 1777; and attempted to recruit “commandos” (groups of followers) from within the lodges of the Bavarian capital. Late in 1780, Weishaupt’s campaign spread to all of Germany and to the pseudo-knights higher orders of Masonry with the entrance into Weishaupt’s inner circle of Baron Adolph Knigge. He was a native of Hanover and a leader of occultism in Frankfurt, which soon replaced Munich as the leading “colony” of the movement. For five intensive years (until Knigge left the order in July 1785), the Illuminists recruited largely among those who had belonged to the most popular of the German higher Masonic orders, the Strict Observance. The Illuminist technique was, first of all, to discredit the more conservative rival order by fair means (helping the conference of occult orders at Wilhelmsbad in 1782 to determine that the Strict Observance Lodges were not in fact descended from the Knights-Templars) and foul (arguing that the Strict Observance Lodges were secretly controlled by “unknown superiors” who were in fact Jesuits in disguise).52

The Illuminists coopted the organizational structure of their conservative Masonic rival; in the process, they acquired some of the mysterious allure that they had not possessed as an arid cult of rationalistic intellectuals. Illuminism also became much more political.

Weishaupt appears to have initially seen Masonry as a kind of intermediate training ground for Illuminists—after they had entered the order but before they joined the secret inner circles.53 Then, under Knigge’s guidance, he developed a system of three successive “classes” that incorporated all existing “grades” of Masonry as preliminary to a higher class of Illuminist grades. The first two classes (the preparatory and the middle) incorporated the three traditional grades and the higher symbolic grades of Masonry respectively.

The third or “administrative” class was the most original—and indicated by its very name the political implications of Weishaupt’s plan for the moral renovation of humanity. Its first two grades, those of “small secrets” and “great secrets” respectively, led up to the third and
highest grade: the Areopagites, where all the ultimately irrelevant symbols were discarded for the pure reign of natural liberty and equality. Within this final grade—totally secret from all others—the “ennobling of motives” was complete, the social contract was restored, and a new “inner politics” would provide both the nucleus and the model for a transformed world. These divisions within the Illuminist hierarchy were popularly described in ecclesiastical terms. The first two classes encompassing all past Masonic stages were the “Church”; the first two grades of the administrative class, the “Synod”; and the final, Areopagite stage represented man freed from all authority to live in egalitarian harmony.

This promise of total liberation terrified the German-speaking world, and the order was subjected to ridicule, persecution, and formal dissolution during 1785–87. Weishaupt was banished to Gotha and kept under surveillance. But the diaspora of an order that had reached a membership of perhaps two thousand five hundred at its height in the early 1780s led to a posthumous impact that was far greater throughout Europe than anything the order had been able to accomplish during its brief life as a movement of German intellectuals. In France, the publication by the Bavarian police of Weishaupt’s correspondence and other documents in 1787 created more fascination than fear. The Essay on the Sect of Illuminists, published the following year by the brother of a former functionary of the Prussian court, intrigued rather than horrified. Even the erotic imagination of the Palais-Royal could not have improved on the description of an alleged Illuminist initiation: Marks were made with blood on the prostrate nude body of the candidate. His testicles were bound by a pink and poppy-colored cord; and he renounced all other human allegiances before five white-hooded phantoms with bloody banners after a “colossal figure” appeared through a fire. Finally, the bands and marks were removed, and he was accepted into the higher order by drinking blood before seven black candles.

The decisive book in popularizing the Illuminist ideal was Count Mirabeau’s The Prussian Monarchy under Frederick the Great, which also appeared in 1788. Written in large part by a former Illuminist, Jakob Mauvillon, Mirabeau’s work distinguished rationalistic Illuminists from “mystical” occultists, hailing the former as leaders of a movement the “great aim” of which was “the improvement of the present system of governments and legislations.” Mirabeau took much of his new, totalistic concept of “the revolution” directly from Illuminist models; he almost certainly transmitted something of this ideal to his influential protégés, Camille Desmoulins and Etienne Dumont (the friend and protector of Thomas Paine in London), who served successively as his personal secretary.

Nicholas Bonneville was, however, the decisive channel of Illuminist influence. He was converted to Illuminist ideas during the first of two visits to Paris (in June 1787) by Weishaupt’s leading associate in the final political stage of Illuminism, Christian Bode. A friend of Lessing who had come to win Frenchmen away from their own drift into con-
servative occultism, Bode apparently converted the German-speaking Bonneville (then working as a lawyer for the Parlement) to a faith that combined Illuminist symbols and radical ideas of popular sovereignty. Bonneville immediately began his unsuccessful attempt to convert Condorcet to the more active faith, hailing the imminent coming of “the People-King,” the liberating “flame of the world” foreseen by the “sage” Rousseau.

Bonneville saw popular liberation as a kind of blindfolded mass entry into an Illuminist sanctuary:

Take away from the people the bandage that covers their eyes. . . . Place the hand of the People on the veil . . . it will soon be torn aside.

Accused by contemporaries of making “the title of Citizen a grade of Illuminism,” Bonneville argued in Illuminist terms that “the integral man is God,” and that from the center of the social circle there will . . . emanate a circle of light which will uncover for us that which is hidden in the symbolic chaos of masonic innovations.

In his massive study of 1788, *The Jesuits Driven from Free Masonry*, Bonneville developed the basic idea of Weishaupt and Bode that Masonry had been infiltrated by Jesuits, who had to be driven out by some new order opposed to tyrants and priests. Bonneville’s version of the Illuminist ideal interested figures as widely removed as Saint-Just and Desmoulins in Picardy and Dietrich and Schneider in Strasbourg. The substantial German influx into Paris itself included former Illuminists like the Saxon physician of Philip of Orleans, Jean-Geoffrey Saiffert, the Frey brothers, and the journalist Rebmann. Occult—possibly Illuminist—influence is detectable in Babeuf’s first clear statement of his communist objectives early in 1795—inviting a friend to “enter into the sacred mysteries of agrarianism” and accepting fidelity from a chevalier de l’ordre des égaux. Babeuf’s subsequent first outline for his conspiracy spoke of a “circle of adherents” “advancing by degree” from les pays limotrophes to transform the world. Babeuf’s secret, hierarchical organization resembled that of the Illuminists and of Bonneville. The strange absence of references by Babeuf and the others to the man who formulated their ultimate objectives, Sylvain Maréchal, could be explained by the existence of an Illuminist-type secrecy about the workings of the inner group. The conspirators may have viewed Maréchal as the “flame” at the center of the “circle.” As such, he would have had to be protected by the outer circle against disclosure to profane outsiders. His mysterious designation of Paris as “Atheopolis” and himself as l’HSD (l’homme sans dieu) represented precisely the ideal of Weishaupt’s inner Areopagites: man made perfect as a god-without-God.

As for Buonarroti (who codified the legend of Babeuf and first revealed Maréchal’s role), he had been fascinated with Illuminism even before the revolution. Already in 1787, he drew ideas from Mirabeau and noted the struggle of Illuminism with Catholicism in Bavaria. A hint that Buonarroti may even have been committed to Illuminism is provided in
a forgotten journal of 1789 by a group of young Italians who had been influenced by Illuminism while studying in Bavaria. Excited by the political news from France, these students drew up plans in Innsbruck ("Samos") to set up a journal capable of promoting the total transformation of humanity set forth in the Illuminist ideal. Late in 1789, they published in Sondrio, on the Italian side of the Alps, a journal that may well have been the first ideological revolutionary organ of modern times: Political Appendix to all the gazettes and other news sheets. . . .

The journal purported to move beyond politics, by providing a kind of pedagogic guide for the revolutionary reading of all other publications. The editors insisted:

The Appendix is not a gazette, but rather a reasoned course of Legislation, of Government, of Political Economy, applied to the present revolutions of Europe. Its ideal was "happy equality" as "preached by the citizen of Geneva" and embodied in a "social constitution." This ideal clearly went beyond the purely political reading of Rousseau favored among French politicians of the revolutionary era. The more radical social ideal had released on Europe "the energy of the winds, which are bursting forth violently against oppression." The first issue praised the Weishaupt-Mirabeau concept of a "revolution of the mind" as the proper objective of the "century of the illuminated." It identified this type of revolution with the Bavarian Illuminists ("the company which Count Mirabeau has compared to the Priests of Eleusis") and distinguished their ideal from spiritualist distortions. The editor followed the Illuminist practice of adopting a pretentious pseudonym, "Lazzaro Jona" (suggesting perhaps Lazarus, Jonah, and the return of truth from death), and hailed as a friend "Abraham Levi Salomon," the "recorder" (estensore) of the Patriotic Journal of Corsica. A footnote identified this figure as "the cavalier Buonarroti," a "man of spirit." Since Buonarroti is the only contemporary Italian mentioned by name in the journal, Buonarroti would seem to have had some special connection with the Appendix as well as with the Patriotic Journal, "the first revolutionary journal in Italian," which he launched soon after being banished to Corsica in October 1789. Certainly there is stylistic and substantive continuity between Buonarroti's Journal Politique of 1787 and the short-lived Appendix and Patriotic Journal. The second and final number of the Appendix spoke of a forthcoming special issue that would provide "a political course on the Revolution in France and the affairs of the other powers." But this issue never appeared, and Buonarroti soon immersed himself in revolutionary activity within France.

Gioacchino Prati, a young student from Trentino who later became one of Buonarroti's closest collaborators, traced the Illuminist connection when he contended that Buonarroti's first revolutionary organization, the Sublime Perfect Masters, "was instituted during the first French Revolution" and was "composed of four concentric circles"—each with its own secret profession of faith. The outer circle was
designed to attract “the large mass of Liberals, who, like the Radicals, strive for universal suffrage and popular institutions.” Inside was a secret, second circle composed of “staunch democrats.” The final, inner circle was unknown to the others and pledged to absolute egalitarianism.

Whether or not Buonarroti was in effect propagating an Illuminist program during his revolutionary activity of the 1790s, he had clearly internalized a number of Illuminist ideas well before the massive borrowing in his revolutionary blueprint of 1810–11. He had adopted the Illuminist pretension of recovering a natural religion known only to “Illuminated” sects in the past. He saw himself as “reintegrating” “in its ancient forms the religion of nature, reason” by reviving the legacy of a bizarre genealogy: “the Persians of Cyrus, the initiators of Egyptian priests, the holy Hermandad of Spain, the apostolate of Jesus, the Anabaptists, and above all the Jesuit order.” He followed Weishaupt and Bonneville in attaching special importance to the Jesuits, whom he sought both to imitate and to liquidate. His secret ideal was from the beginning, according to Prati, the egalitarian Illuminist one of breaking down all “marks of private property.”

Let the Republic be the sole proprietor; like a mother, it will afford to each of its members equal education, food and labour.

This is the only regeneration aimed at by philosophers. This is the only rebuilding of Jerusalem.

Such borrowings from Illuminism seem substantial enough to challenge the long-accepted judgment of the leading student of the subject that, after 1790, Illuminism “having disappeared from history . . . lived on only in legend.” There seems good reason to believe that Illuminist influence was not so much a “legend” as an imperfectly perceived reality. The same historian’s perplexed observation that “the police legend” about Illuminists began to “develop with more amplitude and originality” in the Napoleonic era points to a surprising source of Illuminist influence. Illuminist ideas influenced revolutionaries not just through left-wing proponents, but also through right-wing opponents. As the fears of the Right became the fascination of the Left, Illuminism gained a paradoxical posthumous influence far greater than it had exercised as a living movement.

The Pythagorean Passion

As we have seen, a vast array of labels and images was taken from classical antiquity to legitimize the new revolutionary faith. Two relatively neglected names were central to the development of an ideal identity among revolutionary intellectuals: the image of the revolutionary as a
modern Pythagoras and of his social ideal as Philadelphia. These two labels illustrated the proto-romantic reaching for a distant Greek ideal as a lofty alternative to the Roman images of power and conquest that had dominated France as it moved like ancient Rome from republic to empire under Napoleon. Pythagoras and Philadelphia represented a kind of distillation of the high fraternal ideals common both to the occult brotherhoods of Masonry and Illuminism and to the idealistic youthful mobilization to defend the revolution in 1792-94. The two labels recur like leitmotifs amidst the cacophony of shifting ideals and groups during the recession of revolutionary hopes at the end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth.

Precisely during this dark period the modern revolutionary tradition was born—echoing the romantic Napoleonic belief that all things were possible, but looking for a lost Hellenic ideal rather than to the recovered Roman empire of the new Caesar.

Pythagoras, the semi-legendary Greek philosopher, provided a model for the intellectual-turned-revolutionary. He became a kind of patron saint for romantic revolutionaries, who needed new symbols of secular sanctity.

According to tradition, the great geometrician of antiquity was driven from Samos, Greece, in the sixth century B.C. to Crotona in Southern Italy, where he allegedly founded a religious-philosophical brotherhood to transform society. Radical intellectual reformers throughout antiquity periodically revived and embellished this tradition. Neo-Pythagoreans flourished in Alexandria in the second century B.C.; and a later group of Pythagoreans produced Apollonius of Tyana in the first century A.D., a wonder-working sage who was in his time a major rival to Christ. Though organized movements faded away, Pythagorean ideas recurred in medieval Christianity, which for a time represented Pythagoras as a hidden Jewish link between Moses and Plato.

An undercurrent of fascination with Pythagorean thought in the High Renaissance and Enlightenment came to the surface during the French Revolution. Weishaupt’s final blueprint for politicized Illuminism, written during the first year of the French Revolution, was entitled Pythagoras; and, as extremists sought some simple yet solid principles on which to rebuild society, they increasingly turned for guidance to Pythagorean beliefs in prime numbers and geometric forms. Early, romantic revolutionaries sought occult shortcuts to the inner truths of nature, and repeatedly attached importance to the central prime numbers of Pythagorean mysticism: 1, 3, 7, and above all 5. Pamphleteers of the Right suggested that prime numbers provided a secret organizational code for revolutionaries; one particularly ingenious effort of 1797 derived the entire structure of revolutionary history from the number 17. Bonneville had begun the fad on the Left, suggesting even before the revolution that the number 17 held the key to understanding the Jesuits’ secret take-over of Masonry.

However bizarre it may appear to later revolutionaries and historians alike, this Pythagorean passion seriously influenced the organizational activities of the first revolutionaries. We have seen how the Illuminists
made the first halting efforts systematically to use the forms of occult Masonry for ulterior conspiracy—pointing the way for Bonneville, Buonarroti, and the early professional revolutionaries. But the wild profusion of exotic symbols and higher orders also fed a much broader and more open impulse: the search for simple forms of nature to serve as a touchstone for truth amidst the crumbling authority of tradition. The increasingly manic search for simple, geometric harmonies within Masonry in the 1770s and 1780s reveals the radical thirst for revolutionary simplification at its purest.

This quest for legitimizing simplicity spilled out of closed lodges into open assemblies in 1780. Occultists became politicians, and made special use of the two most important Pythagorean geometric symbols—the circle and the triangle—in dramatizing their challenge to established power. These two forms became symbols of divinity in medieval Christianity. They increasingly dominated the hieroglyphics of the higher Masonic orders—and the imagination of prerevolutionary utopian architects who often sought to build only with “geometric figures from the triangle to the circle.” Since many early leaders of the revolution saw themselves as mason-architects, they felt some affinity with this ongoing campaign to combat the aristocratic rococo style with the “rule of geometry.” Reassured by Newton’s law of gravity about the circular harmony of the universe, they felt that man’s mastery of mathematical laws made him “possessor of the secret of the solar universe” destined to organize human society rationally. At the same time, the proto-romantic philosophy of German occultism inspired many to see man not as a cog but as a dynamic “living point destined to become a circle” with a “field of vision comparable to a circle whose circumference grows without end.”

But before borders could expand, monuments had to be built in the center. The architectural plans for Paris during the early months of the revolution reveal a special fascination with the three-dimensional forms of the triangle and circle: the pyramid and the sphere. Two of the most important monuments proposed in 1791—to the glory of the French nation on the Bastille and to the memory of Mirabeau—were independently designed as giant pyramids. The pyramid form became even more popular after Napoleon’s return from Egypt, though it was soon superseded in public places by the more elongated obelisk. Even before the revolution, utopian architects had felt drawn to “the sublime magnificence of the sphere.” The pure form reappeared in the sketch for a Newton Memorial (a sphere with nothing inside except a small grave lit from a single beam of sunlight), a necropolis for the revolution (an empty globe in the middle of a cemetery), and a proposed Temple of Equality (a huge sphere on columns containing a smaller sphere inside).

The Circle

The later Pythagoreans had been the first school of classical antiquity systematically to contend that the earth and universe were spherical in
shape and finite in form. Numbers and music expressed the hidden harmonies of an ultimately spherical natural perfection. The central reality of human life was the transmigration of human souls from one body to another—all moving in cycles like the universe itself. Eighteenth-century Pythagoreans were specially excited by the Illuminist idea of progressive human purification from the lower cycles of animal nature to the heavenly spheres of pure intelligence. The Illuminists’ hierarchy of circles—moving inward from “church” to “synod” to the Areopagite center—suggested the concentric circles in the universe itself. The flame at the center of the final, inner circle was assumed to be an image of the inner fire of the universe around which the earth and all planets revolved.

Occultists may not have always believed in such images literally, but they did usually feel that some secret inner circle held out the promise of both personal redemption and cosmic understanding. Added to this traditional belief in an esoteric higher wisdom was the new promise of German romanticism for liberation. The concept of a charmed inner circle gave a spatial dimension to the romantic longing for liberty. The life of “the circle” was one of liberation—freeing oneself even from bodily limitations for life in the heavenly spheres, freeing society from the constraints of inherited tradition.

Weishaupt appears to have been the first to use the term “circle” to designate a new type of political organization making both individual moral demands and universal ideological claims. Weishaupt described his recruitment of Illuminists from within Masonic lodges in Munich as “the progress of the ☺” in the political area. He introduced italicized variants of the Latin word (circul, circl) into his German writings to explain the politicization of the movement, which he propagated by means of “circulars” and “circulation.”

The idea of circles was central to the caricature of Illuminism by Marquis de Luchet no less than to Bonneville’s imitation of it. In two key chapters of his exposé, Luchet described the “circle” as the key nine-man cell of conspiracy: the “administrative committee” for an altogether new type of human society in which “each member of a circle belongs equally to all the others” and “has broken all the links which attach him to society.” The conservative Rosicrucians who dominated the Prussian court after the accession of Frederick William II in 1786, created their own rival conception of a nine-man Zirkel. Propagators of the Illuminist ideal variously tried to attack the Rosicrucian “circles of corruption” and/or to incorporate them into their own plans for occult “circulation.”

We have already seen how Bonneville envisaged a global transformation on the Illuminist model through “magic circles” radiating the ideas of his central “social circle” out to the entire CERCLE DU PEUPLE FRANC. With the recession of revolutionary expectations in the late 1790s, Bonneville (and his associates like Thomas Paine and Sylvain Maréchal) clung—like Weishaupt in exile before them—to the image of oneself as Pythagoras: an exiled but “relevant” intellectual building a new brotherhood of deliverance for the future.
Bonneville even before the revolution had traced the Illuminist ideal to Pythagoras, who “brought from the orient his system of true Masonic instruction to illuminate the occident.” \(^{100}\) After the demise of his effort to “square the social circle” \(^{101}\) via his organizations of the early 1790s, Bonneville wrote verses on “the numbers of Pythagoras,” \(^{102}\) proclaiming that “man is God” and will “become angelic” by widening the circle of universal brotherhood:

\[
\begin{align*}
O \text{ Cercle Social!} \\
\text{Espoir toujours plus doux, d'un pacte général;} \\
\text{Des peuples opprimés ta ligue fraternelle} \\
\text{Jura la délivrance, entière, universelle.}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
O \text{ Social Circle!} \\
\text{Ever sweet hope of a general pact;} \\
\text{Thy brotherhood of oppressed peoples} \\
\text{Has sworn eternal, universal deliverance.}
\end{align*}
\]

As romantic hyperbole mounted, Bonneville immolated himself figuratively on the altar of primitive Germanic purity and the solar myth of revolution. The idealized “people” had become

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Libre et pur comme l'air, et dans ma république,} \\
\text{Tout est fraternité, parenté germanique. . . .}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Soleil d'un autre monde, et dans ta Majesté} \\
\text{D'un nouvel Univers sois la Divinité . . .} \\
\text{Je brûle. . . .}
\end{align*}
\]

Free and pure as air, and in my republic,
All is brotherhood, German parenthood . . .
Sun of another world, in thy Majesty
Become the divinity of another Universe . . .
I am burning . . .

Thomas Paine, who lived in a \textit{ménage à trois} with Bonneville and his wife from 1797 to 1802, believed that the Druids and Pythagoreans had combined to provide an occult ideological alternative to Christianity. \textit{An Essay on the Origin of Free Masonry}, written after his return to America (with Bonneville’s wife) and immediately translated into French by Bonneville, insisted that the natural sun worship of the Druids had not been destroyed but merely diverted into Masonry.

At its apogee of influence in 1792, the Social Circle began to publish new crypto-revolutionary works by the high priest of mysticism from Lyon, Louis-Claude de Saint-Martin. This long-time foe of the Enlightenment had suddenly discovered in the mysterious chaos of revolution the possibility of building a new Jerusalem by means of Pythagorean forms and numbers. “A radiant sun has detached itself from the firmament and come to rest over Paris, from whence it spreads universal light.” The “new man” can perceive that light by contemplating concentric circles that converge on a point within the flame of a lighted candle, thereby “reintegrating” himself with the primal elements of air, earth, and water. As man moves toward pure spirit, revolutionary democracy will become “deocracy.” \(^{104}\)
The image of Pythagoras as the heroic model for all revolutionaries was most fully developed in the great valedictory work of Sylvain Maréchal: his monumental, six-volume *Voyages of Pythagoras* in 1799. Maréchal's Pythagoras urged armed uprising (“not with words [but with] bow and arrow”), invoking a metaphor that was to become a classic of revolutionary rhetoric:

> It is necessary to seize the suitable moment . . . with the smallest spark a great fire can be ignited . . .

The ideal of the heirs of Pythagoras is:

> Own everything in common, nothing for yourself . . . the equality of nature . . . the republic of equals.

The final volume of *Voyages*, listing 3506 alleged “laws of Pythagoras,” under “Revolutions” advises that

> . . . the history of an entire people often lies entirely in the life of a handful of men.

That “handful of men,” who enabled the revolutionary tradition to survive Napoleonic oppression, were very different from the dramatis personae of most history books. They were not—as we have seen—political–military leaders, but journalist–intellectuals; they were influenced not so much by the rationalism of the French Enlightenment as by the occultism of the early German romanticism. Maréchal’s work was widely distributed in the German-speaking world; but, prophetically for the future, it was most appreciated in the distant Russian Empire in the atmosphere of vague religiosity and unfocused reformism under Tsar Alexander I. Beginning in 1804, Maréchal’s *Voyages* began to appear in official government journals in a Russian translation at the rate of one volume a year. Another Russian journal concurrently published 150 “rules of Pythagoras,” taken from Maréchal’s sixth volume. Maréchal’s Russian promoter was a protégé of the imprisoned occultist, Nicholas Novikov, whose pseudonym was “lover of truth” and whose secret gatherings in the late eighteenth century had begun the *kruzhkovshchina* (mania for circles) of the modern Russian radical tradition.

The dream of a revolutionary Pythagorean organization animated the first flush of youthful political activity in the Russian Empire after the defeat of Napoleon. A student group in Vilnius held nocturnal meetings in spots of natural beauty, listening to the occult wisdom of an “arch-illuminated” visitor from an inner circle; and the tradition of “free Pythagoreans” spread throughout the Polish-influenced regions of the empire. In the Western Ukraine, three young Russians formed a “society of Pythagoras” in May, 1818, and drew up “rules of the Pythagorean sect.” They proposed the classical three concentric circles of membership, the third representing Plato’s Republic. From this group eventually came the Society of the United Slavs, which sought to realize
this Hellenic ideal throughout the Slavic world, and russified the three grades of membership into "brothers, men and boyars."  

Early Russian radicals often argued in terms of rival laws of Pythagoras—some stressing the "two laws of Pythagoras" forbidding private property and requiring shared ownership; others stressing the "rule" that weapons and friendship could conquer all; others insisting on the primacy of moral perfection over legal reform: "Do not create laws for the people; create people for the laws."  

One of the earliest circles to feed into the Decembrist revolt of 1825 was the still-mysterious Green Lamp. One of its leaders wrote for the society a utopian picture of St. Petersburg three hundred years in the future, where Tsarism and Orthodoxy have, in effect, been overthrown by Pythagorean forms. There is a circular temple with a plain, white marble altar and an open arch. Music is the only art medium permitted. A phoenix with an olive branch has replaced the decapitated two-headed eagle (the two heads of the imperial seal, allegedly representing despotism and superstition). Alexander Pushkin, the greatest of Russian poets, referred to the Green Lamp as a circle in which "beloved equality sat in Phrygian cap by a round table." Though not so deeply involved in occultist revolutionary circles as his Polish counterpart, Adam Mickiewicz, Pushkin shared his fascination with the dedication and sacrifice that seemed to be found only within a magic circle of youthful revolutionaries. The "circle" was, in short, the supreme symbol of what a Russian Masonic song of the period called

Those truths of holy law  
Given you by Geometry.

The Triangle

Seeking some secure way to enlist those outside their inner circles, revolutionaries found inspiration in another key Pythagorean symbol: the triangle. If the circle suggested the objective—the egalitarian perfection of nature—the triangle suggested the way to get there.  

The triangle, a key symbol for all Masons, had particular meaning for Pythagoreans as the simplest means of enclosing a surface with straight lines. The triangle expressed harmonic relationships (such as that of the Pythagorean theorem) and became a key symbol in revolutionary iconography. The revolutionary trilogy (Liberty, Equality, Fraternity) and the tricolor (red, white, and blue) each adorned one side of the omnipresent triangle on seals and stamps.  

Pythagorean occultism gave added importance to the symbol. Franz von Baader's influential On the Pythagorean Square in Nature of 1798 suggested that the three elements of nature—fire, water, and earth—had to be energized by an "all-animating principle" or "point of sunrise," represented as a dot in the center of an equilateral triangle $\Delta$. Any letter, symbol, or maxim that a revolutionary group wished to venerate specially was given this central place of occult authority within the inevitable triangular seal.
Maréchal introduced the occult idea of triangular harmonies into his “CHARTER OF THE HUMAN RACE” in 1793, announcing the three-fold duties of man to be a father, son, and husband as “traced by Nature on man”: “a triangle beyond which he dare not pass with impunity.” 122 This seemingly traditional ideal is revalidated for the liberated “man without God” by seeing him as a kind of secular trinity: three persons in his own substance. Maréchal often placed his own atheistic sobriquet HSD inside a triangle.

In building their nuclear organizations, early revolutionaries showed a mania for triangular forms. The original Illuminist idea of a nine-man inner circle was soon discarded as too susceptible to police penetration, and subsequent plans for reorganization broke the circles down into three-man “triangles.” 123 One man from an inner group was to recruit two from an outer group for apprenticeship; and an almost indefinite chain of interconnected organizations could then be formed. Any one member need know only two others—from one other group either below or above—outside his three-man cell.

This process of triangulation may not have been implemented by the Illuminists—or even conceived by them. The alleged Illuminist plans were published by the Bavarian government as part of an exposé, and may have been edited to appear more incriminating.124 But whether the Right invented this tactic of the Left or merely publicized it, it was soon adopted in revolutionary circles. This intimate and relatively secure triangular form of organization has recurred in modern times: in Vietnam, Algeria, and even the Soviet Union.125 Shortly after his arrival in Geneva in 1806, Buonarroti and his friends took the lead. His program of 1808–9 for the Sublime Perfect Masters was saturated with triangular symbols. The sign of the grade was ☯; 126 and the altar in the sanctuary to which a new member was brought was only one point in a triangle of shrines. The other two points represented the ocean (of new life, the element of water) and the volcano (or revolution, the element of earth).127 To the east, behind the altar-ocean-volcano triangle, three candles burned in a candelabrum in the form of an equilateral triangle beneath a semicircle signifying the equator (which in turn signified the circling of the entire globe and the perfection of eternity).128

The three men who faced this symbolic picture of the universe may have provided the model for Buonarroti’s triumvirate form of organization. At the center of this human triangle facing the symbolic triangles was the North Star, leader of the other two Grand Stars. The Polar Star was clearly the one to steer by, and it became a favorite label for revolutionary journals.

Under the assumed name of Camille, Buonarroti joined the mildly pro-republican Masonic lodge of Sincere Friends in Geneva in order to recruit revolutionaries. However, he was under surveillance, and the lodge was infiltrated by police and shut in 1811. He then tried to continue its meetings secretly, apparently reorganizing it with expanded participation of the military under the new name Triangle.129 Nothing more is known
of this organization, but the choice of name and the circumstances of police repression may indicate the beginning of triangular organization. Such a system of interlocking secret cells was apparently used in the first major plot to kill a king in post-Napoleonic Europe: the Spanish Triangle Conspiracy of 1816. Like Buonarroti's associates, restless young Spaniards were in transition from conspiring against Napoleon toward a broader concept of combating monarchs of all kinds. The Sublime Perfect Masters must have been sympathetic, even if they were not connected, with the Spaniards' attempt to kill the restored Ferdinand VII, who had rejected the liberal Constitution of 1812 and reinstated the Inquisition.

This triangular method of organization remained a basic means of enforcing conspiratorial security throughout the 1830s; and was translated back into Germany in the statutes of 1836 for the first revolutionary organization of German émigrés in Paris: the League of Outlaws. From its local "tents" to its central "campfire," this progenitor of the original League of Communists kept various levels of organization ignorant of one another. One man in each large group formed the connecting triangle with one other secret representative from a group at his own level and one connecting representative to both of them from a higher level.

The Philadelphian Fantasy

The new secular revolutionary, then, found a model in Pythagoras (the action-oriented intellectual), a starting place in the circle (the microcosm of perfection), and a building tool in the triangle (the basic unit of organization). But what was he building? What was the macrocosm that the next and final revolution would reveal?

The answer was, quite simply, a universal community of brotherly love, which revolutionaries designated by its Greek name, Philadelphia. The Circle of Philadelphians, conceived in 1797 and constructed some years later, was the first important revolutionary organization to arise in France after the suppression of the Babeuf conspiracy. It epitomized the occult conspiracies of the Napoleonic era and anticipated the larger revolutionary movements of the 1810s and 1820s.

The name Philadelphia provided both the sanction of revelation and the promise of revolution. Two lost cities of antiquity had been called Philadelphia: one in the Holy Land near present-day Amman, the other in Asia Minor and mentioned in the Book of Revelation. But the word also suggested William Penn's idealized "green countrie towne" in Pennsylvania, whence came the revolution that established the United States of America in 1776. In the years leading up to the French Revo-
olution, the word acquired further evocative associations from both the
depending occultism of the Old World and the continuing ferment of
the New.

The word Philadelphia entered French Masonry during a rising tide of
occult influx from Germany with the founding of a Primitive Rite of
Philadelphians in Narbonne in 1780. The Germanic order of Strict
Observance, with its chivalric imagery and hermetic teachings, had
swept into France through Strasbourg on to Bordeaux in the late 1770s;
and the German-sponsored Rectified Scottish Rite established itself in
Lyon as the leading occult order in France, causing contemporaries
to describe the Lyonnais as “our Germans,” whom “obscurity does not
bother.”

The attempt of the Narbonne group to proclaim a primitive rite was
pressed farthest in Paris in the remarkable, proto-romantic lodge of the
Nine Sisters. German influences again predominated through the
founder of the lodge, a Swiss Protestant pastor, Court de Gébelin. From
his first arrival in Paris from Berne in 1763 until his death in a mesmer­
ist bath in 1784, Court preceded Herder in glorifying the German lan­
guage and seeking the secrets of nature in the sounds of primitive
speech. In 1773 he published the first of nine volumes of a megalom¬
anic inventory of sounds, signs, and symbols: Monde primitif analysé
et comparé avec le monde moderne. By the third volume, he moved from
lamenting man’s lost happiness to insisting that unity “among nations”
could be rediscovered through a primordial language in which vowels
were sensations; consonants, ideas; and all writing, hieroglyphic. On
July 5, 1776, he founded the radical, occultist Nine Sisters, which became
a kind of “UNESCO of the Eighteenth Century,” attracting 180 mem­
ers including 40 foreigners within two years. Reading Court’s Monde
primitif became part of its ritual; and by the eighth volume Court ad­
vocated “a single political order . . . a single grammar of physics and
morality . . . an eternal and immutable religion which creates perfec­
tion in man.” He rejected “words” for “things”—by implication radical
social reform.

The occultism of the Old World blended with the revolutionism of the
New through two of Court’s closest associates in Paris: Benjamin Frank­
lin and M. L. E. Moreau de Saint-Mery. Franklin, who arrived in Paris
from the real Philadelphia just before Christmas in the revolutionary
year 1776, was initiated by Court into the Nine Sisters, became its
Venerable Master, and collaborated with Court on the lodge’s fifteen-
volume collection of political miscellany. The Nine Sisters subsequently
printed the constitutions of all thirteen American states and became,
in effect, “the first school of constitutionalism that ever existed in
Europe.”

Moreau de Saint-Mery, who was secretary of the educational arm of the
Nine Sisters, conveyed back across the Atlantic to Cap-Français in Haiti
a magical faith in the transforming power of science which rivaled the
faith in voodoo of the oppressed natives. In 1784, Moreau and his
brother-in-law founded the Circle of Philadelphians, praising the city
of Franklin ("destined to become the metropole of a great Empire") and disassociating their circle from all traditional literary societies or academies. They used the language of occult Masonry in referring to the "last degree of perfection," and the restoration of an "ancient knighthood (chevalerie)" "to unveil the truth." The Philadelphians claimed a radical secular identity as an "ideal little society, an image of the great future society" with "perfect equality . . . no rank, no precedence," and a commitment to the civic education and advancement of the native Creoles.

In the occult circles of this lush colony it was easy to contend somewhat patronizingly that "France needs a revolution. But . . . it must be enveloped in mystery." The Philadelphians became revolutionary leaders in Cap-Français during 1789–91 before the blacks rose up in July 1791, and other white colonists turned against them. They later reminisced that

We took the intoxicating cup of novelty without realizing that it contained poison that would tear up our own intestines.

Brissot, who was close to the Creole Miranda in Paris and others linked with the Philadelphians in Haiti, was accused of "trying to make Paris a new Philadelphia"; the hotel near the Palais-Royal, where Parisian leaders met with English, Irish, and American friends of the French Revolution, was nicknamed Hotel de Philadelphie; and the magic word was used to suggest subversive internationalism in Germany and Poland as well.

Cloots, Court's closest collaborator, had foreseen already in 1781 that the Nine Sisters would create "citizens of the world" by "forming an immense circle whose center is in Paris, but whose rays penetrate everywhere." In his final work in 1793, he foresaw a future in which France will have become

... a fraternal city, the city of Philadelphia, whose circumference necessarily embraces the entire universe, the whole human family (famille antropique). National and sovereign unity will be expressed by a single word: Philadelphia.

Philadelphia thus became the name of a truly universal republic centered on Paris. Just as the National Assembly had become "the resumé of the world-map (mappemonde) of the philanthropists," so "the commune of Paris will be the meeting place and central funnel of the universal community."

Europe and Africa and Asia and America will give themselves over to the vast and happy city of PHILADELPHIA.

Court's romantic ideal of recovering the monde primitif found its final revolutionary expression in Maréchal's Voyages of Pythagoras. Already in 1779, Maréchal had idealized Rousseau's island burial place as l'Habitat de Philadelphie. Now, twenty years later, this protégé of Court invoked the term monde without an article to describe not just a
microcosm of pastoral perfection but a special fraternity to perpetuate the legacy of Pythagoras and revolutionize the world. At the end of his travels, Maréchal’s dying Pythagoras summons his followers:

Let us agree among ourselves to call monde, that is to say, a masterpiece of harmony and perfection, what other men designate as the universe, heaven, the globe.

May our school, our adoptive family, be for us a little world (monde) as harmonious as the great one!  

Maréchal may have been the source of the term monde, which Buonarroti finally settled upon for his inner organization. But the Philadelphians were the first to realize Maréchal’s vision; and their history is best told through the bizarre figure of their founder, Charles Nodier: the last of the literary, Germanophile occultists to play a pioneering role in revolutionary organization.

**Nodier’s Pentagon**

Yet another geometric model for revolutionary organization was suggested by the occult symbol for the universal love of humanity: the pentagon. This five-sided object provided the image of five-man cells for the first organization of opposition to arise within Napoleon’s army—which is what the Philadelphians were.

Their plan of organization was conceived in 1797 by Nodier, exiled from Paris of the Directory to his native Besançon, which he renamed “Philadelphia.” His organizational plan developed to the point of mania the Pythagorean fascination with the number 5. Five is the mean number between 1 and 9, and the mystic figure that emerged when these and intervening odd numbers were added together and divided by the number of digits. The number acquired revolutionary significance in the new calendar, which had five special days (the *sansculottides*) each year set apart from any of the twelve months for special celebrations, and especially under the new five-man Directory, which replaced the “apostolic” twelve-man Committee of Public Safety as the ruling executive arm of the revolution.

In Nodier’s original blueprint, the Philadelphians appear as both the guardians of festive purity for the *sansculottides* and as a potential counter-Directory. The pentagon was their sign of friendship and recognition; a five-pointed star with the number five engraved on it was their seal. Initiations took place at five o’clock on the fifth day of the month, when members were to face the setting sun—wherever they happened to be—for five minutes to renew their vows to the brotherhood. Power to revise the statutes was confided in “the five oldest brothers.”

The five-man cell appeared concurrently for a brief period in Ireland, Italy, and Poland, and became the dominant revolutionary unit in France beginning with the formation of a directoral committee and a web of five-man brigades by the student organization of 1819, the Friends of Truth. The five-man, quasi-military unit dominated the conspiratorial organizations of Blanqui and the first group
ever to call itself “Communist,” the Travailleurs-Egalitaires of 1840 in Paris. The five-man unit acquired added mystique in the East. The Russian Decembrists were to call for five-man ruling committees in both the executive and legislative branches of a post-revolutionary government, and added martyrlogal meaning to the number when their five leaders were executed early in 1826. The concept of a nationwide network of five-man cells controlled by a central “five” would be revived in the Land and Liberty organization of the early 1860s and dramatized a decade later in Dostoevsky's The Possessed. The idea was to spread back to the western and southern Slavs through a series of organizations which saw the four ordinary members of each cell as the “fingers” of a single hand, with a single leader (“the thumb”) as the sole connecting link with the next, higher level. This image would appear in the name of the South Slav revolutionary “Black Hand,” whose assassination of the Hapsburg Archduke in 1914 was to bring on World War I, which would in turn give birth to the October Revolution in Russia.

The original Philadelphians achieved no such prominence, and Nodier's vision of an army secretly transformed from within into a revolutionary brotherhood of fives never developed. But an organization did gradually emerge and involve itself in anti-Napoleonic plots through the exotic figure of Charles Nodier. His career ranged from Parisian cafés to revolutionary armies to the popular stage—then on to journalism in Ljubljana and a visit to Russia at the very time that the first revolutionary societies were forming there. Whether or not he had any influence in the East, he anticipated the Eastern-type alienated revolutionary intellectual.

Nodier's vivid imagination was shaped by the revolution from the time, in 1790, when as a ten-year-old boy he led a delegation of “enfants de la patrie” in greeting the delegates returning to his native Besançon from the Festival of Federation in Paris. On that occasion young Charles held a banner showing an eagle with a tricolor in its beak, standing at the head of 200 little girls dressed in white. Like Robespierre, he was much influenced by a Masonic father, who was the principal orator of the Besançon lodge “Perfect Union.” He went with his father to Paris; and, at age twelve on New Year's Day in 1793, read a poem calling for “the punishment of traitors by the republican dagger.” He wrote parodies of the Lord's Prayer (“Our father who art in Hell . . . .”) and of the Creed:

I believe in Sieyès, the father almighty, and in Robespierre, his beloved son, who suffered on the 9 Thermidore, was guillotined, dead and buried. . . .

He fell under the spell of German romantic literature and of Eulogius Schneider, his tutor in Strasbourg, where he was arrested by Saint-Just in 1794. Returning to Paris as the revolution turned to the right, he took refuge in writing fantasies, often under the influence of opium, in erotic engagements with young men, and in the contemplation of suicide. His attention returned to the revolution when he attended the trial of the Babeuvist group which began in February 1797. The drama-
tist in him particularly warmed to the handsome figure of Buonarroti, calm under questioning and with his faithful wife at his side.\textsuperscript{169}

With the border between fact and fantasy thoroughly blurred in his mind, the eighteen-year-old Nodier returned in 1797 to his native Besançon and drew up his Rules of the Philadelphes. He almost certainly began there his collaboration with the other leader of the Philadelphes, Jacques Rigomer-Bazin, a radical journalist from Le Mans who had participated in the Babeuf conspiracy and was exiled to the Jura at about the same time as Nodier.\textsuperscript{170}

Nodier’s discussion group at the Café Marrulier in Besançon and his later society of white-robed \textit{Méditatours}, who met in an abandoned monastery near Passy, were occult literary groups under the dominant influence of Bonneville and German romanticism.\textsuperscript{171} Influenced by Bonneville’s translations of Schiller, Nodier, and Bazin invented the new dramatic genre—melodrama—and slowly brought into being the occult organizational blueprint of the Philadelphians. Nodier was arrested in 1799; Bazin placed under surveillance after the first assassination attempt against Napoleon on Christmas eve of 1800; and Nodier rearrested in 1803 when an English newspaper revealed him as the author of the anti-Napoleonic poem \textit{La Napoléone}.

Their first real organization appears to have been the Conspiracy of the Alliance, formed in opposition to the crowning of Napoleon as emperor by the Pope in Notre Dame Cathedral on December 2, 1804. The group contemplated kidnapping Napoleon as he passed through the Jura on his way to Milan to receive the crown of Italy in March 1805.\textsuperscript{172}

Some form of Nodier’s original Philadelphian blueprint—at least its basic core of five inner fives—came into being in or around Besançon under the empire. The key ingredient was the participation of two military leaders from the Jura: General Malet and Colonel Oudet. Malet became the leading anti-Napoleonic activist inside the French military until his execution after the uprising of 1812. Oudet was the romantic hero of the first of these abortive uprisings before dying under mysterious circumstances just after the Battle of Wagram in 1809.

Oudet was the charismatic leader for whom Nodier’s miscellaneous band of self-indulgent but imaginative intellectuals desperately longed.\textsuperscript{173} He appealed to them as a handsome young man of action. Conservative by temperament and scarred by youthful duels, Oudet fascinated Nodier and Bazin as a real-life version of the heroes they had created in their melodramas. Nodier likened Oudet to the hero of Schiller’s \textit{Conspiracy of Fiesco};\textsuperscript{174} and he saw Oudet as a kind of anti-Napoleon—a figure like Napoleon bigger than life and driven by the nobility of struggle more than by clarity of convictions. Oudet was apparently converted to revolutionary conspiracy in 1801–02, while serving as military commandant on the islands of Ré and Oléron where Buonarroti and others were imprisoned. Whether or not he was won over by his captives,\textsuperscript{175} he made common cause with General Malet, deriving inspiration for revolutionary republican activity against Napoleon from the earlier counter-revolutionary uprising in the Vendée. They “professed admiration to the point of enthusiasm for the Ven-
déens,” contrasting their grass-roots fidelity to the cowardly flight of the aristocratic émigrés. Malet seemed almost to envy the “Happy Bourbons,” whose dynasty was virtually re-legitimized by “the devotion of the Vendée.”

Nodier noted an affinity of spirit between the extremes of Left and Right:

During the Revolution, Jacobinism and the Vendée provided all the moral elevation that there was in France.

“Moral elevation” was more important than a precise political goal for the romantic imagination. Most distasteful was the juste milieu: venal, compromise politics based on petty interests rather than noble goals.

A single, melodramatic hero leading a simple organization—this was the Philadelphian fantasy: the radical, sublime simplification that would lead to revolution. Nodier’s task was to find the lost language for the coming kingdom of brotherly love: a form of speech worthy of Oudet, the leader who left him speechless. Thus, at the very time the first Philadelphian conspiracy was taking shape in 1808, Nodier was propagating the “primitive idioms” of natural man in his *Dictionary of Onomatopea* and his *Theory of Primitive Languages*; and extracting 283 thoughts from Maréchal’s *Voyages of Pythagoras* for his *Apologia of Pythagoras, Warnings of Pythagoras*, in a limited edition with pseudoantique inscriptions. The city of publication, his native Besançon, was no longer referred to as Philadelphia, but as Crotona, the city where Pythagoras’s active brotherhood had been founded.

Malet planned in 1808 to overthrow Napoleon while he was occupied in Spain and to set up a temporary dictatorship in the name of the French Senate that would prepare a republican constitution for France. The plot was uncovered and five hundred arrested. But, in 1809, Malet returned to Nodier’s original idea for the Philadelphians of a fusion between Jacobin and royalist foes of Napoleon into a conspiracy that was “properly speaking neither royalist nor republican.” Malet was planning in 1809 to announce the overthrow of Napoleon in Notre Dame Cathedral in order to reassure the Right. He included two aristocratic royalists in the government he proposed to form after the coup he planned for October 1812 when Napoleon was in Russia. He appealed to royalists with his message to the army:

Show France and Europe that you are no longer soldiers of Bonaparte, just as you are not soldiers of Robespierre.

Malet’s insurrection at dawn on October 23 very nearly succeeded. He seized the bank, treasury, and other key municipal buildings in Paris and gained the allegiance of two battalions after announcing that Napoleon had died in Russia. But he never disarmed the police; his followers fell into disarray; and some fifteen hundred were arrested. Before Malet was executed, he made a courtroom response worthy of Nodier’s melodramas to the prosecutor’s question of who his collaborators had been: “You yourself, sir, and all of France if I had succeeded.”

By that time, Nodier was in exile in distant Ljubljana, suspected of counter-revolutionary activity but undaunted in his romantic fantasies. The newly found Slavs now represented primitive, natural purity, the Sparta of his dreams, the “last and touching shelter of the ancient ways.” The ideological intensity of his original Philadelphian ideal had not survived beyond 1809 when Oudet was killed and Bazin was imprisoned, where he remained for the rest of the Napoleonic era. Henceforth anti-Napoleonic activity among Frenchmen was concentrated in military cabals pointing toward opportunistic insurrection.

Buonarroti’s Monde

The grandiose ideal of an occult revolutionary brotherhood was taken up with even greater intensity by the Italian version of the Philadelphians, the Adelphians. Formed no later than 1807 among exiles in Paris under Buonarroti’s friend, Luigi Angeloni, the Adelphians seem to have considered themselves even more consciously than the Philadelphians an inner controlling organization within a broader revolutionary movement. The Italians, too, used pseudonyms (including Weishaupt’s “Spartacus”) and code words (“secret” for “revolution,” “money” for “arms”) while legitimizing violence through occult symbols. Inner circles were now said to represent the letter O—suggesting the martyred Oudet, the verb to kill (occide), and the Olympians of imagined antiquity. There was even an Italian version of the melodramas of Nodier and Rigomer, because the revolutionary imagination of the Italians in France was shaped by the heroic plays and Masonic fantasies of Francesco Salfi’s romantic revolt against the “languid imagination” of his complacent countrymen.

Buonarroti reestablished his links with broader revolutionary movements through Angeloni and the Adelphians, whose statutes of 1811 coincided with and strongly resembled his own first blueprint for the Sublime Perfect Masters. On July 22, 1812, he issued “from below the Equator” the first “decree of the Great Firmament” incorporating both Adelphians and Philadelphians into a new order. A counsel of three members was to propose each new member. Though there is no evidence of any direct response to this call, Buonarroti’s entourage was at least loosely linked with Malet’s final conspiracy.

During the Restoration, he refined his concept, insisting that “instruction on the falsehood of Christian revelation” be given before conferring the title Tieboar (“Tyrannum interfice, Bona omnia antiqua recuperata”), writing a Latin Profession de foi for both the outer, five-man circles (“the Synod of ☽”) and the inner, three-man circle (“the Church of ☾”). He expanded his contacts with the French, but placed his hopes increasingly on Italy and used the German Illuminist term Weise for the central figure in the inner circle of Sublime Perfect Masters. As the tide of revolution seemed to rise again, Buonarroti dipped once more into the world of the occult for his second and last blueprint for a world revolutionary organization: Monde or “world.”

He saw this revolutionary microcosm, Monde, as liberating and uni-
fying the macrocosm, realizing (in the words of the password of the final grade) *felicitas-consensus* for all the world. Buonarroti assumed the new pseudonym of Polycarp, naming himself for the early Christian evangelist who had bridged the gap between the first apostles and the institutional church. He meant to represent a similar historic link between the apostles of the revolutionary era and the institutionalized movements of the Restoration. He sought to establish connections with other movements through “mobile deacons” and to strengthen authority by invoking occult titles like “archont” for Angeloni. The documents also speak of *frères intimes*, who were to watch for spies and test the loyalty of new members, and of a new set of four grades: adolescent, man, theologian, and philosopher.

His occult structures were all thinly staffed, and often represented more a figment of imagination than a fact of organization. But they captured the imagination even as the police captured them—the awakening romantic imagination of the young in restless search of “the miracle that will release each of them from mediocrity.” The Philadelphians in France, the Adelphians in Italy, and Buonarroti’s “world” in Geneva—all saw themselves as the “party of the vanquished” dedicated to a vague republican-constitutional ideal into which everyone poured his private hopes for an alternative to Napoleon. The radical republican Constitution of 1793 was generally accepted as the ideal precisely because it had not been put into practice. The new generation, having had its hopes raised in the 1790s and dashed in the early 1800s, was clearer about what it opposed (Napoleon) than what it wanted. As Nodier recalled:

> The republic was for my generation a verbal talisman (*un mot talismanique*) of unbelievable power . . . the name of a government that could be anything one wanted except that which actually exists.

Political romanticism believed in youth against age—and in heaven on earth:

> Not in Utopia, subterranean fields, Or some secreted island, Heaven knows where! But in the very world, which is the world Of all of us,—the place where, in the end, We find our happiness, or not at all!

This thought sounds so familiar to the modern secular mind that it is more likely to be thought banal than revolutionary. Yet it represented in its time an extraordinary, almost unprecedented form of faith—a faith made all the more intense (like that of Marx later) by its repudiation of the inherited images of (and the very word) utopia.

> Romanticism is neither of the Right nor of the Left. . . . The characteristic of romantic politics is that it is a politics of the miraculous.

Extreme solutions appealed to romantic young believers in this “politics of the miraculous.” “On n’arrive point au sublime par degrés” (One does not reach the sublime by gradual steps), wrote Mme. de Staël, a
spiritual leader of the more moderate opposition to Napoleon and a popularizer of German romanticism.\textsuperscript{202}

The man who validated in real life the “politics of the miraculous” was Napoleon himself. He had returned from the land of the pyramids to deliver France from mediocrity and all of Europe from encrusted habit, inspiring French Masonic lodges to sing:

\begin{center}
Poursuis, Napoléon, fais encore un miracle,
Etonne l’Univers par un nouveau spectacle,
\ldots
les Français ne reverraient-ils pas Corneille et Racine reparaître?
Tu peux ce que tu veux; commande, ils vont renaitre.\textsuperscript{203}
\end{center}

Pursue them, Napoleon, make another miracle,
Dazzle the Universe with a new spectacle.
Could not the French see Corneille and Racine reappear?
You can do what you will; command, they’ll be here.

The new generation of revolutionaries looked to the sun of the Enlightenment from under the shadow of Napoleon. They internalized his Prometheanism even as they opposed his imperialism. The first attempt at a secular socialist cosmology (that of Fourier) and the first authentically revolutionary ideologies (those of Hegel and Saint-Simon) were conceived during the reign of Napoleon and under his impact. Buonarroti was a kind of mirror image of the emperor, bringing a certain Napoleonic quality to his own plans for revolution.\textsuperscript{204}

The mundane question of how Buonarroti made a living during his lonely years as a revolutionary exile leads one into the most sublime of all regions to Pythagoreans: music. Napoleon was not the only person to admire the musical talent of Buonarroti, who supported himself throughout his long career by giving piano and singing lessons—often retiring from all human company for long solo sessions. A French visitor to Geneva in 1811 described how Buonarroti’s “superb and inspired head” rose above the piano:

\begin{center}
He was dreaming, improvising, then reining himself in to produce fireworks on his instrument with long, agile and powerful fingers, bursting into songs without words that seemed to be the explosion of mysterious thoughts.\ldots \textsuperscript{205}
\end{center}

“Songs without words” were for the Pythagoreans the ultimate form of conversation of the cosmos with itself. The “music of the spheres” was the highest form of discourse, expressing “the harmony of creation, or rather of the world as it should be.”\textsuperscript{206} The occultist Antoine Fabre d’Olivet, who composed all manner of fantastic works in the revolutionary era climaxing in his \textit{Golden Verses of Pythagoras},\textsuperscript{207} left behind a posthumous work that proclaimed music as “the science of harmonic relationships of the universe.”\textsuperscript{208} The very word \textit{music} was said to have blended primitive Egyptian and Celtic roots into a Greek name\textsuperscript{209} “when Pythagoras appeared in Greece, rich with all the illumination of Africa and Asia, about nine centuries after Orpheus,” and left behind a sect “which even today is not entirely extinct.”\textsuperscript{210}

Fascination with music as the lost language of liberation led Buonar-
roti's friend, Luigi Angeloni, to publish in Paris a dissertation on the medieval origins of musical notation even as he was organizing his Adelphian revolutionaries. For the romantic mind, music was the realm of freedom: the most spiritual of the arts, releasing emotion yet creating order in the dimension of time. Music freed man from spatial and material limitations for a new sense of boundless expectation. Music was the expression of modern, "Faustian" man, for whom infinite striving had replaced the finite mastery of classical forms, the language of hope which was specially "open to the future."

The music in the life of Buonarroti and Angeloni, the melody in the melodramas of Nodier, Bazin, and Salfi—all were expressions of aspiration rather than inspiration, of emotion rather than intellect. The text for Buonarroti's "songs without words" was to be provided by the leader of the last important revolutionary organization he directly founded: the Flemish Society of Brotherhood, of Jacob Kats in the 1830s. Kats, who lived on to influence the German émigrés in Brussels who gathered around Karl Marx to create the Communist League, chose Pythagoras as his revolutionary pseudonym and projected the Pythagorean ideal in his revolutionary mystery drama The Earthly Paradise. He flooded music into the play—and later into the Flemish lower classes broadly, creating the first theater for popular Flemish music in Brussels during the Revolution of 1848.

This was, as we shall see, the wave of the future. For music became the handmaiden of ethnic rather than class consciousness, of fraternity rather than equality. The medium of music found its message in the romantic era on the operatic stage in the service of national rather than social revolution. But the belief in the liberating power of music derived from the occult fascination of the Pythagorean pioneers of the revolutionary tradition with discovering the lost harmony of nature. They sought a language that went beyond words to sounds—a legitimacy that moved beyond space to time.

The Interaction of Extremes

Well before the revolution, Mercier, the friend of Bonneville, Restif, and Nodier, had introduced the phrase les extrêmes se touchent as a chapter heading in his Tableaux de Paris. He was anticipating a fateful fact about the early revolutionaries and a reappearing reality of revolutionary dynamics: the affinity and unconscious borrowings between the extremes of Right and Left.

The interaction of extremes affected the revolutionary tradition in two ways: dialectically and symbiotically. Dialectically, the radical, secular Illuminists on the Left developed their sense both of universal, pedagogic mission and of secret, hierarchical method from the conservative Christian Jesuit order on the Right. The Illuminist strain represented the hard, ideological core of the revolutionary faith as it developed from Bonneville through Babeuf to Buonarroti.

Symbiotically, the broader spectrum of opportunistic revolutionary leaders and functionaries drew in the early days of the French Revolu-
tion on an equally broad range of reactionary, pseudo-chivalric higher orders of Masonry. The symbiosis became even more intimate during the Napoleonic era when monarchists and republicans borrowed repeatedly from one another while collaborating in common opposition to Bonaparte.

The dialectic of Left-Right interaction began as we have seen—like so much else in the “French” Revolution—in Germany well before 1789. Adam Weishaupt had derived his concept of hierarchical organization in pursuit of a global mission directly from the Jesuits, and Knigge had described the Illuminist program as one using Jesuit methods to combat Jesuit objectives, a “counter-conspiracy of progressive, enlightened forces.” Subsequent Illuminist propaganda contended that there was a secret Jesuit conspiracy, and that the nominally abolished order had established underground links between Bavarian Jesuits and Berlin Rosicrucians. As the conspiracy mania grew, Weishaupt himself was accused of being a secret Jesuit. The Illuminists became more revolutionary in the course of the 1780s precisely in the process of winning converts from conservative Masonic lodges of Strict Observance.

The anti-Illuminist campaign of German conservatives in the 1790s was in many ways simply an echo of the anti-Jesuit campaign that the radical Illuminists themselves had launched in the 1780s. Revolutionaries began to take Illuminist ideas seriously (long after Illuminism as a movement was dead) because of the panic that the Illuminist label seemed to produce among conservatives. Buonarroti appears to have first discovered the Illuminists through an antagonistic exposé by the archconservative Elector of Bavaria. The “great fear” of an “aristocratic conspiracy” in the summer of 1789 in France helped create the conspiracy it assumed; and conservative fears during 1790 of an “infernal cabal” of revolutionaries may have helped shape Buonarroti’s first plans for forming such a cabal.

The Illuminist myth both “crystallized the antirevolutionary forces of central Europe” and—paradoxically—revived hopes among some revolutionaries. How the fears of the Right dialectically became the fascination of the Left is illustrated by the case of Hungary. Ignatius Martinovics, a Catholic priest and physics professor, was hired by the Hapsburg police to report on the alleged Illuminist danger in Budapest. He became absorbed in his subject, however, and soon drew up plans to provide Hungarian radicals with an Illuminist-type, hierarchical organization. Martinovics wrote separate catechisms in May 1794 for both the open Association of Reformers and a secret, inner Association of Liberty and Equality. The first organization was to accomplish a political revolution for national independence; the second, a social revolt on behalf of the serfs. Martinovics, the self-proclaimed Democritus of the Mountain, was soon arrested along with many of the two hundred to three hundred conspirators. (Despite a final reversion to collaboration with the police, Martinovics was beheaded in May 1795.)

The dialectical interaction of Right and Left was also a factor in the prerevolutionary popularization of the ideas of Rousseau and Court de Gébelin within France. Of course, the literary cult of Rousseau in the
1780s led in some cases directly to the political cult of 1790–94. But Court de Gébelin’s own Rousseauist work, *Duties of the Prince and of the Citizen*, was probably less influential among radicals than the dialectical impact of reactionary attacks such as that of the Abbé Le Gros, *Analysis of the Works of Rousseau and Court de Gébelin*. Le Gros unintentionally revived interest in the occult thought of the deceased Court by suggesting already in 1786 that Court was merely codifying the subversive ideas of Rousseau in a desire “to effect in the Universe the greatest of revolutions.”

The interborrowing between monarchists and republicans in common opposition to Napoleon began with the very first acts of resistance to his dictatorship in 1800. The “infernal machine” (a cart loaded with gunpowder) detonated in the rue Nicaise in Paris by royalists appears to have imitated an earlier machine designed by Jacobins. The intellectual discussion group that took shape at the same time on the rue des Marins brought together elements of the two extremes and gave birth to the Philadelphians, who also mixed royalists and republicans. The Philadelphians followed the Babeuvists in idealizing from the Left the grass-roots heroism of the Vendée on the Right.

Extremists tended to share a common opposition to moderation that was more intense than their opposition to one another. This attitude was a legacy of the revolutionary era and its basic drive toward radical simplification. Moderate positions tended to complicate political calculation—and they inspired a special contempt among activists on both sides. Robespierre coined the scornful term *modérantisme*, which “is to moderation what impotence is to chastity.” Either Left or Right, “mountain” or “plain” was preferable to “the swamp” or moderate Center in the National Assembly.

The interborrowing between extremes was particularly striking in backward agrarian regions on the European periphery: the Iberian and Italian peninsulas and Russia. These centers of resistance to Napoleonic authority were among the first to produce revolutionary movements after his demise. Tsar Alexander I mixed both revolutionary and reactionary impulses within himself. Both Metternich and his leading foe on the Left (the Italian Carbonari) believed that the tsar supported the Italian revolutionaries. In Poland, where a national Masonic network converted itself into a new revolutionary organization (the Polish National Society of Freemasons) in 1819–21, a key revolutionary leader was concurrently head of the secret police. The Polonophile Society of the United Slavs, the most revolutionary Russian group of the period, promised the ideal of pan-slav solidarity, which eventually became the reactionary alternative to revolutionary ideology in Russia.

British leadership in the anti-Napoleonic struggle encouraged the blending of Right and Left throughout southern Europe—from Greece through southern Italy and Sicily to Spain and Portugal. The British *medium* for mobilizing elites politically was often the conservative Scottish orders of Masonry; but the main English *message* (constitutional limitation on royal power) was a revolutionary concept in these lands of absolutism. As early as June 1803, British intelligence advised
... that the Republicans and the Royalists were very numerous and if they could be brought to trust each other ... a revolution might be operated.\textsuperscript{232}

Although such trust was never achieved, Right-Left collaboration became commonplace in the national resistance movements to Napoleon. In Portugal, for instance, republican Philadelphians collaborated with the conservative English commander, the Duke of Wellington.\textsuperscript{233}

Spain provided perhaps the most striking illustration. The central point of mobilization for the army-based revolutionary societies was established in 1809 in the former headquarters of the Inquisition. Members of these societies were haunted by continuing uncertainty as to whether their allegiance was to a king more conservative than Napoleon or to a revolution more radical than that of the French. Right-Left confusion extended to the hardy Basques, who lent important leadership to the protracted Spanish resistance against Napoleon. They became (and have remained) inventive practitioners of the irregular warfare that wore down the French conventional forces. The most important guerrilla leader, Francisco Espez y Mina of Navarre, who later led the revolutionary army that battled the right-wing Carlists, nevertheless went through an extreme monarchist phase of his own in 1814, when he formally executed by a firing squad a copy of the Constitution of 1812. Another key guerrilla leader, Jerónimo Merino of Burgos moved in the opposite direction to become a leader of the same Carlists. Yet another guerrilla, Merino's lieutenant Eugenio Aviraneta of Irún, ended up as the leading apostle of continuing revolutionary conspiracy in the Hispanic world. He founded a five-man central revolutionary cell in Northern Spain (\textit{El Aventino}), sought international support for establishing a republic in Zaragoza in the early 1820s, and remained active in republican conspiracies down to the middle of the century, including making trips as far afield as Mexico and the Philippines.\textsuperscript{234}

Symbiosis between the extremes of Right and Left is evident in the career of the man who became the leading counter-revolutionary of the era: Joseph de Maistre. As a young and ambitious magistrate, de Maistre became a Mason in 1773 and called for an American Revolution even before the Americans did in his politically charged eulogy of 1775 to the King of Sardinia:

\begin{quote}
Liberty, insulted in Europe, has taken flight to another hemisphere. It coasts over the Canadian ices, arms the peaceful Pennsylvanian, and from the heart of Philadelphia cries out to the British. . . .\textsuperscript{235}
\end{quote}

De Maistre later confessed that only a radical conversion by the Jesuits kept him “from becoming an orator in the Constituent Assembly.”\textsuperscript{236} De Maistre took his own positive ideal from the negative portrayal of conservative Catholicism in Germany by the revolutionary Mirabeau.\textsuperscript{237}

De Maistre’s counter-revolutionary manifesto of 1796, \textit{Considerations on France}, betrayed a hypnotic fascination with the revolution more extreme than that shown by earlier antirevolutionaries. De Maistre outdid the revolutionaries themselves in insisting on the absolute nov-
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elty of the revolution. It was a direct, mysterious act of providence, a “miracle” of evil calling for a counter-miracle: the establishment of papal theocracy.\textsuperscript{238} Far from being a simple throwback to medieval Catholicism, de Maistre’s call had a modern ring which derived from his long exposure to German romantic thought while in exile.\textsuperscript{239} His long residence in St. Petersburg led him to predict that upheavals in that country would henceforth be led not by peasant Jacqueries like that of Pugachev against Catherine the Great, but by “Pugachevs from the universities.” \textsuperscript{240}

De Maistre called from the Right for violent measures to restore authoritarian rule by the pope. Maréchal argued from the Left for a similar militant dictatorship in a memorandum to Napoleon of 1798. He pointed out, like de Maistre, the virtues of war and the dangers of degeneracy in any peace negotiated before the process of “regeneration” was underway.\textsuperscript{241} He called in vain on Napoleon to lead the failing revolution in terms similar to those used by de Maistre imploring the pope to lead the counter-revolution. Napoleon was urged to become a

\ldots dictator not just of the French republic, but of all the other powers of Europe\ldots the Founder of a universal and federative Republic.\textsuperscript{242}

Maréchal echoed Buonarroti’s fear of a compromise peace brokered by England such as Napoleon’s fellow-Corsican Paoli had accepted.\textsuperscript{243} The model for liberation was Napoleon’s Italian campaign: “You revolutionize Italy first, and then preach prudence and calm.” \textsuperscript{244} De Maistre, who became Sardinian ambassador to St. Petersburg, turned to Russia as the elemental, uncommitted power that might somehow save Europe. Maréchal seems to have entertained, if he did not espouse, this thought at the end of his remarkable History of Russia of 1802. Ostensibly the work seeks to discredit all autocratic government, representing Russian history as an unmitigated series of crimes and attacking those like Voltaire who purported to find hope there. Insisting that “truth is always brutal,” \textsuperscript{245} Maréchal seemed at times to be attacking Napoleon as well. But, in a darkly brilliant supplement to this otherwise dull work, the veteran revolutionary presented a blueprint for the suppression of revolutionary movements: The Good and Last Advice of Catherine II to Paul I.

Maréchal likened it to a new version of Machiavelli’s Prince; and it is indeed a political classic, which deepens the mystery of Maréchal’s late years and his seeming immunity from arrest even during periods of extreme reaction. The work reveals either the extraordinary penetration by the extreme Left into the thinking of the extreme Right—or possibly even some final movement of Maréchal from one extreme to the other.

Maréchal’s Catherine instructs her son on how to prevent the “distant political revolution which will befall us if its giant steps are allowed to continue as they have for seven years.” \textsuperscript{246} “Learn from me,” she advises, “the science of conjuring with popular storms. Prevent them by waging war far away: all shall then be permissible for you as long as
your arms shall be victorious." 247 The danger of the future lies in the
growth of a free press, for “one cannot do what one wills with a reason-
ing people”; 248 and in the restless new intellectuals who may “form a
state within the state.”

If the feeble and unfortunate Louis XVI . . . had not committed the
signal imprudence of a call to savants and publicists for advice on the de-
plorable state of his finances, the unfortunate prince would still be
reigning.249

A modern prince must get their advice but not permit them to publish
for a broader audience. The public must not be courted with favors
but dazzled with “the magic of the throne” and kept “breathless” with
activity: wars, parades, and festivals.

Do not leave the people time to think. . . . The common lot of men love
movement. . . . Stagnant waters become spoiled and produce disease.250

Princely rule is threatened either by “armed confederations” like Po-
land or “unarmed confederations that are called clubs in England, and
under the name of societies and patriotic circles have brought a deluge
of crimes and calamities to France.” 251 The true monarch must main-
tain “sang-froid in great political crises” and indifference to the fate of
individuals, for he is “a being below God only, but above all men.” 252

At the height where we are placed, my son, we need have regard only
for the ensemble; and here again we model ourselves on nature, which
seems to abandon to themselves those beings that it no longer needs.253

Maréchal seems to see his own egalitarian position as the most dan-
ergous challenge to the old order. Catherine denounces “these vile mag-
istrates of the people” who “write ostentatiously the word equality at
the head of their decrees.” 254 She advises her son that there is nothing
to be done with the “handful of parvenus” who would lead France into
that “den of thieves” known as democracy except to outshine them in
wisdom and purity.

This political polarization into revolutionary and reactionary positions
—each understanding the other better than any position in between—
became characteristic of the Restoration. Paul Didier, leader of the
first and most seminal revolutionary conspiracy of that era, had been
an arch-royalist during the revolutionary and Napoleonic periods. He
argued in his Spirit and Vow of the French (1799) and his Return to
Religion (1802) for a unitary, total faith as the essential bond for
society.255 He preferred, therefore, to move all the way over to the
revolutionary camp rather than support the compromise formula of a
constitutional monarchy after 1815. The unsuccessful conspiracy that
he mounted just north of Grenoble was denounced by perplexed royal-
ists as the act of one “who has now betrayed successively all the govern-
ments in France for 20 years.” 256 Didier’s defense was that

I do not wish to defy either laws or men; I am only defying irreligion.257
The romantic temperament called for heroism in the name of faith and tended to rule out middle positions. The term “ultra,” used in France to describe the extreme, theocratic Right, was invoked in Italy for revolutionaries of the far Left. Moderate defenders of the compromise settlement of 1815 in France were saddled with the less complimentary label of “doctrinaire.”

Perhaps the two most influential new reactionaries of the era were both refugees from the revolutionary occultist infatuations of an earlier period. Karl Eckhartshausen, the leading propagator of the antirevolutionary mysticism of the “Holy Alliance,” was a Bavarian who had briefly joined and subsequently studied at length the Illuminist Order. Joseph de Maistre, the most influential among the ultramontanist breed of reactionary, had been a leader of radical occult Masonry in prerevolutionary France.

The most important two figures in systematizing the police repression of revolutionary forces in France were both former revolutionary extremists. Joseph Fouché, who organized Napoleon’s political police, had made his reputation as the organizer of the Feast of Equality in 1794 in Lyon after leading there perhaps the bloodiest single episode against counter-revolutionaries in the entire Reign of Terror. Simon Duplay, who compiled the “green book” of all known political conspiracies since 1792 for Napoleon, had lost a leg fighting for the revolution at Valmy and subsequently served as Robespierre’s secretary.

In one of the last letters which de Maistre received just before his death in 1821, Lamennais (who was moving in the opposite direction from ultramontanism to an ultrademocratic faith in the masses) wrote prophetically:

There will be no more middle way between faith and nothingness... Everything is extreme today; there is no longer any dwelling place in between.
In the Post-Napoleonic era, the revolutionary tradition broke out from the cocoon of conspiracy and into flight on the wings of nationalism. Though they generally rejected the universalist rhetoric of the French revolutionary era, the new nationalists were following the French example of a militant, musical mobilization of the masses against foreign foes during 1792–94. Italy and Poland, which had responded the most enthusiastically of all foreign peoples to the French Revolution, remained the leaders of European nationalism and the most inventive theorists of revolutionary violence.
The national revolutionary cause was identified almost everywhere with liberal constitutionalism up until the Revolution of 1830. Thereafter, however, the nationalist ideal of fraternité was increasingly dissociated by revolutionaries from the liberté of the liberals—particularly in central and eastern Europe. And in western Europe, constitutional liberalism lost some of its earlier links with revolutionary nationalism—becoming an experimental, evolutionary alternative to the revolutionary path which increasingly emphasized ideology and violence. In the 1840s a new generation of revolutionaries turned to socialist rather than nationalist ideals—reviving the banner of égalité as a rival to the fraternité of national revolutionaries. The long struggle thus began between the two main branches of the revolutionary faith. Paris remained the Mecca of the faith; but the dominance of nationalism waned after the defeat of the revolutions of 1848; and the last Parisian revolution—the Commune of 1871—became a legend and model for the social revolutionaries of the future.

This entire, Francocentric period of revolutionary ferment was suffused with a florid romanticism that sought to mobilize the imagination with naturalistic imagery. In an age of accelerating industrialization and urbanization, there seemed a compensatory need to identify revolutionary organization with pastoral simplicity. Dame Nature was no longer mathematical but organic. Her servant was no longer an aristocratic mason building a temple in stone but a democratic "charcoal burner" returning to a primeval forest. Beyond the forgotten folklore and neglected vernacular that nationalist revolutionaries everywhere sought to recover lay an imaginary golden age. In the Latin American revolutions this idealized state of nature was associated with the period prior to foreign dominance: a return to an Aztec idyll after "a sleep of three centuries" in the Mexican Revolution of 1808–10; to pastoral, sixteenth-century Araucania in the subsequent Chilean (and to some extent the Argentine and the Peruvian) Revolution. In the Latin part of North America, too, the earliest uprising of French Canadians against Anglo-Saxon dominance in 1837 was led by a "secret association of brother huntsmen."

Social revolutionaries no less than the dominant national revolutionaries sought to begin building a new world by recovering vanished perfection and familial feelings in rural settings. Buonarroti's Parisian rival to the nationalistic Carbonari, his True Italians, called themselves Families—as did Blanqui's pioneering social revolutionary organization of 1834, the Society of the Families. Blanqui replaced his Families with an organization with even more pretensions of recreating the harmonies of nature: a Society of the Seasons organized into a hierarchy of weeks, months, and seasons. The pioneering communist society in Lyon in 1836 was the Society of Flowers, which assigned each artisan member the name of a flower or plant and met early in the mornings in a beautiful forest setting overlooking the river Saône. The pioneering German social revolutionary group that met in Paris at the same time, the League of Outlaws, adopted the pose of rural bandits and organized into huts, mountains, and national huts, then into tents, campfires, and campfire
points. Independently in Switzerland, French-speaking social revolutionaries called themselves the Society of the Swan, closely followed by a German-speaking group which organized itself into leaves, buds, blossoms, and fruits—with a seed at the center. And in England, the trail-blazing socialist ideas of Robert Owen were popularized by a revolutionary theory of history allegedly derived from studying beehives. Humanity was simply to follow the bees through five successive revolutions: noble savagery, pastoral occupations, farming, and industry on to the final creation of a community of goods by the wise bee.

The main product of the romantic return to nature was not, however, ideal socialist alternatives but real nationalist movements. The image of a nation as a vitalistic, natural organism legitimized the revolutionary nationalism that dominated the Francocentric period. Since this supra-personal national ideal continues to baffle modern man as consistently as it arouses him, it may merit unconventional scrutiny: of its songs and signs, of its “people” and their violence. This “springtime of nations” was seeded by the Italian charcoal burners (Carbonari), and the full harvest has not yet been reaped.
IN MARCH 1814, as the armies of the European monarchies entered Paris, all hopes for revolution seemed to have ended. Babeuf’s son committed suicide; and Simon Duplay committed to the flames his “green book,” which alone might have provided a definitive history of early revolutionary conspiracy. But no sooner had he destroyed this massive inventory of those who had “troubled the tranquility of France” since 1792 than he was forced to begin another. Working for the restored Bourbons from 1815 until his death in 1827, he compiled some fifteen thousand dossiers on real-life organizations far more fanciful than Nodier’s Philadelphians or Buonarroti’s Sublime Perfect Masters. In his view, the seminal revolutionary organization was Didier’s; and the key role in developing a revolutionary movement throughout France was played by the Masonic Association of Misraim, allegedly the original Egyptian Rite with 90 degrees of membership.1

The resurgence of revolutionary activity during the restoration reached far beyond occult conspiracies within France. Indeed, the decade 1815–25 saw a new generation of liberal, constitutional revolutionaries for the first time mobilize mass followings behind national rather than universal goals. The conspiracies that challenged the conservative “world restored” at the Congress of Vienna2 represented in effect the first political youth movement of modern times. As an all-European species of the early nineteenth century, the liberal revolu-
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tionaries anticipated an important extra-European phenomenon of the early twentieth: the secret conspiracy of young officers and intellectuals seeking expanded access to political power in a stagnant, traditional society.

Indispensable to a politicized youth movement is the raising of hopes by a tradition-shattering political leader. Like Frederick the Great for the original Sturm und Drang generation of the 1770s in Prussia or the Kennedys for the youth movement of the 1960s in America, Napoleon Bonaparte was the inescapable model for a restless generation that had never known any other leader. Napoleon was less a father figure than a kind of idealized older brother beckoning the young into battle against patriarchal authority. At the same time, Napoleon was bigger than life, having risen “above the earthly thought of founding a dynasty,” accepting instead

... the providential mission ... to destroy the isolation of peoples, spread civilization afar, shatter the diadems.  

He had, in short, attempted what others had only dreamed of: the political transformation of the world.

Napoleon’s messianic reappearance from Elba for the “hundred days” prior to his final defeat at Waterloo had restored the image of Napoleon as revolutionary rather than tyrant. He had adopted the constitutional banners of civil liberties and a federal distribution of power. He had at last brought to his side the Marquis de Lafayette, the symbol of successful constitutional revolution in both America and France.

Whether young Europeans fought for or against him, Napoleon left them with a thirst for heroism and even martyrdom. He widened horizons, raised appetites, and infected young Europe with political passions. The three nations that dominated the revolutionary tradition of the early nineteenth century—France, Italy, and Poland—were precisely those in which the cult of Napoleon was most developed.

The new revolutionaries awakened during the Napoleonic era did not yet seek sweeping social change; but they clearly wanted something more than mere political independence and constitutional reform. Mickiewicz spoke implausibly of combining Christ and Napoleon; Piasecki alluded vaguely to “the creation of a new people.” 4

But to ask what it was they really wanted is to pose the most unanswerable—if most important—question about the revolutionary vocation. Mapping utopia may be more conducive to reverie than to revolution. Any precise list of demands may lead to enervating discussion and division among the revolutionaries—and provides the opportunity for selective cooptation by the existing powers.

Thus, the success of early conspirators in arousing large sections of Europe against existing authority did not come from any finished vision of the society they sought. Nor can their dynamism be explained simply as the by-product of the perpetually rising bourgeoisie. The main force of the industrial revolution had not yet reached the continent; and the
The revolutionary movement was strongest—in Iberia, Italy, Greece, and Russia—where the bourgeoisie was weakest and the leadership primarily aristocratic.

The revolutionary movement's principal stated objective—limiting monarchy by a formal "constitution"—was perhaps its least understood aspect. The French ambassador to Naples asked a peasant in the Apulia early in 1818: "Just what is this constitution you are demanding?" and received the answer:

I don't know anything about it, but they had better give us one.\(^5\)

The romantic world view of the young revolutionaries was shaped not just by the spell of Napoleon but also by the experience of camaraderie within their own small groups. These exclusively masculine fraternities sublimated eros into aspiration—providing dislocated young men in a turbulent era with a simple community of faith that suggested some earlier, less complicated time. The fraternal groupuscule was the model; the "politics of the miraculous" was the motor; a revolutionary Second Coming was the destination.

The most important movement of the era was the Italian Carbonari: the first to mobilize the masses for a national cause through a secret organization. Attracting in a short space of time an unprecedented membership of at least three hundred thousand,\(^6\) they presented a danger to the conservative restoration that reached far beyond Italy. They posed a direct challenge to both the stability and the legitimacy of Hapsburg rule, the linchpin of the post-Napoleonic order. The Carbonari threatened the twin pillars of the Metternichean order, traditional borders and monarchical authority, precisely where their hold was weakest: in the divided Italian peninsula.

The Forest Fraternity

When Buonarroti's key collaborator spoke of the revolutionary movement during the restoration as "this party of the Jura,"\(^7\) he provided insight into the genealogy as well as the geography of the revolutionary tradition. The original Philadelphians of the 1790s had come from the wooded and relatively unspoiled Jura region between Besançon and Geneva; Buonarroti and his friends operated there until he moved to Brussels in 1824;\(^8\) and the romantic idea of recovering a lost golden age continued to flourish there down to the formation of Bakunin's final alliance of romantic revolutionaries, the Fédération Jurasienne of the early 1870s. Dostoevsky sent his antirevolutionary caricature of Bakunin, Nicholas Stavrogin of The Possessed, off to commit suicide in the Jura, but nevertheless pays grudging tribute to the revolutionary dream, "the Geneva idea": 
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The golden age is the most implausible of all dreams. But for it men have given up their life and strength; for the sake of it prophets have died and been slain; without it the people will not live and cannot die.9

From the Jura at the beginning of the nineteenth century came the first purveyors of the dream to arouse the masses: the society of Good Cousins, Charcoal Burners.10 This rural mutation of Masonry from Besançon was transplanted by the Napoleonic armies to southern Italy, where it was politicized and popularized throughout the Kingdom of Naples during the rule of Napoleon's maverick brother-in-law, Joachim Murat (1808–15). A leading role was played by a veteran of the Besançon group, Jean-Pierre Briot, whose fascination with a new type of forest fraternity was apparently fueled by the experience of escaping from Austrian imprisonment into the Black Forest and by his own political experience as revolutionary commissioner for the Island of Elba in 1801–02, before moving to Naples and founding the first Carbonari group in 1807.11

This new ritual order drew on the same type of extended family structures and protective loyalties that was later to produce the Mafia.12 It attracted lesser aristocrats and untitled professional people who had not become as extensively involved in traditional Masonic lodges as their counterparts in northern Italy.13 The Carbonari increasingly drew a hitherto quiescent populace into civic activity, and posed an immediate threat to the traditionalist Bourbon King Ferdinand I, when he was restored to the Neapolitan throne in 1815.

Carbonari ritual in the South was far more effective in mobilizing the masses than traditional Masonic ritual in the North. Naturalistic and familiar symbols replaced the occult and mathematical language of Masonry. The charcoal burners were an artisan brotherhood in the woods, not an esoteric order in a temple; they met in a bourgeois shop (the literal meaning of vendita, the term used for their local cells) rather than an aristocratic lodge; and they bade their members follow a patron saint (Theobald, who allegedly renounced civilization for the simple life of the charcoal burner) rather than to seek out the esoteric secrets of Solomon, Pythagoras, and the like. Most important, the Carbonari used popular religious symbols in this intensely Catholic region.

Membership was attained by initiation into a kind of higher Christian fraternity. The postulant for the second grade of membership received a crown of thorns analogous to that of Christ's own passion. Later, as the society became more explicitly political, initiation came to include the path of Calvary past Caiaphas, Herod, and Pilate. The implication was that Christ had pointed out the path of resistance to civil power, church, and king alike. The final, fourth degree of initiation involved a binding to the cross and receipt of the stigmata before being rescued and accepted as a grand-master, grand-elect pledged to fighting tyranny.14

The path of the Carbonari from philanthropy to political ambition has never been clearly mapped. But here again it appears that the fantasies of reactionaries played a role in determining the identities of revolu-
tionaries. The Carbonari account of the group’s origin appears to have been adopted from the account given in Abbé Barruel’s counter-revolutionary exposé, according to which Scottish fugitives had been seeking liberty in the forests as charcoal burners. King Francis I of France was allegedly aided by them when he got lost on a hunting mission, was then initiated into their rites, and became their protector.\textsuperscript{15}

By 1812, the Carbonari had assumed their characteristic structure of secret local cells ruled by a higher one: the \textit{Alta Vendita}. The Carbonari became, in effect, a pyramidal counter-government in the Kingdom of Naples, with a self-appointed mandate to assemble a legislative body from other tribes (the ethnic-territorial subdivisions of the Carbonari). Carbonari organizations soon spread into the papal states and other Italian provinces, melding a new constitutional ideal with the age-old dream of a united Italy.

The Carbonari combined all three beliefs that we have seen to be crucial to the revolutionary tradition: belief in an uncompleted revolution, in the authority of Nature against tradition, and in secret, hierarchical organization.

Belief in an uncompleted revolution was particularly widespread in Italy, which had provided some of the most dramatic echoes and notable foreign supporters for the original French Revolution and the Napoleonic reforms. The Italian middle class was angered at the return of a conservative monarchy without even the partial guarantee of constitutional liberties offered by the French Charter of 1815.

The society viewed itself as heir to a rich line of sects and societies that had kept alive “the unaffected language of nature,” and could guide man “to the contemplation of never varying nature, to the love of man collectively.”\textsuperscript{16} Although “the tender name of brother has been renounced” by a humanity that has fallen prey to violence and intrigue,\textsuperscript{17} one could at least become a “good cousin” through the Carbonari.

The space surrounding the meeting place was the forest in which goodness had been preserved by the charcoal burners. Each apprentice wore a small fragment of wood—hoping that it would be transformed into the higher form of charcoal and he into a charcoal burner. The Grand Master used an axe as his gavel on a wooden block, the symbolic trunk of a tree to which all branches of the society were organically related. These branches all shared common roots in the earth, and were part of a great common tree, whose leaves reminded the secret fraternity

\ldots that as our first parents, after having lost their innocence, covered their shame with leaves, [so] the Good Cousins ought to conceal the faults of their fellow men, and particularly those of the Society.\textsuperscript{18}

Secrecy became almost a way of life for the Carbonari, with their meetings concealed from public view, secret handclasps, passwords, and pass-signs. Hierarchical discipline was also important. The Grand Master exercised absolute power over the agenda. No good cousin could speak at a meeting without permission from the head of the line in
which he was seated; and penalties were prescribed for failings either in personal morality or in Carbonari ritual.

The wooden ladder—symbol of man's climb to perfection—was always present on the table of the lodge master; and a principal sign of both the apprentices and the masters was known as the "ladder." Their ritual of recognition—the vertical extension of both arms downwards with clenched fists—may be a distant ancestor of the future revolutionary salute: the raised, single-armed clenched fist. Bundles (fasci) of sticks also lay on the table of the master—a symbol that harked back to ancient Rome and would be revived in the Rome of Mussolini. For the Carbonari the bundles signified "the members of our respectable order, united in peace." 20

In order for each piece of wood to be transformed symbolically into the purer, more useful form of charcoal, each meeting was conceived of as a ritual purification by fire in the furnaces of a secret grotto within a forest. Those who progressed on to the level of the great elect faced the most awesome of these ordeals by fire. The Grand Master entered through the secret single door from the West.

Two guards called "flames" are placed at either side of the door, with two sabres like flames of fire. The members sat in triangular lines in a triangular room under three over-hanging candles symbolizing the three sources of enlightenment in the great firmament (sun, moon, and northern star). The meeting was opened with seven solemn strokes of the axe by the Grand Master upon the ceremonial tree trunk to the East, now decorated not just with symbolic fire but with "numerous yellow flames." 23

Those deemed unworthy of admission could be excluded if "black balled" with charcoal in a black book. There was quite literally a burning obligation to meet the society's demands for both secrecy to outsiders and full disclosure to fellow members. The names of repeatedly errant members were burned from the membership rolls at public meetings. 24

The Carbonari provided an ideal meeting ground for those who were politicized by the revolutionary era and shared its vague resolve to "rid the forest of its wolves." 25 By 1817, the society was printing pamphlets that suggested withholding tax payments until the king granted a written constitution. 26 Political involvements increased until the Carbonari led the successful Neapolitan uprising in July 1820. Then, when Austrian troops came in to put it down, the Carbonari led a similar revolution in Piedmont to the north. 27

These spectacular if short-lived Italian upheavals were the decisive events of the Restoration era for the revolutionary tradition. They were the central link in a chain of constitutional revolutions that had begun five years earlier far to the west with colonial rebellions against Spain and ended five years later with the defeat in the east of the Russian Decembrists. The Italian upheaval was inspired by the successful revolution in Spain in January 1820; 28 and the Italians in turn helped inspire the Russians.
International Echoes

The first—and the only successful—echo of the Carbonari began with a secret conclave of revolutionaries held in the fall of 1820, at the very time when counter-revolutionary powers were meeting at the Troppau Congress. A group of East Europeans gathered in Izmail at the mouth of the Danube heard plans for a forthcoming upheaval in Greece outlined by an organization remarkably similar to the Carbonari: the Philiki Hetairia or Brotherly Association. Formed by Greeks in nearby Odessa in 1814, it resembled the Italian organization in its initiation rites and oaths, its mixture of Masonic and Christian symbols. There were four levels in its hierarchy, supplemented later by three specially recruited higher levels under a seven-man directorate. This complex, secret structure grew rapidly, largely within the Greek merchant community of the Mediterranean. Its affiliates spread from Gibraltar to the Russian Black Sea ports. It provided a rallying cause and a refuge for disgruntled Balkan veterans of a decade of intermittent struggle against the Turks.

The Hetairia had four advantages over the Carbonari: an important sponsor within the continental power structure (General Alexander Ypsilanti, aide-de-camp to Tsar Alexander I); a non-European foe (the Moslem Turks); a more explicitly political focus (its basic higher and lower orders being those of citizen and administrator respectively); and, above all, a song. For the Greek national movement had been called into being by a militant, anti-Turkish hymn, the Thourios, which electrified the Greek people with a rapidity “perhaps unique in history” even before its author-poet, Rhigas Velestinlis, was arrested with his flute and two wood instruments and turned over by the Hapsburgs to the Ottomans for execution in 1798. If the rudimentary organization of “good cousins” that he had founded in Vienna with branches in Belgrade and Bucharest was in some respects a forerunner of the Hetairia, his anthem anticipated the evocative role we shall find music repeatedly playing in nineteenth-century national revolutions.

Since the song of Rhigas appealed to all Balkan peoples, and the Hetairia of Ypsilanti (whom Rhigas had once served as secretary) was strong throughout the Balkans, hopes rose for a widespread insurrection to be supported by Russian arms against the Turks. But the assassination in 1817 of the militant Karageorge, the former elected head of constitutional Serbia, deprived the Hetairia of its most powerful ally. The failure of an uprising in Moldavia and Wallachia early in 1821 dampened visions of a Danubian or trans-Balkan liberation.

Nevertheless, the uprising that began in Greece in March 1821, revived hope for revolution elsewhere, stimulating the romantic imagination with the ideal of liberating shrines of classical antiquity and appealing even to conservatives as a crusade of Christian solidarity. Greek independence was finally achieved only after the great powers installed a conservative monarch; and the entire Greek struggle became in many
ways a safety valve for the revolutionary impulses of the age. Even conservative monarchs subscribed to the “revolutionary” cause of fighting the Turkish Sultan.

But radical romantics also imagined themselves renewing links with the cradle of democracy, and the Greek national revolution assumed an enduring historical importance for the revolutionary tradition. It raised the prestige of constitutional revolution throughout Europe at the very time when that cause seemed most humiliated. It gave an imaginative boost to the cause of national—as distinct from social—revolution; and it mobilized politically the influential romantic writers. Shelley wrote his last drama *Hellas* in its praise; and its literary sympathizers helped popularize the new designation “liberal” for those who sought to limit kings and clergy with constitutions and civil liberties. Lord Byron helped found the new quarterly *Liberal* and published his *Verse and Prose from the South* in 1822, and secured his position as romantic hero of the age by dying as a revolutionary volunteer in Greece two years later.

The liberal ideal did indeed come from the South. If after Italy Greece became the chosen cause of European revolutionaries in the 1820s, in the preceding decade it was in Spain that “liberal” first became inscribed on the banner of national revolution. The birth of the term “liberal” in Spain—used in opposition to the term “servile”—marks the conscious appearance of Manichaean combat terminology among revolutionaries. The establishment of constitutional rule the following years involved in the revolutionaries’ eyes, more than a mere victory of “democrats” over “aristocrats” (the sharpest polemic dualism of the French revolutionary era). The new “liberal” revolution marked the birth of a new type of “liberal” man, freed at last from a heritage of servility.

Lord Castlereagh introduced the word in the House of Commons early in 1816, by denouncing the Spanish “Liberales” as “a perfectly Jacobinical party.” By then, the new ideal had already spread to France during the one hundred days of renewed hopes that followed Napoleon’s dramatic return from Elba in March 1815. Joseph Rey of Grenoble, where Napoleon received one of his most tumultuous welcomes, told the emperor in April that the age of “liberal ideas” and “liberal constitutions” had dawned; and that Napoleon should head the new movement as “the favorite foster child of the most liberal of revolutions.”

After Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo and final exile, many older figures, like Lafayette and Cousin, who had rallied to him during his “liberal” period, were impressed with the constitutional charter under which the restored Louis XVIII promised to rule. Lafayette confided to Jefferson his intention “to unite ourselves with the constitutional throne of the Bourbons while struggling to make it as national and liberal as possible.”

But to the younger generation, the “national and liberal” banner was sullied almost from the beginning. Napoleon had raised great expectations in his last one hundred days. Many young soldiers and students who had never known any other model could not accept a Bourbon
restoration: “They swore that France would rise again from its days of mourning.”

In February 1816, Rey formed in his native Grenoble the first French secret society of the restoration period: the Union libérale. It appears to have had both international inspiration and ambitions, disguising its statutes as an extract from the Boston Gazette of 1796. It recruited French political exiles in Germany, Switzerland, and Belgium, and followed the tradition of Buonarroti in superimposing a third grade on two lower, Masonic-type grades of membership. Rey was inspired by his close contacts with Germany and later became an active agent in Switzerland for Buonarroti’s plans for an international revolutionary organization.

Union soon established links with the respectable revolutionaries who provided the backbone of what was soon to be called the French Carbonari: Lafayette, Voyer d’Argenson, Dupont de l’Eure, and Victor Cousin. At the same time the swelling postwar student population in Paris began independently to use Masonic lodges for republican agitation. An organization, formed soon after September 1818 under the Illuminist name Friends of Truth, became a center for student radicals and gained more than one thousand members.

The proliferation of organizations and demonstrations in France during 1819–20 reveals no single directing force or program. Yet the student circles of the restoration shared with the police spies who pursued them the implausible assumption that the agitation of a few would somehow produce a convulsion among the many. The students felt—all appearances to the contrary notwithstanding—that innovation through sudden political change was the destiny of modern France. Accordingly, their task was simply to throw out the foreign-imposed rule of the Bourbons. The antimonarchical party known as the Independents was thus infiltrated by students who substituted the subversive Spanish label “liberal” and introduced the even more terrifying Italian term Carbonari for their organization.

Using Masonic organizations for revolutionary mobilization through the Friends of Truth, the students converted the journal The French Aristarchus into a legal outlet for revolutionary ideas in 1819. The same group attempted to organize a revolutionary “directorial committee” and a classical conspiratorial web of five-man cells (“brigades”). Little direction was given, and these brigades often resorted to uncoordinated violence; but they represented the first large-scale deployment in France outside of military organizations of this cellular type.

The French students of 1820 introduced the typical modern justification of revolutionary violence as a necessary defensive measure against the forcible undermining of their constitutional rights:

All the efforts made by a people to reconquer the constitution which violence or intrigues have torn away from it are legitimate.

The innumerable mini-revolts of the French Carbonari were born of the belief that making manifest what was secret would somehow trigger revolutionary change. There was an exaggerated faith in the power
of a demonstration (manifestation) or proclamation (manifeste). This faith related directly to the belief that some new spiritual power was being generated within the secret society.

The young revolutionaries sometimes compared their power to that of magnetism and electricity—those newly discovered forces in nature that seemed to reveal new powers beyond those described by Newtonian mechanics. Prati made a pilgrimage to visit Mesmer before joining Buonarroti in a revolutionary career, and Buonarroti had an equally typical interest in Swedenborg. Revolution was related directly to spiritualism by Barbès, one of the key figures in the secret revolutionary societies of the 1830s. Robert Owen, who influenced both Rey and Buonarroti, eventually became a full-time spiritualist.

In this atmosphere, revolutionaries turned to Buonarroti as “an occult power whose shadowy tentacles extended over . . . Europe.” Buonarroti sought to use the Carbonari organizations as he had Masonic ones earlier, and he probably collaborated with the French republican delegation that went to Naples in the mid-1820s to establish connections with the Carbonari. His principal friends and protectors in Geneva, the Fazy brothers, were a key link between the Italian and French movements. James Fazy was specially fascinated by the revolutionary potential of youth, and soon wrote perhaps the first programmatic declaration of generational war in modern times. His Gerontocracy saw revolutionary struggle as a necessary response to a political system that denied participation to anyone under forty; and to an ideology that frustrated the enthusiasm of youth for applied science as a means of unleashing human productivity.

Buonarroti himself crossed into Savoy from his frequent meeting place with revolutionaries just across the Swiss border at Nyon, initiating Frenchmen into the first grade of Carbonari membership. His close associate Prati established a Carbonari vente in Lausanne and became a point of contact between the directorate of the French Carbonari and the Alta Vendita in Naples. Prati had become a member of the Swiss Bible society and wrote a tract praising Swiss reformers which was published in a variety of languages (including Romansh) in the Swiss town of Chur—a frequent point of reunion with German-speaking revolutionaries. Within Italy, Carbonari organizers also sometimes traveled as agents of the Bible society—lending some credence to the widespread fear that this new, missionary-oriented organization was potentially subversive if not covertly revolutionary.

After the arrests in Piedmont of the Carbonari, revolutionaries there apparently sought links with the Buonarrotian Grand Firmament. Prati discussed with Joseph Rey, then in exile in Bern, a possible “European Union” to be based on Rey’s Union in Grenoble. Prati attempted to coordinate an anti-Hapsburg attack in the Tyrol with Hapsburg troop movements against Naples, and to recruit soldiers “to act in conjunction with General Berton,” the principal provincial insurrectionary in France.

Buonarroti’s associates formed a triumvirate in eastern Switzerland in April 1820 to recruit twelve men from different countries to act as
leaders of the coming republican revolution and to organize a web of supporting secret societies among soldiers, craftsmen, and students. The specific inclusion of students was probably the work of the most remarkable member of the triumvirate, Karl Follen of Giessen: “the first student leader of modern times . . . the prototype for all the student leaders of the next century and a half.”

Follen, an extremist leader within the new German student societies (Burschenschaften), soon joined other youthful émigrés in Swiss exile to form a revolutionary League of Youth (Bund der Jungend) which also sought to establish links with the Carbonari.

The Burschenschaften were assertively masculine and Francophobe societies that had arisen during the national struggle against Napoleon. They emphasized vigorous gymnastics; and in 1818, on the first anniversary of their outdoor festival at Wartburg, some one thousand five hundred students in long hair and open-necked, unbleached linen shirts proclaimed a “universal students’ union”—“the first overt, self-conscious assertion of the intellectual elite as a political force in modern history.”

As a leader of the Union’s left wing, which admired the French Revolution as much as German antiquity, Follen had already in 1814 formed a German reading society which later became a German culture and friendship society, but was best known by its intervening designation—the blacks—after the color of its members’ favorite velvet attire. Seeking a republication constitution for a united Germany based on the 1793 model from revolutionary France, Follen soon became obsessed with the question of how to move from endless discussion to concrete action. “Life without science,” he concluded was better than “science without life.” In a series of Sunday afternoon meetings with trusted friends, he formed an activist revolutionary band, “the unconditionals,” who toyed with the idea of selective political assassination. They argued that perjury and murder “against the great robbers and murderers of popular freedom” might be a duty. Members were “unconditionally” bound to follow the dictates of the group, and “if matters come to the worst, all who are wavering in their opinions must be sacrificed.”

Moving from Giessen after its student association was shut in 1818, Follen became a lecturer and counselor to student radicals in the permissive atmosphere of Jena. One student put his ideas into practice on March 23, 1819, by fatally stabbing Kotzebue, a prominent playwright thought to be an agent of the Holy Alliance.

This assassination, which forced Follen to leave Germany, had an electric effect on wavering revolutionaries. Prati—who was soon to join Follen as a triumvir of Buonarroti’s Great Firmament—later recalled his feelings on first hearing about the event in a Swiss inn:

It seemed as if this was a signal for a general combat . . . from that moment all my mind became as it were inflamed for political strife; from that moment I plunged headlong in a continual series of conspiracies and revolutionary commotions.

Reflecting on this turning point in later years after he had ceased to be
an active revolutionary, Prati noted the inspirational effect of ideologically motivated violence:

... such is the power of political fanaticism, and party spirit, that a murder committed with cold deliberation upon a gentleman of great literary renown... instead of eliciting any signs of compassion for the victim among the most moral and inoffensive nation of the world, elicited the most enthusiastic sympathy for the assassin.70

Along with Prati and Buonarroti, Follen drew up plans in 1821 in Chur for a secret revolutionary organization which was largely German in composition, but more universal in its aims than earlier Carbonari-type groups. This League of Youth was alleged to be the activist arm of an ultrasecret League of Men who were supposedly already scattered throughout society and ready to constitute after the revolution a new republican government. Preparations for the revolution were assigned to the youth organization, which began recruitment in Germany during the summer of 1821 through a Jena student who had gone to Italy to participate in the Carbonari revolt earlier that year.71 The idea of a *Männerbund-Jünglingsbund* has no precise antecedent in Germany and may have been an effort to realize the first two grades of Buonarroti's *Monde*: men and adolescents.72

The German republican movement was, however, swept away in a flood tide of repression. The leading ministers of the German-speaking world meeting at Carlsbad throughout August 1819 abolished the *Burschenschaften* and introduced uniform censorship and political supervision of the universities. Most members of the League of Youth were arrested; and, by the end of 1824, Follen was forced to leave Switzerland. He dreamed of founding a German state in America as a secure base for mounting further revolutionary agitation in Germany and throughout Europe, but he soon settled down to become a Unitarian minister and the first professor of German literature at Harvard University.

The wave of insurrections against monarchs was broken in 1823, when a French royalist army invaded Spain and rescued the king with relative ease from the constitutional obligations he had assumed in 1820. French and other foreign republicans formed a Legion of European Liberty to fight for the Spanish liberals, but this proved as futile as efforts of the International Brigade on behalf of the Spanish Republic in the 1930s. In both cases, the trend of the times was towards the Right. Fears were felt as far away as the United States—by President Monroe in the 1820s even more acutely than by President Roosevelt in the 1930s. In December 1823, Monroe propounded his doctrine condemning intervention in the New World, fearing that the Holy Alliance might seek to reassert its sway in newly independent Hispanic America.

Within Europe, the victorious conservative tide produced a fresh crop of fanciful theories about "the Hydra of Revolution." 73 Writers denounced not only republicanism but Masonry and Pythagorean symbols. The new rector of the University of Kazan, Michael Magnitsky, went so far as to insist that the Pythagorean theorem no longer be taught in
schools except as a theological proof of the Trinity. The sides of the right angle were the Father and Son; and the hypotenuse, whose square so harmoniously equalled that of the other two, represented the love of God coming down to man via the Holy Ghost. An anonymous study of 1823 suggested that aristocratic patrons of revolution should first renounce their own titles (Lafayette should call himself neither Marquis nor General, but farmer; Voyer D'Argenson, “iron-master” rather than Viscount, and so forth), and presented a prototypically conservative view of the subversive effect of an expanding educational system:

... the man, who can read and write, fancies himself on an equality with his superiors, and, instead of earning his bread by honest labour, he meditates on state matters, and becomes a politician, and in his heart a traitor.

The reaction seemed to climax in 1824 with the accession to the French throne amidst medieval pageantry of the ultraconservative Charles X. Masonry and the Carbonari were outlawed by kings and condemned by the pope. Organized discussions of any kind became suspect, and civil liberties waned throughout the continent.

Russian Reprise

The last echo of the constitutional rebellions came in distant Russia with the Decembrist revolt late in 1825, in which major themes of the earlier rebellions in western and southern Europe were played back in reprise.

An ill-coordinated coalition of several secret organizations sought to force Russia to accept some form of constitutional limitation on tsarist power after the death of Alexander I. Its leaders were young officers and even younger students who brought unusually high hopes out of the Napoleonic period. Russia had first shared with Napoléon the dream of dividing up the civilized world and then had taken the lead in defeating him. Those young officers who had entered Paris triumphantly at the beginning of Holy Week 1814 and celebrated en masse the Easter liturgy in the square where Louis XVI had been guillotined (now renamed Place de la Concorde) could not easily readjust to the petty perspectives of provincial Russian life. The Turgenev brothers, the first to form plans for a secret society, testified to the impact of the wartime experience on their political consciousness:

The circumstances of the last war reinforced a soldier's material strength with moral strength, the strength of opinion. They had fought for the fatherland, for freedom, for independence. Then suddenly it was proposed to turn these giants back into gingerbread soldiers! And by whom? Political pygmies.
The Turgenevs followed the familiar revolutionary pattern of deriving their organizational ideas not directly from an earlier revolutionary group, but rather from conservative attacks on a previous secret society (the German Tugendbund). More like the quasi-religious Italian Carbonari than the secular French movement, young Russians dreamed of bringing spiritual rebirth to Europe by consummating Alexander I’s marriage of “religion and liberty.” They sought to use Masonic lodges, beginning with the Lodge Astrea—named for the Goddess of Justice, who had been the last to leave the Elysian fields before the end of the Golden Age.

Just as the Carbonari at first enjoyed the patronage of Murat, so the Russian Decembrists received initial encouragement from Alexander himself. He actually joined the Lodge Astrea and vaguely implied that the parliament which the Poles maintained within his expanded empire might provide a model for the rest.

The characteristic move towards increased secretiveness and radicalism began with the transformation in 1818 of the Society for the Salvation of the Fatherland into the Union of Welfare, which then developed a proto-governmental structure. A secret meeting in Moscow early in 1821 set up a “constituent Duma” and regional councils of the Union. The split between constitutional monarchists and radical republicans—characteristic of the Italian, French, and Spanish movements alike—was reproduced in Russia in the conflict between the federal ideas of the Northern Society and the Jacobin version of a unitary republic in the Southern Society. As elsewhere, there were partisans of regicide: a small group of youth who dreamed as early as 1816–17 of a twelve-man brotherhood that would kill the Imperial family at night on the road to Tsarskoe Selo.

The Decembrist movement was both the last chapter in a century-long struggle of Russian aristocratic reformers and the starting point of the modern Russian revolutionary tradition. If the revolt was also part of the European-wide chain reaction of constitutional risings against traditional monarchies, the leaders already displayed many of the distinctive characteristics of later Russian revolutionaries—stoic, humorless asceticism combined with a cult of brotherhood and Schilleresque theatricality.

In December 1825, the more revolutionary faction of the movement, the so-called Southern Society, mounted a doomed uprising in the Chernigov Regiment. The leading theorist of this group, Paul Pestel, was one of the most inventive revolutionary thinkers of his time anywhere in Europe. He was one of the few to argue for an authoritarian, centralized revolutionary state that would consciously create a single nationality and press for egalitarian social reforms. He followed the Buonarrotian pattern of making extensive use of Masonic lodges and symbols, and anticipated Buonarroti in calling for an immediate provisional government after a revolution.

As the son of a former governor of Siberia and a veteran of the Napoleonic wars, Pestel had traveled widely. His pan-European, even worldwide perspectives bordered on megalomania, but also reflected the
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reality of Russian power. After 1815, the incorporation into Russia of western regions—the Baltic provinces and Poland—added non-Russians into the agitation for political reform.83

Meanwhile in St. Petersburg, conservative ministers and bureaucrats (often German) had been appalled by the new wave of German student unrest in 1816–18 and developed a kind of domino theory of revolution spreading east from Germany through Poland to Russia. Then came word of conspiracy even further east, with returning veterans setting up small secret societies even in places like Orenburg and Astrakhan. The virus seemed to spread even to the Arctic north, when the secretary to the governor of Olonetsk set up a secret society called the French Parliament in Petrozavodsk.84 The barrage of revolutionary reports from afar created a giddy sense among youthful Russians of “another mail delivery, another revolution.”85

To Pestel, the experience of the early 1820s in Spain, Portugal, and Naples demonstrated the treachery of kings and the hopelessness of constitutional monarchy. Even in France and England constitutions were only masks for monarchical despotism. Revolution inside Russia might lead to international war. After Napoleon’s experience, no one would dare invade Russia, so revolution there “will spread safely and immediately to other countries whose people are even more bent on revolution.”86

The all-European nature of the revolutionary contagion is illustrated by the affinity that the Decembrists felt for the revolutionary constitutionalists at the opposite extremity of the continent: in Spain. The Spaniards’ original “little war” (guerrilla) of popular resistance to Napoleon in 1808–09 had anticipated and influenced the Russians’ “partisan war” against him in 1812–13. Young Russian officers had shared with distant Spaniards a sense of common victory and—uniquely in Europe—of contact with the inarticulate masses who made the new guerrilla tactics possible. The Decembrists took as their principal model for a constitution that of the Spanish liberal monarchy of 1812; and for their eventual uprising, the bloodless Spanish Revolution of 1820.87

The Decembrists may also have been more closely related to other European revolutionary movements than has yet been realized. The original Union of Salvation was formed in 1816 among Russian officers traveling back and forth to France at precisely the time Rey founded his model Union. Once again, the Russians developed similar plans for working through Masonic lodges with a secret, three-stage hierarchy.88 F. N. Glinka, the principal founder of the Union of Salvation, appears to have been influenced by a twice-translated French work describing “the institute of Pythagoras.”89 The charter of the successor organization, the Union of Welfare, borrowed directly from the French Union; its stated aim of establishing “the common good” with “social ownership” suggested the Babeuvist tradition; and its unexplained title, “the green book,” repeated that of Duplay’s dictionary of conspiracies. An inner group of an Illuminist-Buonarrotian type may have been contemplated. Allusions to an unnamed head and special
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watchman among the five members of the root council suggest the ultra-secret new fourth grade of observers that Buonarroti was then introducing into his organizational plans.\textsuperscript{91}

The conspirator whom Buonarroti sent from Geneva to Italy in 1822 to organize revolutionaries internationally later wrote that "skilled and numerous emissaries were sent at that time to Germany, Poland, and even to Russia."\textsuperscript{92} As early as 1819, a sympathetic French observer told of an ultra-secret revolutionary group in Italy, the consistory.

... it is principally in Russia that the conspirators place their hope ... precisely because there is something vague and undetermined in its aim, which encourages all expectations. One must also add that the men of the consistory are solicitously entertained by the Russians—accredited or not—who pass through Italy.\textsuperscript{93}

Whatever the specific connections, the general fascination of young Russians with western revolutionary movements—and above all the Carbonari—is undeniable. Russians had many contacts with Italian revolutionaries, and tried to establish links early in 1819.\textsuperscript{94} The Grand Duke Michael toured Italy in the same year together with his (and the tsar’s) tutor, Laharpe, who had become a leader of the Swiss Carbonari in close contact with the Italian movement.\textsuperscript{95} In May, a leading Russian periodical published an article in praise of the Sect of Pythagorians, beginning its catechism with questions allegedly asked by Pythagoras himself: "What is universal? Order. What is friendship? Equality."\textsuperscript{96} Their credo went, if anything, beyond Buonarroti:

Not having any private property, not knowing false pride and vain praise, far from petty things that often divide, they competed with one another only in doing good. . . . They learned to use things in common and forget about ownership.\textsuperscript{97}

A brief uprising in the tsar’s favored Semenovsky Regiment in 1820 led, however, to repression in Russia and thus in turn to increasing Polish dominance of revolutionary activity in eastern Europe. The Poles had deeper links with the Italian movement through both a common background of collaboration with Napoleon and a common Catholic culture.

The special commission that investigated the Decembrists during the first half of 1826, after their doomed uprising, suggested that their regional organization was modelled on the five regional ventes of the French Carbonari.\textsuperscript{98} Moreover, the Italians were so well informed of the plans of the Russian movement and so optimistic about its potential that they continued to expect a second and conclusive uprising by the Decembrists in the spring of 1826: the original secret date chosen before the abortive rising of December.\textsuperscript{99}

But the Decembrists did not rise again. Five leaders were hung and the others sent off to Siberia. Epithets and mud were hurled at them en route by a populace that (like that of Spain two years earlier) showed that it did not share the elitist interest in revolution.
Mediterranean Diaspora

A decade of international constitutional agitation against the conservative restoration had come to an end. The revolutionary picture in 1826 was one of total disorder. Left behind were only an aura of romantic heroism and a few martyrs. But the period had been one of critical revolutionary experiment and political tutelage—not least for one of the youngest of the French Carbonari, Auguste Blanqui. Even as a twenty-year-old boy, late in 1825, Blanqui had drawn inspiration from the Decembrists: “five martyrs of liberty . . . illustrious victims that European democracy has inscribed on its martyrology” for having opened “to Russia the era of progress and liberty.” 100 He was to keep alive the conspiratorial spirit throughout the nineteenth century, and to help transmit it back to a more receptive Russia in the 1870s.

Within Russia itself, a revolutionary tradition distinctive in many ways began atop Sparrow (now Lenin) Hills overlooking Moscow when the youthful Herzen and Ogarev swore together their “Hannibalic oath” to “sacrifice our entire lives” to the struggle that the Decembrists had begun.101 Many ideas of the Russian revolutionary tradition were to come from Herzen,102 and some of its organizational ideas from Ogarev.103 Russia, as we have seen, was the last to turn to revolution in the crisis of authority that followed the Napoleonic wars. A century later, after the next great continental war, Russia was to be the first.

But for all its international echoes and prophetic anticipations, the post-restoration decade of revolutionary activity belonged largely to the Italians. The Carbonari had been the first secret organization to lead a large-scale revolution in modern Europe. Despite its failure and disintegration, the Carbonari awakened enthusiasm for a united Italy; and provided a model for others. Its surviving members retreated into a sub-culture of localized groups—sometimes taking the names of their local vendita, sometimes inventing new ones, sometimes dissolving into other groups.

The Carbonari diaspora produced a bewildering variety of atomized protest groups. Classic revolutionary cells appeared with such colorful names as “five in a family” and “the seven sleepers.” The hasty military training grafted onto the Carbonari during the uprisings of 1820 left a legacy of militance, intensified by the execution of some eight hundred Carbonari leaders after the uprising was put down. Veterans of the struggle formed new militant groups like the Sons of Mars of 1820 and the American Hunters (cacciatori Americani), who met for drills in the pine woods near Ravenna. There were the black bellies (pancie nere) of Rome, the shirtless ones (scamicciati) and vampires (vampiri) of Naples, the imitators of Sand (the young assassin) in Sicily. Reactionary groups, such as the piercers (bucatori) of Tuscany, may have forged a link with “social bandits” keeping alive folk traditions of local resistance to central authority.104 Extremist groups sometimes appear to have had broader connections throughout Italy, such as the destroyers (sterma-
tori); and beyond, such as the devils of London and Greeks of silence.

The era of the Carbonari left behind a legacy of conspiracy and frustration that was to lead Italians and Poles to develop new theories of revolutionary violence to which we shall return. It also provided a precedent and legend for the Mediterranean area that broke the hold of authoritarian fatalism and influenced a host of subsequent uprisings from the good cousins of the forest of Oran in Algeria in 1848 to the Young Turks a half century later.
CHAPTER 6

National vs. Social Revolution (1830–48)

THE PERIOD between 1830 and 1848 witnessed the most fundamental internal conflict within the modern revolutionary tradition, that between national revolution and social revolution. It was then that men began to confront a question that still arises: Should the coming revolution create a new nation of cultural brotherhood that obliterates the lines between classes? Or a new classless society that breaks down national borders? Should revolutionaries rely on the emotional appeal of nationalism or the intellectual appeal of social equality?

This enduring question was posed implicitly in the mid-1790s. As early optimism faded, French revolutionaries began to ask if the fulfillment of their stalled revolution lay in fraternité or égalité: the building of a grande nation as Napoleon urged or of a new social communauté as called for by Babeuf. The more popular idea was—and has generally remained—that of a nation, and of what the Spaniards were the first to call "national revolution." ¹

After the revolutions of 1830, romantic nationalism lost its automatic linkage with constitutional liberalism. As nationalism developed a new revolutionary intensity of its own, it began to confront a Babeuvist revival from which the rival tradition of social revolution emerged.

The Revolution of 1830 in France raised more hopes than it could satisfy by merely removing the last Bourbon king of France. A new generation was excited by the "three glorious days" of July when men were once again willing to stand and fall on one or the other side of the barricades. The poet Alfred de Vigny wrote almost breathlessly upon the outbreak of insurrection in Paris in July 1830:

Since this morning they are fighting. The workers have all the bravery of Vendéens; the soldiers, the courage of an imperial guard; Frenchmen every-
where. Ardor and intelligence on the one side, honor on the other. . . . Poor people, great people, warriors all.  

This romantic love of heroism—whether Vendéen or revolutionary—made it difficult to reconcile oneself to the juste milieu of Louis Philippe. France seemed to have been reborn out of sheer enthusiasm; a month later a new nation was in fact born out of spontaneous upheaval in Belgium; and this in turn inspired a heroic national revolution in Poland. The picture of nations rising in arms against foreign rule provided new hope for national and social revolutionaries alike. But nationalists were far more numerous, and Italians led the way. Having provided the previous model through the Carbonari, Italy now devised the prototype of a national revolutionary organization in Giuseppe Mazzini's Young Italy.

The rival call for social rather than national revolution was sounded at the same time as Mazzini's appeals. In 1831, just as Young Italy was formed among émigrés in Marseilles, French artisans farther up the Rhone at Lyon turned a riot into an insurrection, inspiring a new language of class warfare. French poets in 1831 spoke of a "universal uprising" and of a revolutionary volcano unleashing a "lava of new Spartacuses" to level out inequality and insure that "there will be no more bastard children on our native soil."  

In the same Lyon, Mazzini used the same metaphor while recruiting for an armed invasion of Savoy that he hoped would set off a chain reaction of nationalist revolutions. "If we act resolutely, if we show one spark of real fire, Italy is a volcano." Shortly after the invasion attempt aborted and his legion dissolved early in 1834, a second and more massive social upheaval convulsed Lyon, inspiring some to speak of "the great final revolt of the proletariat."  

If dramatic new models for social revolution came from Lyon, the leadership still came from Paris. Here the awakened romantic imagination was forced to confront the prosaic reality of Louis Philippe's bourgeois monarchy. With growing desperation, Parisians turned in the 1830s to Mazzini's aging Italian rival, Buonarroti, who had returned at last to Paris in 1830 for the final seven years of his life. He and a younger Frenchman of Italian ancestry, Auguste Blanqui, created there in the 1830s the modern belief in a coming social revolution. In contrast, Mazzini set up a series of revolutionary nationalist organizations—Young Italy and Young Europe—precisely to oppose the "Parisian principle": the dependence of an entire continent on one French city.

The conflict between national and social revolutionaries was, in essence, between romanticism and rationalism: the nationalists' emotional love of the unique and organic against the socialists' intellectual focus on general laws and mechanistic analysis. The nationalists saw revolution as a "resurgence" (the Italian risorgimento) or even "resurrection" (the Polish zmartwychwstanie) of an individual nation. Social revolutionaries saw it as an extension of the scientific universalism of the Enlightenment. If revolutionary nationalists were often poets like Petőfi in Hungary and Mickiewicz in Poland celebrating the uniqueness
of their vernacular idiom, social revolutionaries like Blanqui tended to view themselves as educational theorists teaching universal principles. If national revolutionaries tended to exalt the vitalism of youth and the "springtime" of their nation, social revolutionaries tended to cluster around autumnal symbols of mature wisdom: the sexagenarian Buonarroti in the 1830s, Blanqui prematurely aged from prison in the late 1840s, and Marx already remote and venerable in the British Museum after 1850.

The inability of either tradition to understand the other is illustrated by the astonishingly inaccurate appraisal of nationalism in Marx's Communist Manifesto, written on the very eve of the widespread nationalist upheavals of 1848.

The workingmen have no country. . . . National differences and antagonisms between peoples are daily more and more vanishing. . . .

Nationalism rather than socialism remained the dominant revolutionary ideal even after the failures of 1848–50. The First International, which called itself explicitly a "Working Men's Association," sought out Mazzini before it turned to Marx for leadership at its founding in 1864.

The Dominant Nationalists

Revolutionary nationalism attracted a variety of social groups whose pattern of life had been disrupted by the early stages of the Industrial Revolution. The new radical nationalists came neither from the factory-centered proletariat (which hardly even existed on the continent in 1830) nor for the most part from the commercial or industrial bourgeoisie. Three general characteristics seem to have been shared by most of those who identified revolution with nationalism during this period—whether they were East European aristocrats, Franco-Italian junior officers, German students, or educated artisans.

Politically, national revolutionaries sought for themselves—and demanded for others—a greater share of political power than monarchs were willing to give. The drive for power appropriated the new idea of popular sovereignty and pushed into the background the earlier Enlightenment concern about constitutional forms and rational balance.

Socially, the new nationalists were almost all displaced people. Whatever their class status, they had generally lost the sense of structured expectations that traditional societies had hitherto provided. Whereas the revolutions of 1820 had occurred in traditional societies (Spain, southern Italy, Greece, and Russia), the revolutions of 1830 affected regions where the workings of a market economy were relatively advanced: Belgium, Rhineland Germany, northern Italy, Paris, and Poland.
Defeated or frustrated revolutionary exiles congregated after 1830 in victorious Paris and Brussels, or in the even more economically sophisticated urban centers of London and Geneva. There, a combination of unnatural exile and urban anomie often created a compensatory longing for the family-type structures and rural images which became characteristic of revolutionary nationalists. The perception of creeping mechanization and uniformity created a sometimes manic desire to assert the peculiarity and humanity—even the divinity—of one’s own tradition. Revolutionaries no less than reactionaries of the romantic era began to look back longingly to the Middle Ages at precisely the time when they first confronted the modern, industrial era.

Occupationally, the national revolutionaries tended to work in the communications media. Whatever their class origin, the new revolutionaries came together not just in Masonic-type meetings and military conspiracies, but in editorial offices and theaters. With an almost missionary spirit they invented, debated, and transmitted ideas and identities for hitherto inert sections of the European population. Their greatest spiritual adventure seemed to lie in defining the mission for one or another of the many “peoples” who had been suppressed in the eighteenth century by the artificial conventions of aristocracies and the subtle tyranny of French culture.

Social revolutionaries were, of course, also affected by political ambition, exile, and the new means of communication. But, during this relatively early stage of industrialization, class identities were not so clearly perceived as national ones. Thus the nationalists were more successful in attracting a mass following. In the wake of 1830, they renewed their efforts to arouse the peoples of Europe against the monarchical power of what the Polish poet Mickiewicz called the “Satanic Trinity” of Russia, Prussia, and Austria.

The Mazzinian International

The man who did the most to incite the peoples of Europe against their kings was the Genoese Giuseppe Mazzini. A veteran of the Carbonari who had been imprisoned during the Revolution of 1830, Mazzini saw his life’s mission as an “apostolate” that would provide martyrs as well as teachings for a new type of national society. In exile in 1831, he founded the model society for modern revolutionary nationalism: Young Italy. He collaborated for a time with Buonarroti’s new Society of True Italians, but soon rejected the latter’s continued dependence on French leadership, as well as its hierarchical “spirit of caste,” and challenged the idea that a small group of deracinated conspirators could be trusted even provisionally with dictatorial power by a people with the cultural wealth of Italy. He insisted that a truly Italian movement could never tolerate either terror or one-man rule, both of which he saw emerging from Buonarroti’s approach. (Buonarroti in turn denounced Mazzini’s links with rich Lombards, arguing
against any attempt to invade Piedmont without the aid of France.)

Mazzini renounced his own profession as a lawyer, and often criticized the French emphasis on legal rights rather than moral duties. Jansenist teachers had filled him with a moralistic religiosity; and romantic literature had infected him with a compulsion to produce inspirational writing. More than one hundred large volumes of his collected works still do not exhaust his prose production. He particularly excelled in the most personal of all genres: letters to friends; and his web of association and influence was Europe-wide.

Philosophically, Mazzini provided a universal and not merely a parochial Italian rationale for a nationalistic movement. He spoke of one master (God), one law (progress), and one earthly interpreter (the people). No “people” is complete until it becomes a nation. “The individual is too weak and humanity too vast.” True nations are not in conflict, but are only the proper organic units—geographically, linguistically, culturally—of a harmonious international order.

Symbolically, the Italian cause assumed the role that the struggle for Greek independence had played in the preceding period. It fired the romantic imagination throughout Europe with the image of a seat of idealized antiquity bathed in sunlight and beauty, longing for heroic rebirth, bidding everyone unite against a common oppressor: the Hapsburgs, who had replaced the Turks.

Politically, the Italian national movement seemed to hold out the most realistic prospects for success. German nationalists were hemmed in by the Prussian and Austrian monarchies; the Poles had been crushed by the Russians; and other movements were only beginning. The Italians, on the other hand, had international advantages as well as a powerful indigenous revolutionary tradition. Italy was remote from the center of the Hapsburg empire and accessible to potential foreign sources of support: France, Switzerland, and even seaborne England. Mazzini was able to mobilize on French and Swiss soil an international legion of French, Germans, Swiss, and Poles under a Polish commander to join with Italians in an aborted attempt of January 1834 to invade Savoy and trigger revolution in Italy.

Organizationally, the Italian movement formally became the center of a European movement on April 15, 1834, when Mazzini attempted to keep the international character of the legion alive by founding Young Europe in Bern, Switzerland. Organized under a committee of seven Italians, five Germans, and five Poles, Young Europe soon added a Young Swiss affiliate and smaller groups for France, Spain, Hungary, and Scandinavia.

Mazzini's alternative to the Buonarrotian centralism of a “universal monarchy controlled from Paris” was a federation of nationalist movements. By the summer of 1835, there were 86 clubs of Young Italy (74 inside Italy with 693 members), 62 Swiss clubs with 480 members, 50 Polish clubs, and 14 each for Young Germany and Young France. Penetrated by spies and torn by disputes between the Italians and the Germans, the organization was expelled from Switzerland in August
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1836; and after Mazzini moved to London in January 1837, it virtually ceased to exist. But the example of trans-national collaboration in the cause of nationalism had been established and securely identified with Italy. Mazzini’s nationalist International was the first of many attempts throughout the nineteenth century to draw revolutionary nationalists together in a common struggle against traditional monarchies. The international importance of the Italian cause extended even beyond Europe in the late thirties and early forties. Giuseppe Garibaldi, who had been converted by Mazzini and condemned with him for attempted insurrection within the Piedmontese armed forces in 1833, took the cause of national revolution in its purest Italian form to Latin America. He joined the struggle to defend the new nation of Uruguay from the incursions of its giant neighbors, Brazil and Argentina.

With a ship named the Mazzini and an Italian Legion mobilized under his command to “serve the cause of nations,” Garibaldi went to battle under a black flag with a volcano at the center (symbolizing respectively the mourning of Italy and its coming revolution). His legion acquired its “red shirt” uniform by expropriating smocks in Montevideo which were intended for export to the slaughterhouses of Argentina.14 These, the original “bloody shirts,” were henceforth to camouflage the blood of men rather than cattle. This characteristic Italian revolutionary uniform was later brought back from the New World to the Old when Garibaldi returned with his legion to Italy on a ship named Speranza.

On the open deck of this ship of “hope,” Garibaldi and his followers gathered nightly on the high Atlantic in a circle for patriotic singing. Such rituals—suggestive alike of Christian vespers and pagan incantation—were characteristic expressions of communal revolutionary expectation in the romantic era. When the Speranza finally landed in Spain early in 1848, Garibaldi learned that revolution had already broken out in Italy. It was as if life itself had echoed their chorus, just as hope was heading home.

Garibaldi rushed onstage in Nice like a heroic tenor, and aroused his audience with dramatic appearances all over Italy. His subsequent rallying of besieged republican Rome against assaults from all sides, the tragic death of his beautiful Brazilian wife and companion-in-arms, Anita, and his final departure for the United States in June 1850, on the Waterloo—all have some of the quality of Italian opera spilling over onto the stage of history. It seems appropriate that Garibaldi in exile prepared for his glorious revolutionary return to the Italian scene in a house that he shared on Staten Island with the greatest operatic tenor of his day, Lopenzo Salvi.15

Indeed, it is well worth pondering the actual, if surprising, way in which opera itself, this most Italian of art forms, interacted with—and even helped to shape—revolutionary nationalism in Europe generally and Italy in particular. For the telling though elusive interaction between theater and life that was evident during the French Revolution became even more striking in the case of opera and revolution in the nineteenth century.
The Operatic Stimulus

The connection between revolution and the musical theater was recognized by one revolutionary at his trial in the summer of 1832:

People have left the churches for the theaters . . . opera is a spectacle to awaken and excite the senses . . . a vast reservoir of powerful sensual excitements.\(^{16}\)

Opera so far had been written only for the few and rich, but in the future, it must "awaken and excite" the masses for social transformations—taking advantage of the large audiences to spread ideas through agitators known as *chefs d'attaque*\(^{17}\) at a time when political assemblies were prohibited.

The "leaders of the attack" on the existing order in the early nineteenth century were the national revolutionaries;\(^{18}\) and the emotional power of romantic nationalism was heightened by its intimate ties with opera.

Of course, nationalism cast its spell through many art forms. From David to Delacroix, there were pictorial icons. The revolutionary call was sounded in the dramas of Schiller and Hugo—and answered by the vernacular poets who became revolutionary leaders in 1848: Lamartine in France, Petöfi in Hungary, Mickiewicz in Poland, Herwegh in Germany. But revolutionary nationalism was a visceral ideal that reached beyond pictures and poems to the most immaterial—and emotionally evocative—medium of the romantic era: music. Mazzini, while he was forming Young Europe, hailed the revolutionary potential of music as a form of human communication

which begins where poetry ends . . . the algebra of the spirit . . . the perfume of the whole universe . . . which the materialism of our age has hidden, not exiled from the world.\(^{19}\)

Deepest of all was the connection with operatic melodrama. By linking music with vernacular language and local folklore, opera became the vehicle for national consciousness—unifying fragmented, often illiterate audiences. The dream of attaining total human happiness through the creation of a new nation required extraordinary leaps of faith. Belief in a national revolution was somehow easier for those who were already immersed in the unreal world of opera where social, spiritual, and even sexual satisfactions were simultaneously obtained through the magic of music.\(^{20}\)

There were three stages in linking the operatic stage to the national revolutionary cause. First, in the 1760s, had come the birth of the *opéra comique*, which lifted out of low bourgeois culture its combination of "little songs" (called *vaudevilles*) and spoken dialogue to express everyday sentiment and to evoke direct emotional reactions from the audience. Gone was the aristocratic ideal of disciplining rather than arousing the passions—and the subordination of melody to a rhetorical text.

Second had come the rapid development in the early days of the
French Revolution of a propagandistic, revolutionary message for the opéra comique. Revolutionary operas required ever more crude plots, spectacular settings, and larger orchestras attuned to outdoor acoustics and bombastic military music. Brasses replaced strings as “Apollo put down his lyre, donned a red cap, and picked up a trumpet.” 21 Actors playing kings were often physically abused, while republican heroes and choruses were required to repeat revolutionary choruses or insert popular songs into the action.

Guillaume Tell—a landmark opera by two leading figures of the opéra comique, librettist Michel Sedaine and composer André Gretry—converted the tale of a fourteenth-century Swiss foe of the Hapsburgs into a roiling revolutionary exhortation. Maréchal also glorified William Tell 22 and collaborated with Gretry on ideological operas during the Reign of Terror. In The Feast of Reason, a sans-culotte is crowned with a cap of liberty, while a priest hails the liberating effects of publicly shedding his robes. Another Maréchal-Gretry opera, Denis the Tyrant, celebrated the need “to inculcate in children . . . the sacredness of equality.” 23 The invocation to struggle against tyranny may have been even more intense in a lost opera of the same period by Saint-Just, Selico ou les Nègres. 24

The third and final stage in the linkage between opera and national revolution came during the Napoleonic wars. “Revolutionary pride was transferred to the French armies, which were seen as liberators of the oppressed countries.” A new genre of “rescue operas” glorified “the liberation of foreign peoples or individuals suffering under absolutism.” 25 The most famous of these was the 1798 work of a police chief in revolutionary France: Leonora or Wedded Love: A Spanish Historical Play in Two Acts, which provided the basis for Beethoven’s only opera, Fidelio, the greatest of all operas of heroic deliverance. The opera was, in effect, banned during the first decade of its existence, with the première delayed by Austrian censors and then by the French entry into Vienna in 1805. Only in the revised version of 1814, amidst the buoyant hopes that followed the defeat of Napoleon, did Fidelio emblazon itself on the European imagination. The setting for the final scene in which the prisoners reappear was moved from the dungeon to the open air—just as the thirst for liberation was about to spill out from the operatic theater into real life national revolution.

Music helped keep alive a feeling of unity in divided and humiliated Poland. 26 In 1811, the director of the Polish National Opera Theater, Karol Kurpiński, introduced in Warsaw his new opera Kalmora, written on an altogether novel theme for the operatic stage anywhere: the American Revolution. Kalmora, an American girl, is unable to marry a British soldier until after the revolutionaries have defeated the British and convinced him of the superiority of a republic to a monarchy. 27 In 1816, after the Napoleonic wars, Kurpiński tried to identify opera with national struggle in his Cracovians and Mountaineers. Consciously reviving the title of an earlier work written just before the first partition of Poland, Kurpiński turned folk dances—the polonaise and mazurka—into symbols of suppressed nationhood.
Kurpiński sought in vain to persuade his most gifted pupil, Frederick Chopin, to develop an operatic tradition for Poland. But Chopin's piano music transposed the same polonaise and mazurka into symbols not just of Polish pride, but of unrealized nationhood everywhere. Schumann described Chopin's mazurkas as "cannons buried in flowers," and Chopin's benefit concert tours throughout Europe between the revolutions of 1830 and 1848 were themselves dramatic events, mobilizing the emotions for national revolution. Franz Liszt's virtuoso concerts of the same era played a similar role. He dedicated his Lyon to Lamennais and called on music to recapture the "political, philosophical and religious power" it had allegedly exercised "in pagan times." He transformed a tune from the Hungarian gypsy violin into the Rákóczi March, and played it as "the Hungarian Marseillaise." Berlioz inserted into his Damnation of Faust an orchestral form of this march with bass drums suggesting cannons of liberation, which was hailed as a revolutionary symbol at its debuts of 1846 in both Budapest and Paris. The French romantic wrote a host of idiosyncratic works in praise of national revolution.

With their deep musical traditions and leadership in the drama since Schiller, the Germans developed a particularly important national school of opera. In 1817, Carl Maria von Weber first described

the type of opera all Germans want: a self-contained work of art in which all artistic elements cooperate, disappear and reemerge to create a new world.

Five years later in Der Freischutz, he put this new concept into practice. Focusing on a tale from Germanic folklore, he enlarged the orchestra and scrambled the placement of instruments, producing a new dependence on the conductor and preparing the way for the conductor-composer who was to realize his dream of a uniquely German Gesamtkunstwerk: Richard Wagner.

The mature Wagner weaved pagan myth and a seductive new musical idiom into a unique vehicle of modern German nationalism. But his original, youthful turn to revolutionary politics prior to 1848 illustrates the more general romantic forms he later denigrated. His first and most explicitly political opera, Cola Rienzi, the last of the tribunes, was completed in Paris in 1840 to celebrate the fourteenth-century Roman revolutionary. The twenty-year-old Frederick Engels wrote a play in praise of the same Rienzi in the same year.

The first organized conspiracy of the Left against Napoleon was an assassination planned to take place during the climactic chorus of an operatic première on October 10, 1800. Less than two months later, the first conspiracy of the Right killed or wounded eighty in its unsuccessful attempt to kill Napoleon on the way to the opera. On both occasions, Napoleon demonstrated his sang-froid by continuing on to the opera and watching the performance as if nothing had happened—becoming thereby a kind of operatic hero in his own right.

The stability of the post-Napoleonic restoration was shaken by the assassination of the Duc de Berry in the opera house in Paris on Feb-
ruary 12, 1820. And an operatic performance on January 12, 1821 at the Teatro d'Angennes in Turin helped precipitate the revolution that broke out in Piedmont. This forgotten event at the heart of the region that eventually led the struggle for unification of Italy was the beginning of the open, direct link between romantic opera and national revolution. The opera itself was a seemingly apolitical work by one of the most politically conservative composers of the age: *La Gazza Ladra* (The Thievish Magpie) by Gioacchino Rossini. Determined to outdo the Germans in an opera written for Austrian-controlled Milan, Rossini augmented both the size and the volume of his orchestra and began the process of conjuring up new sounds in the score to support new ideas in the libretto. The conflict between a classicist and a romantic over a falsely accused servant girl was given a revolutionary reading by the Italians, who had already felt their emotions aroused by *Moses in Egypt*, Rossini's earlier opera about the chosen people seeking liberation from bondage. The potentially revolutionary message was emphasized more clearly in the Parisian triumph of the new French version of the opera in 1827. Thus, Rossini, who had been Metternich's guest at the Congress of Verona and chief composer to the ultraconservative King Charles X of France, found his audiences identifying his real-life patrons with his operatic villains. He unwittingly abetted the gathering revolutionary ferment with his *William Tell*, which opened in Paris in 1829 and provided a musical model for national liberation struggles.

The excitement of the famous overture, the overall length (nearly six hours), and the emphasis on large choral ensembles—all lent a portentous air to the work. The *William Tell* overture was to be played at the last meeting of the radical circle to which the youthful Dostoevsky belonged in 1849. Orsini's spectacular attempt to assassinate Napoleon III a decade later occurred outside the Paris opera while the orchestra was playing that same prelude to liberation. Two decades later, a French revolutionary on trial in Switzerland explained that his model was Tell, whose "arrow whistles the music of Rossini." The tenor who sang the lead in the original production was permanently radicalized by the experience—leading the singing of *La Marseillaise* atop the barricades during the Revolution of 1830 with sword in hand and cherishing thereafter the vision of a world where "an upheaval would be nothing more than a concert."  

The revolutions in France and Belgium in 1830 were highly theatrical: the sudden exits and entrances of kings, the processions and pagentry of volunteer armies, and the festive spirit of Paris and Brussels. Revolution seemed to be moving from the stage to the street—or perhaps the street was merely reclaiming what it had previously given to the stage. The extravagant melodramas of Nodier's protégé, Victor Hugo, had in many ways anticipated the revolution. The première of *Hernani* on February 25, 1830, was in effect the opening political demonstration of the year. The tale of an outlaw struggling for love and liberation against fate, hate, and the Hapsburg establishment aroused the student audience. The red vest defiantly sported by Hugo's supporters anticipated the revolutionary red flag which was soon to be
raised in the open-air theater of Paris; and the anti-traditional beat of Hugo's poetry fed naturally into innumerable operatic amplifications of his plays.39

In Brussels, the theatrical catalyst was yet another anti-Hapsburg opera: The Mute Girl of Portici by Daniel-François Auber. In this tale of a seventeenth-century Neapolitan insurrection, choral scenes of beggars and shopkeepers swirled around the arresting figure (taken over from popular pantomime) of a dumb heroine. The melodrama had been proscribed in Brussels after the July Revolution in Paris; but the defiant Belgians demanded that it be restored to the repertoire soon after they were asked to honor the birthday of the Dutch king on August 24. After lengthy discussion of cuts, a performance was reluctantly approved for August 25—along with secret orders for stand-by troops.

During the performance, the police chief of Brussels sent a boy out to conduct reconnaissance among the mob that had gathered outside. The informer returned to report rumors that the chief was to be assassinated in his box.40 At the end of the fourth act, many people left the theater as if in search of their own ending for the revolutionary melodrama. By the time the opera ended with a pyrotechnic onstage eruption of Mount Vesuvius (making spectacular use of new sound and color effects), the lava of revolution was already coursing through the streets of Brussels. Wealthy members of the audience were unable to get out of the theater and into their carriages. Soldiers and police were unable to keep up with (let alone contain) the movements of the mob in search of symbols of authority to burn and destroy.

Thus, an operatic performance triggered the revolution that led to Belgian independence in 1830. Later popular uprisings in Belgium were formed in the knowledge of this bizarre fact. Risings in 1834 were built around demands for another revival of the Auber opera, while later perturbations in Ghent were triggered by a gala performance of William Tell at which the student audience confronted the Duke and Duchess of Brabant.41

The program to prevent the spread of revolution into Germany in 1830 involved prohibiting performances of The Mute Girl and William Tell in cities close to the French or Belgian borders.42 But the fears of those in power became the fascination of those who were not. Continent-wide efforts to restrict the rights of assembly for political purposes after 1830 increased the covert political content of theatrical performances. A recurring theme of the new grand opera which spread out from Paris after 1830 was national uprisings: Druids versus Romans in Bellini's Norma (Milan, 1831), conspirators assassinating a king in Auber's Gustav III (Paris, 1833), persecuted Protestants against aristocratic royalists in both Bellini's Puritans (Paris, 1835) and Meyerbeer's Huguenots (Paris, 1836); Jew versus Christians in Meyerbeer's The Jewess (Paris, 1835) and versus Babylonians in Verdi's Nabucco.

The première of this latter work in Milan on March 9, 1842, brought Giuseppe Verdi into the center of the real-life drama of Italian unification. Verdi, whose very name was to become an acronym for Italian nationalism (Vittorio Emmanuele Re d'Italia), struck a deep vein of
anti-Austrian sentiment with this operatic tale of bondage to King Nebuchadnezzar. The uproar at the end of the first act surprised and frightened the composer, who was seated in the orchestra. The prolonged standing ovation he received at the final curtain—from the orchestra as well as the audience—removed all doubt that he had suddenly become a culture hero for the risorgimento. The chorus of captive Jews from the third act Va pensiero (Fly, my thoughts, on golden wings to the fatherland) had to be resung on the spot at the première. Massed mourners at Verdi’s public funeral in Milan were spontaneously to sing it again nearly sixty years later. It was to become a kind of informal national anthem, with its lush lingering melody calling for the deliverance of “my beautiful but lost fatherland.”

Nabucco was followed in 1843 by a second patriotic opera, The Lombards at the First Crusade, with another chorus of liberation (“Today the Holy Land shall be ours!”), which also had to be resung at the première. Verdi turned next to an operatic version of Hernani. Melodramatic operas of struggle cascaded from Verdi’s pen in the remaining years leading up to the Revolution of 1848: Joan of Arc (1845), Attila (1846), The Robbers (1847), and finally, The Battle of Legnano, first produced amidst great excitement in January 1849 in Rome just 12 days before the establishment of the short-lived Roman Republic. Verdi subsequently returned to Victor Hugo for his Rigoletto of 1851 (based on Le Roi S’Amuse); and escalated to virtual onstage revolution in his Sicilian Vespers (Paris, 1855). The political censorship required a change in title for the first Italian performance the following year; and popular revolt against the doge of Venice dominated Simone Boccanegra, which opened in Venice in 1857. Verdi’s rewriting of Auber’s regicidal Gustav III as The Masked Ball was heavily censored and first produced in Rome (after the setting was moved from Europe to distant Boston) in 1859 on the eve of the decisive war of liberation against Austria.

At that crucial point in Italian history, even Verdi’s apolitical operas seemed to be mobilized. Cavour entered the key battle against the Hapsburgs in April 1859, humming the famed tenor air from Il Trovatore: “Di Quella Pira.” The essential message that national revolutionaries found in Verdi was that of the Roman envoy speaking to the conquering Hun in the first act of Attila: “Take the universe, but leave me Italy.”

There were operatic echoes among social as well as national revolutionaries. Buonarroti gave singing lessons throughout his career, and his collaborator in both musical and revolutionary activity, Luigi Angeloni, turned from his doctoral dissertation on the origins of musical notation to writing about opera. Buonarroti’s Flemish protégé, Jacob Kats, wrote the struggle song from Meyerbeer’s Robert le Diable into hisrevolutionary drama The Earthly Paradise and created the first Flemish theater for popular music and drama in Brussels. That supreme symbol of international social revolution, Michael Bakunin, bade his friends farewell with the chorus of assassins from the Huguenots, and drew on the text of the fourth movement of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony (Schiller’s Ode to Joy) to call his followers “beautiful daugh-
ters of the divine spark.” On Palm Sunday, 1849, in Dresden, he rushed forward after hearing Wagner conduct to announce that that movement would be exempted from destruction in the forthcoming revolutionary upheaval. Whether or not Bakunin provided part of the model for Wagner’s Siegfried, the bear-like Russian suggested to many that a general “downfall of the gods” was imminent in life as well as operatic fancy.

**Songs and Flags**

Musical militance burst out of the opera houses after 1830 in a flood of song and verse. This “trumpet blast that suddenly rouses a vast camp of nations in arms” led to a profusion of national anthems and banners in imitation of *La Marseillaise* and the tricolor of the original French Revolution.

Louis Philippe adopted and ostentatiously led the singing of *La Marseillaise* as a means of securing his precarious hold on power. The tenor Nourrit and the composer Berlioz led the singing of it on the Paris barricades with a sword and pistol respectively as a baton. Rouget de Lisle, the all-but-forgotten author of the great anthem, hailed Berlioz as “the Vulcan of revolution,” and was freed from prison by donations from the radical songwriter Jean-Pierre Béranger, who described his protest singing as a “tambour social à ouvrir la marche et marquer le pas.”

The new Marseillaise of 1830 was the “Parisienne,” which Lafayette sang onstage with Nourrit at the end of the public theatrical performance that followed his introduction of the new king to the Paris masses at the Hotel de Ville. Its composer, Casimir Delavigne, had contributed a melodrama, *The Sicilian Vespers*, to the unrest of 1819-20; and he soon added to this stirring march for victorious Paris, words to a martial air of Kurpiński for the martyred Poles, the “Varsovienne,” which became in many ways the Marseillaise for all defeated nationalities. The Belgian Revolution of 1830 produced the “Brabançonne,” which became the national anthem; and the Franco-German crisis of 1839–40 produced a proliferation of nationalistic airs, such as “Watch on the Rhine” and “Deutschland, Deutschland über alles,” adapted to Haydn’s music and destined to become the future German national anthem.

The national song, of course, had its accompanying flag. In some cases, the song was about the flag (the Romanian “Tricolor,” “The Star Spangled Banner”). In some, it was simply identified with a banner: *La Marseillaise* with the tricolor, which became the official flag of France after 1830.

To the fourteen-year-old Eugene Pottier, the future author of the “Internationale,” the tricolor was “the signal of happiness” when first raised over Paris in July 1830. Each nation suddenly seemed to feel the need for some such signal. A true nation was now thought to require a tricolor—freed of all crosses, crowns, and heraldic reminders
of traditional authority and civic inequality. The first creative act of the Belgian revolutionaries after leaving the opera house in Brussels was the crude fashioning of a new banner out of curtains ripped down from the gutted office of the hated editor of *Le National*. The three vertical stripes of the black, yellow, and red of Brabant were identified with the “Brabançonne” and immediately raised over the Hotel de Ville in Brussels.

Like the Belgian, the Italian tricolor (green, white, red) had made its debut in the revolutionary era. The revolutionary legion in Italian Lombardy blazoned on their tricolor “equality or death” and “victory or death.” The Hungarian national movement began to gather in the 1840s around its own tricolor of red, white, and green. Romanian nationalists threw up a vertical tricolor of blue, yellow, and red, which became the flag and inspired the anthem “Tricolor” when Romania joined the unrest of 1848.

The black, red, and gold banner was a central symbol of the Hambacher Fest of May 1832. Local colors were swept away by youthful enthusiasm for three-colored cockades and sashes bearing the legend “Germany’s Resurrection.”

Following the impulse for radical simplification, some demonstrators called for “only one color.” However, the idea of one unifying color was most fully developed by social revolutionaries in their search for a banner to rival the tricolors of national revolutionaries. “Our flag can no longer be contained by the sky of France,” the visionary prophets of universal social change, the Saint-Simonians, had sung. Their mission was to “unfold in the breeze the battle standard of the workers . . . serve the universe as a torch.”

Workers themselves began to provide a real-life banner for this Saint-Simonian fantasy. Having gained few tangible benefits from the revolutions of 1830, they brought out colors of their own in urban demonstrations. In Reims, the black flag (which was later to become the banner of anarchism) made its modern French debut, when on January 15, 1831, unemployed dirt carriers bore a flag of mourning through the streets with the slogan, “Work or Death!”

The future banner of international revolution, the red flag, made its modern debut in Paris during riots and demonstrations after the funeral of a popular general, Maximilien Lamarque, on June 5, 1832. In a nocturnal scene worthy of his own melodramas, Victor Hugo unfurled the red flag that night on the barricades in the Rue de la Chanverie and lit a torch beside it, which, in his words, added “to the scarlet of the flag I don’t know what kind of sinister purple.” The demonstration of June 5 has been called “the first disturbance that was simultaneously both republican and social.” It was organized by republican agitators in the wake of the trial of “the fifteen”—Blanqui and his associates. The red flag, which had been used as a sign of martial law and a signal of alarm during the original French Revolution, was thus revived by a new set of republicans amidst the cholera epidemic of 1832.

Lafayette, who had sanctified Louis Philippe’s authority during the
Revolution of 1830 by publicly handing him the tricolor, fled La­
marque’s funeral in a state of shock upon finding the rival red flag on
the coffin of his old comrade-in-arms. Those who put down the demonstra­
tions of June 1832 saw them­
phones defending the tricolor “against the white flag in the Vendée, the
red flag in Paris, or the colors of the foreigner on our borders.” Not
until the Revolution of 1848 did the red flag supplant the black flag as a
symbol of proletarian protest and a rival to the tricolor for any signifi­
cant body of Frenchmen. And even then, social revolutionaries usually
confined themselves merely to moving the red stripe into the
center of a revised tricolor. The tricolor remained “the rainbow of the
free” even for social revolutionaries: a banner freed from the “barbarous
escutcheons” of “nations which typify brute force with their three-headed
eagles and vultures,” with colors as pure as “the people” themselves.

The Myth of “the People”

Romantic nationalism was everywhere hailed as the cause of “the
people”—a term so vague yet appealing that it seemed to require a spe­
cial language of sounds and symbols to express its meaning. Songs and
flags helped enlist the emotions and politicize the illiterate. If system­
atric ideology was not part of revolutionary nationalism, this concept
of “the people” was central to it.

As a counter to rationalism, evocation of “the people” goes back at
least to Rousseau’s quarrel with the elitist philosophes of Paris. Bonnie­
ville in 1787 had warned the aristocratic Condorcet of the coming of the
Peuple-Roi, and had written songs about the peuple-frère, while
Cloots had proclaimed “THE INFALLIBILITY OF THE PEOPLE.”

By the 1830s, romantic revolutionaries were speaking almost rou­
tinely of le peuple, das Volk, il popolo, narod, or lud as a kind of regen­
erative life force in human history. The new monarchs who came to
power after the Revolutions of 1830, Louis Philippe and Leopold I, sought
the sanction of “the people” as king “of the French” and “of the Bel­
gians,” rather than of France or Belgium. Even the reactionary Tsar
Nicholas I, three years after crushing the Polish uprising of 1830-31,
proclaimed that his own authority was based on “nationality” (as well
as autocracy and Orthodoxy)—and his word narodnost’ also meaning
“spirit of the people” was copied from the Polish narodowość.

“The people” was a different concept for revolutionary nationalists
than for evolutionary liberals (who thought of specific propertied groups
to whom the franchise and civic liberties might be extended), or for
social revolutionaries (who thought of an industrial proletariat that
might provide fresh fuel for revolution). For romantic nationalists, “the
people” was simply the source of legitimacy for the exercise of sov­
eign power in the modern nation-state. Its sanction was gained not by
the prosaic counting of parliamentary or class divisions, but by the
poetic invocation of a forgotten inner unity.

Revolutionary nationalism was fortified in the 1830-48 period by a
romantic view of history that contrasted the creativity of the people
not only with the kings and bishops who dominated France prior to 1789, but also with the bankers and politicians who rose to dominance after 1830. High priest of this new religion of “the people” was Jules Michelet. Dazzled by the spontaneous mass action of the 1830 revolution in Paris, he published an *Introduction to Universal History* in 1831 as a prelude to his massive epic, *The History of France*, on which he spent most of his next forty years.

To Michelet, France was “not only a nation, but a great political principle,” vague enough to include both of “our two great redemptions, by the Holy Maid of Orleans and by the Revolution.” The revolution had opened up a “second period” of God’s presence on earth. “His incarnation of ’89” in France would lead to the resurrection of all peoples. The liberation of the masses during the July days was a foretaste of that “eternal July” yet to come. The spontaneous development of popular unity and popular institutions from July 1789 to July 1790 made the popular festival of federal unity on the first anniversary of the fall of the Bastille more important than the original event itself.

From being “friends of the people” (the leading republican society of 1830–32), radicals soon sought to become the servants thereof. “In the presence of the sovereignty of the people, you must all bow your foreheads into the dust,” Voyer D’Argenson told the Chamber of Deputies during a dispute over symbols of authority with the Guardian of Seals in 1834. In the same year, one of the leading former advocates of a Catholic revival under papal leadership, Lamennais, celebrated what was to be his final break with Rome. He retreated to Brittany, shed his clerical collar, and published his passionate and apocalyptical testament to the simple people of Europe as the suffering servant of God: *Words of a Believer*. This immensely influential tract directly inspired Mazzini’s *Faith and the Future* of 1835, which he considered his best work. Lamennais’s *Book of the People* (1837) went still further in glorifying “the people” as “the poor, the weak, the oppressed.” He excited imitators into writing a *Marseillaise of the People, Reign of the People*, and *Gospel of the People*. It seemed not too much to contend that—in the words of a song of the period—“the people . . . is God.”

For Michelet the people was both *plebs* and *populos*, both the humble toilers and the spiritual unity of the nation. In his view England was a great empire, but a weak people. Only a people can become a nation; indeed “a nation is a people that has become a person.” The English were a kind of antipeople, dedicated to power and prosperity without love and friendship; they were scavengers who have “profited from the entr’acte between the two religions (Catholic and Revolutionary).” Beyond France, Michelet looked for vindication to Poland and invited as lecturer to the Collège de France perhaps the greatest of all poetic prophets of revolutionary nationalism: Adam Mickiewicz. The crushing of the Polish Revolution was for the poet a crucifixion of the “Christ among nations.” In his last lecture at the Collège in 1842, he contended that a messianic mission had been imparted to three peoples: the ancient Israelites, the French, and now the Slavs.

Mickiewicz regarded Poland’s temporary destruction twice in one life-
time as a sacrificial offering for the sins of others, necessary to save the peoples of the world. By submitting itself to partition during the French Revolution, Poland had saved revolutionary France from concerted action by the monarchs of Europe. Likewise the Polish rising of 1830, inspired by a sense of fraternity with events in France and Belgium, prevented—even in defeat—Nicholas I from restoring the power of his wife's uncle, King William of the Netherlands.

Intoxicated with the outbreak of a third wave of revolution in 1848, Mickiewicz tried to organize a Polish legion to lead the final liberation of Poland and all mankind. Like Lamartine in France and Petöfi in Hungary, he was a great vernacular poet destined to mount the barricades amidst a popular upsurge. The transfer of the revolutionary cause from Franco-Italian conspirators to an international fraternity of romantic nationalists is illustrated by Mickiewicz's plural version of the old Babeuvist title, \textit{Tribun des Peuples} of 1849.\footnote{93}

Already in the 1830s the Poles had assumed a certain leadership in internationalizing revolutionary nationalism. Arriving in Paris in great numbers after the failure of the Polish Revolution in 1831 they organized innumerable protest meetings and petitions against repression by the German as well as the Russian government.\footnote{94} Mickiewicz and others expected a German revolution throughout 1832–33 that might lead to guerrilla uprisings and the liberation of Poland.\footnote{95} On November 3, 1832, many Poles addressed a proclamation of solidarity to the Jews as another persecuted nation in exile.\footnote{96} Mickiewicz died in Istanbul in November 1855, in the arms of a Jewish friend who had his own proto-Zionist dream of liberating Jerusalem.

By the end of 1832, the Polish radicals in Paris had formed a group of 1,500–2,000 (later known as the Democratic Society\footnote{97}) to organize popular revolution, not only in Poland but also in the surrounding regions where national aspirations were being repressed by the Hapsburgs and Romanovs. Young Poland became one of the largest sections of Mazzini's Young Europe. When restrictions in Paris became tighter after 1834, the Poles blazed the trail of further revolutionary migration to Brussels and then London (the trail followed by Marx). Of the 4,380 political refugees known to have been in England in 1853, 2,500 were Polish.\footnote{98}

The dominant figure in the Polish emigration was Mickiewicz's former history professor, Joachim Lelewel. Head of the Revolutionary Patriotic Society during the insurrection of November 1830 in Warsaw, Lelewel had spoken on July 27, 1831, at the first in a long series of gatherings in Paris to commemorate the Polish uprising.\footnote{99} For Lelewel as for Michelet the revolutionary potential of the oppressed people lay not in their material desperation but in the spiritual richness of their communal feelings. "The classes which we call inferior and which follow instinct more closely," said Michelet, "are for that very reason eminently capable of action, ever ready to act."\footnote{100} Lelewel gradually came to believe in the capacity of the Slavic peasant masses to accomplish what the Russian empire would not, and the Polish aristocracy could not, do: free the captive Slavic nations. His \textit{History of Poland} was translated from
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French into Polish and on into Russian, Czech, and German; and his ideal was widely disseminated from his first clandestine liberation organization of 1831 in Paris, the Vengeance of the People, to his fateful meeting in Brussels in 1844 with Michael Bakunin, who developed further Lelewel's vision of revolutionary potential among the unspoiled Slavic peoples.101

There was a certain amount of pure rural nostalgia in the Michelet-Lelewel concept of the people. Both men felt redeemed by their own historical contact with the ordinary people of the past; both compared their profession as historians to the hard but wholesome work of the ordinary laborer; both urged that the wealthy and wise should seek out "mixed marriages" with poor and simple people to unify the nation.102 Michelet glorified the fishermen of Normandy for forming a "moral union" that looked beyond mere economic interest and helped lead men from "the natural association of family . . . to the grand association, that of our native country."103 Lelewel saw the communal agrarian institutions of the early Slavs serving the same function.

The revolt of 1846 in Cracow inspired the Polish Democratic Society to plan rapidly (if vainly) for a general levée en masse of the entire Polish peasantry. The Polish uprising inspired even the British working class,104 and provided the first hint of the national uprisings that were to become epidemic in 1848.

The Slavs' answer to the national congresses of 1848, held in Frankfurt by the Germans and in Budapest by the Hungarians, was the pan-Slav congress of Prague convened in the Bohemian National Museum by the romantic Czech historian František Palacký. Like so many revolutionary nationalist gatherings of that era, the Prague congress provided the precedent and the symbols for the conservative chauvinism of a future generation of imperial politicians.105 At the same time, however, the activities of Bakunin, the dominant Russian representative, revealed that the revolutionary belief in the liberating power of "the people" was moving farther to the left as it moved farther to the east. Having already set forth in a French journal in January 1845 a fluent statement of faith in the revolutionary potential of the Russian peasantry,106 in December 1848 Bakunin published an "Appeal to the Slavs," urging alliance with revolutionary Hungary and Germany in a "general federation of European republics."107 Revolutionary populism—no less than reactionary imperial pan-slavism—developed from the intellectuals' fantasy of an unspoiled people who longed to be liberated and who offered in turn moral liberation in their midst. In the wake of 1848 populism developed slowly out of the writings of Alexander Herzen and Bakunin, the two leading Russian participants in the events of that year in western Europe.

But it was Michelet who fortified radical nationalism with the kind of antireligious humanism that Russian revolutionaries were to find congenial.108 His The People of 1846 was a revolutionary encomium to plebeian France. When the French Revolution of 1848 failed, Michelet looked east again to Poland for a popular revolution in his Poland and Russia of 1851. In reply, Herzen wrote his famous "Open Letter to
Michelet,” insisting that the Russian people with their communal landholding and adjudication truly carried the germ of revolutionary regeneration for Europe.\(^{100}\) Michelet looked more sympathetically at Russia in his *Democratic Legends of the North* of 1854, but attached even greater hopes to the Danubian Revolution in Hungary and Romania.\(^ {110}\)

Romania became in 1859 the first new nation to emerge from a revolutionary struggle in Europe since Belgium in 1830. Its revolutionary movement represented the convergence of Italian, Polish, and French influences. There was, first of all, the same echo of Mazzini that had also been heard in the 1840s in such far corners of Europe as Ireland and Norway. “Young Dacia” and “Young Romania”\(^ {111}\) appeared in the Danubian region where the three multinational empires—Ottoman, Austrian, and Russian—converged. The lonely bearers of Latin culture in eastern Europe were to develop a new historical consciousness of themselves as heirs to the ancient Roman province of Dacia. The historian Nicolae Bălcescu went to study with Michelet in Paris,\(^ {112}\) and organized the most important of many national revolutionary organizations: *Fratia* (Brotherhood).\(^ {113}\) He edited a nameless weekly and organized secret ten-man cells under a three-man directorate. The militant structure required total obedience to the deacon or priest who catechized the individual member. A militant strategy for national revolt was suggested in Bălcescu’s massive historical study of 1844: *Armed Power and Military Art from the Setting up of the Wallachian Principality to our Times*. “Justice and Brotherhood” was their motto and their image of what a national struggle against a foreign power could achieve. In 1846, translations from Michelet’s *The People* and the outbreak of the Polish upheaval in Cracow began to bring the Mazzinian ideal into revolutionary reality within Romania. Bălcescu went over to the slogan “fatherland, brotherhood, and liberty,” and gave first priority to achieving “unity of ideas and feelings which in time, shall bring about political unification.”\(^ {114}\)

During the unsuccessful national revolution of 1848–49, Bălcescu published a new journal *The Sovereign People*, fleeing thereafter to Paris and London, where he represented Romania on Mazzini’s European Democratic Central Committee.\(^ {115}\) The tricolor banner which had been proclaimed for revolutionary Romania in June 1848 (red, yellow, and blue with the slogan “Justice—Fraternity”) became the flag of a new nation when the two principal provinces, Moldavia and Wallachia, formally united to form independent Romania in January 1859.

The idea of “the people” penetrated into the vast Russian empire in a way that illustrates the ambiguity of this romantic concept. Nicholas I invoked the term *narodnost* more in its narrow meaning of “nationality” than in its broad sense of “spirit of the people.” In combating the Ottoman Empire, which he did in the years from the war of 1828–29 to the Crimean War of 1853, Nicholas I found an oppressed “people” to liberate: the Orthodox Slavs under the Moslem Turks.

The *narodnost* of radical populists, on the other hand, was the unspoiled “spirit of the people”; and their “people” was the Russian peasantry itself. Russian populists sought to rediscover a sense of com-
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munity from them while liberating them from both feudal oppression and bourgeois exploitation. Finally, for many nationalities within the Russian Empire, “the people” was an oppressed minority seeking both national and social liberation through the words of national poets that appeared in the 1840s from Taras Shevchenko in the Ukraine to Johan Runeberg in Finland.

But the vagueness of belief in “the people” and the danger of conflict between one people and another did not diminish the idealism and high expectations of national revolutionaries. Despite the failures of 1848–49, romantic nationalism remained the dominant revolutionary faith throughout the 1850s. Michelet remained the prophet, Poland the hope, and Mazzini the heart and soul.

As with Michelet and Lelewel, “the people” was for Mazzini a spiritual force—not something to be divided up into interests or classes. In his first journal for the working class, *Apostolate of the People* (the weekly of his Workingmen’s Association which he founded in 1840), Mazzini published the first four parts of his most famous work, *The Duties of Man*. The stress on moral obligation was also evident in the slogan he placed over the masthead of a later journal for Italian workers: “Morality, Fatherland, Labor.”

He dreamed throughout the 1840s that a “council of mankind” might issue a declaration of principles to supersede French-type declarations of rights. This stress on ethical rather than material imperatives is apparent in his last attempt at a nationalist International: the International Association of 1855–59. Mazzini organized this effort in London, where he had returned after serving in the ruling triumvirate of the short-lived Roman Republic in 1849. He sought to fortify his old faith in a “third Rome” of “the people” replacing the earlier Romes of emperors and popes. He now argued that a broader “alliance of the peoples” was about to be formed by the three great “peoples” of Europe (the Slavs, Germans, and “Gallo-Romans”) to renew the common struggle.

But the 1860s destroyed the dream forever. Italy was unified not by the passion of Mazzini but by the realpolitik of Cavour, “the prose translation of his poem.” Poland rose and was crushed again in 1863; and Germany chose *Einheit* rather than *Freiheit* as it achieved unity under Bismarck’s rule of “blood and iron.”

All this was accompanied by war and bloodshed never envisaged by romantic nationalists, who had dreamed of a conflict-free family of nations. The vernacular poets and national historians who were the “ideologists” of nationalism always assumed that the only national war would be that of peoples against kings.

The faith in national revolution remained dominant throughout the 1850s. But the rise of the rival tradition of social revolution had already been foreshadowed in the appearance of deep and conscious class conflict during the revolutions of 1848. Paralleling the emergence of the red flag as a rival to the tricolor was the increasing substitution of *ouvriers* for *peuple* in Paris during May and June of 1848. If the new class terminology was most evident in the petitions and songs that di-
rectly reached the masses, the new ideas of social revolution were developed by a small, apostolic succession of elite intellectuals who took their torch from the hands of the aged Buonarroti.

**Revolutionary Violence: The Italo-Polish Contribution**

Before going on to the social revolutionary tradition, it is necessary to consider the introduction of violence into revolutionary practice by national revolutionaries. There were anticipations of a distinctively new approach to violence in both the American and the French revolutions. In a broad sense as we have seen, the national revolutionary tradition arose in a period of almost continuous war from the massive monarchical assault on France in 1792 to the final defeat of Napoleon by a coalition of national resistance movements. The French provided the precedent; the English, distant support; and the Germans, ideas. But the dedicated cadres who combined practice with theory came largely from Italy and Poland.

The Italo-Polish period of revolutionary violence lasted until the successful unification of Italy and the defeat of the last Polish rebellion in the early 1860s. Thereafter, a very different tradition of revolutionary violence emerged—primarily in Russia and among social revolutionaries. The two types naturally overlapped and, in the early twentieth century, converged in the Balkan no-man’s-land of European politics. The shooting of the Hapsburg Archduke Franz Ferdinand at Sarajevo in July 1914 led to World War I and to the new age of total war and totalitarian peace. That fateful assassination was to be the work of a movement inspired by both Italian and Russian revolutionaries.

The difference was that Italo-Polish violence, parochial in aim, was heroic in style. Russian violence, universal in aim, was rationalistic and ascetic in style. The Russian story is well known. The tale of Italo-Polish revolutionary violence has, however, been generally overlooked. Almost all modern ideas on guerrilla tactics or wars of “national liberation” have antecedents if not origins in forgotten writings by national revolutionaries from these two nations. The originality of Italy and Poland derived paradoxically from their fanatical dedication to replicating and perpetuating the revolutionary example of France.

It was in 1794, as the Terror reached its peak in Paris, that the modern theory of revolutionary violence began to emerge in places distant from that capital. In that year, the young Buonarroti established within his revolutionary rule in Oneglia a special school to teach “the theory of revolution.” At the same time, in Warsaw, there was a large-scale uprising against the final partition of Poland which included scythe-bearing partisans. Survivors of the insurrection formed a legion of liberation in Italy which grew within a year to ten thousand, and began the long linkage between the two national revolutionary traditions. Fighting with the French in Italy, the Poles dreamed of an eventual return “from Italy to Poland”; and their song later became the Polish national anthem.124
The wounded leader of the defeated Polish uprising, Tadeusz Kościuszko, saw the liberation of Poland opening the “epoch of general pacification” to end all human conflict. In exile, he developed the characteristic belief that revolutionary violence would end all other violence. In 1800, he published *Can the Poles recover their independence by armed action?* and answered affirmatively that “a people which aspires to independence must absolutely have faith in its own arms.” The combination of militance and self-reliance forced upon the Poles by history guarantees, in effect, that a new quality of man and nation will emerge.

Kościuszko had drawn on eight years of experience in the American Revolution and on the indigenous Polish tradition of Cossack-influenced resistance to earlier Swedish and Russian incursions. He focused on the key unanswered question arising from the Polish experience of 1794: How can a popular army combat superior conventional military forces? The Poles had simultaneously confronted the armies of the three most powerful conservative powers in Europe: Russia, Prussia, and Austria. He was impressed that, despite the impossibility of victory, sustained mass resistance had taken place. Morale had been a factor, but even in purely military terms, a small insurrectionary army could neutralize a much larger conventional force by simply refusing to fight in traditional terms.

Kościuszko may have been the first to use the term “little war”; but his substantial contributions to the American army lay in the relatively conventional areas of designing fortifications for West Point and writing the first military manual for the horse artillery. In Europe, he universalized the struggle for nationhood by denouncing Napoleon as the foe of “every great nationality and still more the spirit of independence.” But memory of the resistance movement he had led continued to dominate the Polish imagination; and, four years after his death in 1817, the Polish Patriotic Society was formed with the secret name League of Scythebearers.

The most important writings on revolutionary violence in the 1820s were by the Italians in the aftermath of their unsuccessful uprisings. At the forefront were the members of the *Apofasiméni* or desperate soldiers, formed by veterans of the Spanish, Italian, and Greek upheavals. They perpetuated the Carbonari’s secret, hierarchical organization, substituting the military term tent (tende) for shop in describing the local unit. The initiation ceremonies placed an almost masochistic emphasis on violence. After a centurion had washed away the servile past of each new member with two ritual drops of water and baptized him as “the terror of tyrants,” the neophyte asked—on his knees with his left hand on his heart and right hand on a dagger—for punishment if he should ever betray any of his vows:

I wish that my eyes be pulled from head, my tongue ripped from my mouth, my body cut and torn little by little; that my bowels be pulled out; that corrosive poison may eat at me with pain—with spasms of the chest, lungs and stomach bringing even sharper pain. . . .
And after this process, the traitor to the *Apofasimèni* was to be quartered, and his remains put on display with the label: “Here was justly punished the infamous——.”

The first theoretical reflections on revolutionary violence among Italians occurred as the nonviolent agitation of the Carbonari escalated into unsuccessful military confrontation with Hapsburg power in 1820–21. Buonarroti’s associates took the lead. Prati suggested in 1821 organizing a guerrilla-type war using Genoa as a base or “point of action for the Liberals of Italy.” The Spanish Constitution of 1812 like the Spanish resistance movement was seen as the model for national resistance to a foreign oppressor.

As the Italian movement was collapsing, Luigi Angeloni wrote a series of letters on the problem of violence which were later published in London as *On Force in Political Affairs*. Proclaiming that “all is force in the universe,” he cited Hobbes’s gloomy view of human nature (a rare authority for revolutionaries), and found hope only in the struggle that lay ahead between “artificial” and “natural” force. The former, expressed politically through hereditary privilege, must eventually succumb to the latter, which is based on popular sovereignty rooted in majority rule.

Italians after the failures of 1820–21 (like Poles after their setbacks in 1830–31) tended to substitute the distant example of the American Revolution, however little understood, for the tarnished model of France. Angeloni cited the American Revolution as the purest example of “natural force,” and the Monroe Doctrine as an indication that this natural force may be turning from a “minor force” into the “major” force in the world.

Angeloni’s work impressed his old colleague Buonarroti as he was preparing to publish his *History of the all-but-forgotten Babeuf conspiracy*; and also interested other Italians exiled with Buonarroti in Belgium. Both Angeloni and Buonarroti influenced in turn the most extensive and original treatise yet to appear on irregular revolutionary warfare: the two-volume *On the War of National Insurrection by Bands applied to Italy* by Count Carlo Bianco di Saint-Jorioz.

Bianco had been active in the revolutionary struggle in Piedmont during 1820, and had journeyed to Paris in an unsuccessful effort to coordinate the Italian struggle with other European movements. Returning empty-handed, he was captured and narrowly escaped a death sentence in Turin in 1821. He then led the “Italian lancers” in Spain, stayed on to fight the royalist French troops there in 1822–23, fought briefly for Greek independence, and played a leading role in the *Apofasimèni* before beginning a life of permanent exile in Gibraltar, Malta, Corsica, Algeria, London, and Brussels. Thus, his treatise of 1830 was the summary and synthesis of a decade of active experience—and at the same time an anticipation of the final flurry of violent revolutionary activity that he was about to undertake in Lyon in February 1831, and in Mazzini’s efforts to invade and inspire revolution in Savoy in 1831 and 1834.

Bianco’s treatise urged Italy to reject timid political philosophers
“more foreign than Italian,” in favor of a “strong, robust and ardent” political-military mobilization for “national insurrection,” such as took place in the United States after “their stupendous swift revolution.” He called for a nationwide network of guerrilla bands that would avoid direct combat but raid armories, seek camouflage, and deny the occupying Hapsburgs any local sustenance. Gradually, areas were to be liberated, “bands” coalesced into “flying columns” and then into regular military formations with colors, uniforms, and Roman titles (decurion, centurion, consul, tribune). The insurrection was to produce a model for political organization through its military command structure (four provinces, twenty congregations or cantons, and two hundred smaller units).

The secret of success for a war of peoples rather than kings lay in the political and moral mobilization of the entire country. Arguing implicitly against the dominance of Parisian thinking in the revolutionary tradition, Bianco contended that the possession of a major—or even a capital—city is not important in the early stages of a national insurrection. The real national war against the invader in Spain and Russia began after Madrid and Moscow had fallen. Capture of the capital—like the use of identifying uniforms and banners—would come later rather than early. It was important not to be corrupted by the big cities in the formative stages of a revolutionary movement. Rome itself was a “cloaca” of dishonesty; and large cities generally promoted “a luxuriating and effeminate life.”

The insurrectionary movement was thus seen as a kind of rural-based moral revival of the nation. Bianco’s seven types of military movement prescribed a kind of corporate calisthenics for a people already sinking into la dolce vita. There was a sense of athletic adventure in Bianco’s preference for light weapons, which put a premium on individual skill and intimate familiarity between man and implement: pikes and pitchforks, the Spanish knife and the Italian pugnole.

Violence for Bianco (like “artificial force” for Angeloni) was characteristic only of reactionary states. Bianco (like most later apostles of revolutionary violence) saw himself as a reluctant fighter for national liberation opposing the mercenaries of a degenerate empire. The latter alone fought per violenza. Mazzini tried to put his insurrectional theory into practice, but came to depend on émigré exhortation more than insurrectionary action after the failures of the early thirties. Garibaldi would revive the notion of a partisan fighting group in the mid-forties; and the revolutionary failures of 1848–49 in Italy would inspire a return to violence in the fifties—especially in the remarkable uprising led by Carlo Pisacane in 1857, from a ship he had kidnapped on the high seas.

Prior to this, Pisacane had written a long study of the Italian Revolution of 1848–49. A military officer by profession, he laid particular stress on the need for ideological motivation in revolutionary warfare. The word concetto (concept) was distinguished from “sterile doctrines” and became almost synonymous with “revolutionary movement.” He called for “the revolution of ideas which must always precede the ma-
terial revolution”; for an insurrectionary movement to spread “from one extreme of Italy to the other with the rapidity of thought”; and for a new type of militant distinguished from the old type of soldier: militi tutti, soldato nessuno. Nationalism was “enough for the insurrection, but not enough for victory”; so one must switch slogans “from ‘war to the foreigner’ to ‘war on the ruler.’”

He envisaged a blend of Spanish and Russian anti-Napoleonic guerrilla tactics with the new class warfare of the workers of Lyon. Moral factors could defeat material force; and “poetry” would prevail over “grammar” as the revolution spread from the countryside to the cities for final victory.

The Poles became even more innovative than the Italians in the use of revolutionary violence. They built on the almost mystical significance that Kościuszko had attached to the link between peasant and scythe in the insurrection of 1794, and speculated subsequently about using everything from fence posts and table knives to boiling water as weapons for insurgence against traditional armies. They hoped, after their failed uprising of 1830–31, that a chain reaction of revolutions elsewhere would reverse the Russian suppression of Polish liberties. But neither the French unrest of 1832 nor that of Germany in 1833, nor the second Italian campaign against Savoy in 1834 succeeded. One of the relatively moderate leaders of the Polish military uprising of 1830–31 had written a lengthy and radical call to arms, On Partisan Warfare, in Paris in 1835, and in the same year, a significant minority of the large Polish émigré population split off from the Democratic Society to form the Polish People organization, which advanced even more comprehensive theories justifying revolutionary violence.

Within the Democratic Society, the most influential proponent of violence, Ludwik Mierosławski, was born appropriately enough on a military wagon in 1814. He had led uprisings in Sicily and Baden as well as Poland, and by the 1830s was arguing that “in a state of revolution, the whole country is transformed into a single communal property in the hands of the revolutionary government.” He advocated “salutary” terrorism and mobilization of the peasantry for acts of violence, but still thought in terms of regular warfare against the occupying powers—concentrating against Russia. His ideas found reinforcement in another Polish treatise drawn up in the same year in Paris: Partisan Warfare as the type most convenient for resurgent nations.

The Poles lent some of their militance to other national revolutions in 1848. Józef Bem, author of the first modern treatise on rocketry, became commander in chief of the military forces of the Hungarian national army. But he saw the Hungarian Revolution crushed by the bulwark of reactionary antinationalism, by troops from the same Russia that had besieged him in Gdańsk in 1817 and destroyed the Polish insurrection in 1830–31 in which he had fought.

The failure of the 1846 uprising in Poland and of the final uprising of 1863 brought to an end the Polish-Italian period of heroic insurrectionist teachings. Left behind to posterity, however, was the largely overlooked legacy of the most original and prophetic of the Italo-Polish theorists of revolutionary violence, Henryk Kamiński. He so intensified
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the myth of “the people” as to insist that national revolution was inseparable from social revolution “because he who wishes to achieve his goal must will the means.” 167 The means of realizing true national independence and dignity was his strikingly modern concept of a “people’s war.” This concept was first set forth as the title of the third part of a tract published in Brussels in 1844, partially exemplified in the Cracow uprising that he helped lead in 1846, and finally perfected in his People’s War, published posthumously in 1866 after his long imprisonment and exile.

A “people’s war” differed from a partisan war which was seen by Kamiński as only a tactical form of struggling for “auxiliary goals.” A people’s war was the totally just struggle of a totally oppressed people like the Poles, involving a total mobilization “in which the number of those fighting equals the numbers of inhabitants of the country.” 168 The gentry who had long led Polish liberation movements must either renounce all social privilege and join the struggle or face punishment including death. Factors of morale were more important than weapons; and because the idea of a “people’s war” was totally new, its leaders must be created in the struggle preferably among the peasants at the grass-roots level. They must be “apostles” of an egalitarian social transformation as well as tactically skilled military leaders.

The image of the revolutionary spark was given a slightly more modern ring by the widely travelled Kamiński (who lived in Paris and Brussels after 1830, Russia in exile, and France and Algeria in emigration after 1846). Social revolution, he insisted, was “the electric spark over the whole of Poland, set in motion by a magical power” 169 that would arouse the masses to defeat any traditional means of force (and would free national movements in the future from their traditional dependence on external aid or émigré leadership). With great detail—and a constant emphasis on political and moral as well as military factors—Kamiński developed two separate outlines for a four-stage concept of people’s war. Initial scattered uprisings would build confidence and organization while avoiding pitched battles with regular units. Then mobile detachments would begin action, gradually merging into larger units. His tactics always included flexible responses to the forms that opposition might take, so that the occupying power (and the vacillating gentry) could never establish any enduring security. There is hardly a concept of modern, ideologically disciplined guerrilla warfare (including trans-national solidarity even with the impoverished Russians) that was not included in Kamiński’s treatise, which in its final form was intended for the leaders of the 1863 uprising—but never reached them.

The only important new theoretical writing of the immediate pre-1863 period was Mieroślawski’s Instructions to Insurgents of 1862, which encouraged the Poles to think in more traditional anti-Russian terms despite such novel ideas as the use of armored cars.170 Mieroślawski was a more traditional nationalist, who had fought with Garibaldi and shared the Italians’ great hopes for Napoleon III.

Italo-Polish teachings about violence always bore the influence of the French period of revolutionary history. The model was that of the
revolutionary levée en masse of 1793 out of which a new nation had been born. The Italian and Polish interest in military action was a direct outcome of the military training and aroused expectations of the revolutionary and Napoleonic eras. Italy in the south and Poland in the east of Europe had provided the earliest, most consistent support of both revolutionary and Napoleonic France. These nations continued to nurture romantic hopes of material or spiritual aid from France.

Uprisings had been looked upon as necessary responses to what Angeloni in the aftermath of 1820 called “artificial force” and Cabet in the aftermath of 1830 called the “system of violence” of the Holy Alliance. The Italo-Polish dream of national insurrection was generally based on the expectation that revolutionary France would lead the way. A sense that Napoleon had left that path was what had led in 1800 to the first revolutionary conspiracy to attack him by a Corsican and an Italian. Continued bitterness by Italians at the French rejection of their own revolutionary heritage had led to periodic violence in Paris, culminating in the most grisly assassination attempt of the early nineteenth century by a Corsican Italian veteran of Napoleon’s Russian campaign, Giuseppi Fieschi. In July 1835 (on the fifth anniversary of the Revolution of 1830), his improved version of the anti-Napoleonic “infernal machine” fired twenty-five guns simultaneously at King Louis Philippe, killing eighteen innocent bystanders and wounding scores more while missing its target altogether.

Hope waned during the Second Empire of Napoleon III for another revolution in France; and the inevitable violent Italian expression of unrequited revolutionary love came, as we shall see, with Orsini’s attempt to assassinate the French ruler in 1858. Finally, when unification came in 1859–61 through war and diplomacy rather than heroic revolution, the dream of such revolution died in Italy. Polish revolutionary hopes were definitively crushed by the massive Russian repression of the last in a long line of Polish insurrections in 1863. The Italo-Polish era of heroic violence had ended; and the new and very different Russian tradition was about to begin.

The Rival Social Revolutionaries

The rival tradition of social revolution, as we have said, was less successful than that of national revolution throughout the 1830–48 period. Social revolutionary leaders were usually lonely émigré intellectuals divorced from the masses. Even among urban workers there was little organized class warfare, let alone proletarian consciousness, outside of Paris and Lyon.

Yet a sense of impending social revolution haunted much of Europe in the 1830s. The conservative de Tocqueville, in the preface to his
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Democracy in America of 1835, used the term “social revolution,” and spoke of it as “irresistible . . . an accomplished fact, or on the eve of its accomplishment.”

There were two main stages in the birth of a social revolutionary tradition, that is, in the transition from the republican conspiracies of the early twenties to the Marxist Communism of the late forties. First came the perfection of the idea of revolutionary dictatorship by Buonarroti in his last decade from 1828 to 1837. During this period, the revived Babeuvist ideal of equality was linked with the proletarian class struggle by some of Buonarroti’s followers—and by his successor as chief organizer and symbol of revolutionary conspiracy—Auguste Blanqui.

The second phase, lasting from the late 1830s to 1848, was dominated by émigrés, who both internationalized the impulse towards social revolution and linked it with the working class. This progression of the social revolutionaries from conspiracy to ideology took place in Paris, London, Brussels, and Geneva. In these cities, relatively free expression was possible, and the critical intellect was forced to confront the reality of a new industrial order.

Buonarroti’s Legacy

The starting point for a distinct and continuous social revolutionary tradition was the publication in 1828—at the nadir of revolutionary hopes—of Buonarroti’s massive memorial to Babeuf: The Conspiracy for Equality. It provided at last both an ancestry and a model for egalitarian revolution by publicizing the all-but-forgotten Babeuvists. The book was studied by both émigrés and local Belgians, who were encouraged by Buonarroti to see in a social revolutionary organization the “Archimedean lever” to overturn the world.

The failure of all revolutions since 1789 had, in Buonarroti’s view, been caused by a lack of strong leaders prepared in advance to give power to “a revolutionary government of sages.” He harkened back to Babeuf’s idea of delegating authority immediately to “general commissioners” (commissaires généraux) trained in revolutionary “seminaries” and insisted on the need for a “provisional authority charged with completing the revolution and governing until popular institutions come into active being.”

Buonarroti urged that the revolutionary regime not submit itself to popular elections while initial revolutionary changes were being effected; but fulfill three functions instead: (1) “direct all the force of the nation against internal and external enemies,” (2) “create and establish the institutions through which the people will be imperceptibly led really to exercise sovereignty,” and (3) “prepare the popular Constitution which should complete and close the revolution.”

The ultimate aim of the revolution was the Rousseauian one of returning man to his “natural” state of liberty in which the “general will” prevails. Thus revolutionary power must be entrusted immediately to a “strong, constant, enlightened immovable will,” and “the same will must direct the enfranchisement and prepare liberty.”

“Experience
has shown” that the privileged are “very poor directors of popular revolutions” and “the people are incapable either of regeneration by themselves or of designating the people who should direct the regeneration.”

Buonarroti provided a mandate for the continued existence of an elite revolutionary dictatorship, and an implied license for the secret police surveillance of the future. In his retrospective version of the Babeuf conspiracy, a final decision had been made by “the secret directory” that

... once the revolution is completed, it would not cease its works and would watch over the conduct of the new assembly.

Buonarroti was almost certainly influenced by the more authoritarian turn of mind among Italian émigrés after the failure of the liberal revolutions of the early 1820s. The theorist of violence Carlo Bianco, who saw much of Buonarroti during this period, argued that the collapse of the constitutional regimes in the early 1820s was facilitated by the very liberties they granted. He insisted that revolutionaries should establish a strong provisional authority and that no one should “determine in advance the duration.” In language strongly suggestive of Sorel’s later paean to Mussolini, Bianco expressed a preference for an individual dictator: “a condottiero with a heart that is hard and inaccessible to any shriek for mercy.”

Buonarroti’s History was a model for modern revolutionary polemics in its Manichean simplification of a complex story into a clear, cosmic struggle of evil against good: “egoism” vs. “equality.” He immediately relegated to the camp of egoism almost all who had hitherto written about the revolution. He then pointed out that “among the parties ... there is one on which the wise man should rivet his gaze”, and this party is presented as a kind of ultimate Masonic order, “the sincere friends of equality.”

Buonarroti had gone to Brussels in 1824 because the Belgian half of the newly created kingdom of the Netherlands was almost the only French-speaking area in Europe still tolerant of exiled political extremists. Many aging French revolutionaries had taken up permanent residence there; it was largely among older revolutionary veterans that Buonarroti gathered the inner circle for his Monde organization.

When Charles X abdicated after a struggle with the deputies that spilled into the streets, the constitutional monarch Louis Philippe succeeded him with the support of that patron and symbol of moderate revolution, the Marquis de Lafayette. However shocking it was to established kings to see a monarch enthroned by a mob, the spectacle was equally disquieting to extremists on the Left like Lafayette’s former aide-de-camp and associate in the French Carbonari, Voyer D’Argenson. Likewise, the decision of Jean-Baptiste Teste, a former refugee in Belgium, to become a minister of the new king repelled his brother, the publisher, Charles Teste. Thus D’Argenson and Teste formed together with Buonarroti in his last years a kind of revolutionary triumvirate—the highest Illuminist “triangle,” perhaps, or the final inner circle of
his Monde. In their eyes, the failure to institute a republic—let alone an egalitarian community—foredoomed the new French regime to failure long before its subservience to bourgeois capitalism made it a commonplace object of criticism and satire.

When revolt broke out in Brussels late in August 1830, French republicans were encouraged to believe that the revolutionary wave had not yet crested. Frenchmen moved into Belgium to defend the revolt; and Charles Rogier, who had many French revolutionary connections, led troops in from Liège to become the president of a provisional government. Buonarroti remained in Paris, but his friends participated in the agitation which led to the formation of a provisional revolutionary government on September 25. Buonarroti and Teste exercised direct, and at times controlling, influence on Rogier; on the more radical Louis De Potter, who briefly headed the provisional government; and on Felix Bayet, who was Buonarroti’s secret agent in Brussels. Buonarroti urged the Belgians to provide the “great example” that France had failed to give revolutionary Europe: to form “fronts” for the revolutionary leadership by creating popular societies and journals that would propagate the virtues of a radical republican regime, and to “delay elections . . . Be dictators if necessary for the well-being of the country.” Bayet became secretary of a forty-man central meeting pledged to complete the revolution, and worked with De Potter, who attempted to form a Committee of Public Safety.

After several months of internal chaos and external diplomacy, Belgium became independent, but under a conservative constitutional monarchy with the entrepreneurial bourgeoisie as the ruling force. The new king, Leopold I, was a German who had married into the British royal family, just as—at the opposite end of society from him—many workers came from Germany to work in the expanding English-type industries of the bourgeois monarchy. The Buonarrotian legacy of radical republican journals and secret societies affected Belgium throughout the thirties. And Brussels became the residence of Karl Marx during 1845–47, when he was formulating the ideas for his Communist Manifesto, and the site of many of the meetings that led to the formation of the Communist League.

In Paris after the revolutions in France and Belgium, Buonarroti’s entourage decried not only the failure of the new regimes to proclaim republics, but also their failure to commit themselves to immediate, egalitarian reforms. The Babeuf-Maréchal idea that an élite vanguard must realize the unfinished revolution was revived with a vengeance. De Potter’s pamphlet of December 1831, On the revolution yet to be made, predicted that “the first really social and popular revolution will fill up in reality and for all time the abyss of revolutions.” Teste insisted that “the extraordinary authority of strong, wise and devoted men” should exercise full interim power after any future revolution on behalf of “the most advanced, magnetic, energetic and prudent party in the society.”

Buonarroti himself now turned to Italy, where revolution still seemed possible. In 1832, he formed a Society of True Italians with a central
committee (giunta) and local “families” designed to inculcate “the social virtue of a free people” while providing shock troops for the revolutionary high command. The following year, this group allied with the Reformed Carbonari (radical republican veterans of the original French Carbonari) into the Universal Democratic Carbonari: the last effort to realize Buonarroti's dream of an international revolutionary organization. It had loose links with Belgian, Swiss, and German (and possibly Spanish and Portuguese) movements as well as with France and Italy. The goal was to realize equality “not in name, but in fact.”

The revolutionary conspiracy adopted names for lodges such as Jean-Jacques and Saint-Just, the Babeuvist term phalanx in place of the Carbonari vente, and pseudonyms, codes, and security procedures that grew ever more complex with the mounting police repression. The plan for a reorganized Carbonari organization involved two grades, the forest and the mountain—the former recalling the original Carbonari, the latter the radical Mountain, now being glorified by a growing cult of Robespierre among Buonarroti’s associates. But by the mid-thirties both his foreign links and his “universal” organization had evaporated. Living in virtual exile in the Parisian home of Voyer D’Argenson until his death on September 16, 1837, Buonarroti ended up—literally—with the anagrams rather than the reality of a revolutionary organization.

Buonarroti had survived long enough to become a living legend, and to attract the admiration of the very young, who were disillusioned with Louis Philippe in the way Buonarroti had been with the Directory. Many radical leaders of socialism in the 1840s—Cabot, Blanc, and Buchez—apparently had contacts with the venerable “Jean-Jacques” in the mid 1830s.

Buonarroti also influenced the new generation of revolutionary artists—particularly the revolutionary painter, Philippe-Auguste Jeanron: the first to represent the proletariat in revolutionary scenes with a realistic style. Destined to illustrate Blanc’s History of Ten Years and to direct the Louvre during the revolutionary years 1848–50, in the 1830s Jeanron attacked not only the official art of the institute (“the Bastille of artists”), but also the neo-classical imitators of David (“the old regime in art”). Jeanron produced in the mid 1830s a haunting portrait of Buonarroti, who in turn inspired Jeanron’s proclamation of 1834 that “After the beneficent storm, EQUALITY SHALL APPEAR UPON THE EARTH.”

Buonarroti had also had a final brush of sorts with the ghost and legend of Napoleon. The most interesting new associate of Buonarroti’s last years, Jean-Jacques Delorme, was the link with surviving Bonapartists. As a young provincial from Loir-et-cher, Delorme had felt the grassroots appeal of the Napoleonic legend, and had been in sympathetic touch in the late 1820s with circles that “would prefer a Napoleon to a Bourbon if there were no other choice.” His vivid account of his links with Buonarroti at the same time provides a unique source for understanding the final revolutionary perspectives of the revolutionary patriarch.

Delorme journeyed to Paris for a Carbonari-type initiation sealed by
Buonarroti’s kiss of brotherhood in the presence of thirty members. He then returned in the early thirties for a largely unsuccessful effort to organize provincial “democratic committees.” The triumvirate of Buonarroti, Teste, and Voyer D'Argenson advised him to see in adversity a test of revolutionary commitment: “Let us console ourselves by cultivating virtue,” counseled Buonarroti. Concentrate organizational work on youth, where “it is only a matter of preserving it from corruption.” Above all, maintain purity of conviction among the cadres even at the cost of diminished overall numbers.

Questioning the hostility to compromise of his revolutionary mentors, Delorme was told by Voyer D'Argenson (after a ceremonial banquet on Montmartre late in 1833) that “profound convictions are intolerant” and that revolutionaries must maintain la sévérité de l'esprit exclusif. Anticipating the later Leninist conception of “principled” opposition, Buonarroti insisted on separating revolutionary from personal quarrels. The resulting sense of selfless dedication to an issue served in turn to intensify contempt for rivals in the political arena. “Pure love of equality,” Buonarroti wrote in 1834, is “the thread” of Ariadne which will show “the way out of the labyrinth.” “Sincere vows” to equality must precede any political activity. Otherwise revolutionary activists will become “enemies of the people and of humanity” and “all political changes will be deceptions and all revolutions incomplete and vicious.” Even royalists and Bonapartists now “call themselves republicans to deceive the weak,” wrote Buonarroti, as he adopted his final pseudonym of “Maximilien” to dramatize his admiration for Robespierre. Buonarroti also warned against the temptation to drift off into scholarly discussions. Revolutionaries have “no greater enemies than would-be scholars (les prétendus savants): such people, petrified with vanity, are the aristocracy incarnate.”

Buonarroti’s most important new body of followers in the 1830s had been the Polish revolutionary organization founded on the Island of Jersey on October 30, 1835: the Polish People (Lud Polski). This group called for the abolition of private property, subdivided itself into communes, published innumerable manifestoes and denunciations of moderate reformists. They thought of themselves as “disciples of Buonarroti,” and were “the first . . . publicly to accept his teaching as their own.” They took as their slogan Voyer d'Argenson's phrase l'égalité des conditions sociales, and urged an interim “dictatorship of the people” to reeducate people after a revolution through terrorism, the use of the sword to bring principle into effect, intolerance of all that either now or at any time harms this principle or can endanger our aims.

The movement towards social revolutionary ideas in the 1830s can be vividly illustrated through the brief career of Simon Konarski, who, independently of the Buonarrotians, carried the Polish revolutionary mentality farthest to the east and deepest into the masses. A brilliant student from an impoverished aristocratic family of Polish Calvinists, Konarski had fought as a youth in the Polish Revolution of 1830–31.
the best heroic tradition of his nation, Konarski did not stop when defeat was inevitable, but continued fighting in Lithuania and the eastern marches until mid 1831. After a brief internment, he emigrated to France and Belgium, where he became a protégé of Lelewel and a member of Young Poland. Thus he at first became the quintessential national revolutionary—rushing to Switzerland to participate in the ill-fated Mazzinian invasion of Savoy, keeping with him always both the pistol with which he fought and the flute on which he played patriotic songs.

But the national cause alone could not fully satisfy his revolutionary longings; and in the fall of 1834—a full year before the formation of the Polish People organization—he moved on to his own form of social revolution. In his biweekly Parisian journal, Midnight, he called not only for an overthrow of Tsarism, but for expropriating landowners, emancipating peasants with land grants, and equalizing social classes. He also followed the new Buonarrotian pattern of planning for a provisional revolutionary government in his “The Transitional State and the Final Organization of Society.”

In 1835, he returned incognito to Poland and established a revolutionary Society of the Polish People (Stowarzyszenie Ludu Polskiego) in Cracow, then moved east to organize revolutionary cells in Lithuania, White Russia, and the Ukraine. Across the vast area which stretched from the Baltic to the Black Sea, Konarski spun a conspiratorial web which was estimated to have included about three thousand participants—and which soon became perhaps the first purely revolutionary organization to form a special, separate circle for women.

Arrested at Vilnius late in May 1838, Konarski proved unbreakable under torture, converted his Russian guards, and would have probably escaped had he not insisted that all other prisoners also be released. In a farewell verse to his fiancée from jail just before he was executed by a firing squad on February 25, 1839, Konarski wrote: “I do not wish to go to heaven, while my people are in bondage.”

The revolutionary par excellence thus confronted without flinching a hopelessness that extended from this world to the next. He had created—among other things—the first student revolutionary movement ever to take root inside Russia. So great was the fear of his circle of student followers that Kiev University was shut altogether for a year. Imperial Russia in 1839—as Custine’s famous book of that year, Russia, eloquently pointed out—proved the very heart of European repression. It was of course to be in this same Russia that actual social revolution, dimly foreshadowed in the Konarski movement, eventually took place.

**Blanqui**

If Buonarroti had become the venerable old man of social revolution in France of the 1830s, the cause was actually more deeply identified with the youthful Auguste Blanqui. Blanqui thought of a revolutionary movement as a force for educating the masses rather than purifying the members; he was better equipped to make revolutionary use of the
new possibilities for political agitation under the new constitutional monarchy. Keeping alive the Buonarrotian tradition of secret hierarchical organization, he still gave more concrete social content to the egalitarian ideal.

Blanqui was descended from a north Italian family (Bianchi-Blanchi-Blanqui), and had joined the French version of the Carbonari during its period of decline. His interest in economic questions was aroused by his older brother, the economist Adolphe Blanqui, and also perhaps by the pioneering ideologue-economist Jean-Baptiste Say, whose socialist utopia of 1799, *Olibie*, had envisaged the banishment of all tyrants, parasites, and priests.

Wounded three times in the election demonstrations of 1827, Blanqui set off on foot with a pack for the then almost mandatory “rendez-vous of love” with Greece. His romantic wanderings, however, took him only as far as conservative Italy and Spain, where he intensified his hatred of both monarchs and priests. He returned to Paris just in time for the July revolution, which permanently affected his imagination:

No one could forget the marvelous suddenness with which the scene changed in the streets of Paris, as in a coup de théâtre; how ordinary clothes replaced formal dress in the blinking of an eye as if a fairy’s wand had made the one disappear and the other surge forth. . .

After the “three glorious days,” the only remaining revolutionary task was “gathering in the booty.” The failure of national revolutionary leadership to do this gave Blanqui his sense of permanent mission: to provide leadership for a popular social revolution. He was determined to prevent the “unworthy usurpation” of revolutions by political opportunists, the victory of *les hommes du comptoir* over *les hommes des ateliers*.

Blanqui felt from the beginning a profound impatience with excessive verbalizing. He became active in the radical republican Friends of the People formed during the Revolution of 1830 “to conserve for the people the rights they have just conquered.” He agitated for universal suffrage and full implementation of the radical Jacobin constitution of 1793.

At his trial on January 15, 1832 (he was acquitted), Blanqui began the modern revolutionary tradition of using the courtroom as a podium for a revolutionary *profession de foi*. To the question “What is your estate?” (*état*) he answered simply “proletariat.” When the president of the court insisted “that is not an estate,” Blanqui replied:

How can it not be? It is the estate of 30 million Frenchmen who live by their labor and are deprived of political rights.

Increasing agitation by the Friends of the People for social as well as civic equality began after Blanqui’s acquittal in the summer of 1832. Against a background of proletarian upheaval in Lyon and unrest elsewhere, Blanqui developed not only a theory of social revolution based on class conflict, but also the rationale for leadership by an intellectual
elite. Blanqui insisted that mental intelligence and physical labor were interdependent needs for a successful revolution:

Labor is the people; intelligence is the men of devotion who lead them. How could the brutal violence of privilege prevail against this invincible coalition...?

Here in essence was a call for a revolutionary intelligentsia: "intelligence" not just as a mental force but as a group of people pledged to social justice.221

By 1834, most radical republicans had transferred their activities to the Society of the Rights of Man. This organization was a nationwide, open association under a central committee, with sections of ten to twenty members elected by majority vote. This society gathered in local memberships from a wide variety of groups agitating for civil liberties and republicanism; its variegated local affiliates assumed names as respectable as Washington and Stoicism and as disturbing as Revolutionary Power, Death to Tyrants, and Buonarroti.222 It was the first national society to extend its educational activities to the working class.

It was largely against the growing strength of this amorphous organization that Louis Philippe early in 1834 directed new laws restricting the rights of association and the press. This action strengthened the hand of revolutionary republicans and helped precipitate new disturbances. Polarization into extremes continued with a new wave of arrests. The following year a former Corsican bandit together with two members of the Society of the Rights of Man made a bloody but unsuccessful attempt with their "infernal machine" to assassinate Louis Philippe and his sons.

The repressions that followed forced republicans to move again from open to secret societies; and the prisons of Louis Philippe became the centers of recruitment for a new wave of revolutionary organization led by Blanqui.

Blanqui led two successive conspiratorial organizations, the Society of the Families and the Society of the Seasons, where in many ways the modern social revolutionary tradition was born. The name "family" was probably taken from Buonarroti's Italian secret society;223 and its five-member structure came from the French student circles of the early twenties where Blanqui served his revolutionary apprenticeship. Founded in the summer of 1834, the families gained twelve hundred adherents—many of them workers from the militant "revolutionary legions" which had sworn to keep alive the insurrectionary traditions of 1834.224 The secret hierarchical organization often expanded to include as many as twelve members in a nuclear family cell. There were five or six families to a section; and two or three sections to a quarter, whose leaders were linked with the secret, central committee through a revolutionary agent. Special authority to screen members was invested in a three-man jury; and the catechism for new members reiterated the Buonarrotian message that egoism was "the dominant vice of society" as it now existed and "equality" the "principle basis of society" as it should be. "New aristocrats" ruled by force and money; but the revolu-
tionaries had new allies in the “proletariat,” whose lot was now “similar to that of serfs and negroes.” The last of fifteen questions and answers for the would-be member of a family was:

Is it necessary to make a political or social revolution?—It is necessary to make a social revolution.

The Society of the Families was crushed through police penetration in 1836. When Blanqui was released from prison in 1837, he reorganized it as the Society of the Seasons with a more proletarian composition and an even more florid form of organization evoking the idea of revolutionaries as mysterious agents of a higher natural order. The basic cell was a week composed of six men with a chief called Sunday. At the next level, four weeks comprised a twenty-nine-man month with a chief called July; three months constituted a season with a chief called Spring. Four seasons made a year with a chief who was the supreme agent of the revolution for the given area. At the head of the Seasons, which at its peak included about nine hundred members, was a triumvirate of leaders: Blanqui, Armand Barbès, and Martin Bernard.

This triumvirate sought to lead not just the revolutionary struggle, but an interim revolutionary government as well. In an insurrection begun on Sunday, May 12, 1839, the Seasons anticipated the Bolshevik idea of striking directly for the centers of power: transport and communication. On a prepared plan they seized the Hotel de Ville and Palais de Justice; but the absence of widespread popular support (the “silence of the streets”) made the triumph short-lived. With its leaders condemned to imprisonment in Mont-Saint-Michel, the tradition of revolutionary conspiracy largely ended in Paris.

However, this secret tradition continued to flourish in outlying regions. In the same 1839, much of Ireland lay in terror before the Irish Sons of Freedom and Sons of the Shamrock or Ribbon Society. This secret revolutionary organization had attempted to impose professional discipline on an old and hallowed Irish tradition of agrarian violence by establishing regional brotherhoods in which a master had power over three members, who in turn each commanded twelve brothers. Secret passwords, recognition signals, and ribbons were changed with each season; and carefully targeted beatings (“slatings”) were undertaken by leaders such as one Edward Kennedy, who later became the principal informer at their trial in Dublin. There was a central committee in Dublin which apparently entertained some hopes of forming alliances with Scots and even Englishmen.

Ribbonism was feared not only as a kind of counter-government in Ireland but also as an instrument of class warfare within the British Kingdom. In sentencing the principal leader in 1840, the judge spoke of “the protection of the working classes against being duped into the commission of crimes which they never contemplated.”

Unlike Blanqui’s Society of the Seasons, the Ribbon Society did not attempt a political coup. It was succeeded in the 1840s by Young Ire-
land, which, as we have seen, was directly linked with Mazzini and that other revolutionary tradition, romantic nationalism; and then, in the 1850s, by the Irish Republican Brotherhood (called Fenians after the pre-Christian warriors), which was largely modeled on the rival Carbonari model of republican conspiracy. Thus, within its own uninterrupted revolutionary tradition, Ireland experienced a typical alternation between national and social revolution, between the Mazzinian and Buonarrotian models for political warfare against the established order.

**German Émigrés**

One decade after Buonarroti's death in 1837 and eight years after Blanqui's eclipse, the social revolutionary tradition gave birth to the Communist League. A small group of young German émigrés created this short-lived but historic organization. They took over the struggle within the German emigration "between national republicans and communist republicans," and produced a leader for the latter camp in Karl Marx. He fortified the entire European social revolutionary camp with an ideological armory and strategic perspective it had never possessed before.

The scene for this German drama was the liberal metropolitan centers of the non-German world: Paris and London—and, to a lesser extent, Brussels and Geneva. There the possibilities for free expression and assembly were greatest, and the plight of the growing industrial proletariat most inescapable. These cosmopolitan, multi-lingual centers of bourgeois capitalism provided favorable breeding grounds for the tough-minded secularism that eventually prevailed in Marx's *Manifesto*. The first stage, however, in establishing links between émigré intellectuals and indigenous workers was the new surge of romantic religiosity which swept through the intellectuals themselves in the late 1830s and 1840s.

Infatuation with religious ideas helped reassure social revolutionaries that a total transformation of society was still possible even at a time of repression and of disillusionment with the experiments of the early Fourierists and Saint-Simoni ans. At the same time, religious images enabled revolutionaries to communicate anew with the still-pious masses. This was important in building a base for the top-heavy revolutionary organizations. It was also important psychologically in providing human links for deracinated intellectuals within the impersonal city. Small-group solidarity—face-to-face human relations—was a deep need for sensitive and isolated leaders. The small revolutionary band as a surrogate family with quasi-religious rituals had often answered this need, particularly in Italy.

Some of the new political exiles were, however, attached to ideas, divorced from local allegiances, and seized by a revolutionary vision that was—to use a favorite word of the decade—universal. In the early 1840s, the totally uprooted Franco-Peruvian author of *Peregrinations of a Pariah*, Flora Tristan, drew up in London the first plan for an all-European proletarian alliance, the *Union ouvrière*. In the early
1850s, continental émigrés in London calling themselves “the outlaws” (proscrits) formed an alliance of revolutionary nationalists for a “universal republic.” These were the first in a series of attempts by political exiles at ecumenical organization that led eventually to the First International.

A certain thirst for conflagration began to infect the intellectuals. Flora Tristan, for instance, called for a purely “intellectual union” of workers, but wanted it animated by “fire in the heart” so that it could constitute “a firebrand in the system.” To the suggestion that one must ignite such firebrands, she replied: “Not before one is sure that the fire would be inextinguishable.” The more universal the dream of brotherhood the greater the personal need often was for a protective “family” or—to cite another image of Flora Tristan’s—a “nest.”

It was principally among the Germans that the progression from national to “universal” social perspectives had taken place. Disillusioned with the reactionary turn of their new national leader, Frederick William IV of Prussia, Germans were in any case inclined to a broader perspective by their traditions of theological and philosophical speculation—and also by the absence of a nationalistic émigré subculture such as the Poles and Italians enjoyed in Paris and London.

To be sure, the revolutionary movement among German émigrés, as elsewhere, was initially nationalist, with the formation in 1832 of a German People’s Union in Paris and of a Young Germany affiliated with Mazzini’s Young Europe the following year in Geneva. Many were veterans of the ill-fated German revolutions of 1830; others had joined émigré Polish nationalists in the Hambacher Fest of 1832 before settling together with the Poles in the safer surroundings of Paris or Geneva. In Switzerland, where the majority of early German émigrés tended to go for linguistic reasons, the religiosity of Lamennais and Mazzini tended to dominate.

Those who went to Paris were, however, mostly secular intellectuals from the Rhineland attracted by the example of successful revolution in France, and quick to imitate the new organizations that were springing up “like mushrooms after rain” in Paris. After the repressive measures of 1834, German radicals in Paris followed their French counterparts in moving towards more extreme organizations, founding in July 1834 the League of the Outlaws (Bund der Geächteten). Its leader, Theodore Schuster, was less explicitly revolutionary than his French counterpart, Blanqui, but apparently borrowed directly from Buonarroti’s final fantasy of a Universal Democratic Carbonari. Schuster’s hierarchical structure had regional tents or foundaries ascending up through provincial camps to a central focus or burning point.

Schuster’s Confession of Faith of an Outlaw, written in 1834, was perhaps the first example of a portrayal of the coming revolution as a necessary creation of the outcasts of society. He suggested that rejected exiles and outlaws would provide the elemental power of the revolution. Bakunin picked up this idea in the early 1840s, and later popularized it among Russian revolutionary populists.

Schuster, however, anticipated more the Marxist conception of a pro-
letarian revolution than the romantic idea of a bandit uprising. In his
journal, The Outlaws, which appeared until the society was abolished
in 1836, Schuster spoke not only of Buonarrotian social equality, but
also of inevitable class struggle. He advocated productive cooperatives
as a means of protecting the poor and enhancing their solidarity. Schuster and his associates took a skeptical view of the republican and
civil libertarian ideals of the French. The fact that they tended to be
working class in origin and at the same time of a relatively high edu­
cational level predisposed the Germans to a more concrete, economic
approach to the problems of their time. Seeing such problems as com­
mon to both France and Germany, they argued that the deepest divi­
sions in Europe were now between social classes. Schuster advocated
government intervention to prevent the rule of capitalists over
workers through a "cooperative republic." 244

The Outlaws were the first international organization of social revolu­
tionaries. With about one hundred members in Paris and at least seventy
to eighty members in the area of Frankfurt am Main, they soon
outgrew their conspiratorial cocoon. Schuster led one group back into
the national revolutionary camp via a new League of Germans; but the larger successor organization was the League of the Just, which
drew up its statutes in Paris as the Outlaws were disintegrating in late
1837 and early 1838.

The new organization was less hierarchical in structure and more
directly responsive to working-class interests than the Outlaws. Though
its federative organization and social demands resembled those of Blan­
quii’s Society of the Seasons, there was a new strain of internal democ­

The state of society having become gangrenous, the people will need—in
order to pass into a healthy state—a revolutionary power for some time.248

Here was the hint of forthcoming amputations by self-appointed sur­
geons for the sick society. The organic image of society implicitly chal­
enged the open, contractual concept of politics common to revolu­tion­
ary republicans. A split soon developed between advocates of political
agitation and partisans of a social revolution to create a "community
of goods." The former group (called cabinet-makers or carpenters be­
cause of the guild affiliation of some leaders) opposed the more revolu­
tionary faction (called tailors or shoemakers). This split between political reformists and social revolutionaries paralleled the schism in France between radical republicans who sought gains for workers through the political system, and social revolutionaries like Blanqui who wished to overthrow it altogether.

One key member of the more extreme tailor faction within both the Outlaws and the Just was Johann Hoeckerig, who was a protégé and visitor of Buonarroti in his last days. Hoeckerig had founded a short-lived Franco-German radical journal in 1836 and subsequently introduced a number of Germans into Masonic and revolutionary activity in Paris—moving even beyond Buonarroti, who had believed in a Grand Architect though not a Creator God, to pure atheism.249

But most of the revolutionary minority among the approximately eighty-eight thousand Germans in Paris in the 1830s retained a special quality of religiosity. German workers and craftsmen were closer to a communal religious life than the cosmopolitan, Francophile intellectuals; and the Germans proved receptive to Lamennais’s suggestion that the alternative to bourgeois exploitation would be some new kind of social Christianity.250 Just as uprooted Catholic intellectuals from Italy and Poland drew hope for national revolution from Lamennais’s Words of a Believer, so uprooted Protestant workers from Germany saw the outlines of a coming social revolution in Lamennais’s picture of “the people” as the suffering servant of God with a messianic destiny.

Karl Schapper, leader of the Paris section of the League of the Just, had moved from an early allegiance to Mazzini to egalitarian socialism.251 Addressing his followers as “Brothers in Christ,” he described the coming social revolution as “the great resurrection day of the people” that will sweep away not just the “aristocracy of money,” but also the “aristocracy of the mind.” Revolutionaries should beware, however, of intellectuals, who

... think little of the people and believe that heads filled with book learning make them better than other people [and entitled] to make laws and govern. ...252

Schapper’s anti-intellectual religiosity was intensified and popularized by the tailor Wilhelm Weitling, who wrote the principal manifesto for the League: Humanity as it is and as it ought to be. Under the influence of Lamennais’s Book of the People, which he translated,253 Weitling proclaimed himself to be a “social Luther.” His clandestinely printed Humanity conveyed in tones of earthy simplicity the thirst for religious community within the uprooted, newly industrialized working class. His diagnosis was primitive, and his prescription utopian. But simplicity and directness reached the new mass audience. Its two thousand copies were widely distributed and discussed, and Humanity became the model for subsequent manifestoes of social revolution.

Inequality, Weitling argued, was increasing rather than vanishing in the face of industrialization. All exploitation and corruption could be traced to one disease carrier: money. All the goods made by honest
workers as well as their wives, their families, and their very souls have been put up for sale: subjected to the rule of money.

Against the artificial world of this false medium Weitling juxtaposed a utopian alternative to be based on a fusion of the “law of nature” with the “law of charity”—a mélange of Buonarroti and Lamennais, of radical secular enlightenment with visionary Christian sentiment. All individual property ownership and right of inheritance were to be abolished. The value of all products was henceforth to be calculated in terms not of money, but of hours of work. Conflict was to be resolved and rights guaranteed not by republican political forms, but by two totally new social authorities: the “order of families” and the “order of production.”

The order of families most likely drew its name and federative structure from Blanqui’s Society of the Families. The pyramid ascended from local assemblies elected by universal suffrage up to a supreme Senate which was to appoint an executive director to determine social priorities for each million inhabitants. The natural unstructured social unit, the family—rather than any artificial economic identity—was the basis for all higher social authority.

The order of production divided society into four separate estates: the rural, the worker, the intellectual, and the industrial. The first three were decentralized. But the industrial estate—dealing with public utilities and heavy manufacturing—required a centralized “industrial army,” in which everyone between the ages of fifteen and eighteen would be required to serve. The only permissible commercial exchange was that earned by supplementary volunteer labor (during so-called “commercial hours”) in special factories in which alone “objects of luxury or fantasy” could be produced.254

Weitling initially had no idea of bringing such an order about by violence. Despite many connections with the Society of the Seasons, the League of the Just did little to aid its insurrection of May 1839 in Paris. When, however, many members were arrested in the general repression and the survivors forced to emigrate a second time, the Germans began to explore more revolutionary paths.

The largest element of this new emigration moved to London, and helped form in February 1840 an Educational Society for German Workingmen.255 Three transplanted leaders of the Paris League of the Just (Schapper, Bauer, and Moll) took the lead in organizing this larger new society, while simultaneously keeping alive something of their smaller old organization.256

The Chartist Catalyst

The quasi-Christian influence of Weitling was weaker in London than in Switzerland, where Weitling had initially emigrated. The booming commercial life, the glaring inequalities, and the cosmopolitan atmosphere of the English capital encouraged the Germans to pay increasing attention to social issues and secular criticism. But most importantly, London was the home of the large and internationally minded Chartist
movement, which was widely regarded as the most promising democratic movement of the 1840s.

Chartism has been seen in retrospect as a reformist rather than revolutionary movement: open agitation for rights rather than clandestine organization for upheaval. The English Reform Bill of 1832 focused attention on political rather than social change. The Victorian establishment—so the accepted wisdom runs—provided just enough light at the top of the chimney to persuade the dispossessed to continue climbing up through the soot rather than to contemplate tearing down the house.

But Chartism had a European-wide impact on revolutionaries. This large-scale movement was launched in the 1830s in order to oppose the authority of a propertied parliament with the more revolutionary idea of full popular sovereignty: annual elections based on universal suffrage. The radical proposal of a "people's charter" in 1838 led in the following summer to a direct challenge to Parliament by a "national convention" summoned to present a petition with one and one-quarter million signatures to the House of Commons.

As the subsequent petitions of 1842 and 1848 were also to be, this was rejected. Much of the Chartist program was to be incrementally adopted in later reform bills. But the radical wing of the Chartist movement dramatized the continuing possibility of violent direct action by the working class; and their increasingly desperate search for allies brought them into collaboration with the German émigrés who left France after the parallel failure of the Blanquist insurrection in 1839.

Radical Chartists were the first in the modern world both to suggest (in 1832) and to attempt (in 1842) a nationwide general strike as a means to power for the working class. The London Working Men's Association, formed by radical Chartists in June 1836, internationalized their quest for revolutionary action a few months later by issuing a "Manifesto of Solidarity to the Working Classes of Belgium" in support of the arrested Buonarrotian Jacob Kats. This pamphlet was distributed in Germany by the League of the Just and used as a means of raising money. German links with the Chartists became even closer in 1837 when the latter's more radical members, George Julian Harney and Bronterre O'Brien, broke away to form the more militant Democratic Association. These two played key roles in pioneering the international social revolutionary tradition.

As early as 1833 O'Brien argued that the working class must have "complete dominion over the fruits of their own industry."

An entire change in society—a change amounting to a complete subversion of the existing "order of the world"—is contemplated by the working classes. They aspire to be at the top instead of at the bottom of society—or rather that there should be no bottom or top at all.

A displaced Irishman impressed by his stay in Paris, O'Brien looked to cosmopolitan London and to foreign support for help in countering the dominant trend in Chartism towards moderate reformism. Harney's role as secretary to the Democratic Association was even more impor-
tant. The newspaper he took over in 1843, Northern Star, was to become a model for social revolutionaries: North Star, the antislavery weekly founded in 1847 by the pioneering American black journalist Frederick Douglass; Poliarnaia Zvezda, the first illegal émigré Russian revolutionary publication, which Alexander Herzen brought out in 1855; and Nordstern, the first journalistic organ of an all-German workers' party, which took that name in Hamburg in 1862—all used variants of Harney's title. 261

Weitling arrived in London in the summer of 1844 with an aura of martyrdom following two years of imprisonment for revolutionary activity in Switzerland. The Chartists arranged in his honor the first truly international meeting of social revolutionaries in London on September 22, 1844: the anniversary of the founding of the first French Republic. Hailed as "a martyr in the cause of Communism," 262 Weitling proposed a toast "to that social organization which leads through republic to the community." 263 A British speaker followed him with a speech that looked even more explicitly beyond politics to a communist society. He argued that the French revolutionaries had "tried convention, directory, consulate and empire, and had found mere political changes insufficient."

Thus had Babeuf and Buonarroti arisen to declare that without reform and common labor and enjoyment, the end of the revolution was not gained. 264

He proposed a massive "communist" publication program in French, German, and Italian so that "the world would be revolutionized." 265

Those who hoped for international social revolution tended to disregard not just the national question but political issues altogether. The League of the Just proclaimed to the rebellious Silesian weavers in October 1844 that the coming emancipation of the proletariat made the form of government almost irrelevant:

It is all the same to us whether the state is monarchist, constitutional or republican, so long as it is founded only upon justice. 266

Excited by the international proletarian cause, the German Educational Society in London began adding foreign members. From a scant thirty members in 1844, they grew by June 1846 to two hundred fifty members, including forty Scandinavians, thirty Germans, twenty Hungarians, and other representatives from Latin and Slavic lands as well as from the Low Countries. 267 The Germans regularized cooperation with French and Polish political exiles through an informal, international society of 1844, the Democratic Friends of All Nations. Its name and organizational ideas were taken from Harney's Democratic Association. On September 22, 1845, German relations with the Chartists were formalized at another meeting to commemorate the founding of the first French Republic. This truly international Festival of Nations led to the founding of the International Democratic Association under Harney, who insisted at the banquet that the word "foreigner" be expunged from the
dictionary. In March 1846, Harney founded yet another, even broader, international group, the Fraternal Democrats, with Poland, Germany, France, England, Hungary, Switzerland, and Scandinavia all represented in the secretariat.

Harney issued a manifesto to the workers of America and Britain during the war crisis of 1846 between the two countries, urging that the proletariat not be diverted from social issues into national wars. The League of the Just adopted in the course of 1846 the Fraternal Democrats' slogan "All men are brothers," and made London formally the headquarters of the League.

A similar call for transnational unity in the "abolition of property" had been issued in Switzerland late in 1844 in the pamphlet What do the Communists Want? by the leading survivor of Weitling's original communist organization:

If we speak of the liberation of humanity, we mean that the liberty which we hope for is not German or French or North American freedom, but the real freedom of man.

The message of social revolution was also being spread to the New World. In November 1845 secret members of the League of the Just helped an industrial congress in New York focus on the disparity between the egalitarian language of the Declaration of Independence and the inequalities of the industrial order. Calling themselves "the German Commune of Young America," they led the German community in New York to form a special Social Reform Association within the National Reform Association in America. Their German-language journal, which first appeared in New York in January 1846 under the Babeuvist title, Tribune of the People, addressed itself to "the poor, the supplicants, the oppressed." Both the journal and the association attracted attention among German immigrants in major American cities from Boston to Milwaukee to St. Louis.

On July 4, 1846, the German movement in England prevailed on Harney's "Fraternal Democrats" to appeal to the "Workers of America" on the seventieth anniversary of the Declaration of Independence...

... to crown the perfection of your institutions with the abolition of the slavery of whites as well as blacks—of the salary as well as the whip; to expel from your legislative assemblies landed proprietors, userers, lawyers, mercenaries and other charlatans and idlers.

Lasting leadership for the social revolutionaries was to come, however, neither from émigré German workers nor from English democrats. The figures who fused proletarian communism with democratic internationalism were two German intellectuals in Brussels: Karl Marx, the learned son of a distinguished jurist from Trier, and Frederick Engels, the widely read and traveled offspring of a wealthy industrialist from Wuppertal. They increasingly came to dominate the social revolutionary camp after beginning their lifelong collaboration in the late summer of 1844. They unified the proletarian cause with secular ideology in a way that was both authoritative and authoritarian.
Their first task was to establish their authority in the crucible of radical journalism by attacking precisely those who were then recognized as the leaders of each of the two forces they sought to bring together. Systematically and simultaneously they attacked both the workers then recognized as the leading spokesmen for the proletariat (Weitling and Proudhon) and at the same time the intellectuals then recognized as the most revolutionary (the left Hegelians). In so doing they gave focus to the social revolutionary ideal and created modern communism. The story of the birth of communism deals with cerebral forces in an era when the romantic force of revolutionary nationalism had weakened. That story will require detailed treatment later in this narrative, not so much because of communism’s importance in the nineteenth century, but because of its legacy to the twentieth.
CHAPTER 7

The Evolutionary Alternative

NATIONAL REVOLUTIONARIES had offered the romantic imagination a new sense of fraternity. Social revolutionaries had provided the early industrial era with a new call for equality. But there were still those concerned primarily with liberty: the third part of the revolutionary Trinity.

The ideal of freedom—expressed in civil liberties, written constitutions, and republican forms of government—continued to have its votaries despite the revolutionary failures of 1815–25. After constitutional regimes came into being in France and Belgium in 1830, political liberals continued to proliferate—and to be widely regarded as revolutionaries.

But old-fashioned constitutionalism had lost its luster for many younger revolutionaries. It seemed too narrowly political, too much concerned with the form rather than the texture of a new society. One can illustrate both the general decline and the peripheral success of liberal-constitutional revolutionaries after 1830 by considering, respectively, the last days of the Marquis de Lafayette and the early career of his Swiss admirer, James Fazy.

Lafayette and the Lost Liberals

As the revolutionary tide ebbed after 1830 and revolutionaries of a new generation were expressing their disillusionment, they began to denounce the patriarchal sponsor of the July monarchy, the Marquis de Lafayette.

The flood of popular songs, lithography, and pamphlets released by
the revolution sharpened the taste for a total alternative in society. Moderation provided food for caricature; and, in his last years, the aging Lafayette could not escape. He, who had typified the moderate, constitutional ideal among revolutionaries—a dashing freedom fighter in America, the first ambassador to the United States, and perhaps the most lionized foreign visitor to early America on his triumphal return in 1824–25—was to prove as much a political failure in France as he had been a success in America. His tolerant deism, his belief in natural rights and constitutional propriety, which had earned him so much admiration in America, were to win more enemies than friends in France. He was repeatedly caught between the scissor blades of Right and Left as they cut through him to steely confrontation with each other. Both constitutional monarchies that he backed, that of 1791 and 1830, were undercut from both Right and Left almost as soon as they were promulgated.

Lafayette had attached himself to Washington upon his arrival in America as a boy of nineteen in 1777. But in France he neither found such a leader nor became one himself. His hopes for Louis XVI proved misplaced; and by the end of 1830 his faith in Louis Philippe had faded. Disdain for Napoleon born of a sense of rivalry cut Lafayette off from influence on that era. He had joined Napoleon only for the final, ill-fated Hundred Days, and for an unsuccessful effort (as vice-president of Napoleon's chamber of deputies) to establish Napoleon's son as ruler of France under a regency.

If one accepts the brilliant characterization of his grand nephew and posthumous editor, Charles RémuSAT, Lafayette cannot simply be dismissed as a "statue looking for its pedestal" in Lafitte's term, or, in Mirabeau's, as a statesman who "avait bien sauté pour reculer." Nor was Lafayette simply an ineffectual moderate, like so many Girondists and Orléanists, addicted to timid compromise or self-interested opportunism. Despite superficial similarities and occasional alliances, Lafayette disliked and fought most such moderates.

"Il n'y a pas de milieu," RémuSAT insisted despairingly to Lafayette during the initial revolutionary chaos of 1830. But Lafayette rejected the extreme alternatives of either a republic under himself or a monarchy under the Bourbons. He proposed instead a constitutional monarchy under the new house of Orléans. The opposite of liberal was "doctrinaire," and its political style was moderate, but not unprincipled.

"Moderation," he wrote in the last year of his life, "has never been for me the middle point between any two opinions whatsoever." It was rather a positive commitment "to the cause of liberty" guaranteed by a rule of law and representative institutions; and an equally firm opposition to "the adversaries of the cause under whatever form: despotic, aristocratic, anarchic." In his political testament, Lafayette equated moderation with the militant defense of:

The sacred cause of liberty from the heresies that denature it, the excesses that retard it, the crimes that profane it, and the apologies that
would still defeat it—if it had not found refuge in the pure memories and sublime sentiments which characterize the great work of the people.6

This “great work of the people” was to have been the establishment of political freedom and civil liberty through the original French Revolution of 1789–91. Despite secure social roots in the aristocracy and ample personal wealth, Lafayette believed that there were revolutions yet to be made. But they were to be limited, constitutional revolutions designed to initiate popular sovereignty and release individual initiative.

When reaction closed in on France with a vengeance in 1824, Lafayette refurbished his image as elder of the revolution with a long and wildly successful trip to the United States. He returned in 1825 to be greeted by insecure student agitators seeking him out for long discussions.

It is hard to determine exactly how intimate and extensive his collaboration actually was with the many revolutionary groups with which he had contact throughout the 1820s. Police investigations were reluctant to probe too deeply when the trail pointed towards such a powerful and respected figure.7 His hold on the imagination of the young represented in many ways a transfer of messianic expectations following the death of Napoleon in 1821. He presented himself as both the successor to and the antithesis of “the false liberation of Napoleon.” By contrast, he seemed to be blending positive sentiments into a program of liberal rationality. His aristocratic remoteness from direct participation in conspiracy made him even more invulnerable as a hero when the conspiracies failed.

In any case, more important than the details of how Lafayette collaborated with the new generation of European revolutionaries is the question of why. The answer tells us much about the enduring power of the revolutionary ideal. In 1787, prior to the revolution in France, he had argued before the assembly of notables for both toleration of Protestants and a national assembly. He had thus favored legitimizing both the ideological and political opposition, a step that might have helped France to follow the English and Swiss path for preventing the development of a revolutionary tradition. And he argued with no less passion for full popular sovereignty in his last major speech before the Chamber of Deputies just before his death in 1834.

Like his friend Thomas Jefferson, Lafayette continued to believe in renewal through perpetual reexamination and periodic revolution. But whereas Jeffersonians envisaged such revolutions as taking place within the system, the young French radicals who looked to Lafayette during the restoration were not so sure. Lafayette always viewed himself as working through the system even when cooperating with clandestine revolutionary groups. Like many an aging reformer in later times, he thought he could elevate and educate the young extremists—and perhaps also recover something of his own youth amidst an army of adonis-liberators. Because of his own sincerity and disinterestedness, Lafayette was seduced by these qualities in others. How could he resist a new generation “so irreproachable and interesting which crowded around him and whose disinterestedness, devotion and ardor demanded
that he put himself out for them?" He was unable to see that the young conspirators of the restoration sought not so much liberty in his eighteenth-century understanding as the new romantic goals of equality and fraternity. To him, they were the new version of his old regiment. His feeling of duty to the young may also have been compounded by feelings of guilt toward his own son. Like many indulgent liberal fathers of revolutionary children in our own time, Lafayette had neglected his son George and his education because of preoccupation with high politics and public affairs. The boy in turn had become an introverted and narrow revolutionary, idolizing the views of his father but rejecting his incongruously aristocratic style of life and discourse. Within the house of Lafayette there grew up "a disinterested, modest, and exacting fanatic such as one must find in new religions [with] a holy abhorance for men of wit and a marked preference for common men." The constant accusation of hypocrisy that such a young man presented to Lafayette may well have had its effect. In any event, Lafayette's decision to become a father figure to younger revolutionaries may have been in part a belated effort to be a father to his son. He did succeed in winning back his son to a more moderate subsequent political career. But the views of the old lover of liberty never converged with those of the new believers in equality.

Lafayette escaped from the young demonstrator at General La-marque's funeral in 1832 who had said: "If we were to kill General Lafayette, could not such a good death provide a call to arms?" But, in the following year, he was killed off as a revolutionary symbol with the publication of *Political Life of Lafayette*, written by Buonarroti and his young confrères, which excoriated the Marquis as an anachronism, artificially preserved "like a mummy in its bindings." He was an example of what to avoid—a false friend being more dangerous than a declared enemy.

As he had in so many other respects, Bonneville had, already in the early 1790s, anticipated these new attacks on Lafayette by characterizing him as a "temporisateur; a double personality," who, being "nothing in either one party or the other, will be doubly nothing." But to unmask a figure of Lafayette's venerability and stature after 1830 was no easy task. An extraordinary target required innovative ammunition, and the Buonarrotian salvo was in many ways a model for future ritual denunciations by revolutionaries. The tract is not a debate about general ideas, but an illustrative unmasking of a particular individual—all, however, in the name of principle. The "objective" political significance of Lafayette's failings are analyzed with an air of clinical detachment. His "subjective" statements and seeming accomplishments are simply neglected.

Lafayette was said to espouse "egoism" rather than "equality" because of his infatuation with the American rather than the French Revolution. America did not have a real revolution because of "the egoistic character of its leaders" who did not include "a single proletarian" and inherited from England a baleful legacy of legalism and localism.
Federalism defeated unity and created a chaos of ever more inextricable laws. It is the feudal regime reclothed with democratic forms.\textsuperscript{15}

The same egoism which caused Americans to turn their backs on revolutionary France in 1793 led Lafayette to the “omission of the word equality”\textsuperscript{16} from all his public speeches. Clearly the “hero of two worlds” was no hero to the new social revolutionaries.\textsuperscript{17}

Perhaps no role is more difficult to play in modern times than that of the moderate revolutionary: the man who honestly shares both the radical hope for a new start and the conservative concern for older values and continuity. Not unlike a Martin Luther King in a later era, Lafayette stood at the center of events and became the focal point “of all the hatreds and all the prejudices”\textsuperscript{18} of a bitter time. If Lafayette never quite drew the lightning of assassination, he faced a thousand jibes from Right and Left and a long period of posthumous obloquy. Just before his death, he spoke wearily in a letter to an old Italian revolutionary of the oscillation between apathy and despotism, which feed on one another to hold back political maturity and social progress. He saw a time coming when

\ldots the great struggle will begin of the two principles, the awakening of the oppressed against the oppressors; and there will be a European conflagration that could have been avoided by a modest adherence to the program of the Hôtel de Ville.\ldots\textsuperscript{19}

However distasteful this position may have become for old aristocrats, new revolutionaries, and Orléanist opportunists alike, Lafayette remained the outstanding symbol in Europe of moderate hopes for the general revolutionary ideal. Though he lamented the misfortune that resulted from the unsuccessful spread of the revolution to other countries in 1830,\textsuperscript{20} he accepted membership in the Polish national guard in 1831 and worked unceasingly on behalf of the fading Polish cause.\textsuperscript{21} He concluded that, if royal absolutism was the old foe, popular apathy was in many ways the new one. The corrosive force of indifference had driven sensitive figures like Lamennais into the arms first of reaction and then of revolution. The despair which Lafayette felt over political apathy in France was shared even by his more successful Swiss protégé, James Fazy, during his period of deepest discouragement:

C’est trop d’avoir à lutter à la fois contre l’indifférence de ses amis et la malveillance de ses adversaires.\textsuperscript{22}

But Lafayette never gave up hope. He continued to believe that liberal and national institutions would inevitably be established in “the two peninsulas” (Italy and Spain) as well as in Germany and Poland.\textsuperscript{23}

His ideal was always liberty, rather than equality and fraternity. He linked the old virtues of enlightened rationality with the new techniques of constitutional guarantee and parliamentary debate. With his death in 1834, the revolutionary tradition lost its major surviving link
with the aristocratic Enlightenment. As the Masonic encomium at his funeral put it:

the death of Napoleon was the extinction of a volcano;
the death of Lafayette was the setting of the sun.24

But it was the volcano, not the sun, that had dominated the political life of France during the revolutionary era. Lafayette’s great moments—the Declaration of the Rights of Man in 1789 and the “three glorious days” of 1830—were overshadowed by the more fateful convulsions of 1792 and 1848 respectively. Each of these eminently political revolutions eventually brought to power a Napoleon. In a world of polarized politics, centralized power, and demagogic leadership, there was little room for a Lafayette.

Fazy and the Swiss Success

The one successful revolution in Europe between 1830 and 1848 occurred in Switzerland. In the space of a few years, the Swiss moved from semi-feudal division under Hapsburg dominance into a federal republic with a bicameral legislature closely approximating the United States. The most important revolutionary leader was James Fazy, whose career provides a rare example of an American-type revolution prevailing in continental Europe. He helped guide Switzerland—despite its geographic and linguistic links with three cultures that pioneered continental revolutionary agitation—France, Italy, and Germany—into the essentially Anglo-American mold of “bourgeois” liberalism.

James Fazy was born into a Huguenot family who had emigrated to Geneva and involved themselves with moderate success in commercial and manufacturing activities. One ancestor was a clock-maker to Catherine the Great and another a cousin of Rousseau. The ideas of the latter exerted a strong influence on Fazy through his mother, and his father was a leading Genevan supporter of the original French Revolution.25

Born in 1794, Fazy was subjected to pietistic influences at the school of the Moravian Brethren in Neuwied, then thrust into the heady life of a Parisian university student in the early years of the restoration. He founded a short-lived radical journal, La France chrétienne in 1817, and helped organize the French Carbonari together with his brother Jean-Louis and Antoine Cerclet, who (like Fazy’s mother) had been born in Russia, and who later became a Saint-Simonian and editor of Le National.26 Fazy’s own interest in political journalism led him to write a criticism of the Bank of France, followed by a revolutionary fable and play.27 His first book-length work, a series of “philosophical
and political conversations of 1821," proclaimed "Jesus Christ the first prophet of liberty and equality," and hailed the French Revolution as guaranteeing the spread of "liberalism" even to Asia and Africa. 28

Early in 1826, he returned to Geneva and founded the *Journal de Genève* in an effort to oppose the political indifference of the restoration era in his native city; but in August, he returned to Paris, where he worked on the *Mercure de France au XIX siècle* and signed protest ordinances against the repressive laws of Charles X on behalf of the journal *La Révolution*. 29

Fazy's imagination was fired by long conversations about the American experience with Lafayette; and he later recalled a particularly exciting description of America that the Marquis provided him during a long ride from La Grange to Paris.

... if a stenographer had been there to record all that the general said, the book which De Tocqueville later published would have been unnecessary. 30

In Paris in 1828, he produced a neglected masterpiece, *Gerontocracy*, the first work systematically to identify the revolutionary struggle as one of youth vs. age. He was on the barricades in July 1830, and in the forefront of the radical republican opposition to Louis Philippe immediately thereafter. After harassment by the censorship and payment of a 6,000-franc fine, he returned to Geneva, announcing in 1831 his belief that only something like the "federal system of the USA" would "fulfill the constitutional needs of Switzerland." 31 Having sheltered Buonarroti in the early 1820s, 32 his household became the gathering place of Mazzini and other nationalist revolutionaries in the early 1830s. 33 In 1833, he established the first daily paper ever published in Geneva, *L'Europe Centrale*, as a kind of journalistic counterpart to Mazzini's Young Europe. From radical journalism, he turned to radical politics in the late 1830s, producing in 1837 the first draft of an American-type, federal constitution similar to that finally adopted by Switzerland a decade later.

From 1835 to 1841, he devoted much of his energy to a lengthy *History of Geneva*, which exalted the role of ordinary citizens in both developing the city and resisting authoritarianism (Calvinist as well as Catholic). He broke sharply with Buonarroti's Swiss followers when they tried to transform Young Europe into an organ of social rather than political revolution. 34 Despite close friendship with the pioneers of communism in Nyon, Lausanne and Geneva, Fazy opposed from the beginning the restrictions on political freedom and economic growth that he found inherent in their programs. Socialists as well as communists were producing mummies rather than citizens, he believed, by shriveling and binding the dynamic political and economic processes that freedom releases. A report to Metternich in 1847 noted that Fazy's program for Geneva called for both freedoms (of religion and association) and responsibilities (observing laws, promoting education):

Within these freedoms and limits, James Fazy believes that the life of the Republic will develop entirely on its own into a harmonious liberty
with bodily and spiritual prosperity. He will hear nothing of socialism or communism.\textsuperscript{35}

Fazy linked his republican ideal to “bourgeois” commerce, insisting that the increased circulation of money in a free society would itself solve many social problems and end traditional forms of bondage.

Armed in 1841 with yet another new magazine, \textit{La Revue de Genève}, Fazy published a plan for the municipal organization of Geneva and with his brother gathered 950 signatures for a popular petition demanding an elective council. Skillfully allying his own radical minority with liberal deputies on the one side and revolutionary émigrés on the other, he succeeded in getting the council of state to convene a constituent assembly elected by all citizens in November 1841,\textsuperscript{36} and successfully resisted in the course of the 1840s the resurgent power of the Catholic Sonderbund within Switzerland. He became on October 6, 1846, head of a ten-man provisional revolutionary government which proved to be one of the most orderly and moderate in modern history. His government reformed the city in concrete ways—breaking the old economic monopolies, democratizing the churches, converting forts into housing and old people’s homes, and so forth. Fazy also carried out a second constitutional reform of the city in 1847, which in turn influenced the structure of the federal republic that was established in all of Switzerland the following year.

Fazy was a deputy to the constitutional Diet and a contributor to the federal constitution adopted by Switzerland in 1848. He helped persuade the king of Prussia to renounce his rights to Neuchâtel, and remained head of the government of Geneva until 1864. He was a leader in both the local and national political activity of the Radical Party, in a host of journalistic and economic activities, and in education. He championed the academic study of political economy in Switzerland, and founded the \textit{Institut national genevois} in 1852. He spent his last years lecturing, writing, and sponsoring apolitical civic projects in Geneva.

Fazy had his failures and his enemies. His overall city plan for Geneva was never successfully carried out; and his own precarious financial situation led him into economic speculations that compromised his integrity.\textsuperscript{37} His political activity won him enemies in Geneva—and many more among conservative, German-speaking Swiss.\textsuperscript{38} Nevertheless, his overall record is one of the most impressive of revolutionary politicians in the nineteenth century. Even conservatives did not interfere with the constitutional reforms that he had so solidly established; and the critical chronicler of his record is probably not exaggerating in saying that “Fazy brought forth a democracy and a new city.”\textsuperscript{39}

Like so many revolutionaries in England and America, Fazy was absorbed into the political system. In the process, he helped to change it—but was also changed by it. In nineteenth-century Switzerland, as in seventeenth-century England and eighteenth-century America, revolutions enjoyed qualified success; and divisive recrimination soon ended.
In part, one may credit underlying economic changes in all three countries with having kept political changes from being as socially revolutionary as they had initially promised to become. Yet it is not enough simply to speak of rising bourgeois capitalism domesticating political slogans; of yesterday's revolutionary activist becoming tomorrow's conservative raconteur. For the young man who in 1828 wrote the original indictment of rule by old men had emphatically not by the time of his death a half-century later become simply the "debris left over from a time rich in storms"—as he had accused the original French revolutionaries of becoming during the restoration. There is an inner consistency in his life's work—in both the ideas he expressed and the tradition he represented. Ideologically, he articulated as well as anyone what could be described as the progressive, evolutionary alternative to both revolution and reaction. More generally, the Swiss tradition provided a receptivity to incremental change that seems to have represented an effective—and perhaps instructive—immunity to the formation of a revolutionary tradition.

In examining Fazy's ideas, one finds from the beginning the belief in a humanized, personalized democracy—compounded of both the universal ideals of the French Revolution and the intimate, communal experience of his native Switzerland. His roots in a Swiss manufacturing family enabled him to come to grips in a way few radical social theorists in continental Europe were able to do with both the irreversible necessity and the liberating potential of industrial development. Like Saint-Simon, he believed in "the necessity of an industrial revolution as the means of avoiding a new political revolution." But unlike the Saint-Simonians, Fazy did not believe that the industrial age required a new authoritarian ideology and elite. To Fazy, the real conflict was between those societies that were closed and "absolutist" on the one hand and those that were open and "examining" on the other. He feared equally the old ecclesiastical authoritarians and the new political ideologists with their doctrines alarmantes du sans-culottisme apostolique.

Restoration France was falsely preoccupied with protecting old wealth rather than creating new riches. Taken up with the short-term political maneuvering of "all these more or less detestable or ridiculous parties," France had allowed itself to become the arena for the debilitating quarrels of old men. The "debris of the emigration" was squabbling with the burnt-out revolutionary "generation of '89," which "began by interdicting its fathers, and ended up disinheriting its children." Youth must be given power because it was "the virile part of the nation" that did most of the work and uniquely understood "the real needs of the body social." Youth sought concrete socio-economic goals rather than abstract political ideals; and it must be allowed to advance civilization cautiously and experimentally—freed from the ritualized slogans and controversies of the revolutionary era.

This faith in youth was neither a passing fancy nor an abstract idea for Fazy. Much later, as president of the Canton of Geneva, Fazy organized banquets for the schoolchildren of Geneva at which both the par-
ents and politicians paid homage to the children and orphans of the city. Alexander Herzen describes one such banquet during the revolutionary year 1849:

Fazy delivered a thoroughly radical speech, congratulated the prize-winners and proposed a toast “To the future citizens!” to loud music and firing of cannon. After this the children went after him, two by two, to the field. . . . 47

With mounting bewilderment, Herzen recalls the spectacle of the parents and other adults forming an avenue and saluting with their weapons Fazy’s parade of children:

. . . they presented arms . . . Yes! presented arms before their sons and the orphans. . . . The children were the honoured guests of the town, its “future citizens.” All this was strange to such of us as had been present at Russian school anniversaries and similar ceremonies. 48

Fazy’s bête noire was Spain, whose “absolutist” form of government produced “general apathy” in the populace and a static economy. He sought to build on the good manners and family feeling of small-scale Swiss and German communal life, but to add the benefits of industrial growth. His ideal societies were the open and enterprising countries of England and America. This affection of his suggests a certain deep affinity between the nation he inhabited and those he admired. Fazy, like most political radicals in England and America, remained active to the end and was not forced into emigration. These three nations—unlike those torn between revolution and reaction—provided a continuing opportunity for the innovative radical to make an enduring contribution to his nation’s development. Thus, the difference between Fazy and most of his fellow Carbonari, who subsequently either burned out or sold out, lies less in personalities than in political systems.

Fazy perfected the technique of effecting change through peaceful constitutional and electoral agitation. By conceding regularly to his conservative opponents on matters of nomenclature and terminology, he was generally able to prevail on essential matters of democratic rights and guarantees. As he noted after his successful struggle for the adoption of a constitution for Geneva:

. . . the greatest adversaries of the revolution themselves contributed to the most radical reform—satisfied to triumph over us on some points of detail to which we seemed to cling, and which in fact were of little concern to us. 49

Fazy used extra-legal means, but in a limited way in order to broaden political participation rather than narrowing it through manipulation or conspiracies. Thus, in November 1841, when the Council of State was blocking the constitutional reform that was called for by Fazy’s popular petition, he proposed to go directly to St. Peter’s Cathedral and summon the populace to authorize directly a democratically elected body to revise the constitution. Faced with a much more substantial conservative counter-attack in 1846 against the constitution that was
adopted in 1842, Fazy did not hesitate to throw up barricades and proclaim a revolutionary government. Herzen described the annexation of power as “an eighteenth Brumaire—for the benefit of democracy and the people.” Fazy appeared before the council to announce personally its dissolution. The members nearly arrested him, then asked in whose name he spoke.

“In the name of the people of Geneva, who are sick of your bad government and are with me,” and thereupon Fazy pulled back the curtain on the council-room door. A crowd of armed men filled the hall, ready at Fazy’s first word to lower their weapons and fire. The old “patricians” and peaceful Calvinists were taken aback.

“Go away while there is time!” said Fazy, and they meekly trudged home; and Fazy sat down at a table and wrote a decree. . . .

This is a no doubt exaggerated, but essentially accurate, account of a rare nineteenth-century victory for “the audacity which Saint-Just considered essential in a revolutionary.” Even here, the revolutionary act of seizing power was immediately subordinated to a constitutional program; and the ten-man provisional government immediately sought to democratize the city within even as they prepared to defend it from external threats.

Most significant of all was the importance that Fazy attached to individual rights as an aim of the revolution, always to be protected even against revolutionary leaders themselves. His preference for a bicameral legislature, for the maintenance of local as well as central powers, and for checks and balances between the three branches of government—all were rooted in his admiration for the American system. But they also grew out of the suspicions that independent Swiss burghers felt for a long line of authoritarian intruders from the Holy Roman emperors to Napoleon. He sought to retain the political integrity of the cantons to maximize local participation in government and to guard against the “unitary tendencies” on which tyranny builds. His defense of individual rights of press, association, and religion was “more Anglo-Saxon than French in inspiration,” the work of a man who had “nothing Jacobin, statist and authoritarian” in his make-up. He defended the diffusion of power by giving a libertarian twist to the doctrine of absolute popular sovereignty traditionally used by Jacobin centralizers.

The sovereignty of the people is an absolute sovereignty, the whole of which can never be entrusted to anyone . . . The people never delegate more than parts of their sovereignty.

Fazy denounced communism not with conservative outrage, but with liberal disdain. It was an impractical, foreign derangement that could never be “representative of the people,” Fazy contended early in 1842. “Foreign governments alone seem to be aware of the presence of communists in our cantons and of their works, which no one among ourselves has seen.” Practical Swiss enterprise rejects the alien concept of
Swiss family loyalties were likewise contrasted with the communist principle of "the centralization of the family" into "a single great family of humanity." 57

The Swiss disdain for communism was born both of confidence in their own constitutional revolution and of fear that concrete gains might be sacrificed for abstract goals. Already in March 1842, a Genevan journal noted proudly that Swiss workers in Lausanne had withdrawn from the meetings of German communists

... when they discovered that mutual instruction was only a pretext used to conceal some other objective. Communism runs aground on the good sense of the Swiss people.58

Fazy also became apprehensive about the authoritarian and centralizing dangers of revolutionary nationalism. Having welcomed Garibaldi to Geneva in 1867 as the personification of "the new generation," Fazy soon turned against him.59 Increasingly thereafter, he criticized the overconcentration of power in the modern state. He called for the federation of France, Spain, and Italy as a means of extending the Swiss formula to Europe and beginning a continental federation.60 He also struck a Millsean note of alarm about the gathering threats to liberty from the new tyranny of majorities within democracies. He wrote a "Declaration of Individual Rights," and his last work, On the Collective Intelligence of Societies, of 1873 insisted that individual rights must be guaranteed against collective authorities of all kinds.61

Individual freedom with continuous openness to l'esprit examinateur provided the only chance for progress and the best hope of happiness for Fazy as for the leading liberal progressives of the Anglo-American world in the nineteenth century.

Societies without Revolutionaries

The experience of this particular small country raises a larger general question: Why did the parliamentary regimes and relatively open societies of the United States, England, and Switzerland never transform their own successful revolutions into broader revolutionary movements? Why did these lands, which provided so much early inspiration and continuing asylum for foreign revolutionaries, produce almost no professional revolutionary traditions of their own?

The Anglo-American world was, of course, geographically and linguistically separate from the continent—and had a special, common tradition of evolutionary legal and political development. Yet at the
same time without these two nations a modern revolutionary tradition is unthinkable. The Puritan Revolution in seventeenth-century England has been called the first "ecumenical" revolution in terms of projecting a universal vision of man and society.62 England began the Industrial Revolution a century later, and by the early nineteenth century possessed the world's first industrial proletariat and a rich bouquet of agitational and journalistic activity. Yet England did not produce a revolutionary tradition—let alone a revolution—of its own in the nineteenth century.

Nor did the United States, which had started in 1776 the chain of modern political revolutions. Despite the revolutionary language of the Declaration of Independence and the continuing rhetoric of American politics (with parties using the revolutionary names "Democratic" and "Republican"), the United States contributed little of its own to the modern revolutionary tradition. Like England, America absorbed the defeated. Its underpopulated expanses accommodated the utopian experiments of Owen, Fourier, and Cabet—and later the desperate doings of Irish republicans and east European anarchists. But America provided Europe with no important revolutionary leadership, ideology, or organization. The feedback from the New World to the Old was probably greater from South America than from North America in the nineteenth century. The United States appeared in the international revolutionary movement mainly as the site for the final journalistic flurries of the Communist League and the final organizational collapse of the First International. Even this latter event in Philadelphia in 1876 went largely unnoticed amidst the centennial celebrations of the original American Revolution.

But why did Switzerland, located in the heart of Europe and closely in touch with revolutionary movements throughout the continent, fail to bring forth a revolutionary tradition from its more recent revolution? Switzerland had given Europe the ideal of William Tell and the ideas of Rousseau. It provided shelter for active revolutionaries from Buonarroti in Geneva through Bakunin at Vevey to Lenin in Zurich.63 It attracted such a large proportion of Slavic revolutionary leaders that the anti-revolutionary Dostoevsky characterized the entire concept of revolution as the "Geneva idea." 64

The fact of a successful past revolution and a measure of popular representation does not altogether explain why Switzerland, England, and America proved so immune to the formation of indigenous new revolutionary organizations or ideologies. The central example of France proves that a relatively successful revolution and a measure of suffrage were not necessarily an antidote to the development of a professional revolutionary tradition. France, the site of victorious "bourgeois" revolutions in both 1789 and 1830, became the principal breeding grounds for fresh revolutionary ideas and organizations.

What then is the crucial difference between England, America, and Switzerland, where revolutionary traditions did not develop, and France, Italy, and Poland (as well as other Slavic, Germanic, and Latin lands), where they did?
The key difference appears to lie in two common features of the way in which change and opposition developed in England, America, and Switzerland. These were nations that, first of all, had previously experienced and legitimized ideological opposition to medieval Catholicism. They were, in short, nations in which Protestantism was, if not the dominant creed as in America, at least a venerable and coequal one as in Switzerland. Secondly, each of these nations in different ways had found ways to institutionalize political opposition through an effective system of parties. Whether under a monarch and a centralized parliamentary government as in England or under a federal republic with separation of power as in America and Switzerland, these nations all gave political scope to serious, institutionalized opposition. That opposition, moreover, assumed the disciplined form of a limited number of political parties—usually two major ones.

This is not to say that Protestant rule was not itself intolerant (or indeed bloody, as defeated Irish and Swiss Catholics could attest). Nor was the toleration of political opposition achieved without violence and civil strife at one time or another in all three countries. The institutionalization of ideological and political opposition was in some sense interrelated with—and expressive of—a peculiar type of dynamic and exploitative economic development taking place in all three countries. Only those still clinging to the scientific simplicities of nineteenth-century thought would say categorically that capitalism was the cause and constitutionalism the effect. Karl Marx and Max Weber suggested exactly opposite conclusions about whether Protestantism caused or was caused by capitalism. A similar stand-off could be extracted from the literature about the relationship between the rise of the industrial bourgeoisie and of liberal democracy.

But there was also an interrelationship—in which cause and effect are again difficult to disentangle—between the presence of Protestant and parliamentary traditions and the absence of revolutionary traditions in the nineteenth century. Thomas Macaulay, the great troubador of Protestant, parliamentary England, spoke of himself as a man who “disliked revolutions and for the same reason . . . disliked counter-revolutions.” The passage was cited on the title page of a major treatise by a Hungarian liberal, and could well stand as a preface to the history of parliamentary progressivism. Later generations have rebelled at Macaulay’s self-congratulatory “whig interpretation of history.” But his conviction that Protestantism and Parliament were the essential antidotes to stagnation and upheaval was widely shared by rising continental politicians in the nineteenth century. Just as Macaulay spread his ideas not only in Parliament, but through his monumental and readable History of England, so on the continent the liberative powers of Protestantism and parliamentarianism were celebrated by a host of politicized popular historians of civilization beginning with Guizot and Sismondi.

Much experience in nineteenth-century Europe supports the argument that Protestantism and parliamentarianism provided a kind of alternative equivalent to revolution. The countries perhaps most immune in
all Europe to native revolutionary movements were the totally Protestant nations of Scandinavia, which even developed an elastic, simultaneous tolerance for welfare socialism and monarchy. The low countries also provide a validating case. Although Holland had experienced an ideological revolution against Spain in the late sixteenth century, a political one in the late eighteenth, and a revolution for independence in 1830, the low countries were tranquil, thereafter, accommodating into the twentieth century both a monarch and a high degree of social controls. All of this was accomplished incrementally with tolerance for legal opposition and vocal dissent.

Why then was France so different? Like England, America, and Switzerland, France had made constitutional gains through revolution: in the charter of 1815 and the constitutional monarchy of 1830. Yet new revolutionary movements appeared after each of these “victories,” and France became the principal center of revolutionary extremism until after the Paris Commune in 1871. Jansenists and philosophes had provided France with its own forms of ideological dissent from medieval Catholicism; and the July monarchy had legitimized a measure of political opposition. But France remained polarized into extreme positions.

The attempt to legitimize both ideological and political opposition by Lamennais and the school of Catholic social reform represented perhaps the most powerful effort of the 1830s to provide a coherent middle way. Yet Lamennais, though widely read in the 1830s, failed almost totally in his effort to bring the equivalent of Protestantism and of political democracy into Catholic France.

Lamennais argued for a kind of socialist version of the Reformation within the Catholic Church. He welcomed the revolutions of 1830 precisely because they legitimized political opposition in France and Belgium and therefore freed Catholicism from its links with traditional monarchs. He had some immediate influence among moderates in Belgium, but little in France prior to receiving posthumous praise from both Christian Democrats and Christian Socialists in the twentieth century. For Lamennais was antirevolutionary as well as antiauthoritarian. Although he was never a Protestant and never sat in a parliament, he believed in the need for both a religious opposition within Christianity and a political opposition within the social order.

Without both ideological and political opposition to the status quo, Lamennais feared Europe would either break up through continued civil war between revolutionaries and reactionaries or disintegrate from a loss of all enthusiasm. Like the Protestant revivalists in England, who are often accused of substituting religious for revolutionary fervor among the working classes, Lamennais was a passionate enthusiast. He wrote his first and famous Essay on Indifference in 1817 specifically to combat the debilitating trend toward apathy and decay. If he alternated between his early Catholic conservatism and his later courtship of revolutionary socialism, he consistently and above all wanted Europe to share his enthusiasm; to help create a new ideological-political opposition to revitalize an aging civilization. Lamennais’s appeal for Christian democracy and social justice was widely heard throughout Catholic
Europe; but only his early conservative and ultramontanist ideas had a continuing resonance in nineteenth-century France.

Unlike America (or Switzerland), where controversy after the original revolution was rapidly ritualized into party politics, French politics remained polarized. Revolutionaries were constantly confronting counter-revolutionaries outside parliamentary bodies, which were often seen as bickering arenas for petty sectarians. Moderate ruling factions rarely felt secure enough to risk letting opposition parties coalesce—or even to tolerate elections that might risk major changes in the exercise of power.

Why was the impact of the two great revolutions of the late eighteenth century so dramatically different on the subsequent political history of America and France respectively? There are of course obvious differences between the tabula rasa of the New World and the clutter of feudal custom and aristocratic privilege in the ancien régime; between the reluctant acceptance by England of a revolution partly rooted in historic rights and the revanchist refusal of traditionalist France to accept structures created by the French Revolution. It may also be argued that the American Revolution was essentially republican, whereas the French was democratic—and thus inherently more extreme.

The successful Swiss Revolution followed the American rather than the French pattern of accepting a federalist solution for state organization. The moderate Girondist formula in Switzerland was rejected by centralizing Jacobins and Bonapartists alike in France. The Swiss Revolution, like the American, distributed power more successfully outside the center than the French. The Swiss and Americans defused the myth of a total revolution to come—both by mythologizing a moderate constitution and by legitimizing political and ideological opposition in the post-revolutionary society.

America and Switzerland—and to some extent England, the low countries, and Scandinavia—rejected the basic impulse of the ideological revolutionary tradition towards radical simplification. Both the American and the Swiss revolutions were consolidated by building more rather than less complex political systems. They were federal rather than centralized; more people participated in the process; and power tended to be diffused. From the time of the Jacobin attack on the Girondists to Buonarroti’s attack on the American system, the French revolutionary tradition clearly saw the complexity of federalism as a threat to the simplicity of the revolutionary dream.

America essentially realized in practice the reformist ideas of the Enlightenment through a process of evolution. Continental Europe remained throughout the nineteenth century more authoritarian politically than the British Empire had been under George III in the eighteenth century. Thus, Europeans continued to develop in theory the more revolutionary, Illuminist concept of realizing total enlightenment through a coming upheaval. The intellectuals who had looked before the French Revolution to “enlightened despots” to transform society now looked to a new source of deliverance: ideology. This modern surrogate of religion was born—both as a phrase and as a force—in the
political-intellectual opposition to Napoleon. It reached maturity in the mid-nineteenth century, validating and legitimizing the social revolutionary tradition as a rival to revolutionary nationalism. Above all, ideology helped revolutionaries keep alive the simple certainties of their faith against the seduction of Anglo-American empiricism and liberalism. It is to the birth of revolutionary ideology, the ultimate foe of the evolutionary alternative, that attention must now be turned.
CHAPTER 8

Prophecy:
The Emergence
of an Intelligentsia

THE RISE of revolutionary movements in the first half of the nineteenth century was directly related to the development of a new class of intellectuals in continental Europe. This new class created original systems of thought which may be called ideologies, and eventually developed a new sense of identity (and a term to describe themselves) as an "intelligentsia."

To be sure, intellectuals were joined at every point by other social and ethnic forces protesting against the conditions of early industrialization and against political reaction. But the ferment that led to revolution in 1848—whatever the final causes—was clearly dominated by intellectuals. They bore the contagion from their studies into the streets, from banquets to barricades, and across national borders. They popularized, legitimized, and internationalized the revolutionary impulse.

A thousand studies remain to be made about the sociology and psychology of this new social force.1 But the first task for a history of revolutionary movements is to isolate those systems of thought that were most decisive in developing revolutionary commitment among intellectuals in the early nineteenth century; to trace the genesis of those new spiritual creations known as ideologies.

Ideologies have been defined as "the integrated assertions, theories and aims that constitute a socio-political program." They "conceptualize the historical process and orient human beings for shaping it" by creating "a program of collective action" from a "coherent system of sym-
bols.” They are in many ways a modern form of religion—all-inclusive in scope, universal in application, historical in focus. To determine which of these systems in the romantic period was most revolutionary, one may begin with Lenin's distinction between the ideologies of revolutionaries and revolutionary ideology. Any inventory of the former in nineteenth-century Europe would have to include republicanism, nationalism, Fourierism, Owenism, Christian messianism, anarchism, populism, and even spiritualism. But few of these were inherently revolutionary ideologies with universal applicability and a clear concept of how present conflict would lead to future happiness. None of these “ism’s” offered a clear, secular conception of how history worked and how it could provide both intellectual security and strategic guidance for revolutionaries.

Two of the new systems—those of Saint-Simon and Hegel—offered just such a view of history, and these two systems provided the principal sources of modern revolutionary ideology. Although the ideologies developed only after their deaths, Saint-Simon and Hegel generated the original ideas that spread across national and cultural boundaries to attain nearly universal appeal in an age of nationalism.

There are some parallels between the radically different thought-worlds of the French aristocrat and the German professor. Each sought to update the Enlightenment faith in the underlying laws of nature with a new belief in the dynamic laws of history. Each attracted ambitious young intellectuals with the ideal of a new activist elite. The following of each increased after the master's death (Saint-Simon in 1825, Hegel in 1832), for their respective impact was one of ideas rather than personalities.

Each of these ideas gave rise to a school of thought that took a path ironically different from the one envisaged by the master. Both Saint-Simon and Hegel had developed new views of the world precisely to end revolutionary disruption; yet their followers were at the forefront of renewed revolutionary agitation. Although the influence of both Saint-Simon and Hegel was protean and diverse, it was most decisive on revolutionaries. The impact of both men converged on Karl Marx.

If both Saint-Simon and Hegel were deeply conditioned by the events of the French Revolution, each first articulated his major ideas in the shadow of Napoleon. Each was in some ways an imperialist of the mind, seeking to fulfill in the realm of ideas the universal dominion that Napoleon seemed to have established in the material world.

At the age of forty-two Saint-Simon turned from a life of financial speculation and aristocratic adventure to one of intellectual speculation and adventure. He did so in direct response to the assumed needs of Napoleon, who had just proclaimed himself emperor. Saint-Simon's first serious composition was a proposed curriculum for the new system of thirty lyceums that Napoleon had projected as the basis for civic education and his first major published work an anonymous proposal of 1802–03, addressed directly to Napoleon, for a plan for perpetual peace during the hiatus in warfare that followed the treaty of Amiens.

Hegel's first major writing was done in these same years, following
his academic appointment at Jena in 1801. His great ideological treatise, *The Phenomenology of Mind* (or *Spirit*), was written as a kind of intellectual counterpoint to the Napoleonic military conquest of Germany. It was completed with cannon sounding in the background from the battle at Jena, where Napoleon crushed Prussia.

Hegel’s philosophy in some ways constituted a revenge of German thought against victorious French power. Saint-Simon’s writings on the other hand represented a subtler drama: the first “ideologists” revenging themselves against a political system that had rejected them.

### The Saint-Simonians

Largely neglected recent research indicates that revolutionary Babeuvists and Philadelphians may have exercised a direct influence on Henri de Saint-Simon during the first decade of the nineteenth century. Long studied largely as an influence on later revolutionaries, Saint-Simon should also be seen as a figure who was himself perhaps in turn directly influenced by the first conspirators of the Napoleonic era.

The crucial link in the apostolic succession from the Babeuf Conspiracy to the birth of ideology under Saint-Simon is provided by a minor revolutionary playwright and editor, Jacques Rigomer-Bazin, with whom Saint-Simon lived in Paris at several important points during this decade. Bazin may have been linked with Bonneville’s Social Circle and was almost certainly connected to the Babeuf Conspiracy while still working as a revolutionary journalist in provincial Le Mans. After moving to Paris, he became close to Maréchal and other survivors of the conspiracy through a circle of radical intellectuals which began to meet regularly at the Café Manège in 1799. The Paris police arrested Bazin in May 1804, and confiscated his *Sketch for a new plan of social organization*, which apparently called for an authoritarian elite of thirty savants to help the poor and create social equality.

Bazin was living with Saint-Simon at the time of his arrest; and the latter clearly borrowed extensively from Bazin in his writings of this period. His *Letter of an Inhabitant of Geneva* (1802–3) called for twenty-one men of genius to open a subscription before the tomb of Newton and begin the scientific reorganization of society. His next work of 1804 adopted the very title of Bazin’s confiscated work, adding to Bazin’s previous call for a scientific elite an idea shortly to be developed more fully by Bazin: the artist should be the moralist of the new scientific era; and a new type of writer, the *littérateur*, its propagandist.

Bazin played just such a role when he reappeared after his release from prison in 1807 as editor of a new journal *Lettres philosophiques*, which attacked the Catholics and strongly defended Maréchal on behalf of “the
party which persists in providing instruction in the progress of philosophy.” The journal ostensibly sought to “open a public correspondence among philosophers”; but it appears in fact to have been a medium for communication (and perhaps even coded messages) among revolutionary Philadelphians. Bazin was one of their leaders. He signed a major article, “Dialogue on Philosophy,” with the name Philadelphe; and the list of 250 subscribers included most leading revolutionaries of the era in an aggregate sum consonant with the society’s organization into five-man cells. The supposition seems reasonable that Lettres was simply an open organ for a secret conspiracy.

In the last issue of his journal, Bazin issued the classic cry of the alienated intellectual; restless with abstract pursuits, anxious for political relevance, and possessed with his own missionary importance, he announced that he was giving up philosophy altogether for

\[ \text{... un plan d’une plus grande étendue; j’ouvre un plus vaste champ à la critique... sur tous les points de la République des Lettres.} \]

Bazin’s new journal that was to realize this mission never appeared; he was arrested in the wake of the first conspiracy of Malet in 1808. Released from prison in 1809, Bazin lived secretly and illegally once again with Saint-Simon, who helped him escape into exile. Though their paths did not apparently cross again, Bazin clearly provided in this formative period both a personal and an ideological inspiration for Saint-Simon’s vision of an elite of intellectuals transforming not just politics, but all of human society and culture.

To trace the birth of revolutionary ideology one must distinguish between two successive phases of the Saint-Simonian movement: the scientistic and the romantic. The first, scientistic period occupied the last twenty-five years of Saint-Simon’s life, which was the first quarter of the nineteenth century. It represented in essence a reaffirmation of the eighteenth-century belief in rational, secular progress. The second, romantic phase unfolded during the decade after the master’s death in 1825. Following the invocation in his final work, *The New Christianity*, Saint-Simon’s disciples created a fantastic new secular religion with global perspectives that foreshadowed many aspects of twentieth-century thought.

**A Science of Man**

The scientistic phase of Saint-Simonian thinking grew directly out of the activities of the first people to call themselves “ideologists.” Destutt de Tracy, who first popularized the term “ideology” in 1796–97, suggested in the first part of his *Elements of Ideology* in 1801 that traditional metaphysics must be superseded by “ideology,” a new method of observing facts, inferring consequences, and accepting nothing not suggested directly by sensation. Building on the tradition of Locke, and of Condillac’s *Treatise on Sensation* of 1775, de Tracy maintained that all thinking and feeling were physical sensations in the strictest sense
of the word. "Ideology is a part of zoology," he wrote with a certain polemic zest. Happiness is merely the free play of the organs. As his closest collaborator put it: "The brain digests impressions and secretes thought."

Henri de Saint-Simon extended this radical empiricism into the altogether new field of social relations. Having spent eleven months in prison during the Reign of Terror, expecting death at any moment, Saint-Simon had a deep fear of revolution. He dreamed of founding a new science of man as a means both to overcome disorder and to remove the overgrowth of false political rhetoric which concealed the real, material questions of society. Thus, ironically, this aristocrat of the ancien régime seeking to provide (in the words of one of his titles) the means for bringing an end to the revolution ended up popularizing the most revolutionary of all modern ideas: there can be a science of human relations.

Saint-Simon’s ideas fell on receptive ears because the original “ideologists” around de Tracy popularized not just a method of analysis but also a vision of society. Among de Tracy’s friends within the Second Section of the newly created Institute (devoted to moral and political science), there had grown up in the 1790s the heady belief that the development and application of a new science of humanity could be the supreme creation of the revolutionary era. The journal that popularized this belief in the practical power of science was the influential Décade philosophique, littéraire et politique founded in 1794, the year of the Thermidorean reaction. After five years of a tempestuous revolution, this journal and the newly created Second Section of the Institute had sought to focus attention on peaceful, pedagogic changes for the “philosophical decade” ahead.

The controlling group, which de Tracy and Cabanis called idéologiste, argued that the key to diagnosing and curing the ills of humanity lay in an objective understanding of the physiological realities that lay behind all thinking and feeling. They were encouraged by the rise of Napoleon; for he had assembled a kind of institute in exile during his campaign in Egypt, surrounding himself with scientists and asking de Tracy and others to join him there. On his return to France, Napoleon accepted membership in the First Section of the Institute, which dealt with the natural sciences. He visited Helvetius’s widow, a kind of salon mother to the ideologists. De Tracy’s group was led to believe that a “revolutionary academy” might replace popular sovereignty. The first outline of his Elements of Ideology in 1801 was designed for use in the new republican schools they expected from Napoleon.

Once securely in power, however, Napoleon became suspicious of the idéologistes, denouncing them as idéologues. He dissolved the Second Section of the Institute in 1803, forcing these original ideologists into a kind of party of opposition to the emperor. When the daughter of de Tracy married the son of Lafayette, the philosophical and political opposition were joined.

The struggle between Napoleon and the idéologistes deeply disturbed
both sides—perhaps because each secretly admired the other. Napoleon was a compulsive writer and a would-be intellectual who never had the time to develop these inclinations in himself. The idéologistes had a clear thirst for the power that Napoleon seemed to have denied them. Many of them had caught a glimpse in the revolutionary era of an exhilarating, active life in which they might simultaneously debate ideas and shape events. As imperial restriction descended on their academies and journals, the ideologists felt empty and deprived; and their distress was no less keen for being spiritual rather than material.

Saint-Simon provided a broad battle plan for the intellectual opposition. The combat leaders were to be the new politicized journalists whom he called littérateurs in his Sketch of 1804 and publicistes subsequently. Scientific indoctrination and intellectual unity were to be provided in a new “positive encyclopedia” on which he worked from 1809 to 1813. His Essay on the Science of Man in 1813 suggested that every field of knowledge moved successively from a conjectural to a “positive” stage, and that the sciences reached this stage in a definite order. Physiology had now moved into a positive stage, just as astrology and alchemy had previously given way to astronomy and chemistry. Now the science of man must move towards the positive stage and completely reorganize all human institutions.

In a sense, Saint-Simon was only reviving the Enlightenment vision of humanity advancing through three successive stages to a scientific ordering of life (in Turgot’s Discourse on Universal History of 1760); and of universal progress towards rational order (in Condorcet’s Sketch for a Historical Picture of the Progress of the Human Mind, written in hiding shortly before his death in 1794).

But just as the revolutionary regime condemned Condorcet, so Napoleon shut the Second Section of the Institute. Saint-Simon was forced to publish his early proposals anonymously and usually outside the borders of the Napoleonic Empire. Thus, Napoleon, who had helped inspire the quest for a science of man, also began the process of driving it into social revolutionary paths. Believing that the scientific method should be applied to the body of society as well as to the individual body, Saint-Simon proceeded to analyze society in terms of its physiological components: classes. He never conceived of economic classes in the Marxian sense, but his functional class analysis prepared the way for Marx.

The key problem at each stage in Saint-Simon’s successive efforts at social analysis was to determine which social force was capable of applying science to society. During the Napoleonic period he divided society into property owners, workers, and savants, placing all his hope in the latter group’s disinterested approach to human affairs. He thought that property owners could be persuaded to see that the savants were natural leaders able to steer humanity away from a revolutionary disruption of the social order.

During the restoration Saint-Simon divided society into two fundamental groups: industrials and idlers. Disillusioned with savants, the men
of learning who lacked drive, he turned to *industriels*, the "industrious" (not simply the industrialists), to take leadership away from unproductive priests and politicians. He idealized the *industriels* out of respect not for their ownership of property but for their powers of production. Work was liberative; the beaver and not the lion should be the king of beasts. In his *Letters to the Industriels* and other articles during this period, he envisaged an end to revolution through a new religion with a single commandment: "All men must work." There were idlers (*oisifs*) and industrious ones (*industriels*) within all social groups. The new elite was thus to be drawn from whoever was industrious in agriculture, commerce, manufacturing, and banking regardless of social origins. Saint-Simon was the prophet of meritocracy, seeking to reorder society in the image of the new chessboard he had designed for revolutionary France, with a hierarchy in which the king was replaced by a figure called Talent.

Having failed, however, to win over the industrialists, Saint-Simon turned to one last force for revolutionary support in his last years, 1824–25: "the most numerous and poorest class." He addressed to the self-proclaimed spiritual leaders of the "holy alliance" his final plea for a "New Christianity" of morality without metaphysics, technology without theology. This alone could keep the urban poor from returning to the false god of revolution. "Listen to the voice of God speaking through my mouth," he proclaimed with characteristic lack of modesty in the final words of his last work addressed to the political heads of Europe:

> Turn to true Christianity again, . . . Fulfill all the duties it imposes on the powerful. Remember that it commands them to devote all their strength to the swiftest possible amelioration of the lot of the poor.26

Saint-Simon promised to elaborate fully the nature of the "New Christianity." But he died in 1825 and never had a chance to go beyond suggesting that it would resemble heretical Christian sects of the past and would reorganize society to benefit the poor.

Saint-Simon was a truly seminal intellectual force: a father of socialism as well as sociology, and a John the Baptist of revolutionary ideology, crying out in the wilderness of the Napoleonic and restoration eras for a new historicism and moral relativism.

Saint-Simon was one of the first to popularize the distinctive nineteenth-century belief that truth is not absolute but historical, and is realized not in individual thought but in social action. He was one of the first continental thinkers to contend that the Industrial Revolution was more important than the political revolution in France. The key factors in history for him were tools and technological revolutions. Archimedes was greater than Alexander; Newton than Napoleon. The real forces for change in modern society, the *industriels*, far from being aided by the political changes in France, were now burdened with a second group of nonproductive *oisifs*: new politicians alongside old priests.
The bourgeoisie was for Saint-Simon hardly less parasitical than the idle aristocrats of the ancien régime. He rejected liberalism (which soon won over some of his closest friends such as Augustin Thierry) as a negative and critical movement, incapable of reunifying mankind, incompatible with the new positive age of science. He accorded economics primacy over politics, physiology over metaphysics. Government was a social function appropriate to the metaphysical stage of history and was now to be replaced by a rational social organization suitable for the exploitation of nature. The rule of man over man was always oppressive; the rule of men over things, liberative. Even in his most political proposal, his *Reorganization of European Society* in 1814, he urged a clean break with past political systems in favor of a new Economic Parliament of Europe and a trans-national authority to unify Europe through vast public works such as a Danube-Rhine and Rhine-Baltic Canal.

Political authority was to be replaced by social authority in his technocratic utopia. It was to be administered by three chambers: Inventions run by engineers, Review run by scientists, and Execution run by industrialists. A supreme college was to draw up physical and moral laws; and two even higher academies, Reasoning and Sentiment, were to be filled by a new breed of propagandistic writer and artist.

Saint-Simon's final call for a new religion represented the culmination of the *idéologue* attempt to supplant all religion by absorbing it into a progressive scheme of secular evolution. In his commentary of 1802 François Dupuis's *The Origin of All the Cults of Universal Religion* de Tracy suggested that past religions were not simply senseless superstition, but rather a kind of scientific baby talk: the generalized expression in imprecise language of the scientific thought of the age. Religious ritual was, moreover, socially necessary to dramatize scientific principles for still-ignorant people. Saint-Simon viewed his *New Christianity* as just such a necessity for the masses. His death left it unclear whether this faith was designed to provide the moral basis for the new social order or merely an interim faith until the masses were educated to accept a totally scientistic system.

Saint-Simon more than any other figure of his generation excited young Europeans about the liberative possibilities of industry and about reaching salvation through knowledge and mastery, not belief and mystery. After the failure of their conspiracies in the early 1820s, radical youth found both consolation and a new direction in Saint-Simonian ideology. They reassembled in small discussion groups, forming "a congress of philosophers charged with discussing everything that had been left out of the one at Vienna." They were exhilarated both by the new sense of history filtering in from German philosophy and by the study of economics filtering in from England. These interests led to a new appreciation of Saint-Simon. Some directly transferred from Carbonari conspiracies to Saint-Simonian circles, leading one of the best memoirists of the period to characterize Saint-Simonianism as simply "religious carbonarism."
The enormous posthumous influence of Saint-Simon stretched from Russia and Poland to Latin America—eventually reaching the Near and even Far East. His teachings helped form a radical intellectual elite both in Germany (which he considered "infinitely superior in its character, science and philosophy") and in Russia (which he praised as "not yet withered up by scepticism"). He influenced the lonely pioneer of Scandinavian socialist thought, young Swedish printer Per Götrek, who translated and popularized Saint-Simonian tracts before turning to Cabet and the Communist Manifesto. Saint-Simon produced a permanent impact on bankers and on railroad and canal builders, imparting the vision to look beyond immediate obstacles and traditional inhibitions.

But the greatest Saint-Simonian influence lay within France, first of all on the positivist tradition developed by his friend and sometime pupil Auguste Comte. Comte perpetuated the search for a science of society through a three-staged theory of progress, which he derived from Saint-Simon in 1822. Comte's idea that mankind moved from a "theological" through a "metaphysical" to a "positive" era encouraged a certain indifference to democratic politics (a phenomenon of the passing second stage).

Though essentially apolitical, positivism had authoritarian implications—relying on intellectual authority rather than on the random play of vulgar pressures. The link between enlightenment and despotism in the eighteenth century was not entirely accidental. Saint-Simon had consistently appealed to monarchical authority from his first petitions to Napoleon until his last appeal for a "New Christianity" to the leaders of the Holy Alliance. Saint-Simonians on several occasions sought out Metternich, who expressed admiration for their doctrine and met at length with Michael Chevalier in 1835. Auguste Comte was later to appeal for the adoption of his "System of Positive Politics" to the two most authoritarian potentates in Europe: the Russian tsar and the Turkish sultan. Comte's positivism was perhaps most influential in the courts of antidemocratic regimes in Latin America and the Near East.

More important than Saint-Simon's influence on sociology was his impact on socialism. His followers in the 1830s first gave widespread use not only to the word "socialism," but also—in the course of 1831 alone—to "socialize," "socialization," and socializing the instruments of labor. These usages were at times only an extension of older Saint-Simonian terms like organization and association, but they carried new suggestions of social control and of challenge to liberal individualism. The first historian of socialism, Louis Reybaud, prophesied in 1836, just after the seeming disappearance of the Saint-Simonians, that they

... will be to the social future what a trial balloon is to aeronautical experience. The trial balloon swells up before the eyes of an astonished crowd, rises, grows smaller and smaller, is lost in space. After a short and brilliant role it is no more; but ... has gained in the process an acquaintance with the atmospheric zones and caprices of the wind which await him. ...
The technological metaphor seems appropriate, for Saint-Simonian socialism was the creation of students from the Ecole Polytechnique. This “school of many crafts” had trained the engineers and technicians for the revolutionary and Napoleonic armies and was a model of the new antitraditional institution open to talent and dedicated to practical accomplishment.

Social revolutionary Saint-Simonianism was begun by two young students from the Ecole Polytechnique: Olinde Rodrigues, the son of a Jewish banker from Bordeaux, and his young mathematics student, who had fought for Napoleon in the Hundred Days and spent 1821–23 in St. Petersburg, Barthélemy Prosper Enfantin. These two polytechnicians joined with former French Carbonari like Bazard and Buchez to edit Le Producteur, in 1825–26, and then in 1828 drew up a systematic Exposition of Saint-Simon’s doctrine. These Saint-Simonians introduced the phrase “the exploitation of man by man” and the concept of class conflict arising out of “the relationship of the workers with the owners of the instruments of labor.”

But it was not until renewed revolutionary hopes in 1830 gave way once more to disillusionment that the Saint-Simonian cult truly flowered. The liberal daily The Globe, edited by Pierre Leroux, converted to the new belief in 1831, and a weekly Organisateur and the first of a nationwide system of temples of humanity were founded. With these developments, Saint-Simonianism became a mass phenomenon. Gaining at its height perhaps forty thousand French adherents or sympathizers, Saint-Simonianism developed links with prominent intellectual leaders throughout Europe in the 1830s—ranging from Heine to Goethe in Germany, from the liberal Mill to the conservative Carlyle in England. Franz Liszt was an active member, playing the piano at some of the sect’s gatherings.

The Saint-Simonians briefly tried to open a new Saint-Simonian college on Christmas Day, 1829, before turning to their temples of humanity in 1831. They were harassed in Paris by governmental restrictions and rumors of scandalous sexual license. When Leroux left The Globe later in 1831, and the journal collapsed in the following year, there was a need for a new source of revelation and place of worship.

The Saint-Simonians found both the source and the place by withdrawing in the summer of 1832 into a celibate, communal retreat on Enfantin’s family estate at Ménilmontant in the outskirts of Paris. There at 10 P.M. on Bastille Day, the long-haired “father” Enfantin gathered seven of his favorite “children” for their first of four long sessions, revealing his New Book: a series of mystical aphorisms suggesting how science was to be applied to society. Rich in Pythagorean number mysticism, Enfantin’s revelation concentrated on triadic formulas for the new “organic era.” There was the coming harmony of sentiment, industry, and intellect; of the spiritual, material, and rational; and of the worker (a plane), the theorist (a line), and the apostle (a three-dimensional solid).

The commune under Enfantin was short-lived, memorable largely for
such customs as the wearing of vests buttoned in the back to enforce dependence on one's fellow man. Their subsequent search for a female Messiah in Egypt was even more bizarre. Yet such efforts represented only the excesses of a general European infatuation with new ideologies, offering hope after the failure of revolutions in the early 1820s and in 1830 to produce a new social order.

Saint-Simonianism contained the implied promise that those involved in its discussions were to be the elite of the new age. Indeed, they can perhaps be considered the first modern "intelligentsia" in the sense defined by Karl Mannheim: a new, classless element free of either the Church control of the past or the regional and class biases of the future; and able to impart a "dynamic and elastic" quality to thought while forcing ideas into the political arena. This "free intelligentsia" was destined, in Mannheim's hopeful view, to produce a society free of prejudice and directed towards rational social goals. The Saint-Simonians for the most part viewed themselves as doing precisely that.

**Romantic Globalism**

The Saint-Simonians of the 1830s developed plans that exceeded even those of the master, who had dreamed of himself as a new Charlemagne and of him and Mme. de Staël giving birth to a new Messiah. His romantic followers fantasized projects for the rejuvenation of Oceania, India, and China, and launched substantial movements in eastern Europe, the Near East, and Latin America. Saint-Simonian ideas provided new hope for Spaniards exiled in Gibraltar as well as Argentinians exiled in Uruguay. Chevalier, the head of the Saint-Simonian religion in Paris, scouted out terrain in Russia and North Africa, North and South America. He wrote a detailed plan for the minute republic of Andorra, advocating a kind of omnibus pilgrimage to all the cities frequented by Moses, Jesus, and Mohammed.

But the enduring historical importance of the Saint-Simonians lies not so much in their impact on specific groups as in their general effect in quickening expectations throughout the European world. More than any other system of thought, Saint-Simonianism inspired restless revolutionaries with fresh hope in the early 1830s, a time when disillusionment was growing not just with revolution but with the Enlightenment belief in natural laws. As the French Revolution of 1830 trailed off into petty political bickering under a constitutional monarchy, Enfantin and Bazard's *Judgment of the doctrine of Saint-Simon on the most recent events* proclaimed that "in the presence of the impotence and incoherence of the parties, only the Saint-Simonians possess a logical solution to the difficulties." 49

Saint-Simonianism promised a universal social transformation. The old political revolutions had grown out of French civilization, based on the archetype of 1789–93. But the new type of society vaguely envisaged by the Saint-Simonians might come from almost anywhere. Thus, the Saint-Simonians influenced the new revolutionary nationalism of Mazzini and Young Europe. Mazzini's distant South American
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echo, “Young Argentina,” was independently shaped by Saint-
Simonianism, which was the “definitive” influence on “the birth of an
Argentine mentality.”

At the opposite end of European civilization—both geographically and
spiritually—the vision of a new religious community advanced by the
conservative Polish Order of the Resurrection was also largely Saint-
Simonian in inspiration. Its leader, Bogdan Janški, in turn, tried to
convert the liberal John Stuart Mill.

Saint-Simonianism reached beyond Europe most dramatically through
the French intrusion into the Near East. Napoleon’s Egyptian campaign
in the 1790s had introduced the printing press and new ideas into the
old civilizations of the Afro-Asian world. In like manner, the Saint-
Simonian hegira to the East after their failures in France led to the
founding of the first polytechnical school outside Europe (in Egypt in
1834), and to the first export of revolutionary ideology beyond the tra-
ditional confines of European civilization. Canning had described the
British naval support of revolutions in the Americas in the 1820s as
“calling the new world into being to redress the balance of the old.”
The Saint-Simonian move into the East in the 1830s attempted in a
smaller way to call upon the ancient world to redress the failure of
social revolution in contemporary Europe. Though there was little re-
response, the stirrings of the Saint-Simonians in the East were prophetic
of things to come.

The Saint-Simonians’ eastward voyage in 1833 after their failure in
France broke the usual nineteenth-century pattern. Revolutionaries in
search of a new start had previously gone west to America. Saint-Simon
himself had first been stimulated to global perspectives by his experi-
ences as an eighteen-year-old participant in the American Revolution
in 1778 and as a would-be builder of a canal to join the oceans through
Mexico. Michael Chevalier returned to the master’s original source of
inspiration to make a new appraisal in 1832–35 of the prospects for
Saint-Simonianism in America, Mexico, and Cuba.

Chevalier, however, moved east to those original cradles of civilization
that had not yet distorted the revolutionary faith. His Mediterranean
System in The Globe saw peaceful industrial progress reaching out
from the Mediterranean via a web of railroads into Asia and Africa
as well as Europe. The “sea among the lands” which had cradled wars
in the past would now become “the nuptial bed of East and West,”
the forum for a “universal association” of all peoples. Along with the
railroads, two critical canals were needed to increase the worldwide
interdependence. The same Globe in the same month set forth the first
call for a canal through Panama to connect the Atlantic and Pacific
following an earlier Saint-Simonian call for a canal to link Europe and
Asia through Suez. They also called for a high dam on the Nile.

Chevalier suggested that the fundamental conflict in the world was
between East and West. But unlike Kipling and the heroic pessimists
of a later age, the Saint-Simonians felt that the twain did in fact meet
in Egypt. This land of Napoleonic legend seemed under Mohammed
Ali to be entering culturally into the French orbit. Its mighty pyramids
and obelisks stood astride the little isthmus of desert at Suez which alone separated the abundant waters of the European and Asian worlds. “The field of battle is worthy of the pyramids which dominate it,” wrote “Father” Enfantin:

One must fertilize the Egypt of Mohammed. We shall not decipher the hieroglyphs of its past grandeur, but we shall engrave on its soil the signs of its future prosperity.

They envisaged a marriage between “the imagination and poetry” of the Orient and “the organization and positive science” of the West.

The Saint-Simonians who went east in 1833 in search of a “feminine messiah” soon focused their hopes on Egypt and on “piercing” a canal through the thin “membrane” of virgin desert, which alone blocked the consummation of East-West commerce. The “universal association” of all peoples through the canal was conceived in the same sexual terms as the cultural intercourse to be consummated in the “nuptial bed” of the Mediterranean.

Nothing less than their own virility seemed to be at stake. Upon his release from prison, Enfantin communicated the order to go east on August 8, 1833, in rhapsodic, erotic verse:

Suez
Est le centre de notre vie de travail
Là nous ferons l’acte
Que le monde attend
Pour confesser que nous sommes
Mâles.

Physical labor wedded a masculine humanity with a feminine earth: le peuple with le monde. Universal significance was thus attributed to the simple act of intellectuals doing a little work. “The people,” who of course had been performing such labor all along, were patronizingly described as the dependent children in the Saint-Simonian “family.”

The people is our family, let us engender them by work, let us embrace, caress the earth . . . let us await the milk of the Woman, but let us men prepare the bread!

God himself was feminine as well as masculine, drawing people in to reunion with nature (and a share of divinity) by a kind of universal libido:

Cette électricité vagabonde qui circulait du monde à l’assemblée et de l’assemblée au monde et qui traversait les corps sans se fixer...

The Saint-Simonians viewed the couple-prêtre of man and woman as the new social microcosm, replacing the atomized individual, and they extended sexual imagery to the macrocosm, the entire world. There was an almost phallic rivalry over who should be the first to awaken the passive femininity of the East. The Saint-Simonians believed that she would be wakened from her slumber and ravished by “Russian cannon” unless their own peaceful technology penetrated the Orient first.

Behind such erotic fantasy lay authentic insight: a prophetic antici-
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Pation of the modern belief that total material gratification is not only individually desirable, but universally inevitable. The future will provide the benefits, as it were, of both l'école polytechnique and l'amour polymorphique. Each will complete his experiences in the life of others, then flow into the lives of all and ultimately perpetuate life itself into eternity—so argued Enfantin in his last work, La Vie éternelle.68 He lifted the older Saint-Simonian idea of transmigration (p alin-genesis) of souls 69 to its highest level, prophesying both the technological transformation of the earth and the biological creation of a new, androgy nous humanity.

The mystical excesses and eastern adventures of Saint-Simonianism deserve attention not solely as data for psycho-sexual investigation. For their eastern expedition may be the first major, organized effort of western, urban intellectuals to apply a secular ideology for radical social change to an idealized, underdeveloped area. Egypt appealed to the Saint-Simonians' Napoleonic delusions. They appear to have believed that they might ultimately return to France from Egypt triumphant and vindicated as Bonaparte had to save an earlier revolution from disintegration. But in place of Napoleon's military victories in the East, the Saint-Simonians saw themselves winning technological triumphs as a prelude to their return. They would lead France not to a short-lived imperial glory, but to an unending age of industrial prosperity.

The First Black Muslim: Urbain

This first call to look East for the light of revolution that had faded in the West found a response in the New World from a gifted member of the group most oppressed in the Americas: the black slaves. Thomas Urbain, one of eight mulatto children born by the black second wife of a French planter and slave trader is perhaps the most interesting and neglected of the original Saint-Simonians. His vision of using the Saint-Simonian religion to liberate black people was, in a way, the last desperate effort of West Indian blacks to find in French culture the liberation promised by the revolt of Toussaint L'Ouverture. At the same time, the journey of Urbain back to an Africa from which he never returned represents the first in a long line of returns to Africa from the New World (and mostly from the West Indies) by black revolutionaries: Padmore, Blyden, Dubois, Fanon, Malcolm X, and Carmichael. But for Urbain, the island remained a kind of paradise lost in his later memories of “the sweetness of creole and family life” and of the young black girl “who initiated me into the first raptures of love in a large woods.” 70 When he went to France with his father to study medicine, he adopted as a surname the Christian name of his father, Urbain, and was called Thomas by his schoolmates.71 Isolated and uncertain of his identity, he was converted to the new religious Saint-Simonianism before he was twenty, went through the monastic phase at Ménilmontant, wandered by foot across Corsica with other Saint-Simonians, and finally headed east with the Companions of the Woman, landing near Constantinople in April 1833.72
When he eventually arrived in Egypt, he instinctively “felt himself to be an oriental,” 78 and he became a teacher of languages in Damietta and a convert to Islam.

The plague of 1835, which turned some Saint-Simonians like the feminist Suzanne Voilquin to hashish, led Urbain away from drink and the “explosion of sensuality” into a new life as a Muslim. He was impressed by their tolerant attitude toward race and the solidity of Muslim family life 74—and perhaps also disillusioned by reports from other Saint-Simonians that even isolated groups like the Malabar Christians of India had not preserved the hoped-for island of purity in man-woman relations within Christendom. 75 He found at last a name of his own, that of the prophet Ismail, who had also been the son of a slave abandoned by his father, but had allegedly “discovered a source of water near Mecca.” 76

In Algeria, newly colonized by the French, Urbain found his “oasis” in the shadow of Enfantin, “the gigantic palm tree in my desert,” 77 who arrived in 1839 with a scientific commission. Urbain, who had moved there in 1837, began a long career as official military interpreter to a series of high French officials beginning with the Duke of Orléans 78 and ending with Napoleon III. Urbain believed that he had been chosen to mediate between East and West; and that the link that he personally represented between the French and the Arabs stood at the pivotal point of a coming reconciliation. “The day is coming,” he proclaimed to the Arabs

... when you will place yourself in the midst of the nations to demand an accounting from them of the riches you have deposited in their midst. The Orient and the Occident belong to God and he is pushing the one toward the other. 79

Urbain immersed himself in linguistic and ethnographic studies of his adopted land. Enfantin’s image of reconciling the East and the West seemed in a way to be taking place in Algeria through Urbain, who was half black, half white, “embracing Islam without renouncing Christianity,” 80 writing poetry in both French and Arabic.

In 1839 Urbain added a vision of reconciliation between the races to the Saint-Simonian repertoire of conflicts to be resolved in the coming “universal association” of peoples. The Letters on the black race and the white race, which he exchanged with the Jewish Saint-Simonian Gustave d'Eichtal, suggest racial reconciliation through the creation of a new mulatto race. Eichtal was clearly fascinated by his personal relationship with Urbain, which had led to collaboration on The Two Worlds in 1836–39, a work apparently lost. 81 Eichtal saw his link with Urbain as that of “the black and the Jew: the two outcasts, the two prophets!” and saw the liberation of the two peoples as deeply interrelated. 82 The conversion of blacks like Urbain to Islam was an important first step as it made them “members of the great family of Abraham” and offered via the Koran “the initiation of the black to the book.” 83 Eichtal transferred the characteristic romantic glorification of the unspoiled “people” directly to the blacks: “La race noire c'est le
monde sauvage de Rousseau. . . .” 84 The blending of the races in the Hispanic world (which has gone on from the time of the Moors to present-day Cuba) was seen as a model of the future in the third and last of the Letters. 85 The coming mulatto humanity was to be the product of the direct erotic fusion of divided races and sexes.

Urbain seemed to accept Eichtal's view that the new chosen people should begin forging their “alliance of zoology with history” 86 in Algeria. Efforts to establish a new Franco-Arabian college and the pro-Arab Colonization of Algeria, which Enfantin published in 1843 on the basis of notes by Urbain, represented the last common effort of the Saint-Simonians to find a place on earth for the immediate transformation of the human condition. The master's final hopes for a “new Christianity” became transferred into the pupils' interest in what might be called a “new Islam.” Eichtal developed this idea in The present and future of Islam in Central Africa. 87 The very title of the new French-language journal founded in 1844 summarized the new geopolitical vision of these Saint-Simonians: Algeria: courier of Africa, the Orient and the Mediterranean. 88

Urbain was in Paris during the Revolution of 1848. Caught up in “the revolutionary fever,” he served with Eichtal in a unit of the National Guard commanded by Rodrigues. 89 The leading Saint-Simonian contribution to revolutionary events in Algeria was the brilliant defense of the leading indigenous revolutionary organization, the Children of Carthage, by the original leader of the Saint-Simonian pilgrimage to the East: Emile Barrault. 90 He lectured the defendants even as he pleaded their case, pointing out the dangers of fantasmagorie révolutionnaire in an atmosphere of conspiracy: “Si la démocratie conspire, elle abdique.” 91 Most of the European community in Algeria were persuaded by his argument that the revolutionaries were largely a harmless anachronism. They received a light sentence, and the prestige of the Saint-Simonian group was enhanced in Algeria. However, their activities in the antirevolutionary, post-romantic 1850s largely involved either technocratic development or cultural bridge-building—with Urbain the leading advocate of the latter.

After a long career of trying to unify the two worlds (increasingly under the pseudonym Voisin, “neighbor”), Urbain issued a ringing, revolutionary defense of the native culture against forced Europeanization in his work of 1860, Algeria for the Algerians. 92 This title was the prototype for innumerable anticolonial appeals of later eras. But for Urbain it was personally inspired by the lingering fatal illness of his Mauresque wife, which for him symbolized the suffering of the Arab peoples. Napoleon III was impressed by this and other of Urbain's works. He came to know Urbain as his official interpreter while touring Algiers, and gave the aging Arabophile the impression of adopting his ideas by declaring in 1862:

How can one count upon the pacification of a country when almost the entire population is incessantly disturbed. . . . It would be necessary to relocate the entire Arab population in the desert and inflict upon it the fate of the Indians of North America . . . 93
It was a classic statement of the impossibility of sustaining colonial dominance over a hostile culture. The tragedy is not only that Napoleon III did not honor the implied promise of national self-determination, but also that men like Urbain believed that he would do so.\textsuperscript{94} It was the last in a long line of Napoleonic illusions which began with Saint-Simon's own proposals to the first Bonaparte and ended with the docile service of surviving Saint-Simonians as bankers and railroad builders for Napoleon III. Even after Napoleon's fall in 1870, Urbain continued to believe that some kind of reconciliation between East and West was in fact taking place within French North Africa.

When another black came from the West Indies a century after Urbain to adopt the Algerian cause as his own, he preached not the reconciling philosophy of Urbain and the early Saint-Simonians, but heroic, therapeutic violence. The time seemed to have come for the "nations of the world" to "account for the riches" taken from the poorer nations as Urbain had predicted. But Frantz Fanon's accounting was not to be made in Urbain's warm confidence that both "the Orient and the Occident belong to God"; but rather in the cold belief that a diabolistic Occident must be defeated by a massive uprising of \textit{les damnés de la terre}.

Yet these words from Fanon's most famous title came not from a native song, but from the French revolutionary poet, Eugène de Potter, whose hymn to the fallen communards of Paris became the \textit{Internationale}. It was not just from native traditions or from visionary prophets like Urbain that the "wretched of the earth" were to take their ideas of liberation in the twentieth century. It was also from a new generation of European political revolutionaries tutored less in the romantic Saint-Simonianism of Urbain, than in the grim political prison of Devil's Island on the tropical island Urbain had left behind.

The Hegelians

The "Young" or "Left" Hegelians transformed the vague historicism of Saint-Simonians and others into hard revolutionary conviction. Their influence (like that of the Saint-Simonians) began only after the death of the master. About a decade after the appearance of a Saint-Simonian movement, left Hegelianism appeared in the late 1830s as the generational badge of younger radicals east of the Rhine. Alexander Herzen, a founder of the Russian revolutionary tradition, was typical in moving from an early infatuation with Saint-Simon, whose works he had "carried around like a Koran," to Hegel, in whom he found "the algebra of revolution."\textsuperscript{95} The metaphors were well chosen. Saint-Simon provided a vision of material paradise: Hegel, a method for attaining it.

An impatient new generation tended to blend Saint-Simonianism into
Hegelianism during the politically frustrating 1830s. Some older Saint-Simonians turned to the study of Hegel, and young Slavs like Herzen were exhilarated by the more radical Young Hegelians. Herzen wrote from exile in Vladimir in July 1839 that he was contemplating a dissertation on “How is our century a link between the past and the future?” when he came upon the radical treatise of a Polish Hegelian who answered his question with a “philosophy of action.”

Nothing better illustrates the transnational appeal of revolutionary Hegelianism. A Russian exile east of Moscow was rejoicing over the work of a Polish thinker writing in German on the basis of a French translation of the works of the dead Hegel. Revolutionary Hegelianism was, however, no less extreme for being derivative. Herzen wrote that Saint-Simon’s sentimental “New Christianity” was henceforth forever superseded “by the absolute knowledge revealed by Hegel.”

The future society is to be the work not of the heart, but of the concrete. Hegel is the new Christ bringing the word of truth to men...

The conversion to Saint-Simonianism of young Germans like Gall and Gans in the Paris of the early thirties preceded, and in a way prepared for, Karl Marx’s education in Hegelianism. For Gans was Marx’s high-school teacher at Trier; and either he or Marx’s future father-in-law may have exposed Marx to the ideas of Saint-Simon there before his infatuation with Hegelian thought at Berlin University. The entire phenomenon of left Hegelianism has indeed been described as “nothing more than a Hegelianized Saint-Simonianism or a Saint-Simonianized Hegelianism.”

Prussian Pedagogy

To understand the Young Hegelians, one must move from the adventurous vistas of the Saint-Simonians to a quieter world of abstract intellectualism: from energetic engineers at the Ecole Polytechnique to brooding philosophers of the University of Berlin. If Saint-Simonianism was the religion of the polytechniciens in post-revolutionary France, so Hegelianism was the religion of university students in post-reform Prussia.

The new university at Berlin was the intellectual heart of the Prussian revival after Prussia’s humiliation by Napoleon. Hegel was central to its intellectual life not only as professor of philosophy from 1818 until his death in 1831, but for many years thereafter. Founded in 1809, the University of Berlin was in many ways the first modern university—urban, research-oriented, state-supported, free from traditional religious controls. Berlin stood at the apex of the entire state educational system of reform Prussia. Deliberately located in the capital rather than in the traditional sleepy provincial town, the University of Berlin breathed an atmosphere of political expectation and intellectual innovation among both its uncharacteristically young professors (mostly in their thirties) and its gifted students. Berlin was built on a
solid German tradition that had already extended and modernized the university ideal—notably at Halle in the late seventeenth century and Göttingen in the mid-eighteenth. But both of these had been lost to the Prussian state in the Treaty of Tilsit in 1807. Thus the hopes of all Prussia were focused on the new university at Berlin, the first to be built around the library and laboratory rather than the catechistic classroom. The university offered entering students the challenge of research rather than learning by rote, the promise of discovering new truths rather than propagating old ones. Education at Berlin was built around sharing the explorations of a professor rather than covering a prescribed curriculum. Interest focused on research institutes—twelve were added during the first ten years of the university’s existence—rather than on the theological faculty, hitherto the dominant area. Even here, innovation was evident in the intra-confessional, state-appointed theological faculty dominated by the unorthodox Friedrich Schleiermacher.

Berlin University marked a new chapter not only in the development of scholarship, but also in the relationship of education to society. For it was a creation of the state, pledged to train a new Prussian elite. Schleiermacher’s most famous work was Patriotic Sermons; and the best-known work of Fichte, the first rector and professor of philosophy at the university, was Speeches to the German Nation of 1807.

By the time Hegel succeeded to Fichte’s chair in 1819, the first flush of optimism in Prussia had faded. Restrictions had been placed on students, and conservative Austria rather than reform Prussia dominated the politics of the German-speaking world. But Hegel had a lifelong interest in politics evidenced by his substitution of English political newspapers for morning prayers as a young student of theology. He described newspaper reading as “a sort of realistic morning prayer. One orients one’s attitude to the world by God or by that which the world itself is.”

Hegel’s “world” was largely political. Deeply affected by the aroused hopes of the French Revolution, he focused his philosophy on the goal of universal political liberation:

No other philosophy has been so much and so intimately a philosophy of the Revolution.

Marxist intellectuals continue to insist on the revolutionary impact of Hegel: as the first major thinker to dwell on both the Industrial and the French Revolutions, as a key influence on Lenin as well as on Marx.

Hegel was particularly impressed with Napoleon, the subconscious model for his ideal of a “world-historical figure.” He wrote of Napoleon in Jena in 1806:

I saw Napoleon, the soul of the world, riding through the town on a reconnaissance. It is indeed a wonderful sight to see, concentrated in a point, sitting on a horse, an individual who overruns the world and masters it.
Here was the ultimate simplification, a *point parfait* for the imperial intellect. Hegel's complex thought was brought into focus by power "concentrated in a point," which made new beginnings possible. When political reaction followed Napoleonic innovations and Prussian reform, Hegel sought to convert philosophy into a political weapon. He succeeded in politicizing philosophy; his lectures satisfied the striving toward power and "relevance" that was inherent in the University of Berlin—and in much of modern intellectual life.

Hegel expressed, first of all, the supreme self-confidence of the thinking man in the value of his thought. Everything became relative to historical context because his own capacity for seeing the whole picture was assumed to be absolute. Accepting the romantic belief that truth was revealed in the peculiarities of history rather than in a static natural order, Hegel nevertheless simultaneously pressed the Enlightenment idea that all was rational. His method applied reason to precisely those phenomena that most interested the romantic mind: art, philosophy, and religion.

He had begun as a student of theology, in search of a theodicy, a justification of the ways of God to man; he ended up instead creating a new God: the "World Spirit." Just as Hegel saw his chair of philosophy giving overall coherence to the intellectual variety of the new university, so the World Spirit provided a unifying rationale to the historical process. Just as Berlin University was the dynamo for regenerating German society, so Hegel's philosophy was its source of dynamism.

Hegel found in the ancient Greeks' insistence on man as a social animal an antidote for lonely romantic brooding. Eternal contemplation of the self was, he discovered, the old idea of hell: the literal meaning of *hypochondria*. The world of the spirit (or mind, the German *Geist* meaning both) provided a way out, because the mind finds satisfaction in its own activity. Charting the life of the spirit—the "phenomenology of mind" as he called it—appeared as a kind of compensation for defeat in battle. Hegel's "science of consciousness" was seen as the controlling force of the universe. His subsequent work suggested that the individual's plight in overcoming "alienation" was related to that of history itself, which alternates between separation and reconciliation. Thesis generated antithesis and was resolved in a higher synthesis following the pattern of thought itself. Like history thought moved upward through such tensions toward the pure life of the spirit—the old Greek ideal of contemplating contemplation.

Young intellectuals in nineteenth-century Europe were fascinated by the suggestion that their own intellectual life and personal alienation put them in special communion with the World Spirit. Reconciling reason and revelation presented no conflict for the self-proclaimed Thomas Aquinas of Protestantism. Hegel viewed all religious creeds historically, as the rational expression of what was implicit in religious feeling at a given moment. One believed in a particular formulation primarily because one believed in the wisdom of the process of which it was a part. Just as political organizations were necessary to give
objective expression to the need for sociability, so churches were needed to objectify the subjective feelings of awe that all men felt. Ultimate truth lay only in the process itself—moving through, yet beyond, all partial, historical forms of expression. History was a process whereby the absolute mind moves to absolute freedom. The only real freedom for any individual man lay in knowing its inner laws and ever-changing necessities.

Thus, Hegel gave a compelling urgency to knowledge about how history worked. All truth was realized in history, and any part of reality was intelligible only in historical context. Hegel's fragmentary attempts to decode the historical process inspired a bewildering variety of movements. His argument that certain great men were chosen agents ("world historical figures") stimulated Carlyle and other theorists of "great men" in history. His belief in a special role for the German world and the Prussian state inspired the chauvinistic "neo-Hegelians" of the late nineteenth century. His own political predisposition for evolutionary constitutionalism influenced the so-called Rechtsstaat or "rule of law" liberals. His belief that the mission of the mind was to seek a comprehensive understanding of human phenomena inspired much of the apolitical, "Germanic" scholarship in the humanities and social sciences throughout the nineteenth century.

But the most important aspect of Hegel's immense influence was that which he exercised on the so-called Young or Left Hegelians. This new generation of radicals drew from his legacy a belief in the dialectical inevitability and revolutionary direction of history.

Of course, like the other Hegelianisms, revolutionary Hegelianism was based only on a partial reading of Hegel's world picture. Hegel no more than Saint-Simon intended to start a new revolution; he meant only to resolve the conflicts of the old. But the sedentary Berlin professor with his snuff box and haute bourgeois style of life hatched the most revolutionary idea of all: the dialectical method.

By suggesting that history like thought proceeds progressively through contradiction and conflict, Hegel justified a new type of militance based on what might be called the power of negative thinking. Originally, of course, the dialectic was for Hegel a positive, reconciling concept. The general direction was onward and upward. Each new synthesis tended to lift up (aufheben) the level of civilization. But, since history progressed through contradiction, Hegel's method suggested that each new affirmation necessarily gave rise to negation. This tension, in turn, gave birth to the "negation of negation," a new synthesis.

Since the essential content of history was thought, the key elements in its dynamic development were ideas. To understand which were the critical ones in a given era required a new type of speculative thinking that transcended the one-sidedness of either unhistorical reasoning (which he called raisonnement) or unreasoning imagination (which he called Vorstellung or "representation," the favorite word of his rival Schopenhauer). Rather one had to seek through reflection on reality to gain a "grasp" or "concept" (Begriff) of the unfolding truth of history. By gaining this grasp of the Zeitgeist ("spirit of the time") the specu-
lative intellectual acquired a sense of relevance which he otherwise tended to lack in a frenetic world.

Hegel saw history taking man from the realm of necessity to that of freedom through the progressive development of Western civilization—from the advent of monotheism when freedom was posited for the one (God) through the Reformation when it was proposed for all by Luther. Hegel felt that, in the present age, the idea of freedom was at last taking political form through the new type of state that had been proposed by Frederick the Great and partly realized in the Prussian reforms. In a sense, then, the Hegelian vision was simply a sublime justification for Hegel's own vocation as a kind of pedagog-in-chief for reform Prussia. History was transforming abstract ideas into concrete form, and Prussia was the cutting edge. Who could be more important to history than the key figure in the key institution of the key state?

The sense of destiny and self-importance that Hegel imparted to the study of philosophy at Berlin lingered on after his death. But to a new generation of students who flocked to the Prussian capital from central and eastern Europe it was difficult to sustain Hegel's optimism about the state as the chosen instrument of the historical process. After Tsar Nicholas I of Russia crushed the Polish rebellion in 1831 and pronounced his absolutist doctrine of "Orthodoxy, Autocracy, and Nationality" in 1833, he leaned increasingly for support on his conservative relatives in the ruling house of Prussia. When a new king of Prussia, Frederick William IV, disappointed the hopes that attended his coronation in 1840 and proved even more reactionary than his predecessor, a new group of Young Hegelians began to give a revolutionary reading to their master's message.

It had been a decade since Hegel died; and the new generation had never known the exhilaration of hopeful participation in active reform. They had, however, imbibed the visionary hopes of the Hegelian perspective and the exuberant, arrogant intellectualism of Berlin. Each of the two major strands from which Bolshevism was eventually woven—the Russian revolutionary intelligentsia and German Marxism—had its origins in the Young Hegelian movement. The pioneers in both camps were intellectuals of the 1840s—men who were seeking not so much to redress concrete wrongs as to realize an abstract ideal: the Hegelian transition "from necessity to freedom." Before turning to the German Marxist, and the Russian revolutionaries, one must trace the first Slavic awakening which took place under the spell of Hegel and the leadership of the Poles.

*Slavic Awakening*

A new generation of Poles, humiliated by the disappearance of their nation, found a certain attraction in the new German intellectual atmosphere. Writing largely in the relative freedom of Prussian-occupied Poznań, these Poles turned Hegelianism into a weapon of revolution and invented a new verbal talisman for the Slavs: *intelligentsia*.

The founder of revolutionary Hegelianism, August Cieszkowski, came
to Berlin in 1832 just after Hegel’s death. During a trip to Paris in 1836–38, he fell under Saint-Simonian and Fourierist influence and published upon his return to Berlin in 1838 his seminal *Prolegomena to a Historiosophy*. Despite his pretentious title and awkward German prose, Cieszkowski brought a simple message that radicalized the master in the guise of providing a final “knowledge of history” (the literal meaning of historiosophy).

History, he contended, moved dialectically through three successive ages: emotion, thought, and action. The first age was that of antiquity, the second stretched from the birth of Christ to the death of Hegel, and the third was the present age which was destined to translate philosophy into action.

Cieszkowski introduced the Greek term *praxis* for the “practical activity” that he felt would be characteristic of the new age. The quest for a “philosophy of action” became central to the most revolutionary thinkers of the group: first radical fellow Poles, then the seminal Russian revolutionary Nicholas Ogarev in 1841, and finally Karl Marx.

In his *Philosophical Manuscripts* of 1844 Marx sought to harness thought to action: both by plunging directly into revolutionary activity and by discarding speculative thought for “the study of social praxis.” This activist study of society in its concrete historical context was little more than a German adoption of the “social physiology” of the Saint-Simonians; but it was also a means of overcoming one’s sense of separation from other men by discovering a new world in which “total man and total society tend to recover one another.”

Thus, however much the Young Hegelians may have been providing answers to the real needs of society, they were also answering their own psychological need for a purpose in life: some way of reconciling themselves to living with their fellow man, and even with themselves.

The more lonely and intense the intellectual, the more universal his ideal tended to become. Thus the Poles who had lost their national identity in 1831 and imbibed Hegelianism from nearby Prussia produced a small but highly creative group of ideologists who rejected the dominant ethos of Polish nationalism for the more universal vision of social revolution.

A Polish Saint-Simonian, Bogdan Jański, had been the first to use the term “social revolution” in the 1830s before going on to found a conservative new religious “order of the Resurrection.” Cieszkowski, too, moved from ideology to cosmology in order to sustain an image of worldwide social transformation. To counter Mickiewicz’s idea of nation-as-messiah, he suggested that the Lord’s Prayer contained a prophecy of a coming social utopia. In his enormous, unfinished work of the 1840s, *Our Father*, he argued that the Kingdom was literally about to come “on earth as it is in heaven.” A reintegrated “organic humanity” was to usher in a new age of “the Holy Spirit” in which all national identities would disappear before the Central Government of Mankind, the Universal International Tribunal, and the Universal Council of the Peoples.
In 1843, B. F. Trentowski invented the word “cybernetics” to describe the new form of rational social technology which he believed would transform the human condition. In his neglected work, The Relationship of Philosophy to Cybernetics; or the art of ruling nations, he also invented the word “intelligentsia.” In a passage challenging the leadership of the nationalist poet Adam Mickiewicz, Trentowski called him out of touch with “the new generation and the new spirit,”

... trembling from fear lest the sceptre with which he rules the Polish intelligentsia be taken from him.\textsuperscript{114}

Trentowski had been educated in Germany; and he published his treatise in Poznań, where the Prussian censorship was somewhat more liberal than in the Austrian- or Russian-occupied parts of Poland. The following year, in the same city, the term “progressive intelligentsia” was introduced in a periodical edited by Karol Libelt, a Polish Hegelian who had been educated in Berlin and politicized in Paris.\textsuperscript{115} In his Love of the Fatherland written in the same 1844, Libelt described this intelligentsia as

... all those who having carefully and broadly obtained an education in higher schools and institutes, stand at the head of the nation as scholars, officials, teachers, clergymen, industrialists—in sum all those who lead it because of their higher enlightenment.\textsuperscript{116}

Here, clearly, was an alternate leadership for Poland to the military rule of the occupying powers. The idea blended in with the new theory simultaneously put forward by Cieszkowski that the hereditary aristocracy should be replaced by a new aristocracy of merit.\textsuperscript{117} Subsequent usages of the term by the Polish press in Poznań introduced the idea that the “intelligentsia” was separate from the masses.\textsuperscript{118}

Libelt and Cieszkowski still looked largely to the old aristocracy to produce the new elite. But Libelt’s call upon the youth of Poland to “sacrifice your reality to an ideal,” to “fall in love with enlightenment while renouncing the pleasures of the body” was a harking forward to the future. In Russia of the 1860s, intelligentsia first acquired its full-blown modern suggestion of an intellectual elite cut off from traditional allegiances and dedicated to radical social change.\textsuperscript{119} Libelt invoked the text of Schiller’s poem “Resignation,” a poem that had become simultaneously “especially popular in Russia,”\textsuperscript{120} suggesting the needed spirit of sacrifice to the founders of its revolutionary intelligentsia, Herzen and Ogarev. The poem offered the choice between satisfaction in the present and hope for the future. There was no question that Slavic revolutionaries had chosen, already in the forties, to live by hope.

Hegelian philosophy gave them hope—even when they rejected it. Belinsky, the founder of Russian radical journalism, wrote in 1838 that Hegel’s teachings enabled him “to get along with practical people”\textsuperscript{121} by convincing him that they were objectively worthy of study. The Hegelian perspective elevated him beyond what his correspondent Bakunin called “my personal me.”\textsuperscript{122} Belinsky subsequently rejected the “reconciliation with reality” that Hegel had provided, proclaiming that
... the fate of the subject, the individual, the personality is more important than the fate of the whole world and ... the Hegelian Allgemeinheit.\textsuperscript{123}

But this was “the cry of revolt of a sick man whom the Hegelian medicine has not cured.”\textsuperscript{124} Indeed, the “medicine” had induced an addiction for an all-encompassing ideology; and the young révoltés of Berlin were producing one in their “philosophy of action.”\textsuperscript{125}

Ogarev, studying in Germany, pointed the way with his declaration that “not all that is real is rational, but all that is rational should become real. The philosophy of action is at present the best trend ... a theory according to which irrational reality changes into a rational one. Praxis is history.” Revolutionary action is the cure for alienation, the appropriate response to the present age, and a means of transforming Hegelian abstractions into “something personal.”\textsuperscript{126}

Ogarev’s friends, the “romantic exiles” Herzen and Bakunin, made particularly anguished efforts to blend the personal into the universal and to answer Cieszkowski’s call for a new philosophy of action.\textsuperscript{127} The Russians felt the double disability of being provincial aristocrats as well as alienated intellectuals. They suffered an acute sense of being like the “superfluous men” of Russian literature, with even less opportunity than Prussians for meaningful activity in society. But, in a Prussia more interested in economic growth (through the Zollverein, the new customs union of 1834) than in political or educational development, many Germans also felt frustrated. Neglected young intellectuals tended to reaffirm their own worth by exaggerating the worthlessness of the ruling forces.

None of the leading Young Hegelians had seriously suffered at the hands of the European authorities; and most of them (including Marx) appear never to have even been inside a factory. Theirs was a mental and spiritual revolt—born of new vision rather than old grievances. They spoke from exile—Russians in Berlin or Paris, Prussians in Geneva or Brussels, Poles everywhere. They spoke with many tongues—but always in the language of prophecy. Just as Christian prophets had identified oppressive rulers with the Antichrist in order to heighten expectations of deliverance by the True Christ, so the Young Hegelian prophets now proclaimed the evil of rulers in order to intensify the thirst for revolution.

That thirst was stimulated by the order of Frederick William IV of Prussia to “root out the dragon seed of Hegelianism”\textsuperscript{128} in Berlin by awarding Hegel’s former chair in philosophy to his rival: the romantic idealist Frederick Schelling. For the radical pilgrims to Hegel’s shrine, installing Schelling in Berlin was not unlike enthroning the Antichrist in Jerusalem. His inaugural lecture on “The Philosophy of Revelation” in November 1841 attracted a glittering audience,\textsuperscript{129} including Engels and Bakunin, both of whom excoriated this seeming retreat from Hegelian logic to romantic fancy.

Frustrated in all their youthful hopes, the radical Hegelians began to long for a revolutionary apocalypse. Bruno Bauer saw in the new philosophy of action “The Trumpet Call of the Last Judgment” to cite the
Prophecy: The Emergence of an Intelligentsia

title of his article of November 1841; and the call for violence was not long in coming. Bakunin proclaimed late in 1842 that “the joy of destruction is a creative joy”; and his friend Proudhon, then under Hegel’s influence, began his major work of the mid-1840s with the motto: Destruam ut aedificabo: “I destroy in order to build.”

But all radical Hegelians—not excepting that bitter foe of Bakunin and Proudhon, Karl Marx—believed that the revolution was to bring freedom through the destruction of the state, rather than through its fulfillment, as Hegel had envisaged. This second generation of Hegelians saw the end of all repressive rule coming. Some like Bakunin argued for a social revolution to overthrow “God and the state.” Others like Max Stirner argued for “the ego and its own” to reject all externally imposed authority. Marx argued that social revolution would emerge dialectically from a feudal through a bourgeois to a proletarian order. But Bakunin’s anarchism, Stirner’s solipsism, and Marx’s communism were all sustained by the Young Hegelian conviction that an end to all authority was at hand; and that the “spirit of the times” required a revolutionary rejection of the present power structure.

Revolutionary Hegelianism reached a kind of climax in the life of Edward Dembowski, the aristocratic journalist who was shot at age twenty-three after leading perhaps the most extreme revolutionary regime to appear in nineteenth-century Europe. Dembowski had been a leading agitator in Poznan and the quintessential example of the phenomenon Libelt had been the first to name: the progressive intelligentsia. As a youth of twenty he was struck by the doctrine of creative destruction set forth in Bakunin’s article of 1842. The following year, Dembowski published in Libelt’s journal the first of several articles in which abstract philosophy was used to justify concrete revolutionary activity. His “Few Thoughts on Eclecticism” argued against using Hegelianism to reconcile contradictions. Such an “eclectic” perspective merely played into the hands of the established rulers. Atheism was essential since “the Left Hegelian school” was at “the absolute pole from religious radicalism.” Only pure negation and destruction could lead to concrete, creative action that would affect the “sensual substance” of real life.

His last major article, “Thoughts on the Future of Philosophy” in 1845, argued for a Polish national philosophy of revolution to synthesize German thought and French deeds. He traced the history of parallel sets of German thinkers and French actors: Kant-Robespierre, Fichte-Babeuf, Schelling–Saint-Simon, Hegel-Fourier, and Feuerbach-Proudhon. The last pair exhausted the possibilities of philosophy and social criticism respectively by attaining atheistic materialism on the one hand and a total rejection of political authority on the other. Nothing remained to be done except to translate these ideas into a creative, necessarily bloody revolution on the unspoiled soil of Poland. When peasant insurrection in Galicia triggered widespread unrest throughout occupied Poland, Dembowski found his chance to put this “national philosophy” into practice. The twenty-three-year-old philosopher led the revolutionary government that took power in the Free City
of Cracow. The ancient capital had acquired new importance as the only unoccupied part of Poland and a small region where peasants had been emancipated in the Slavic East.

On Washington’s birthday of 1846 a national government of Poland was proclaimed there, and two days later Dembowski became de facto leader of the “Republic of Cracow.” Its brief ten days of existence shook Europe with a bold proclamation of universal suffrage, national workshops, and the abolition of the system of landlord ownership so that “everybody could make use of land property according to his merits and abilities.” Seizing the difficult task of quieting and satisfying the still unruly peasantry, Dembowski set forth from the city to meet the advancing Austrian troops—hoping that they might stay out of the city and neutralize the advancing Russians. But Dembowski was shot by the Austrians, who annexed the last vestige of free Poland after the Russians occupied Cracow on March 3.

The despairing Poles began to turn from soaring philosophy to grim practicalities. Dembowski’s elder cousin, Henryk Kamienski pointed the way with two major works published 1843–45: The Philosophy of the Material Economy of Human Society and On the Living Truths of the Polish People. The first discussed the earthy mechanics of socio-economic change; the second, the tactical uses of revolutionary violence. The latter work called for agrarian revolution via a guerrilla uprising and a careful campaign of revolutionary terrorism. In the exploration of this subject—as in so much else—Poland of the 1840s anticipated Russia of the 1860s. In between came the uprisings in the West: the “revolution of the intellectuals” in 1848, in which neither occupied Poland nor somnolent Russia played any major part.

The Clash of “Isms” in 1848

Early in 1848, a wave of revolutions struck Europe. It reached further and lasted longer than that of 1830. But it failed everywhere—and brought to an end that “exciting sense of almost limitless possibilities” that had previously prevailed among revolutionaries. After 1848, calculation generally replaced exaltation; the prosaic reality of state-building and industrial development supplanted the romantic vision of a new nation or social community. Henceforth, revolutions were basically caused by defeat in foreign wars rather than by internal social upheaval.

Taken as a whole, the revolutions of 1848 seem more fluid than solid: more a flooding of foundations everywhere than a hard seizure of power or definition of program anywhere. There was a contagion of the spirit amidst a confusion of authority.

A new generation of articulate, ambitious thinkers sparked the
uprisings. Artisans threatened by social change and other uprooted elements in the great cities of continental Europe provided the combustible material. Traditional structures were weakened by economic depression below and political ineptness above. The resulting swirl of political experiment and poetic enthusiasm has perhaps been best characterized as "the revolution of the intellectuals." 141

This revolution may have a relevance for the ideologically insecure Western world of the late twentieth century which it did not have for the more confident Europe of the late nineteenth century. As the last great upheaval of an essentially pre-industrial Europe, 1848 drew on many of the same basic elements as the first internal upheaval of the essentially post-industrial West in the late 1960s. Both movements became almost instantly transnational—and cut deepest into society when they succeeded in arousing newly arrived and unassimilated elements within the cities. The Irish in London, the Saxons in Berlin, and the provincials in Paris 142 played roles in the agitation of the late 1840s not altogether unlike that of the blacks in American cities in the late 1960s.

Of course, the revolutions of 1848 were far more extensive than the student-led riots of 1968—and the bonds between intellectual and urban upheaval far stronger. The two waves of unrest also had profoundly different causes. But both had the effect of encouraging conservative trends in the years that followed. The two upheavals shared, moreover, a profound difference from almost all the more ritualized and organized forms of upheaval that appeared during the intervening 120 years of industrial organization and geopolitical conflict among mechanized states. Indeed, 1848 and 1968 form a kind of frame for the geopolitical conflict of the industrial age.

For all their differences, the unrest of 1848 and 1968 each began by bringing down the dominant symbol of political power in the Western World: the last king of France and an "imperial" president of the United States. In each case internal unrest bore an intimate historic link to a remote foreign war. The unrest of the 1840s did not really end until the aroused popular passions of the greatest industrial states of the nineteenth century, Great Britain and France, were channeled off into the first major armed conflicts of the industrial era: the Crimean War of 1853–56. The unrest of the 1960s did not really begin until popular sentiment in the greatest industrial state of the twentieth century, the United States, rose against the war in Vietnam.

There is a similarity between these two wars—as between the revolutions to which Crimea and Vietnam are related. These two destructive wars mark the birth and perhaps the death of the ritual of mass violence organized at home but exercised abroad by liberal industrial states. Both wars were strictly localized in distant places through a gradual process of escalation. The doses were calculated by antiseptic accountants and sugar-coated by ambitious politicians who dramatized the threat of a hostile authoritarian regime taking over—through the domino effect—an unstable area (Russia in the Balkans, China in Southeast Asia). Both wars were entered into by idealistic, innovative
reformers (Palmerston and Kennedy/Johnson) and were briefly glamorized by creating heroic fighting models (the Light Brigade, the Green Berets). Success or failure depended in each case on the relevance of new technology and the role of new means of communication. In the Crimea, the London Times and the new mass press stimulated the enthusiasm for war and the thirst for victory. In Vietnam, the New York Times and the new mass medium, television, helped take America out of the war.

The modern ritual of national warfare through applied industrial power came into being to a considerable extent to channel if not resolve the largely formless but exalted aspirations of the 1848–50 period in industrial England and industrializing France. The ritual may well have exhausted itself in Vietnam in the 1960s, when some of these same aspirations reappeared in post-industrial America in a second, even more formless “revolution of the intellectuals.” The ferment of 1968 may have revived at the twilight of the industrial era some of the forms and ideas present at the dawn in 1848.

A central role in this original revolution of the intellectuals in 1848 was played by new ideas (the “isms”) and new means of communication (mass journalism). Out of the three basic ideals of the French Revolution—la république, la nation, la communauté—came the three new systems of ideas that vied for men’s allegiance in continental Europe during the early nineteenth century: liberalism, nationalism, and socialism. After the reincarnation of revolution in France in 1830, these isms were linked with renewed hopes for revolutionary fulfillment on the part of political, national, and social revolutionaries alike. The revolutions that spread from France in Europe in 1848 can be discussed in terms of the interaction and conflict of these three isms.

We have seen how the cafés of the Palais-Royal provided in 1788–89 the legitimation of a royal patron for free political discussion with a broad public, and mobilized that public for revolutionary action. In like manner, the national banquet campaign for electoral reform of 1847–48 provided the legitimation of a parliamentary activity for an even greater extension of political discussion that led to a new revolution. But, whereas the Paris mob on July 12, 1789, had assembled in one point (the Palais-Royal), were aroused by one grievance (the dismissal of Necker), and finally converged on one target (the Bastille), the new mob of February 22, 1848, assembled diffusely on the streets in support of a banquet campaign that had covered all of France; their grievances were economic; and their processions protested the cancellation of the climactic great banquet in Paris. The crowd that coursed through Paris for two days until King Louis Philippe abdicated lacked the cohesion of the earlier mob that had set out from his father’s elegant enclave of cafés sixty years earlier. The Parisians of 1848 were seeking food not drink, an ideological not a geographical locus of legitimacy.

The basic conflict between moderate political and radical social aspirations was apparent from the beginning. Though superficially a classi-
cal political revolution like that of 1830, the scenes on the barricaded streets were dramatically different. The people were hungrier, the weather colder. The romantic tenor Nourrit had held center stage in celebrating the “three glorious days” of July 1830. But, in the freezing February of 1848, the revolution found its artistic hero and spokesman in a vaudeville actor, Frederick Lemaitre, playing in a social drama of the street: *The Ragpicker*.

Lemaitre also played in traditional revolutionary melodramas, such as *Toussaint L’Ouverture* written by the poet who became foreign minister of the new provisional government in 1848, Lamartine. But Lemaitre increasingly turned to vaudeville, which had been dramatically linked with revolution ever since the manager of the Vaudeville Theater, Etienne Arago, had shut his theater and bid the audience join the insurgent mob in 1830, proclaiming “there shall be no laughter at the Vaudeville while Paris is in tears!” 144 In preparing for the role, Lemaitre studied directly with a famous Parisian ragpicker who was viewed as a social critic. 145 Lemaitre played the role daily—contrary to Paris custom—after its opening in 1847; 146 and *The Ragpicker* proved in 1848 a pièce d’occasion for revolution as had *Hernani* and *The Mute Girl of Portici* in 1830.

A free performance of the play given on noon of February 24 for the people of Paris produced such an “indescribable effect” that “contemporaries are unanimous in attributing to the play an influence on the February Revolution.” 147 In the play, Lemaitre had to pick a crown out of a wastebasket, and when he did so the audience burst into singing *La Marseillaise* in communal celebration of the transfer of power from the last French monarch to the people. Cannon sounded, the audience cried *Vive la république!*, and the performance blended into a popular demonstration which Lemaitre called “a truly sublime spectacle.” The author of the play, newly returned from banishment, wrote that “a life of exile is a small price to pay for a day like that.” 148

By June, the provisional revolutionary government would be firing on many of those who had felt the sublimity of which Lemaitre spoke. The working people of Paris had begun to echo the ragpicker’s complaints about having to “find his bread in the manure pile,” 149 and had enrolled 30,000 subscribers for a proposed banquet of the people (costing only 25 centimes rather than the 10 francs of bourgeois electoral banquets). 150 But this popular feast was cancelled, and the bloody “June days” soon followed, pitting liberalism against socialism in the streets of Paris. In the meantime, however, revolution had spread throughout Europe largely under the banner of the third and most appealing ism of the age: nationalism.

*Nationalism* was, as we have seen, the dominant revolutionary ideology between 1830 and 1848. On the eve of 1848, with the campaign of the Cyril and Methodius Society in the Ukraine and of nationalists under Kossuth in the Hungarian Diet, youthful representatives of the largest sub-nationalities in each of the great multi-national empires, Austria and Russia, led the way. Then early in January 1848, a separatist up-
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rushing occurred in Palermo, Sicily; and conservative statesmen became convinced that “the Polish madness” of revolutionary nationalism evinced in Cracow in 1846 was spreading.

When the bourgeois monarchy of Louis Philippe collapsed in Paris late in February, French approval seemed assured for national revolt elsewhere. A French chansonnier who had previously seen the French banquet campaign as the beginning of a new “universal feast” of all nations, now rhapsodized that

Paris est sorti du tombeau...
Radieux comme un Christ nouveau.

Even before the new French government had acquired political form, it justified itself “by natural right and by national right,” appealing to the nations rather than the sovereigns of Europe.

As if in response, a flash flood of national revolutions swept from Copenhagen and Amsterdam to Venice and Sardinia. Germany was the whirlpool at the center in its “March days.” Metternich, symbol par excellence of antinationalism, resigned and fled. Within a week, Berlin followed Vienna in revolt; the king of Prussia adopted the tricolor of revolutionary Germany; and all authority seemed on the verge of collapse. In this atmosphere, nationalist revolutionaries turned to the constitutional political forms that had provided the banners for revolt at the beginning of the Metternichean era. Thus, the German-speaking world brought to center stage the second revolutionary doctrine of the romantic era: liberalism.

Liberalism dominated European thinking from the assembling late in March of a committee of fifty German leaders in a “pre-parliament” calling for the election of a constituent assembly for a united Germany. In April, a constituent assembly was elected in France in the first nationwide voting by universal male suffrage, and when the provisional government resigned its authority in May, a moderate republican assembly in effect became the government of France. Republics and constitutions were proclaimed in a variety of Italian regions; and a Slavic congress assembled in Prague in imitation of the German assembly that met in Frankfurt on May 18.

The 830-man Frankfurt assembly provided the most sustained and serious effort to realize a new constitutional order on the continent. It sought to extend the French idea of a Declaration of the Rights of Man into a broader Declaration of the Rights of People. But in seeking to represent “the people” directly, the educated parliamentarians of Frankfurt cut themselves off from the existing bases of real power. In a German world that was still politically divided and economically backward, local and princely authorities gradually reclaimed real power from above. Meanwhile, from below, the specter of social revolution in the summer of 1848 increasingly frightened the middle-class liberals of Frankfurt. Yesterday’s liberals became today’s conservatives, and moderate liberal rule lost its revolutionary luster in Germany as elsewhere.
Socialism along with communism and other slogans of social revolution came to dominate the European imagination, particularly after open class warfare bloodied the streets of Paris in June 1848.

Proletarian unrest following the depression of 1847 had helped precipitate the original February Revolution. The Commission for the Workers, which the provisional government set up in the Luxembourg Palace, soon became the driving force in a gathering social revolution. This Luxembourg Commission of three hundred to four hundred workers provided the forum for working-class demands, some of which (promulgation of the right to work and creation of national workshops) the assembly formally approved.

Foreign apostles of socialist solutions—Robert Owen, Goodwyn Barmby, and Karl Marx—rushed to Paris. “The King of Trade has been conquered by the Man of Work,” Barmby proclaimed in March, praising the socialist president of the commission, Louis Blanc, and its vice-president, “Albert the Artisan.” On April 22, he wrote to England that “by the time this reaches you Paris will have peacefully socialized its banks, railroads and factories.”

By the time that message reached England, however, the conservative swing against proletarian Paris had begun. The Left was badly defeated in the elections to the assembly late in April; well-known revolutionary leaders like Blanqui were arrested in May; and in June some ten thousand workers were killed or wounded and about eleven thousand deported by the forces of the “liberal” assembly.

The “June days” emboldened forces of reaction throughout Europe. Four days after repression in Paris, the Frankfurt assembly turned to the conservative Austrian archduke as “regent of Germany.” Shortly thereafter, the assembly called on Prussian troops to rescue it from revolutionary siege of the Frankfurt church in which it met. With the crushing of a revolt in Baden in September and of a proletarian uprising in Berlin in October, the assembly prepared the way for the full-scale return to monarchical conservatism in the German-speaking world, which began with the counter-revolution in the spring of 1849 in Vienna, where the German revolution had started just a year before.

The counter-revolutionary resurgence throughout Europe in 1849–50 benefited not just from the inexperience of intellectuals as political leaders. Equally important were the underlying conflicts that came to the surface between the differing revolutionary ideologies themselves.

Liberalism in Germany had been the main source of revolutionary hope outside France; Marx himself had urged the abolition of a distinct Communist League in the spring of 1848 in order to unify all revolutionary forces behind a consolidated “bourgeois democratic” revolution. But German liberals were unnerved by the rise of a workers’ movement, and the specter of communism that this movement raised helped turn older liberals into new conservatives. Even more fundamental was the inner conflict between the once compatible, but now rival, revolutionary goals of national unification and constitutional republicanism. The former proved far more appealing to the masses in times of upheaval. Germans could be aroused by hatred of Russia, and Italians by
hatred of Austria. Both Germans and Italians proved willing—at times even eager—to drop liberal republican ideals and accept a king. As long as it was a king of their own who could give them identity, they seemed ready to choose the national ideal of unity over the liberal ideal of freedom: Einheit over Freiheit.

The failure of 1848 in Germany also illustrated the conflict within liberalism between the desire for a strong rule of law and for increased freedom of the individual. The defeated German liberals of Frankfurt were only a little less authoritarian than the victorious German nationalists. The liberals believed in a strong executive and a weak legislature; and their concept of a "constitutional union" helped divorce the phrase "constitutional" from its previous associations with romantic revolutionary deliverance. Konstitutionelle suggested the juste milieu of law and order; and this concept of a "constitutional constitution" was in direct contrast to that of a revolutionary constitution. The former bespoke moderation, the latter had promised liberation. Constitutional liberalism ceased to be a revolutionary ideal in Germany not just because of hostile pressures exerted by conservatives, but also because of the definitions that liberals made of their own calling.

Calls for political change became less revolutionary; and calls for social revolution went largely unheard. Even within the dominant revolutionaryism of nationalism, the upheavals of 1848–50 revealed deep conflicts that were never envisaged in the Mazzinian dream of a happy fraternity of federated peoples. German power was asserted at the expense of Danish and Czech identity. Hungary, which produced the most flamboyant and successful of the purely national revolutions, was crushed from above by the rival, reactionary nationalism of Russia and undercut from below by the secessionist nationalism of the Croatians, Serbs, Slovaks, and Romanians.

Reactionary monarchs triumphed everywhere east of the Rhine; and, by 1851, the only hope for revolutionaries seemed to lie in France and England. England had preserved a measure of civil liberties and welcomed political refugees from the continent. France had overthrown its last king and established a republic based on universal suffrage. But England had defused the radical side of its liberal tradition by an ingenious combination of preventive police repression and selective legislative co-optation of the Chartist reform program.

The Chartist demonstration in London of April 1848 involved elements of the largest urban working class and the best-educated lower middle class in Europe. But the proponents of "physical force" had already lost out within the movement. With the failure of the rain-soaked gathering to produce anything more than an ineffectual petition for further democratic rights, England saw 1848 pass without an uprising, let alone a revolution. Liberalism was separated further from revolutionary militancy; and the great exhibition of material goods in the Crystal Palace in 1851 turned English eyes away from ideas altogether to the promise of prosperity and evolutionary progress.

France dealt blows of another sort in 1851 to surviving hopes for revolutionary republicanism. On December 2, the anniversary of Na-
Poleon I’s greatest military victory at Austerlitz, Napoleon III dissolved the legislative assembly and assumed dictatorial power. Despite stiff resistance to the coup in the countryside, he was able to turn the Second Republic into the Second Empire and establish for a decade a kind of police state sanctioned by plebiscite which reflected a widespread desire for order and stability.\textsuperscript{155}

Four days after his coup, Napoleon III returned the Pantheon to the archbishop of Paris, who renamed it (for the third time) the Church of Saint Geneviève—thus dooming to oblivion a unique artistic effort to express the general faith underlying all the ism’s. For more than three years, a dedicated team of revolutionary painters under Paul Chenavard had been working on a vast set of designs to redecorate the Pantheon.\textsuperscript{159} It was perhaps the most ideologically ambitious artistic project of the 1848–51 era—and a worthy reprise of those first efforts after the death of Mirabeau in 1791 to turn the church into a secular shrine for great men which might inspire revolutionaries to “make the world into a Pantheon.”\textsuperscript{160}

Chenavard’s career reads like a recapitulation of revolutionary romanticism. He had been a member of the claque at the opening of Hugo’s Hernani on the eve of the Revolution of 1830, an iconographer of Mirabeau and the original National Assembly in the aftermath, the man whom Delacroix asked to see when dying, and—throughout—a faithful son of Lyon both in his passion for the working man and in his Germanic and mystical approach to social questions. At the end of the frieze he designed for the Pantheon to show the progress of humanity stood Saint-Simon and Fourier, whose followers were Chenavard’s closest friends in the 1840s.\textsuperscript{161} He was commissioned to redecorate the Pantheon in April 1848 by the brother of the socialist leader Louis Blanc (Charles Blanc, the revolutionary Director of Beaux-Arts) and by the radical political leader Alexander Ledru-Rollin, the new Minister of the Interior.

The central element in Chenavard’s revolutionary iconography was a vast mural in heroic classical style representing real and mythical figures in a circular panorama of progressive “palingenesis” (continuous rebirth) leading towards universal brotherhood among androgynous supermen. Right-Left interaction is evident in this uncompleted monument of revolutionary faith. The title of his great mosaic under the central dome of the Pantheon, \textit{La Palingénésie Sociale}, was taken directly from a book published in 1827 by his conservative Catholic friend and fellow Lyonnais, Pierre-Simon Ballanche. Ballanche’s vision of history as a series of “social rebirths” represented the romantic “politics of the miraculous” at its most fantastic. Although he was politically reactionary and ultimately pessimistic about progress (predicting a return of humanity to animality after its ascent to godhood), Ballanche had inspired many of the most widely optimistic imaginations in the revolutionary camp: the Saint-Simonians in their messianic phase in 1832, and the aged Charles Nodier, who published a futuristic fantasy \textit{Palingénésie humaine} in the same year.\textsuperscript{162}

The paintings, sketches, and plans of Chenavard and his associates
were relegated to the archives of provincial museums under the Second Empire. Napoleon III, who had swamped Ledru-Rollin at the polls long before claiming to be emperor, felt no obligation to carry out the defeated republican's artistic plans. Like the other experimental political leaders who built new industrial states in the third quarter of the nineteenth century (Bismarck in Prussia, Cavour in Italy), Napoleon adopted bits and pieces of all the older romantic ideals. But the controlling ism's in France were no longer revolutionary ideologies of any kind—whether liberalism, nationalism, or socialism—but rather a new set of apolitical and anti-romantic attitudes which went under the names of realism, materialism, and positivism.

The revolutionary failure of 1848, followed by the Napoleonic coup in Paris, represented an historic turning point: a loss in the locus of legitimacy. From political exile in distant Kazakhstan, one of the ever-prophetic Poles, Zygmunt Sierakowski, wrote that

> Before December 2, I wanted to go to Paris. Today I see only two places in the world for me: New York or Petersburg. . . . If I had the choice, I should perhaps choose Petersburg.\(^{163}\)

If individual revolutionaries often fled to America, the revolutionary tradition itself migrated rather to Russia. Sierakowski's subsequent impact probably lay less in his public leadership of the Polish uprising in 1863 than in his more silent influence on Chernyshevsky and the rising Russian tradition. The center of revolutionary gravity was moving from national to social revolution, from Paris to Petersburg.
MORE THAN any other movement within the revolutionary tradition, communism was born with its name. When the word first appeared publicly in 1840, it spread throughout the continent with a speed altogether unprecedented in the history of such verbal epidemics. Unlike earlier revolutionary labels, communism was a new word, associated from the beginning with a new concept.¹

Rapid dissemination of the term throughout Europe was made possible by accelerated means of communication (mail service regularized by means of the steamboat and steam engine, and the first telegraphy). Those who spread the word were a small group of young journalists whose sole occupation was verbal craftsmanship. Unlike the operatic voices of romantic nationalism, social revolutionaries communicated most naturally in printed prose—the social novel, the critical review, the polemic pamphlet. Out of a veritable ocean of such prose, the word communism emerged as a telegraphic label for an essentially verbal vision. The idea, first popularized in the pages of a novel (Cabet’s *Voyage to Icaria*), was refined and finally made manifest by Marx on the eve of revolution in 1848.

The new term brought into focus both the fears of the older generation and the hopes of the new. The word communism spread before there were any communists. Indeed, the term was most prominently and insistently used by conservative opponents—demonstrating once again the symbiosis between the fears of one extreme and the hopes of the other. To place the impact of the new label in proper context it is
necessary to consider more broadly the history of verbal innovation within the revolutionary tradition.

**The Talismanic Word**

With almost rhythmic regularity, each decade had produced its own new labels for rallying the revolutionary Left. In the 1790s, friends of the French Revolution invoked the venerable word *democracy* with awesome new effect. *Nation* and *republic* were other old words used in new, revolutionary ways. *Constitution* became important during the subsequent decade of opposition to Napoleonic tyranny. All of these terms lingered on in the revolutionary lexicon—and returned to recapture their original evocative power at later times in distant places.

In the decades that followed the defeat of Napoleon, however, there came a change in the nature of the central, mythic terms favored by revolutionaries. Altogether new words with more sweeping meanings began to replace older words which had more limited associations. These new labels were derived from French words ending in *isme*, and offered the vague but appealing prospect of providing new legitimacy for a European civilization no longer so sure of its churches and kings.

The first new ism, which was invented and widely disseminated at the dawn of the century, was *romanticism*. From its appearance in 1804, the word transcended mere literary usage and implied the active commitment of the human will to a new world view. The proclamation of an ism suggested a new idea requiring active adherents—abstract beliefs in need of concrete commitment. Political content was added by the proclamation of the new and equally self-conscious ism of the next decade, *liberalism*.

But the terms romanticism and liberalism were not as revolutionary as the content of their adherents’ manifestoes. Indeed, the jarring novelty of the broad movements we understand by those designations today was somewhat softened for contemporaries by the fact that the accompanying adjectives already had well-established, nonrevolutionary usages. There was no pretense that a romantic or a liberal person embodied in any basic sense some new doctrine requiring the special designation of a neologism such as romanticist or liberalist. The first new isms to create their own new *ists* were socialism and communism. These verbal talismans appeared with timetable punctuality at the beginning of the 1830s and 1840s respectively. But, unlike the liberalism of the 1820s, socialism and communism produced self-proclaimed socialists and communists. The old adjectives social and communal were clearly inadequate to describe the new commitment—in ways that earlier labels like democratic, republican, national, constitutional, and liberal were never felt to be.

The creation and propagation of sweeping new labels such as these was a hallmark of the social revolutionary tradition during the period between the revolutions of 1830 and 1848. Before telling their story, it is worth asking why the far more numerous and successful national revolutionaries of the same period produced no comparable verbal in-
novations. *Nationalisme*, a word coined in Barruel's widely read treatise of 1797, was rarely used by subsequent national revolutionaries, and does not appear in any major European lexicon until the *Larousse* of 1874.

National revolutionaries, of course, used songs and symbols as much as words. They generally rebelled against any abstract social ideal, proclaimed an almost organic attachment to their own land and culture, and rejected slogans reflecting the rationalistic universalism of uprooted intellectuals. National revolutionaries were also more reluctant than social revolutionaries to adopt terms introduced with scorn and hatred by their opponents. Even Mazzini initially avoided and rarely used the term *nationalism*. Romantic nationalists essentially preached an emotional gospel of love, drawing men of like heritage together into a new type of brotherhood. Social revolutionaries, in contrast, preached the rational restructuring of society. They were a small intellectual elite in search of a mass audience to rival that of the nationalists. Above all, they needed visibility, which could be attained even through negative publicity. This, and a slogan that inspired outrage in the nonrevolutionary, mass press, could be profoundly useful in attracting fresh attention to their ideal of radical social change.

The term *socialist* had a substantial prehistory of random usage as a term of abuse in the eighteenth century. In Italy, Rousseau was denounced as a socialist in 1765, then as an antisocialist in 1803. In France, a radical veteran of Babeuf's Conspiracy used the term socialist in 1797 as an insulting designation for a royalist chief of police.

The word was apparently first used in its modern sense within Robert Owen's original circle of followers. Writing to Owen in November 1822, Edward Cowper urged the participation in a new utopian community of an unspecified person "well adapted to become what my friend Jo Applegath calls a socialist." In 1827, Owen became the first to use it in print. "The chief question between the modern (or Mill and Malthus) political economists and the communionists or socialists," he wrote in *Cooperative Magazine*, is whether "capital should be owned individually or commonly."

It was just after the Revolution of 1830 that *socialism* came into widespread positive usage for the first time, and it rapidly became one of the "sacramental words of the epoch." The word was widely invoked in France during the 1830s just as *liberalism* was falling into disrepute through identification with the bourgeois monarchy. It spread rapidly along with related words (socialize, socialization) and other, more ephemeral terms (societism, associationism) in 1831–33. Whether welcomed or cursed, socialism was generally seen as the necessary counter both to *individualism* and to a narrow preoccupation with purely political processes. The first large public gathering to use the term extensively was a congress of scientists and philosophers at Nantes in April 1833, where "socialists" were contrasted with "political maniacs" (*politiciomanes*), "who busy themselves with questions of the constitution rather than turning their eye to the social question."

Another new ism that arose to challenge the alleged hollowness of
political liberalism was radicalism. Already in the 1820s French thinkers had begun to take over the term radical from English utilitarian reformers. Their idea that change should go to the very root (radix) of society had been intensified by the raising of expectations during the Revolution of 1830. Radical was used increasingly in the late thirties—particularly after republican became an illegal term. But soon radical, like liberal, began to suggest opposition to revolution. Théophile Thoré, a young revolutionary on trial in 1841, cited the case of a professed radical who announced at a banquet in Rouen early in 1839:

We are revolutionaries. Yes, friends of the completed revolution in order to prevent new revolutions.

The new word to which the youthful Thoré and his generation turned to vindicate the ideal of social revolution was communism.

In March 1840, a conservative German newspaper wrote:

The Communists have in view nothing less than a levelling of society—substituting for the presently-existing order of things the absurd, immoral and impossible utopia of a community of goods.

This, the earliest documented use of the term, already illustrates the repulsion mixed with fascination that the new concept inspired in European officialdom. Usage spread rapidly throughout Europe. Another conservative German newspaper paid tribute three years later to the “immense power” and polemic passion that the word had come to generate:

When hostile papers find themselves unable to touch a liberal newspaper, they reproach it for Communist tendencies. . . . One regards a Communist as a criminal against the property of another.

In the 1840s, communism was more a presence in the minds of the propertied classes than an ideal—let alone a reality—for the proletariat. Its beginnings as a movement can clearly be traced to France in the late 1830s. The first formal usage of the term communist in Germany of 1840 alludes to preexistent French reality, and Cabet claimed in 1841 that communism began with discussions in French prisons after the arrests of 1834. Although no written example has been found, the term almost certainly came into being during the late 1830s as one of several new French words derived from the revived Babeuvist term communauté. Thus any account of the birth of communism must begin with France.

French Founders

Communism as a new type of class-conscious, revolutionary movement originated in Lyon and Paris in the second half of the 1830s. With the suppression of the workers' movement in Lyon after the insurrection of 1834, a small number of proletarian leaders went underground in search of more extreme remedies. The secret “Society of Flowers” of 1836–38 has been called “the first Communist society”; and it is clear
that by 1838 in Lyon "exclusively working class societies had appeared." Likewise in Paris, after the failure of the Blanquist insurrection in May 1839, a small and exclusively working-class organization was founded, the Society of Workers. It sought to sustain the hierarchical revolutionary organization of the Blanquist Society of Seasons, but dramatized its proletarian preoccupations by changing the units "week, month, and season" into "craft, shop, and factory." 24

Communism as a political ideal and verbal talisman originated, however, not among workers but among intellectuals who provided leadership through smaller groups that arose within or out of these larger organizations. In Lyon, Joseph Benoît and two of the other original "flowers" formed late in 1838 a Committee of Equals to provide an egalitarian program for proletarian activity. Basically forming a society for peaceful propaganda, its members flirted with revolutionary activism, particularly after the visit to Lyon in April 1839 of Blanqui's flamboyant comrade-in-arms, Barbes. 25 Unlike almost all other revolutionaries in the first half of the nineteenth century, Benoît had considerable firsthand experience doing physical labor. Nevertheless, his own Confessions of a Proletarian indicated that the dominant formative influences on him were those that characteristically affected bourgeois revolutionary intellectuals: schooling in exile in Geneva, participation in a colorful range of occult circles, infatuation with Rousseau, and, finally, the discovery of Buonarroti's book on Babeuf while imprisoned in 1834. 26

The decisive new ideological influence on Benoît and his restive colleagues in Lyon was Albert Laponneraye. His remarkable journal, L'Intelligence, was later designated "the first Communist organ in France," and Cabet called it at the time "the standard-bearer of the egalitarian party, the communist party." 27 Laponneraye's journal was popular not only in Lyon, but also in Geneva and Lausanne among former followers of Buonarroti, who were simultaneously forming the first movement to call itself communist in Switzerland. 28 L'Intelligence began appearing in September 1837, and acquired the aura of martyrdom when Laponneraye's principal collaborator, Richard Lahautière, was tried the following summer for an anti-Catholic article that added the word Intelligence to Liberty, Equality, Fraternity. 29 In his courtroom defense, he called for inscribing on "the proletarian banner these four organic words: charity, equality, fraternity, intelligence." 30 Freedom had vanished from the list—as it had in Blanqui's earlier proclamation of "Unity, Equality, Fraternity," 31 and would again in the first Communist Banquet on July 1, 1840, shortly after L'Intelligence had been forcibly shut.

"A new era has just begun for the world," the published account of this banquet for some one thousand artisans in the Belleville section of Paris proclaimed in bold italics. 32 A series of speakers proceeded to invoke the word communist for the first time in public, rejoicing that henceforth ordinary politicians (routiniers politiques) would never be able to "contain its explosive impact." 33 The words unity and equality recurred throughout the toasts. Their unity was to be "perfect," "indissoluble," and "unalterable"; 34 their equality, "real, perfect, and so-
ational." Community, common happiness, and probity were substituted for liberty in the revolutionary trilogy. The only toast that even used the word spoke of "a general and all-inclusive liberty . . . which cannot walk without leaning on its sister and companion equality." 37

Liberty was thus crippled from the beginning by communists. Their preference for unity and equality was made clear by the senior co-sponsor and principal speaker at the banquet, the former priest Jean-Jacques Pillot. He called on all present to "lay down upon the altar of equality all sentiment contrary to the great unity." 38 He and the co-sponsor of the banquet, Théodore Dézamy, were communistes immédiats—and may be considered along with Laponneraye the true founders of modern communism.

Unlike Benoît and his colleagues from Lyon, these three Parisian journalists were young intellectuals, divorced from personal contact with the working class. They were infatuated with the power of Intelligence, the very title of Laponneraye's journal; and it is hard to escape the suspicion that in some sense it was their own power they were seeking through intelligence. In the upwardly mobile atmosphere of the July monarchy, such youthful and bourgeois intellectuals represented the cutting edge of the "revolution of rising expectations." The story of their pilgrimage to the new communist ideal begins—chronologically and ideologically—with Laponneraye.

Laponneraye's Intelligence was the first journal successfully to transpose the revolutionary visions of middle-class intellectuals into an appealing revolutionary message for the working class. Laponneraye developed two of the three new ideas that the first communists introduced into French social thought: a class-oriented view of the French Revolution and a totalistic conception of popular education. He provided a new view of the one historical event that had meaning for even the most illiterate worker, that is, the French Revolution. 40 He helped create a mythic view which has dominated subsequent communist historiography: the simultaneous glorification of both the political leadership of Robespierre and the socio-economic aspirations of the Parisian proletariat. These two elements had in fact often been in conflict, but they were unified retroactively in order to validate Laponneraye's own desire to provide elite leadership for proletarian power.

The deification of Robespierre was a final legacy of the old Buonarroti to the new communists. In the last article Buonarroti wrote, "Observations on Robespierre," he had reversed Babeuf's negative view of the dictator, and glorified him as the true successor to "Moses, Pythagoras, Lycurgus, Jesus and Mohammed." Robespierre alone had fought "gangrene" in society and laid "the base to the majestic edifice of equality and the popular republic." 41

Laponneraye's popularly written works on French history presented the "incorruptible" Robespierre as a model for contemporary revolutionaries in his dedication to public over private interest. 42 Laponneraye glorified the political style of the Committee of Public Safety and engrossed himself in the first systematic edition of Robespierre's works, which appeared in three volumes in 1840. 43
But he went further, suggesting that the mission of the contemporary revolutionary was to combine Robespierre with Babeuf: authoritarian means with egalitarian ends. Babeuf’s “agrarian law” was to be superseded by a more thorough “repartition, pro-rated according to need,” designed to create a totalistic “community of rights, labors and duties.”

The second element in the birth of the communist ideal was a new concept of intellectuals and education. Laponneraye argued in his Democratic Catechism for “communal and unitary” indoctrination based on an alliance between “intelligence and labor.” For him education was a means not just of spreading knowledge, but also of building a new type of human being “in the midst of a society that has turned gangrenous with egoism and corruption.” This new type of education sought “the annihilation of egoism” within man and the destruction within society of “this moral anarchy in which intelligences are drowned.”

This reference to “intelligences” as an animate plural marks the beginning of the fateful translation of the old idea of abstract intelligence into the modern ideal of an active intelligentsia. Revolutionary vindication is guaranteed by the gathering force of intelligence—a category always implicitly understood to begin with the writer and his readers. Such intelligence must penetrate and unite with the masses in order to free them from bourgeois corruption, which takes the political form of “liberalism, the off-spring of Girondist federalism.” What is needed is “a radical revolution in ways of life.” For this revolution, the proletariat will play the role that the Third Estate assumed in 1789—by becoming conscious that it is nothing, and must become everything.

This educational ideal was developed in an even more extreme manner by the second major figure in the birth of communism: Théodore Dézamy. In an essay of 1839 for a contest of the French Academy on the failure to translate Enlightenment into practical morality, the eighteen-year-old Dézamy called for a totally new type of mass education: “communal, egalitarian, harmonious . . . industrial and agricultural.” Elite education of all kinds must be abolished. The more education penetrated the masses “the more intelligence will come together.” Strong central authority (“a good social mechanism”) was required to unify theory and practice, combine mental and physical development, and fill everyone with new “habits of equality and fraternity.”

Dézamy argued that the social theorist-turned-revolutionary was the ideal “intelligence” for the new age—replacing the former hidden model of many social reformers: the medical doctor.

There is no mirage more perfidious than to exalt medicine (or law or literature) over social science. . . . I would compare the doctor to a tailor who puts new cloth on an old suit, and in closing a small hole opens up a larger one.

Such writings announce the third and most important new element in the birth of communism: the metaphysical. Dézamy, a poor young student from Dijon, became in Paris during the early 1840s perhaps the
first truly ideological social revolutionary in modern history. He imbibed a tempestuous outpouring of pamphlets with an intensified belief in universalism and atheism, the antitheses of the dominant nationalism and religiosity of the age. He developed (before Marx and independently of the Germans) an inner certainty that he was building both the final science and the perfect society.

Armed with such conviction, Dézamy developed a polemic style that was qualitatively different from previous petty wrangling over the details of utopias or the motives of personalities. He stressed the need to discipline intellect for the task of revolution. Leaders of the coming revolution would be neither “believers” (croyants) in any religion nor the “wise men” (savants) to whom even Buonarroti had looked, but a new type of engaged intellectual: the “knowing ones” (sachants) for whom “the aim of philosophy . . . is to conduct men to happiness . . . by science.”

The first task of the sachant was to rescue the “primordial truths, general principles” of communism from the sentimental distortions of it by the two most famous people identified with the label at the beginning of the 1840s: the venerable Lamennais and the literary prophet of communism (whom Dézamy had once served as personal secretary), Étienne Cabet.

Dézamy had initially joined these two in a united front of social revolutionary opposition to the rise of officially sponsored nationalism that followed the Blanquist insurrection of May 1839, the subsequent war scare with Germany, and the move from restrained occupation to full conquest of Algeria. Dézamy collaborated with Cabet in an antinationalist compendium of 1840, French Patriots, Read and Blush with Shame; and Lamennais denounced the government’s stationing of military forces in forts around Paris as “new Bastilles.” Lamennais became the first in a long line of idealistic radicals to be denounced by governing authorities as “communist”—but was soon denounced in even stronger terms by Dézamy for not being communist enough. Dézamy’s excoriating pamphlet of 1841, Mr. Lamennais refuted by himself, sought to expunge religiosity from the communist label. His pamphlet of the following year, Slanders and Politics of Mr. Cabet, criticized the vacillation (girouettisme) of his former mentor, and argued—for the first time—that ideological, and not merely political, discipline was necessary for communism.

At issue once again was form as well as content, roles as well as rules. Cabet had established himself as the oracular interpreter of the new communist label. He had to be discredited if he were to be supplanted. He had attained his status through the highly traditional means of creating a literary utopia on an imaginary island (in Voyage to Icaria of 1839–40) and presenting a secularized version of a religious credo (in Communist Credo of 1841). Dézamy’s alternative was his Code de la Communauté of 1842. Unlike Cabet’s evocative, moralistic Credo, Dézamy used the radical Enlightenment model of a rational “code” in the manner of Morelly’s and Buonarroti’s Code of Nature. Unlike Cabet’s fanciful Icaria Dézamy’s prosaic picture concentrated on
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the material means of attaining the communist end. He began with a quote from Hobbes ("In the community morality comes from things and not from men") and ended with a fold-out chart of a "communal palace" where the communized men of the future would live. In between lay an extended discussion of the rationality and inevitability of social revolution against the compromises of reformist politics on the one hand and the diversion of national revolution on the other.

Dézamy insisted that a communist revolution must immediately confiscate all property and money rather than rely on Cabet's pacifistic education and taxation measures. "With half measures you will not succeed in satisfying anyone." 59 Swift and total change would be less bloody than a slow process, since communism releases the natural goodness of man and "has no plan, no need of employing violence and constraint." 60

In contrasting his "unitary communism" with Cabet's "Icarian Communism," Dézamy revealed once again the recurring impulse of the revolutionary mentality for radical simplification. In the society of the future there would be one global congrès humanitaire, a single language (preferably a neutral, dead language like Latin), and a single form of service as "industrial athletes," who would transform all tasks of construction into communal youth festivals. "Travailleurs, unissons-nous!" 64 Dézamy called out in anticipation of the Marxist "Workers of the world, unite!" As an apostle of unity and simplicity, Dézamy denounced the "politics of diversion" which seeks "to detach and distract the workers from egalitarian and communist theories." 65

The logic of radical simplicity led Dézamy to insist that just as communism was "unitary," its victory would be universal. "Finished Communism" would exist only in a "universal country" that will supersede not just nationalism (which "imprisons equality in the narrow circle of an egoistic nationality") but also any other divisive allegiances such as familisme. There would be no "new holy alliance against the first government embracing Communism," because its ideological appeal would spread rapidly and create "the universal community." 70 Conflict among "unitary Communists" was logically impossible:

No, no, there can be no splits among Communists; our struggles among ourselves can only be struggles of harmony, or reasoning. . . 71

"Communitarian principles" contained "the solution to all problems." 72 The original French Revolution failed because it did not realize that such principles were "the most powerful and most sublime arm for cutting down the enemies that had to be vanquished." Communism was . . . the sole, the unique means of destroying, of guillotining in a stroke, not men, not your brothers, but on the contrary all the vices.73

Dézamy thus anticipated both the Maoist concept that only "non-antagonistic contradictions" are possible among communists and the high Stalinist idea that killing dissenters is always portrayed as the ritual expulsion of some impersonal form of vice.
An alarmed French police investigator described Dézamy's *Code* as a blueprint for "*la communauté rigoureuse, mathématique et immédi­ate.*" His arrest and trial in 1844 attracted and inspired the most radical foreign intellectuals then in Paris: Arnold Ruge, Moses Hess, and Karl Marx among the Germans and Nicholas Speshnev among the Russians.

In addition to their examples as martyrs, the French founders left behind a legacy of unalterable opposition to supernatural religion. Dézamy's last three major works argued in the course of 1845–46 for a materialist and atheist worldview to supplant Catholicism for "the organization of universal well-being." Already in his prize essay of 1839, Dézamy had spoken of "this sublime devotion which constitutes socialism" and bid the "unhappy proletarians"

\[\ldots\ \text{reenter into the gyre of the egalitarian church, outside of which there can be no salvation.}\]

For Dézamy—as for his admirer Karl Marx—the atheism of his mature years was not "just an historical or biographical accident," but "an essential premise of his whole theory." The former priest Pillot went even further with his insistence that "Equals know neither God nor the devil."

**British Influence**

Communism was transnational as well as antinationalist. If the French pioneers soon had German followers, they themselves had drawn more than is generally realized on English sources. England had become important in the repressive atmosphere of the late 1830s as a secure place for revolutionary émigrés to meet each other and publish freely. The Chartist movement in its early, semi-insurrectional stage provided an inspirational example for the awakening political imagination on the continent. By far the most important British catalyst on the early communists, however, was Robert Owen, who decisively influenced two very different founding fathers of modern communism: Étienne Cabet and Goodwyn Barmby.

Cabet spent most of the 1830s in exile in England, where he first published clandestinely in 1839, his enormously influential *Voyage to Icaria*. The novelistic form of his *Voyage* was largely taken from English models, and the content was deeply influenced by the secular sobriety of Owen, who provided Cabet with a rationalistic alternative to the romantic socialism of Fourier, which had hitherto dominated the French imagination.

Owen imparted a new, secular confidence that human nature could be transformed through a cooperative environment. He also preached a lofty contempt for democratic reformism, calling instead for a social transformation outside politics and beyond political borders. His Association of All Classes of All Nations, founded in 1835, was "the first organized socialist movement in England" and a beacon for foreign
refugees like Cabet. Owen presented a rationalistic alternative to the
romantic moralism of the “prophets of Paris” and appealed to those who,
like Cabet, had difficulty relating to the parliamentary perspectives of
Whig reformers and Chartist radicals. Owen was a successful manu-
facturer who had founded concrete, cooperative enterprises on an al-
legedly scientific basis in both Britain and America. Bitterly attacked
by the visionary Fourierists, Owen attracted some support from the
more scientific Saint-Simonians, whose journal published in 1826 the
first French discussion of Owen’s “System of Mutual Cooperation and
Community of Goods.”

French Fourierists, in search of a more rational basis for unity, al-
lied with Owenites in 1834–35. One Fourierist complained in May 1834
that the dream of “un grand parti socialiste” was still far away. In
lodging the complaint, he defined the new ideal, which was brought
into being by Owen’s principal apostle in France, the youthful editor
Jules Gay. A disillusioned Fourierist, Gay journeyed to London in 1835
seeking in Owenism a more scientific and revolutionary doctrine. He
persuaded Owen to visit Paris in 1837 with the objective of setting up
a Maison Harmonienne to unify Saint-Simonianism, Fourierism, and
Owenism. Owen also met with Buonarroti shortly before his death, and
was feted by the Masonic editor who headed the Universal Statistical
Society. The sole organizational result was the establishment of a small
French affiliate of Owen’s Association of All Classes of All Nations.

Owen had earlier introduced and popularized terms like communionist
and communional. His remarkable book of “Social Hymns” to
be sung in the “Halls of Science” of new cooperative communities
invoked the word repeatedly and lyrically:

Community doth all possess
That can to man be given:
Community is happiness
Community is heaven.

Increasing public attacks on Owen’s atheism only intensified the mas-
ter’s anticlericalism. In 1839, he changed the name of his association
to Universal Community Society of Rational Religionists. At the same
time, his teaching of scientific egalitarian community as the true goal
of humanity provided new inspiration—through Gay—for those French-
men in the 1839–40 period—Dézamy and his associates—who intro-
duced the term communist. Moreover, as far afield as Russia, the
Pocket Dictionary of the radical Petrashevsky circle used Owenism as
its “Aesopian” entry for communism in 1846. Cabet himself, moreover,
was so deeply influenced by Owen that the Icarian Communism he
brought back from England to France has been described by the leading
authority as “merely Owenism Frenchified.” Cabet returned to London
in 1847 to seek Owen’s direct sanction for his project to organize
communist emigration to America. Owen in turn went to revolu-
ционary Paris in March 1848; and his pamphlets there calling for a total social
reorganization were denounced by the indigenous French Left as “Com-
munist.” 90 Owen's final call for a new community “of all classes, all parties and all religions” 91 was echoed in Gay's short-lived journal of 1849, Le Communiste.

Cabet may also have derived his belief in the need for a revolutionary dictatorship from another British (or more properly, Irish) thinker, Bronterre O'Brien. 92 But Owen's emphasis on peaceful education kept Cabet from developing O'Brien's linkage of social revolution with Robespierrean dictatorship into the full-blown authoritarianism of Dézamy and the younger generation in France. Meanwhile, another Englishman, Goodwin Barmby gave a more exotic, religious twist to the pacific Owenite ideal and in the 1840s became perhaps the most prolific—and surely the most forgotten—propagandist for communism anywhere.

Christian Fantasies: Barmby

John Goodwyn (usually called Goodwin) Barmby first popularized the term communism in England, linking it with inventive fantasies that were bizarre even for this period of florid social theory.

Armed with a letter of introduction from Robert Owen, he journeyed as a twenty-year-old youth to Paris in 1840, seeking to escape from the “melee of competition” and the limitations of narrow nationalism 93 by establishing “regular communication between the socialists of Great Britain and France.” 94 Calling himself “the friend of Socialism in France, in England, and the world,” he promised to gather material for a definitive history of socialism and of “all the systems of community” ever devised. 95

He used the word “community” to suggest rational Owenite organization as an antidote to Fourierist romanticism. “A Community is preferable to a Phalanstère,” he had proclaimed prior to his departure from England; 96 but upon arrival in Paris, Barmby was soon caught up in a whirl of Fourierist activities including socialist discussion groups, Fourierist concerts, and lectures on phrenology and “societarian science” in “community coffee houses.” 97

On June 20, Barmby presented “the prospectus and papers of a proposed ‘International Association for the promotion of mutual intercourse among all Nations’ for which society a provisional committee was lately formed, under the presidency of an ardent friend of human progressism, in Paris.” 98 The Association was designed for people from all countries and limited “neither to sect or party.” 99 Although nothing more is known about it, this lost document may well have been the first outline of an international communist organization. It appears likely that its French president was Jules Gay. 100 Barmby was pleased to report back to the Owenites in England that the communist banquet organized by Dézamy and Pillot at Belleville on July 1 served “the community and not the Phalanstère.” 101

Though Barmby later claimed to have invented the word communist, 102 his totemistic fascination with the word appears to have begun only after he realized that “the public journals are all on fire at the Communist dinner at Belleville.” 103 Barmby was determined not to let
the fire go out, and he began tracing "the movements of the communists" in Paris for his English Owenite readers. The French government immediately prohibited any further communist banquets in Paris. But smaller banquets were held in Rouen and Lyon; and Barmby announced late in August that a second communist banquet was to be held at the Institute of Childhood directed by Jules Gay's wife: a grand Fête in "about a month" to be built around the secular marriage ceremonies of leading communists. Such hopes came to naught with the government crackdown in the face of widespread strikes late in the summer and the attempted assassination of the king early in the autumn.

On his return to England, Barmby went wild with the new-found label. He founded a Communist Propaganda Society (soon renamed the Universal Communitarian Society) and a journal, The Promethean or Communitarian Apostle (soon renamed The Communist Chronicle). He described communism as the "societarian science" and the final religion of humanity. His Credo proclaimed:

... I believe ... that the divine is communism, that the demoniac is individualism. 

He wrote communist hymns and prayers, called for the building of Communitariums, under a supreme Communarchy headed by an elected Communarch and Communarchess. He called himself "Pontifarch of the Communist Church," proclaimed the "religion of COMMUNISM," called for the rejection of Christ's claim to messiahship, and defined communism as a new fusion of Judaism with "Christianism."

In March 1842, Barmby set forth the first communist theory of history: a scheme based on four ages of humanity (an early pastoral stage, "paradization," which leads through feudalization and civilization to "communization"). There were to be four successive stages of communization (from a club or lodge through common production unit and communal city to a total communist society). He instituted a new calendar and proclaimed a new vegetarian diet. From his central communitarium at Harnwell he called for a restoration of the church lands confiscated by Henry VIII—not to the monasteries of the past, but to his "commminsteries" of the future.

Barmby soon attracted the backing and counsel of a radical Chartist journalist, Thomas Frost, who transferred Barmby's publications to the veteran printer of the Left, Henry Hetherington. Barmby took advantage of Weitling's arrival in London to increase the size of his "communion" from 70 to 130. He wrote Book of Platonopolis, combining traditional utopian motifs (Platonopolis was the name given by Hupay to his original "philosophical community" of 1779) with scientific projections for the future (including some yet to be realized such as a steam-driven automobile). He drew up a list of forty-four Societarian Wants for humanity and a plan of action that rapidly became almost global. He went on a proselyting lecture tour of the north, visited and placed special hopes.
on Ireland, spoke of five territorial groups for missionary work, and began working through "living correspondents" in Paris, Lyon, Lausanne, Cologne, New York, and Cincinnati. He attached special importance to the plans of his correspondent John Wattles, who founded a communist church near Cincinnati and offered to supply grain to European communists. He sought links with radical sectarians planning to set up an egalitarian commune in Venezuela. But, since they saw themselves only as a political-economic society, they could be considered only "approximate Communists" and a "congregation," not a true "communion" of total spiritual commitment.

Barmby saw communism rendering politics as such obsolete, and he appears to have been the first to use a phrase incorrectly attributed to others:

"In the future, government politics will be succeeded by industrial administration."

In his manic desire to realize heaven on at least a little part of earth, Barmby was driven to the outer islands of the British archipelago. On the Isle of Wight in 1844, he began devising plans for a model "communitarian" on the Island of Sark. From there, he dreamed of establishing "a community of printing and agriculture" throughout the Channel Islands. Nothing came of it, and the more practical Frost rebelled and founded a Communist Journal to rival Barmby's Communist Chronicle. Barmby in turn began the long history of communist excommunications. Viewing Frost's adoption of the word "Communist" as "an infringement of his copyright" Barmby formally forbade its further use in a document that was "sealed with a seal of portentous size, engraved with masonic symbols in green wax, green being the sacred color of the Communist Church."

Isolated in his own fantasies, Barmby retreated to yet another island, the Isle of Man, to publish his Apostle in 1848. No one there or anywhere else appears, however, to have submitted to the bizarre initiation ritual that he prescribed to separate the "approximate" communists from the real ones. His four-staged suggested baptismal rite was to begin with a cold bath (the Frigidary), followed by a hot one (the Calidary), a warm one (the Tepidary), and then vigorous exercise (the Frictionary). All of this was then followed by anointment with oil and perfume: a secular chrism designed to prepare the candidate for "the divine communiverse."

From dreams of an international movement (where progress was recorded nation by nation in his column "Communist Intelligence"), Barmby moved on to become the first to speak of "National Communism." After a brief visit to Paris during the Revolution of 1848, he became a Unitarian minister, a friend of Mazzini, and a defender of national rather than social revolution.

His colorful mélange of secular utopianism and Christian ritual is illustrated by the subtitle of his journal of the forties: "The Apostle of the Communist Church and the Communitive Life: Communion with
God, Communion of the Saints, Communion of Suffrages, Communion of Works and Communion of Goods.” Within his short-lived “Communist Church,” Barmby saw the struggle for Communism in apocalyptical terms:

In the holy Communist Church, the devil will be converted into God. . . . And to this conversion of Satan doth God call peoples . . . in that Communion of suffrages, of works, and of goods both spiritual and material . . . for these latter days.121

Thus, this pioneering communist proclaimed the death of the devil as decisively as later Communists were to announce the death of God.

The rush to heaven on earth was, predictably, led by the Poles. In a book called Future of the Workers a Pole named Jean Czynski, the most revolutionary of the Fourierists, was the first to suggest systematically that socialism was to be realized by workers rather than intellectuals. Barmby translated the book into English.122 Cabet was even more dependent on another Polish émigré, the remarkable self-educated peasant, Ludwik Królikowski. He was Cabet’s close collaborator, and the first to popularize a Christianized version of the new communist ideal in his extraordinary journal Poland for Christ.123

In 1840 the first French journal conceived and edited by workers, L’Atelier, proclaimed to “revolutionary workers,” that “My kingdom is not now of this world” 124 and carried an engraving of “Christ preaching fraternity to the world.”125 Christ stood atop the globe trampling the serpent of egoism beneath his feet and brandishing a ribbon saying “fraternity” between angels in phrygian caps labelled “equality” and “liberty”126—the iconography of the Holy Trinity blended with the trinitarian slogan of revolution.

Other French revolutionary journals of the 1840s spoke of protest banquets as “holy tables” and “holy communions.”127 The infusion of Christian ideas represented for many “not the degradation of Christian faith, but the regaining of religious enthusiasm.”128

In Germany, this tendency to identify communism with religion was widespread and more distinctively Christian. The only books cited by Weitling in his manifesto for the League of the Just, Humanity as it is and as it should be, were the Bible and Lamennais’s Words of a Believer. Propagandists were aided by the tendency to identify communism with communion,129 and by the rhyming of Jesu Christ with Kommunist in German.130 An 1842 pamphlet in Paris by one of Weitling’s followers called for a new “community of brotherly love” and mutual assistance to bring “pure Christianity” into being among the workers.131 Another follower penned a utopian dream of the new communist order in the same year, bearing a title that harkened back to the Book of Revelation, but was to be revived by Hitler: The Thousand-Year Kingdom (Reich).132 Religious fervor helped Weitling’s Swiss Communist movement attain by 1843 some 750 German members in thirteen separate associations plus 400 French-speaking members.133
Barmby purported to find Weitling's communism "not a faith but a universal science," and urged Weitling to go to Ireland to spread the new revolutionary doctrine. The arrest and trial of Weitling in 1843 and his subsequent expulsion from Switzerland embittered the original communists and inclined many towards an increasingly tough-minded and secular point of view. But religious themes remained powerful in the German movement, and played a more important role in the revolutionary ferment of 1848–51 in Germany than is generally realized.

Indeed, communism probably would not have attracted such instant attention without this initial admixture of Christian ideas. This infusion made credible the inherently implausible idea that a totally different social order was possible "on earth as it is in heaven"; convinced many that this new "Communist" order would fuse Babeuvist communauté with Christian communion; and thus, helped for the first time make a transnational social ideal compelling to significant numbers of pious working people.

This debt to religious ideas usually remains unacknowledged or obscured by revolutionary and communist historians—if not condemned out of hand as a retrograde flight from reality. But this turn to religion would seem to represent a "progressive" stage in the development of revolutionary movements—moving beyond the utopian experiments and speculations of Fourierist and Saint-Simonian intellectuals. Religious ideas activated the moral and social consciousness of a hitherto largely passive working class and helped secular intellectuals "in the passage from utopia to reality." For simple workers, it was easier to rally to a communism allegedly founded by "the sublime egalitarian" whose first communion was "the image of future banquets" for a communist society.

The hope for an international communist organization of a quasi-religious nature was advanced by Barmby for a brief time in the immediate aftermath of Weitling's arrival in London in 1844. This "grand event" should "lay the basis by which the Communist Church in England and the Communist Church in Germany can act in concert together." Barmby publicly corresponded with "the Primarchs of the Communist Church of Ireland" about the possibility of a joint missionary trip there with Weitling.

But already by 1845, the tide was turning to precisely the irreligious communism that Barmby feared. Schapper, the most religious leader of the League of the Just, insisted against Weitling in that year that "nothing transcendent" be mixed in with their political discussions; and an Italian in Paris noted at the same time the rise of "the speculative and practical atheism of the Communists." The formation of the League of Communists in December 1847 represented the merger of the two key communist groups opposed to the religiosity of Weitling and Barmby: the London League of the Just and the Communist Correspondence Committee of Brussels. The revolutionary atheism that Karl Marx derived from Ludwig Feuerbach was the new unifying force.
If the denial of God's heaven was essential to European revolutionary doctrine, so too was the rejection of the belief in a heaven on earth in America. Throughout the nineteenth century, Europeans had escaped defeated revolutions in the Old World by fleeing to the land of successful revolution in the New. Some came in person like Kościuszko; others by proxy like Bonneville, who sent his wife and son when he himself was imprisoned by Napoleon. The revolutionaries provided sinew for the new state. If Kościuszko helped design the battlements and early military manuals for West Point, Bonneville's son became one of its legendary early graduates—the first in a long list of former European revolutionaries to be military leaders in both the Mexican and Civil wars. Bonneville's wife, Margaret, became the companion of Thomas Paine in his last years. His son Benjamin was the aide to Lafayette on his visit to America in 1825–26 and an explorer of the Far West celebrated in Washington Irving's book of 1837: *The Adventures of Captain Bonneville*. Thus, Bonneville's own revolutionary career, which drew its original romantic inspiration from Schiller's plays as well as early revolutionary events in Paris, trailed off into literary romance as well as military history in America.

Flight to America was, thus, a tradition among European revolutionaries. When a number of European communists were to challenge Cabet over this issue in the late 1840s, some of the luster was to be removed from this option.

After the arrest of Weitling and the widespread trials and investigations of 1843, Cabet, as the best-known propagandist of the communist ideal, had faced the problem of giving leadership to the inchoate movement. His attempts to rally broad support against the communist trials of the mid-1840s in France led him to seek some form of transnational organization. He solicited the collaboration of both French and Germans in London for establishing a communal center of five to twenty members to coordinate international propaganda for communism. However, he soon conceived a plan for establishing a much larger settlement in America. He turned his energy to enlisting twenty to thirty thousand "communists" for a massive emigration to America. He envisaged this voyage to a New World "Icaria" not just as an escape, but as an attempt "to create a new direction" for the European movement as well.

In so doing, Cabet was only expanding on the tradition established by followers of Fourier and Owen, whose major communal experiments had also been founded in America. Indeed, he planned to visit Owen, "the venerable patriarch of English Communism," in England during 1847 to secure a kind of blessing for his project. Cabet's project was, however, criticized by the Germans in London, who insisted that communism be set up in Europe instead. The Londoners were echoing the harsh denunciation by Marx the year before of Hermann Kriege, the leading German revolutionary editor in America,
for suggesting that the proletariat could gain a fresh start by settling the empty spaces in America. Marx's position had been supported by all of the Communist Correspondence Committee in Brussels except Weitling, who had already left to join Kriege in America.\textsuperscript{146}

In arguing for revolution in Europe rather than flight to America, the German communists in London echoed in amplified form a Buonarrotian position of the 1830s that had gone almost unnoticed outside narrow conspiratorial circles. The Buonarrotians in Paris had opposed the flight of Saint-Simonians to the East as escapism; and, almost alone among active European revolutionaries of the 1830s, they remained hostile to the American experiment. This attitude was expressed by unprecedented attacks on the two most admired European participants in the American Revolution who had subsequently become semilegendary figures: Kościuszko and Lafayette.\textsuperscript{147}

In any case, it was the fact that nineteenth-century America absorbed rather than rearmed the many revolutionaries who came to her shores. (The numbers increased sharply after the revolutions of 1848 failed in Europe.) Cabet's Icarian communists settled first in Texas, then in Nauvoo, Illinois; soon quarreled among themselves; then melted into the larger society, as had earlier secular utopians in the New World. Cabet died in St. Louis in 1856, rejected by his few remaining followers.

The only serious movement of social revolutionaries to reach America was the First International, which, however, did not arrive until 1872 after it had already fallen apart and needed a decent place of burial. And when the First International formally collapsed in Philadelphia in 1876, hardly anyone in America even noticed. Erstwhile revolutionaries had become new Americans; and popular attention was fixed on the centennial celebrations in the same city—the city of America's own, quite different revolution.

The continuing struggle "between the proletariat and their oppressors" was to be fought—as the Buonarrotians had foreseen—primarily in Europe. Indeed, the only revolutionary movement to be based in America in the last half of the nineteenth century was the narrowly national Irish Republican Brotherhood.\textsuperscript{148}

There is irony in all this, because the original American Revolution had given birth to the radically new idea that a purely political party—without religious or dynastic sanctions—could be the legitimate object of supreme, if not total, human dedication. In the aftermath of independence, Americans had developed intense political passions and "party spirit" as they sought substance for the political life required by their new Constitution.\textsuperscript{149} In the course of the nineteenth century, however, America increasingly defined parties more in terms of shared material interests than of shared spiritual ideas, and measured "party spirit" by precisely the kind of reformist electoral activity that by the 1840s the rising generation of European social revolutionaries had come to hate. It is not, therefore, surprising that the political event that most preoccupied even former revolutionaries in America in 1876 was not the last congress of the First International but the purely American and nonideological controversy between Republicans and Demo-
crats over the disputed Hayes-Tilden election. Nor is it surprising that European social revolutionaries in the post-Jacksonian 1840s had not looked to American models in their efforts finally to form a party. In the repressive atmosphere on the eve of 1848, it was difficult for Europeans to share the distinctively American political faith of John Adams that "the blessings of society depend entirely on the constitutions of government." The first attempt by communists to form a party and develop "party spirit" grew not out of the old hopes of the New World, but out of new hopes in the Old World.

The new party for which Marx wrote his manifesto late in 1847 was a largely imaginative anticipation of the more substantial "party of a new type," complete with sacrificial "party spirit" (partiinost'), which Lenin created in 1903. Communists of the 1840s had even less impact on the revolution which followed in 1848 than did Lenin's Bolsheviks on the Revolution of 1905. There is, nevertheless, a special importance to studying this first appearance of a communist party in human history. It is an event that should play for later communists something of the role that the Incarnation—or perhaps Pentecost—plays for Christians.

**Ecclesia: A New Party**

French social thinkers had long dreamt of a political party of an altogether different type from the quarreling factions of the restoration. They wanted a party faithful to "the movement" that had produced the original revolution: an association that had both higher principles and deeper roots than the bourgeois politicians of the July monarchy. The rallying cries of the pre-1830 revolutionaries—constitution, republic, liberalism—were increasingly rejected; but the new generation in the late 1830s and early 1840s was not yet quite ready to accept a direct call for social revolution. Instead, they turned back to the old term of the 1790s: democracy—often fortifying it with the adjectives true or revolutionary. Democracy was associated with the unfulfilled hopes—social as well as political—of the French revolutionary tradition. The term had also acquired romantic new identification with "the people" in Lamennais's sense of the unenfranchised and unfed masses.

Victor Considerant transformed Fourierism into a new socialist political movement by changing the title of his journal from *Phalange* to *Peaceful Democracy*. He spoke of the need for a "social party" to fulfill the needs of a "modern democracy." It was in rivalry to Considerant's *Manifesto of Peaceful Democracy* that Karl Marx wrote his *Communist Manifesto* late in 1847. Marx was seeking to create just such an ideological "social party"—but it was to be revolutionary rather than peaceful, communist rather than socialist. Like Considerant, however,
Marx believed his new party would also be in some sense democratic. It was the international organization of Fraternal Democrats in Brussels that first drew Marx into the discussions about communism with Weitling and others, and it was in the buildings of the Fraternal Democrats in London that the Communist League continued to meet until the police repression in the summer of 1848.\textsuperscript{154}

\textit{Renewed Democracy}

The idea that communism was the fulfillment of democracy excited a new generation of French revolutionary publicists in the early forties. The more authoritarian the early communist writers became in their revolutionary plans, the more insistent they were on the “democratic” nature of these plans. Pierre Leroux led the way, proclaiming that total democracy was the only possible sanction for modern authority and insisting that democracy was not only a “sacred word,”\textsuperscript{155} but a “religion”\textsuperscript{156} capable of providing “a peaceful solution of the problem of the proletariat.”\textsuperscript{157} He led George Sand and Louis Blanc into popular journalism through his \textit{Revue Indépendante} during 1841–48.

The new radical journalists, however, were having difficulty translating this sacred symbol—democracy—into political reality. Théophile Thoré was thrown into prison in 1840 for telling \textit{The Truth about the Democratic Party}, which was that it must serve “the interest of the most numerous and deserving classes, of the working people.”\textsuperscript{158} Convinced that many “Communists are in the great democratic current,”\textsuperscript{159} Thoré persevered in trying to connect the two movements in Leroux’s journal\textsuperscript{160}—prompting a rebuke from the possessive Cabet, \textit{The Democrat turned Communist in spite of himself}.\textsuperscript{161}

Out of the more radical new communist journals which had sprung up in 1841, that is, \textit{L’Humanitaire} and \textit{La Fraternité}, first came the unequivocal suggestion that the “democratic party” must in the modern era be a “communist party.” Most of these original communists were little more than twenty years old. They felt that the promise of 1830 had been betrayed, and that even their older mentors, Cabet and Leroux, might be in danger of “decapitating the future.”\textsuperscript{162} It seems appropriate that the first use of the term \textit{Communist Party} appears to have been by the journal of the young Dézamy announcing the death of Buonarroti’s last old comrade-in-arms, Voyer D’Argenson in August 1842.\textsuperscript{163}

\textit{A Franco-German Alliance}

As for the Young Hegelians in Germany, it was not until they began to look toward their counterparts in France that they became truly revolutionary.\textsuperscript{164} The original link between the Young Hegelians and the new generation of French social revolutionaries had been Moses Hess, the Paris correspondent of \textit{Die Rheinische Zeitung}. He had suggested that the German drive for philosophical freedom could be realized only
through the social equality that the French had called for,\textsuperscript{165} and he had intended in the 1830s to write a biography of Babeuf.\textsuperscript{166} Influenced also by the Saint-Simonians, he urged in his \textit{European Triarchy} of 1840 a progressive alliance of Prussia with England and France.\textsuperscript{167} He was then drawn by Cieszkowski to the Young Hegelians.\textsuperscript{168} A new series of articles in 1841, beginning with "Socialism and Communism" and "The Philosophy of Action," launched the long effort to provide a philosophical basis for communism.\textsuperscript{169} As a Jew—and later a founding father of Zionism—Hess lent to his belief in communism a messianic fervor looking forward not just to a change of government but to a kind of political "end of days."

Some creative fusion of the two main Western sources of revolutionary inspiration, the French and the German traditions, was a possibility particularly thirsted for by the Russians. Belinsky in 1840 hailed Heinrich Heine, the radical German poet living in Paris, as "a German Frenchman—precisely what Germany now needs most of all."\textsuperscript{170} Bakunin's summons to violent upheaval was published under a French pseudonym in the \textit{German Yearbook} of 1842. Another Russian, Bakunin's future friend and sometime collaborator, Alexander Herzen, hailed that article as evidence of the emerging alliance between French politics and German philosophy, "the beginning of a great phase of activization [\textit{Betätigung}]" of the European revolutionary movement.\textsuperscript{171}

The editor of the \textit{German Yearbook}, Arnold Ruge, expressed the hope that Bakunin's article would make "some sluggards get up from their beds of laurels" and begin working for "a great practical future."\textsuperscript{172} Ruge played a central role as the oldest of the "young" Hegelians, bringing with him an aura of martyrdom from having spent most of the 1820s in prison. His \textit{Halle Yearbook of German Science and Art} in 1840 provided the first authoritative vehicle for declaring the victory of the revolutionary "philosophy of action" over the contemplativeness of previous German philosophy.\textsuperscript{173} His rapid succession of journalistic experiments became the medium for this "philosophy of action," just as treatises and lectures had been the medium for the earlier "contemplative" philosophy. His \textit{Halle Yearbook} became the \textit{German Yearbook}, which in turn gave birth among his followers late in 1841 to \textit{Die Rheinische Zeitung}: a deliberate challenge in the newspaper world to the conservative \textit{Könische Zeitung}. In 1843, Ruge began to give the Hegelian "party" a revolutionary political line by seeking to "cleanse" Hegelianism of Hegel's own moderate liberalism and by urging Germany to "transform liberalism into democracy."\textsuperscript{174}

Thus he introduced the Germans to the French communists' polemic technique of juxtaposing true democracy and false liberalism. He was soon forced to begin a hegira of Hegelians to Paris. He had fled from Prussia in 1841, only to be banished from Saxony (and to see \textit{Rheinische Zeitung} shut) early in 1843. Next he moved to Zurich and then (after considering Strasbourg and Brussels) to Paris, where together with Karl Marx he founded in 1844 the short-lived \textit{Deutsche-Französische Jahrbücher}. Excited as were most Germans by the Parisian atmosphere, Ruge
argued that the Young Hegelians would in the new age of praxis provide political organization and critical education for the coming social revolution.

Enter Karl Marx

The man who came closest to fulfilling this task was Ruge’s young journalistic protégé, Karl Marx. The decisive works in which it was performed were Marx’s lengthy critique of Hegel’s The Philosophy of Right, written in the summer of 1843, and his introduction of the following year to the same work. In criticizing Hegel’s last and most political work, Marx applied for the first time his so-called transformative method—reversing the role of matter and spirit—to politics. In the introduction, he used “proletariat” and “communist” for the first time as labels of liberation.

Hegel had contended that beyond subjective “civil society” lay a higher and more universal social objective: the state. The identification of the state as “the march of God through history” may represent the overenthusiasm of the auditor whose notes on Hegel’s lecture were posthumously turned into The Philosophy of Right. Hegel was, in any case, speaking of an ideal, rather than an existing German state. Nevertheless, Hegel did see a universally liberating mission for the state and for its dedicated “universal class” (der allgemeine Stand): the disinterested bureaucracy.

Marx turned this analysis on its head by beginning with states as they actually existed in 1843. Hegel had seen civil society as the imperfect anticipation of an ideal state. Marx described the state as a degraded expression of the controlling material interests in “civil society”—the term bürgerliche Gesellschaft now acquiring some of the overtones of “bourgeois” as well as “civil” society. The state bureaucracy was the agent of venal interests rather than of any universal mission.

The concept of a “universal class” was revived a year later in Marx’s introduction to Hegel’s work, and applied to the “proletariat”—a term that Marx used for the first time in this purely philosophical, Hegelian sense. The “abolition of private property,” which the proletariat was to accomplish, was not initially related to any analysis of either capitalism as a whole or the proletariat in particular.

The liberating mission of the proletariat was, however, closely related to the establishment of “true” democracy by universal suffrage. Venal civil society controlled the state through the institution of property, and even advanced forms of representative governments maintained a property requirement for the vote. Universal suffrage would accompany and insure the advent of universal property. The abolition (Aufhebung, also meaning uplifting and transforming) of property would also involve the abolition of the state. As with proletariat, Marx first used “communistic” in this philosophical-political context. The abolition of the old political system through universal suffrage would. Marx insisted, “bring out the true communistic aspect of men.”

Thus, Marx related the achievement of communism to the cause of
universal suffrage. At the same time, the universality which Hegel expected to realize in the ideal state must now be realized instead by abolishing the existing state. Like other radical Hegelians, Marx dreamed of a politics to end all politics. The Hegelian concept of a “universal class” leading humanity to an earthly millennium through a clash of opposites was retained:

    Just as philosophy finds its material weapons in the proletariat, so the proletariat finds its intellectual weapons in philosophy. . . . Philosophy is the head of this emancipation and the proletariat is its heart. Philosophy can only be realized by the abolition (Aufhebung) of the proletariat, and the proletariat can only be abolished by the realization of philosophy.176

The young Marx was seeking cosmic compensation for political frustration. The Prussian government had failed to realize the exaggerated Hegelian hopes of its becoming “the incarnation of objective morality.” 177 Therefore all government—indeed the very business of government—had to be superseded. This eschatological vision was given social content largely by Moses Hess. Through Hess’s elaboration of Proudhon, Marx first came to see private property as the root cause for the degradation of man and the ineffectiveness of political reform in bourgeois society.178

It was also Hess who first introduced Marx in 1843 to his lifelong collaborator, Frederick Engels, who called Hess “the first Communist in the party” and “the first to reach Communism by the philosophical path.” 179 Together with Engels, Hess evolved just such a philosophical concept of a communist party. Developing Hess’s idea of a “European triarchy” in a series of articles during 1843, Engels insisted that a German communist movement would arise not out of the “comparatively small” working class, but “among the educated classes.” 180

Hess and Engels began denationalizing the revolutionary ideal by adding French and English perspectives to those of the Berlin Hegelians. Hess tried to provide a transnational outlook by publishing in 1844 in the Paris journal Vorwärts the first of a series of communist catechisms.181

The special contribution of the young Marx in 1844–45 was to identify this still-idealistic conception of a communist party with both the pretensions of science and the destiny of the proletariat. The idea of a “scientific” socialism based on historical materialism and a rigid theory of class was “uniquely and exclusively” 182 the work of Marx—so Engels later insisted.

The first stage was Marx’s break with Ruge over the meaning of an unsuccessful weavers’ revolt in Silesia in 1844. Ruge, the doyen of radical Hegelian journalists, argued for better political organization and education of the workers. Marx urged, instead, deeper study of the causes of poverty and greater faith in the universal mission of the German proletariat. Members of the proletariat were to become the theoreticians of the world proletarian movement just as the English were to be its economic and the French its political leaders.183

In his The Holy Family of the same year, Marx broke altogether with
the Hegelians—and by implication with his own previous intellectualism. He held up as the model instead the recently suppressed German workers' movement led by Weitling in Switzerland. Two years later, Marx denounced Weitling's Christianized communism (and, more broadly, sentimental idealism) in his *German Ideology*. Marx used "ideology" as a term of abuse for the self-deceptions of German intellectuals. But he himself was, at the same time, creating an ideology in the modern sense: a secular system of ideas based on a theory of history that ultimately promised answers for all human problems.

The "Communist Party" for which Marx soon wrote his manifesto was "ideological" in this latter sense. Marx's polemics against his seeming allies on the Left during the formative period of this "party" reflected his personal desire to annex a pedagogic position with the rising proletariat analogous to that which Hegel had held over the rising Prussian elite for an earlier generation at the University of Berlin. Before turning to the Communist League, which became Marx's "party" in 1847–48, it is important to trace Marx's own quest for a political party to believe in. This search paralleled his philosophical quest and antedated his discovery of either communism or the proletariat.

In his doctoral dissertation of 1841, Marx had placed faith in "the liberal party as a party of a concept . . . [which] realizes real progress." Though soon disillusioned with liberals, he did not immediately embrace those who called themselves socialists and communists. These seemed to him to be more interested in economic theories than in actively advancing "a concept." Marx defended himself late in 1842 against the accusation of being a "communist," and insisted in the following year that communism was only "a dogmatic abstraction . . . a particularly one-sided application of the socialist principle."

Marx's move to Paris in 1843 immersed him in French revolutionary history, and his friendship with Engels introduced him to the study of English economics. Spurned by real-life radicals in Paris (with whom he, Hess, and Ruge attempted to collaborate in the new *German-French Yearbook*), Marx "discovered" the distant German proletariat as the force for revolutionary deliverance. The thought gradually ripened that the longed-for movement of theory into action might in fact be taking place through the "constitution of the proletariat into a class" about which Flora Tristan had spoken in forming her international proletarian society in 1843: the *union ouvrière*.

Politically, the task of the proletariat was the conquest of democracy, which had been compromised by liberalism. Ideologically, the mission was to realize the "human emancipation" that lay beyond the purely political gains of past revolutions: to bring into being what Marx described in his *Philosophical Manuscripts* of 1844 as "realized humanism" or "naturalism." By the time of his expulsion from Paris early in 1845, Marx described both his and humanity's goal as "Communism."

This Communism is like realized naturalism which equals humanism which equals naturalism. . . .
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A Finished Ideology

The crucial new element that Marx brought to communism was dialectical materialism. Here at last was a finished revolutionary ideology with a dynamic historical outlook. It was perfected in the three years he spent in Brussels—1845–48—which were the happiest of his life. Marx forged there the long-sought revolutionary link between France and Germany. But it was not the alliance of active forces envisaged by Hess and Ruge so much as a merger of elements from the two universal ideologies of the preceding era: Saint-Simonianism and Hegelianism.

Philosophically, Marx drew most basically on three new attitudes characteristic of radical Hegelians in the early 1840s: negativism, materialism, and atheism. One has to use Hegel's own dialectical method to explain how such revolutionary ideas could be derived from a politically moderate, philosophically idealist, sincerely Lutheran, and patriotic Prussian professor like Hegel. It seems, indeed, an "ironic" development of "antitheses," through which the "cunning of reason" expressed the "spirit of the times."

Having placed exaggerated initial hopes in the Prussian state, restless Young Hegelians rationalized their disillusionment in the early 1840s by cultivating the sublime idea of its total destruction. Since history proceeds through contradictions (the dialectical "negation of negation"), and since the state had become a negative force, their historical duty was to "negate" the state.

Radical Hegelians also moved from idealism to philosophical materialism in the mid-1840s. Ludwig Feuerbach championed the thought that Hegel's "spirit of the times" was nothing more than a conglomeration of material forces. "Man is what he eats," he argued in a characteristically inelegant pun (isst, "eats," ist, "is"). Feuerbach later went so far as to explain the failure of the Revolution of 1848 by the dulling effects of a potato diet on the lower classes. 191

In August 1844, Marx confessed to a "love of Feuerbach"—a sentiment he rarely expressed—for pointing the philosophical way to socialism. Feuerbach had substituted materialism for idealism while retaining a monistic, deterministic view of history. Materialism in the 1840s attracted some of those preoccupied with industrialization in northern Europe. By reasserting the monism and determinism of Hegel, Feuerbach reassured radicals that the tension between moral ideals and material reality was only at the level of appearances.

Marx introduced the dynamic idea of dialectical progression into this materialistic monism. Like other earlier metaphysical determinisms (Islam, Calvinism), dialectical materialism provided, paradoxically, an effective call to action. His Theses on Feuerbach, written shortly after his move to Brussels, was for Engels "the first document in which is deposited the germ of the new world outlook." 193 It contained his famous dictum:

Philosophers have only interpreted the world in various ways. The time has come to change it. 194
A third area of borrowing from the radical Hegelians was Marx's atheism. Whereas Hegel had identified God with the totality of history, his followers took God totally out of it. In a sense, Hegel had prepared the way by placing philosophy above religion, and by subordinating all Gods to his own concept of an all-controlling "world spirit." Contemporaries viewed this as tantamount to atheism; and "the vehemence of attacks from religious quarters on Hegel can perhaps be compared to the reaction in England to Darwin." 195

Struggle with religion, the original cause to which the young, pre-political Hegelians had rallied in 1837–38, reached a high level of sophistication in Feuerbach's *Essence of Christianity* of 1841. He distinguished the "true or anthropological essence of religion" (man's need for higher moral purpose) from its "false or theological essence" (belief in God). Marx broke only with Feuerbach's effort to create a new secular religion. However religious in nature, Marx's ideology could never be religious in name. The insistence that it was "scientific" helped protect it against the ebb and flow of enthusiasm that plagued rival revolutionary doctrines. Lenin later rejected "God-building" tendencies within his movement, and subsequent Marxist-Leninists have consistently rejected religious allegiances of any kind within their ranks.

Feuerbach prepared the way for revolutionary atheism by inventing the Hegelian belief that God created man out of his spiritual need to overcome divine alienation. Feuerbach suggested that, on the contrary, man had created God out of his material need to overcome human alienation. To Marx, this suggested that alienation was to be solved not by spiritual, but by material forces. Both the source and the cure lay in political economy; its driving force was not ideas but social classes. The class of the future—the class to end all classes—was the proletariat, which had arisen inevitably out of the conflict of the bourgeois with the feudal order. All alienation would be overcome—and all need ended for the Gods that mask repression—when the proletariat overcame its alienation from the means of production that it did not own.

Thus the social revolution so widely discussed in the 1840s—the forcible confiscation of the means of production—became in Marx's analysis the inevitable, necessary, and culminating act of history. Marx became the first to argue consistently that the social revolution was to be made not only for, but by the proletariat. The intellectual seeking "relevance" could find it only through the working class.

Marx grafted certain key Saint-Simonian beliefs onto his Hegelian view of history: the liberating potential of the Industrial Revolution, the need for a "scientific" analysis of society by classes, the historical destiny of "the poorest and most numerous class." The German writers from whom he and his friends had learned about French revolutionary thought—Hess in the late 1830s, Stein in the early 1840s—had both attached special importance to Saint-Simonianism. Also, Marx's native town of Trier had been a center of the new Saint-Simonian teaching. 197

The small group of German émigrés to whom Marx sought to impart his ideology represented an authentic revolutionary intelligentsia—more coherent than the Saint-Simonians of a decade earlier, and more
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explicitly revolutionary. The dialectical method offered insurance against disillusionment; materialism provided relevance in a time of growing socio-economic stress; and, most important of all, Marx was an indefatigable ideological leader.

Karl Marx remained basically a Hegelian intellectual—always relating individual parts of his analysis to a broader context, writing with voracious interest yet emotional sobriety about an astonishing variety of subjects. The admixture of Saint-Simonian ideas and other Anglo-French social theories helped Marx bring Hegel back “from the blue skies to the kitchen.” 198

Establishing the Movement

But where were the troops for Marx’s ideological army? Was there any body attached to his head?

Weitling, the wandering tailor from Magdeburg and Paris, had formed among Germans in Switzerland the first workers’ group to call itself communist. Relocated in London, he began in February 1845 a year-long, intermittent discussion with Schapper’s more moderate German émigré-faction. Weitling argued that the time was ripe for revolution, which could be made in alliance with criminals and youth on the one hand and with kings and princes on the other. 199 Schapper’s group argued for reliance on the communist education of the working classes and rejected Weitling’s willingness to tolerate violence and “the communism of Princes” (Fürstenkommunismus). 200 But Weitling argued that “simple propaganda helps nothing,” 201 and would not be effective unless it promised people a social revolution in their own lifetime.

Schapper, on the other hand, said that communism must strengthen the ability “to develop oneself freely,” 202 and “a real system will be developed by our new German philosophers.” 203

The way was clear for Marx and Engels to steer a new path between Weitling’s militance and Schapper’s moralism. Across the channel in Brussels, they seem to have derived some inspiration from former friends and followers of Buonarroti. They planned to publish a German translation of History of the Babeuf Conspiracy which Buonarroti had published there and adopted the Buonarrotian juxtaposition of “egoists” and “Communists.” 204 On their first visit to London from July 12 to August 20, 1845, they took the elitist high ground—avoiding the quarreling German workers and discussing international collaboration with radical democratic intellectuals in the Weber Street pub. 205 Engels stayed on alone for the Chartist Festival of Nations in September. Excited that “a Chartist meeting became a Communist festival,” he wrote that “Democracy in our days is Communism.” 206 Against this background of association with bourgeois democrats rather than German workers, Engels used for the first time the term “proletarian party.” 207

Marx worked first through his Communist Correspondence Committee in Brussels, an organization of about fifteen German writers and type-setters closely linked with Belgian radical intellectuals. Particularly close to Marx were Victor Tedesco, a lawyer from Luxembourg who spoke
Marx's middle German dialect and frequently travelled with Marx, and Philippe-Charles Gigot, whose house was used for meetings and as a mailing address.\textsuperscript{208} The first foreign allies of the committee were the Chartist internationalists, Julian Harney and Ernest Jones, who formed an affiliated London Correspondence Committee in March 1846, despite their suspicions about "the literary characters in Brussels."\textsuperscript{209} Three months later, Marx established his first organizational link with the London German community. Marx had been unable to gain followers among Germans in Switzerland where Weitling's influence was still strong, and, despite energetic proselytizing by Engels, had won over only one small element of the Parisian German colony (the furniture carpenters). After driving Weitling to America and Proudhon into animosity in the summer of 1846, Marx and Engels turned for allies to Karl Schapper's group in London, the League of the Just.

Since 1840, this group (though smaller than the Parisian branch of the league) had placed itself at the head of two German worker education associations with some five hundred members including French, Scandinavian, and Dutch émigrés. The London league established formal contact with Marx's committee in Brussels on June 6, 1846, through a long letter from Schapper, Joseph Moll, and seven other "of the most diligent local Communists."\textsuperscript{210} They described a vigorous collective life: three meetings a week for their two hundred fifty members (nearly half of them non-German), biweekly gatherings with Harney's group (called Fraternal Democrats), and an educational program including song and dance instruction and a small library in many languages.\textsuperscript{211} Though he preferred Marx's concept of a "thorough [\textit{tüchtig}] revolution" based on an "intellectual [\textit{geistige}] revolution" to Weitling's unscientific "inanity," Schapper confessed to having once feared that Marx might fan "the scarcely suppressed hate between intellectuals and workers" and install some new "aristocracy of the learned [\textit{Gelehrten-Aristokratie}] to rule the people from your new throne."\textsuperscript{212}

In October 1846, Engels defined "the aim of the Communists" as support of the proletariat against the bourgeoisie through a "violent democratic revolution" that would end private property and establish a "community of goods" (\textit{Gutergemeinschaft}).\textsuperscript{213} Police repression of the Paris branch of the league forced the London league to assume international leadership in this effort. In November 1846, its members called for a "powerful party" to be formed in London around a "simple communist creed, which could serve everyone as a rule of conduct." A congress of the league was called for May 1, 1847, to prepare for an international congress the following year of "the supporters of the new thought (\textit{neue Lehre}) from all regions of the world."\textsuperscript{214} This call singled out three pressing problems for the forthcoming congress to resolve: (1) alliances with bourgeois-radical groups, (2) attitude towards religion, and (3) the unification of all "social and communist parties."\textsuperscript{215} In January 1847, Moll journeyed from London to cement links with Marx in Brussels and with Engels in Paris. These
two provided the London group in the course of the next year with comprehensive answers to all three of its questions.

On the question of unification, Marx suggested that unity be based on a revolutionary ideology—universally valid but centrally defined. He inveighed against both the “economists,” who accepted passively the logic of capitalist economic development, and the “socialists,” who contented themselves with private experiments. Only a clear recognition of the basic antagonism between the bourgeoisie and proletariat would prepare the latter for the “struggle of class against class, which carried to its highest expression is a total revolution.”

Marx used the early part of 1847 to write his *Poverty of Philosophy* against Proudhon. This was a dramatic assertion of his own authority against a better-known rival, who had defied him both organizationally and ideologically, and also a text for discussion of the “new doctrine.” Later in 1847 Marx arrived in London secure in his vision of revolutionary eschatology. Having exposed the “poverty” of his principal continental rival, he now brought the riches of philosophy to the German colony in London, which was built around “education” associations and was awed by the German intellectual tradition. Armed with his ideology, Marx and Engels now proceeded to offer solutions to the two other tactical problems facing the League of the Just: the attitudes towards religion and towards bourgeois radicalism.

The question of religion was in many ways the most difficult. The proletariat in London had never accepted the philosophic atheism of Berlin and Paris intellectuals like Marx and Dézamy. At the London congress of the League of the Just from June 2 to June 9, the old “utopian” idea of directly establishing a quasi-apostolic “community of goods” among workers was still favored—along with the catechism form for expounding “Communist articles of faith.” Engels was apparently the principal author of the creed of the London congress which concluded:

> All religions up to now have been the expression of the historical developmental stages of individual peoples or masses of peoples. Communism, however, is the developmental stage which makes all existing religions superfluous and abolishes them.

Engels verb for “abolition,” the Hegelian *aufheben*, suggested uplift to a higher level of synthesis. The tone was condescending and intellectual. But there was not yet any statement of a clear, alternative worldview.

At a second congress, from November 29 to December 8 of that same year, the league defined its purpose as the abolition of property and of the bourgeois class as such. Historical materialism was accepted as the basis for a party statement, which Marx was asked to write.

The *Communist Manifesto* resolved a year of ideological infighting within the League of the Just. The decision to change the name to Communist League (and the first use of the slogan “Workers of the world, unite!”) had emerged from the June congress where Marx’s in-
fluence was still small. Subsequent discussion and propagation of the new Marxist perspective within individual branches of the league appear to have tipped the balance. In late October or early November, Engels composed for the Paris branch “Principles of Communism” designed to combat “The Communist Confession of Faith” drafted by the London branch the previous month. Objecting to the catechistic form, Marx went to London himself to try to seal the debate at the second congress of the league.

The quasi-religious perspective of figures like Schapper sharpened the debates which lasted for ten days. But Marx prevailed, and the first paragraph of the new program bluntly announced that “the aim of the League is the downfall of the bourgeoisie, the rule of the proletariat... and the foundation of a new form of society devoid of classes and private property.”

At the same time, Marx also shaped the approach of the new league to the third and last of its unresolved problems: the attitude towards bourgeois-radical political parties. Like other communists of the forties, Marx had opposed the secretive, conspiratorial past of the revolutionists and defined communism as the fulfillment of political democracy. The arguments for an alliance between democrats and communists were particularly forceful in London, where the Chartists' struggle for civil rights seemed to aid their own educational and organizational work.

The tactical alliance between proletarian and bourgeois revolutionaries was put into practice in London through Engels's links with the English Chartists. Concurrently, Marx's Communist Correspondence Committee in Brussels participated in the activities of the Belgian Fraternal Democrats, and acquired a new designation as the German democratic communists in Brussels. Many of its members joined local Belgians in founding the Democratic Association of Brussels in 1847 with Marx as one of the vice-presidents. Marx's trip to London, which enabled him to participate in the second congress of the Communist League, was made possible by an invitation from the London Fraternal Democrats to its Belgian affiliate. The importance of a united front with bourgeois democratic forces was thus naturally stressed by Marx. After returning to Brussels from London, he became president of the Brussels Democratic Association.

The tactic of cooperation with other democratic parties was spelled out in the fourth and final section of Marx's Manifesto. Only communists could represent the true class interests of the proletariat, but they needed to ally themselves with radical democratic parties in advanced countries—and with agrarian revolutionaries in backward lands like Poland. Communists needed to support “every revolutionary movement against the existing social and political order of things,” but at the same time “bring to the front, as the leading question in each, the property question.” Marx saw all this being done openly—and in some sense with the “agreement of the democratic parties of all countries.”

Thus Marx provided guidance on all three of the problems from the original 1846 agenda of the League of the Just. He offered ideological unity, rejected religious idealism, and suggested tactical cooperation
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with bourgeois revolutionaries. He illustrated his belief in “the union and agreement” of all “democratic parties” early in the Revolution of 1848 by dissolving the new Central Committee of the Communist League founded in Paris under his presidency. He argued that the establishment of full civil liberties in revolutionary Paris rendered such an association superfluous.

Disillusionment with the democratic label was soon to develop; but many believed in 1848 that communism was democracy in the social sphere. Like “democracy” in 1789-94, “communism” in 1848 became a major scare word—used “to frighten political rabbits,” and, as such, appealing to “all frank democrats aware of the logic of their principle.” 225

Communism vs. Socialism

In the course of the 1840s, the word communism acquired a meaning distinct from socialism. There was, to be sure, much confusion and overlapping. Some, like Marx, used the terms interchangeably at times. 226 Nevertheless, the aggressive propagation of the newer word by young French journalists in the early forties and the halo of martyrdom attached to the “communist trials” lent a special aura to the new term.

Communism was generally distinguished from socialism in any or all of four ways.

First, communism suggested more far-reaching social control than socialism—control over consumption as well as production. At its first congress in June 1847, the Communist League advocated not just socializing the means of production, but also creating a far-reaching “community of goods” for “the distribution of all products according to general agreement.” 227 Communism was a new form of life shared in common, not merely a new form of social control. 228

Second, communism was increasingly associated with a scientific and materialistic worldview in contrast to moralistic and idealistic socialism. With an intensity that grew from Cabet to Dézamy to Marx, communists saw the future order emerging out of the objective necessity of scientific truth rather than from any subjective appeal to moral ideals. Attachment to the communal ideal required detachment from everything else: a distaste bordering on revulsion for romantic sentimentality (the degenerate form of moral idealism), and a militant opposition to belief in God (the ultimate source of moral idealism). 229

Third, communism was widely associated with political violence in a way that socialism seldom was. This identification was present from the very beginning. In 1840, when one of the original communists attempted to assassinate the king, the trial linked communistes immédiats to violent means. 230 Lamennais argued in 1841 that communists unlike socialists had to realize “rigorous and absolute equality” and would therefore be forced “under one form or another” into

... the use of force, despotism and dictatorship in order to establish and maintain it. 231
George Sand noted that socialists, unlike communists, do not "concern themselves enough perhaps with the present-day struggle." 232 Cabet, in tracing the history of communism in 1842, admitted that its origins lay less in his own nonviolent utopianism than in the Babeuvist tradition of "immediate and violent" revolution.233

The communists' belief in the inevitability of an egalitarian order legitimized, if it did not lead to, violence.234 Communists argued that bourgeois society was already doing violence to humanity. Precisely because the communists saw themselves building the final, violence-free community, they felt justified in undertaking a final, revolutionary act of violence. In his original statement of the "purposes of the Communists" in October 1846, Engels declared that they would "refuse to recognize any other means" to establish communal ownership by the proletariat "except violent, democratic revolution." 235

Victor Considerant, author of the socialist manifesto that rivalled Marx's, insisted that "communism is before all else a negative idea .... Not knowing how to unravel the Gordian knot, it cuts it." 236

Russian socialists tended to agree. Herzen in 1844 defined communism as "primarily negative, a storm-cloud charged with thunderbolts, which like the judgment of God will destroy our absurd social system unless men repent"; 237 and, a few years later as "the socialism of revenge . . . close to the soul of the French people, which has so profound a sense of the injustice of the social order and so little respect for human personality." 238 Within Russia, the Pocket Dictionary of the Fourierist Petrashevsky circle listed communism in April 1846 at the end of a series of opposition groups descended from "the party of Milton" in the English civil war reaching even beyond the "radicals." 239 The suggestion was made that the future society be divided between "Fourierists" and "communists," 240 who were said to differ by locating the source of evil, in competition and in private property, respectively.241 But the heart of the difference—in Petrashevsky's own words—lay in the fact that "Fourierism leads gradually and naturally up to that which communism wants to institute forcibly and in an instant." 242

The fourth way in which communism generally differed from socialism by the late 1840s was in its reliance on the power and authority of the working class. Even Herzen, despite his fear of communism, called it in 1844 "closer to the masses." 243

From Homelessness to Universality

The small band of intellectuals that moved the social revolutionary camp toward communism had one common characteristic: homelessness. They generally owned "neither castles nor cottages," 244 and, in the words of a French student of the rise of communism, comprised a "species of proletarian that is described by the term Heimathlosen, that is to say, people without hearth or home." 245 Physical homelessness was often deepened into spiritual alienation by three characteristics shared by most of the original communists: youth, unrewarded intellectual precocity, and the loneliness of exile.
The most extreme communists were extremely young. The original communist banquet of 1840 had been organized largely by radicals in their late teens as a counter-banquet to the more genteel evenings of older electoral reformers. The systematic atheism with which Désamy rejected Cabet (and Marx, Weitling) expressed the rebellion of the very young against men sometimes old enough to be their fathers.

The ideological passion of Désamy and Marx was also the channel of expression for intellectual talent and personal ambition that could find no adequate rewards in existing society. These men turned against the patriarchs of communism in the French and German worlds seeking to free the new ideal from the "utopian" mode of social experiment characteristic of an earlier generation.

But where could the young who rejected paternal and divine authority find a home of their own? Ultimately not in space, but in time; not in the places of geography, but in the flow of history. Historical ideology offered cosmic compensation for the lack of a particular dwelling place. The social revolutionary became a pilgrim without a holy land, but with a wholly certain view of history.

This vision flourished in lonely exile. The path to communism began with Buonarroti, an Italian exiled from Corsica to France to Switzerland to Belgium. Communist organization began among Germans exiled into non-German-speaking regions: in French-speaking Switzerland, France, Belgium, and finally England. Communism never took root inside Germany even during the turmoil of 1848–49, nor among the large, German-speaking regions of Switzerland and the United States. Revolutionary communism also proved stronger among Frenchmen exiled after 1848 to Jersey and London than it ever had been in Paris.

The social revolutionaries who formed the Communist League in London were young, uprooted, and largely denationalized intellectuals. The core was Heimathlosen Germans surrounded by a miscellany of Flemish-speaking Belgians, Anglicized Irishmen, multi-lingual Swiss and Scandinavians.

The twenty-nine-year-old Marx could become a senior statesman in such a group. He was the prototypical displaced intellectual: a Berlin Hegelian who had discovered French social thought in Paris and then digested English economics during a second exile in Belgium. The "Communist Party" for which he purported to be speaking in his Manifesto existed only in his prophetic imagination. This "party" was a kind of pied-à-terre for a few intellectuals cut off from the main currents of European politics on the eve of revolution.

Marx provided no real navigational course for the storms that broke out early in 1848 within a few weeks of publication of the Manifesto. But he did find a homing point for the compass: the coming classless society. The inexorable movement towards this end overrode and superseded all personal or parochial considerations. Man's proper home in the interim lay not in any castle on the sand, but in the stream of history itself.

Faith in a coming "universal" liberation reinforced Marx's faith in historical materialism. In all the roles he subsequently filled—as an
active counsellor to revolutionaries, as a journalistic commentator on current events, and as a scholar working on his never-finished Capital—Marx radiated the exhilarating belief that local conflicts necessarily feed into a process leading to universal revolution. His hopes focused on western Europe, where bourgeois society and its redemptive proletariat were most advanced; and he generally saw progressive significance in the spread of European institutions: German above all—but French, English, and even Russian when at the expense of Asian backwardness. Even amidst the pressing happenings in Cologne during 1848–49, Marx's articles in Neue Rheinische Zeitung repeatedly found revolutionary relevance in remote events. On the Taiping rebellion, he suggested in 1853 that

... the Chinese revolution will throw the spark into the overloaded mine of the present industrial system and cause the explosion of the long-prepared general crisis, which, spreading abroad, will be closely followed by political revolutions on the Continent.

A few years later, a Spanish upheaval prompted him to conclude that "the revolution is imminent and will take at once a socialist character." On the eve of his death, assassinations in Russia inspired the thought that Russian events might serve as a "signal to the revolutionary development of the West" and thus to universal liberation.

Marx's genius offered rootless revolutionaries anywhere a new kind of shelter—in nothing particular, but something universal. That something combined Hegelian historicism and Saint-Simonian scientism: inevitability and perfectibility. Whereas other socialists and communists offered revolutionary ideas, Marx provided a revolutionary ideology. By developing it at a relatively young age, Marx was able to stake a claim as strategist-in-chief of proletarian revolution that he was able to sustain for another forty years. His younger collaborator, Engels, continued that role for eleven more years after Marx died in 1883, beginning an apostolic succession with an increasingly disputed lineage.

Marx's special position was based largely on two factors that he emphasized for revolutionary thinking during the turmoil of 1848–50: the destiny of the proletariat and the necessity of dictatorship. The first of these elements was introduced by Marx on the eve of the Revolution of 1848, the second in its aftermath. Marx invested both concepts with the kind of universal significance that assured their continued appeal long after the memory faded of revolutionary events in which Marx played only an insignificant part.

"The Proletariat"

Once again a word was crucial. Much of the sudden rise to prominence of the numerically insignificant communists can be traced to their ability to dramatize their own connection with something they were the first systematically to label "the proletariat."

There was, of course, something very tangible behind the label. The
spread of industrial machinery and the factory system throughout western Europe had created by the 1840s a growing body of manual laborers working for uncertain wages in new urban environments. The conditions in mine and mill were often brutal; and the new industrial laborer had none of the pride of product and self-respect of traditional artisans. He tended to become a subordinate statistic in the ledgers of investment and accounting, and shared similar experiences and grievances with workers in other countries.

Nevertheless, there was little internal communication—let alone shared identity—among these workers. They tended to quarrel more among themselves than with anyone else—and to exacerbate rather than supplant all the older ethnic, religious, and national conflicts of humanity. The number of factory workers was still insignificant outside of England, and their sense of collective importance was even smaller.

Marx’s distinctive accomplishment was to establish the idea widely that history was producing a single force of deliverance known as “the proletariat” with a single head (“organ of consciousness”), the communist party. It is as important to trace the revolutionary intellectuals’ myth of “the proletariat” as it is to analyze the actual conditions and concerns of working people in the industrial era.

The term proletariat came into modern use in the seventeenth century as a general, contemptuous term for the lower classes. More positive connotations appeared in the eighteenth century through Rousseau and some Babeuvists. The word was identified with class conflict in Sismondi’s influential *New Principles of Political Economy* of 1819. Sismondi’s “social economics” challenged the classical economists’ indifference to the social consequences of the free play of market forces, which had led not to increased happiness for the people, but rather to the impoverishment of “the proletariat.” He argued that, whereas the Roman proletariat lived at the expense of the people, the modern bourgeoisie was living at the expense of the proletariat.

After the Revolution of 1830, some argued “the need of special representation for the proletarians” in the assembly; but an increasing number followed Blanqui in identifying “the proletariat” with social struggle outside all existing political arenas. Lamennais wrote that the common objective of both socialists and communists was “to abolish the proletariat and to liberate the proletarian.”

The reality of class conflict was affirmed in a host of new publications of the early 1840s and the need for active class struggle was intensified by the younger communists’ battle against Cabet’s pacifistic communism. A defender of Babeuf launched an early attack on Cabet in August 1840, announcing, “Je ne suis pas littérateur, mais un prolétaire....”

Per Götrek, a Swedish printer who had personally known Cabet, brought some of the large Workers’ Education Circle in Stockholm into the discussions of the London League with his pamphlet of 1847 stressing the link between the proletariat and communism: *On the Proletariat*
and its Liberation by the Path of True Communism. 260 Victor Tedesco wrote Catechism of the Proletarian, 261 which spoke of class conflict between "the rich and the proletarian." 262 The European worker's condition was like that of the black slave in America: "The negro is the slave of man. The proletarian is the slave of capital." 263

Marx's conception of the proletariat may well have been influenced by Götrek and Tedesco, who later worked respectively on the first Swedish and French translations of the Communist Manifesto. 264 Tedesco's influence was greater, since he was personally close both to Marx and to Wilhelm Wolff, the organizer of the German Workers' League, which was founded in Brussels in 1847. 265 Wolff accompanied Engels to the first meeting of the Communist League in London in June 1847; and Tedesco accompanied Marx to the second meeting in December. Brussels radical circles had, if anything, even more class consciousness than those in Paris. 266 Marx was also influenced by Lorenz von Stein's Socialism and Communism in Contemporary France, which had first popularized the communist ideal in Germany, by explaining that

Communism, as the expression of proletarian class consciousness, may sharpen the opposition and the hatred between the two large classes of society. . . . Communism is a natural and inevitable phenomenon in any nation which has developed from a market society into an industrial society and which has given rise to a proletariat. There is no power in the world that can prevent the growth of Communism. 267

Marx's theory of history and of dynamic class conflict was first set forth fully yet concisely in the Communist Manifesto, in January 1848. "The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles," 268 proclaimed the opening sentence of the first of its four sections, "bourgeois and proletarians." This arresting beginning suggested not only a simple program—class struggle against the bourgeoisie—but at the same time a messianic calling for the party that could deliver humanity from its bondage. "The proletariat alone is a really revolutionary class," 269 the chosen instrument of a class war to end class war.

Only in part two, "proletarians and communists," was the new type of party mentioned. It derives all its sanction (though not necessarily any of its members) from the proletariat. The new party was in no way separate from the proletariat or opposed to "other working class parties," but was the only group to represent "the proletariat as a whole." 270 As such, the communist party has an obligation when participating in any national movement to "bring to the front the common interests of the entire proletariat, independent of all nationality." 271

After only a few pages of discussion, all mention of a communist party ended. Engels, at the time of writing the Manifesto, had written that "communism is no doctrine, but a movement." 272 Although the Manifesto suggests a number of egalitarian measures to be undertaken after the seizure of power, these are to be undertaken not by a party, but by "the proletariat" itself, creating "a vast association of the whole nation" in which "public power will lose its political character." All
class antagonisms would vanish as men entered a new type of “association in which the free development of each is the condition for the free development of all.”

The third section of the Manifesto was a criticism of rival socialist theories, an excellent example of the denunciatory literature endemic among revolutionaries in the 1840s. At the same time it was a virtuoso exercise in class analysis—relegating each school to its own form of historical oblivion by showing its “feudal,” “bourgeois,” or “petit bourgeois” nature. Names were for the most part avoided; and positive recognition was extended—albeit somewhat patronizingly—only to three “utopian” socialists: Saint-Simon, Fourier, and Owen. Their plans for the future allegedly awoke the critical imagination and corresponded to “the first instinctive yearnings” of the proletariat “for a general reconstruction of society.”

The final short section of the Manifesto prescribed a variety of tactical alliances for “the communists.” Marx insisted in the manner characteristic of earlier revolutionaries that the violence of revolution would in reality only bring to a rational (and thus final) conclusion the violence and disruption already begun unconsciously and prolonged irresponsibly by the bourgeoisie. It was they who had disrupted the family, taken away private property from most of humanity, and replaced home education by social education. The communists sought only to champion a movement which, by completing these processes in a society free of class antagonisms, would bring all this disruption to an end.

**Dictatorship**

Despite the ringing rhetoric of its final “WORKERS OF THE WORLD, UNITE!”, the Manifesto was largely unnoticed until well after the revolutions of 1848–49. As a document of its own time, it was inaccurate in its two major predictions for the immediate future: that national antagonisms were vanishing before a new transnational proletariat; and that the coming wave of revolution would focus on Germany and move from a bourgeois to a proletarian revolution.

The Communist League, for which the Manifesto was written, also played only a minor role in the revolutionary events. After the return of its leaders to Germany in the spring of 1848, the membership of the London League was a scant eighty-four; and the membership elsewhere was scattered and divided.

Marx was mainly preoccupied with editing Neue Rheinische Zeitung from May 1848 until its demise the following May. He provided not so much practical revolutionary guidance as an Olympian overview of political and economic developments that often seemed far removed from his readers. “The music in them,” one worker wrote, “is pitched too high for us; we cannot whistle it.” Bitterness grew with the repression in Germany and with the failure of the proletarian-bourgeois democratic alliance to stem the tide. A letter of April 22, 1849, de-
nounced Marx as “a learned Sun-God . . . not touched by that which moves the hearts of human beings.” For him human suffering allegedly had “only a scientific, a doctrinaire interest.”

Radicalized by his own arrest and trial in Cologne and then by the suppression of his journal, Marx returned to London in the autumn of 1849 and reversed the opposition he had expressed in the spring towards reconstituting the Communist League. He helped reorganize it, and issued a first address to it in March 1850. But dissension soon tore it apart, and Marx’s activities were increasingly concentrated on the refinement of his theory of revolution in two great works on recent events: *Class Struggle in France* (1850) and *Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte* (1852). These, together with the *Communist Manifesto* and the first sketch in 1849 of his theory of socio-economic development (later expanded in *Critique of Political Economy* and *Capital*), represented the heart of his vision and revolutionary legacy.

His writings in London, beginning with his *Manifesto* for the reconstituted Communist League, stressed the transnational nature of the coming social revolution. His tone became almost eschatological in the continuation of *Neue Rheinische Zeitung*, which was written in London, printed in Hamburg, and distributed in America as well as Europe. He expected it soon to become a weekly and then a daily, but only six numbers appeared between March and its demise in November 1850.

His international perspective offered not only cosmic consolation, but also fresh hopes for revolution. The workers had been crushed in Paris only because “everywhere in the continent” the leadership of the bourgeoisie had “entered into open alliance with feudal monarchy against the people,” while the working class formed no such international alliance. But the French repression also revealed the “secret” that any government now was forced “to maintain external peace in order to conduct a civil war internally.”

Peoples just beginning their struggle for national independence were delivered over to the power of Russia, Austria, and Prussia. But at the same time the fate of these national revolutions was made dependent on the fate of the workers’ revolution. Their seeming self-sufficiency and independence from the great social upheaval had vanished.

Pointedly singling out the three most nationalistic revolutionary movements in Europe, he added:

Neither Hungarian, nor Pole, nor Italian will be free as long as the worker remains a slave.

The victory of the counter-revolution had created—by its own international character—conditions for the universal victory of revolution. His interpretation—in form if not in content—was strikingly like that of religious messianists who occasionally joined the revolutionaries of 1848, arguing that the triumph of the Antichrist announced the imminent Second Coming of Christ. Marx, too, saw Armageddon coming:

Every new workers’ revolution in France inevitably involves a new world war. A new French revolution will be obliged now to leave the national
arena and conquer the European arena in which alone the social revolution of the XIX century can be realized.283

“The problem of the worker can nowhere be resolved within national borders.” 284

Class war within French society will be transformed into world war between nations. The revolution will begin only when world war places the proletariat at the head of the nation controlling the world market, at the head of England.285

He hoped that conflict would develop between the temporarily triumphant bourgeoisies of France and England. This in turn would unify the French and English proletariat—and represent the “organic beginning” of the final revolution.

The present generation is reminiscent of those Jews whom Moses led through the desert. It must not only conquer a new world, but also leave the scene in order to give way to a people ripe for the new world.286

By the end of 1849 it had become clear that the German and French revolutions had failed to produce a new order (and the Chartist movement had failed to produce even a serious uprising). But the cause of social revolution had at least acquired a banner of its own to match the myriad colors of the national revolutionaries. In Paris in 1848 the red flag had replaced the black flag as the favored banner of the proletariat. “Only when steeped in the blood of the June insurgents,” Marx wrote in 1850, “did the tricolor become transformed into the flag of the European Revolution—the red flag.” 287 At an international gathering of November 10, 1850, Marx’s friend the Chartist Julian Harney became the first man publicly to repudiate his own national banner in favor of the red flag of revolution.288

But the workers did not follow this banner. The revolution had collapsed everywhere except among the orators in London, where a revolution had never taken place at all. It was a time of crisis for a committed ideological revolutionary. Marx had believed in a universal revolution, which was fading into universal failure. History manifestly refused to follow his manifesto. As a participant, Marx proved largely unable to communicate with workers, let alone lead them.

The standard response to such disappointment was emigration to America for a new start. The flight of German revolutionaries to the New World after 1848 represented one of the most massive movements of its kind in the century.289 Marx and Engels themselves briefly planned to emigrate to America in August 1850.290 But they rejected this alternative along with the second one of substituting reformist for revolutionary goals within Europe.

Marx followed instead a third course characteristic of a small number of Germans remaining in exile within Europe: the intensification of messianic commitment. Almost uniquely among the revolutionary extremists, however, Marx avoided acts of adventurism or fantasies of fresh conspiracy. Indeed, he fortified his commitment not by undertaking any new activity in the 1850s, but rather by refining his revolu-
tionary theory. Incarcerating himself in the British Museum, he widened his strategic perspectives with journalism and wrote his massive theoretical works: *Critique of Political Economy*, *Grundrisse*, and *Das Kapital*.

The main immediate conclusion that Marx derived from the setbacks of 1848–49 was that there was need for a revolutionary dictatorship to act on behalf of the proletariat. In propounding this doctrine, he drew close to Blanqui, whose ideas would also provide fortification for Lenin at a later time.

In April of 1850, Marx and Engels joined Harney and others in London to draw up plans for the Universal League of Revolutionary Communists—a short-lived last effort to transform the revived Communist League into a guiding force for secret revolutionary organizations throughout Europe. The statutes of this organization contained the first clear formulation of the concept of an interim “dictatorship of the proletariat”:

> The aim of the association is the overthrow of all the privileged classes, the subjection of these classes to the dictatorship of the proletariat by sustaining the revolution in permanence until the realization of Communism, which has to be the final form of the organization of human society. 291

Marx first related the term “dictatorship of the proletariat” to his theory of history and class struggle in March 1852. The Buonarrotian idea of a transitional elite dictatorship was thus transformed into its “Marxist” form of class dictatorship as the necessary preliminary to a classless society. 292

After 1848 many revolutionary leaders had discussed the need for some kind of dictatorship to defend revolutionary democracy from counter-revolution. The term “dictator” still had some of its ancient Roman connotations of temporary martial law in behalf of a republic 293—although Marx had also used it as a term of abuse. 294 The term did not yet have its modern despotic ring. German communists had also used the term approvingly, beginning with Weitling in 1845:

> Should we call communism to the fore through revolutionary means, then we must have a dictator who governs over everything. 295

In Cologne during the 1848 revolution, Marx rebuked the assembly for failing to exercise dictatorship “in the face of the daily growing threat of counter-revolution.” 296

Every provisional state set up after a revolution requires a dictatorship, and an energetic dictatorship at that. 297

A decade earlier, after the failure of the insurrection of 1839 and Blanqui’s imprisonment in Mont-Saint-Michel, Blanquists had fled to London. Blanquist émigrés now turned again to the question of “what the people should demand the day after a revolution.” 298 In 1848, as in 1839, they had seen insurrection crushed and the master imprisoned (in remote Belle-Ile in the Bay of Biscay).
Marx had already known (and may have been influenced by) Blanquists in Belgium, particularly Jacques Imbert who had served with Marx as co-vice-president of the Brussels Democratic Association. A large-scale publication effort was planned, though never realized, by the Blanquists in London; and consideration was given to founding together with the London communists a new organization on the model of the Central Republican Society, which Blanqui, Dézamy, and others had set up between the February Revolution and the June repression of 1848. Blanqui had argued then for (1) placing military and political power immediately and directly in the hands of the working class, and (2) postponing elections so that the interim organizations of the revolutionary proletariat would have time to reeducate the masses in terms of their true interests rather than outmoded political categories.

In the context of forming a united revolutionary front with the Blanquists, Marx introduced the term “dictatorship of the working class” in place of his previous term “rule [Herrschaft] of the proletariat” in January 1850. Although Marx cited it as a “brave slogan of the revolutionary struggle” which had anonymously appeared in Paris in 1848, it seems probable that he had simply taken it from the Blanquists. He had been brought into close touch with the newly arrived followers of Blanqui at a dinner in London given by Harney and other radical Chartists late in 1849. The French Blanquists joined Engels, Marx, and Harney to provide leadership for the Universal League of Revolutionary Communists. The statutes (written in French by the most “Blanquist” of the Germans, August Willich, who was then specially close to Marx) proclaimed the aim of overthrowing the privileged classes and submitting them to...

... the dictatorship of the proletariat by maintaining the revolution in permanence until the realization of communism.

The final section of Marx's Class Warfare in France, written at this very time, equates the “revolutionary proletariat” with “the party of Blanqui.” All was not lost because

The proletariat is more and more uniting around revolutionary socialism, around communism, which the bourgeoisie itself has baptised with the name Blanqui.

Marx’s language becomes almost totally derivative in the use of characteristic Blanquist terms of abuse (“juggler”) and expressions of physical aversion for utopian “reveries” that distract from making revolution. The victory in the Paris election of March 1850 by Paul Louis Defflotte, “a friend of Blanqui’s... the June insurgent, the representative of the revolutionary proletariat,” is cited by Marx as proletarian revenge for the massacres of June 1848. “Behind the ballot papers lay the paving stones.” He then uses—for the first time—the phrase “dictatorship of the proletariat,” linking it immediately with his other new term “permanent revolution.”

The suggestion of Blanquist influence on Marx is anathema to later Marxists, who seem committed both to exaggerating Marx’s originality
and to caricaturing “Blanquism.” Even when not subject to Soviet discipline, Marxists insist that Marx did not take the term from Blanqui and used the term to contrast his “class dictatorship” with Blanqui’s elitist conception. Far from establishing a lack of Blanqui’s influence, however, such usage only indicates a deeper linkage. For Marx tended to denounce the ism behind an individual in the act of borrowing his idea—just as he reviled the persona of a rival leader he was seeking to displace. Adopting an idea from Blanqui created a compensatory need to denounce “Blanquism.”

Blanqui’s influence on Marx during this period is further illustrated by Marx’s taking over of another term that was to become important in revolutionary history: permanent revolution. Marx had rejected such a concept when it was suggested by working-class leaders in Cologne during 1848–49; but he embraced “revolution in permanence” as the “war cry” of the reorganized Communist League in March 1850. Marx saw permanent revolution as a necessary condition of any future “dictatorship of the proletariat” if it was to be different in kind from the “dictatorship of the bourgeoisie.”

The circulars sent from the London Central Committee to the German members of the Communist League in March indicated that the classical Illuminist-Buonarrotian-Blanquist type of conspiracy had taken root among Germans. Emissaries from London were instructed to recruit people to the league from within existing revolutionary organizations. There should be two classes of membership; an outer circle of local and provincial groups that knew nothing about the inner circle; it alone was to be told of “the communist consequences of the present movement.” The secret, hierarchical movement was to be entirely manipulated by the London Central Committee, which would sanction selective terror against “hated individuals or public buildings associated with hated memories.” The leadership suggested that the Communist League should prepare Germans to fight even more against petty bourgeois democrats than against reactionaries in the next phase of revolutionary warfare.

Following the defeat of the workers’ insurrection in Paris in July 1850, Marx decided that further revolution was unlikely; and by August, he fell out with Willich, who fought a duel with one of Marx’s followers early in September. In the course of rewriting the statutes of the Communist League, Marx denounced Willich and his followers on September 15 for relying on “the will of revolutionaries as the sole motor of revolution” and flooding the movement with petty bourgeois elements so that “the word ‘proletariat’ is now used as an empty word, as is the word ‘people’ by the democrats.” But Marx’s plans for reorganizing the league did not force a split with the “Blanquist” Willich. Marx took the unusual steps of sanctioning two separate groups in London, while transferring the league’s headquarters to Cologne.

Though smaller than ever in numbers, the German-based league gained a measure of new life late in 1850 through its links with a much larger if nonrevolutionary national organization of workers: Stephen Born’s brotherhood (Verbrüderung). Marx was largely excluded from
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the league, but continued to be represented by many younger revolutionaries. Nor were links with the French Blanquists affected by Marx's estrangement from the Willich group in London. Marx and Engels translated into both German and English Blanqui's denunciation of moderate socialists sent by him from prison to a Banquet of Equals held in London on February 24, 1851. Blanqui said, among other things, that in the future,

All governments will be traitorous which, having been lifted up on the shoulders of the proletariat, do not proceed immediately with (1) general disarmament of bourgeois troops and (2) the armament and organization into national militia of all the workers.

The Communist League came to its end in May 1851. The movement which had begun with a German tailor (Weitling) bearing communist proposals to the League of the Just twelve years earlier ended when another German tailor (Peter Noth Jung of the Cologne Central Committee) was arrested in a Leipzig railroad station on May 10 carrying most of the important documents of the league.

Engels's Revolution and Counter-Revolution in Germany of 1851–52 blamed the failure of the German revolution on the timidity of the bourgeois liberals who led it. But some share of the blame might also be allotted to the extremism of the communist program, which frightened workers as well as bourgeois liberals and gave a pretext for repression to reactionaries. The displaced journeymen who provided the rank and file for the German upheavals felt threatened by intellectuals who sought to manipulate them with unfamiliar terminology. As was to be the case later—in Italy on the eve of Mussolini and Germany on the eve of Hitler—extremism on the Left played a role in preparing the way for reaction on the Right.

Marx's own postmortem was concentrated on France. He had translated Blanqui's blunt aphorism "Who has iron has bread" for the Banquet of Equals in February 1851. But by the end of the year he realized that the established authorities had all the iron and could dispense the bread to the weary masses. Blanqui remained in prison; and the last great popular uprising of the era (of one hundred thousand rebels against Napoleon III's proclamation of dictatorship) in December 1851, was crushed with five hundred killed and twenty thousand convicted. There was no major upheaval in France and no further mention of the "dictatorship of the proletariat" anywhere until the Paris Commune twenty years later.

Marx sent his famous "Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte" to his close friend Joseph Weydemeyer in 1852 for publication in his short-lived new weekly journal, Die Revolution. "Blanqui and his comrades" were designated by Marx as "the real leaders of the proletarian party, the revolutionary communists." (The last three words were excised in later editions after Marx began to view Blanqui as a rival rather than an ally. There is no indication of the deletion in the supposedly complete and academic Soviet edition.) Weydemeyer had
just written a militant article, "Dictatorship of the Proletariat," in New York, and Marx's letter of March 5, 1852, to his old friend contained the fullest definition Marx ever gave of the concept:

... the class struggle necessarily leads to the dictatorship of the proletariat which itself constitutes only the transition to the abolition of all classes and to a classless society.\textsuperscript{325}

Marx emerged from the crisis convinced of the need for dictatorial leadership in any future revolution. The Blanquist belief in an unending revolutionary struggle provided hope in the face of the European reaction. Trotsky was to revive the concept of "permanent revolution" in a similar period of depression after the Russian Revolution of 1905.\textsuperscript{326} But most expressions of hope tended to come from the New World rather than the Old. Willich, Weydemeyer, and Weitling (for the second time) had emigrated; other pioneering social revolutionaries like Cabet and Harney soon followed; and Marx himself became a writer for the \textit{New York Tribune}. Militantly atheist "Communist Clubs" were formed among German \texteuro;migr\texteuro; in New York, Chicago, and Cincinnati during 1857–58.\textsuperscript{327} But for the most part, the early dream of social revolution in Europe was simply grafted onto the national dream of an expanding America, while in Europe many of Marx's German associates became absorbed in the nationalist mystique of the German drive for unity; his old friend Moses Hess became a visionary Jewish nationalist.\textsuperscript{328}

Marx, however, continued to believe in the inevitability of a social revolution global in scope and permanent in nature. Looking back in 1860 on his experiences with the Communist League, Marx would not seem overly distressed that a "party in the altogether ephemeral sense of the word has not existed for eight years." For in his more lofty meaning of the word—"By party, I understand party in the great historical sense"—such a party was only beginning to exist:

The League, like the Society of Seasons in Paris, like hundreds of other societies, was only an episode in the history of the party, which is everywhere spontaneously growing on the soil of contemporary society.\textsuperscript{329}

Thus, the confused and quarrelsome history of the Communist League was only an episode in the creation of a greater party to come, a "party in the great historical sense." It seems appropriate that the only other "episode" Marx mentioned was Blanqui's Society of the Seasons. In arguing for a centralized revolutionary dictatorship in the name of a semimythologized, monolithic proletariat, Marx had moved close to the positions of Blanqui. This evolution in turn heightened the conflict which had already opened up among social revolutionaries between Marx and the passionately anti-ideological, anticentralizing Pierre-Joseph Proudhon.
THE DEEPEST and most fundamental conflict among social revolutionaries is that which recurs between intellectuals who propose to speak for working people and workers who attempt to use the language of intellectuals. Marx, the intellectual par excellence, had his two earliest and bitterest quarrels with the two physical toilers who most effectively articulated the revolutionary cause of the working class in the 1840s: Wilhelm Weitling and Pierre-Joseph Proudhon.

Weitling was in effect excommunicated by Marx during a personal confrontation at the latter's home in Brussels on March 30, 1846. A neutral witness recalls how Weitling attempted to discuss revolutionary strategy “within the bounds of common-place liberal talk.” Suddenly, Marx broke the polite euphoria:

Tell us, Weitling, you who have made such a noise in Germany with your preaching: on what grounds do you justify your activity and what do you intend to base it on in the future?

It is the classic voice of the intellectual, certain that he understands the interests of the working class as a whole, indifferent to the short-sighted opinions of individual workers, contemptuous of leaders like Weitling who arouse the masses “without any firm well-thought-out reasons for their activity.” Weitling responded by touching Marx’s rawest nerve: his lack of human links with the working class.

Weitling consoled himself for the evening’s attacks by remembering the hundreds of letters and declarations of gratitude that he had received from all parts of his native land and by the thought that his modest spadework was perhaps of greater weight for the common cause than criticism and armchair analysis of doctrines far from the world of the suffering and afflicted people.
On hearing these last words Marx finally lost control of himself and thumped so hard with his fist on the table that the lamp on it rung and shook. He jumped up saying: “Ignorance never yet helped anybody!”  

Marx responded by asserting his intellectual superiority and pedagogic mission; and the thumping of his fist did not stop until Weitling had been driven to America and friends like Moses Hess driven to tell Weitling that he would “have nothing more to do with your party.” Marx followed this attack with a circular against Hermann Kriege, who had moved from collaboration with Marx in Belgium to editorship of an American journal with the Babeuvist title, *Tribune of the People* (*Volkstribun*). Marx excoriated Kriege’s mindless sentimentality (pointing out that Kriege used the word “love” thirty-five times) and his belief that the social problem could be solved in land-rich America by “turning all men into owners of private property.”  

Many years later, in the longest and last of his many major works denouncing rival radicals, Marx made it clear that the pamphlet against Kriege had in effect been part of a conscious ideological purge:

We published at the same time a series of pamphlets, partly printed, partly lithographed, in which we subjected to a merciless criticism [the reigning ideas] of the League. We established in its place the scientific understanding of the economic structure of bourgeois society as the only tenable theoretical foundation. We also explained in popular form that our task was not the fulfillment of some utopian system but the conscious participation in the historical process of social revolution that was taking place before our eyes.

The field was clearer to impose his program on German émigrés after Weitling went to America early in 1847 to aid Kriege and rescue his followers from their nationalistic deviation of the previous year: supporting the war against Mexico. But Kriege’s *Tribune of the People* soon died, and Marx vaulted past the distant Weitling into international leadership of the communist movement.

Marx’s conflict with Weitling revealed a characteristic blend of contempt for the man and respect for his role. Marx saw nothing personal in his attacks on Weitling. Indeed, Marx paid tribute to Weitling’s previous function of launching a revolutionary social critique of the existing order. But Weitling by the mid-forties represented to Marx that most obstructive of anachronisms: a historical leader whose time had past. Weitling was unable to fulfill the historical position of egalitarian, proletarian leadership which he himself had created. In order to fill this position himself, Marx moved beyond the German-speaking world to mount a similar, simultaneous attack on Proudhon: the leading proletarian revolutionary within the French citadel of the revolutionary faith. The clash that developed between Marx and Proudhon proved the most important among social revolutionaries in their time—and may remain the most relevant for our own.

For two decades after their first falling out in 1845, Marx and Proudhon fought in bitter rivalry for leadership of the new proletarian movement. They drew increasing numbers of followers into a widening
range of disputes. In the 1860s (after the death of Proudhon), Marx's daughters inveighed against Proudhonism even while dancing at the festivals of the First International. In the 1960s (after the "death of ideology"), the heirs of Proudhon, in effect, answered back to the Marxists with the festivals of the "new left."

The Marx-Proudhon conflict can be analyzed on two quite different levels: as a personal-political clash between rival nineteenth-century revolutionaries, and as a broader ideological conflict of divergent but enduring radical ideals.

The Clash of Men

The personal conflict between Marx and Proudhon was most intense during its first phase just prior to the Revolution of 1848. But it was to continue until Proudhon's death in 1865; and an insulting obituary by Marx helped ensure that the clash would continue between rival groups. The battle between Marxists and Proudhonists was central to the discordant history of the First International from 1864 to 1876—and to the tensions that continued thereafter between Latin and Slavic revolutionaries on the one hand and German Social Democrats on the other.

It was not so much a battle of ideas as a clash of the moralistic and the authoritarian temperaments over the question, should revolutionaries have an ideology? Marx answered Yes—and became the enshrined authority for the more than a billion people who had come to live under communist rule by the mid-twentieth century. Proudhon's negative answer made him the ancestor (often unacknowledged) of anarchistic alternatives, which rarely succeeded but never quite disappeared.

In 1844, during the critical turning point in his life, the twenty-five-year-old Karl Marx first came to know the thirty-five-year-old Proudhon. The quarrels that soon developed between them aggravated almost every exposed nerve of the young Marx at a precarious time of transition from his youth as a philosopher to his maturity as a revolutionary. Proudon seemed to challenge not just Marx's ideas, but his very identity.

In the months just before his expulsion from Paris in February 1845, Marx was blending his personal struggle with philosophical alienation into a world historical theory in which proletarian revolution would overcome all human alienation. He was expecting his first child, but had not yet formed his firm collaboration with Engels or fully elaborated his new views. His break with the philosophical idealism of his former Hegelian friends was completed. But he had not yet established any concrete links with either the proletariat or the revolution—the objects of his faith. Youthful Germanic hopes for a "holy alliance"
with the French revolutionary tradition, which had brought Hess, Marx, and the others to Paris, had been rudely dispelled. The Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücher of 1844 had failed to attract a single French contributor. Marx, like other recent radical arrivals from Germany, had been ignored and occasionally ridiculed by leading French revolutionaries.

Thus Marx felt a deep need for a French connection as he entered into extended discussions with Proudhon soon after the latter arrived in Paris from Lyon on September 25, 1844. Proudhon was the most arresting and famous radical personality in France: authentically plebeian and fearlessly polemic. Proudhon represented a link both with the revolutionary France that the Germans admired and with the proletariat that Marx personally professed to serve. As early as 1842, Marx had praised Proudhon above other French socialists as a “penetrating” figure. Early in 1844 Marx had sought to praise the working-class communism of Weitling by calling him “even better than Proudhon.”

Marx particularly admired the power and simplicity of Proudhon’s What is Property? of 1841. Proudhon answered bluntly: “Property is theft,” and went on to suggest that the “proletor” would expropriate the proprietor and establish property rights equal for all. Marx admired Proudhon’s forceful clarity in insisting on a social revolution along class lines. Throughout 1844 Marx contrasted the Frenchman favorably with the abstract Germans. He called What is Property? a “scientific manifesto of the French proletariat” which has the same importance for modern economics that Sieyès’ What is the Third Estate? has for modern politics.

This was high praise, even when softened by a patronizing tone. Proudhon had begun to explore precisely those problems that were most central to Marx’s own new outlook: the economic basis and class nature of revolutionary conflict. Proudhon had contended that even if the proprietor paid his workers the full day’s wage they had commanded before moving into a factory, he would still not be paying them for the “collective force” that produced new wealth out of “the union and harmony of the workers, the convergence and simultaneity of their efforts.” Marx praised this analysis in The Holy Family; and what Proudhon called the “error in counting” (the disparity between the sum of the workers’ wages and the value of the goods produced) may have been the starting point for the Marxist theory of surplus value. Marx seemed to draw from Proudhon in the first instance the idea that the basic form of capitalist exploitation was the appropriation of work not paid for by the owner: the “surplus value” accumulated after paying the worker the lowest wage that the market would permit. But whereas Proudhon invoked Ricardo’s theory that labor was the source of all value as a moral imperative for achieving equality in the future, Marx alluded to it as a scientific tool for analyzing exploitation in the present. In his Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844, Marx had begun to see future liberation in the overcoming of the “alienation”
of the worker ("living labor") from the means of production which were owned by the capitalist ("dead labor"). Two essays of 1844 began to suggest that the proletariat might be the historical force for overcoming this alienation and liberating all of humanity from this exploitation.12 By the time of the Communist Manifesto, Marx had thoroughly distilled the view that "the bourgeoisie . . . produces . . . its own gravediggers" and that its overthrow by the proletariat was to come about through historical inevitability and not Proudhonian exhortation.

Proudhon made little mention of Marx in his early writings. But Marx later claimed to have given him a philosophical education; and there may be traces of a brief infatuation with the new Marxist perspective in Proudhon's rather uncharacteristic expression from a letter late in 1844:

One must abandon the subjective point of departure so far adopted by philosophers and legislators and seek outside of the vague conception of the just and good the laws which can serve to determine it . . . objectively in the study of the social relations created by economic facts.13

The fatal break between the two men came in 1846 after Marx had gathered together his thoughts and a nucleus of German followers in Belgium. It was a two-staged split affecting first the organization and then the ideology of the revolutionary movement—with a deep personal and cultural animus underlying both.

The organizational break came as a result of a letter from Marx of May 5, 1846, asking Proudhon to become the French correspondent of a new international revolutionary organization. The letter spoke of committees of correspondence, but cautioned of a need for extreme secrecy and contained a peculiar postscript added by the Belgian Philippe Gigot, whom Marx had designated as his cosigner of letters from the Brussels center. Gigot denounced as a "charlatan" and "parasite" the German radical Karl Grün, who had arrived in Paris just as Marx was leaving.

Karl Grün was resented by Marx as someone who, in effect, had taken his place. For Grün was the latest self-appointed ambassador of German philosophy to Parisian revolutionaries, the author of a new book defining the nature and meaning of current revolutionary ferment,14 and a rival courtier for the favor of Proudhon. "Proudhon is the only Frenchman completely free of prejudices that I have ever known," Grün had written.15 Proudhon reciprocated the admiration, and addressed a sharp response directly to Marx, whom he apparently assumed to be the true author of the entire letter.

Proudhon went far beyond the questions raised in the letter to suggest deep doubts about Marx himself. Proudhon expressed willingness to work together to discover the laws of society, but feared that Marx had not yet risen above the German penchant for "a priori dogmatism":

Let us not fall into the contradiction of your compatriot Luther who having overthrown catholic theology, immediately turned to his own ex-communications and anathemas, to found a protestant theology.16
Thus, Proudhon feared the authoritarianism in Marx even when he himself was being offered a major share of the authority.

Because we are at the head of a movement, let us not make ourselves the chiefs of a new intolerance, let us not pose as the apostles of a new religion, even if it should be the religion of logic and reason.\textsuperscript{17}

Such sentiments were clearly threatening to the much younger Marx, who felt immune from religion, and newly inspired by economic dogma. But Proudhon went still further to challenge Marx's new-found faith in sudden—even violent—social change. Proudhon characterized this as a "shove" (secousse) rather than a true revolution:

I prefer to have proprietorship (propriété) burned over a slow flame rather than to give it new force by making a Saint-Bartholomew of property owners . . . our proletarians have such a great thirst for science that one who gave them nothing to drink except blood would not be welcome among them.\textsuperscript{18}

Proudhon characterized Marx's faith in violent revolution somewhat patronizingly as a phase that he, Proudhon, had also gone through in his younger years. He defended Grün in human terms as a father faced with abject poverty who had continued the education in German thought that Marx had helped begin. In a somewhat provocative conclusion, Proudhon asserted his own authority as the more experienced, older figure, and suggested that Marx and his associates help promote the German translation of Proudhon's forthcoming book that Grün was preparing.\textsuperscript{19}

The work to which Proudhon referred was his massive System of Economic Contradictions or Philosophy of Poverty of October 1846. In direct response, Marx wrote The Poverty of Philosophy, which he finished in June 1847: \textsuperscript{20} the only book-length treatise against a single man and the only work in French that Marx ever wrote.\textsuperscript{21} It was given a key role in spreading the "new teaching" that Marx succeeded in making the ideological underpinning of the Communist League by the end of 1847. His personal conflict with Proudhon thus became part of an organizational struggle for the allegiance of social revolutionaries. The Marx-Engels collaboration was sealed and their earliest organizational efforts conducted against this background of polemics with Proudhon.

At critical stages of Marx's subsequent revolutionary career, moreover, Marx would again be confronted by rival prophecies from the abrasive Frenchman. Marx's interpretation of 1848, for instance, seemed challenged by Proudhon's General Idea of the Revolution of 1851, which denounced the perversion of the revolutionary ideal into "materialist centralization." \textsuperscript{22} Proudhon's La Révolution démontrée par le coup d'état du 2 décembre of July 1852 was a deliberate counter-interpretation to Marx's famous "Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte," filled with maddeningly paradoxical judgments which even included an appeal to Napoleon III to become the champion of social reform.\textsuperscript{23} Marx contemplated (and may have written) a critique of Proudhon's General Idea; \textsuperscript{24} and Engels composed an attack on Proudhon at the time, which was
long unpublished. Marxists have repeatedly echoed the master in accusing Proudhon of courting, if not in effect urging, collaboration with Napoleon III.

Later, when Marx finally saw ideology and organization coming together into the First International in 1864, Proudhon produced a final series of writings that both conflicted in theory with Marx's *Critique of Political Economy* and helped prevent in practice French workers from collaborating harmoniously with Germans. Proudhon substituted talk of justice for economic analysis; direct moral appeals to "the working classes" for the ideological politics of "the proletariat."

Proudhon's death on January 19, 1865, was all but celebrated by Marx in an obituary for the January edition of the German journal *Sozialdemokrat*, which has been subsequently used as a ritual preface or appendix to Marxist editions of *The Poverty of Philosophy*. Marx repeated his earlier negative judgment in a letter to a leading German Social Democrat:

> He wants to soar as the man of science above the bourgeois and the proletarians; he is merely the petty bourgeois, continually tossed back and forth between capital and labor, political economy and communism.

**Followers of Proudhon**

The ghost of Proudhon lived on to haunt Marx for at least the remainder of the nineteenth century. Proudhonist opposition to centralism and ideological dogma dominated both the First International and the Paris Commune of 1871—the two most important phenomena in the development of the social revolutionary tradition in the West during the remaining years of Marx's life.

The organizational-political aspect of the Marx-Proudhon conflict began while Proudhon was still alive—with the first attempts to organize international proletarian cooperation after the disastrous failures of 1848–51. Proudhon emerged from these years with much the greater reputation—earned as an active journalist in Paris who had consistently called for radical, immediate social change and as one of the very few newly elected members of the assembly who used his position to protest publicly the June massacres of 1848.

As far afield as quiescent Denmark, there was an immediate response to Proudhon's vision of a new internationalism based on mutual aid and small-scale cooperatives rather than on national units and parliamentary politics. A remarkable young medical student, Frederik Dreier, in his *Future of the Peoples of the World* in 1848 set forth the vision of an international of small-scale cooperatives speaking a new common language. He founded a small artisan organization largely inspired by the ideas of Proudhon. Thus, the first approximation of the cooperative movement in northern Europe, which later became a major contribution of Scandinavia to modern socialism, was Proudhonist in inspiration. But Dreier died in 1853 at the age of twenty-five, and the movement never had the chance to develop.

Another immediate, if even more distant echo of Proudhon came from
America. A tall, handsome graduate of West Point and Harvard Divinity School, William Greene of Massachusetts, published in 1850 a Proudhonist book, *Mutual Banking,* and proceeded to set up a system of land banks to promote mutualism in the New World. In 1853, he moved to Paris, where he met Proudhon and remained until the Civil War. After a brief tour of duty in the Union Army, he became a labor organizer, dividing his time between America and France, where he joined the French section of the First International.29

The beginnings of an international working-class movement can be traced to April 1856, when a predominately Proudhonist delegation of French workers arrived in London with an “Address from the workers of France to their brothers, the workers of England.” It proposed a League of Workers of All Nations to supplant capitalism everywhere with Proudhonist producer and consumer cooperatives.30 Then, in 1862, Napoleon III conceded to his restless working class the right to elect a delegation to the London International Exhibit of 1862. This was the first independent political activity of French workers since the Napoleonic coup; and the 750 delegates spread international political awareness among the French proletariat. The most influential proletarian leader was a pure Proudhonist, Henri-Louis Tolain, who independently arranged for a second working-class delegation to London in 1863. Its meetings proved more militant, featuring speeches in support of the Polish Revolution and establishing links with the newly founded London Trades Council.31 A call was issued for an international gathering the following year—which proved to be the founding meeting of the First International.

Marx prevailed over the Mazzinians within the central committee in the drafting of the general rules and the inaugural address for the new organization late in 1864. Marx's fear of the Proudhonists was evidenced in his successful insistence on substituting a London meeting of the central committee (General Council) for its first congress, which had been scheduled for Belgium in September 1865. But conflict with the Proudhonists flared into the open at the conference and continued to dominate the first four congresses which were held on an annual basis in Switzerland or Belgium (Geneva, Lausanne, Brussels, Basel). The underlying issue was almost always the same: the insistence of the Proudhonists on a working-class movement based on trade unions and cooperatives that would avoid becoming involved in political or ideological questions. The French initially tried to limit membership in the International to manual workers, for they had a deep distrust of the rhetoricians and savants who had so long misled the Parisian workers with political slogans.

Proudhon had written an influential pamphlet in April 1863 urging true democrats to boycott the polls (“the political church of the bourgeoisie”) in the elections scheduled for May.32 The same antipolitical tone pervaded both the *Manifesto of the 60* of February 1864, whose signatories included only workers, and Proudhon's own posthumously published *On the Political Capacity of the Working Classes.*33 At the congresses of the International in the late sixties, the French consis-
tently opposed general resolutions on remote and largely symbolic international issues (Poland) or measures of reform that depended on enforcement by the power of the state (child labor laws). To Marx, however, such issues were not ends in themselves, but useful “guerrilla fights” for mobilizing proletarian consciousness and solidarity in the struggle against capitalism. Though not present at any of the early congresses, Marx exercised increasing control through his position on the General Council and his energetic talent as drafter and tactician. The Brussels Congress of 1868, which attracted a record one hundred delegates, committed the International to the policy of nationalizing the means of production—largely by wooing some of the swollen Belgian delegation away from the Proudhonist French position. César de Paepe, leader of the Belgian section which hosted and dominated the congress, described his movement into alliance with the Marxist position as being “de-Proudhonized.” The congress at Basel in the following year confirmed the decline of Proudhonist influence by endorsing the common ownership of land, which the Proudhonists considered equivalent to “collective tyranny.”

The relatively nonviolent Proudhonists were, in effect, supplanted within the International by the more militant and revolutionary form of anarchism represented by Bakunin, who for the first time attended a congress at the International in 1869. But during the Franco-Prussian War and the subsequent civil war fought within France against the Paris Commune, it was the Proudhonists (including Proudhon’s friend and portraitist, Courbet) who completely dominated the Paris federation of the International. They provided seventeen of the ninety-two elected representatives of the Commune.

After the war and revolution of 1870–71, the nonviolent antistatism of Proudhon reasserted its appeal to a new and chastened generation of social revolutionaries. Proudhonism gained a new following in agrarian southern and eastern Europe. Seminal propagandists of populism like Nicholas Mikhailovsky in Russia and Svetozar Marković in Serbia translated Proudhon’s works; and Proudhon’s ideas inspired Pi y Margal, leader of the antinationalist Federal Party in Spain, and others from Portugal to Mexico.

In western Europe, Proudhonism remained a dominant current throughout the 1870s and 1880s. Prior to the great industrial expansion of the 1890s and the concurrent growth of the Second International, the “petty bourgeois” Proudhonist ideal of gaining immediate recompense in goods or property had continuing appeal. In a time of political repression, many preferred to develop working-class institutions apart from bourgeois politics altogether. Outside of Germany, Marxism responded effectively to Proudhonism and its ideological allies only after forming the first Marxist journal in France (Jules Guesde’s Egalité of 1877), and the first Marxist circle among the Slavs (Plekhanov’s “Liberation of Labor” in 1882).

The last European Congress of the First International (Geneva, 1873) and the first Congress of the Second (Paris 1889) were each preceded and challenged by a rival international congress sympathetic to Prou-
The dominance of the national revolutionaries

dhonist ideas in the same city: the Geneva founding congress of the anti-authoritarian international in 1873 and the Paris international Congress of Possibilists in 1889. The first was a militant gathering that far outshone the pallid Marxist congress a week later; the latter congress of 1889 was, however, as the name Possibilists suggests, only an attenuated version of the Proudhonist message: a reformist search for the possible. The main group of Possibilists was overshadowed by the larger and more cosmopolitan gathering of Marxists, whose rival centennial commemoration of the French Revolution led to the founding of the Second International.

A splinter group of the Possibilists, however, led by the militant Jean Allemane, who was like Proudhon a printer, kept alive the quasi-anarchistic Proudhonist legacy as well as the emphasis on direct action by workers themselves: “No white hands; only hands with callouses!” 40 More militant than the Possibilists, but deeply opposed to the dogmatism and centralism of the Marxists, the Allemanists helped transmit the heritage of Proudhon to the new revolutionary syndicalists as they formed in the early 1890s. The basic unit for this movement was the local version of a trade union, the Bourse de Travail, which was deeply Proudhonist in its working-class composition and emphasis on local authority and direct action. If the future belonged to the better organized Marxists, who soon gained control of the Second International, the rival Proudhonists seemed still to dominate the militant workers’ movement in France and most of the Latin world. As a leading German Social Democrat of the period explained:

Every time that the workers’ movement finds itself thrown back on itself, far from bourgeois temptations, far also from the advice of its own chiefs—those who proclaim themselves their chiefs—it naturally recovers Proudhonism, this Monroe Doctrine of the Proletariat.41

Although anarcho-syndicalism continued to flourish in the Latin world at least through the Spanish Civil War, Proudhonism is generally seen as a transitory phenomenon of the period that preceded large-scale industrial and imperial expansion in the 1890s. The First International and the successor congresses of the 1870s and 1880s involved only a small fraction of the European working class. Relatively skilled workers from larger cities containing a variety of industries were in the forefront. There was little involvement of the unskilled masses from the new metallurgical and mining industries or from the newer factory cities built around one controlling industry.42 If the old artisan class was in decline, the new factory proletariat had not yet fully emerged. As late as 1896, 534,000 of 575,000 industrial establishments in France had less than ten workers.43 The expansion of heavy industry, larger factories, and unskilled labor prepared the way for new mass movements more receptive to chauvinist appeals from the Right and Marxist direction on the Left. There seemed new relevance to Marx’s critique of Proudhon as “petty bourgeois”; but in a time of little-understood change, Proudhon’s “petty bourgeois” ideal of preserving a measure of private property and local autonomy had continuing appeal.
Enduring Issues

Beyond the personal passion of Marx and Proudhon and the political polemics of their followers lay a deeper conflict about ideas that is of continuing importance to those in search of radical social change.

At first glance, the intensity of the Marx-Proudhon struggle seems surprising. Conservatives, liberals, and earlier romantic socialists all saw many similarities between the two. Taken together, Marx and Proudhon represented the point of transition—indeed, of no return—from the sentimental theorizing of the pre-1848 period to the no-nonsense toughness of modern mass revolutionary movements.

Both had a confident vision of history that attached central importance to fulfilling the aborted hopes of the French revolutions of 1789 and 1848. This faith actually grew stronger in the wake of 1848, since both men absorbed themselves in fortifying their basic faith with long theoretical writings during the disillusioning aftermath of the defeated revolution. Both believed that social revolution could resolve the social and economic contradictions in the real world. They were the first important continental revolutionaries to study English classical economics at great length (even before 1848), and to view the working class as the chosen instrument of the ultimate liberation of all mankind.

Both believed that all preceding socialisms were utopian and, in Proudhon's phrase, rêveries fantastiques: private experiments rather than suitable vehicles for the total transformation of society. Both rejected the traditional institutions of bourgeois liberalism more systematically than their predecessors, and were deeply opposed to nationalism and the ideal of national liberation (though each reflected some national prejudices from his own background). Both were creatures of the new feuilleton style of writing in the early 1840s and of the concurrent moves from philosophy to polemics, history to politics, academic dialogue to radical action groups.

Yet the differences between Marx and Proudhon—and between their conscious followers and unconscious heirs—were profound. Conflict raged in at least six areas: philosophical, historical, moral, political, economic, and religious. Each of these domains became a battlefield for the continuing struggle between "authoritarian" communists and "petty bourgeois" mutualists in the nineteenth century. Some or all of them have recurred in the continuing twentieth-century debate between collectivist and libertarian impulses on the Left.

(a) Philosophically, there was a difference from the first time the two men met in 1844. The young Marx was an authentic product of the intellectual self-confidence of the University of Berlin: believing that all questions were answerable, and all problems soluble in an absolute system of truth that he was in the act of discovering. Proudhon, ten years older and far better known, was a self-taught plebeian deeply suspicious of intellectual abstraction. "You will never imagine," he wrote on reading some economists, "the terrible effect which a learned theory pro-
ducts when used in a destructive way.” He rejected the very image of a Pythagorean harmony in nature which had been so fundamental to earlier revolutionaries:

I do not find anywhere, neither can I understand, that melody of the great All, which Pythagoras thought he heard.

Like Marx, Proudhon made his living writing; but there was a profound stylistic difference between the rough, paradoxical (Marx called it “muscular”) prose of the provincial Frenchman writing in the prisons of Paris and the logical, acerbic polemics of the Rhineland German writing in the British Museum.

(b) Their different views of history were evidenced in the contrasting uses they made of Hegel’s thought. Broadly stated, Marx turned Hegel upside down, making his theory materialistic rather than idealistic; but he maintained the basic Hegelian view that reality was monistic and that history was moving necessarily and dialectically toward the realization of an ideal future order. In contrast, Proudhon left Hegel right side up, maintaining the Hegelian image of history as a process of ideas unfolding through contradictions. But he denied the objective, monistic view of reality, substituting the dualism between “ought” and “is” of the subjective moralist. He further denied that there was any necessary “synthesis” to the contradictions of social life. Proudhon’s definition of revolution was the “defatalization” of history rather than the final resolution of its problems.

Proudhon’s first major work, The System of Economic Contradictions, insisted that the intellect could discover necessary contradictions in society—but no certain syntheses. To Marx, this was “the poverty of philosophy”: a confession of philosophical bankruptcy that would disarm revolutionaries by taking away any rational hope for the course of history. Proudhon’s imperfect understanding of Hegel was easily demonstrated by the young Marx, who explained that Proudhon “glorifies contradiction because contradiction is the basis of his existence.”

(c) Proudhon’s view of history was rooted in a moral philosophy closer to the stern moralism of Kant than to the impersonal historicism of Hegel. Marx called him “the French Kant”; and Kant helped lead Proudhon to speak not of a progressive dialectic which resolves everything, but of antinomies that can never be resolved. Proudhon found in the Kantian discovery of insoluble philosophical antinomies a source not of despair, as Marx contended, but of guidance for understanding the comparable antinomies in social life. The economic analysis of his System of Contradictions found paradox built into the very development of an economy: the need for more poverty to create greater wealth; the pursuit of happiness leading to greater unhappiness, and so forth.

But Proudhon insisted that the agony of contradiction would not lead to despair or resignation as long as man did not look on the situation with complacency or cynicism. The real answer for society was not the mythic conclusion of some future, final synthesis; but the realistic possibility that at every stage the contradictions which are part and parcel of life itself could be held in equilibrium. Proudhon spoke of a
dynamic ever-changing equilibrium: an “equilibration” between forces that would never either vanish or lose their venality. The balancing of such rival forces, though always tense and precarious, was the highest good that man can hope for on earth.

In society, contradictions are brought into equilibrium by Justice, which was for Proudhon a moral absolute. Justice was a higher principle that somehow struggled to control the historical process. Good and evil were not relativized and subordinated to historical necessity as in Hegel, but kept as transcendent values in themselves. He insisted on rejecting any scheme in which the distinction between good and evil was not fundamental. Marx noted that Proudhon had reduced Hegel’s dialectic to “the dogmatic distinction between good and bad.”

History for Proudhon was a kind of development of the idea of Justice, which he described variously as “the great ideal,” “a mystery,” and “the very essence of humanity.” This justice was the unending defense of human dignity realized through the moral struggle of the individual conscience. Evil lay not in social relationships, but in the human will; and therefore the proletarian cause would not in itself save humanity as Marx contended. Proudhon called Marx utopian for believing that society could be improved “without stirring up renewed consciousness of justice.” Marx for his part considered Proudhon utopian for making mankind dependent on the moral idealism of the individual, and the workings of an unhistorical, metaphysical conception of justice.

(d) Politically, Proudhon’s attitude differed sharply from that of Marx—although both believed that the coming revolution would ultimately bring an end to any oppressive rule of man over man. Marx’s economic determinism argued that the revolution would be accomplished by the proletarian conquest of political power; and that this process would require a new type of political party and an interim “dictatorship of the proletariat.” Proudhon, believing in moral determinism, argued that the revolution could be realized only through concrete social and economic change; and that this process required a rejection of all political activity in favor of immediate social changes producing tangible economic benefits.

During the Revolution of 1848 Proudhon eschewed political debates, insisting that a parliamentary division is “1000 times more idiotic” than the ceremony of anointment with holy oil. He concentrated instead on mounting a direct attack on what he called “industrial feudalism”: the abuse of property ownership to accumulate unearned profits and enserf workers with “the leprosy of interest.” He proposed a system of people’s banks to grant virtually free credit. This would stimulate economic activity without increasing the power of the government or of large, impersonal business enterprises.

Marx rightly pointed out that this was a petit bourgeois conception; for Proudhon sought not to end the ownership of property, but only to end ownership without labor—profit without work. He sought to realize equality by “an identity of the labor and capitalist” that would not deny the acquisitive instinct in man, but rather would make capital immedi-
ately available to all, and thus would achieve an equilibrium between liberty and order.54

(e) Economically, the essence of their argument was that Marx believed property should be abolished, while Proudhon believed it should be distributed. In the Hegelian language of their polemics, Marx defined communism—whose essence was the liquidation of private property—as the final synthesis of history. Proudhon saw communism only as an “antithesis” of capitalism—and thus necessarily as one-sided and false as the “thesis” of capitalism itself.55

Proudhon’s new révolution sociale was to be made not by the violent seizure of political power at the center, but rather by the nonviolent development of a new system of equal contracts at the local level. Direct agreement of man to man was to undermine and replace that artificial contract between citizen and government, between worker and capitalist. Free credit was to stimulate the moral goal of a fairer distribution rather than the economic goal of greater production.

Proudhon in the 1850s and 1860s moved beyond the simple anarchism of his early works56 and related his vision of the coming social revolution to two new concepts: mutualism and federalism. The word mutualism he took from long prior usage among the artisans of Lyon. It was, thus, one of the few isms with an authentic origin among workers rather than intellectuals. On June 28, 1828, workers in Lyon organized a society of Devoir Mutuel or Mutuellisme, with a program of education and mutual aid designed above all to further the self-sufficiency and self-respect of the silk weavers in the city. The date came to be annually celebrated as “year _____ of the regeneration”;57 and in the subsequent uprising of November 1831, a more militant Association des Mutuel­listes also briefly played a role. The workers of Lyon generally preferred to call themselves mutuellistes rather than prolétaires during the turbulent years leading up to the Revolution of 1848; and the term connoted workers organizing themselves in militant pursuit of their own immediate needs and material interests.

This mutualist tradition of Lyon was never dominated either by intellectuals or by republican politicians. The proud, provincial bastion of Lyon was suspicious of either intellectual or political centralization, which inevitably meant Parisian dominance. The strong artisan traditions of the silk industry made Lyonnais workers additionally hostile to the centralization and monopolization of economic power.

Proudhon’s native Besançon was far closer geographically and spiritually to Lyon than to Paris. Proudhon spent much of the crucial period from 1843–47, when he was writing his most important works, in Lyon. He took the Lyonnais label and applied it to his own ideal of a new type of free contractual relationship among individual artisans in a common enterprise.58 Proudhon’s mutualism represented a social revolutionary ideal much in the air in the mid-nineteenth century but largely forgotten in the twentieth because it was opposed to communism. In like manner, Proudhon’s political ideal of federalism was widely admired in the mid-nineteenth century,59 but has been obscured since by the dominant, rival concept of nationalism.
Federalism was “mutualism transported to the political sphere,” the political principle which could alone check the “materialist centralization” of the modern national state. Federalism was Proudhon’s reluctant concession to the need for political organization: the only hope he saw for avoiding nationalistic wars and for preserving the equilibrium between order and freedom. So deep was Proudhon’s commitment to the federal principle that he opposed most of the fashionable international revolutionary causes of the 1860s: the unification of Italy, the independence of Poland, the Union side in the American Civil War. He contended in each case that misguided politicians were simply creating larger and more impersonal concentrations of power with the aid of deceptive political slogans. Of Mazzini, Proudhon asked:

Does he know what he has done for the Italian pleb in making him a fanatic for unity? He has established the reign of the bourgeoisie over him.

Proudhon had a consistent—many have called it reactionary—preference for smaller and more personalized social units. His passionate defense of the traditional rural family (and attendant hatred of the “pornocracy” of Paris) was part of a relentless localism that tended to prefer Burgundy to France, Franche Comté to Burgundy, and the individual family and village to Franche Comté.

Marx attacked this attitude as “Proudhonized Stirnerism: everything to be dissolved into little groups or communes . . . while history comes to a stop.” Marx’s global perspective favored “the establishment of large-scale economies and polities and the assimilation of smaller cultures and languages.” Marx and Engels had a special contempt for “small relics of people . . . got up in popular dress,” and a certain infatuation with “the right of the great European nations to separate and independent existence.” Thus, he generally favored the struggles of larger, more advanced nations to become states (Italy, Hungary), supported smaller struggles that might aid larger ones (Ireland-England), and praised “national classes” whose interests spearheaded the struggle of a nation with a special historical destiny (the bourgeoisie in Germany 1848–49). Against the Proudhonist argument that the Polish cause was a “Bonapartist invention” to divert working people from real social issues, Marx insisted in the First International that the Poles deserved continuing international support both because Poland was a great “historical” nation and because its nationhood was prerequisite to a German revolution.

In his hostility to all forms of centralized power, Proudhon attacked Rousseau with particular venom for having made political tyranny “respectable by making it proceed from the people.” Proudhon saw more deeply than most other radicals into the dangers of war that were inherent in the very creation of the modern industrial state. War was being made likely not just by the monopoly of physical power and ideological authority invested in the state—but also because standards of behavior had ceased being moral and were becoming aesthetic. Abstract slogans and remote border conflicts had become matters of psychic sig-
significance to the uprooted masses who were increasingly seeking artistic genius in their leaders.68

Marx occasionally advocated war (usually against Russia), but viewed it as a means of hastening social revolution and thus as a passing phenomenon. Proudhon feared that war had an enduring psychological appeal and suggested its inevitability in a world of sovereign nations: "War is the most ancient of religions and it will be the last." 69 In his view political conflicts tended necessarily to become wars. Since conflict could not be eliminated from human life, the ending of war required the elimination of politics. By concentrating on social rather than political causes, France now had the opportunity to redirect the attention of humanity into an area in which "the jurisdiction of war is incompetent" and thus "create a new spiritual order." 70 The "creative valor of war" would not be denied or suppressed but rather "transposed" into creative labor in which the "warrior virtues" of individual pride and team effort were equally engaged.71

The creator of this new order—which Proudhon called in his late works a "third world," a "new democracy"—was to be the "working classes" of France. In his final, posthumously published On the Political Capacity of the Working Classes, Proudhon urged the development of a new ethos of "democratic simplicity" within the working classes: the nonviolent building of an egalitarian social order by mutualism at the local level and boycotts against the bourgeois order at the national level.

(f) Religion was a final area of difference between Proudhon and Marx; they had radically differing attitudes towards the Judaeo-Christian heritage. Marx was a confident philosophical atheist. Though well versed in scripture as a youth, he showed almost no interest in it as an adult. His hero was Prometheus, who took fire away from the gods; and his perspective was patronizing if not contemptuous towards both his Jewish heritage and the Christian tradition of Germany into which he had been baptized. Religion he viewed as the opium of the people 72 and the confusion of the intellectuals.

Proudhon, on the other hand, was deeply and permanently disturbed by Christian teachings. He was not at all a believer in any conventional sense. But his writings were saturated with religious symbols and scriptural passages. He described the dominant influences on his life as the Bible first, then Adam Smith and Hegel. The last two he shared with Marx; but the first was distinctive to Proudhon. In many ways he was probably a more thorough reader of the religious than of the economic or the philosophical text, since he read both Latin and Hebrew but never mastered the English of Smith or the German of Hegel.

He had become acquainted with the Bible as a young typesetter for religious texts in his local community,73 and made an early contrast between the biblical idea of justice and compassion and the society of comfort, callousness, and complacency all around him. He developed a special revulsion for "neo-Christian" sentimentality—"those fools who admire Christianity because it has produced bells and cathedrals"—and a
lifelong hatred for “religion offering itself as a safeguard to the middle class.”

For Marx, this use of religion by the ruling class was natural and inevitable; a superstructure of religious rationalization that was bound to perish with the revolutionary destruction of the substructure of bourgeois social forms. But Proudhon was deeply disturbed by any identification of Christianity with the bourgeois order of Louis Philippe or Napoleon III. He became a passionate spokesman for the current in French social thought that sought to separate Christ from the Church: to equate social radicalism with true Christianity. Proudhon hated the Saint-Simonian conception of a “New Christianity,” the belief that the people need a new religion to reconcile them to a new scientific elite. Proudhon did not seek any new religion, but rather the final victory of Justice on earth, which he increasingly came to identify with the realization of Christ’s teachings. Christ to Proudhon was the starting point of Revolution and the supreme teacher of Justice—and thus the man who validated both of Proudhon’s key concepts. He believed with Tolstoy that “only that revolution which is impossible to stop is a fruitful revolution”; and that Christ had started it.

Although best known for his influence on French socialists and foreign anarchists, Proudhon also influenced many unorthodox religious prophets of radical but nonviolent social change. Tolstoy took the title for his greatest novel, War and Peace, and some of his subsequent anarchist ideas from Proudhon. Martin Buber saw Proudhon’s mutualism as part of the moral inspiration for the Israeli kibbutzim, which constituted in turn a rival approach to social ownership to that of Soviet collectivization. Radical “personalists” and worker-priests in France after World War II also found inspiration in Proudhon. His substantial foreign following was greatest in those countries that combined powerful religious traditions with reactionary and authoritarian social structures.

Although Proudhon’s influence has been most fully traced in the Latin world, it was probably most important in Russia. The unique traditions of Russian populism were deeply influenced by Proudhon from the beginning through his formative personal impact on Herzen and Bakunin, the two principal pioneering authors of its ideology. Russian populism developed in the years just after Proudhon’s death in 1865 into a near perfect embodiment of Proudhonist ideas. The glorification of a nonviolent social revolution through the commune and artel was antipolitical mutualism at its best. The anti-ideological, quasi-Christian, and anti-authoritarian populist ideology also shared Proudhon’s fear of the cities, of central government, and of the entire lexicon of liberal constitutionalism. Like the Proudhonist socialists in late nineteenth-century France, the Russian populists divided into a moderate “possibilist” wing (the “legal populists”) and a more violent “anarcho-syndicalist” wing (the terrorists in the People’s Will organization and later in the Socialist Revolutionary party).

The Russians’ passion for ultimate answers led them to develop Proudhon’s antisystematic moralism into a heroic philosophy of action.
Closest to an ideological expression of this attitude, which underlay most of Russian populism, was Nicholas Mikhailovsky's "subjective method." It insisted that "man with his flesh and blood, his thoughts and feelings" must be both the means and the end of the revolutionary struggle. *Lichnost*, the fullness of personality in every man and woman, could never "be forgotten for an abstract category"; and the heroic, often anarchistic belief that they were waging a "struggle for individuality" kept the Russian populists' belief in "the people" from becoming a mask for collectivism. An aristocratic convert to revolutionary populism in the late 1860s, Peter Kropotkin, provided an eloquent new voice for Proudhonianism. After living among the watchmakers of the Jura, observing their disciplined mutualism, and talking at length with the predominately Proudhonist exiles from the Paris Commune, Kropotkin returned to St. Petersburg to help set up the first group to organize and politically educate urban workers in Russia, the so-called Chakovskiy circle, where much of the broader agitation of the 1870s originated. Kropotkin amplified Proudhon's ideals by substituting the moral imperative of "mutual aid" for "scientific" theories of conflict; and he drew up in late 1873 a kind of populist manifesto that repudiated all forms of constitutionalism in favor of a federation of independent local communities controlled by the workers and peasants themselves.

Concurrently in the West, Bakunin was developing from the Proudhonian tradition an even more militant form of revolutionary anarchism. Bakunin's resultant struggle with Marx was, as we shall see, in many ways a continuation of the earlier Proudhon-Marx conflict. But Russia in the twentieth century (like Germany in the late nineteenth) was to follow Marx rather than Proudhon. For Marx had analyzed the Industrial Revolution more fully, and accepted the medium of political struggle more naturally. Although few workers ever read his writings, in the late nineteenth century Marx's claim to scientific authority exercised increasing appeal to the first generation ever to experience near universal primary education in secular state schools. Marx's unfinished masterpiece of the post-1848 period *Capital* was impenetrable for the average worker. He nevertheless felt

... a superstitious respect for that which he does not understand. There were two conditions: that it explain both the suffering he endures and the end it proposes. Proudhon never knew how to satisfy either condition.

Yet despite Proudhon's inherent flaws and the seeming triumph of Marxism in the twentieth century, the ghost of Proudhon has not been entirely laid to rest. For the "new left" of the 1960s bore many striking resemblances to the old Proudhonism. There was, first of all, the intense moralism and quasi-anarchic rejection of almost all established authority. There was the accompanying Proudhonian desire to put power directly in the hands of "the people," primarily by the nonviolent strengthening of local communal structures. At the same time there was a deep antagonism to dogma and "idea-mania" as well as an indifference to history, and suspicion of science. They followed Proudhon in protesting against remote central power, and arguing for immediate
concrete benefits against the distant, symbolic goals promoted by governments.\textsuperscript{86} They even revived (albeit unconsciously) the mystical term “third world.” The “third world” of the new left was the nonwhite, extra-European world oppressed by both capitalism and communism. But this new “third world”—like the old—was believed to be the bearer of a new social order because of its very lack of participation in the existing processes of power. Marxist hagiographers in the U.S.S.R., meanwhile, detected the hand of “neo-Proudhonism” behind a bewildering variety of anti-authoritarian impulses; and denounced at great length the “return to Proudhonism.”\textsuperscript{87}

The original Marx-Proudhon controversy took place in the bleak period of European socialism: the third quarter of the nineteenth century. Early utopian experiments had failed; the revolutions of 1848–50 had been crushed; and the mass movements of the late nineteenth century had not yet been coalesced. The industrial bourgeoisie and the great state-builders—Cavour and Napoleon III, Bismarck and Disraeli—seemed everywhere triumphant. Yet both Marx and Proudhon continued to believe that bourgeois society was doomed; and both reaffirmed in the darkest period of all—the 1850s and 1860s—their belief in a coming social revolution.

Marx based his revolutionary faith on an all-encompassing system of truth; Proudhon offered in the last analysis only an impassioned belief in Justice. Perhaps there is an analogy with thirteenth-century Europe, when the outward prosperity of medieval civilization was at its height, but when two new mendicant orders appeared to preach prophetically of its inner weakness: the Dominicans and the Franciscans. Marx was the modern Dominican, the system-building Thomas Aquinas of the revolutionary church; Proudhon was its St. Francis. The former spoke primarily to the intellect, the latter mainly to the emotions. The Franciscans were always further from power and closer to heresy; but it was the Dominicans who lit the fires of the Inquisition and of Savonarola.
"THE PRESS is a drum which leads to the frontier," wrote Armand Marrast, editor of the newspaper *National* during the upheavals of 1848 in Paris.\(^1\) The frontiers were physical as well as spiritual, for just as journalism moved men to revolution, so journalists often manned the movements that resulted. Marrast, who as a young man had helped write the libretto for Rossini's *William Tell*, had moved on to the drumbeat of journalism and became the mayor of revolutionary Paris.

The last king of France was deposed literally as well as figuratively by journalists. Emile Girardin, the founder of the first cheap mass paper in Paris, *La Presse*, went to Louis Philippe and told him to get off of his throne late in the morning of February 24, 1848.\(^2\) At that very moment, the new provisional government was being formed in the office of another newspaper (Flocon's radical *La Réforme*) after consultation with the editorial staff of a third (Marrast's *Le National*).\(^3\)

Sweeping freedom for the press was among the provisional government's first decrees. The profusion of revolutionary printing could not be contained in regular journals. It soon spilled out into posters, fly leaves, and placards, which Barmby likened to "pulses of intellectual movement which we count by the minute"—a counter-volley against "the murderous musketry of a dead and driving despotism." This unprecedented outpouring represented "handwriting on the wall to the Belshazzars of the earth!"\(^4\) at a time when "printers must become princes."\(^5\)

Whether it was cause or effect, barometer or spark plug, the press played a role that was as central in the revolution of young intellectuals in 1848 as had been the Masonic-type conspiracy in the revolutions of young officers during 1815–25. A decade of florid journalistic criticism set the stage for 1848. But the link between journalism and the modern
The Magic Medium: Journalism

revolutionary tradition goes back much further and may even validate the hypothesis that “every revolutionary change in the means of communication is followed by a change in the entire structure of society.”

The extraordinary importance of journalism to the French Revolution has already been stressed. Whether at the mass level of mobilizing men and popularizing ideas à la Marat or Hébert or at the elite level of inventing new words and forms à la Bonneville or Restif, journalists provided the drumfire driving Frenchmen on to new concepts as well as to new conquests.

The impact of the “fourth estate” during 1789–94 is all the more remarkable for having occurred in a largely pre-industrial era. Industrialization vastly increased both the number and importance of journalists; and a large number of revolutionaries developed an almost physiological attachment to printing along with a personal dependence on journalistic writing.

The hum of printing machines and the smell of printers’ ink were close to the revolutionary movement at every critical moment during its progression from conspiracy to ideology. Restif is the prototype—inventing the word communist and fantasizing about “the year 2000” during the French Revolution in private communion with his own home printing press—designing his own type face and typography, rejoicing in the physical act of printing and in the company of fellow printers. In like manner, Joseph Applegath, the first man to use the word socialist in its modern sense, was an engineer and “creator of the printing presses from which the modern machines were derived.” Typographic technicians from the Ecole Polytechnique played a major role in the Saint-Simonian movement. Henry Hetherington, the pioneer of the cheap, unstamped radical press and a key early organizer of English Chartism, had been the apprentice of Luke Hansard, the famed parliamentary printer. His life was spent quite literally around printing presses; and court orders to suppress his activities were often accompanied by the physical destruction of press and type with blacksmiths’ hammers.

The spread of Owenite doctrines to the working class was largely the work of Hetherington and other printers such as George Mudie from Scotland. Hetherington was also instrumental in launching the journalistic activities of Barmby, who in turn repopularized the word communist. Schapper, the founder of the League of the Just, had been a student of forestry and was interested in the production of paper and print as well as of radical ideas. Proudhon learned to read while working as a printer’s apprentice. Apprenticeship in the printshop induced a visceral sense of identification with the working classes in the songs of Béranger as well as in the pamphlets of Proudhon.

Compositors played a key role in the formation of revolutionary circles among German émigrés in the late 1830s. The German community in Paris had become increasingly revolutionary long before Marx joined their ranks in 1843. A Paris police report traced the leading role of the society of “German demagogues” and its subordinate “action society”—both founded in 1838. Two of the three leaders of the former group were identified as printers (a Rauchfuss from Prussia via Swiss secret
societies, and the "clever and influential demagogue," Trappe of Dresden). The individual leader of the "action society" was a "worker printer" from Hanover named Rust, who under a variety of pseudonyms had fled from Göttingen in 1830 to Belgium, Switzerland, and the international revolutionary campaign against Savoy before coming to Paris in 1837.12

From this pioneering group Weitling and Becker drew the talent and precedent for the original communist publication campaign of the early forties in Switzerland.13 Particularly after hopes of revolution were dashed by the failure of the insurrection of 1839 in Paris, the German "action society" turned its activities in Belgium and Luxembourg entirely to printing and propaganda.14

Journalism was the most important single professional activity for revolutionary Saint-Simonians and Hegelians. Hegel as a young theology student had directly substituted the reading of English newspapers for morning prayers—a distant anticipation of the modern educated man substituting the Sunday newspaper for Sunday church. The Saint-Simonians regarded the press as the medium for propagating the theology of their new religion of humanity (just as the theater was to provide its new liturgy).15

The profession of revolutionary journalism blended most closely with new means of communication in Brussels of the 1840s. Marx's years of crucial ideological development climaxing in the Communist Manifesto were spent in Brussels, precisely when he was perfecting his mature profession as a journalist.

Brussels had become a center both of legal revolutionary journalism and of rapid industrial development after the successful Belgian Revolution of 1830. Buonarroti published his history of the Babeuf Conspiracy in Brussels, reminding his associates there that Babeuf had founded Journal de la Liberté de la Presse before his Tribun du Peuple. Buonarroti's Belgian followers like Jacob Kats, Louis de Potter, and Felix Delhasse directed their activist impulses largely into journalism,16 and intoxication with the new medium increased as Brussels became the hub of rail and telegraphic links between France, England, and North Germany. The remarkable Belgian social theorist Napoleon Barthel argued that these new media of communication hailed the advent of a "scientific religion of humanity," which he called "normalism." Versed in the occult study of phrenology and magnetism, Barthel moved from a Philosophic Manifesto of 1839 on to his strange outpouring of the revolutionary year 1848: On physical telegraphy in general, and in particular on the electromagnetic telegraphic system of Napoleon Barthel.17

The marriage of the printing press to telegraphy and a mass audience in the late forties fascinated the restless and uprooted émigrés like Marx. The very titles of journals to which the German radicals contributed suggested the mobilization of words to technology: the liberal Leipzig, Locomotive, the socialist Westphälische Dampfboot (Steamboat), and Gutzkow's Hamburg daily Telegraph für Deutschland. Marx had been active on the Dampfboot,18 and placed articles in the Tele-
The lifelong collaboration of Marx and Engels thus began in journalistic activity in Brussels: their founding of the Communist Correspondence Committee in 1846, and of *Deutsche Brüsseler Zeitung* the following year. Their first organizational use of the label communist was for the Correspondence Committee, which apparently sought to infiltrate the correspondence networks and wire agencies centered in Brussels in order to place material in a wide spectrum of European journals.

This Correspondence Committee apparently had links with a leftist news agency, the Brussels Correspondence Bureau, which Marx’s close collaborator, Sebastian Seiler, had helped found in 1844. A radical Swiss journalist and former collaborator with Marx on the *Rheinische Zeitung*, Seiler employed Marx’s brother-in-law Edgar von Westphalen in his bureau. Brussels was the ideal base of operations. Relatively free from censorship, it was the point of convergence for the three great wire services that were revolutionizing journalism: Reuters of Britain, Havas of France, and Wolff of Germany. Their lines were to meet in Brussels; and Marx and Seiler were waiting.

Not only the early hopes, but also the seminal quarrels of the revolutionary movement developed in the shadow of the printing press. Schapper was Marx’s proofreader on *Neue Rheinische Zeitung*; Stephen Born was his typesetter on *Deutsche Brüsseler Zeitung*. Marx rejected the “true socialism” of the Young Hegelians and the quasi-religious communism of Weitling by attacking their respective journals: the *Westphälische Dampfboot* and *Volkstribun*.21

Thus, émigré journalism preceded and helped shape Marx’s ideas on revolutionary organization. A similar sequence was to recur with Lenin, whose organizational ideas were largely worked out in the activities of his journal *Iskra* in 1900–02, before a distinct Bolshevik party emerged in 1903. Both German Communism and Russian Bolshevism were founded by émigrés largely immersed in journalism, meeting in the same two cities of Brussels and London a half century apart.

To understand the origins of the ideological journalism that played such a central role in the German and Russian movements, one must begin with the prior history of revolutionary journalism in France. In this as in so many other areas, Germany and Russia in the second half of the nineteenth century were keeping alive hopes that had been previously raised and then frustrated in France.

## The French Awakening

The rise of revolutionary hopes in France was closely linked with changes in communications. Precisely in this field the new technology of the English Industrial Revolution first joined the new ideas of the French
political revolution in the early nineteenth century. The results were as explosive for European politics as was the simultaneous first fusion of nitrogen and glycerin into the new raw material dynamite.

The almost simultaneous discovery of practical methods for machine producing paper and for accelerating printing with steam power produced by the 1820s the first major changes in printing in two centuries. The resulting advent of modern mass journalism produced changes in thought no less far reaching than those produced earlier by the introduction of a phonetic alphabet and of a printing press (the "chirographic" and the "typographic" revolutions). The role that Luther, the Gutenberg press, and the vernacular Bible had played in the sixteenth century was, in many ways, played by Walters of the Times and Girardin of La Presse at the beginning of the nineteenth.

It seems appropriate that the word magazine—used already in the eighteenth century for thick weekly and monthly journals of criticism—was used to describe concentrations both of explosive powder and of polemic print. The unstamped working-class press of the 1830s was, in the words of one French observer, "simply a machine of war"; and the flowering of a cheap daily press after the repeal of the tax deepened the passion for conflict. There may have been a special critical bias to the printed culture of France, for it took shape more under the influence of Rabelais and Montaigne than of a vernacular Bible. As a French journalist-revolutionary in the 1840s put it:

Study of the French press reveals a characteristic of its own that is eminently distinctive: by the very fact that it exists, it is revolutionary... the great successes, those which are revived from century to century, belong only to the revolutionary writers.

The powerful role of the press during the French Revolution made subsequent rulers of France fear another Marat or Hébert. Restrictions on the press grew, and were systematically imposed by Napoleon. "If I loosen my bridle on the press, I shall not stay in power for three months," he explained. Of the seventy-odd journals with political content published in the Paris region in 1800, only four remained in existence (all under restrictions) by 1811. Napoleon viewed the English press as one of his major foes, and made intensive efforts to counter it, to influence it, and even to buy it off. His own semi-official Moniteur did little to arouse public support. Indeed, "Napoleon may have made more enemies with this unfortunate journal than with his cannon." During his brief restoration after Elba in 1815, Napoleon raised expectations of a free press—as did the Charter of 1815 after Napoleon’s final deposition.

A brief flicker of the old flame of revolutionary journalism appeared in Nain tricolore of Robert Babeuf, the oldest of the conspirator’s three sons. (The other two died in 1814 as faithful soldiers of Napoleon: Caius as a soldier in the grande armée, Camille as a suicide from the Vendôme tower at the sight of the allies’ entry into Paris.) But Robert followed his father’s path into the battlefield of journalism. As a book-
seller, printer, and sometimes pamphleteer in Paris, Lyon, and Switzerland, he kept the old revolutionary tradition alive throughout the Napoleonic period. After he was tried and sentenced to Mont-Saint-Michel for publishing a new journal in 1816, he wrote in prison an eight-volume Martyrology of the French Revolution or Monumental Collection dedicated to the memory of the victims by their families. When released in 1818, he was placed under police surveillance for twenty years, and moved away from revolutionary circles. But in the late twenties, he renewed association with Buonarroti, his "tender friend" and his father’s biographer, thus providing a thin thread of continuity between the revolutionary journalists in the 1790s and those in the 1830s.

During the restoration, Napoleon’s Journal de l’Empire reassumed its earlier title Journal des Débats; and energy was transferred from the battlefield of empire to that of journalism by the “youth of 1815”:

... with the collapse of the imperial system, when their arms fell with exhaustion, their intellects rose up to satisfy their need for activity. Works of the spirit succeeded fatigue of the body.

Journals sprang up for all factions within the assembly—extending to the far fringes of Right and Left. The reactionary royalist “ultras” who boycotted the new assembly found journalistic voices as did radical republicans too inflammatory for the assembly and thinly disguised partisans of a Napoleonic restoration. Whatever their position, journals were partisan political organs with no separation of news and editorial functions. Only a few centrists around Guizot had anything approaching a commitment to freedom of expression and ideological diversity for its own sake; and such moderates were ridiculed as “doctrinaires.”

French journalistic polemic found particularly rich echoes among the Poles, who fortified old phrases through ritual repetition and added a halo of martyred heroism. Restrictions and censorship began in central Europe with the Carlsbad Decrees of 1819, which were followed in France by the institution of a preliminary censorship in 1820. A continuing alteration of fortune on a generally descending curve of freedom ended in efforts by Charles X to suspend freedom of the press altogether on the eve of the Revolution of 1830.

The revolutionaries of 1830 in both France and Belgium looked forward to

... the day when every citizen shall be able to have a press in his home, just as he has the right to have pen and paper.

Among the many new journals, some began to argue for social as well as political change. Broad new vistas were suggested by the very titles of the two most important journals: The Future and The Globe.

The first issue of The Future on October 16, 1830, marked the emergence of the Abbé Lamennais in full-time journalism. Until he was condemned by the pope and his journal shut two years later, Lamennais
rocked the Catholic world by urging an alliance of the church with revolutionary change rather than established authority. "The appearance of this journal was so to speak an event not just in France, but in the entire Catholic church," one of his followers reminisced.  

More important was Pierre Leroux's Globe, with which modern ideological journalism basically begins. The Globe had previously been the special organ of romanticism with a staff... young and free of all attachment to the past... a new generation... smitten with liberty, eager for glory, above all young. With the naive faith of youth, generous illusions, limitless hope, they flattered themselves that they could avoid the pitfalls of their fathers and seize the conquests of the revolution while repudiating its crimes.  

In October 1830, after a number of his liberal collaborators on the Journal had accepted positions in the government of Louis Philippe, Leroux transformed The Globe into a conscious Saint-Simonian organ, which became central to the "evolution of French romanticism toward socialism." Dedication to social change was stressed in the solemn pronouncement: "The publication of the Globe is not a speculation: it is the work of an apostolate." The journal announced that it would be distributed free to the new Saint-Simonian churches springing up throughout France, and it was disseminated in theaters, gardens, and so forth. The Globe vaulted from printings of two thousand five hundred in September 1831 to four thousand two hundred in January 1832. Its provincial correspondents were to recruit adherents as well as to produce an inward flow of news and an outward distribution of propaganda.

Leroux soon broke with the Saint-Simonians, but only to propagate even more aggressively their basic idea of using the media of communications for social propaganda. He became a kind of lexicographer-in-chief of the revolutionary Left—through his Revue Encyclopédique (from 1831), Nouvelle Encyclopédie (from 1834), his Revue Indépendante (which he co-edited with George Sand in 1841 and effectively turned over to Louis Blanc in 1842), and his Revue Sociale (from 1843). He was the first to popularize the word socialism, largely as a term of abuse for the Saint-Simonians ("who would transform humanity into a machine"), and the term individualism (an even worse English heresy "which, in the name of liberty, turns men into rapacious wolves"). He gave a new religious intensity to the word humanity and coined the word solidarity for the social doctrine that he hoped would unify it. He himself fell victim to the dynamic of denunciation by labels. Having denounced the Saint-Simonians for building a "new papacy" with their mot talismanique of socialism in the 1830s, he was accused of the same tendency in the 1840s by the rising critical star Sainte-Beuve, who said of his Revue Indépendante that "the end is communism and Leroux is its pope."  

Leroux had an almost totemistic fascination with the new medium. His attachment to the printing press might almost be called Oedipal. The first article he ever wrote appeared in 1822 under the name of his
mother, who had died the previous year; and the article set forth a visionary plan for a new typography—the pianotype—that would operate like a piano and make the very act of setting type an aesthetic experience. (Another printer attempted a little later to set up a similar piano typesetter in Lyon.) Utopian expectations of the press anticipated great expectations that developed for society itself.

Across the Atlantic, Josiah Warren of Cincinnati concurrently sought to propagate a revolutionary message in America through a totally new typographical format involving a high-speed press, type moulds and facings, stereotype plates and cylindrical printers. A veteran of Owen’s New Harmony, Warren was perhaps the first to popularize the word socialist in the New World. He eventually defined his unique blend of pacifistic anarchism as universology—arguing that political forms of rule were now irrelevant, that “public influence is the real government of the world,” and that printing should henceforth be the main arm of “this governing power.”

Whereas Warren was opposed to “the forming of societies or any other artificial combination,” Leroux sought some new principle of human association. In the same 1833, when Warren wrote The Peaceful Revolutionist, Leroux’s brother Jules addressed an appeal “to typographical workers” on the “necessity of founding an association aimed at making workers owners of the instruments of labor.” Pierre Leroux’s last major journal was the product of a printing association he established in a small town in the Massif Central, purporting to provide a “temple” for humanity and a “peaceful solution of the problem of the proletariat.”

Louis Philippe’s ministers saw a free press as the “universal dissol vant” and staged more than four hundred press trials during 1831–32. The example of England was seen as a further danger; for the philosophical radicals used the press to create pressure for the broadening of suffrage in the Reform Bill of 1832. An official French enquiry on the press in 1833 noted with alarm the power of the new medium:

A book is cold and slow like a protracted monologue before an absent spectator. In a journal on the contrary the consequence follows the action. This idea which you hurl onto paper will make a tour of all of France tomorrow. . . . It forms secret links between the journalist and unknown friends that it has never seen and never will, but for whom its thinking is vital food. . . .

Fearing that this “food” was creating its own appetite, the French government enacted restrictive press laws in September 1835.

The real challenge to the radical press came, however, less from government restrictions than from bourgeois distractions. In 1836, Paris revolutionized journalism by creating two newspapers that were sold at half the previous price and were designed less to instruct than to divert. Emile Girardin’s La Presse and Dutacq’s Le Siècle appeared almost simultaneously in July and ushered modern mass journalism
onto the stage of history. The daily press was now pledged “to study well the general taste and constantly to satisfy its changing requirements (ses mobiles exigences).” 55 Girardin sought to provide “publicity of facts and not polemic of ideas.” 56 He and Dutacq developed the already established tradition of sensationalist canards—journalistic fictions that had begun in 1784 with the “discovery” in Chile of a monstrous harpie fifteen feet high and twenty-two feet long, and been encouraged by Louis XVIII. 57 Also important were the romans-feuilletons, which reached the public through the new medium, beginning with Alexander Dumas’s smashingly successful The Three Musketeers in Le Siècle.

The new mass dailies moved “beyond ideology,” substituting entertainment for politics, creating literary heroes in the absence of real political ones. In the decade following 1836, the readership of dailies in Paris increased from 70,000 to 200,000. 58 Journalism became a substitute for both politics and education in a society where access to the assembly and to the universities increased hardly at all during the same period. As one Frenchman noted in 1838: “In a country where there is more liberty than education, the press attempts to determine (and not just repeat) what everyone thinks.” 59 He saw the mass press building a “new democracy” by providing a tribunal for the people that was “higher than the tribunal of judges, the throne of kings, and, I shall say, even the altar of the living God.” 60

The Power of Pictures

Pictures became a favorite weapon of the new radical journalism for the first time in November 1830, when the lithographed cartoons of the twenty-two-year-old Honoré Daumier began to appear in the new weekly La Caricature. The word caricature came from the Italian caricare: to load a weapon, and there was more than a little explosive power in the new pictorial press. Men in the mass could often be reached through pictures more easily than through words: through the common denominator of emotion rather than the uncommon quality of reason.

The turn to visual effects, to “journalism made flesh,” 61 helped move journalism even more deeply into social criticism. The French Revolution had been enshrined in the imagination essentially as a series of tableaux: the tennis court oath, the storming of the Bastille, and the endless processions to the guillotine or the battlefield. Napoleon had combined royal theatricality with revolutionary iconography. From David to Delacroix, French painters sought to give pictorial form to revolutionary longings. Visual symbols on coins and calendars, statues and posters provided both semaphore and sacrament for the revolutionary faith.

Louis Philippe tried unsuccessfully to codify the visual paraphernalia of the revolutionary tradition in public building and civic symbols. But the unforgettable images from his time were not monuments built for
him but cartoons drawn against him. Daumier, who had, ironically, formerly been an apprentice in the Museum of the Monuments of France, brought a sculptor's vitality to his monuments of political satire against the roi-mitoyen. He was not deterred either by six months in prison, after portraying the king as Gargantua in 1832, or by legal restrictions against caricaturing royalty in 1835. Daumier merely moved into the richer field of social satire against the bourgeoisie in general. In his own daily Le Charivari as well as in La Caricature and another new journal Le Corsaire, he stimulated class consciousness probably more than any socialist pamphleteer with his picture of the bourgeoisie as a "legislative paunch" of bloated self-interest.

No words could dispel his pictures once they were planted in the popular imagination. Lamennais observed that "wit itself and talent are on the side of the republic." Crayoned lithography provided the first means of inexpensively reproducing a drawing "unchanged, actually as the artist made it," and it required no access to the subject being represented. The department of the Seine in Daumier's time supported 24 lithographic houses with 180 presses and 500 workmen.

Daumier's lithography provided an indelible negative picture of bourgeois society for modern journalism. Many of his prototypes were subsequently codified almost mechanically into the cartoon culture of the U.S.S.R.

The development of pictorial journalism through line engraving to off-set photography, however, involved technologies that were more expensive than revolutionaries could afford. A new age of pictorial distraction began with the first appearance of Punch in 1841, followed within two years by Illustrated London News, L'Illustration in Paris, and Illustrierte Zeitung in Leipzig. Mass pictorial journalism thus moved beyond ideology to entertainment and thence—in part out of sheer boredom—to chauvinistic enthusiasm. The rapturous sonnet of dedication in the first issue of The Illustrated London News seemed prophetic of imperial wars to come:

To the Great Public—that gigantic soul
Which lends the nation's body life and light
And makes the blood within its vein grow bright
With gushing blood. . .

... The page of simple news
Is here adorned and filled with pictured life
Colored with a thousand tints—the rainbow strife
Of all the world's emotions.

Converging technological developments—the coming of regular steamboat service throughout Europe in the 1830s and the beginning of new railway lines—prepared the way for mass journalism to spread its own pictures of "the rainbow strife of all the world's emotions." If it had taken George IV nearly two months to learn of Napoleon's death in 1821, by 1840 news traveled from London to Paris (by carrier pigeon) in seven hours. The age of the foreign correspondent and
news agency began in 1835, when Charles Havas, an arms maker who seemed to sense the explosive power of the press, formed L’Agence Havas in Paris. Electric telegraphy first became a regular part of a news service on the Morning Chronicle of London in 1845. A telegraphic correspondence bureau was established by Bernard Wolff in Berlin in 1849; and linkage was made by these two telegraphic networks with the last—and ultimately most important—service when Reuters of England extended lines through Brussels to Aachen in 1850 and completed the Dover-Calais cable in 1851. By the end of the decade the three services were exchanging news, and in another decade they began to work out a division of world-wide coverage.

However, the creation of a world-wide news network led not to peace, but to a restless search for fresh foreign adventure. The new telegraphic technology brought in excitement from abroad even as it increased police control at home. The network of telegraphic communications that had developed in England of the 1840s helped to assure the effective and uniform suppression of the Chartist movement, just as the railroad facilitated Napoleon’s repression of Parisian unrest across the channel.

Revolutionary journalism had sought to engage the ears as well as the eyes—through such journals as La Ruche Populaire, founded in 1839 by the Saint-Simonian folk-singer, Jules Vinçard. The Germans in particular developed a style that might almost be called incantational. Already in 1818–19 the Weimar paper Patriot (the organ of the most revolutionary “Unconditionals” within the Burschenschaften) set forth their aims in a Grosses Lied—“Ein Reich . . . ein Gott, ein Volk, Ein Wille . . .”—in a way that seemed an eerie anticipation of Nazi incantations at Nuremberg in 1934. Karl Follen’s brother, Adolf Ludwig Follen, argued that “newspapers are the wind by which the weather cocks turn.” He sought to stimulate a mass popular revolution in Germany by journalistic propaganda that relied heavily on songs of heroism and sacrifice. His agitational songbook, Free Voices of Fresh Youth, helped inspire Karl Sand to commit political assassination in 1819 by invoking a host of historical models from William Tell to the contemporary insurrectionist Andreas Hofer.

The German communist press in Switzerland in the early 1840s added a quasi-religious element reminiscent at times of the Reformation pattern of hymn singing and family devotional readings. Songs and responsive readings were printed in a variety of forms to be read aloud—at communal workers’ meetings rather than silently and individually by the bourgeois fireside. There was even a “Communist Lord’s Prayer”:

Also sei’s! In deinem heil’gen Namen
Werfen wir den alten Trödel um:
Keine Herrn und keine Diener! Amen!
Abgeschafft das Geld und Eigentum! 73

So be it! In thy holy name
We’ll overturn the old rubbish;
No masters and no servants! Amen!
Money and property shall be abolished!
The Magic Medium: Journalism

Ideological Journalism in Germany and Russia

This mobilization of the emotions through the press helped create an almost religious conception of journalism within a new generation of German and Russian exiles. Made desperate by the failure of 1848, they developed the new idea that a journalist was not merely an “apostle,” but a prophet and priest as well. They shared the belief expressed by a dying Communist a century later that their very souls “would permanently corrode” if they did not perform their sacred duties on a daily basis:

I held on to my profession in the manner of religion. Editing my daily article was the daily sacrament.74

Such ideological dedication among communist journalists of the mid-twentieth century was in some ways only the delayed result of the communications revolution a century earlier: the discovery of the word communism in the journalism of the 1840s and the linkage of ideological journalism to revolutionary organization in the 1850s.

Victorian London was the holy city for the new faith in the power of the press. Mill had written that “the subversion of established institutions is merely one consequence of the previous subversion of established opinions.” 75 Julian Harney, when founding both the radical wing of the Chartist movement and the Democratic Association in 1837, had stressed the dependence of both upon journalistic support: “A new age will commence” only with “the liberation of the press.” 76 The pioneering communist Théophile Thoré defended himself at his trial in 1840 as a kind of Socrates, who had substituted printer’s ink for philosopher’s hemlock:

Thanks to printing and to the press, we have today means of intellectual propaganda that the ancients did not imagine. Without going out to converse in the shops and preach on the squares, we can send the radiations of our thought directly in the hearts of men of good will.77

Barmby saw the media replacing Christ as well as Socrates:

Since the discovery of the printing press . . . the mission of the editor has by degrees superseded that of the parson-priest, the desk has become more useful than the pulpit, the leading Saturday article more saving than the drawling Sunday sermon.78

Belief in the priestly function of radical journalism led to feelings of saintly succession among journals. The Hungarian revolutionary tradition built on the charismatic power of Louis Kossuth’s daily Pesti Hírlap (Journal of Pest), which vaulted in the first six months of 1841 from sixty to five thousand subscribers.79 The Russian revolutionary tradition built similarly on the appeal of the radical journalist of the 1840s, Vissarion Belinsky. His example of passionate protest through “thick journals” legitimized the revolutionary impulse and compensated
for the lack of political opposition. An apostolic line of succession followed Belinsky’s death in 1848: Chernyshevsky and Dobroliubov of The Contemporary in the late 1850s and early 1860s, Pisarev of The Russian Word in the mid-sixties, and Mikhailovsky on Belinsky’s former journal, Annals of the Fatherland, in the late 1860s and 1870s.  

It might be said that true ideological journalism had in many ways begun with the Young Hegelians of the early 1840s. As a member of this coterie, Marx helped explore plans for journals that never came into being (Zeitschrift für Theaterkritik and Archiv des Atheismus), then collaborated on some that did (Deutsche Jahrbücher and Rheinische Zeitung); and he first became a polemic leader in 1842 at the age of twenty-four when he was made chief editor of the Rheinische Zeitung. His journal set itself up as the rival to the hitherto dominant Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung. In the German world a political press was coming into being even before there was a legal political association. Marx explained the advantages of such inverted development in the New Year’s issue of his journal for 1843. German newspapers could play an exalted pedagogic function on the awakening political imagination, he said, and not merely deal with complex interest groups like the English and the French, who had to respond to “existing, already formed power.” The infant German press was not bound passively to “express the thoughts, the interests of the people. You first create them or rather impute them to the people. You create party spirit.”

Thus in Marx’s view journalism had the responsibility of creating “party spirit,” the direct ancestor of Lenin’s partiinost’. For both men this desire to create party spirit preceded the firm idea of a political party.

It was as the editor of Rheinische Zeitung that Marx was first introduced to economic questions when he was forced to develop opinions about productivity in the Mosel and about the general problems of free trade and tariffs. Much of his subsequent education in political economy was conducted in the form of seminars with editorial colleagues.

The revolutionary fire burned brightest in the journals of the émigrés in cities like Paris, Brussels, and London (to which Marx fled successively), and in Switzerland and America. In such places, the journal became the rallying point and organizational center for a desperate and alienated constituency. The Thuringian preacher’s son Julius Fröbel moved to Switzerland in 1835 and established a new publishing house, which he characterized as the “armory of the party of the future”; this “armory” helped Weitling forge the ideological weapons of the first communist organizations.

The revolutionaries who had left Europe in large numbers after 1848–50 and embarked on a new life in America rarely fed back any significant arms or ideas to their former comrades in the Old World. Marx, of course, had in a way also fled to America—in the sense of using Charles Dana’s New York Tribune as his new journalistic outlet. In his journalism in the 1850s, he enlarged the global perspective he had already introduced on the Neue Rheinische Zeitung in Cologne during the turmoil of 1848. The Cologne Workers’ Union had been the
only one in Germany with its own official journal; thus Marx was free of the responsibility of dealing with local affairs in his periodical, and he ranged widely over remote areas of time and space in search of instructive material for revolutionaries. The latest student of the period argues that one must speak of a “party of the Neue Rheinische Zeitung” during this period rather than of a “Party of the League of Communists.” In London Marx plunged deeper into journalism, enriching his reports with material from the British Museum and from the daily press, which was fed by Reuters’ News Agency. His journalistic analyses helped account for his failure to finish his magnum opus, *Das Kapital*.

Marx’s major disputes with Weitling and Proudhon before the Revolution of 1848, and with Stephan Born during it, were in many ways those of intellectual against artisan in the presence of the printing press. Marx invoked the political symbols and strategic perspectives of the new journalism. His opponents were preoccupied with the concrete concerns of local workers—sometimes only of the typographers. Marx’s quarrel with Proudhon was, in this respect, an amplified repetition of the antagonism between the intellectual journalists who were the original French “communists” and the proletarian *L’Atelier* in the early 1840s.

Those with firsthand experience of physical labor like Born and Proudhon played a greater role in the events of 1848 than did their cerebral protagonists like Marx. Typographers who were particularly active included Claude Anthime Corbon, vice-president of the constituent assembly; and George Duchène, delegate of the typographers to the Commission of Labor in 1848 and founder of Proudhon’s journal *Le Représentant du Peuple*. This journal and its successors *Le Peuple* and *La Voix du Peuple* exercised great authority in revolutionary Paris; and the Leipzig journal *Brotherhood*, edited by two working typographers from the “Gutenberg League,” spawned a network of journals throughout Germany, and inspired pioneering working-class journals elsewhere: *The Herald* in Prague, *The Workers’ Journal* in Budapest.

In the 1840s, the life of the editorial and typographical staff of a radical journal became a kind of model for the new society. Here truly was a sense of community, built around a journal designed for ordinary men in contemporary language. Physical and mental work existed in balance and harmony. The tension between man and the machine was not yet present, because the modern linotype had not yet entered the craftsman’s print shop. Its product was for the profit of mankind rather than of some absentee owner.

Corberon, who with Buchez founded *L’Atelier*, the first French journal produced exclusively by and for workers, saw in the very act of composing type a liberation of labor from routine. He was the master of several crafts including wood sculpture, and he saw the production of a journal as a kind of Masonic initiation into a new type of fraternity. Born, who was both compositor and writer for Marx’s journal in Brussels, had a similar vision of the collective work of producing journals as a model for future socialist enterprise. The strike of print-
ers and compositors he led in Berlin in April 1848 was the best orga-
nized and sustained direct action taken by German workers on their
own behalf during the early revolutionary days. The national German
movement of workers to improve their lot in the summer of 1848 by
workers congresses and strikes grew in good measure out of the na-
tional assembly of printers in Mainz in June. Born remained at the heart
of it, as president of the Central Committee of Workers, as the moving
spirit of its official “social political” organ Das Volk, and as Berlin cor-
respondent of Marx’s Neue Rheinische Zeitung.91

Printer-artsans also played a key role in French events of 1848. Du-
chêne and other typographers had been leaders in the banquet cam-
paigns of the 1840s; and the typographers’ union, which had numbered
3,000 already at the beginning of the decade,92 provided an image of
solidarity against both the higher bourgeoisie and the new, more im-
personal techniques of printing.

Here was an informal alternative both to the depersonalized new eco-
nomic system of the bourgeoisie and to the political and legal mecha-
nisms they offered the working class. In England, Belgium, and Switze-
erland as well as in France typographers began to form societies and
organize banquets in the 1849–51 period, echoing the slogan: “Toward
the institution of a universal, typographical free-masonry!” 93

The simple artisan ideal of human friendship unpolluted by machines
and undiluted by bureaucracies was of course to be overwhelmed by
the massive industrial growth of the late nineteenth century. But the
belief lived on that a printed journal could be the authentic voice of a
popular revolution—and its typographical-editorial workshop a kind of
model for a new communal life-style.

Proudhon perpetuated this idea even after the National Guard burst
into his office to break his printing press and scatter the type. In the
repression that followed, Proudhon’s collaborator Duchêne was sub-
jected to so many trials and fines that he finally turned to the prose-
cutor and wearily said, “L’addition, s’il vous plait.” 94

Though the “bill” came to 50,000 francs and ten years in prison,
Proudhon was soon free again to revive Le Peuple as La Voix du Peuple
on October 1, 1849, with Alexander Herzen as collaborator and finan-
cial supporter.95 The Russian émigré and his friends saved Proudhon
from the clutches of Emile Girardin, who had recognized Proudhon’s
talent and sought to co-opt him through financial subsidy.96 After Prou-
dhon’s Voix and Le Peuple de 1850 were shut down, Girardin finally
succeeded in taking over much of the personnel and lexicon of revolu-
tionary journalism for his new journal of 1851, Le Bien-Etre Universel.97
It was hard to promise anything more than “universal well-being,”
and the enormous printing of 100,000 copies impressed Napoleon III,
who in turn took over Girardin’s twin techniques of coöptation and
distraction.

Proudhon’s journals established him as the leading spokesman for a
revolutionary social alternative to centralized bourgeois rule in France.
And Herzen, baptized in revolutionary journalism on Proudhon’s publi-
cations of the revolutionary era, transferred this tradition to Russia,
founding in 1857 in London the first illegal revolutionary periodical in Russian history: *Kolokol (The Bell)*.

Herzen's publication electrified a Russia exasperated by defeat in the Crimean War and filled with expectations of a fresh start under the new tsar, Alexander II. Herzen also benefited from the fact that the journalistic media had become in the German and Slavic worlds during the 1840s a form of liberation from the confines of the university with its abstract speculation and lengthy lectures divorced from everyday reality. When Belinsky ("the furious Vissarion") transformed Pushkin's old journal, *The Annals of the Fatherland*, into an organ of active social criticism, "the world of politics in miniature" in 1842, worried police officials referred to the journal as a "party." The socialist novels of George Sand were translated along with French radical criticism; and a secret police report identified the "party of Belinsky" with "pantheonism, communism, socialism . . . robespierism." Belinsky died just before the outbreak of revolution in 1848; and Russia did not participate in the revolution but rather plunged into a severe period of reaction. Herzen filled the vacuum by propagating the idea that the revolutionary initiative had passed from West to East, above all to Russia with its peasant communalism and hostility to bourgeois institutions. Herzen transposed into the Russian peasant commune the enthusiasm that his French friends Michelet and Proudhon had felt for the communalism of the fishermen of Brittany and the craftsmen of Jura respectively. The distinctive belief of Russian revolutionary populism that the commune provided the germ of a new social order was set forth by Herzen in a letter he wrote to Michelet in the dark days of 1850 from the French Riviera.

Writings of or about Michelet and Proudhon (as well as Mazzini, Victor Hugo, and others) were included in the almanac *Polar Star*, which first appeared in the summer of 1855, marking the beginning of an uncensored Russian press. Operating first with lithographs, then with type face largely transported by hand from Paris, Herzen and Ogarev placed pictures of the five martyred Decembrists on the cover and included works of Belinsky within.

A supporting network of secret correspondents within Russia provided part of the nucleus of future revolutionary movements. *Polar Star*, together with *The Bell*, the supplement that appeared more frequently and soon supplanted it, began a large publication campaign in London that led to the creation of revolutionary populism. Soon appearing in printings of 2,500–3,000, *The Bell* coined its two great slogans: "to the people" and "land and liberty." Illegal student publications began appearing in the fall of 1858 in response to, and often in deliberate imitation of, Herzen's *Bell*—as typical titles suggest: *The Living Voice, My Own Ring, The Last Sound*, and *The Echo*.

The birth of a new extremism inside Russia is partly traceable to the discovery of Herzen's *Bell* by a young aristocratic student in Moscow, Peter Zaichnevsky. His imagination was fired by discovering the word socialist "almost on every page" of Herzen; and he turned all his energies "to seeking every possible chance to get hold of books which
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spoke of this [word].” 105 He secretly took the lithograph used to reproduce university lectures, and in 1859 began to make copies of Western revolutionary writings. He was preparing to publish his translation of Proudhon’s *What Is Property?* when arrested in 1861. Alarmed officials conducted an inquiry into the press; it revealed that only 96 of 150 private presses in Moscow had obtained official authorization. 106

Surveillance began, and repression received new impetus, when Zaichnevsky gathered together a student group known as “the Society of Communists” and formed “the first free Russian Press” later in the year. Moving for safety from Moscow to Riazan, this society—the first ritually to invoke the terms socialist and communist on Russian soil—began the long Russian tradition of revolutionary audacity by daringly distributing its pamphlets into the chapel of the Winter Palace during services on Easter Monday of 1862. 107 In May, it issued the incendiary manifesto *Young Russia*.

This remarkable call to revolutionary terrorism suggested that journalists might be leaders of the “revolutionary party” in its struggle for power with the “imperial party.” Zaichnevsky rebuked Herzen for lapsing into reformism and liberalism, for failing to realize that “it is time to begin beating on the alarm bell (nabat) and summon the people to revolt, not to mouth liberal slogans (liberal’noch’et).” 108 Zaichnevsky thus provided the rival name—*Nabat*—for the major journal of Russian conspiratorial Jacobinism which was later published abroad by his friend and sometime collaborator Peter Tkachev. 109

A different group, but one that came from the same new subculture of revolutionary journalism, took Herzen’s slogan “land and liberty” as the name for a secret revolutionary organization inside Russia in 1862. The organization was inspired by an illegal journal of 1861, which had daringly printed four issues on the press of the General Staff in St. Petersburg. Land and Liberty took shape later in 1861 around the editorial staff of the St. Petersburg journal *The Contemporary*; 110 and established contact with *The Bell*, which published in London its proclamation of 1862, *To the Young Generation*, and subsequent special publications for soldiers, Poles, and sectarians. In the fall of 1862, Land and Liberty sent abroad its leading typographer, who set up a new press in Bern and discussed plans to unite with—or perhaps absorb and supplant—Herzen’s publication effort in London. 111 Then, in 1862, Land and Liberty began printing major proclamations inside Russia in another illegal publication: *Freedom*.

Martyred heroism accrued to the movement with the arrest and trial of two of its leading writers, Michael Mikhailov, the youthful poet believed to have written *To the Young Generation*, and Nicholas Chernyshhevsky, the radical literary critic who proceeded to write in prison *What Is To Be Done?*, a novelistic exhortation to self-sacrifice and communal living. Lenin was only continuing a long tradition of veneration mixed with imitation of Chernyshevsky when he took the title for his own blueprint for a new type of party, *What Is To Be Done?* from the pioneer of Russian revolutionary journalism. 112 At the same time, Lenin took the title for his pioneering journal *Iskra (The Spark)*
from the journal of that name founded by another writer associated with Land and Liberty, V. S. Kurochkin. A poet, caricaturist, and translator of Béranger's revolutionary songs, Kurochkin together with a cartoonist founded his *Iskra* in 1859, and proceeded to satirize the bourgeoisie in the spirit of Daumier. There was another *Iskra*, too, among the illegal student publications; and in 1862, another of Lenin's journalistic titles, *Pravda*, was anticipated in the journal of a White Russian follower of Chernyshevsky: *Muzhitskaia Pravda* (Peasant Truth).¹¹³

Land and Liberty anticipated Lenin not just in words, but in the basic technique of using journalistic activity to organize as well as educate a revolutionary movement. The centrality of journalism to the Russian revolutionary tradition was firmly established in the five years that followed the first sound of Herzen's *Bell*. But Land and Liberty was crushed and revolutionary journalism swamped in 1863 by the reactionary nationalism that swept through Russia as a result of the uprising in Poland. It is to the waning of revolutionary nationalism in most of the European world in the third quarter of the nineteenth century and to the rise of the counter-revolutionary mass press that attention must now be turned.
CHAPTER 12

The Waning of Revolutionary Nationalism

FRANCE had dominated the revolutionary era from 1789 to 1850; and its main legacy to the world lay in the creation of national revolutionary movements. These grew partly in imitation of the revolutionary nation-in-arms of 1793, partly in reaction to subsequent Napoleonic conquest. The other nations that helped inspire this “springtime of nations” were the Americans, whose revolution had preceded the French, and the Poles and Italians, who most faithfully echoed French ideals.

The ideal of national revolution had been inspired originally by the American Declaration of Independence. The Italians added the idea of recapturing past glory and discovering new manhood through a national struggle. The revolutions of 1830 and 1848 had both been dominated more by national than by social revolutionaries, by what the Russian minister Nesselrode called the “Polish disease” (national self-determination) spreading throughout Europe.

The dominant ideology of revolutionary nationalism faded after the failure of revolution in 1848. The second half of the nineteenth century witnessed a dramatic metamorphosis of nationalism, through both death and transfiguration.

Death came with the decisive divorce of nationalism from the revolutionary ideal in the heart of Europe. The final unification of Italy and Germany in the 1860s was accomplished by the industrial-military-diplomatic strength of an established state rather than by romantic revolt in the name of a new national ethos. Piedmont and Prussia in effect conquered Italy and Germany, while the Polish uprising of 1863 was crushed by Russian power after providing a last hurrah for romantic, revolutionary nationalism.

Revolutionary nationalism was then transfigured into reactionary im-
perialism during the final quarter of the nineteenth century. Nationalism, the old cause of idealistic revolution against authority, reappeared as a means of diverting domestic discontent within industrial Europe into emotional support for expanding European state power.

This new nationalism of the European imperial era—and the revolutionary reaction to it—are part of another story: the global drama of the twentieth century. Here one must deal only with the death of the old revolutionary nationalism in the fateful period that ended with the Franco-Prussian War of 1870–71. A new journalism and a new Napoleon were factors: and the last of the French revolutions—the Paris Commune of 1871—was a watershed.

The Last Heroes

Despite failure in 1848, hopes remained strong for more national revolutions throughout the 1850s. Revolutionaries everywhere took heart at the defeat in the Crimean War of Russia, the pillar of European reaction, which had extinguished the revolutionary nationhood of Poland in 1831 and of Hungary in 1849. National revolutionaries were further emboldened by Napoleon III's encouragement to movements of self-determination against the conservative, antinationalist empires of both the Romanovs and the Hapsburgs.

The Polish cause retained its European-wide appeal despite the death of its symbolic leaders: Chopin during the revolutionary ferment of 1848–49, Mickiewicz in the midst of the Crimean War in 1855. The latter was in the process of raising national legions not just for the Poles, but also for other oppressed nationalities, including the Jews. He died in Constantinople in the arms of his Jewish friend Armand Lévy, who in turn raised a companion Jewish legion, "the first Jewish military unit of modern times." Its dream was to liberate Jerusalem, its flag was to be "the scroll of the Law." Lévy subsequently became the leading French propagandist for the Romanian nationalist movement. The emergence of a new Romanian nation from the conference at Paris in 1859 provided a thread of hope for belief that the tide of revolutionary nationalism might still be rising.

German nationalists, frustrated in the Old World, flooded into the New World after 1849, bringing extreme ideas about a new nationalist international. A German Revolutionary League was founded in Philadelphia with the support of the original radical Hegelian, Arnold Ruge, and an even more radical apostle of tyrannicide, Karl Heinzen. Their plan, drawn up by a former member of the revolutionary government in Baden, advocated a messianic world federalism to be led by the United States. Cuba and Santo Domingo were to be annexed first, then Mexico and Latin America. Following this, the "infederation" of Europe was to be-
gin with England. The defeated Hungarian revolutionary Kossuth on his triumphal tour of America in 1851 aroused sentiment everywhere; and in the following year a revolutionary People's League for the Old and New World was briefly organized in Wheeling, West Virginia.

But the revolutionary impulse could not be revived from America; and the frustrated nationalism of the new German arrivals found its only outlet in the rising nationalism of America itself. In 1853, two German revolutionary immigrants published *The New Rome*, which anticipated in a remarkable manner the geopolitics of a century later. It predicted that Europe was now eclipsed by greater powers on either side: reactionary Russia and revolutionary America; and that the decisive struggle between them would be fought largely in the air. "Europe will be first Cossack, but then Yankee." ⁵

The center of revolutionary hopes within Europe was London, to which Kossuth soon returned. Mazzini and other national revolutionaries formed there in 1850 a European Democratic Central Committee. Its publication was in French; but it had national subcommittees of Italians, Poles, Germans, Austrians, Hungarians, and Dutch.⁶ After the Napoleonic coup of 1851, revolutionary exiles with messianic expectations poured into London at an even greater rate.⁷

Social revolutionaries formed the *Commune révolutionnaire*, an international fraternity of revolutionary socialists established in 1852 under French leadership in London with a branch on the Island of Jersey. Its introductory brochure was drawn up for delivery to France on the anniversary of the founding of the First French Republic. Subsequent pamphlets and its regular propaganda organ, Victor Hugo's *L'Homme*, were smuggled into France in such ingenious hiding places as a bust of Queen Victoria.⁸

For this self-proclaimed heir to the revolutionary commune of 1792 in Paris, the vistas were universal. The *Commune* called for a "universal democratic and social republic" and a "holy alliance of the peoples." ⁹ It joined with the left wing of the Chartist movement to form early in 1855 an international committee, which in turn joined German communists and Polish socialists in a more inclusive International Association on August 10, 1856.¹⁰

This association was the last of the old-fashioned international revolutionary organizations rather than a prototype of the First International.¹¹ It was essentially an organization for dinners and discussions by émigré intellectuals. They busied themselves with a revolutionary social calendar, which commemorated almost every prominent arrival and anniversary. But they also began to question the belief in national revolution and in political reforms without social change.

The failings of nationalism were also those of liberalism; so concluded the ill-fated Russian Petrashevsky circle late in 1849:

The movement of nationalities is a product of liberalism because socialism is a cosmopolitan doctrine standing above nationality . . . The movement of nationalities is antithetical to the success of socialism, distracting the vital forces of society away from subjects capable of increasing social well-being and forcing the resort to war—with arms.¹²
Suspicion of nationalism grew in eastern Europe after the revolutionary events of 1848–49. Nationalism had bred repression of one people by another—Russian against Hungarian, and Hungarian against other Slavs. In western Europe, Cabet and others attacked the symbol of liberal national revolution—Mazzini—in a brochure of 1852, *French Socialists to Mr. Mazzini.* He was denounced at greater length in a manifesto of December 1858, *To the Republicans, Democrats and Socialists of Europe,* which accused Mazzini of becoming a wealthy apologist for “law and order”:

... the Italian patriot, the representative of the republican bourgeoisie, who has inscribed on his banner “law and order.”

Having told the proletariat to “put off social problems,” he should now at least tell “his friends to put aside their plutocratic tendencies.”

After further rebuking all “plutocratic republicans” of Europe, the manifesto called for a rejection of nationality:

The States of Europe reunited in one sole democratic and social republic in which all the citizens must be producers before becoming consumers. ... a union between the Proletarians, Democrats, Socialists of Europe is at the present moment an absolute necessity. ... “union” is the order of today, “action” will be that of tomorrow.

The incorrigibly nationalistic Poles soon left the organization altogether. New egalitarian rules introduced in January 1859 (dealing with complete equality of the sexes and a quasi-anarchist definition of the revolution as “absolute negation of all privileges, absolute negation of all authority”) hastened the Poles’ departure—and the organization’s collapse. Its last known publication on June 13, 1859, urged that no sides whatsoever be taken in purely political conflicts between nations, such as the Franco-Austrian War in Italy. One must avoid “mutual laceration within the masses” in a time when

... the “Marseillaise” puts forth its full-sounding tune in order to celebrate the adventures of crowned heads ... whose power takes root in the enmity of nationalities.

The International Association established affiliates in American cities (sometimes called *Kommunistenklub*) and attached importance to Cabet’s communist communities in America. The association pleaded with the latter not to spoil their noble experiment with petty bickering and thus enable the exploiters of Europe to say: “How can you hope to make society communitarian if a few communists cannot even live in harmony?”

But Cabet’s fading utopia was a weak reed on which to lean; and few in Europe noticed the appearance in New York in 1859 of Joseph Déjacques’s remarkable new antinationalist journal, *Le Libertaire,* which criticized Garibaldi for wearing a red shirt without advocating revolution.

Social revolutionaries found secure ground in Europe only in London with the first meeting of French and English workers’ delegations in
1862 and the establishment of the First International two years later. The founding meeting of this International Workingmen's Association on September 28, 1864, brought working-class organizations together with émigré intellectuals in Saint Martin's Hall where, nine years earlier, many of the same participants had founded[^21] the International Association.

Ernest Jones, the aristocratic godson of the Duke of Cumberland, had opened that earlier meeting in the same Saint Martin's Hall on February 27, 1855, with a withering attack on the concept of nationality. Jones had succeeded Harney as the chief revolutionary internationalist among the Chartists, and he led Chartism's last effort at political organization (the so-called "parliament of labor" at Manchester in March 1854) and its last major journal (the *People's Paper*). In 1864, he addressed himself ecumenically to all "men of Europe":

> Kings have invented the idea of hostile nationalities so as to split the unity of peoples. . . . For us, nation is *nothing*, man is *all*. For us, the oppressed nationalities form but one: the universal poor of every land.[^22]

Jones, the greatest nineteenth-century English poet of the class struggle, portrayed a simple struggle of good with evil:

> . . . all men are brethren—but some are Abels and some are Cains, and this is a gathering of the Abels of the world against the crowned and mighty Cains who have murdered them.[^23]

The history of the First International was one of continuous controversy among social revolutionaries over how "the Abels of the world" should combat the Cains, who controlled the land and did not act as their brothers' keepers.

Once the cause of national revolution began to wane, social revolutionaries quarrelled among themselves with new intensity; but just before founding the First International in 1864, Mazzini and his friends made one last attempt to revive the dream of a European-wide alliance of nationalist revolutionaries. The Italians provided the spark for this last flicker of romantic, revolutionary nationalism. While other émigrés were talking to each other in London, Mazzini and his followers made sensational, secret incursions into Italy; these fascinated readers of inexpensive new mass journals in Europe throughout the 1850s.

A climax came when a group led by Felice Orsini threw three bombs at Napoleon III on January 14, 1858, missing the target but killing 8 people and wounding 148. The handsome Orsini had twice before been condemned as a political prisoner, and he enjoyed enormous popularity in England, where he had conducted a lecture tour and sold within a year some 35,000 copies of his 1856 book, *Austrian Dungeons in Italy.*[^24] The London trial of Orsini's French friend, who had helped prepare the grenades, "turned into a trial of Napoleon III"[^25] and resulted in the defendant's acquittal as well as increased publicity for the revolutionary nationalist cause. Orsini himself was tried and executed in Paris; but his final plea to Napoleon III to take up the cause of Ital-
ian national liberation was, in effect, heeded in 1859, when Napoleon joined Piedmont in war against Austria.

There was a sense of *déjà vu* in all of this. The original professional revolutionaries at the beginning of the nineteenth century had dreamed of executing an earlier Napoleon—and viewed his attitude toward Italy as a test of his claim to be defender of the revolution. Even the name of the first revolutionary organization reappeared. The major society through which the new Italian revolutionaries recruited allies in London, Brussels, and Geneva was called the Philadelphians. Like the earlier society of the same name, it was an outgrowth of Masonry, which provided international connections and an outer shell of secrecy for recruitment. Some prominent socialists like Louis Blanc drifted into the camp of the national revolutionaries in London through the Masonic Lodge of United Philadelphians. Most leaders of the International Association refused to sign the association’s official condemnation of the Mazzinian program in December 1858; and many began collaborating with Mazzini even before the association collapsed in 1859.

The Italian national rising against the Hapsburgs momentarily revived the romantic belief in liberation through national revolution—even though the Italian success was more the work of Piedmontese statesmen like Cavour and of new bourgeois organizations like the National Society than of Mazzinian revolutionaries. Seeing Italy unified with the aid of Napoleon III, Hungarian and Polish revolutionary organizations in London began exploring new possibilities for conspiracy and possible collaboration with the new Bonaparte. Common interests among democratic nationalists seemed suggested by the appearance in London of vernacular revolutionary journals in German and Russian, that is, Hinkel’s *Hermann* and Herzen’s *Bell*. Even hitherto nonrevolutionary nationalists like the Czechs began advocating through émigré spokesmen like Josef Frič a broad coalition of anti-Hapsburg national revolutionaries. Frič and Hinkel clashed bitterly, however, in 1859 with Marx and Engels, who preferred German hegemony over the Czechs, and Magyar rule over the other Hapsburg Slavs.

The arrival of Bakunin in London in 1861 after a long imprisonment helped revive the romantic dream of a revolutionary Slavic federation. When revolt broke out in Poland in 1863 and a national government was set up, contacts and consultations were established with Czech and Croatian revolutionaries as well as with Hungarians and Italians. A kind of anti-Hapsburg alliance of revolutionary nationalists came into being—and was formalized in a convention signed with Garibaldi in June 1864. Italian and Polish revolutionary forces pledged to continue the anti-Hapsburg struggle until all Slavs subject to Vienna achieved full autonomy. But the document was signed just as the Polish rebellion was being crushed and Victor Emmanuel was drawing back from further struggle with the Hapsburgs. As Germany, Italy, and even Hungary proceeded to achieve new national stature, the Slavs remained the main bearers of the old ideal of liberation through national revolution.

In January 1864, Bakunin arrived in Florence and embarked on a
feverish decade of revolutionary activity in which old and new, fact and fantasy, were difficult to disentangle. To some extent, this was only a replay of the revolutionary past: a visit to Garibaldi on the Isle of Caprera, another attempt to create revolutionary organization through Masonic lodges, and his joining at Garibaldi’s suggestion of the new lodge, *Il Progresso Social*. He wrote a lost *Catechism of Free Masonry*, and an organizational outline: *Aims of the Society and the Revolutionary Catechism*.31 Bakunin also wrote blueprints for a series of phantom international revolutionary brotherhoods: an International Secret Society for the Emancipation of Humanity in 1864, an International Fraternity or International Alliance of Social Democracy in 1868, and a final Socialist Revolutionary Alliance in 1872. Behind it all was the vision of a lost natural society—with each cell a family and all members brothers.

But there was also real novelty in Bakunin’s focus on a social revolution that opposed any form of national authority. In these last years he had become an authentic revolutionary anarchist. He organized the first Italian organization explicitly to oppose the socialist to the nationalist ideal: the Alliance of 1864, which directly challenged Mazzini’s deference to familiar political and religious modes of thought. After moving to Switzerland in 1867, Bakunin also tried to recruit a social revolutionary following from within the liberal republican League of Peace and Freedom. He then led his Genevan recruits into his International Alliance—and also into the First International, where there began his long struggle with Marx and the Marxists. Bakunin’s Alliance virtually created the Italian and Spanish branches of the First International; and his ideas found much greater resonance than those of Marx among the Swiss and Slavs.32 Bakunin also attracted a following from the working class—first in Spain, where revolution had overthrown Queen Isabella in 1868 and aroused new social expectations; then in Italy, where Bakunin’s following increased after the death of Mazzini in 1872.33 Hope of affiliation with Bakunin’s Alliance attracted to Geneva in March 1869 the young Serge Nechaev, who stayed on to write his *Catechism of a Revolutionary*.

Although Bakunin linked revolution to anarchism in his final years, his strategic perspective remained in some respects national. He argued that the Russians, Italians, and Spaniards were revolutionary by nature;34 and that world reaction was concentrated in the one nation in which he and other Young Hegelians had once placed their highest hopes: Germany. In search of a locus of evil to provide chiaroscuro contrast with the lands of liberation, Bakunin imparted to the Germans as a nationality the same demonic genius that Marx attributed to the bourgeoisie as a class. Germany became a kind of antinationality, which had deformed Bakunin’s native Russia into a “knouto-Germanic empire.”35 The peoples of eastern and southern Europe, by contrast, were invested with precisely the qualities that the Germans had renounced, those of spontaneous, anti-authoritarian brotherhood.

Bakunin revived Weitling’s belief in outlaws and brigands as potential revolutionary recruits, and sought to link conspiratorial action directly to the masses:
A few hundred young men of good will are certainly not enough to create a revolutionary power without the people . . . but they will be enough to reorganize the revolutionary power of the people.36

If Bakunin in the 1860s was a throwback to the romantic para-military conspirators of the 1810s and 1820s, his great revolutionary contemporary and sometime collaborator, Giuseppe Garibaldi, echoed the romantic nationalism of the 1830s and the 1840s. He became the last authentic hero of the fading nationalist revolutionary cause in the late 1860s and the 1870s.

Garibaldi belonged, like Mazzini, to the London Philadelphians.37 He had grown to bigger-than-life dimensions as a symbol of national liberation by carrying his struggle during 1836–48 to Latin America, the original seedbed of revolutionary struggle against the Holy Alliance. As early as 1843 he had formed an Italian legion in Uruguay; it had taken as its uniform red shirts that were originally designed for workers in the slaughterhouses of Buenos Aires.38 This red-shirt uniform became associated with human slaughter and the bloody shirt of revolutionary martyrdom after the crushing of the Roman Republic. Garibaldi, who had inspired the besieged defenders, saw his Brazilian wife and revolutionary companion die on the retreat from Rome in 1849.

The trappings of romantic melodrama surrounded the Italian revolutionaries in the final stages of their long struggle for national unity. Alexander Dumas sailed his yacht Emma into the Bay of Naples and put fourteen tailors to work on the deck manufacturing red shirts for Garibaldi’s insurgents.39 Some of them wore black with a flaming Vesuvius on the front—calling up an image of revolution long associated with the Neapolitan struggle against the Hapsburgs.

Garibaldi reentered the scene to lead the anti-Austrian liberation struggle in uneasy alliance with Cavour. When Cavour enraged him by ceding his birthplace (Nice) to France, Garibaldi set off from Genoa on May 6, 1860, with his famed thousand men for the final liberation of Sicily and Naples. There the revolutionary impulse had first appeared in the beginning of the century, and there the struggle with the Hapsburgs had an age-old appeal.

The way had been prepared for Garibaldi’s astonishing success in conquering the South and uniting it with northern Italy by the remarkable uprising of 1857 led by the Neapolitan nobleman Carlo Pisacane, the first ideological hijacker of the modern era. Pisacane was a professional military officer who had fought in Algeria and with Garibaldi in defense of the Roman Republic of 1849. On June 25, 1857, by prearrangement with other impatient revolutionaries in Mazzini’s entourage, Pisacane forcibly took over the postal steamer Cagliari as it left Genoa, converted it into a romantic flagship of revolutionary deliverance, and headed south. He released some four hundred prisoners on the Isle of Ponza (mistakenly believing them all to be political prisoners), continued to Capri, and (after the failure of a hoped-for revolution in the Naples area) went on to Calabria.40 After some success in gaining popular support there, he saw his forces dispersed, and shot himself.

Pisacane mixed elements of transnational social revolution into his
call for a national rising in Italy. He enlisted the English machinists aboard the Cagliari and alluded to imminent French support. Indeed, “great fear” of social revolution swept through Italy—and was to haunt Garibaldi even in victory.41 (The romantic idea that a nation could be inspired to revolution by a ship of liberation lived on only among the isolated, unreconstructed Irish, who founded their greatest revolutionary organization, the Fenian brotherhood, on St. Patrick’s day 1858. In an improbable series of episodes based in America during the next quarter century, the Fenians chartered the sailing ship Catalpa to rescue political prisoners from western Australia, and then commissioned the first American submarine, the Fenian Ram, to provide an underwater link between America and Ireland that could escape English dominance of the surface of the ocean.42)

Like Mazzini, Garibaldi had hesitated to mix the national cause with the semi-anarchistic social radicalism of Pisacane. But when his own campaign proved victorious in the same southern regions three years later, Garibaldi felt some of the same bewilderment in victory that Pisacane had felt in defeat. Liberation brought a decline in revolutionary élan, and a disillusioned Garibaldi soon returned to Caprera. The effect of his victory everywhere in Europe, however, had been too electric to permit his early retirement. Early in October 1860, a month before he escorted King Victor Emmanuel into newly liberated Naples, Garibaldi called for an international legion of French, Polish, Swiss, and German volunteers.43 They were to aid in the completion of Italian national liberation; but Garibaldi later suggested that these formations might also aid in the liberation of their own homelands. The first head of his international legion was a Pole; and many in the Polish uprising against Russia in 1863 wore red shirts and sang Italian songs.44 On behalf of these Poles, the last serious efforts were made to give reality to this old ideal of an international revolutionary army. Consultations were held in Dresden and Turin; and a Polish-Italian pledge of simultaneous anti-Hapsburg uprisings in Galicia and Venice was agreed upon with Garibaldi in a three-day international gathering in June at his island retreat.

The London-based Philadelphians gathered together many former members of the recently deceased International Association to support Garibaldi’s campaign.45 Like this Masonic group, the names of the other allies in this loosely structured revolutionary campaign read like a summary of romantic conspiracy during the preceding half century: the spark of a Polish uprising, the fantasies of London-based émigrés (including Russian ideas of imminent risings among religious dissenters, peasants, and soldiers), the rumors of possible Napoleonic deliverance, and the inevitable Verdi melody—a kind of Internationale for revolutionary nationalism—the Hymn to the Nations of 1862.46

Recruitment for the international legion was most effectively publicized by Johann-Philipp Becker in Hamburg; he participated in both the Italian and Polish risings, and campaigned in support of Garibaldi through his journal in Hamburg, Northern Star.47 In July 1863, Becker journeyed to the Jura region—the birthplace of both the first
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Carbonari and the first Philadelphians—to prepare for an international congress which invited in Garibaldi's name the leaders of national democratic movements from throughout Europe. Convened at Brussels on September 26–28 with Pierre Coullery of the Jura as chairman and Becker as vice-chairman, the congress adopted a resolution to form the Association Fédérative Universelle de la Démocratie, a society similar in name to the Democratic Association founded in Brussels sixteen years earlier. This Brussels association of 1847 had been supplanted by the London Communist League. In like manner, the new Garibaldian Democratic Association would be superseded one year later by a second London-based international organization dedicated to social revolution and dominated by Karl Marx: the International Workingmen's Association, subsequently known as the First International.

In London of 1864, the dominant passion among political exiles was not the founding of the International, but the organization of a tumultuously successful visit by Garibaldi. The Philadelphians helped organize it, and nationalist refugees from the recently crushed Polish uprising helped fan enthusiasm to a fever pitch. The spectacle of Garibaldi's arrival sent fresh blood coursing through even the most hardened revolutionary arteries. Goodwyn Barmby burst forth from his rural Unitarian parsonage in Wakefield, Yorkshire, to hail the arrival of this hero from "full, deep-bosomed Italy." Garibaldi, he announced, was the liberator of everything from trees and birds to lonely nuns in their convents.

Herzen, disillusioned by the failure of revolution in Poland and rejected by younger Russian radicals, threw a dinner party for this one shining symbol of victorious revolution; the dinner ended with Baba à la polonaise and Plombière de glace à la Garibaldi. Even French exiles, who rarely looked to foreigners for revolutionary guidance, hailed Garibaldi as a harbinger, if not a model, of their own liberation.

For a brief initial period, the First International included in its general council a substantial number of Philadelphians and Italian nationalists. With their removal from the general council in the autumn of 1865 and the concurrent collapse of Mazzini's efforts to establish a new international of nationalist revolutionaries (variously referred to as a Universal Republican Alliance and an International Republican Committee), a half century of romantic revolutionary conspiracy came to an end.

If that period of revolutionary activity had been dominated by national revolutionaries, the next half-century was to be dominated by the more prosaic social revolutionaries of the first two proletarian internationals. The revolutionary appeal of nationalism had been undercut by the triumph of a conservative governmental nationalism under bourgeois auspices—in the newly unified Germany of Bismarck and Italy of Cavour; in post-Civil War America; in the proclamation of dominion status for Canada in 1867; and even in two events in eastern Europe during the same 1867: the adoption of a dual-nationality, Austro-Hungarian Empire by the Hapsburgs and the nationalistic enthusiasm aroused in Romanov Russia at the Moscow Pan-Slav Congress.
Romantic nationalism had been built on the twin pillars of an assertive vernacular culture and a heroic revolutionary movement for political self-determination. Important late-blooming examples appeared on the fringes of imperial Europe in the late nineteenth century among the oppressed Irish of the British Empire in the West and the oppressed Jews of the Romanov Empire in the East. But the Dublin stage and Irish Republican Army, like the Yiddish theater and Zionist and Bundist movements, were brilliant exceptions to the rule. The prevailing nationalist trends in the late nineteenth century were those of industrial development and territorial expansion by national states, which made varying degrees of concession to the parliamentary political forms of English or French liberalism. The dominant radical opposition was now to seek social more than political change, whether people thought of themselves as social revolutionaries or social democrats.

The romantic nationalist dream did not die dramatically, but like Garibaldi himself merely faded away. Almost totally a man of action, unable to understand the political and economic complexities of the new industrial world, Garibaldi fought for the French in 1870–71 and served brief, bewildered careers in both the Italian and the French parliaments before retiring to his island in the Mediterranean near Corsica, whence had come much of the inspiration for his ideal of an unspoiled natural order. After he died in 1882, his simple dream of popular revolution without any clear political program or social content lived on mainly in the adulation with which the nonrevolutionary Anglo-American world regarded this “hero of two worlds.” Through posthumous glorification by the great Cambridge Victorian George Trevelyan and the great Princeton Wilsonian Walter Phelps Hall, he became a legend. The future of the revolutionary movement, however, belonged not to this consummate man of action, but to the supreme man of theory, Karl Marx, who was to die only one year after Garibaldi.

But Marx’s heirs might never have come to power among the north-eastern Slavs had not the heirs of Garibaldi established an earlier hold over the southwestern Slavs. The assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand by the conspiratorial nationalist Young Bosnia organization in July 1914 led directly to World War I, which made possible the Russian Revolution. Young Bosnia inherited the Mazzinian tradition of Young Italy. Its idealistic, nationalistic aims, quasi-Masonic forms,52 and ethos of youthful sacrificial dedication—all represented a reprise in the 1910s on the preceding revolutionary movements of neighboring Italy. One of the two Young Bosnians tried for the assassination inscribed in his diary just after the fateful event the words of Mazzini:

There is no more sacred thing in the world than the duty of a conspirator, who becomes an avenger of humanity and the apostle of permanent natural laws.53

Garibaldi remained the symbol of the struggle for national “resurgence” throughout the Balkans—from the mountains of Albania, where he was known as “a descendant of Skanderbeg” (the great national hero) to Russophile Bulgaria, where radical youth often wore a shirt
called a garibaldeika. Added intensity was provided by the Russian revolutionary movement, which radiated outward its own revolutionary pan-Slavic nationalism and dated back to the 1870s, when Bakunin and Garibaldi had rallied to the support of the Bosnian uprising against Turkey in 1874–75, a year before the tsarist government intervened militarily. In the last years of his life, Bakunin was to make a final effort to recruit insurrectionary support for the South Slavs, thus transferring his hopes of a revolution back to Slavic lands. From the peasants of Bosnia, he was to turn in 1875–76 to the populists of St. Petersburg. And just after his death in 1877 Russian revolutionaries would begin the great chain of eastern European political assassinations that led to Sarajevo.

**Mass Journalism**

Thus it was in the 1860s and 1870s that the old hopes for revolutionary nationalism and the old modes of conspiracy moved from the industrializing center to the rural periphery of Europe. Coupled with this was another insidious and powerful development that undermined any possibility for keeping alive the dream of revolution in the minds of the masses: a new type of journalism. The revolutionary journalism of an intellectual avant-garde, which, as we have already seen, was absolutely central to the 1830–48 period, subsequently became swamped in the competition for popular attention by a new mass press—a press that was either nonrevolutionary or antirevolutionary.

The ideological journalism of the revolutionary tradition came to suffer rivalry from two different sources: (1) the prosaic, largely apolitical journals of workers themselves, and (2) the chauvinist press with its dazzling sensationalism which transformed nationalism from a revolutionary to a reactionary cause.

**Proletarian Preoccupation**

Journalism produced by working people has almost always been non-ideological, and only rarely revolutionary. This type of journalism began in England and America, where working-class readers were from the beginning preoccupied with immediate issues and material interests. Such perspectives encouraged reformist attitudes that Leninists would later call “trade-unionist,” “tail endist,” and *ouvrieriste*.

In America, embryonic unions created the first journals edited by and for workers. The pioneers were first the skilled artisans working with intellectuals in the Working Men’s Movement in Philadelphia and then the literate German immigrants who came to comprise one-third of the population of American cities. Their journals all tended to be
absorbed into the reformist politics of the New World. Even the later
generation of transplanted communists, like Marx's friend Joseph Wey-
demeyer, began to redirect their journalistic energies into the political
mainstream—as is symbolized by Weydemeyer's movement in the early
1850s from a journal called Revolution to one called Reform.\textsuperscript{58} Karl
Marx himself became a regular contributor in mid-1852 to the bourgeois,
reformist newspaper of an ex-Fourierist, Charles Dana's New York
Tribune.\textsuperscript{59}

In England initially, the working class proved more threatening to
European authority. Beginning in 1830, scores of untaxed periodicals
with an increasingly proletarian editorship and readership began to ap-
pear illegally.\textsuperscript{60} They helped prepare the mass base for both the Chart-
rist movement and organized trade unionism—with Irish immigrants
playing the radicalizing role that German immigrants had in America.\textsuperscript{61}

In France, a working-class press first came into being in the im-
mediate aftermath of 1830 (\textit{Le Journal des Ouvriers, Le Peuple, journal
des ouvriers rédigé par eux-mêmes}, and \textit{L'Artisan}, with Lyon adding
\textit{L'Echo de Fabrique} and the anti-Parisian, anti-intellectual \textit{La Tribune-
Prolétaire} in 1831).\textsuperscript{62} At the end of the decade an even larger and
more aggressively ouvrieriste press appeared with the indefatigable for-
mer Saint-Simonians in the lead: \textsuperscript{63} Jules Vincard's \textit{La Ruche Populaire},
a "journal of workers edited and published by themselves" in 1839,
Philippe Buchez's \textit{L'Atelier}, an even more important journal which was
founded by and intended exclusively for salaried, physical laborers.\textsuperscript{64}

The point about these working-class journals was that they showed
little interest in the theories of revolutionary intellectuals about the
working class. \textit{Atelier}, for instance, rejected the ideological pretensions
of the original French communists in making the attainment of ma-
terial happiness "a complete social doctrine . . . an entire system of
philosophy,"\textsuperscript{65} and the rhetoric of Leroux in speaking of humanity "as
if it were a real person."\textsuperscript{66} The working-class press was particularly
suspicious of socialist ideologists; and, in the period of expanded op-
portunity between the fall of Louis Philippe in 1848 and Napoleon
III's coup in 1851, Proudhon's influence was great and workers' jour-
nals tended to be "more revolutionary than socialist."\textsuperscript{67} But the prestige
of revolutionary manifestoes was already shattered by the repression of
June 1848;\textsuperscript{68} and Napoleonic restriction and coöptation blunted the
revolutionary inclinations of surviving proletarian journals.

Once again the center of working-class journalism returned to the
freer atmosphere of England. The great exhibit of 1851 in the Crystal
Palace and the reformist role of the Liberal party seduced many former
radicals with the promise of incremental material improvements and
upward mobility within the system. When, in 1855, the "tax on knowl-
dge" was at last completely abolished and stamping by the government
was no longer in force, the main beneficiary of the new freedom of
the press turned out to be the new sensationalist mass journalism. Once
the goal of freedom had been attained, the very Chartist journalism
that had been agitating for that freedom ironically collapsed.\textsuperscript{69} Lon-
don did not cease to provide haven and ideas, but by 1860, revolution-
ary leadership—and the Chartist tradition of revolutionary journalism—had passed to other nations.

The International Workingmen's Association of 1864 grew out of a tradition of French workers' delegations visiting London—which itself grew out of Chartist attempts to develop Anglo-French collaboration in the 1850s.\(^\text{70}\) The mature Marx, however, saw relatively little revolutionary possibility in either the French or the English working-class sponsors of the First International. He increasingly placed his hopes on the rising German Social Democratic movement, the only place where proletarian journals did not seem to imply renunciation of revolution.

**Chauvinistic Distraction**

The rise of a new working class created deep fears in the 1850s and the 1860s. With the memory of 1848 still vivid, European statesmen not only provided social benefits to the populace in order to defuse social protest, but also entered the journalistic lists themselves to help shape public opinion. Conservatives like Bismarck and Disraeli no less than an erstwhile friend of revolutionaries like Napoleon III developed journalistic outlets and “socialistic” programs. Even in Russia, the Ministry of the Interior was involved in founding the first working-class journal in that country in 1875.\(^\text{71}\) Thus began the long government tradition of attempting to infiltrate or direct the organization of the working class in the large industrial complexes of late nineteenth-century Russia.

The real weapon against workers from 1848 to 1914 was, however, the new patriotic press. It hypnotized the masses everywhere—hitching the old romantic nationalism to the new wagon of industrial state power. England led the way in the 1850s, with a patriotic press that first put pressure on a weak Liberal government to intervene in the Crimean War of 1854–56, and then championed the purge of all corruption and inefficiency that impeded victory. This war, the bloodiest in Europe during the century between Waterloo and Sarajevo, drowned out whatever was left of the Chartist passion for social reform within England. Radical journalists in England contributed to the hysteria by baptizing it a “people’s war” and “war of the nations” against reactionary Russia.\(^\text{72}\) Marx, who was a leading Russophobe among revolutionary journalists of this period,\(^\text{73}\) had high hopes that the war might call into being a revolution as “the sixth power of Europe.”\(^\text{74}\) *The Times* introduced telegraphic dispatches from special war correspondents and war photographers to make this distant war seem more immediate and vivid than the more urgent domestic problems. *The Times* encouraged its readers, moreover, to kibbitz on the management of the war; and ended up depicting it as a kind of crusade for civilization, which provided both the heroism of the Light Brigade\(^\text{75}\) and the healing mission of Florence Nightingale.

William Russell, a brilliant Irish correspondent of *The Times*, helped mobilize popular opinion for the war over the heads of vacillating politicians, and helped summon up instant outrage about its conduct that
brought down once unassailable military leaders. After victory he became "a sort of king without a crown." In 1855 The Times had a daily print order of 61,000, more than ten times that of its rivals; and a new weekly began publication in November 1855 with the flat statement that "this country is governed by The Times."  

During the Crimean War, The Times found an imitator in England's French ally, Le Figaro, which from its inception in 1854 also appealed to mass patriotism from beneath a format of conservative respectability. The full-blooded patriotic exhibitionism that soon developed in the London Daily Telegraph was also characteristic of the journalistic experiments of Girardin and others late in the reign of Napoleon III.  

The French coined the word chauvinism for this attitude, drawing the name from the popular culture of the music halls. An old vaudeville, La Cocarde Tricolore, had ridiculed an uncritical follower of Napoleon I, Nicholas Chauvin, for repeatedly singing:

Je suis français  
Je suis Chauvin  

If French journalists discovered chauvinism on the eve of the Franco-Prussian War, their British counterparts created a similar ism of their own to describe a parallel burst of popular patriotism during the Balkan War of 1878. Drawing from an expletive used in pubs ("jingo" meaning gosh), the British press began to speak of jingoism. The Daily News of March 13 described excessive patriotism as the creation of "the new tribe of music hall Patriots who sing the Jingo song." But the press itself provided the orchestration.  

As the "music hall patriots" urged Britain to fight Russia again, the Russians began to produce their own jingo press. Indeed, the creation of a new, antirevolutionary mass journalism in Russia provided a striking illustration of reactionaries pre-empting the techniques and canceling out the appeal of a pre-existent revolutionary journalism.  

The story begins with Michael Katkov, who had been a radical in the late 1850s and was the first to use the word nihilist in print inside Russia. Late in 1862, Katkov purchased Moscow News, a journal that had previously been a semi-official state organ and had only recently become a daily newspaper. He assumed the editorship on New Year's Day 1863, and within ten days the Polish uprising began. Katkov responded with what Herzen described as his "cruel crusade against Poland." Playing on antiforeign feelings within Moscow, St. Petersburg's ancient rival, Katkov proved that a privately owned press outside the capital could be even more reactionary than official governmental ones in St. Petersburg. He defined his Moscow News as "the organ of a party which may be called Russian, ultra-Russian, exclusively Russian"; and its circulation soared to an unprecedented twelve thousand. Using his previous experience in the radical ambiance of the "thick journals," Katkov gave an ideological cast to repression, arguing that he favored "not the crushing of Polish nationality (narodnost'), but the summoning of it to a new political life with Russia." Making ample use of feuilleton inserts and of anti-intellectual letters to the
editor, Katkov's journal helped impel the imperial government to overcome initial indecision and launch a campaign of repression. Katkov then introduced illustrations into the land of icons—representing the new military governor-general, Muravev, as a popular hero and the distant Herzen as a devil infecting Russia with foreign discord. This journalistic campaign of patriotic mobilization helped shrink the readership of Herzen's *Bell* in the course of 1863 from more than 2,500 to less than 500. The campaign, moreover, emboldened Katkov to press early in 1866 a campaign against the revolutionary virus at home. He insisted that "the true root of the upheaval lies not in Paris, Warsaw, or Vilnius, but in Petersburg." The enemy became not outright revolutionaries, but liberals in high places "who do not protest against the powerful influences that give aid to the evil." The leadership of former revolutionary sympathizers in developing a new antirevolutionary journalism increased in the late 1860s through the serialized writings of two veterans of the radical Petrashevsky circle of the 1840s: Feodor Dostoevsky and Nicholas Danilevsky. Dostoevsky's *The Possessed*, published in Katkov's journal, caricatured Nechaev's revolutionary conspiracy with unprecedented metaphysical depth and satiric power. Danilevsky provided a seemingly scientific rationale for expansionist pan-Slavism in his *Russia and Europe*, which described a coming struggle for survival between the "Romano-German" and "Slavic" worlds. Danilevsky's work was published in a new reactionary monthly of 1869; its name, *The Dawn (Zaria)*, was co-opted from the revolutionaries' lexicon. Contributors included Herzen's former collaborator, Vasily Kelsiev, as well as the leading "antinihilist" novelist of the sixties, A. F. Pisemsky. Dostoevsky's novel began appearing in 1871 (just as Danilevsky's articles were being republished as a book) in Katkov's *Russian Herald*. So important was this new journal felt to be in the ideological war against the revolutionaries that when Katkov died in 1887, a special session of the Council of Ministers was called to consider the "crisis." The journal was moved from Moscow to St. Petersburg to encourage even closer links with official policy.

Reactionary pan-Slavism was rarely promoted directly by government officials and never became an official ideology in tsarist Russia. Rather it was the creation of the new right-wing mass journalists who were often former radical intellectuals redirecting revolutionary impulses into foreign areas. Katkov, who previously encouraged rebellious students at Moscow University, remained a periodic agitator for radical legal reform. A former friend and patron of Belinsky on *Annals of the Fatherland*, A. A. Kraevsky, launched in 1863 a new reactionary journal, *The Voice (Golos)*, and sponsored its growth from 4,000 readers to more than 22,000 at the time of the pan-Slav enthusiasm of 1877. In that year, A. S. Suvorin took over the St. Petersburg daily *New Times (Novoe Vremia)*, and transformed it into an even more influential pan-Slav newspaper. He added a second edition and a new motif of anti-Semitism, which became in the 1880s a principal theme of the new reactionary journalism concurrently developing in Russia's German-speaking neighbors to the West. Yet even this gazette continued to use
revolutionary rhetoric about "new times." Suvorin himself in his youth had written a story called Garibaldi that was read aloud for inspirational purposes at the soirées of radical intellectuals.92

The new industrialism helped enable the chauvinistic mass press to replace the ideological journalism of the early nineteenth century. The crucial change in the source of financial support from subscribers to advertisers did more than inhibit direct criticism of capitalistic institutions. It freed journalists from the pressure to deal with the immediate and local interests of their readers. Journalists in the late nineteenth century were encouraged by their editors to create remote identities and symbolic issues for their anonymous urban audience. News stories had to be ever more dramatic in order to compete with the growing volume of gaudy advertising. The situation grew worse at the turn of the century with the arrival of pictorial and headline journalism. The regular use of photographs, sensational headings, and special editions accelerated the drift towards the excitement of passions through anti-revolutionary nationalism. The "thick journals" of an earlier age seemed slow-moving and dull. The disenfranchised readers had lost control. The path was straight from Girardin's pioneering decision to rely on advertisers for basic support to the mass chauvinism that helped launch World War I.

**Napoleon III and "Imperialism"**

The drama of deradicalizing the masses through a new type of journalism unfolded most vividly in the France of Napoleon III. In ways that contemporaries never understood—and historians have only begun to investigate—Napoleon turned revolutionary nationalism abroad into a means of political repression at home, and transformed revolutionary Saint-Simonian social ideas at home into a means of economic expansion abroad.

One cannot speak of the third Napoleon without speaking of the first; for the new Napoleon rode to power in large measure on the reputation of the old. Napoleon III was elected president of the Second French Republic by an overwhelming vote in December 1848, and was awarded dictatorial powers three years later by an even more staggering vote. The Napoleonic legend had continued to cast its spell over many revolutionary intellectuals.

The original French Revolution brought Napoleon I to power, and the original professional revolutionaries of the early nineteenth century came together largely to overthrow him. Revolutionary thinking about power was, thus, influenced from the beginning by this supreme man of power. He set the agenda for a generation by shattering all the old
political legitimacies: by politicizing the Enlightenment ideal of universal rationality (the metric system, the Code Napoléon); and by imposing it all on a backward world. Above all, he fed the romantic imagination with an aesthetic fascination with power—and with the possibilities of changing the map and the life of Europe.

Whether they came from the armies that fought with Napoleon (French Philadelphians, Polish Philomats, and most Italian Carbonari) or against him (Russian Decembrists, Spanish comuneros, German Tugendbund), the early revolutionaries were youthful soldiers who spoke French and thought in the grand Napoleonic manner. There was, then, a hidden model or "superego" for the original revolutionaries. Bonaparte was Prometheus unbound, a parvenu in power; and the young revolutionary was almost always both a restless Promethean and an outsider in search of power.

The most important revolutionary ideologies of the restoration era—Saint-Simonianism and Hegelianism—were born under the Napoleonic star. They continued to attract intellectuals who sought to provide purpose for (and thus gain access to) power. This politicization of the intellect intensified under Napoleon. Saint-Simon first began writing specifically in order to perfect and complete the Napoleonic reforms. His long and unsuccessful campaign to reach Napoleon directly gave him a permanent predilection for seeking out a power capable of putting his ideas into force. Hegel was enraptured by the Napoleonic conquest of Germany, and saw the hand of providence in the completion of his Phenomenology at the time of the Battle of Jena. His final political vision appears to have been a synthesis of Prussian reform with Napoleonic universality.

The rational reintegration of society preached by Hegel and Saint-Simon was inconceivable without the strange combination that Napoleon introduced into the world: a despot ruling in the name of liberation. However un-Napoleonic may have been the final hopes that Saint-Simon placed in the working class and Hegel in the Prussian state, the impulse to look for some universal secular transformation of society came as much from the concrete fact of Napoleon as from the abstract rhetoric of the revolution.

The Napoleonic legacy thus helped create the original revolutionary ideologies; and the Napoleonic legend helped in more subtle ways to revive and intensify the revolutionary impulse in the 1840s. The boredom with the politics and style of Louis Philippe would not have been so acute in a land that did not have a Napoleon to remember. The insecure Louis Philippe, in search of some genealogy of legitimacy, cultivated an identification with Napoleon. He returned the ashes of Napoleon to Paris for reburial in the Invalides, and erected his statue in the Place Vendôme.

There had long been a body of Frenchmen who considered themselves reform Napoleonists as distinct from militaristic Bonapartists. In the 1840s their ranks were swelled by others whose political hopes focused on Napoleon's nephew, the future Napoleon III, who had been
active in the Italian revolutionary movement and had vainly tried twice to have himself proclaimed emperor in the late 1830s. This new Napoleon wrote in 1839 the influential Des Idées Napoléoniennes, which called for a new supra-political authority avoiding all doctrine and seeking only concrete benefits for the masses.94

This influential work, which sold 500,000 copies in five years,95 reflected the ideas of the Saint-Simonians whom Napoleon had befriended during his English exile of the late 1830s. He followed them in preferring administrative solutions over ideological or political ones and in his early interest in a possible canal through Nicaragua to further the “mystic marriage of East and West.” 96

The young Saint-Simon had progressed from early dreams of becoming a new Charlemagne to his final appeal for justice to “the poorest and most numerous class.” Napoleon III in like fashion turned from writing a life of Charlemagne in the early forties to a new vision of increasing production and ending unemployment in his work of 1844: Extinction of Pauperism.97

Napoleon III did not share Napoleon I’s fatal opposition to ideology. Unlike the first Napoleon, who came back from Egypt and Italy as a man of war, the third Napoleon returned to France from London as a man of ideas. He adopted as his own the Proudhonist proposal for workers’ associations and benefits, and transformed the Saint-Simonianism of his youth into an authoritarian industrialism and an ant clerical positivism that greatly strengthened the French state 98 (and, incidentally, helped to gain for many surviving Saint-Simonians lucrative positions in banking, industry, and government service). In this respect Bismarck was his imitator, transforming Hegelianism, the ideological system hitherto prevalent among German revolutionaries, into a new and conservative German nationalism. The roots of this neo-Hegelianism lay in the tract of 1857 calling for the building of a monument to Hegel, but warning that none would be adequate “until the German nation would build its state into the living temple of purest realism.” 99 When Bismarck became premier of Prussia five years later he capitalized on the passion of Hegelian intellectuals for political relevance by enlisting many of them in the tasks of German state-building. Many came to believe that Hegel’s vision of a rational, ordered society giving birth to a neo-Hellenic flowering of high culture might soon become reality in the new Germany Bismarck was building.

The principal “Napoleonic idea” was the coöptation of French revolutionary rhetoric by the patriotic press, which Napoleon III controlled brilliantly. The problem of the press was inescapable for anyone trying to restore order to France. Triumphant in elections, Napoleon faced the challenge of a free press:

... the great question of the century ... the greatest difficulty for constitutional order, the greatest danger for weak governments, the decisive proof of strong ones.100

Initially, Napoleon III reacted negatively to the challenge. But his harsh press laws of 1852 were gradually relaxed. He provided a general am-
nesty for the press in 1859, and soon entered the lists of chauvinistic journalism with his own anticlerical, quasi-socialist L'Opinion Nationale.

Napoleon created the "national opinion" that he purported to describe. So thoroughgoing was his control of the press that one critic complained before the legislature in 1862: "There is one journalist in France . . . the Emperor." In addition to controlling the news agency Havas and flooding the market with sloganized pamphlets (L'Empire c'est la paix, Le salut c'est la dynastie), Napoleon bought off opposition newspapers, streamlined the official Le Moniteur, and added a readable evening edition in 1864. This Petit Moniteur was published in editions of 200,000 and sold at a depressed price of six centimes—thereby undercutting all other competitors, who had to pay a minimum tax of five centimes on each issue. The satirist Maurice Joly, in his Politics of Machiavelli in the Nineteenth Century of 1864, described the technique as "neutralizing the press by the press itself." 102

Napoleon was a master of cooptation and public relations. He often offered prominent radical personalities jobs while stealing their slogans. He sponsored banquets and even associations for workers, and sought to channel their growing search for solidarity. Housing projects, mutual aid societies, and other meliorative programs were introduced and lauded with publicity on his imperial tours. Unlike Fazy in Switzerland, who introduced worker benefits out of long conviction and after careful study, Napoleon simply adopted what his monitoring of public opinion convinced him was expedient.

Historians have reached radically different verdicts on the motives and even on the results of the emperor's program. Essentially, he seems to have prepared the way for the characteristic political formula of the Third Republic: the combination of revolutionary rhetoric and practical reliance on a permanent centralized administration left over from the first Napoleon.

Napoleon continued his support of the Italian nationalist movement abroad, and espoused other, more remote national revolutionary causes. However, the suspicion soon grew that he was attempting to reroute abroad the popular impulses towards social revolution that had appeared at home in 1848 and 1851. "Emperor of the French" rather than of France, he increasingly seemed to use overseas adventure for domestic prestige: war in the Crimea in 1854–56, conquest of South Vietnam in 1862, and the disastrous attempt to conquer Mexico in 1866–67. All of this called forth a new word of rebuke from his erstwhile journalistic friends: imperialism. This, the last of the great isms to find a name, was used to describe the rapid expansion of European power overseas in the last two decades of the nineteenth century; but the term began with journalistic questioning of Napoleon III in the final "liberal" period of his reign. 104

Napoleon's scourge during these final years was the last great polemic innovator of revolutionary journalism in the Francocentric era: Henri de Rochefort. His remarkable career illustrated both the vulnerability of Napoleon as a leader and the ultimate victory of his chauvinist ideal.

Rochefort came out of the same low culture that had created the
terms chauvinism and jingoism; he was a vaudeville writer and a pupil of both Blanqui and the chansonnier Béranger. He served his journalistic apprenticeship on Figaro before launching in the late 1860s his radical La Lanterne and La Marseillaise and contributing to Victor Hugo’s new Le Rappel of 1869. Rochefort’s was the direct voice of proletarian ribaldry: a Daumier in prose with just a suggestion of Rabelais, promising to “register the misery of the laborers” alongside “the toilets of the Tuileries.” According to the very title of his first journal dispensed with the romantic past and invoked the plebeian image of a gaslight atop an iron support on a Parisian street corner. “The Lantern,” Rochefort bluntly explained, “can serve simultaneously to illuminate honest men and to hang malefactors.” His principal target was Napoleon, whom he assaulted with an unprecedented barrage of animal metaphors. His journal soared to an unprecedented printing of 500,000, and its easily concealed, pocket-sized format gave it European-wide distribution. When forced to flee to Brussels, Rochefort resumed publication of The Lantern with a model declaration of revolutionary independence from co-optation by Napoleon:

> The role of the government is in effect to amnesty me as soon as possible; but my role is not to let them . . . It is original, it is even burlesque. . . .

Although Napoleon succeeded in having the weekly shut later in 1869, Rochefort simply transferred his energies to a daily, La Marseillaise, which one of his collaborators called “a torpedo launched at high speed against the metal plates of the imperial navy,” and a future leader of the Paris Commune called a “machine of war against the Empire.” If France was still the “light of the world” for foreign revolutionaries, his journal was the main beacon.

Rochefort and his associates “proposed to rally the entire European socialist party to establish through the journal permanent relations between all the groups.” Such plans were fanciful, but his format was widely imitated. Students in distant St. Petersburg (including Marx’s principal Russian correspondent, Nicholas Danielson) tried to set up a journal with the same title and format.

Within France, Rochefort’s appeal was so great that it had to be combated not just with repression, but also with rival attractions. Girardin moved into the vacuum, and, as we have seen, he became in the late years of Napoleon’s reign a leading troubador of nationalism and foreign war. Taking over the moribund La Liberté in the late 1860s, he lifted its circulation from 500 to 60,000 through a journalistic revolution that was “perhaps as significant as that of 1836 of which it was in any case the natural consequence and prolongation.” The new mass audience that he thus created found its excitement no longer in The Three Musketeers and the gossip columns of La Presse, but in images of actual combat in the real world—telegraphic dispatches of distant military adventures, bulletins of a rising and falling stockmarket, and athletic contests that La Liberté was the first to cover regularly in its new section, le monde sportique.
Rochefort himself was eventually seduced by the new chauvinism—
despite having served ten years in New Caledonia for supporting the
Paris Commune and having founded a new journal of revolutionary op-
position to moderate republicans (appropriately named The Intransi-
gent) on Bastille Day 1880. He swung to the Right late in the decade
to support General Boulanger, moved further to the Right a decade
later during the Dreyfus case, and left The Intransigent altogether in
1907 to spend the last six years of his life writing for the conservative,
nationalist La Patrie.

One need not fill out in full the story of the chauvinistic press and
how it grew in the late nineteenth century. Many of the innovations
used to sensationalize news originated in America: photographic polit-
cal illustrations (in the New York Daily Telegraph of 1873), linotype
(in the German-American press of Baltimore in 1885), and a host of
devices used by William Randolph Hearst after his acquisition of the
World, Hearst used aggressive patriotism as the cement for a journal-
istic empire. He all but created the Spanish-American War of 1898.
He sent the illustrator Frederick Remington to Cuba on the eve of
war to provide pictorial evidence of Spanish transgressions. Remington
wired back to Hearst, “Everything is quiet. There is no trouble here.
There will be no war. Wish to return.” Hearst replied with the famous:
“Please remain. You furnish the pictures and I’ll furnish the war.”

A typical journalistic move from the revolutionary Left to the chau-
vinistic Right—the motion so common in superpatriotic journalism—
was that made by the most politically influential left-wing French
journalist of the late nineteenth century: Georges Clemenceau. His
transformation into the ultra-militant leader of France in World War I
illustrated how mass politics had replaced not only the conservative state-
craft of the restored European monarchies after Waterloo but also the
French-led tradition of revolutionary opposition. The decisive watershed
year for many (including the young communard Clemenceau) was 1871,
which sealed the victory of reactionary chauvinism over revolutionary
nationalism. The German victory over France in the Franco-Prussian
war led to the crowning of a new German emperor in Versailles. The
concurrent “liberation” of Rome and its designation as the Italian cap-
cital added new imperial associations to the achievement of Italian unity.

Germany and Italy—the foci of hopes throughout the early nineteenth
century for an extension of revolution beyond France—thus achieved
final union in 1871 not through a revolution of their peoples, but
through the military and diplomatic power of their leading sub-states:
Prussia and Piedmont. Bismarck’s Germany realized Einheit (unity) at
the expense of Freiheit (freedom), under an emperor rather than a
constitution. Italy under Cavour was subordinated not to Mazzini’s
“Rome of the people,” but to the Rome of a new king. The Vatican
council of 1871 proclaimed its faith not in Lamennais’s vision of popular
liberation from below, but in the infallibility of papal authority above.

The most dramatic and fateful event of the watershed year, 1871,
was, however, the rise and fall of the Paris Commune. It triggered the swing to the Right throughout Europe—and opened up new horizons for the revolutionary Left.

The Paris Commune

The Paris Commune of 1871 was the largest urban insurrection of the nineteenth century—and precipitated the bloodiest repression. It was a watershed in revolutionary history: the last of the Paris-based revolutions, bringing to an end the French domination of the revolutionary tradition.

The Paris uprising was the first example of mass defiance of the new military-industrial state in modern Europe. The Commune created—however briefly—an alternative, revolutionary approach to the organization of authority in modern society. Successful subsequent revolutionaries in Europe followed the communard example of making revolution only in the wake of war. Whereas the revolutions of 1789, 1830, and 1848 had occurred in times of peace, those that rocked Russia in 1905 and 1917, and brought other communist regimes into power in China, Yugoslavia, and Vietnam in the 1940s, were the direct outgrowth of foreign wars.

The Commune left a legacy of legends as well as lessons. It provided the Russian Revolution with holy relics (Lenin was buried with a communard flag, and the spaceship Voskhod was equipped forty years later with a ribbon from a banner of the Commune); and with holy images (the classic icon of class conflict in Eisenstein’s October—bourgeois ladies jabbing fallen workers with pointed parasols—was taken from a mural in the Paris museum of the Commune).

Myths of the Commune abounded among anarchists as well as Social Democrats in the period prior to World War I; among Chinese cultural revolutionaries of the 1960s no less than Russian political revolutionaries fifty years earlier; among the New Left as well as the Old in the Western world.

Insofar as all later revolutionaries were to find unity among themselves, it was in the singing of the great hymn that emerged from the martyrdom of 1871: the Internationale.

The simple fact of the Commune was that a revolutionary alliance ruled Paris for seventy-two days in the spring of 1871. It began as a patriotic protest against capitulation to the Prussian siege of Paris by a provisional French government formed after the defeat and flight of Napoleon III in September 1870. But the Commune soon became a vehicle for proletarian protest against the modern centralized state. An internal social revolution became a means of restoring pride to the
nation after the state had suffered defeat in a foreign war. There were echoes as far afield as the Muslim quarter of Algiers and provincial Russia. The leader of a student circle moved between Vilnius and St. Petersburg, signing his name “Communist” and proclaimed on April 14, 1871; “The World Revolution has already begun.” He named his short-lived journal *The Gallows*, and trailed into anonymity with an appeal to his countrymen on May 4 to “respond where you are to dying Paris... to arms! to arms!”

For the historian of revolution, the Commune may be seen as the most extreme moment of a revolutionary cycle in France which began when Napoleon tried to liberalize his empire in 1869–70—and ended only with the formal constitution of the Third Republic in 1875. The movement was, moreover, narrowly Parisian. Although there was sporadic insurgency in support of the Commune in other French cities, only in Paris was a new communal government elected and able to exercise authority.

For the historian of the revolutionary tradition, the Commune represents a crucial turning point from the previous dominance of national political revolution to the coming emphasis on transnational social revolution. To be sure, the Commune originated in the intensification of nationalistic militance during the war with Prussia that began in the summer of 1870. The Parisian Central Committee of the swollen National Guard opposed the armistice of January 1871 and spoke of the resistance possibilities of a new *levée en masse*. Nationalistic Paris turned revolutionary when the new central government of Thiers tried unsuccessfully to seize the guns of the Paris National Guard on March 18, 1871. Thiers fled to Versailles, and the patriotic leaders of France elected an eighty-one-member Commune as a rival government—or, as some would say, a rival to government.

This new participatory form of revolutionary administration resisted till near the end Jacobin and Blanquist demands for strong executive leadership, and militantly combatted the authority of the republican National Assembly at Versailles. The Commune attempted to move beyond traditional politics, reviving dreams of a fundamental transformation of the human condition on a large scale for the first time since 1792–94.

Aspiration was no less intense for being unfocused. At first during January and February, hopes seemed to move from national to social revolution, as “vigilance committees” allied themselves into a “revolutionary Socialist Party.” As the Commune developed, social revolutionaries avoided formal parties, but generally divided themselves into anticentralizing Proudhonists and elitist, statist Blanquists.

About half of the ruling body were manual workers; and another, partially overlapping, half had been involved in working-class political agitation of the 1860s. There was an authentic proletarian quality to the Commune’s efforts to establish cooperative industrial organization and professionally oriented secular education.

The verbal talisman of this unexpected social revolution was the word “Commune” itself. To most, it suggested “a demand for decen-
Centralization of authority—a federal state where small self-governing groups or units would become the dominant feature." The expulsion of the national government from Paris on March 18 was described as a révolution communali
tiste. It represented essentially a search for communal authority and communal benefits. Marx and the First International were only distant commentators despite the efforts of the Versailles government to equate communalism with communism.

A strangely festive air prevailed in revolutionary Paris under the souveraineté sauvage of the masses, from the parades that proclaimed the Commune on March 28 to the rapturous destruction of a totem of the Napoleonic cult, the Vendôme tower, on May 16 just hours before the Commune was crushed. March 28 was proclaimed "the festive wedding day of the Idea and the Revolution" amid general expectations of realizing "something more than a nominal republic," "the thing instead of the name."

In what Lenin called this "festival of the oppressed," even funerals became processions of civic dedication. These and other ceremonies were often punctuated by the sounds of the new weapons firing on Paris. As one revolutionary poet wrote:

The clash of cymbals can be heard in the dreadful silence between rounds of firing; and merry dance airs mingle with the rattle of American machine-guns.

The new guns, of course, prevailed; and the "merry dance airs" gave way to a dance of death. In the "bloody week" that followed the final entry of the Versailles troops into Paris on May 21, 1871, some 20,000 communards were killed. Another 13,000 were subsequently sent to prison or exile. Physical horror was accompanied by an attempt—largely unprecedented in prior repressions of revolutionary movements—to treat revolutionaries as pathological criminals.

The defeat of France by Prussia and then of the Paris Commune by the Versailles-based government seemed to represent the consistent crushing of ideas by power. France had still been seen as the homeland of revolutionary brotherhood; and surviving nationalist revolutionaries throughout Europe had rallied to the French cause. The last commander-in-chief of the Paris Commune itself was the Pole Jarosław Dąbrowski, who died heroically on the barricades. Garibaldi and his Polish counterpart Józef Hauke-Bosak (leader of the Polish national insurrection of 1863) joined hands to assume military command of the unsuccessful defense of Dijon against the Prussians; and this last great hero of Polish nationalism died his martyr's death there.

Defeat of the Paris Commune and the subsequent disintegration of the First International brought to an end the French era of modern revolutionary history. For nearly a century since the Great Revolution of 1789, Paris had been the principal center of expectation and the scene of revolution. The rallying cries of the 1830s and 1840s—socialism and communism—were first sounded in Paris, where the genie of popular political journalism was also first released. In Paris, the fantasies
of intellectuals provided spiritual ideals for a materialistic age—and prophetic prefigurations of almost every later revolutionary movement. All the congresses of the First International had been held in French-speaking areas on the immediate periphery of France—as if the leaders of European revolution sought to be as close as possible to a promised land only temporarily denied them.

That hope died when the conservative Third Republic rose on the grave of the Commune—and proved to be the most enduring form of government in modern French history. Thus, ironically, the French period of revolutionary history was ended by the very republican system of government that the original French revolutionaries had fought to establish. Versailles, where the forces assembled to destroy the Commune, worked its belated revenge against revolutionary Paris. The Tuileries Palace, which the original republicans of 1792 had stormed to establish the First Republic, was burned by the communards as the revolution staged its own final immolation scene. The Third Republic enlisted the economic power of the industrial bourgeoisie and the military might of the new centralized state. It wedded yesterday's revolutionary slogans (republican government, secular education) to today's vested interests.

Both the founding of the Third Republic in 1871 and its final dissolution in 1940 occurred in the wake of military defeat by Germany. In the history of revolutionary movements no less than that of national armies, the period of French dominance was to be succeeded by one of German dominance.

The French Republic was as much a conservative, unitary state as Bismarck's empire; and France soon followed Germany in transforming the revolutionary nationalism born in the late eighteenth century into the reactionary imperialism of the late nineteenth.

With nationalism crushed and republicanism discredited in France, social revolution alone remained intact as a revolutionary ideal. Within the Commune there had been two conflicting types of social revolutionary: decentralizing Proudhonists (emphasizing direct rule by and benefits for the workers) and authoritarian Blanquists and Jacobins (who in the dying days of the Commune established a dictatorial Committee of Public Safety). But there was no real leadership for either party. Proudhon had been dead for six years; and Blanqui was arrested and immobilized before the Commune was formed. Perhaps the closest any individual came to becoming a unifying leader was the moderate Jacobin Charles Delescuzes; and he gained special status only by dying on the last barricades.

The thoroughness of the repression within France placed the burden of continuing the social revolutionary tradition on leaders from other lands. Two in particular, Bakunin and Marx, sought to define the lessons of the Commune and carry on its tradition. The conflict between them became in the embittered aftermath of the Commune as central as was the struggle between Marx and Proudhon a quarter century earlier.
Marx vs. Bakunin

The fight between Marx and Bakunin was in many ways only a deepening of the Marx-Proudhon conflict. Once again, it was a civil war among social revolutionaries who shared more assumptions than either cared to admit.

Both Marx and Bakunin had been radical Hegelians at the University of Berlin. Both developed almost simultaneously an early, lifelong commitment to the coming revolution to end all social inequality. Both were convinced internationalists who rejected any purely national revolution. Both sought to base their struggle on oppressed social classes, rejecting the elite conspiratorial traditions of the past. Neither participated in the Commune, but each argued that its heroic tragedy vindicated his own revolutionary ideas.

Their conflict had in a sense already begun in 1843, when Bakunin insisted that the communist movement, then only in its infancy, was a deeply authoritarian foe of revolutionary liberation. Man’s desire for local and national identity could be crushed, he argued, because communism was the expression of

a herd of animals organized by compulsion and force and concerned only
with material interests, ignoring the spiritual side of life.

In the 1850s, when Marx was writing in the British Museum, Bakunin languished in tsarist prisons. In the 1860s, when Marx was establishing a central authority among northern European revolutionaries in London, Bakunin threw himself into a series of movements in southern Europe that intensified his anti-authoritarianism and anticipated the anticentralism of the Commune.

By 1866, Bakunin had concluded that local, autonomous communes were the only legitimate form of political authority. Two years later, he spoke of replacing the modern state altogether with a “federation of the barricades.” His concept foreshadowed the Soviets that would later emerge in Russia: a ruling council of “one or two deputies for each barricade . . . always responsible and always revocable.”

Bakunin rejected emphatically the Buonarrotian tradition of hierarchical organization pointing towards a provisional revolutionary dictatorship. He also sharply criticized the German socialists for their dangerous insistence that “the political revolution must precede the social revolution.” Against the German Social Democrats’ stated goal of “a free people’s state,” Bakunin insisted that “the words free and people’s are annulled and rendered meaningless by the word State.”

He set forth a plan for a European-wide revolutionary movement against state power in all its forms on the eve of the Franco-Prussian War. The originality of Bakunin’s program lay in his call for a worker-peasant alliance. He insisted that revolutions narrowly based in cities tended simply to seize the existing power of the central state and then superimpose their authority on the countryside. Elitist, urban-based
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... revolutionaries like Marx tended to radiate intellectual contempt for the peasantry by denigrating their religious faith and their individualistic methods. Bakunin himself was just as hostile to these peasant attitudes, but he nevertheless argued that a display of hostility would only perpetuate the separation of the peasantry from its natural revolutionary ally: the proletariat.

There is no point in extolling or denigrating the peasants. It is a question of establishing a program of action which will overcome the individualism and conservatism of the peasants. Such a program lay in unification for “the extirpation of the principle of authority in all its possible manifestations.” Without such a common objective, ordinary people in the cities and the countryside might be distracted by demagogues into a meaningless civil war under rival banners of political oppression—peasants rallying to monarchy, workers dying for a republic. The lower classes had to be liberated from attachment to either banner and unified by a Proudhonist-type social revolution that would “foster the self-organization of the masses into autonomous bodies federated from the bottom upward.”

Bakunin sought to begin this international anarcho-socialist revolution in the cities of southern France. He placed special hopes on Lyon, where his disciples staged a demonstration in March 1870. If Paris were to succeed first, he insisted, it must renounce immediately all claim to govern and organize France. In the spring of 1870, he envisaged revolution spreading from France to the neighboring urban centers of Italy and Spain, and on through the dissident Slavs in the Hapsburg Empire to his native Russia.

In September 1870, immediately after the decisive Prussian defeat of the French army and the demise of Napoleon III, Bakunin arrived in Lyon to lead a brief communal uprising; it was soon echoed in Marseilles. His appeal of September 25, The Revolutionary Federation of Communes, identified Bismarck’s Prussia as the main foe of social revolution. Even before the final defeat of the French armies, he spoke of the need to “put down the Prussians within in order to move with confidence and security against the Prussians from without.” He incited immediate communal revolution, because the centralized French state was destined henceforth to be “little more than a vice-royalty of Germany”; and he called for “a war to the death” between “popular revolution” and “the military, bureaucratic and monarchical despotism” of Germany.

The second wave of revolution struck France when the Paris Commune arose in the spring of 1871. Bakunin played no direct role; but in exile in Switzerland, he feverishly wrote his longest work, part of which was published in July 1871: The Knouto-Germanic Empire, or the Social Revolution.

The genius of the Paris Commune was, in Bakunin’s view, to present an authentic social revolutionary alternative to “God and the State”—the twin sources of all oppression.

For Bakunin, the villains within the revolutionary camp were the...
Jacobin leaders, who eventually imposed “dictatorial and governmental conceptions” on the Commune, and Mazzini, who had misled the Italian revolution with “obsolescent religious idealism” into “the political lust for state grandeur.” 147 Insisting that social revolution must be “diametrically opposed” to political revolution,148 Bakunin made his last substantial group of conversions to the revolutionary cause at Mazzini’s expense between the summer of 1871 and the summer of 1872, when an Italian Federation of the International was founded by his new followers in Rimini.

Other future anarchists like Johann Most in Austria would independently echo Bakunin’s view of the Commune as the harbinger of the most fundamental of all social revolutions.149 And among the Slavic and Latin peoples, where the state was particularly authoritarian (and where industrial development was not far advanced), the Bakuninist vision dominated the revolutionary imagination.

Bakunin’s principal rival was, of course, Karl Marx, who embodied precisely the authoritarian German instincts and political preoccupations that Bakunin detested.

Characteristically, Marx’s great essay on the Commune, “Civil War in France,” was written in the form of an address of the General Council to the membership of the International Workingmen’s Association. Lacking much of a following among the rank and file of the International (outside of its relatively small number of English- and German-speaking affiliates), Marx consistently sought to work through the executive structure of the London-based General Council of the International rather than through its autonomous federations and general congresses. Marx’s essay was written as the final executions in Paris were taking place. In it, Marx not only rediscovered the revolutionary passion of 1848, but also anticipated the new polemic style of 1917 and beyond.

There was, first of all, a reaffirmation of the necessary link between revolution and violence: “Paris armed was the Revolution armed . . . a slaveholders’ rebellion.” 150 He then proceeded to explain the success of the repression largely by depicting Alphonse Thiers as a villain without parallel even in Marx’s rich repertoire of polemic vitriol. This “parliamentary Tom Thumb, permitted to play the part of a Tamerlane” 151 was portrayed as “a virtuoso in perjury and treason,” with “vanity in the place of a heart”—“a monstrous gnome” 152 who

has charmed the French bourgeoisie for almost half a century, because he is the most consummate intellectual expression of their own class corruption.153

Marx extended the usual revolutionary argument about violence as a necessary posture of defense into the contention that Thiers was “the real murderer” of the Archbishop of Paris, whom the communards had killed along with sixty-four other hostages.154

The Commune encouraged Marx to believe that new political forms could advance social revolution—just as it encouraged Bakunin to argue that political forms had held the Commune back from social revolution. Marx traced its origins to political forces. For him the Commune was not—as it was for Bakunin—a kind of metaphysical opposite to the
Germanic principle of authority; for Marx the Commune was a dialectical development that arose out of French politics as “the direct antithesis to the Empire.” ¹⁵⁵ The Commune emerged logically from the Empire, in Marx’s view. Napoleon’s industrialization created a revolutionary proletariat; Napoleon’s imperialism armed it and created the wars among nations that the mobilized working class was now converting into wars between classes. Lenin’s argument of the World War I period in *Imperialism, The Highest Stage of Capitalism*, was anticipated in Marx’s contention that imperialism under Napoleon III has already become

the ultimate form of the State power...[of] full-grown bourgeois society...for the enslavement of labour by capital...¹⁵⁶

Marx’s vision of the Commune as an instrument of political deliverance from imperial war was likewise later transposed into Lenin’s vision of the Soviets as a political mechanism for establishing proletarian power during World War I. Even Lenin’s confidence in the power of the urban revolution to penetrate the countryside may have been anticipated in Marx’s ill-founded belief in “the appeal of the Commune to the living interests and urgent wants of the peasantry.” ¹⁵⁷ When Lenin reached for a slogan for the confiscation of private property in 1917, he borrowed one that Marx had attributed to the less confiscatory communards: “the expropriation of the expropriators.” ¹⁵⁸

In 1871 as in 1848, Marx turned for support to the most remorseless of revolutionaries: the followers of Blanqui. These “Blanquists,” whom Marx ridiculed in tranquil times as “alchemists of revolution,” provided Marx in times of trouble with an antidote to despair—and to disintegration within the revolutionary camp.

New followers had gathered around the legendary Blanqui after his release from prison in 1865; and he published for them a manual for insurrection in 1869: *Instructions for an Armed Seizure.*¹⁵⁹ Though Blanqui was again in prison by the time of the Commune, his followers gained prestige by their leadership within it. After the defeat of the Commune, leading Blanquists under Edouard Vaillant were coöpted as heroes into the General Council of the International. Marx cooperated with them in transforming this London-based executive body into a kind of embryonic embodiment of the concept that Marx had derived from the Blanquists in 1848: a “dictatorship of the proletariat.” He diverted the broader congress of the International scheduled for 1871 into a conference in London that he controlled in alliance with the Blanquists.¹⁶⁰

The common enemy of Blanqui and Marx in 1848 had been Proudhon, and their shared foe in 1871 was Proudhon’s anarchistic heir, Bakunin. Marx deliberately excluded Bakunin from the invitation list to the special conference of the International in London in September 1871. This Blanquist-Marxist gathering then proceeded to transform the hitherto relatively loose International into a disciplined political organization, centrally led by the General Council and explicitly committed to conquering political power.

The Bakuninists replied at a rival congress in Sonvilier two months
later that hierarchical and political means could never be used to gain social revolutionary ends. The “Sonvilier circular” proclaimed that it was impossible “for a free and egalitarian society to come out of an authoritarian organization,” and insisted that revolutionary organizations had to be miniature examples of the new society rather than branches of a political party.

In the first half of 1872, the conflict gave birth to a new vocabulary. In March, Marx revived the word anarchist as a pejorative term for the Sonvilier group; and he sent his son-in-law Paul Lafargue to Spain to attempt to destroy Bakunin’s political foothold there. The Bakuninists replied by introducing in June—for the first time in history—the term Marxist to characterize the new efforts to establish authoritarian control over the International. They denounced Lafargue as an agent of “the Marxist conspiracy” and an “apostle of the Marxist law” (enforcing whatever Marx wanted). Bakunin fortified his own polemic language with another new term: authoritarian communist.

Marx and Bakunin each accused the other of organizing a conspiracy. Each drew a measure of support from a surviving faction of communards. A curious anticipation of future revolutionary history lay in the names used to designate the more and less authoritarian communard factions: majoritaires and minoritaires. These terms, majoritarian and minoritarian, were to recur in the Russian bolshevik and menshevik. In both cases, the aggressive adoption of the majority label by the authoritarian party transformed a tactical majority within a small gathering into the pretense of representing the majority of a larger total body.

Lenin’s Bolsheviks were as much a minority in the Russian Social Democratic movement as were the Blanquist majoritarians within the Paris Commune. But the label was deftly annexed by the former on the basis of a majority in key meetings of the 1903 party conference and by the latter on the basis of a brief majority within the leadership during the last days of the Commune. Another verbal anticipation of later Russian revolutionary history came with Bakunin’s invention of the term socialist revolutionary in juxtaposition to Social Democrat. Likewise, the international organization that Bakunin had founded in the summer of 1868 as the International Alliance of Social Democracy was recreated early in September 1872 as the Socialist Revolutionary Alliance. Bakunin thus originated the label that was eventually adopted by the largest revolutionary party in late imperial Russia. Like the Bakuninists, the later Socialist Revolutionaries attached a key role to the peasantry that was never admitted by the urbanized Social Democrats.

The Marx-Bakunin conflict came to a head when Marx himself went for the first time personally to a congress of the International—at the Hague in September 1872. He succeeded in having Bakunin expelled, and tried with the aid of the Blanquists to require all member organizations to advocate the conquest of political power as the necessary prerequisite to proletarian revolution. However, most national sections of the International rallied instead to the Bakuninist banner at a series
of congresses held in defiance of Marx later in 1872. The International held a sixth congress in Geneva in September 1873, and a final one in Philadelphia three years later. But, in effect, it ceased to function after 1872. Following the Hague Congress, Marx moved its General Council to New York to prevent Bakuninist control. But Bakunin’s followers steadily extended their influence in Europe—taking the allegiance of many local membership bodies out from under the limited central authority that Marx had established.

The International was, of course, destroyed not so much by internal conflict as by the repressive conservative tide that swept through Europe after the Paris Commune. Bakunin’s Revolutionary Alliance, which was conceived well before Bakunin joined the International in 1868, survived through the Jura Federation. Marx’s fierce ad hominem attacks on Bakunin and his drive for a central authoritarian structure over the International never gained widespread support.

Slavic and Latin groups within the International particularly sympathized with the Bakuninist view that Marx “like the cuckoo, came to hatch his egg in a nest that was not his own.” Many continued to believe that revolutionary leadership would still come from France—and then spread to those “peoples and fragments of peoples who have the revolutionary flame.” Many shared Bakunin’s view that Marx had repudiated revolution as a search for liberty and had institutionalized the same “pan-Germanic” authoritarianism within the proletarian camp that Bismarck had introduced into bourgeois political life. Shortly after the epithet Marxism came the taunt Bismarxism.

The conflict between Marx and Bakunin in the early 1870s further atomized an already decimated Left; and, in effect, destroyed the social revolutionary tradition in western Europe for a generation. With Bakunin soon to die and Marx aging and somewhat isolated, the international revolutionary tradition in the early seventies lost its active leadership as well as its first international organization. The Marx-Bakunin fight left a legacy of bitterness and of unresolved issues that were to recur in subsequent generations. The First International left behind a number of national organizations as well as a new tradition of transnational proletarian authority that was to inspire numerous other congresses in the seventies and eighties until—on the centenary of the first French Revolution—a Second International was to be founded in 1889.

Meanwhile, in the course of the seventies, a new generation of revolutionaries grew up without the sense of geographical focus that Paris had previously provided. Revolutionaries now tended either (1) to organize the working class within the new bourgeois state in the hope of taking it over (the Social Democratic position of most “Marxists”) or (2) to combat the state as such, using new violent tactics (Slavic populism and Latin anarcho-syndicalism being dual heirs to the “Bakuninist” tradition).

The new concept which rationalized—if it did not help inspire—the turn to violence among both these groups in the 1870s and the 1880s
was the Bakuninist idea of "propaganda by the deed." This doctrine—if it may be called that—was first articulated in late August 1870 as the basis for the revolutionary uprisings Bakunin was about to incite:

Let us leave now to others the matter of theoretically developing the principles of the social revolution, and let us content ourselves with broadly applying them, with *incarcerating them in deeds* . . . henceforth we must propagate our principles no longer by words, but *by deeds*.170

Beyond "propaganda by the deed" lay a new interest in the broader subject of revolutionary violence—reflected by desperate anarchism and syndicalism in the West and by an altogether new type of ascetic violence in the East. For all Europeans who attempted to sustain the revolutionary vision in the later nineteenth century, the memory of the Commune remained sacred, and its glorification provided compensation for the hostile atmosphere of the antirevolutionary industrial state.

### The Lost Romance

The romantic, heroic mentality died with the Paris Commune. Both revolutionary nationalism and French leadership were undercut, and the intangible, indispensable element of romance faded forever from the world of banners and barricades. The communards had gutted the Tuileries Palace and toppled the Vendôme tower—symbols respectively of monarchical and Napoleonic authority. But the Third Republic created no monument capable of symbolizing legitimacy or even eliciting emotional support. In the late nineteenth century, the Parisian skyline was dominated by two new cultural symbols that sought to move beyond the political past—but only provoked further polarization. Sacre Coeur, the new Cathedral of the Sacred Heart, lifted its great white cupola over the former communard headquarters on Montmartre—the fruit of a nationwide Catholic subscription campaign to expiate the sins of the Commune. On the opposite, left side of the Seine soon arose the 984-foot Eiffel Tower, the iron symbol of the new industrial city over the Champs de Mars on which the original romantic, revolutionary festivals had been enacted.

The conservatism of the Sacre Coeur combined with the industrialism of the Eiffel Tower to produce a new kind of state power capable of annexing and transforming the forms of romantic nationalism. Heroic violence of the Italo-Polish variety gave way to the modernized, mechanized violence of the new mass conscript armies of the late nineteenth century. The musical melodrama that had accompanied and ennobled revolutionary nationalism was replaced on the forefront of musical experiment by a new type of opera that heralded the rise of the Germano-Russian stage of revolutionary development.
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Modernization of Violence

The grisly repression of the Commune revived an apocalyptic element that had all but vanished from revolutionary thinking after 1848. Dostoevsky likened the fires in the Tuileries to those of the Last Judgment. Lenin later spoke of “the struggle for heaven,” and Pottier of la lutte finale.

This “final struggle” of proletariat with bourgeoisie was not, of course, to begin in earnest for another quarter of a century, when once again the military defeat of a European power prepared the way for internal uprising. Humiliation by Japan in 1904–05 would lead Russia into its era of revolutions; and Lenin—the man who eventually led the revolutionaries to power—would turn for guidance to the period of the Commune. Indeed his first move as an exile in Switzerland on hearing that urban fighting had broken out in Russia in 1905 would be to begin reading and translating the military memoirs of a leader of the communards’ military resistance: Gustave-Paul Cluseret.

Selections from Cluseret’s three-volume work were translated by Lenin’s wife, and published with a preface by Lenin in March 1905. Cluseret’s hatred of sentimentality and his emphasis on careful planning under a “general staff of revolutionaries” appealed to the post-romantic mentality; and his careful emphasis on seizing the key points of existing governmental power provided a rough advanced blueprint for the Bolshevik seizure of power in St. Petersburg in 1917.

Cluseret modernized revolutionary violence. He infused revolutionary thinking with the knowledge of modern, mass warfare he had gained through firsthand participation in the two bloodiest wars of the century between 1815 and 1914: the Crimean War and the American Civil War. A graduate of St. Cyr and a winner of the Legion of Honor for his repression of revolutionaries in 1848, Cluseret had drifted into the revolutionary camp via military service with Garibaldi’s red shirts and the Irish underground in America. Arriving in war-torn France as the emissary of Bakunin in Lyon, he rapidly rose to become commander-in-chief of the last phase of the military resistance in the Paris Commune. His knowledge of modern warfare was enriched by his friend and adviser, the hard-line American Union General, Sheridan, who had been with Moltke and the new Prussian military machine during its lightning victories over Napoleon III.

Cluseret’s retrospective writings on the Commune advocated a new kind of total war in which “no quarter is to be expected since none is to be given,” and provided blunt tactical suggestions for a fresh, unromantic approach to street fighting: attack by night, neutralize fire power by concealment, occupy corner houses, and so forth. Military and civic education had to be closely integrated in a new type of revolutionary militia that would destroy property rather than people and constantly cut bourgeois lines of communication and supply by means of flying columns. Even the Germans could not have sustained a long war against this kind of opposition; and no modern state would be able to resist an armed and disciplined revolution that was determined to
replace "the basis of society" rather than to "replace only people" as conspirators had been doing since the last real revolution in 1792.

Cluseret's advocacy of violent means for visionary ends was based on the belief that a social rather than national revolution was approaching:

The work of the second and supreme Revolution will be to replace anew the social axis of capital in order to hand it over to labor.

Such a specter on the Left was used by the Right to justify threats of counter-violence that helped keep France polarized— and often paralyzed— during the troubled life of the Third Republic.

Cluseret's new stress on social rather than national goals, discipline rather than romance, was most fully accepted farther to the east; and, when urban social revolutionaries finally did gain power, it was in St. Petersburg in 1917 under the leadership of Cluseret's Russian admirer. Lenin's revolutionary career fused the two major new forces that had arisen to dominate the imagination of the Left after the defeat of the Paris Commune: German social democracy and Russian populism. These movements grew out of the rival traditions of Marx on the one hand and of Proudhon and Bakunin on the other. They reflected as well a new and more professional attitude towards the problems of organization and violence respectively within the new industrial state. The rise of social democracy and populism within the Prussian and Russian empires respectively signaled the waning of French influence and the onset of the Germano-Russian period of revolutionary history.

The Mutation of Opera

Turning from the mundane of violence and organization to the sublime, the decline of both romanticism and revolutionary nationalism in the 1860s and 1870s can be traced through the transformation of opera. This musical medium was, as we have seen, a touchstone of revolutionary passion; and its mutations in this period reflect the transfer of the ideological center of gravity in Europe from the Franco-Italian to the Germano-Russian world.

As we have said, realism and materialism prevailed in France after the defeat of the Paris Commune. George Sand, the great romantic novelist, complained in her old age to Gustave Flaubert, the new realist, that she suffered from idiotisme auditif in the new era. She was no longer able to dream of romantic transformations of reality, to be both man and woman, to "make words and music at the same time." Like everything else, music was put at the service of the state. Opera, yesterday's medium of revolution, became today's handmaiden of reaction. The Mute Girl of Portici, which had precipitated insurrection forty years earlier, was used in 1870 to mobilize France for its reckless war with Prussia. At a performance just after Napoleon III's ill-fated declaration of war, the cast of the Paris opera lingered onstage to sing La Marseillaise. The excited audience urged them to add the warlike song from the Franco-Prussian crisis of 1840: "Nous l'avons eu, votre Rhin allemand." When the cast protested that they did not know the
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words, the weathervane journalist Girardin shouted down from the loges: “It will take longer to learn it than to take it!”

Verdi, the patriarch of earlier revolutionary nationalism, retreated from politics altogether during the crisis of 1870–71. With the unification of Italy safely behind, he concentrated his attention on getting scenery and costumes safely out of Paris for the première in Cairo of his new opera, Aida, heralding the opening of the Suez Canal. This old Saint-Simonian dream of a canal connecting East and West through Egypt had become a reality in 1869; but it heralded the arrival not so much of the “new Christianity” as of the new imperialism. After the opening of Aida in December 1871, Verdi withdrew altogether into the majestic, apolitical worlds of religion (Messa de Requiem) and Shakespeare (Otello and Falstaff). And Aida, which might have been seen as a drama of national liberation a decade before, was instead treated as sheer spectacle—particularly as it was mounted on the largest opera stage in the world at the new Paris opera after 1875.

Meanwhile, at the new theater of the Bouffes-Parisiennes, traditional opera was supplanted altogether by the operettas of Offenbach, which became the rage of the gaslight era in Paris. Light music for the masses—like the new mass journalism—provided diversion for reactionary imperialists rather than inspiration for revolutionary nationalists.

Offenbach’s musical model caught on in one empire after another. It arrived in Britain at the very time of the taking over of the Suez Canal and the preparation of the title Empress of India for Queen Victoria. In 1875, Gilbert and Sullivan wrote the first of their immensely successful patter operas, Trial by Jury, as the opening number for an evening of Offenbach. Concurrently, in yet another antirevolutionary empire, Hapsburg Vienna was enchanted by one musical confection after another that cascaded from Johann Strauss II, in the wake of his first successful operetta, The Thousand and One Nights of 1871.

Offenbach’s show-stopping suggestive dance routine, the cancan, was a popular feature of his operettas; it was to become a symbol of imperial decadence and inanity to the more somber revolutionaries who now loomed beyond the Rhine. In Germany and Russia a new kind of grand opera arose in marked opposition to the romantic, Franco-Italian musical tradition. The parallel emergence of the very different figures of Richard Wagner and Modest Mussorgsky heralded a rejection of the romantic lyricism and uncomplicated optimism of the Latin school. Ideologically, their operas expressed a new nationalism completely divorced from any revolutionary message.

If there was a decisive moment of this transition from the FrancoItalian to the Germano-Russian dominance of nationalistic opera, it might well have been the winter of 1862–63 in St. Petersburg, when a new kind of opera was born in the Russian north. Alexander II had commissioned Giuseppe Verdi to write the only opera he composed during his service in the new Italian parliament from 1861 to 1865. The world première of this opera, La Forza del Destino, in St. Petersburg in November 1862 was followed in February 1863 by the arrival of Verdi's
German rival, Richard Wagner, as guest conductor in St. Petersburg. Wagner’s “music of the future” excited the awakening Russian sensibility, and inspired immediate imitation in Serov’s opera Judith of 1863. Wagner contrasted the warmth of the Russian reaction and the coolness of the French reception of his “music of the future” by suggesting that “the Russians now live in the future.”

Most Russians feared the seductive appeal of Wagner even as they hailed his rejection of Franco-Italian models. A gifted group of young Russian composers withdrew altogether from the St. Petersburg Conservatory to form a new Free Music School dedicated to discovering an authentically Russian musical style, free from all foreign influence. The genius of the group, Mussorgsky, produced in the late 1860s and 1870s a Russian national opera to rival the concurrent German achievement of Wagner. Taken together, their accomplishments mark the end of the link between nationalism and revolution which had been a hallmark of romantic Franco-Italian opera.

In a purely artistic sense, both Wagner and Mussorgsky were far more antitraditional (and in this general sense revolutionary) than Verdi and other giants of the Franco-Italian opera. Each of them sought to transcend the romantic idiom—and indeed Western musical tradition altogether. Each sought to derive a new musical language directly from “the people” and new subject matter from the collective subconscious of vernacular folklore. The radical differences between the two giants tell us more than a little about the very different inner aspirations of post-romantic nationalism in Germany and Russia respectively. Wagner and Mussorgsky played important roles in the development of national consciousness in each country. Indeed, their music provides a kind of prophetic foreboding of the two most fateful revolutionary upheavals of twentieth-century Europe: the national socialism of Hitler’s Germany and the socialist nationalism of Stalin’s Russia.

Wagner delivered—quite literally—the deathblow to the lyric theme of romantic love which had been central to the operas of romantic nationalism. Subconscious longing replaced lyric melody in Tristan and Isolde, which was first produced in 1865. The first four notes opened up the abyss of chromatic modern music; and the lovers were transformed into foredoomed nocturnal figures overwhelmed by a music of the subconscious, which achieved harmony only after a final orchestral orgasm left both lovers dead upon the stage.

After taking lyricism away from the theme of love, Wagner proceeded to an affirmation of German nationalism in his next great opera, Die Meistersinger. First performed in 1868 after the Prussian defeat of Hapsburg Austria, the composer found himself enamored of Bismarck’s successes and under the secure patronage of the even more conservative King Ludwig of Bavaria. “My real self,” he wrote joyously, “is roaming the streets of Nuremberg”; and a triumphant sense of German superiority burst forth at crucial moments in his tale of the prize contest in medieval Nuremberg. A heroic crescendo verging on a military march rose up when Hans Sachs, the symbol of German cul-
ture and virtue, punctuated his monologue on the vanity of the world with

Wie friedsam treuer Sitten,
getrost in That und Werk,
liegt nicht in Deutschland’s Mitten
mein liebes Nürenberg!

How peaceful and faithful
Secure in its deeds and ways
Lies in the midst of Germany
My beloved Nuremberg!

*Meistersinger* projected not a revolutionary but a conservative nationalism. The old Sachs enabled the young Walter to win the prize; and Sachs ended with a warning against “foreign thoughts and foreign ways”:

ehrt eure deutschen Meister,
dann bannt ihr gute Geister!
Und gebt ihr ihrem Wirken Gunst,
zerging’ in Dunst
das heil’ge röm’sche Reich,
uns bleibe gleich
die heil’ge deutsche Kunst!

Honor your German masters
If you would prevent disasters!
Take them into your heart;
Let the Holy Roman Empire
fall into dust.
We’ll have instead
Our holy German art!

Wagner provided a “holy German art” through his monumental *Ring of the Nibelungen*, which was completed by 1874 and given its first complete performance in 1876 at the theater-shrine newly completed for him at Bayreuth.

To the new, imperial generation of German nationalists in the late nineteenth century, the Rhine was to become not just the artery of the fastest growing industrial complex in the world, but also the mysterious source of a golden ring capable of bringing mastery over the world and the downfall of the gods. Whether or not one accepts the Freudian critique of Wagner as promising phallic deliverance through Siegfried’s sword and Parsifal’s spear, there is clearly a mobilization of subliminal emotions in Wagner’s music. The young Adolph Hitler was an avid Wagnerite, returning time and again to the opera house in Linz to see the entrance of the knight in shining armor in *Lohengrin*, proclaiming *Meistersinger* as his favorite opera, and staging his own theatrical triumph in Nuremberg in the monumental rally of 1934.

Very different were both the music and the message of Mussorgsky’s “popular music dramas” in Russia—but equally destructive of the romantic lyricism and revolutionary nationalism of the Franco-Italian school. In his search for a unique national idiom, Mussorgsky sought to discover his new musical language in the unspoiled sounds of or-
dinary people, attempting at one point to extract music directly from
the sounds of the babbling masses at the Nizhni-Novgorod fair.

In his desire to make music express a truth that was both realistic
and moral, Mussorgsky turned for inspiration first to the prose texts of
Nicholas Gogol, then to Russian history and the greatest dramatic text
of Russia’s greatest poet: Pushkin’s Boris Godunov. He spent 1868–74
—the exact period when Wagner was completing his Ring—writing
Boris, his only completed opera. This greatest of all Russian national
operas dealt with a period of internal upheaval and uncertain modernization very much like that of Alexander II’s Russia: the “time of
troubles” at the beginning of the seventeenth century. Calling it a
“popular (narody) music drama,” Mussorgsky built up to the final scene
in the Kromi forest which he called a “picture of the people” and
which the critic Stasov soon dubbed the “revolutionary scene.”

This tumultuous scene directly followed the death of the guilt-ridden
Tsar Boris and presented a succession of would-be leaders for the Russian
people of the early seventeenth century who were strikingly suggestive of similar forces contending for the allegiance of the Russian people in the turmoil of the 1870s. The scene also represented a kind of revolutionary variant on the preceding scene in which Boris died amidst the decorum of a Boyar Duma. Whereas all was hierarchy and orderly procession within the tsar’s palace, all was chaos and disorderly flight in the forest. The rousing anti-authoritarian chorus Slava Botarinu, Slava Borisovu was sung during the famous “movement to the people” by radical students who went to the countryside in search of revolutionary allies in the summer of 1874 just a few months after the premiére of the opera.

Authority was desecrated beginning with the mock coronation scene
of the boyar Khrushchev (sic) and continuing with the humiliation of
the hero of popular Russian folklore (the holy fool) and the symbol of
arrogant, foreign ways (the Jesuits). Finally Mussorgsky’s “people”
found their voice in the soprano’s cry of smert’, smert’ (death, death)
at the orgiastic climax of a regicidal chorus. It was all remarkably
prophetic of the role that women were to play in the revolutionary
movement that eventually assassinated Alexander II. The masses in
Mussorgsky’s opera—like the Russian masses after the death of Alexan-
der II—rushed to embrace a new tsar rather than to form a new revolu-
tionary order.

But the last word for Mussorgsky was pronounced by the holy fool
left alone on the stage alongside an alarm bell and a flickering flame,
no longer able either to prophesy or to pray, but only to lament. The people were no longer the idealized narod of populist revolutionaries,
but a hungry liud, without food or hope. Bleak realism had triumphed
over revolutionary romanticism; and the same bleakness was to domi-
nate Mussorgsky’s subsequent effort to write a national trilogy of Wag-
nerian scale in his uncompleted final opera, Khovanshchina.

At the height of revolutionary unrest in 1877 he considered briefly the
eighteenth-century peasant rebel Pugachev as a possible operatic sub-
ject; but returned at the end to the seventeenth-century Old Believers
who had supported the Khovanskies in resisting the westernizing innovations of Peter the Great. Mussorgsky's Khovanshchina ended like Wagner's Ring with the main characters consumed on stage by a giant fire. But there was a deep difference between the two immolation scenes. Mussorgsky ended with the bass voice of an Old Believer priest bidding everyone mount the pyre in bleak tones of resignation. Wagner ended with a kind of transfiguration as Brünnhilde ecstatically climbed into the fire joyfully to greet her husband. Mussorgsky suggested that the Russian people both yearned for political change and were unlikely to find deliverance along that path. So stirring to the imagination was the "revolutionary scene" of Boris, however, that when Lenin was forced to go into hiding briefly outside St. Petersburg amidst the revolutionary crisis of 1917, he reputedly answered the enquiry of where he was going by the simple reply, "to Kromi."

Thus opera by the end of the nineteenth century had become ritualized entertainment for the reactionary, rather than inspirational excitement for the revolutionary. Social revolution in the age of industrialism and imperialism had become a grim and prosaic matter.

The would-be makers of the social revolution did, however, find a new song to replace La Marseillaise, which had lost some of its revolutionary luster when its final codification as the national anthem of the Third Republic was supervised by none other than the republic's chauvinistic scourge, General Boulanger. The rival anthem for social revolutionaries was to come into use at the opening of the fourteenth congress of the French Workers Party on July 20, 1896. Meeting at a time of gathering national rivalry and with an unusually large number of German and other foreign delegates present, the congress was disrupted by a chauvinistic group shouting "Down with Prussia," waving the tricolor, and singing La Marseillaise. The French socialists responded by singing Pottier's "Internationale" in the musical version composed in 1888 by a Belgian for a workers' chorus in Lille. Thus, an all-but-forgotten poem from the time of the Paris Commune and a scarcely noticed musical arrangement suddenly became the song of revolutionaries looking beyond national identities to transnational, working-class solidarity. Beginning with the congress of the Second International at Paris in September of 1900, it became the practice of international gatherings of socialists to end their meetings with the singing of this hymn, which has generally remained the anthem of those who believe in revolution through class rather than national identity.

The Francocentric age of revolutionary nationalism had begun in Strasbourg in April 1792, when La Marseillaise first rallied a revolutionary nation to resist invading German monarchs. The age ended in the same Strasbourg in August 1870, when new German invaders subjected its civilian population to four nights of devastating, continuous bombardment. This unprecedented atrocity announced "a new military age" in which mechanized violence would lead to social revolution. Alsace, which had ignited France with song in 1792, smoldered in resentment as a German province after 1871—and became a casus belli in 1914.
Nationalism had been taken over and deradicalized by the great state builders of the post-1848 era: Napoleon III, Cavour, Bismarck. Romantic nationalism remained the dominant ideology of the less-developed and politically disenfranchised fringes of Europe (Ireland, the Balkans); and, by the turn of the century, had gained new vitality in the non-European world seeking to resist European imperial domination. But the most important new developments in the European revolutionary movement between 1848 and 1914 lay within the rival tradition of social revolution. It is to the growing pains of this very different, transnational tradition largely within Germany and Russia that attention must now be turned.
BOOK III
THE RISE OF THE SOCIAL REVOLUTIONARIES:
THE LATE NINETEENTH AND EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURIES
EUROPE after the Franco-Prussian War and the Paris Commune entered a new age of social and political conservatism. But it was profoundly different from the royal restoration at the beginning of the century. A new industrial order had created a new interdependence through the railroad, the steamboat, and the telegraph. Individual countries had transformed nationalism and republicanism from revolutionary slogans into forms of social discipline. The new national state possessed the military and police power to suppress revolutionaries; and the state was gaining the productive powers and political skills to provide consoling social benefits to the masses.

After two decades of intermittent warfare among European states, European leaders now turned their militant energies outward for three decades of imperial expansion against the non-European world. Imperialism proved to be a more effective rallying cry than revolution with the European masses; and, for at least two decades after the Paris Commune, the revolutionary tide seemed to be waning—if not disappearing.

The symbol and source of dynamism in the new industrial state was the machine. It was the throbbing heart of the new manufacturing metropole—a magnet pulling people in from the countryside like loose metal filings. The machine mobilized the masses for productivity, made them factors in its factories. It was the magician of modernity, transforming raw material from within the earth into finished power over it. The machine also became Moloch in motion, spreading the sovereignty of steel throughout the world by steamboat and locomotive. Better machine locomotion permitted Prussia to unify Germany and defeat France. European armies began thereafter to mechanize mass murder
by adopting that terrible technological by-product of the American Civil War: the machine gun.2 Both the firearms of the new German army and the engines of the new British navy were propelled by a new kind of force. Power in both cases was directed through a central shaft; and, by swirling the tube, the power was vastly increased for expelling a shell or propelling a ship.

Rifling the bore of a gun was nothing less than “the first missile revolution”; 3 and the turbine engine was “one of the most important inventions in the entire history of power.” 4 Whether driven by steam or water, it enabled man to generate electricity. Countries like Italy which lacked coal were at last able to produce power for industrial production. Then, in 1885, one year after the appearance of the first usable steam turbine, an internal combustion engine was applied successfully to ground transportation by Daimler and Benz in Germany. New mobility was provided by internal combustion and the use of oil for industrial energy. No longer did man simply draw flame from coal in one place to produce steam power from water in another. Power was now directly generated by exploding volatile new fuels—oil and gas—directly inside the machine. The machine thus came to contain violence within itself. It was soon mass-produced by other machines as the American system of interchangeable parts combined with German skill in precise microscopic measurement.

The new mechanized world rendered obsolete the romantic ideal of a natural order and the poetic, melodramatic style of earlier leaders. The subconscious model for revolutionary organization subtly changed from that of a structure to that of a machine. Gone now was the older architectural image of masons building a new “temple” for humanity through the personal exertion of their mental and moral faculties. In its place there slowly appeared the concept of a modern political machine driven by thermodynamic force and impersonal calculation. There was an accompanying change in revolutionary personnel. Professional people, often with aristocratic backgrounds, who viewed themselves as creative builders of an ideal order, now gave way increasingly to a new type of intellectual-organizer preoccupied with shaping an effective organization for, if not from, the working class.

The change from moral to functional purposes did not represent the triumph of “technology” or “organization” as such within the revolutionary tradition. Rather it represented the victory of one aspect of technology (the dynamic, standardized, and environmentally independent machine) over another (the relatively static, unique, and environmentally dependent structure). 5

Power was now thermodynamic not charismatic: hot, hard, and movable, rather than cool, elegant, and static. The romantic belief in the power of heroic individual will faded after the death of the last Napoleon. Increasingly, relentlessly, the late nineteenth century identified power with the essential elements of the heat engine itself: mechanical organization and violence. The machine itself was a model of organized violence; and revolutionaries were learning its lessons as
they turned to the problems of organization and to the possibilities of violence for mobilizing the masses.

The frontiers of discovery for the revolutionary tradition in the age of the machine were in central and eastern Europe. The old centers of gravity—France, Italy, Poland—faded in importance, as the new type of organization appeared in Germany and new uses of violence were developed in Russia.

Thus we return again to fire; it was the blast furnaces and fire-driven machines of the Ruhr, the Saar, and Silesia that during the second half of the nineteenth century transformed a localized, semirural German people into the most industrialized and urbanized major nation in Europe. The fire-driven machinery which stood behind the rapid industrialization of Germany was a product in effect of a "second industrial revolution." Whereas the first Industrial Revolution a century earlier in England emerged through the trial and error of artisan-craftsmen, the new German accomplishment emerged rather from the laboratory of the scientist-engineer. The ability of the new German state systematically to apply the discoveries of scientific research to factory production enabled it to outstrip France as the greatest power in continental Europe in ways that were even more decisive than the military victory of 1870-71.

Social Democracy represented a systematic attempt by the Germans to convert their short-lived revolutionary conflagration of 1848-50 into the more disciplined, slow-burning fire of a modern political machine. The German Social Democratic party sought to organize workers as rationally within society as the new engineers had organized machines inside the factory.

Germany also supplanted France as the focus of revolutionary hopes; and the poignant irony of this dramatic change can be illustrated by recounting the history of one French family: the Carnots. Germany in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries produced nothing to equal the technological genius of this gifted family of scientist-engineers; yet a newly united Germany in the late nineteenth century succeeded far more than a newly polarized France in applying their ideas to society.

Lazare Carnot had been the leading military engineer and "organizer of victory" for the original French Revolution against the counter-revolutionary intervention of German princes in 1793-94. His son Sadi, reflecting sadly on the subsequent English victory over Napoleon and the exile of his father to Germany, concluded that the steam engine was the source of England's triumph. He thereupon probed its secrets and unlocked the theory of thermodynamics which made high pressure, fire-driven engines possible. His *Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire*, written in 1824 when he was twenty-eight, has been called "the most original work of genius in the whole history of the physical sciences and technology"; but it was to be his only book, for he died of cholera in 1832.
It was the Germans who developed most successfully both Lazare Carnot’s concept of a military machine and Sadi’s theory of the heat engine. The former came with the victories of the Prussian army in the war of 1870–71. The latter followed in the next fifteen years as N. A. Otto developed the four-stroke engine; Rudolph Diesel began work on the engine bearing his name; and Gottlieb Daimler and Karl Benz, working independently of each other, developed the first modern automobile engine.

By the time Sadi Carnot’s *Reflections* was reissued in 1878 by his brother Hippolyte, Germany had supplanted both England and France as the most dynamic industrial power in Europe. When Hippolyte’s son, another Sadi Carnot, became president of France in 1886, it appeared that his engineering experience and personal stature might recapture for the Third Republic a position of industrial as well as political leadership in Europe. He repelled the neo-Napoleonic challenge from the Right by General Boulanger, but was assassinated from the Left by an Italian anarchist at a banquet in Lyon in 1894.

German Social Democracy provided a form of social discipline against precisely that sort of random violence. It arose from the massive introduction of the technology of the Carnots into the very different political culture of imperial Germany. The German Social Democratic party became the first organized political body in modern times to gain an authentic mass following among the working class. But the Social Democratic party has a cloudy historical image. Marxist-Leninist historians must necessarily accord some recognition to the first mass organization formally to adopt Marxism as a doctrine, the largest political party in imperial Germany, and the principal vehicle for mediating Marxist teachings to the broader world in the period before World War I. On the other hand, these historians find it necessary to remain faithful to Lenin’s harsh judgments during the last decade of his life of the German Social Democrats. It remains perplexing even to the non-Leninist Left that the German Social Democrats failed (1) to take—or even to share—power in imperial Germany and (2) to prevent—or even to resist energetically—the German entrance into World War I.

The German Social Democrats occupied a position within German politics that was as ambiguous as their role in world history. They were neither a revolutionary conspiracy nor a political party operating through an accepted system. They were, instead, a kind of “non-participating opposition” within the most powerful state in Europe. Even more than the Second International, which they often dominated but did little to preserve after 1914, the Social Democrats represented a bridge between the Francocentric revolutionary conspiracies of the European era and the mass movements and global politics of the twentieth century.

Social Democracy provided a new type of revolutionary leader. He did not attain power. He remained in the wilderness—but as an organizer rather than a prophet. The German party represented the point of transition in the history of revolutionary movements between revolution-
aries without power in the nineteenth century and power without revolutionaries in the twentieth.

The "Communist party" about which Marx spoke in the 1840s had been more an object of faith than a matter of fact, and he extolled it subsequently not for anything it did, but for its spiritual essence as the first "party in the great historical sense." There seemed to have been three key characteristics for such a party: (1) unity through ideological discipline, (2) total dedication to the proletariat as a class, and (3) freedom from restricting parochial perspectives. Marx and Engels discovered no such party anywhere during the revolutionary recession of the 1850s, and never saw more than a potential embodiment in the International Workingmen's Association during its brief history from 1864 to 1872. Despite Marx's efforts to control and discipline it, this amorphous body never became a "party" in this or any other sense.

Thus, the party that formed in Germany under the label Social Democratic was probably the most important political expression of Marxism during Marx's lifetime—even if it was largely unconnected with the International and not yet sufficiently disciplined ideologically to be a "party" in Marx's "great historical sense." Its name expressed its aim of social rather than national revolution—and its identity as something more than liberalism and less than communism.

Revolutionaries have repeatedly sought to give new vitality to an old label by attaching fresh adjectives to the word democracy. The first youthful communists in the early 1840s described themselves as "true" and "fraternal" democrats. Aging Stalinists a century later attempted to refurbish the tarnished communist cause by referring to "people's" democracy,9 democracy "of a new type," 10 or "national" democracy. 11 "Social" democracy was the new label of hope for chastened revolutionaries in Germany after 1848, fortifying democracy, the political term for rule of the people, with an adjective suggesting economic justice as well. 12 The term was first invoked by an organized group during the aftermath of the 1849 uprising in Baden. 13 Social democracy became the primary label for the fresh spread of the social revolutionary ideal east of the Rhine in the late nineteenth century, and was gradually linked with Marxism.

Lassallean Origins

The flamboyant founder of German Social Democracy, Ferdinand Lassalle, seemed an unlikely type to usher in the new age of machine organization. He had dreamt as a youth of leading the German people in battle; and he assumed at various points in his brief adult career the posture of a poet or philosopher, and the personal demeanor of a brood-
ing lover and demagogic orator. His debonair appearance and admiration for Garibaldi made him an uncongenial personality for Marx, who once called him (to the embarrassment of Marxist hagiographers) a “union of Jew and German on a negro foundation.”

Lassalle had worked with Marx on the *Neue Rheinische Zeitung* in Cologne during 1848-49, and had developed ideas on revolutionary organization different from those of the Communist League. Lassalle’s concept of a party was derived not so much from the ideas of Marx’s manifesto as from the practices of his newspaper, from what his best biographer calls “the party of the *Neue Rheinische Zeitung.*”

Lassalle argued that the Communist League failed because it had been held together only by very general ideas which were “indigestible without education” and unsuitable for practical application. The needed mechanism for day-to-day tactical deliberations took place during the editorial discussions of the *Neue Rheinische Zeitung*, where Marx exercised discipline, while benefiting from criticism. The result was not the individual dictatorship inherent in the structure of the Communist League, but a collective “dictatorship of insight” (*Diktatur der Einsicht*) by a small group struggling through mutual criticism towards an objective understanding of historical necessity.

Lassalle viewed the failure of Marx’s journal to reach a broader audience during 1848-49 largely as an organizational shortcoming. The Cologne group had simply found no structured way of relating the communist high command to the proletarian army. Lassalle spelled out his organizational remedy after the collapse of the journal and the subsequent flight of Marx from Germany in May 1849.

Two new structures were prescribed; and each was designed simultaneously to aid the political education of the masses and to provide popular advice and approval for the leadership. First came the periodic “mass meeting” (*Volksversammlung*) where a carefully prepared program was presented, and a mass mandate produced for a broad line of strategy to be pursued over a long period of time. Second came a permanent cluster of smaller, popular organizations (of which Lassalle’s People’s Club in Düsseldorf was a kind of model). They developed limited mandates for specific actions of a tactical and local nature.

During the 1850s, workers’ associations were outlawed, and Lassalle spent most of his energies writing on legal, economic, and even literary matters. But he continued to correspond with Marx and to procure journalistic commissions for him—regarding Marx as an absentee leader who shared his view that the Rhineland would eventually become the base for revolutionizing Prussia. Political agitation revived in Germany at the end of the decade, stimulated by the Italian victory over the conservative Hapsburg Empire in 1859. The ensuing unification of Italy revived political agitation for German unification. Lassalle was immediately plunged into the practical problems of the Prussian political awakening, and he found himself in increasing conflict with the more theoretical and global perspectives of Marx in London. They differed, first of all, over who was the greatest enemy of the proletariat in the war of 1859—Engels indicating Napoleon III (who aided Italy); and
Lassalle, the Hapsburgs. Marx wrote Engels that Lassalle's intractability on this issue meant that "we must now absolutely insist on party discipline." But they never found a basis for dialogue let alone discipline. When the new Prussian king declared a political amnesty early in 1861, Lassalle proposed reviving the *Neue Rheinische Zeitung* and bringing Marx back to Germany to assume leadership of "the party." But neither Marx's visit to Berlin nor Lassalle's return trip to London in 1862 succeeded in working out a formula for collaboration. Nor did Lassalle gain Marx's approval of his program calling for universal suffrage and state aid to producer cooperatives during the national electoral campaign of May 1862. Marx criticized Lassalle for his lack of international perspective and his naiveté about universal suffrage, which Napoleon III had manipulated into sanctioning a dictatorship. But Lassalle pressed on, and led the gathering of fourteen representatives at Leipzig in May 1863 in forming the All German Workers' Association, "the first independent national labor organization" in German history.

Lassalle turned to the proletariat not out of affection but out of conviction that the German middle class was incapable of championing popular rule. German liberals had formed a new Progressive party in 1861, but Lassalle believed them to be paralyzed by "fear of the people":

Our liberal bourgeoisie cannot smash the military state, cannot win political freedom.

Universal suffrage and direct elections were prerequisites to democracy, which liberals no longer sought in their hearts. Producer cooperatives were needed to lift the workers above subsistence and give them a taste of the "social democracy" to come.

Arguing that "the working class must constitute itself as an independent political party," Lassalle increased the size of his organization from about four hundred to nearly one thousand by early 1864. Lassalle rejected Marx's counsel of making common cause with the numerically stronger liberals, and he gave the German working class an orientation towards self-conscious separation from the rest of society which never basically changed. Intellectuals who applied for membership in a local branch of Lassalle's new organization had to be cleared by party headquarters. The adjective geschlossene, which many Lassalleans attached to the word working class, meant closed as well as united.

The Social Democratic party emerged from these small beginnings, rallying the primarily Protestant ranks of the working class. In the process of achieving "self-isolation" and "negative integration" into the imperial German state, the Social Democrats unconsciously internalized to some extent not just the military discipline of the state it opposed, but also its growing bureaucratic mentality. The German version of the recurring phenomenon of interborrowing between the extremes of Right and Left began in the early 1860s, which were the formative years of both the new reactionary German state and the new working-class
movement. For, whether or not German Social Democracy was "crip­pled from birth," it was clearly haunted from the cradle by the looming presence of Otto von Bismarck. His long dominance of German political life began when he was summoned to become minister-president of Prussia during the constitutional crisis of September 1862. Viewing the working-class movement as a tactical ally in his struggle with the liberals, Bismarck sought out Lassalle to discuss the latter's proposal for universal suffrage as a possible means of strengthening the monarchy. Bismarck also commissioned a conservative journalist to examine the questions of workers' benefits raised in Lassalle's program—old age insurance and state regulation of factory conditions—and to draw up proposed social legislation for the workers (it was vetoed by the liberals). 25

Lassalle, from his side, saw opportunities for the German working class in Bismarck's struggle with the liberal propertied classes. The working class could tactically use the power of Bismarck's state to dispossess the liberals and set up producer cooperatives. The latter would provide the economic base (and universal suffrage the political vehicle) for an eventual takeover of the central state by the organized party of the working class. Marx, who objected at this time to Lassalle's concept of interim cooperation with the Prussian state, was himself later to be accused of "Bismarxism." 26 Thus the early history of German Social Democracy is closely linked to the efforts of the Iron Chancellor alternately to manipulate, to coöpt, or to suppress his steadily growing opposition on the Left.

Lassalle did not live to see the process unfold. He died in a duel over an aristocratic woman's honor in August 1864, just a few weeks before the founding of the First International. He died like a romantic figure of a bygone era—but had spoken in some ways like a prophet of the distant future. His demagogic addresses to mass audiences ("the all-destroying power of human speech") 27 and his admiration for Bismarck ("a man" as distinct from the "old women" liberal politicians) 28 prefigured in a way the later German fascination with the radio voice and aggressive masculinity of National Socialism.

Efforts at organization in the Lassallean tradition were built around a journal: first the Hamburg Nordstern, then the Berlin Sozial-Demokrat, founded in December 1864. Its editor, Johann Baptist von Schweitzer, succeeded Lassalle as head of the All German Workers' Association and soon described the new journal as the "Organ of the Social Democratic Party." 29 Schweitzer popularized Lassalle's argument with Marx through a serialized novel, which showed liberals deceiving the workers by inciting them to overthrow feudal governments and then taking over political power and exploiting the workers even more ruthlessly. 30 Marx reacted to Schweitzer even more angrily than to Lassalle, breaking relations altogether early in 1865 for three years. Marx gave the proletarian Social Democratic organization the disparaging label of sect while the nonrevolutionary, bourgeois Volkspartei was called a party, since it supported Marx's call for resisting Prussian control of a uni­fied Germany. 31
But the middle-class liberals whom Marx first saw as allies were immobi-
lized by Bismarck’s spectacular military victory over the Haps-
burgs in 1866. For fresh hope Marx turned to a second working-class
party less attached to Bismarck’s Prussia than the Lassalle-Schweitzer
organization: an amalgam of workers and intellectuals that formed the
Social Democratic Workingmen’s party at Eisenach in 1869.

The leading “Eisenachers,” Wilhelm Liebknecht and Johann Philipp
Becker, were Marx’s closest German friends, and like him were cosmo-
politan, multi-lingual intellectuals forced into exile after the failure of
revolution in 1848–50. They had both been far more active militant
than Marx, having fought in the armed uprising of 1849 in Baden.
Becker remained in Switzerland throughout the 1860s and became the
guiding force behind Vorbote, an official journal of the First Interna-
tional which began to appear in January 1866. Liebknecht, Marx’s
closest German protégé in London in the 1850s, became his most ef-
ficent supporter within Germany after returning in 1862. He collab-
orated closely with the woodworker and orator August Bebel. They were
both elected to the North German Diet in 1867, reaffirming the need
for a tactical alliance with what remained of the liberal opposition to
Bismarck.

Liebknecht and Bebel acquired an aura of heroism by resisting the
Franco-Prussian war, converting into propaganda platforms first their
seats in the Reichstag and then their positions as defendants in the
Leipzig trial of 1872. The Eisenachers alone were formally linked to the
First International; and they developed a number of procedures that
were to become standard in mass revolutionary organization: a ritual
of formal expulsion and (after their congress of 1873) an insistence
that party members cannot concurrently hold positions in another
political organization.

Thus, despite their inferiority in numbers to the Lassalleans, the
Eisenachers brought disproportionate strength to the merger between
the two groups organized at Gotha in 1875. The seeming victory of the
Lassalleans at that time, signified by the acceptance in the program of
unification of the Prussian state as the framework for socialist develop-
ment and of producer cooperatives as the means for distributing
wealth to the workers, drove Marx to strong denunciation. He wrote
his last great theoretical tract on the link between communism and
revolution: his Critique of the Gotha Program. He decried the “vulgar
socialism” involved in seeking distributive justice through any existing
state mechanism. For the second (and last) time in his writings, he
articulated the need for a “dictatorship of the proletariat.” The existing
bourgeois state, he reminded his German readers, must be destroyed
altogether by revolution, and the means of production seized by the
proletariat. Only after this event—when a new interim form of class
dictatorship has been established—could social justice be achieved and
oppressive political power begin to “wither away.”

Dictatorship would wither away because it would lack any roots in
class oppression. As an expression of the universal class in possession
of the means of production, a dictatorship of the proletariat would be
short-lived: a transitional phase of communist society (which later Marxist theorists would call "socialism"). Marx deferred all hope for distributive justice to the second, "higher phase" of the coming communist society. Then alone would society be ruled by the law: "From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs." 34

Marx from afar could not provide leadership for German Social Democracy. But Marxism as an ideology did begin to make a decisive impact after Engels’s Anti-Dühring began to appear throughout 1877–78 in Vorwärts, the official journal of the new united party. Like other leading Marxist texts, this affirmation of doctrine took the form of a blistering attack on a rival. Eugen Dühring was a prolific and iconoclastic teacher at Berlin University, who argued in essence that Marx’s preoccupation with economic laws was blunting the healthy passion for political revolution in Germany. In counterattacking with gusto this idol of radical Berlin, Engels wrote the first popular exposition of Marxism as a coherent revolutionary doctrine; it has remained the most widely reprinted work by Marx and Engels after the Communist Manifesto. 35 Engels’s work was initially denounced, in part out of political sympathy for Dühring who had been dismissed from the university. But the work deeply impressed the new emerging leaders of Social Democracy: young Karl Kautsky and Eduard Bernstein as well as Liebknecht and Bebel. Growing popular acceptance of the Engels tract was a major milestone on the path towards the formal adoption of Marxism as the official ideology of the German Social Democratic party.

The polemic posture of Anti-Dühring transformed Marx’s image in Germany—even for those who could not understand his ideas. For the first time Marx appeared clearly to be defending the working class and its economic concerns against the abstractions of a professor. Engels helped free Marx from the charge of excessive intellectualism by leveling the same charge against Dühring. Marx’s followers soon broadened the attack against “the socialism of professors” (Kathedersozialismus) generally. Marx annexed the rival’s role, however, even while denouncing his person. He gained the position of pedagogue-in-chief to the revolutionary movement, transferring the locus of quasi-ecclesiastical authority for the working classes from political teaching pronounced in Berlin University to economic science derived from the British Museum. His largely unread Capital became a greater source of authority than the complete works of Dühring. The discovery of Marxism occurred just on the eve of the twelve-year period of antisocialist restrictions that began in 1878. Marxist reassurances that revolution was ultimately determined by economic laws and not political activists fortified the Social Democrats against the discouragement that might otherwise have descended on a movement that was now suddenly forbidden to hold any meetings or to continue any publications outside the Reichstag.

The Social Democrats had steadily increased their strength from two Reichstag seats in the elections of 1871 to nine in 1874 and twelve in 1877. An alarmed Bismarck used the pretext of two inept assassination attempts against the emperor to pass in 1878 antisocialist restrictions
that remained in effect until the chancellor left office in 1890. During this period, Bismarck revived his earlier interest in social legislation for the workers—providing insurance and retirement benefits in an effort to undercut the Social Democratic hold over the proletariat. The reorganized German political police in Berlin received during the period of restrictions some 18,000 reports from agents assigned to cover the revolutionary agitation in which the Social Democrats were presumed to be leaders.36

This persecution, albeit limited, helped purge the party of any Lasallean illusions about working through the state. Organizational work continued among the proletariat under Bebel's leadership. Earlier attempts to use intellectual journals as the basis for organization gave way to a growing network of social and fraternal bodies for working people that closely paralleled those which the churches had traditionally provided. Women's, youth, and sporting organizations appeared under Social Democratic auspices—and served as vehicles for both recruitment into the party and outward dissemination of its propaganda.

At their Copenhagen Congress in 1883, the Social Democrats professed to entertain "no illusions" of obtaining progress through parliaments. Writing to Bebel the following year, Engels hailed "the party" as a kind of army: as the "general staff" and the first mass Marxist organization on a national basis.37 The party continued to grow: from 300,000 votes netting twelve Reichstag seats in 1881 to twenty-four seats in 1884 and thirty-five in 1890, when the party polled nearly one and a half million votes—about one-fifth of the total.38 The following year, at Erfurt, during the first congress held after the fall of Bismarck and the repeal of the antisocialist laws, the party formally declared itself to be Marxist with the blessing of the aged Engels and of his young protégé in London, Karl Kautsky.

Kautskian Orthodoxy

It is hard to understand in retrospect how Karl Kautsky could have exercised the preeminent authority that he established at the Erfurt Congress and maintained for a quarter of a century. He never held a formal political position in either the party or the parliament, and his turgid prose was unintelligible to many ordinary workers. His tendency to find guidance in Marx for almost everything was so single-minded that a colleague once said: "Kautsky would always feel he had to demonstrate that Marx even wet his diapers in an orthodox way." 39

His long apprenticeship with Engels in London and his role as literary caretaker of Marx's and Engels's papers suggested that he was a kind of apostolic successor to the founders. His new journal, Die Neue
Zeit, was founded with the blessing of Liebknecht and Bebel in 1883 in Stuttgart. It combined the old concept of revolutionary guidance from a central journal with the new function of defining Marxist positions on philosophical and cultural as well as political questions. Kautsky brought to his task a truly international background: a Czech father, a German mother, with both Italian and Slavic ancestors, a Viennese education, long residence in England. He fortified his party with the Marxist assurance that proletarian revolution was inevitable and could “neither be hastened nor delayed.” The Social Democrats were “a revolutionary party, but not a party which makes revolution.” In a letter to Marx’s biographer in 1893, Kautsky suggested that Marx’s “Dictatorship of the Proletariat” could be realized by an English-type parliament with a Social Democratic majority.

He pioneered the tradition of defining a Marxist party line in a center between Right and Left deviations. His influence grew internationally, as the German party inspired imitators elsewhere and increasingly dominated the Second International during the decade after its founding in 1889.

Kautsky’s pedagogic role was imitated by the founding fathers of the Social Democratic movements which soon arose in the two conservative multinational empires of eastern Europe: Victor Adler in Hapsburg Austria and George Plekhanov in Romanov Russia.

Adler like Kautsky had a partially Czech background, a Viennese education, and a close personal relationship with Engels. A medical doctor and an urbane intellectual, he led the Austrian party after its non-ideological founding in 1874 until the time in 1889 when he succeeded in inviting Kautsky to draft a purely Marxist program committing the party to the seizure of political power. The Austrian party in turn influenced the working-class movements of other leading nationalities of the Hapsburg Empire: notably the Hungarians and the Czechs. The tendency of Social Democratic groups to relate in a federative rather than a subordinate manner to the Austrian party led in 1895 to the first use of the term “national socialism.”

Plekhanov published in Geneva in 1882 the first Russian translation of the Communist Manifesto. The following year he formed the first Russian Marxist group, the “Liberation of Labor,” and published Socialism and the Political Struggle, the first of the ideological treatises that made him rival Kautsky as the leading theoretician of international Marxism. The development of Social Democracy within Russia was to occur later; but during the decade from 1885 to 1894, Social Democratic parties on the German model were also founded in Belgium, Hungary, Bulgaria, Poland, Romania, and Holland. In the midst of this period, the Second International was founded in Paris on the centenary of the storming of the Bastille. Adler and Plekhanov were leading speakers; Marx’s surviving relatives were present; and the German Social Democratic delegation of eighty-one was the second largest among the nearly four hundred representatives of twenty national delegations.

Only gradually did the Second International fall under the dominance
of the German Social Democrats, and it never quite became what Liebknecht had urged at the first congress: “a single united organization.” The International was founded in France on a French anniversary with the French delegation in a clear majority (221). Only at the fourth congress (London, 1896) were anarchists, syndicalists, and other anticentralizers decisively rebuffed by the creation of a central organization and the requirement that members accept the need for political action (implicitly on the German Social Democratic model). At the next conference (Paris, 1900), the German organizational model was drawn upon further with the establishment of a permanent, paid secretariat: the International Socialist Bureau in Brussels. This central body lacked the strong personal leadership that Marx had provided through the General Council of the First International and the fifty to seventy members of the council of the bureau held only four meetings a year; but the pretension of paragovernmental authority was unmistakable. The executive committee of the bureau prepared for and executed commands from the congresses, which were henceforth formally named International Socialist Congresses; their designated purpose was “to become the Parliament of the Proletariat,” whose resolutions would “guide the proletariat in the struggle for deliverance.”

Effective leadership in the Second International was exercised more by the German Social Democratic party than by the council of the bureau or by the Brussels secretariat. Party caucuses produced a generally unified German position in advance of the congresses of the International. The Paris Congress of 1900 and the Amsterdam Congress of 1904 were each preceded by a German party Congress (at Hanover in 1899 and Dresden in 1903).

The Amsterdam Congress of the International in August 1904 represented “the highest point in the influence of the International” and perhaps the high point as well of German control. Kautsky’s formulations calling for a recommitment to class struggle and to the revolutionary use of parliamentary power were forced through the congress by a disciplined German delegation backed by the prestige of electoral success in winning eighty-one seats and three million votes in 1903. The next congress, in 1907, was the first ever held in Germany; and the German Social Democrats had the largest group (289) within the largest total delegation (886) ever to appear at a congress of the International. German cultural trappings dominated the proceedings from the opening singing of a Lutheran hymn in which the word for their party replaced the word for God: Ein feste Burg ist unser Bund.

The German party had massively expanded its organization after 1903, forming small town and rural cells, children and youth groups, cultural evenings for worker-poets, and finally in 1906 a central party school. There was also a steady increase in journalistic activity as the number of conservative and liberal papers declined in relation to those of the Social Democrats.

Essentially, the Germans had prevailed over the French, Marx over Proudhon, objective and scientific over subjective and utopian social-
ism. This was the battle that Liebknecht and Bebel had fought against Proudhonian ideas within Germany in the 1870s; and that Jules Guesde concurrently waged less successfully in France. Guesde established in 1877 the first Marxist weekly, *Egalité*, and defined in 1879–80 the first Marxist program for France. The same basic conflict spread to Russia, beginning with Plekhanov's call of 1883 to substitute a Social Democratic program for the antipolitical Proudhonian tradition of Russian populism.

Engels's final blessing on the German model was contained in his last major work before his death: a new preface in 1895 to Marx's *Class Struggles in France*. Engels modified if he did not "revise" the semi-Blanquist tone of Marx's classic, suggesting elections rather than insurrections as the path to power. Steady gains in general elections gave the German Social Democrats "a special position . . . a special task" as "the decisive 'shock force' of the international proletarian army."  

Kautsky became the custodian and perpetuator of Engels's evolutionist and determinist optimism in interpreting the Marxist heritage. The German model of Social Democracy seemed to be on the road to vindication in the period leading up to World War I. Organizational activity grew rapidly in a sub-culture that included cooperative stores, chess clubs, and even burial societies. The number of leaflets increased in the space of one year (1911–12) from 33.5 million to 114 million after the elections of 1912, and leadership in effect passed to the parliamentary group of the party that was composed largely of authentic workers.

The German working class was more numerous, better educated, and superior in professional status to that of France or Russia. It created not just an effective political machine, but also the appealing image of "a global counter-society ready to substitute itself for the established society." It kept hope alive at two levels with "its double ambition to be something right away and to be everything when the moment comes."

But the moment never came. Indeed, the German tide may have crested as early as the Stuttgart Congress in 1907. Internal organizational activity subsequently acquired a life and logic of its own. Preambles to executive reports at party gatherings came to resemble state pronouncements; financial statements acquired the solemnity of governmental budgets; and annual congresses required weeks of preparation and grew to four days in length. The revolutionary impulse simply drowned in an ocean of bureaucracy.

The Social Democrats also absorbed some of the nationalistic ethos of imperial Germany. They had helped secure in 1907 international proletarian opposition to national wars (either "by parliamentary or by social action"). But they began to reflect a characteristically German dislike of England and Russia, and a tendency to absorb the Polish movement rather than to foster its independence. They accepted the nationalistic belief of ordinary Germans that they were defending civ-
The Struggle with Revisionism

The concept of a Marxist party as an instrument for the ideological discipline of mass political action was a distinctive legacy of German Social Democracy to the Russian revolutionary movement. The latter was deeply and permanently influenced by the way the German party at the turn of the century overcame the growing demand within it to substitute reform for revolution. A pragmatic, piecemeal strategy seemed to be only an extension of the basic decision to concentrate Social Democratic efforts on gains in the parliament. There was added appeal in the seeming trend towards reformism within France and England. This German “struggle against revisionism” dominated the revolutionary imagination in central and eastern Europe during the period between the tiny first congress of the Russian Social Democratic party in 1898 and the large second congress in which the party as a whole and the Leninist Bolshevik wing were both born.

Kautsky popularized the theoretical term revisionism to denounce those who “revised” Marx’s teachings into evolutionary reformism. Kautsky successfully isolated, labeled, and denounced as an ism something that had hitherto existed only as tendency.

In a bold departure from revolutionary orthodoxy during an electoral banquet of 1896, a leading French socialist, Alexandre Millerand had argued that capitalism could now be effectively supplanted by partial nationalization and municipalization of the means of production. Such a strategy necessarily involved political collaboration with radicals and liberals in the assembly against monopoly control of the economy. Banquets, which had led men to the barricades fifty years earlier, now led them to the ballot box. Electoral gains in May 1898, combined with the threat from the Right during the Dreyfus Affair to cause a prime minister to invite Millerand in 1899 to become minister of trade and industry in his new government.

This unprecedented spectacle of a revolutionary socialist in a bourgeois government split French social revolutionaries into two altogether new parties. On the one hand, the charismatic figure of Jean Jaurès rallied former “possibilists” and other reformists into a new French Socialist party pledged to “revolutionary evolution” (the progenitor of modern, democratic socialism in France). On the other hand, the Blanquist Edouard Vaillant and the Marxist Jules Guesde formed the rival Socialist party of France (the ancestor of the modern French Communist party). It accepted the warning of Marx’s son-in-law Paul
Lafargue in 1899 against the "parliamentary gangrene" of "pact-making" opportunism—agreeing to participate in elections but refusing any ministerial role that might "lull the combative ardor of the party." 60 Meanwhile the French trade union movement coalesced independently into the General Confederation of Labor (CGT), which perpetuated the anti-political Proudhonist tradition and proved more influential among the masses than either of the socialist parties.

The moderate reformist impulse was strengthened throughout the labor movement by the formation in 1902–03 of an International Secretariat of National Trade Union Centers.61 The eleven countries represented were largely the Protestant countries of northwestern Europe where revolutionary traditions were almost nonexistent; and the controlling force in both the permanent secretariat and the biennial international conferences tended to be the moderate wing of the German Social Democratic movement. Independent international influence was exercised by the even-less revolutionary trade union movement of Great Britain. This growing movement swamped the weak Marxist Social Democratic Federation in England, which had briefly sought to provide revolutionary leadership for the labor unrest of the late 1880s. British unions were enticed by incrementalism, and unlike their German counterparts were creators (not creations) of a political party. The British elected labor delegates to parliament first as a bloc within the Liberal party in 1886 and 1892, and then formed the Independent Labor party in 1893. The success of the British unions in enacting progressive legislation encouraged others to consider the advantages of a unionism that was

wage conscious rather than class conscious, interested primarily in collective bargaining, and non-socialist, if not anti-socialist.62

Optimism within the working class about evolutionary social progress was paralleled by growing socialist conviction among upper-class intellectuals. The Fabian Society founded in 1883 played a catalytic role, preaching the "inevitability of gradualness" in the movement towards a socialist society. Taking their name from the Roman warrior Fabius, who learned to wait patiently before striking a fatal blow against Hannibal, the Fabians were less doctrinaire in their reliance on the masses than the Social Democrats. They feared that "the revolt of the empty stomach ends at the baker's shop." 63 They rejected not just revolutionary tactics, but also the concept of class struggle, arguing in effect that

the conflict between bourgeois and proletarian might produce industrial unrest; it would not produce socialism.64

The Fabians saw themselves "permeating" all elements of English society with the rationality of socialism. They generally stood apart from either the Marxist disputes of the Social Democratic Federation or the political activities of the Labor party.

Fabian ideas deeply influenced Eduard Bernstein, the leading German Social Democratic exile in London in the 1890s. Through him,
the nonideological reformism of late Victorian England was transformed into the Marxist heresy of revisionism. German Social Democracy became less democratic in the process of rejecting Bernstein—and, perhaps more suitable thereby for later adoption in authoritarian lands further east.

Bernstein was one of fifteen children of a poor Jewish plumber in Berlin. A brilliant student and writer, he had since 1881 edited the official party newspaper Der Sozialdemokrat, and was close to Engels during his long exile in London. Beginning with articles in 1896 and ending in the publication of his Evolutionary Socialism in 1899, Bernstein argued forcefully that Marx's teachings required systematic revision in the light of economic developments since his death. He argued that a capitalist collapse was not inevitable, and a catastrophic revolution increasingly improbable. Wealth was in some ways being spread (rather than concentrated in ever fewer hands) under the capitalist system, and class distinctions blurred (rather than ever more sharply polarized). He argued that the Social Democratic party could substantially increase its influence if it could find the courage to free itself from outmoded phraseology and strive to appear as what in fact it now is, a Democratic Socialist party of reform.

Bernstein returned to Germany in 1901 after twenty years of enforced exile and was elected to the Reichstag the following year. He gained considerable support within the trade union movement and in south Germany, where Social Democrats were already active in local government. He proposed that the German Social Democrats follow, in effect, the Millerand precedent by insisting on the vice-presidency of the Reichstag and thus participating in the formal exercise of government power. But this suggestion and the evolutionary reformism behind it were decisively rejected at the Dresden conference of the party in 1903, and at the Amsterdam Congress of the Second International the following year.

Bernstein had brought to Germany the view widely expounded throughout the European Left that capitalist society might "grow into socialism without a violent revolution." Yet the argument seemed more appropriate to England than to Germany, where the executive was not finally responsible to the Reichstag. Behind the imperial executive in Germany, moreover, stood the antidemocratic and antisocialist force of military and Junker power. Finally, and not least important, was the long attachment of Social Democrats to the consoling myth of a coming revolution which had sustained them during the long period of the antisocialist laws. They could not bring themselves to abandon the idea in theory—even if they did in practice. Thus, revisionism was stamped out as a threat to the revolutionary faith. As Liebknecht put it to Bernstein at the onset of the controversy:

Islam was invincible as long as it believed in itself. . . . But the moment it began to compromise . . . it ceased to be a conquering force. . . . Socialism can neither conquer nor save the world if it ceases to believe in itself.
Kautsky remained the prophet of this New Islam. He guarded the faith intact and kept the believers united with his interpretation of the Koran of Social Democracy, *Capital*. But unlike Mohammed, he was not to be "the seal of the prophets." For it was in Russia, not Germany that revolution first broke out in the twentieth century (1905), and that social revolutionaries eventually came to power (1917). The Marxist mantle of doctrinal infallibility passed thereafter to the leader of that revolution, V. I. Lenin, who anathemized Kautsky in much the same way that Kautsky had condemned Bernstein twenty years earlier in his *The Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade Kautsky*, written late in 1918 on the eve of the First Congress of the Third International.

Before turning from Germany to Russia, one must ask the nagging questions always posed about the German Social Democrats. Why did they not attain—or more aggressively seek—power? Why did they become so preoccupied with parliamentary elections? How could they end up supporting the patriotic rush to war in 1914—providing in effect proletarian cannon fodder for the bourgeois state they were theoretically pledged to overthrow?

Much of the Social Democrats' "failure" can be attributed to adverse outside forces. They had the misfortune to be a revolutionary movement in a nonrevolutionary age. The enormous concentration of physical power in the new industrial state of the late nineteenth century rendered spontaneous, internally generated revolution all but impossible. Even in combustible Paris by 1870–71, a foreign power had to smash the existing state machine before a revolution could occur.

But part of the explanation for the Social Democratic "failure" lies in the nature of the movement itself. As we have seen, it conceived of power in an altogether different way from the revolutionary movements of an earlier era, the difference described earlier as the shift from a Masonic to a machine model of revolutionary organization.

The Masonic models of the Francocentric era had conceived of power in architectural terms as the enclosure of space by a structure: locating legitimacy within an inner lodge or circle; revalidating politics through the structure of a constituted assembly rather than the body of an anointed monarch; liberating others by enclosure within a *grande nation*; ultimately seeking to "make the world a pantheon." But the new German state even more than the Third Republic in France had simply coöpted for conservative ends these images of the national revolutionary era. The "springtime of nations" had given way to the long hot summer of industrial unrest and imperial expansion. The new machine model of the German Social Democrats expressed the replacement of national by social revolutionary ideals.

The Germans drew from the machine the image of power as the dynamic development of material force in time, rather than the progressive conquest of segments of space through moral heroism. The Social Democratic party was not the expression of some philosophical-moral ideal. It was a material, political instrument of the working class. This class had no single geographical location, no center of sanctification in a lodge or circle. It was a widely scattered, prosaic group of human
appendages to the machines of a powerful, newly unified state. German Social Democracy, therefore, saw its avenue to power in a political strategy that developed over time rather than in para-military efforts to "liberate" oppressed areas. The object of revolutionary strategy was to gain control over the means of production which were widely dispersed, not to seize directly the concentrated political power of the state.

The success of the Social Democratic party as a political machine gave it a vested interest in the very national state within which its power was increasing. Having lost the sense that earlier revolutionaries had of a separate identity, a fraternal conspiracy anchored in its own sacred space, the new mass organization was unable to preserve its distinctiveness from the established political system.

Most important of all, the Social Democrats—like most other political organizations in the long period of peace and progress prior to World War I—lacked that sense of prophetic foreboding that alone could have prepared them for what was to come. Germany was particularly removed from violence during this period; it was perhaps the most internally tranquil country in Europe for the quarter of a century prior to 1914. Possibly only those who lived more intimately with violence could sense the coming of total global war. Violence in Germany on the eve of World War I still lay sheathed within the machines of a disciplined state. Further to the east, violence was less easily confined and controlled. The first major war of the twentieth century, the Russo-Japanese conflict of 1904–05, led directly to revolution in Russia in 1905. And when violent war came again in 1914, Russian Social Democrats proved more prepared than their German counterparts to move boldly.

The Germans, having lost the older dependence on moral heroism, were thus unable to muster the courage to resist the rush to war in 1914. In Russia, however, where violence was central to the revolutionary tradition, a revolutionary Social Democratic opposition to the war developed on a semiprophetic basis. Vladimir Lenin foresaw the flame of a coming revolution when others saw only the smoke of war. Lenin worked towards the Bolshevik victory of 1917 through the Russian version of a German Social Democratic party. But he built on a unique—and uniquely violent—Russian revolutionary tradition, to which detailed attention must now be turned.
THE REVOLUTIONARY FLAME had been slow to ignite in Russia. The spark blown in from abroad by Decembrist officers died in the snows of Siberia. The flames lit later by student revolutionaries under Alexander II were also extinguished. But that fire continued to smolder underground, and burst out into three revolutionary conflagrations in the early twentieth century.

During the second half of the nineteenth century, Russia and socialism replaced Poland and nationalism as the main revolutionary force in eastern Europe. Then, in 1917, the social revolutionary tradition was to come to power in Russia, producing the first decisive break in the ideological unity of European civilization since the Protestant Reformation.

How and why did Russia move from the conservative somnolence of the late years of Nicholas I in the early 1850s to the revolutionary turbulence that greeted Nicholas II forty years later? How was revolutionary socialism able to prevail in a land hitherto renowned for reactionary nationalism? No question is more important in the history of the revolutionary tradition than the origins and nature of the peculiarly Russian revolutionary tradition.

The tradition stands—like Russia itself—as the bridge between Europe and Asia. The Russian revolutionaries of the late nineteenth century represented both a reprise on the Europeans of the early nineteenth century and an anticipation of the extra-European revolutionaries of the twentieth. The proper monument to the Russian revolutionary tradition should not be one of those healthy, heroic workers celebrated in Stalinist sculpture, but rather some simple, sickly student with the
two heads of Janus: one looking back to European inspiration, the other forward to a global transformation.

The importance of Russia to the world lies not just in the material victory of the Bolshevik Revolution but also in the prior spiritual conquest within Russia of a highly cerebral and uniquely intense variant of the European revolutionary tradition. Indeed, the transformation of the old Russian Empire into the new Union of Soviet Socialist Republics resembled in some respects the transformation of the Roman Empire from paganism into Christianity under Constantine the Great in the fourth century A.D. The imperatives for the change arose not just from the practical problems of an aging empire, but also, more deeply, from its loss of ideological legitimacy. The origins of the turn to a new belief by an old empire must, in both cases, be sought in the long years of preaching, martyrdom, and quiet conversion to the new faith within the realm of the old. Just as the Constantinian Revolution originated in the underground history of a previously illicit faith, so the Bolshevik Revolution “began” with the development within Russia of the most totalistic branch of the European revolutionary faith.

There was a dark side to this distinctiveness. For the Russians may be said to have unlocked the secrets of violence—just as the Germans uncovered those of organization. If the machine symbolized the German revolutionary movement, the bomb symbolized the Russian. The explosive implement was no less a product of the new industrial technology than was the implosive machine, but the bomb was more radically democratic (anyone could make and have access to one) and more directly terrifying.¹

The Russian fascination with explosives dates back to the early Muscovite tsars,² but was intensified by the western economic expansion of the late nineteenth century. In search of minerals and fuels to feed its expanding industrial production, western Europe explored Russia and other outlying regions with the aid of new blasting materials. The Swedish inventor of dynamite, Alfred Nobel, conducted much of his early work in St. Petersburg and established by the turn of the century the largest oil fields in the world at Baku.³

From Nobel’s first underwater detonation of dynamite in 1862 through the perfecting of nitroglycerine compounds in the early 1870s, Europe was presented with powerful new explosives equally suitable for blasting minerals or killing people. The explosives exercised a certain scientific fascination for the new radical student generation, since chemistry seemed to be one of the least romantic and most materially useful forms of science. Chernyshevsky justified the new revolutionary asceticism with a chemical metaphor. The warmth people need came not from sentimentality, but from a cold match striking the hard surface of social reality and lighting thereby a fire. Revolutionary students developed an almost sacramental reverence for chemical mixtures. Dmitry Mendeleev, who wrote his Principles of Chemistry and codified the periodic table in St. Petersburg during the late sixties, remained a youthful role model for young revolutionaries down to Lenin’s older
brother in the mid-1880s. Art no less than science required chemical anointment; and the leader of the new Russian national school of music was a chemist, Alexander Borodin, who regularly prepared a special compound of chemicals into which the compositions of his colleagues were immersed for preservation.

The supreme revolutionary organization of the era, the People's Will, ended the reign of Alexander II with a rain of bombs. It is a haunting fact that the People's Will revealed neither its name nor its program until November 1879—after the first bomb had exploded in a first attempt to assassinate Alexander II. The regicide explosion was thus the organization's first public statement; and when one of its leaders was arrested, extraordinary attention was devoted to analyzing the seventeen kilograms of dynamite discovered upon him. The experts gloomily concluded that the explosive was an original, high quality compound made inside Russia and easily replicated.

In its final plans for the successful assassination of the tsar on March 1, 1881, the People's Will attached special importance to the bomb even while recognizing that shooting might be cheaper and surer:

It would not have created such an impression. It would have been seen as an ordinary murder, and thus would not have expressed a new stage in the revolutionary movement.

The Russian tradition did indeed express a “new stage in the revolutionary movement.” The assembling of bombs became a communally unifying force no less important than the printing of leaflets in the revolutionary cell. The dynamite workshop (masterskaia) which the People's Will first formed in the late seventies reappeared in the student group of Lenin's older brother in the late eighties—and then again in the “technical bureau” of Lenin's own Bolshevik party and other such groups proliferating throughout Russia at the turn of the century.

The Russian tradition first acquired distinctive shape in the 1860s amidst the raised expectations of Alexander II's reform period. As we know, Herzen, the leader of the first Russian revolutionary organization, Land and Liberty, had for nearly a decade been close to such national revolutionaries as Lelewel, Worcell, Mazzini, and Fazy in Geneva. During the period of Alexander's reign, Herzen had even entertained the classical Italo-Polish hope of realizing a constitutional monarchy through “reform from above.”

Yet hardly had Herzen begun to organize from London a conspiracy to achieve this than his leadership was rejected by Chernyshevsky and the “new men” of the 1860s within Russia. By 1863, the Italo-Polish tradition had been in effect supplanted in Russia by the more violent ideology of a new generation. The intensity of its quarrel with the older generation (like that of Bazarov with his elders in Turgenev's Fathers and Sons of 1862) heralded something profoundly new.

The new Russian tradition which emerged in the 1860s can be analyzed in terms of five evocative words central to it: nihilism, intelli-
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gentsia, populism, terrorism, and anarchism. Each word had been used before elsewhere, but acquired through Russian usage both a new meaning and a new world-wide currency. Taken together the five terms suggest uncompromising, total opposition to the status quo. They may be said to have replaced in practice (even as they pretended to serve in theory) the revolutionary idea of the earlier, Francocentric period: liberty, equality, and fraternity.

The Slogans of the Sixties

Nihilism

Youth movements begin with a “revolution of rising expectation” during an age of political reform. The original revolutionary student movement had arisen in Germany a half century earlier out of hopes raised by the reforms in Prussia. American student revolts a century later were to grow out of the renewed sense of political possibility generated by the Kennedy era and the civil-rights movement. In like manner, exaggerated youthful expectations of change under Alexander II led—perhaps inevitably—to disillusionment deepening into despair once his reforms came to be seen as partial and incomplete.

The sense of being a unique generation usually feeds not only on exaggerated expectations of reform, but also on identification with a political leader who seems to represent a charismatic agent of change. Perhaps the first self-conscious student generation in revolt were the Sturm und Drang poets and pamphleteers of the 1770s in Germany. Their glorification of the will in opposition to convention was in many ways subtly shaped by the model of Frederick the Great, who defied both Prussian tradition and the European balance of power. The original revolutionaries of the early nineteenth century were young officers and students whose imagination had been aroused by Napoleon; and he continued to inspire romantic rebels throughout the century.

Mazzini’s Young Italy and Young Europe introduced in the early 1830s the romantic notion that youth as such should rebel against what Fazy called “gerontocracy.” Once again, hopes were raised (by the Revolution of 1830) only to be dashed by the failure of revolution to spread, and by the subsequent return in Belgium and France of “revolutionary” new monarchs to conservative ways. The vitalistic idea that the young generation itself should complete an artificially arrested reform program kept revolutionary enthusiasm alive among Poles and Italians during the “springtime of nations” leading up to 1848.

But the assertion of generational identity among young Russians in the 1860s had a new ideological quality. They had no desire to complete the program of concrete reforms begun by Alexander II. They
rejected the entire traditional society—and indeed all else save their own newly discovered evangelical faith in scientific method. Total negation was born in part out of disgust with the incompetence of old Russia that had led to humiliating defeat during the Crimean War, and in part out of long-repressed resentment against the pretension and antirationalism of Romanov Russia. The uniqueness of Russia had been asserted with extravagant pride in the doctrine of official nationality in 1833 and identified with social conservatism as Russia crushed revolutions in Poland of 1831 and in Hungary of 1849. After defeat in the Crimea, young people wanted to end this attitude of acceptance, and the term nihilist was invented and popularized in Turgenev’s Fathers and Sons of 1862 to characterize the new negativism that proclaimed “two plus two is four and all else is nonsense.”

This extreme rejection of existing tradition was confined almost exclusively to the student population. As in Prussia of the 1810s, a government bent on reform after defeat in war suddenly opened up educational opportunities and sought to organize the expanding student population into traditional regional groupings. The Russian zemliachestva was a literal translation of the earlier German Landsmannschaften (and a direct borrowing from the Korporationen organizations at Dorpat, the German-speaking university within the Russian Empire). But just as the German students formed their own anti-aristocratic and antitraditional Burschenschaften, so the Russian students in the late 1850s developed their own more democratic groupings which met to define and defend student rights: the skhodki, named after the label used for traditional peasant assemblies. The sense of unlimited possibility generated in these gatherings contrasted sharply with the squalid conditions in which the students were forced to live. The Russian student population nearly doubled in the six years that followed the sanctioning of unlimited university enrollment in 1855, and many of the student complaints about Russian society as a whole were in some cases projections of their own grievances against the cramped conditions of Russian student life.

Much of the subsequent behavior of radical Russian students followed the earlier pattern of German students during the revolutions of 1848–49: the printing of journals, the founding of “free academies,” the attempts to recruit army support (successfully in Baden in the summer of 1849), and the heroic efforts to rescue their ideological heroes from prison (such as the escape of Johann Kinkel from the Spandau prison engineered by the twenty-year-old Karl Schurz). The term nihilist had been popularized in Karl Gutzkow’s tale of 1853, Die Nihilisten, to characterize the materialism of the German students in the disillusioned aftermath of 1848.

Young Russians eagerly absorbed the materialism of German writers of the 1850s like Büchner and Molleschott, often fortifying their new convictions with theological intensity derived from seminary backgrounds. Unlike the Germans, however, the Russians had not failed in revolution. Nihilism was for them an expression not of disillusionment, but of rising political consciousness. Defeated German revolu-
tionaries either fled abroad or settled down. But frustrated radicals in Russia never had a chance to rise in 1848. Further frustrated by the repression of Nicholas I's last years, they felt a new sense of possibility with the advent of a new tsar in 1855. Thus, young Russia developed a subculture of intense expectation that never tired of attempts to free political prisoners. Unlike Germans who went to America, Russians sent to Siberia never lost faith in a coming revolution.

The totalistic quality of the Russian revolutionary tradition owed much to the authoritarian nature of the tsarist system. Never had the interdependence between the extremes of Right and Left been more evident than in late imperial Russia, where the liberal reformism of Alexander II's early years was undermined by both terror on the Left and counter-terror from the Right. Revolutionary populism vied with and intermixed with reactionary pan-Slavism in the 1870s; the assassinations on the Left that climaxed in the killing of Alexander II were followed by pogroms of the Right under Alexander III. Revolutionaries and police not only studied but interpenetrated one another's activities so deeply that it was sometimes impossible to disentangle an individual's real allegiance.

The deepest roots of revolutionary totalism in Russia, however, perhaps lay in the student subculture and its rituals of togetherness. The decisive element was not just the political activation of nonaristocratic students, but also the development within the elite educational institutions of a "two-track pattern of educational promotion, with one path leading to political revolt." 14

This path first appeared within the Aleksandrovsky Lyceum in the 1840s, then within the university in the late 1850s and the early 1860s, and finally within the technical schools (the Medical-Surgical Academy and the Technological Institute) as they assumed more importance in the late 1860s and the early 1870s. These highly selective institutions of the Russian government provided automatic advancement into the imperial state; but in the 1860s they also became "a crucible for the tempering of radical revolt among students for whom social origins had lost real meaning." 15 In the impersonal capital of St. Petersburg, a city built for parades rather than people, the university population had more than doubled from 1855 to 1859. 16 This swollen student population was cut off from its parochial and patriarchal past and infected simultaneously with the political ambition of imperial St. Petersburg and the intellectual vistas of a European university. The students thus combined "elitist attitudes and egalitarian habits." 17 They developed an intense communal life built around libraries, mutual aid funds, lithographed publications, and even (with the active help in 1860 of the university law faculty) student courts.

The student subculture developed from the formal life of the university. Illicit books and subjects provided a counter-curriculum more appealing than the "irrelevant" subjects presented in university lectures. The students began to entertain fantasies about remaking the broader society in their own image; and student discussion groups increasingly provided a "protective environment" 18 for outright revolu-
tionary recruitment. Student life in its early, apolitical phase already contained the germs of a social alternative to the tsarist order. The *skhodki* provided a kind of legislature; the commune (*obshchina*) a kind of judiciary; the cooperative (*artel*) a productive enterprise based on distributive economic justice. Their discussion groups for themselves and their literacy schools for others made up a total educational system. All that was missing was a strong executive to challenge the tsarist government; and this came in the late 1860s in the person of Serge Nechaev, the first revolutionary nihilist of the modern world.

The students' path from positions of privilege and promise into revolutionary opposition began with demonstrations on purely student issues, which spread to provincial university centers like Kazan and Kharkov by the late 1850s. In Kiev in the fall of 1859, an idealistic surgeon launched the Sunday School movement, using the one nonworking day of the week to provide free tutorials for peasants living in the city. This pioneering effort at popular education acquired a political coloration when one of the tutors, P. V. Pavlov, a young Kievan opposed to serfdom, became professor of Russian history at St. Petersburg University in 1861. He glorified past westernization (the age of Boris Godunov and the quasi-parliamentary zemsky sobors) in his lectures, and participated in the impressive network of 28 Sunday schools in the capital, which involved, some 450 volunteers teaching basic literacy to some 5,000 indigent students.  

Far from pacifying the students, the emancipation of the serfs in February 1861 only intensified their unrest. A demonstration of 350 St. Petersburg students in March was followed by a second one of 400 in April. A fumbling effort to try one student for embezzlement in the spring led to further organized protests. By the time the long-sought abolition of student uniforms was conceded in the summer of 1861, the move was resented as an official plot to remove a common bond of solidarity.

Student unrest became a student movement with the sudden appearance in St. Petersburg early in September 1861 of the revolutionary proclamation “To the Young Generation,” written by Nicholas Shelgunov (a veteran of the Crimean War radicalized by subsequent travel abroad) and revised by Michael Mikhailov, a young poet who lived in a *ménage à trois* with Shelgunov and his wife. Mikhailov smuggled six hundred copies from Herzen's press in London back to Russia in a false-bottomed trunk, and distributed this call to the “young generation” to reject not only the institutions of old conservative Russia but the reform proposals of the new liberals as well, and to “move boldly forward to revolution.” The purpose of the proposed revolution was the establishment of popular sovereignty, and the means could be violent:

> If to achieve our ends, by dividing the land among the people we have to kill a hundred thousand of the gentry, even that will not deter us. . . .

Mikhailov’s arrest early in September and his subsequent trial represented the first official persecution of a spokesman for radical youth.
His personal heroism in insisting on sole responsibility for the pamphlet helped rally students not just to his case, but to his cause. In contrast to some later student movements that would present amnesty for themselves high among their demands, the revolutionary student movement in Russia put personal demands last in order to vindicate their principles.

Fear of the growing student unrest led the university authorities in St. Petersburg at the beginning of the new term on September 22 to shut the unused lecture rooms that the students ordinarily used for their meetings. This led to a forced entry into the closed Hall of Acts by some five hundred students on the twenty-third, followed the next day by a march of one thousand through the streets to the home of the curator of the university. Such unprecedented acts caused further arrests, and a similar demonstration in October in Moscow—the first of its kind there—led to 340 arrests and 37 detentions. On December 20, the University of St. Petersburg was formally closed. Students meanwhile began to feel exhilarated with the experience of building a kind of counter-university. The sign “University of St. Petersburg” was tacked on the Peter and Paul Fortress, where Mikhailov was being held incommunicado. Young demonstrators confined in Kronstadt set up their own “republic” in prison. University students established their own “free university” to continue the process of public enlightenment with the aid of some of the younger professors who resigned from the university to protest its forced closing.

The free university along with the Sunday School movement were broken up in March 1862 with the sudden nocturnal arrest of Pavlov, the professor who had been central to both. But most of St. Petersburg University did not open until August of 1863. During that final eighteen months when there was in effect neither university nor counter-university, the student movement reached a frenzied climax that did much to set the future course of the Russian revolutionary tradition.

First of all, Herzen and Ogarev tried rather clumsily during this period to introduce a classical Western style revolutionary organization into the amorphous Russian movement. But their Land and Liberty hardly even touched, let alone controlled, unrest inside Russia.

The arrest of Nicholas Chernyshevsky, in the summer of 1862, his long imprisonment in the Peter and Paul Fortress before trial, and his final exile to Siberia in May 1864 provided the young generation with a hero and martyr. The famous work that he published during this period of imprisonment, What Is To Be Done? or Tales of the New People, provided a kind of model for the new believers in a rational socialist order. Chernyshevsky's ideal was a student commune ruled by utilitarian puritanism, seeking to become both a productive cooperative enterprise and a center of enlightenment for the masses. His valedictory answer to the question What Is To Be Done? emphasized the need for communal structures and social rather than political goals. The book gave guidance to the student quest for a new way of life and society which in turn produced on Russian soil a new type of professional revolutionary. Fanatical, ascetic belief in science was the key. Scien-
tism was for Chernyshevsky and his younger friend, Dobroliubov, largely a case of the “exchange of catechisms” by former seminarians replacing one absolute belief with another “without any internal struggle.”

The student subculture came to be identified with violence among the people when a sudden series of fires swept through St. Petersburg in the spring of 1862. In inflammable, wooden Russia, fear of fire was endemic; and rumors of Bohemian arsonists reached “down to the last hut, to the homeless peasant.” And generalized fears were specifically attached to the new student revolutionaries when the pamphlet Young Russia appeared in May 1862, precisely at the time of the major fire. This document was the work of two Moscow students, Peter Zaichnevsky and Pericles Argiropulo, and it marked the beginning of a Russian revolutionary tradition demonstrably different from anything in the West.

The two students had once had loose links with Herzen’s Land and Liberty, and Zaichnevsky had studied the Polish Revolution of 1830–31, admired Mazzini, and made his debut as a revolutionary orator in February 1861 at a Catholic requiem in Moscow for students slain in Warsaw.

But Young Russia differed from any manifestoes of the Mazzinian persuasion (1) in its almost sacramental exaltation of the violent act and (2) in its identification of violence with social rather than national revolution. There was the uncanny prophecy:

The day will soon come when we will unfurl the great banner of the future, the red banner. And with a mighty cry of “Long Live the Russian Social and Democratic Republic” we will move against the Winter Palace to wipe out all who dwell there.

Violent class war would occur between the imperial party and the “party of the people” in Russia, “which destiny has ordained shall be the first country to realize the great cause of Socialism.” If there is resistance

we will cry “To your axes” and then we will strike the imperial party without sparing our blows just as they do not spare theirs against us.

Land and movable wealth were to be redistributed and “social” factories established. A revolutionary elite would have to “take dictatorship into its own hands and stop at nothing,” and only then give power to a national assembly elected by universal suffrage. Otherwise elections could lead to the end of revolution as in France of 1848.

Their program of “putting oneself at the head of every movement” was initially condemned as an elitist Western import by Herzen and Bakunin from London—and even initially by Chernyshevsky from St. Petersburg. In truth, however, Young Russia represented a comprehensive revolutionary program authentically rooted in Russian reality. In the first place, the manifesto grew out of the new, scientific
nihilism. Zaichnevsky had come from his small provincial estate in Orel to Moscow University to study mathematics. He turned to politics not out of personal privation, but out of ideological determination to “defend the rationality of socialism.” He made use of the lithograph process, which reproduced university lectures, to circulate long passages from two influential sources of the new nihilism: Feuerbach’s atheistic *Essence of Christianity* and Büchner’s materialistic *Force and Matter*. At the time of his arrest the police also found an unfinished manuscript translation of the original plebeian manifesto: *What Is Property?* by Proudhon, whose rough-hewn egalitarianism made him perhaps the most influential single Western revolutionary within Russia at that time.

At the beginning of 1861 Zaichnevsky had broken off from one discussion group, the Library of Kazan students, to form a small but intense group of five to seven members which apparently used the name The Society of Communists and became thereby the first “Communist” group on Russian soil.

Zaichnevsky was among the first student agitators to cultivate mass support for social revolution. His group worked intensively through the Moscow Sunday School movement, and then turned to more active revolutionary agitation in the countryside. Zaichnevsky set out on horseback from Moscow on May 21, 1861, to spread socialist ideas and develop revolutionary strategy among the peasants of his native Orel. A split soon developed with Argiropulo, who argued that “to preach does not mean to fight.” Zaichnevsky contended in effect that preaching must—if it was serious—escalate into confrontation and even conflict.

Public confrontation with deceptive officials and timid reformers would help strip away the respectability of official Russia, just as the rhythmic student chant of *chelovek-cherviak* (man is a worm) was breaking up any remaining aura of sanctity about obligatory theology lectures. Preaching socialism, in Zaichnevsky’s view, was not merely an educational act, but also a dramatic one. Even if the witness should end up sending the agitator to the gallows, the image of the truly dedicated revolutionary would haunt his persecutor just as the Christian martyrs had haunted the declining Roman nobility.

Arrested on the personal order of Tsar Alexander II, Zaichnevsky nonetheless succeeded in completing *Young Russia*. He stunned Russian society with its opening lines:

> Russia is entering the revolutionary stage of its existence. . . . Under this regime a small number of people who own capital control the fate of the rest . . . everything is false, everything is stupid, from religion . . . to the family. . . . a revolution, a bloody and pitiless revolution . . . must change everything down to the very roots . . . we know that rivers of blood will flow and that perhaps even innocent victims will perish. . . .

The same student life of Moscow that had nurtured Zaichnevsky brought about within a few years the fulfillment of his prophecy. Moscow was traditionally less sympathetic to Western, liberal ideas than
St. Petersburg, and more intimately in touch with the dissenting religious traditions of old Russia. Moscow had been the center of much of the reactionary nationalist revival that had accompanied the crushing of the Polish rebellion in 1863. The Moscow Slavic Congress of 1867 became the launching site for a new reactionary pan-Slav ideology—with the city providing lavish subsidies and its newspapers enthusiastic support. In contrast to the more moderate, transnational Congress of Slavs in Prague in 1848, the Moscow Congress became a vehicle for Russian chauvinism.

Once again, the mutually re-enforcing nature of the extremes became evident. Moscow, the new center of reaction, was also the new breeding ground for revolution. About ten Moscow students, mostly from the Volga region, had in the course of 1864 formed a secret revolutionary group called simply The Organization; and within it there emerged an even smaller and more secret group known as Hell, which purported to be linked with a European Revolutionary Committee. Central to these groups was a certain longing to sacrifice—if not suffer—together. They emulated the ascetic life-style (sleeping on floors and communal sharing) advocated in What Is To Be Done? by Chernyshevsky.

Chernyshevsky himself became the ultimate model for the new generation—both in his rejection of Herzen and the older radical nobility and in his acceptance of a martyrdom reminiscent of early Christianity. The new thirst to translate words into deeds was first expressed in a series of pacts and plots among young Muscovites to free Chernyshevsky. The most exotic of the new communes, the Smorgon Academy of 1867–69 (named for a wooden region in the Urals where gypsy bears were trained), planned to blow up a train to free Chernyshevsky and to smuggle him abroad to found a revolutionary paper. But they settled for sending one of their own members to Geneva in 1867 to reprint What Is To Be Done?

This group also idolized the figure of Dmitry Karakozov, the young Moscow student and member of Hell, who was executed for his unsuccessful attempt to assassinate Tsar Alexander on April 4, 1866. However clumsy his attempt, it did in some ways open a new era of “propaganda by deed”—of terror and counter-terror, which was finally to lead to the killing of the tsar fifteen years later.

Hell preached a new and sublimely suicidal theory of assassination. Members made vows of celibacy, secrecy, and complete separation from all family and friends from the past. The goal was the assassination of the tsar—preferably on Easter Sunday. It was hoped that this would begin a broader campaign by other “sections” of a “European Revolutionary Committee” to exterminate monarchs everywhere. The assassin on the eve of his sacred act was deliberately to conceal his true identity not just with a false name, but by assuming a false personality—ostentatiously adopting a drunken and talkative manner totally at variance with his real revolutionary dedication. Immediately prior to the deed, he was to disfigure his face beyond recognition; immediately after, he was to take poison—leaving behind only a manifesto from “the organization,” which would be assured thereby an im-
pact that peaceful propaganda could never have. The manifesto from the mythical European revolutionary committee that Karakozov left behind so traumatized the government that after his secret trial and public execution, it arrested anyone who even visited his grave.41

This atmosphere of fearful expectation set the stage for the arrival in Moscow of Nechaev, the dark genius of the Russian tradition. Unlike almost all other revolutionaries of the 1860s, Nechaev came from a working-class family. His father had been a textile worker and his mother a seamstress in the bleak city of Ivanovo-Voznesensk, the center of the early Russian textile industry.42 When he was nine years old, a year after the death of his mother, Nechaev began working as a messenger in one of the factories of this “Russian Manchester” on the upper Volga.

For him, the escape to student life in Moscow was a special kind of liberation. He avidly absorbed the mythology of the revolutionary student circles of the late 1860s, which tended to fuse and confuse into a single heroic tradition the ascetic scientism of Chernyshevsky, the call to violence of Zaichnevsky, and the attempted tsaricide of Karakozov.43 He simultaneously reviled the inadequacies of all past revolutionaries and used his own lower-class background as a kind of certificate of special merit. He alone had suffered in the past—and would call for the deliberate acceptance of suffering and sacrifice in the “common cause.” A Romanian student leader in Moscow, Zemfiy Ralli, had pioneered the professionalization of revolutionary organization by trying to model a secret society directly on Buonarroti’s Conspiracy.44 Ralli then went abroad to become Bakunin’s principal editor; and Nechaev soon followed him to Geneva, gaining accreditation from Bakunin’s mythical “World Revolutionary Union.” While abroad, Nechaev drew up and published his famed *Catechism of a Revolutionary*: a bleak guide for the creation of a totally revolutionary personality and for the calculated manipulation of others for the revolutionary cause.45

This was not the first *Revolutionary Catechism*; 46 and was in many respects a continuation of Bakunin’s efforts to adopt Masonic rituals for a revolutionary manual. But the document also represented a final revolutionary answer to Chernyshevsky’s question: What is to be done? To the ascetic rationalism of Chernyshevsky, Nechaev added the distilled hatred of the most brilliant survivor of the extreme revolutionary circles of the 1860s: Peter Tkachev.

Tkachev was part of the harassed St. Petersburg wing of all the major Moscow-based extremist groups of the 1860s from Young Russia to the Smorgon Academy. He spent much of the decade in prison, which solidified his intense identification with Chernyshevsky.47 He was one of the first Russians to embrace economic materialism 48—and may have led Nechaev into taking approving notice of Marx.49 Tkachev mastered the “aesopian” art of conveying revolutionary messages through legal journalism; and in 1868, he published an article that profoundly influenced Nechaev: “Men of the Future and Heroes of Bourgeois Mediocrity.”

Tkachev suggested that the “new men” of Chernyshevsky were ac-
quiring a focus that would enable them (by implication) to destroy the hated “bourgeois mediocrity” (meshchanstvo). All that was ultimately needed was that “all their efforts and aspirations converge towards one point: the advent of the triumph of their idea.” 50 They had to be people who gave themselves “wholly and with total self-denial” to this “idea,” which was, of course, social revolution in Russia.

Nechaev provided such single-minded decisiveness. This was the one attribute praised even by his detractors, and it was precisely the one needed to lead quarreling intellectuals. Nechaev appointed himself, in effect, to be chief executive officer of the student movement, which had hitherto performed only legislative and judicial, economic and educational functions. Nechaev apparently viewed himself as a rival executive authority to the tsar. He adopted a series of nicknames suggesting authority: the king, the baron, Liders (from the English leader), Barsov (from the Russian lord), and Nachalov (from the Russian chief), the eagle, and Volkov (from the Russian for wolf). He began using the imperial we, and may have been in touch with an extremist group that planned to blow up the tsar’s train near Elizavetgrad in the late summer of 1869.51

Nechaev attempted to instill into the student movement a new model of revolutionary dedication forged in the crucible of the 1860s. He invoked coarse peasant language—and concentrated his recruiting within the Agricultural Institute in Moscow, where such an idiom had an intimidating effect. He seemed to feel a special affinity for Balkan revolutionaries, with their tradition of blood feuds and vengeance. From his early friendship with the Romanian Ralli in Moscow through his visit to the Bulgarian leader Khristo Botev en route back to Russia in 1869 to his admiration for the Serbian assassins of King Michael Obrenovich and his own assumption of a Serbian identity, Nechaev prefigured the close link that was to develop between Balkan and Russian revolutionaries of the new type.52

For Nechaev “the revolutionary is a doomed man” who “has severed every tie with the civil order, with the educated world . . . if he continues to inhabit it, it is only to destroy it more effectively.” 53 The catechism told the new type of revolutionary how to utilize different categories of the society he was bent on destroying. The important and intelligent were to be killed; the important and unintelligent were to be left alone, since their stupidity would drive the uncommitted to revolt. A third category, “animals and high-ranking personalities, neither intelligent nor competent,” were to be blackmailed if their “dirty secrets” could be unearthed. Revolutionaries should pretend to follow a fourth category of “ambitious politicians and liberals of various sorts,” while forcing them on to more radical steps that make it impossible for them to turn back. Fifth were doctrinaire or rhetorical revolutionaries, who had to be forced to move beyond mere talk and theory into active demonstrations. This would serve the dual purpose of killing off the weak and tempering those who survived into hard-core activists in the future. In a final category were women, who would be either the best
revolutionaries of all or else figures to be treated like the third and fourth categories of men.54

The Catechism distinguished the coming “comradeship” tovarishchestvo from Western organizations with their “respect for property, traditions . . . ‘civilization’ and ‘morality’” and even from the “brotherhoods” of Bakunin.55 Nechaev had returned from Geneva with a membership card in the “general committee” of Bakunin’s mythical new “World Revolutionary Union,” and he proceeded to found both a journal and an organization under the name Narodnaia Rasprava (The People’s Summary Justice). Its official seal spoke of “the Russian Section of the World Revolutionary Union,” and displayed an axe surrounded by the words “Committee of the People’s Summary Justice of February 19, 1870.”

This was the designated date for a revolutionary uprising: the ninth anniversary of the peasant emancipation and the bicentenary of the peasant uprising of Stenka Razin. Nechaev journeyed to Vladimir and Ivanovo in search of peasant recruits for his revolutionary elite, which was organized into a small number of five-man cells. As the connecting link and driving force, Nechaev led the central group on November 21 into the collective murder of a student participant who like Nechaev had worked in a factory in Ivanovo and bore the Everyman name of Ivan Ivanovich Ivanov. The slain Ivanov, an illegitimate child and former prison guard, may have drawn the assignment to kill the tsar within the core group of Narodnaia Rasprava, perhaps with explosives being prepared in a bookstore on the outskirts of St. Petersburg. He may have then had to be executed because of doubts about his reliability.56 Or his death could have been a calculated crime designed to tighten the loyalty and cohesion of those implicated in it. In either event, tsaricide appears to have been part of the plan to trigger the social revolution on February 19, which also included recruitment among the workmen of the Tula munitions factories.

Nechaev, who fled abroad in mid-December after Ivanov’s corpse was discovered, became the object of a massive manhunt in London, Paris, and Switzerland. He was, in effect, tried three times for the murder: first, through the fictionalized version in Dostoevsky’s The Possessed, which began to appear serially in Katkov’s Russian Herald in 1871; second, in his own formal trial after his arrest in Switzerland on August 14, 1872, and extradition to the Russian government; and finally by the tsar himself. Upon hearing of Nechaev’s defiant calls for revolutionary revenge at his mock execution ceremony, Alexander II changed his sentence from twenty years hard labor to “forever in prison,” personally underlining these words.

Yet even in total isolation within the Peter and Paul Fortress, Nechaev exercised a certain hypnotic impact on his captors. He eventually taught some of them to write in code; and, as other political prisoners began to fill up the fortress in the later 1870s, Nechaev instructed some of them in “disinformation”: the spreading of false manifestoes to confuse the populace and terrorize officialdom. Once it was discov-
erected in the late 1870s that Nechaev was still in St. Petersburg rather than Siberia, plans to free him began to replace the earlier project of freeing Chernyshevsky. After the execution of the tsar on March 1, 1881, sixty-nine soldiers were arrested on suspicion of collaborating in planning his escape, and the prisoner was put into deeper isolation within the prison. He died mysteriously on November 21, 1882, choosing perhaps the anniversary of the murder of Ivanov for his own suicide.\(^{58}\)

**Intelligentsia**

With no acknowledgement of earlier Polish usage, the word *intelligentsia* was introduced into the Russian language in 1861 in an article describing south Russian students in the Hapsburg Empire.\(^{59}\) It soon became the "verbal talisman" of the new Russian student generation as a whole—laden with far more universal meaning than it had ever had for the Poles.

Moderate liberals, romantic Slavophiles, and rationalistic Westernizers no less than revolutionaries all seized on the term. The intelligentsia was alleged by all of them to hold the secret of a national awakening through mental mobilization against the bureaucratic inertia of old Russia. Westernizers built on a long tradition of reverential usage of the French word *intelligence* by radical pioneers like Chaadaev and Herzen.\(^{60}\) Slavophiles like Ivan Aksakov propagated the image of a Russian intelligentsia as a classless moral force seeking to be closer to the suffering common people than the intellectuals of aristocratic Poland.\(^{61}\) Even conservative officials began speaking about "the development of a people's intelligentsia" \(^{62}\) (*narodnaia intelligentsiia* meaning both a national and a people's intelligentsia).

Ideological expectations soon outstripped practical possibilities. By the late 1860s, the revolutionaries had taken over exclusive claim to the new label, and to the strong sense of collective righteousness that hung about it. Nicholas Shelgunov, the first radical to popularize the term, had envisaged in his *Proclamation to the Young Generation* of 1861 a relatively apolitical, new elite, "the intelligentsia of the country," \(^{63}\) emerging from the enlarged student population. Within a decade, Shelgunov had introduced the word *intelligent* (with a hard *g*) as the singular of *intelligentsia* and a badge of belonging. He also made the moral distinction between a true and false intelligent.\(^{64}\)

Pisarev and Mikhailovsky, who became in succession the two most influential radical journalists in Russia after the arrest of Chernyshevsky in 1862, saw the intelligentsia as "the moving force of history," \(^{65}\) and history itself moving in accordance with progressive laws set down by Saint-Simon’s protégé, Auguste Comte.\(^{66}\) Bakunin and Lavrov, the two principal theorists and leaders of the revolutionary emigrant community, were moved more by the Hegelian brand of ideology—evident in Lavrov’s appeal (in his influential *Historical Letters* of 1868–69) for the "critically thinking personality" to become "a conscious, knowing agent
of progress.” Implicit in all the dated quarrels of the late 1860s and the early 1870s over “formulas of progress” and three-staged theories of history was a shared thirst for ideology as such: for some scientific, secular set of beliefs about history and social change that purported to universal validity. In order to sustain the radical traditions of the earlier sixties during the repressive atmosphere that followed the assassination attempt of 1866 one needed the reassurance of history. Thus, the nihilist became the intelligent. He had moved from iconoclasm to ideology.

In addition to its concern for introducing science into society, the intelligentsia developed a passionate commitment to social justice. The radical intellectual was not generally thought to be fully intelligent unless he believed in what Mikhailovsky called the “two-sided truth.” Mikhailovsky insisted that there was deep meaning in the fact that the Russian word for truth, pravda, meant both objective, scientific truth (pravda-istina) and justice (pravda-spravedlivost’). The intelligent had to be committed to both.

Though the first body of people to conceive of themselves as an intelligentsia viewed themselves as evolutionary friends of science and rejected Nechaevism as a pathological aberration, the convergence that soon developed between the intelligentsia and the revolutionary cause was already foreseen by Peter Tkachev, the human bridge between these two traditions in the late 1860s. As “the only person who defined the intelligentsia in specific terms in the 1860s,” Tkachev saw it as an insecure new social group created by the great reforms, yet left with “no other means of existence except intellectual labor.” Though economically and culturally dependent on the ruling classes, this growing category of intellectual workers was socially and psychologically closer to the proletariat. Rendered almost as insecure as the worker by his vulnerability to the market, the intellectual retained nonetheless the ability to identify his unhappiness with that of all society and to conceive of a full-blown revolutionary alternative. Tkachev believed that most intellectual workers would become supine servants of the state, willing to settle for “complete freedom in the sphere of his specialty, but nothing more.” But he also saw the possibility of a saving revolutionary remnant producing what he characterized in a letter to Engels of 1874 as a “socialist intelligentskaia revolutionary party.”

Tkachev sought to find the basis for such a party through close association with Blanqui from the time he went into exile in 1873 until he delivered the eulogy at Blanqui’s burial in 1881. Tkachev and Nechaev had little practical success, but affected a kind of coup d’imagination with their ascetic version of Blanqui’s idea that an amoral elite must both make the revolution and rule after it. Violence was not just tolerated but exalted by making “the success of the revolution” the sole admissible passion. As one of Nechaev’s followers put it: “Absolute honor does not exist; there is only party honor.” Even before any party had formed, the need had been defined for the kind of sacrificial party spirit that Lenin was later to call partinost. But the new self-
conscious intellectuals needed to link their sense of dedication to the social reality of backward peasants and workers. The force for this union—such as it was—was Russian populism.

The Banners of the Seventies

Populism

Populism was never a fixed doctrine but rather a vague social ideal common to many agrarian societies undergoing rapid but uneven modernization. The two major movements to call themselves populist in the late nineteenth century occurred on the rural periphery of European civilization: in Russia and America. Common to both (and to later populist movements) was a thirst for social regeneration that idealized the older agrarian-based human relationships yet ironically prepared the way for the further consolidation of centralized economic and political power.

Populism became a mode—and not just a mood—of thought when an educated elite defended the ways of a backward region or economic sector confronted by the advance of capitalism and a market economy. It was cultivated by those whose education had alienated them from native roots and values yet who sought symbolic and psychic compensation in the idea that “the people” would produce “some sort of integrated society” 77 that would avoid the depersonalized elitism of capitalism. Thus populism tended to revive romantic faith either in a threatened culture (the earlier Russia Slavophiles) or region (the later American populists).

As Russia moved towards massive Europeanization, its intellectual elite suddenly discovered the narod, making the Russian peasant the repository of all their hopes and personal needs for a more humane social order.

Russian populism began with the compulsive ethnographic search within the university subculture of the 1860s for an alternate way of life among the Russian peasantry. At exactly the moment when students were leaving the universities for revolutionary activity in 1862–63, young artists broke away from the established St. Petersburg conservatories of painting and music to form the new more plebeian groups known as the “wanderers” and “mighty handful” respectively. The best products of this new orientation—the paintings of Repin and the music of Mussorgsky—sought to depict the life and truth of the simple people; and the late sixties and the seventies were filled with a veritable explosion of fact and fantasy about peasant life in Russia. Students of Russian popular life like Afanas’ev and Khudiakov were active in the revolutionary ferment. Radical students consistently rallied—even in their most nihilistic period—to lecturers delving into ethnographic his-
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tory of old Russia like Pavlov of the Sunday School movement, and Kostomarov, whose lecture in the spring of 1861 brought on a key student disorder. The seminal radical thinker in Kazan, Afanasy Shchapov, turned to social issues through his study of materials on the Old Believers and the Russian North which were transported from the Solovetsk Monastery in the White Sea to Kazan during the Crimean War. The first populist-like circle in Moscow (the vertepniki or den of thieves) took shape in the last months of the Crimean War under the leadership of a former Old Believer, who became a leading collector of old Russian songs as well as a propagandist for democratic and atheistic ideas. The author of an unprecedented series of books on beggars, taverns, and holy fools in old Russia, Ivan Pryzhov, became an active member in Nechaev’s five-man revolutionary cell.

The isolation of student life and the abstraction of scientific study thus created among students a deep need for some psychic link with “the people”; and by the late sixties, the quest moved from ethnography to real life. Bakunin helped the move out to the masses with his renewed calls for active links with the insurrectionary impulse purportedly latent in the peasantry. But the dominant new trend of the late 1860s and the early 1870s rejected both Bakunin’s romantic vision of gangs (shaiki) in the manner of Stenka Razin and Nechaev’s network of ascetic revolutionary fives.

The new, nonviolent populism began with a second wave of student unrest in 1868–69 that led to the closing of the Medical-Surgical Academy in St. Petersburg in March 1869. A group of some fifteen students, most of whom were medical students like Mark Natanson, came together in a two-story wooden house in St. Petersburg to form a dedicated and disciplined commune. Nicholas Chaikovsky, from whom the circle took its name, referred to it as an order.

The Chaikovsky circle was collectively dedicated to opposing the elitism and violence of Nechaev. Yet the moralism of the group was so intense that it gave birth to a set of rituals that in their own way heightened revolutionary fanaticism. Meetings involved a strange mélange of therapy and strategy. A great premium was attached to “objective” analysis of both personal morality and social questions. The later, Leninist practice of obligatory group- and self-criticism may have had its roots in the Chaikovtsy’s practice of “the criticism of each by all.” They believed that “the objective analysis of the characteristics and peculiarities of a given individual at a general meeting of everyone” would provide “the exact method for the regulation of relations between individuals and society.” The influence of this circle radiated out to a new student generation through a series of manifestoes and a growing, nationwide web of Circles of Self-Education and Practical Activity.

Populism was an essentially Proudhonist-type movement that was antidogmatic and egalitarian with a passion for older communal institutions, decentralized federal structures, and mutual aid societies that dealt directly with pressing social needs and bypassed the political arena altogether. As with earlier utopian socialist movements in the West, the populist socialism of the Chaikovsky circle was weakened by
the flight of Chaikovsky himself to the New World. Even more than their Western counterparts, however, the populist pioneers in Russia derived profound personal satisfaction from their self-appointed roles as "critically thinking" agents of the historical process.

Seeking a link with "the people" the intellectual elite turned first to the urban workers, whose plight had been "discovered" through V. V. Bervi's Position of the Working Class in Russia in 1869. Within the Chaikovsky circle, Prince Peter Kropotkin, newly returned from an ethnographic expedition to Siberia, professed to see in the new working class "the purest revolutionary element." He proposed ending the "privileged labor" of intellectuals and managers by closing all institutions of higher learning and opening up "schools of trade mastery" for the direct benefit of the workers. By 1873-74 the workers had become the focus of activity for the Chaikovsky circle and the main hope of Kropotkin for combating the amoral statists (gosudarstven-niki) both within and without the revolutionary camp. The anarchist Kropotkin saw a new revolutionary type, "the people's agitator" (narodny agitator), emerging from the working class independent of both intelligentsia and "any leadership from émigré parties." He distinguished between those who were only temporarily and insecurely employed in factories (fabrichnye) and those with permanent employment (zavodskie). The former, he insisted, were bound to be revolutionary; the latter, reformist.

But the quest for the masses inevitably led back to the countryside, where more than four fifths of the Russian population still lived. In the "mad summer" of 1874 more than two thousand students left universities and cities to live among "the people." So intense was the intellectuals' desire to establish identity with the peasantry that Jewish students accepted baptism—not out of conversion to Christianity but out of a desire to share this part of the peasant experience. As so often in revolutionary history nature seemed to be imitating art. Some students went out "to the people" singing the chorus of rebellion from the insurrectionary final scene of Mussorgsky's Boris Godunov, which had its premier early in 1874. Some went to live among the Volga boatmen, as if responding to the dramatization of their plight in Repin's famous painting of 1870-73, "Haulers on the Volga" by learning "to hate with their hate."

The repression of the movement to the people and new restrictions on the émigré student colony (particularly the large one in Zürich) brought back to St. Petersburg and Moscow an angry and disillusioned student population. At the same time, the revolutionaries' belief in their ability to outmaneuver tsarist authorities was fanned to new heights by the spectacular escape of Prince Peter Kropotkin from prison in the summer of 1875. A precision-drilled team of outside revolutionaries rescued this famous convert to revolution from the high nobility by a combination of such theatrical devices as signals by balloon and a gypsy violin, and by a message smuggled in a watch by a French-speaking female visitor.

Kropotkin and others who followed him abroad immediately began
sending back new revolutionary propaganda. Amidst gathering expectation, some four hundred young radicals persuaded a priest in the Kazan Cathedral in St. Petersburg to celebrate a liturgy in honor of Chernyshevsky on December 6, 1876; then met outside for the first open revolutionary demonstration in Russian history. Participants included not only the aging veteran Zaichevsky of Young Russia, but the youthful George Plekhanov, who in the following decade was to found the first Russian Marxist organization.

Unfurling a red banner and proclaiming, “Long live the Socialist Revolution, long live Land and Liberty,” the demonstrators gave the loose “revolutionary populist group of the north” a new identity as Land and Liberty (Zemlia i Volia). By memorializing Chernyshevsky and revising the name of their original revolutionary organization of the 1860s, the Russians dramatized once more their growing sense of tradition. They emulated the established practice of heroic courtroom martyrology throughout the long series of political trials beginning with the “trial of fifty” demonstrators in January 1877, and reaching a climax in the “trial of the 193,” which ended just a year later. The latter, the largest political trial ever held in tsarist Russia, was a tumultuous affair extensively covered by the press.

Meanwhile, Russia went to war against Turkey; and militarization at home helped move the Russian tradition onto a path previously taken by only a few: terrorism.

**Terrorism**

The terrorist turn was inspired by the increased activity of extremist groups in south Russia, particularly in Odessa and Kiev. Odessa was under military administration, and revolutionary leaders there drew on sectarian religious ideas as well as on a quasi-criminal subculture to spawn new forms of extremism. Odessa produced “the first revolutionary organization made up of wage earners,” the South Russian Union of Workers in 1874. Kiev simultaneously generated a series of insurrectionary movements (buntari) including the largest peasant-based revolutionary organization of the mid-1870s, the Fighting Brotherhood.

Right-Left confusion was evidenced again by the movement that developed in Chigirin near Kiev involving nearly one thousand peasants in a fantastic secret society allegedly led by the tsar himself to liberate the peasants from the nobility. The purported new government was to be a Council (Soviet) of Commissars, and the new militia (druzhiniki) was to destroy the nobility with pikes and axes.

At the same time Land and Liberty was moving towards greater violence. The controlling “basic circle” created a group pledged solely to “disorganization.” This included all violent activities: the forced freeing of prisoners, the killing of police spies, and the “systematic destruction of the most harmful or prominent members of the government.”

Terrorism began to dominate the Russian revolutionary movement in the fall of 1877 largely because of two Ukrainian members of Land and Liberty: the dashing and charismatic Valerian Osinsky (“the war-
rior”) and the ascetic wealthy patron of the movement, Dmitry Lizogub ("the saint"). They suggested that a direct, disciplined political struggle against the autocracy should take priority over everything else in Russia; and that the sterile debate between propagandists (Lavrovists) and insurrectionists (Bakuninists) should be put aside in favor of a common political campaign. There was an unacknowledged disparity between violent means and moderate ends. Osinsky argued that “urban terrorists” should “terrorize the government” into providing the same constitutional liberties that he had previously sought as a liberal in Rostov on the Don.

Russia was electrified by the first such effort: the nearly successful attempt on January 24, 1878, to murder the St. Petersburg Chief of Police, Fedor Trepov, by a former friend of Nechaev, populist propagandist in Kiev, and typesetter for Land and Liberty, Vera Zasulich. A skillful defense and fascinated newspaper coverage turned her trial into a political investigation of the intended victim rather than a criminal trial of the would-be assassin. Despite her obvious guilt, she was acquitted in March, borne out of the courtroom on the shoulders of 1,500 to 2,000 rejoicing students, and spirited abroad to become a heroine of the revolutionary emigration.

Osinsky and his Kievan colleagues echoed Zasulich with several assassination attempts accompanied by public declarations of the reasons. Beginning in March 1878, they used a red oval seal containing an axe, knife, and pistol and the label “executive committee of the Russian social-revolutionary party.” There was as yet no such organization; but the term “executive committee” became central to the People’s Will organization that formed the following year.

In May 1878 one of Osinsky’s protégés killed the police chief of Kiev; in August an affiliated group attempted to assassinate the tsar in Nikolaev; and in April 1879 a terrorist near the Winter Palace fired five shots at the tsar announcing at his trial, “We revolutionary socialists have declared war on the government.” Osinsky and his comrades were executed shortly thereafter; and the imperial government declared a state of siege, dividing Russia into six military districts. In response, the People’s Will organization was formally constituted in the summer of 1879 to fight autocracy “with the means of William Tell,” using a highly centralized para-military organization that soon involved between four and five thousand.

The structure represented an almost complete return to the Buonarrotian tradition of secret, hierarchical conspiracy. Each member pledged to the high cause “every possession. . . . all personal sympathies and antipathies, all strength and life itself.” Each member accepted “absolute subordination to the majority” at every level of the organization and the absolute authority of the higher over the lower level. Beyond two lower levels of “agents” stood the third, inner group, the famed “executive committee” which used the designation “agent third degree” in dealing with all others in the organization. They sought both to disguise the identity of the controlling group and to inspire the vague fear that other inner circles might exist even beyond their own.
The People's Will generally called itself an “organization” till early 1880, and thereafter a “party.” From the beginning it rejected the possibility of functioning as an open organization, and insisted that members could be brought in only by coöperation after a period of apprenticeship as a “candidate.” Local “struggle groups” were to be under total discipline of the central organization. In the fall of 1879, nationwide local organizations began to proliferate. A dramatic explosion on November 19 derailed a train that was supposed to contain the tsar; and on February 5 a massive explosion in the Winter Palace killed eleven and injured fifty-six. “Political crime,” wrote a despairing reactionary journalist, “has become a veritable national tradition.”

The People's Will came to conceive of itself as a kind of alternative government with its own central “administration” (five members and three “candidate” members) within the executive committee. The organization derived its authority from two founding “congresses” at Lipetsk and Voronezh in the summer of 1879; developed local organizations throughout Russia (often existing as separate student, peasant, and worker groups); provided for a kind of legislature (obshchee sobranie); mobilized “struggle groups” as a kind of Cossack striking force (even referred to by the Cossack term atamanstvo); and described its program of carefully targeted terror as the “ministry of justice of the revolution.” They revived the old term “partisan war” to describe their campaign against the tsarist government; but the striking new features of their campaign were (1) their massive (and surprisingly successful) efforts to win over large numbers of active sympathizers and passive supporters within the ruling class, and (2) their almost mystical dedication to their chosen instrument of “people's justice” - the bomb.

They gained a protective outer circle of supporters by their selfless dedication and asceticism, which attracted liberal and radical intellectuals to write under pseudonyms for their journal. They also won over protectors and “concealers” (ukrivateli) within the official government establishment, which enabled their nationwide network of communication to function.

Dedication to the bomb was institutionalized in the summer of 1879 with the organization of three “dynamite centers” in St. Petersburg to assemble bombs for the final struggle with the autocracy. These centers began to acquire some of the ritual centrality to the life of the new organization that had hitherto been provided by the printing press. While presses remained important to the People’s Will, its distinctive new institution was the terrorist cell located near a railroad depot, police station, or official residence. Women were included, giving the cell the external appearance of a peaceful family group. But in some windowless inner room or deep-burrowed tunnel the real business of the “struggle group” took place: the assembly and deployment of bombs.

Andrei Zheliabov, who became the leader of the final terrorist campaign that led to the assassination of Alexander II on March 1, 1881, had been fascinated as a youth by the use of dynamite to kill fish in the Black Sea. He remained in many ways more fascinated with Nobel’s
explosive toy than with the tactic of terrorism. Born to a peasant family, he had refused to join Osinsky’s first wave of southern terrorism in 1877–78 because of its aristocratic leadership. Thus, when he entered the lists in 1879, his peasant background gave a freshly authentic populist quality to terrorism.

Nicholas Kibalchich, the ingenious designer of the nitroglycerin assassination packages of the People’s Will, believed that he was provisioning a new type of revolutionary movement that would come from within the new industrial cities and bring about the “complete merging of the political and social revolution.”[^107] If there was a totalism about his conception, there was also a professionalism about his craftsmanship. His bombs were carefully designed to have a destructive radius of only about a meter, requiring closeness to the victim and minimizing any possibility of escape for the assassin.

When Alexander II and his assassin both lay fatally wounded by the second bomb thrown at his carriage in St. Petersburg on March 1, the third reserve “thrower” rushed forward to aid the fallen monarch with his bomb under his arm as if offering a pillow to the dying tsar.[^108] Zheliabov likened the terrorists’ spirit to that of the nonviolent early Christians. Their moral fervor inspired the novelist Tolstoy and the theologian Solovev to send impassioned appeals for clemency for the assassins. The letter of explanation by the Executive Committee of the People’s Will was addressed to the new tsar nine days after the murder of his father and stressed their agonizing reluctance to use violence and their hope for a peaceful transfer of power to the people.

Kibalchich confirmed the picture of the noble and reluctant terrorist—going to the gallows unafraid, dedicating even his last hours before execution to the service of humanity by feverishly trying to design a rocket-propelled flying machine.[^109] The ascetic terrorist sacrificing himself for a new era of freedom and science remained a model for Russian students even amidst unprecedented repression in the 1880s.

Almost alone among Russian revolutionaries, George Plekhanov at a meeting of émigrés in Paris denounced the People’s Will for having succeeded only in putting an “Alexander with three stripes in the place of an Alexander with two.”[^110] Plekhanov’s small splinter group, Black Redistribution, had split off from the People’s Will at its founding congress in June 1879, insisting on stressing economic over political goals. He opposed the “firework displays” of political assassination just as he had previously rejected the “childish hopes” of the Bakuninists for popular insurrection.[^111] He was to establish the rival Marxist tradition, slowly and painfully, in the emigration during the 1880s and 1890s; but even he recognized that “to speak up then against the terrorist struggle of the intelligentsia was completely useless: the intelligentsia believed in terror as in God.”[^112]

What was the origin of such a belief? Whence came the “God” to whom Russian Marxists themselves would eventually pay homage?

Contrary to popular belief, terrorism did not come from the Reign of Terror in the original French Revolution. To be sure, the Committee of Public Safety formally endorsed “terror as the order of the day,” and
tolerated a Draconian program particularly in endangered border areas such as Alsace under Saint-Just and Eulogius Schneider. But the committee viewed these as extraordinary, wartime measures and anathematized terrorism just as Babeuf later denounced furorism. Marx briefly embraced “revolutionary terrorism” as a slogan and an expedient after the seeming defeat of other revolutionary methods late in 1848. He saw it developing in response to “the cannibalism of the counter-revolution,” and revealed the dark secret of its appeal. Terrorism was the ultimate method of revolutionary simplification, the antidote to both complexity and confusion, the “only one means”

to shorten, to simplify, to concentrate the murderous death throes of the old society and the bloody birth pangs of the new.

It was only in Russia of the late 186os and the 187os that this violent, heroic form of simplification became the chosen label and preferred course of revolutionary action against established authority. The Russians added to the basic ingredients of political terrorism (“a source of violence, a victim and a target”) the concept of terrorism as a “ministry of justice of the revolution.” In the most important single treatise on the subject, Nicholas Morozov of the People’s Will Executive Committee described terrorism as “the most just of all forms of revolution,” since it struck only those who were guilty of crimes against the people. Active terrorism, moreover, provided a kind of baptism in blood for the bloodless intellectual. The children of privilege were rendered fit for the people’s “struggle of equals” by accepting both the risk of death and the obligation of murder. A commitment to violence, in Morozov’s view, set the revolutionary off from the talkative liberals who were “purely platonic” in both “love of the revolution and hatred of the government.” The terroristic act provided the “moment of fever break” (tochka pereloma) for the apprentice revolutionary seeking to overcome the inertia of the wellborn and the inhibitions of the intellectual.

The Lasting Legacy

Blanquism: The Legacy Within

The terrorist tradition that the turbulent age of Alexander II left behind to Russia was both anarchistic and authoritarian. It was anarchistic in its determination to “disorganize” and destroy all existing state power. It was authoritarian in its reliance on a disciplined, hierarchical organization to accomplish the task. Thus, the People’s Will left a deeply divided legacy. Although the story is complex, authoritarian strains generally predominated within Russia, anarchist ones in the echoes abroad.
It is deeply ironic that Blanquist ideas should have dominated the internal Russian legacy of the People's Will. For Blanqui himself remained almost unknown inside Russia throughout his long life; and the Russian advocates of Blanquism, Nechaev and Tkachev, died not long after Blanqui himself in the early 1880s. But precisely because Blanquist ideas became important only during the dramatic, last years of the People's Will, they had the appeal of novelty and the aura of martyrdom. The combination created a fatal fascination. During the repressive reign of Alexander III (1881–94) an appealing glow hung over this dictatorial tradition far more than over the more democratic ideals of populism. The clearest sign of continued veneration for the terrorists' “propaganda of the deed” lay in the disparaging name that radicals of all varieties attached to this period: the age of small deeds (малые дела). The longing for great deeds—suicidal assassinations, dramatic escapes, heroic coups—exercised disproportionate appeal within the new student generation of the 1880s to which both Lenin and his elder brother belonged. Thus Blanquism—like Hegelianism and Saint-Simonianism, the original revolutionary ideologies of the European intellectual elite during the period of small deeds that followed the revolutions of 1830—appealed to a rising generation of intellectuals only after the death of the master. And once again in a place unforeseen by the man who gave his name to the ism.

The Blanquist turn within the People’s Will organization can be identified with the journey abroad late in 1880 of Morozov and of an even more interesting theorist of terrorism, a wealthy Bessarabian landowner and intellectual, Gerasim Romanenko. The two returned to Russia in 1881 to play an important role in the Executive Committee of the People’s Will during its final year of full operation. Whether or not they had been sent abroad as foreign representatives of the People’s Will or merely rose to prominence during the period when the organization was preoccupied with the assassination of the tsar, these two men clearly played a key role in the final turn to Blanquist ideas within the People’s Will.

Morozov had been in touch with Tkachev and other Blanquists in Paris in 1880; and Tkachev had written Morozov on November 1, 1880, that “your program perfectly coincides with mine.” Romanenko, who stayed on in the West a half year longer than Morozov, had links with both Tkachev and his Polish patron Turski. In Geneva he published a remarkable call for a “terroristic revolution” as the most efficient, just, and bloodless form of social warfare under modern conditions. It appeared under the title Terrorism and Routine. Romanenko argued that only intellectuals could lead a modern revolution. They were “the most conscious revolutionary group” that alone could break the fatal hold of “routine” and of “philistinism” in everyday life. The “conscious” elite was, moreover, needed to provide leadership for the “spontaneous” and undisciplined masses.

The basic Leninist juxtaposition of a “conscious” vanguard with the “spontaneous” masses along with Lenin’s exalted idea of a “party” as
an "organ of consciousness" thus have clear origins in the final Blanquist teachings of the People's Will.\footnote{124}

From his return to Russia in the summer of 1881 until his arrest in Moscow on November 8, Romanenko was active on the Executive Committee of the People's Will. During this period of extreme government repression, the "party"—as the People's Will now called itself—replied by increasing its Blanquist emphasis on violence. A letter of the Executive Committee to comrades abroad spoke of an "exclusively military uprising with the aim of a seizure." \footnote{125}

Blanquists perpetually fantasized that the capture of power was within their grasp, and always insisted on power as the prerequisite for social revolution. So it is not entirely surprising that Romanenko in prison should have attempted to persuade the tsar himself to launch the social revolution. He wrote a remarkable letter to Alexander III, using both sides of forty-six pages, seeking to convert him to socialism. It was delivered by the minister of the interior to the tsar at his Gatchina estate \footnote{126} just when other messengers were telling him that a fresh infusion of youth was reviving the decimated People's Will.

On the first anniversary of the assassination, a "central university circle" in St. Petersburg had circulated a hectographed periodical, Struggle, calling for "the youthful intelligentsia" (intelligente iunoshestvo) to pick up the revolutionary torch.\footnote{127} This group was in touch with both the remnant of the Executive Committee and some peripheral survivors of the People's Will; \footnote{128} it, too, was crushed not long after the arrest in February 1883 of the last survivor of the original Executive Committee of the People's Will, Vera Figner. She hurled out a final gesture of Blanquist bravado that became part of the folklore of the new student generation. She insisted that as a sign of good faith to the young the government should release not an ordinary terrorist but the aged Nechaev himself.\footnote{129}

One of the most dynamic of the new radical students, Lev Shternberg, wrote a new defense of terrorism in 1884, after being sent away from St. Petersburg to Odessa. He insisted that terrorism was the least bloody form of revolution in a country so dependent on an intelligentsia for leadership.\footnote{130} He attempted to create a new Executive Committee in Ekaterinoslav in September 1885. After his arrest the following year, he became famous among political prisoners for his constantly repeated slogan—impeccable in its superficial piety, yet unmistakable in its revolutionary allusion to the People's Will: "The God of Israel still Lives!" \footnote{131}

The revolutionary God did indeed refuse to die. Late in 1883, a young poet-philosopher in St. Petersburg University organized a Union of Youth that attempted (1) to establish links with the scattered workers' sections of the People's Will, with Polish revolutionaries, and with émigré Russians in Paris; and (2) to unify them all through an underground journal, The Revolutionary, and through a new tactic of decentralized "factory-agrarian terror" designed to rebuild organizational strength at the local level.\footnote{132} After arrests destroyed the Union in St.
Petersburg late in 1884, survivors in Kazan attempted to provide fall­
back support and continuity. It was from this Volga region in the
deep interior of Russia that new strength soon appeared in the form of
Alexander Ulyanov, Lenin’s older brother.

Ulyanov, a brilliant and idealistic young student from Simbirsk,
helped form in 1886 in St. Petersburg a new Terrorist Fraction of the
People’s Will, which echoed all the classic features of Russian revolu­
tionary movements led by young intellectuals—and amplified the new
dedication to elite terrorism.

The group first took shape as a central union of regional student
groups (soizuz zemliachestvs) at St. Petersburg University. Sasha Ulya­
nov, a young student of the natural sciences, served in all thirteen of
the groups that came from the Volga region. He was also secretary
of a scientific-literary society and an eager student with a characteris­
tically evangelical dedication to the natural sciences, arising early in
the morning during the summer months to get the maximum benefit
for his experiments of the long days of natural sunlight.

All the understanding this young provincial scientist had of broad so­
cial and political questions was derived from the traditions of the rad­
ical intelligentsia. His entire extracurricular life in St. Petersburg was
devoted to the ritual veneration of people or events hallowed in the
radical pantheon. The closing in 1884 of the revolutionaries’ favorite
legal journal, The Annals of the Fatherland, rendered young Ulyanov
almost incapable of taking his first examinations at the university. He
attended the lectures of Vasily Semevsky on the plight of the Russian
peasantry as a ritual demonstration of solidarity with a teacher who had
been denied a doctorate for being oversympathetic to peasants. Ulya­
nov helped organize the first public demonstration in St. Petersburg
since 1876: a peaceful procession of four hundred students to the
graveyard of revolutionaries, the Volkovo cemetery, on February 19,
1886, the twenty-fifth anniversary of the emancipation of the serfs. In
November, he was thrilled to be part of the student delegation that
participated in a daylong, one thousand-man demonstration at Volkovo
to commemorate the twenty-fifth anniversary of the death of Cherny­
shevsky’s closest journalistic collaborator, Nicholas Dobroliubov.

Thus, young Ulyanov was a pure acolyte of the radical, scientific int­
elligentsia when he turned to help organize the Terrorist Fraction of
the People’s Will, the first political group anywhere to call its members
“terrorists.” They argued that constitutional rights were indispens­
able in forming a workers’ party in Russia; and that a renewed terrorist
threat was the surest way of impelling the government to make con­
cessions. The first assault of the People’s Will had induced vacillation;
a second effort would induce concessions. A renewed and “decisive
terrorist struggle” was further needed because of the special obligation
in Russia to “wage war on two fronts with capitalism and with the
government” and to “lift up the militant temper of advanced society.”

In one of the debates leading up to the decision of Ulyanov’s Terrorist
Fraction to attempt an assassination of Alexander III on the sixth an­
niversary of his father’s death, a dissenter urged that they pay atten­
tion to changing reality: “Statistics are more frightening than bombs.” But for all his scientism, Ulyanov was committed to bombs. Indeed, Ulyanov explained to the group the functioning of the missile projectile they planned to use. *Propagande par le fait* meant for him the propagation not of scientific facts, but of terrorist feats. His statement of the fraction’s program was read by the intended victim, Alexander III, while Ulyanov was in prison awaiting execution. The tsar covered the manuscript with apoplectic notations, but consoled himself at the end with Ulyanov’s remark that “under the existing political regime in Russia almost any part of this activity is impossible.” “This is comforting,” the tsar wrote.

But the tsar did not find much comfort; the omnipresent uniforms guarding him henceforth continued to be challenged—as in primitive societies—by the power of the mask. The mask gave an ordinary man a new identity; an anonymity that bred fear and uncertainty; a public “image” that was grotesque, yet awesome and bigger than life. Unlike the uniforms of power that—however oppressive—at least defined clear roles, the new revolutionary mask destroyed all links with the familiar and the predictable, all loyalty and accountability to normal human society.

The mask was part of the equipment of the professional revolutionary in Russia already in the 1860s. Hell had preached the need to disfigure one’s own face before assassinating an opponent. The Den of Thieves and Bear Academy had cultivated a wild appearance to enhance their shock effect on society. One of the eerie echoes of the People’s Will, a terrorist group of 1886 called “the lancers,” masked even their bombs by disguising them as dictionaries.

When young Ulyanov appeared with his Terrorist Fraction, the men in uniform assumed that the regional student organization to which he had previously belonged, the men of the Kuban and Don, masked a revolutionary group dedicated to peasant rebellion and frontier violence. After Ulyanov and his fraction were crushed in 1887, a mask could not be worn in the great urban centers of St. Petersburg and Moscow, where police controls made terrorist organization almost impossible. But the mask spread back to the expanses of the Russian South whence it had first come a decade earlier—from Lizogub and Osinsky in the Ukraine and Zheliabov on the shores of the Black Sea. Beyond the efforts of Romanenko and Shternberg and others to perpetuate in the South the terrorist tradition of the People’s Will, there emerged new projects and groups of which the most impressive was the Conspirators. Its program echoed Ulyanov’s Terrorist Fraction, but was dedicated more to organizing urban terrorist cells than to performing terrorist deeds.

The organization was centered in Kiev with branches in Kharkov and Kazan from 1884 to 1892, when its headquarters moved to Moscow. Though it never mounted the active campaign it was ostensibly preparing, its organization served as a training ground in sustaining the conspiratorial sense of solidarity that was becoming institutionalized in the Russian tradition. At the time of its demise in 1903, this group
fed members into Lenin's *Iskra* as well as into other revolutionary organizations in the South. By then, the mask had returned north to reestablish links with the radical student subculture in St. Petersburg through Ulyanov's younger brother, Lenin. His Bolshevik party was deeply rooted in distinctively Russian revolutionary tradition; and represented, as we shall see, not so much a "party of a new type" as the final formation of the party his brother had dreamed of. Behind the new mask of Marxism was the old figure of a revolutionary intellectual establishing political authority through the incantation of scientism and populism and the tactics of terrorism.

**Anarchism: The Echo Beyond**

The ideal of a constitutional political revolution had spread at the beginning of the nineteenth century from the center (France) to the southern and eastern periphery of Europe. In the late nineteenth century—as if in revenge—the ideal of a total social revolution beyond politics spread back from the periphery into the center. Masonic officers had borne the revolutionary message out to Russia at the beginning of the century, speaking aristocratic French and calling themselves liberal or republican. Impersonal wire services now carried the new message back to the center at the end of the century in the earthy vernacular of mass journalism under headlines about terrorism, nihilism—and above all, anarchism.

The term *anarchism* became popular in the West at precisely the time when Russian revolutionaries were tending to abandon it in favor of terrorism. The most widely read émigré writers about the Russian revolutionary movement (Kropotkin and Kravchinsky) had left Russia when terroristic tactics were still identified with the "disorganization" of state power and before the People's Will formed as a kind of revolutionary counter-state. They thus identified terroristic tactics with anarchistic ideals; and in the West this identification was to remain dominant. Western press coverage within Russia also tended to accept at face value the heroic anti-authoritarian rhetoric of the revolutionaries. Thus anarchism tinged with idealism and sanctified by martyrdom became a new verbal talisman for many otherwise dispirited revolutionaries.

Many in the West were infected by "moral contagion from acts which strike the imagination." Soon after the first shots were fired at Alexander II in May 1878, five attempts—an unprecedented number—were made to assassinate crowned heads of Europe. The leading new convert to anarchist-terrorism in the West, Johann Most, praised the "Russian method" and hailed the slaying of Alexander II with an editorial in London. Two years later he supported from afar a conspiracy to throw a bomb at the kaiser; and he was arrested in England for supporting the assassinations by Irish revolutionaries of the British chief secretary and the undersecretary for Ireland. The mania was spreading, and the horror of anarchism expressed in the press made it a label of fascination and even of pride to some intellectuals in hitherto non-
revolutions in countries like Holland, England, and the United States. Johann Most took the label with him to America in 1883. The anarchist ideal was propagated in both England and America by an increasing number of exiles from the Romanov Empire: Russians and Ukrainians fleeing political persecution in the 1870s followed by Jewish exiles fleeing religious persecution in the 1880s.

The term anarchist struck special fear in the hearts of those who were building the new industrial states of the late nineteenth century, for anarchists identified the centralized state itself as the enemy. For the same reason anarchism provided a banner of new hope to a generation in France that had become disillusioned with politics: first by a decade of republican repression after the Commune and then by the decision of the rival Blanquists to support the right-wing challenge to the Third Republic of General Boulanger “in the hope that it was the prelude to a great revolutionary crisis.” Thus began the fateful tendency of putschist revolutionaries on the Left to see in a right-wing challenge to liberal republican authority a tactically useful stage in preparing for their own social revolution. This thinking proved successful for Lenin, who was to view Kornilov’s rising against Kerensky’s government in September 1917 as a “gun rest” for his own revolutionary rifle. The same thinking by German Communists in 1933 was to have disastrous consequences, when Hitler was seen as a transitory Kornilov tactically useful for destroying the Weimar Republic.

The richly reported struggle of Russian revolutionaries was increasingly identified in the West with the label anarchist. The activist intellectuals of the 1870s called themselves the “true,” the “new,” and the “young” intelligentsia, and brought with them in their westward diaspora the image of pure truth opposing unbridled power. Anarchistic opposition to all power was often imparted in the West by the remarkable women who played a leading role in the Russian movement—and often enjoyed second careers as wives or leaders of Western radical movements. But the distinctively anarchist ideal was most effectively popularized in (and beyond) western Europe by three prominent members of the Russian higher nobility: Michael Bakunin, Prince Peter Kropotkin, and Count Leo Tolstoy.

Bakunin glamorized violent insurrection with the anarchist label, particularly in Latin Europe, during the late 1860s and the early 1870s. Kropotkin extended and intensified Bakunin’s anarchist vision while toning down his incendiary excesses after arriving in France in 1876, the year of Bakunin’s death. Even more than Bakunin, Kropotkin exerted his greatest influence in western Europe rather than in his native land.

The third great aristocratic anarchist, Tolstoy, provided massive authority for the new ideal by renouncing his brilliant literary career in the late 1870s and retreating to the barefoot simplicities of his country estate—rejecting the authority of church, state, and any science or art devoid of moral purpose. Tolstoy became a pole of magnetic attraction for the diverse discontents of the late imperial period: the “moral tsar” of Russia and anarchist counselor to the world until his death in 1910. Prose novels had been vehicles for social revolutionary ideals since
the time of George Sand and Cabet's *Voyage to Icaria*. Now the latest social revolutionary ideal, anarchism, claimed the allegiance of the world's greatest living novelist for the final thirty-five years of his life.

In glorifying an ancient label of abuse, the Russians followed in the footsteps of Proudhon along a trail already blazed in Latin Europe by followers of both Proudhon and Bakunin. Anarchism had previously been rejected by revolutionaries, who viewed the label as a conservative defamation if not a provocation.\(^1\)\(^5\) Babeuf noted the "scandalous affection" of established authority for the threats of anarchists.\(^1\)\(^5\) Anarchism became a positive revolutionary label with a continuous history only in 1840, when Proudhon invoked the term as a badge of pride and a verbal shock weapon.\(^1\)\(^5\)

Left Hegelianism had given anarchism a new appeal through Bakunin and others in the 1840s. Having previously accepted Hegel's exaggerated expectation that politics would transform the human condition, Hegelians now exaggerated the benefits to be accrued from dispensing with politics altogether. This dialectical leap of a truly Hegelian kind was particularly congenial to Slavs dwelling under autocracy; and the anarchist ideal as the "antithesis" of autocracy proved equally appealing in conservative, Catholic Spain and Italy.

Anarchism became a major force through the brotherhoods and alliances that Bakunin organized within and beyond the First International, constituting a kind of Left opposition to authoritarianism and Marxism and convening a host of international meetings in sites ranging from Geneva (1873) to Paris (1889) during the interregnum between the collapse of the First International and the birth of the Second.\(^1\)\(^5\)

The Spanish and Italian movements were at the forefront. The Italian Federation of the First International survived the international parent organization and became the largest and most militant anarchist organization of the 1870s and the 1880s. It attracted more than 30,000 members by the mid-seventies to ten regional federations, extending throughout Italy into Sardinia.\(^1\)\(^5\)

Though he shared the stage with Bakunin and Tolstoy in spreading the anarchist ideal, Peter Kropotkin was by far its most influential proponent among western revolutionaries. Beginning his long stay in western Europe in 1876, he filled the void left by the demise of the distinctively Bakuninist International the following year. He dominated the last three annual anarchist congresses held in the Jura (1878, 1879, 1880). He began to attract a new international following for his teaching that "insurrectionary deeds . . . the violent expropriation of property and the disorganization of the state" could progressively destroy the national state and establish federated communal organizations throughout Europe. He left the term populism behind in Russia and rejected Bakunin's term collectivism for anarchist-communist or simply anarchist.\(^1\)\(^5\) His knowledge of European languages and his experience with both scientific expeditions and revolutionary adventures within Russia enabled him to speak with authority in the West. He channeled his major energies into the international anarchist movement rather than the Russian revolutionary cause. His steady stream of publications at-
tracted a growing following, and his arrest in 1882 gave him the mantle of martyrdom.

The philosophical perspective of Kropotkin's anarchism fell somewhere in between the violent atheism of Bakunin and the nonviolent religiosity of Tolstoy. Kropotkin's Swiss journal, *Le Révolté*, proclaimed in 1879 "permanent revolt by word of mouth, in writing, by the dagger, the rifle, dynamite." Yet he subsequently also said: "A structure based on centuries of history cannot be destroyed with a few kilos of explosives." His emphasis on mutual aid and small-scale cooperatives suggested a peaceful, Proudhonist return to a manageable human scale and to distributive justice more than a violent, romantic war against state authority.

Kropotkin's vision dominated the anarchist movement from the time the anarchist congress convened its forty-five delegates in London on Bastille Day in 1881. No genuinely international congress of anarchists was to meet again until a week-long gathering of eighty delegates in Amsterdam in the summer of 1907. Throughout the intervening period, however, the specter of a Black International haunted Europe. Kropotkin's prolific writings lent respectability to the proposition that "outside of anarchy there is no such thing as revolution." Agreeing with Tolstoy that "the only revolution is the one that never stops," he saw man's struggle for freedom as the rational, progressive liberation from all restrictive authority.

Anarchists pressed this uncompromising antipolitical faith with far greater success in the 1890s than has generally been remembered. They gained some measure of allegiance from more than one hundred thousand Frenchmen, most of whom followed the peaceful ideal of Kropotkin rather than the call of "Dame Dynamite." Anarchists dominated in many ways the early congresses of the Second International until they were expelled at the insistence of the statist German Social Democrats at the London Congress in 1896. Anarchists opposed not only the manifestly political and increasingly bureaucratic Social Democrats; they also began to challenge the more closely related syndicalists for daring to create political structures of their own.

At Amsterdam in 1907, they demonstrated that even the limited solidarity of a congress could not be sustained. Anarchism fragmented anew, and prior to World War I worked more as a catalyst within other revolutionary movements than as a unitary force. As a delegate to one of their innumerable and disputatious gatherings put it: "We are united because we are divided."

Yet anarchism did produce a unitary, transnational impact that makes it important for the history of the revolutionary tradition. For it became a scaring word of unprecedented power in the Western world and it kept alive a quasi-religious, totalistic belief in revolution during an era of positivism, skepticism, and evolutionary progressivism. Anarchism as a label became a focus for the suppressed fears of the era; and nowhere more than in America. The arrest in 1920 of two poor Italian anarchists, Sacco and Vanzetti, and the long agony leading to their execution in the electric chair in 1927 ritualized the rejection of the revolutionary
ideals that had arisen in America at the beginning of the twentieth century. "Anarchy" and "anarchism," Katherine Anne Porter was to reminisce years later, inspired "terror, anger and hatred," 164 which enabled a counter-revolutionary chorus to drown out the "duet of two great voices telling a tragic story": 165 Kropotkin and Emma Goldman.

A kind of anarchist revolution did occur in the New World, in the very year when Sacco and Vanzetti were arrested in Massachusetts. The location was the most implausible outpost of human habitation, the Patagonian Peninsula, where Latin America narrows into an arrow pointing towards Antarctica. There, in 1920, Antonio Soto, an émigré Spanish classmate at the Military Academy in Toledo of the future Fascist dictator of Spain, Francisco Franco, led oppressed Chilean and Argentine peons in a brief and tragic revolution. Soto had been impelled to flee military service by a reading of Tolstoy and had worked as a stagehand in an Argentine theater before moving south to lead his short-lived revolution in the name of Proudhon, Bakunin, and Kropotkin. His red and black flag was burned, some fifteen hundred people (mostly poor sheep farmers) shot, and the polyglot anarchist uprising suppressed by the Argentine army.166

The Russian dream faded out on this remote frontier of European civilization at almost exactly the time in 1920 it effectively died in Russia itself. When the new Soviet government was finally to defeat the White opposition in the Russian Civil War, it would turn for a "major surgical operation" on the substantial and varied anarchist forces that had hitherto fought with it.167 The great Ukrainian anarchist leader Nestor Makhno would flee abroad; and the man who had inspired him, the aged Peter Kropotkin, would die early in 1921 in Moscow deeply disillusioned with the new Soviet dictatorship for having reestablished the "Jacobin endeavor of Babeuf." 168 With the leading anarchists dead or gone, the anarchist spirit as well was to be crushed the following month, when the anti-authoritarian revolt of the Kronstadt sailors was cruelly repressed and its leaders shot by Soviet authorities.
CHAPTER 15

Revolutionary Syndicalism

THE LATIN and English-speaking worlds also saw an upswing in violent revolutionary activity during the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. They produced no political mechanism so impressive as the German Social Democratic party, no revolutionary intellectuals so intense as the Russians. Yet out of increased working-class violence they produced a new tradition that can be described as revolutionary syndicalism: a linking of trade union organization (syndicats) with mass action aimed at the creation of a new social order.

Revolutionary syndicalism followed Proudhon and Bakunin in rejecting the political arena and all forms of centralized power. In France the movement was strongest, and the line of descent from Proudhon the most direct. But revolutionary syndicalists emphasized violence more than Proudhon had—and in a manner different from Bakunin's concept of a primitive military insurrection. They were, of course, forced to work against the tightened police controls and repressive regulations instituted in the wake of the Paris Commune, and they turned to the potential of factory-based organizations for waging a new type of war from below—and from within—the new urbanized, industrial state.

It seems ironic that labor violence and revolutionary syndicalism flourished within precisely those societies where private property, parliamentary rule, and Victorian propriety seemed most securely established: republican France, newly independent Italy, and (to a lesser extent) the low countries, England, and the United States. The syndicalist tradition was least important within the conservative monarchies of Austria, Russia, and Prussia.

Revolutionary syndicalism arose in the relatively liberal nations partly because of their tolerance of new forms of working-class association. To some extent the workers simply rejected the values and institutions of the bourgeoisie in the lands where the middle class had gained the greatest power. But revolutionary syndicalism also expressed a deeper malaise about liberal values—and perhaps even about Western political
culture generally: the desire to assert oneself violently within—if not against—the new industrial ethos and its “progressive” pretensions. The violent impulse was expressed in the new gunboat imperialism abroad, and in the agitation of anarchists, separatists, suffragettes, at home in Europe; it contributed to “the strange death of liberal England”—and perhaps of the Western “liberal” consensus more generally.\(^1\)

Restless ennui led much of the European intellectual avant-garde to acquire a certain taste for violence during the long, lingering autumn of relative peace and progress prior to 1914. Edwardian excess challenged Victorian values at the beginning of the new century; and a large number of leading intellectuals actually welcomed war when it finally came in 1914.\(^2\)

Working-class violence thus emerged as only a part of the general problem of violence in the industrialized Western nations. During the 1871–1914 period the modern European state achieved an almost absolute monopoly on the exercise of violence within its own borders. Such a concentration of power was always implicit in the concept of a secular state that was totally sovereign and territorially defined. Liberal industrial states felt a special moral tension between their monopoly of physical power and their stated pluralism of values and institutions. The tension, like the power, was new; political leaders tended simply to project both the power and the problem out into the world rather than to deal with it at home. There was, thus, a psychological need for the “new imperialism,” whatever its economic and ideological motivations. But imperialism served only to channel—and never to harness—the new forms of violence available to the state. It was a dangerous game, for the imperatives were territorial, not categorical. The players soon ran out of space that could be easily taken away from inhabitants and divided among conquerors. The contest returned in 1914 to the disputed no man’s lands between the European powers themselves—the Balkans, the Baltic marches, the Franco-German border. Violence, which had been latent, became blatant; and machine-gun fire, artillery shrapnel, and poison gas tore apart the fabric of European society during the 1914–18 war.

Well before Oswald Spengler published The Decline of the West in 1919, Europeans had begun to think of themselves as beleaguered Romans awaiting their fall. In Chitral, Beau Geste, and other such late nineteenth-century tales Europe had rediscovered the Renaissance theme of lonely men with superior values overwhelmed by barbarians from beyond—“a theme that had been of scarcely any significance at all in Western literature from the Renaissance onward.”\(^3\) The founder of the Salvation Army suggested that “the heart of darkness” lay not in Africa, but “in darkest England.”\(^4\) His “way out” of the urban blight was to provide direct material charity for the neediest while infusing them with spiritual rather than material militance. The greatest playwright of late Victorian England, George Bernard Shaw, pointed to the rival revolutionary road, leading his Major Barbara away from her army of salvation to his camp of socialism.\(^5\) Fresh recruits were provided not so much by Shaw’s evolutionary, nonviolent Fabian society
as by the new wave of organized class agitation typified by the great strike of London dockworkers in 1889.

By then full-blown revolutionary syndicalist movements had emerged in France, Italy, and Spain; this revolutionary current had reached the western and eastern frontiers of European civilization via the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) in America and the socialist revolutionaries in Russia. One must explore this powerful new movement in its native Western habitat—considering its impact on the early career of Mussolini on the Right before returning to the revolutionary upsurge in Russia and the emergence of Lenin on the Left.

The “General Strike”

Modern trade unions were not initially—and have never been primarily—revolutionary. Nor was violence central to the trade unions that gradually developed among skilled workers on a craft basis. These unions concentrated on immediate material issues capable of at least partial gratification, and rarely embraced an ideological or strategic perspective. Demonstrations and strikes seldom had political objectives, and such “associational” or “modern” violence as occurred was less destructive than the last outbreaks of the earlier “communal” or “reactionary” forms of violence.

The economic depression of the mid-1870s gave rise to a more militant type of trade union organization, which developed in Britain and then in France once unions became fully legal in 1876 and 1884 respectively. This “new unionism” of unskilled and semi-skilled workers in large industrial factories, mines, and transportation gained notoriety as well as self-confidence in the successful London Dock Strike of 1889. The subsequent rapid growth of large-scale industrial unions throughout Europe and America was closely related to the increasing use of strike tactics for revolutionary purposes. The new militants used strikes both to challenge the “labor aristocracy” within older unions and to raise the revolutionary consciousness of the masses.

The great hope was to build towards a “general strike”—a collective act of resistance by a united working class that might lead to the overthrow of both the economic and political dominance of the bourgeoisie. Like most other major ideas of the modern revolutionary tradition, the concept has its origins in the time of the original French Revolution. It was Sylvain Maréchal who had in 1788 made the first suggestion of unified proletarian protest against the economic and political organization of modern society. Maréchal spoke of “the imperative of the collective stoppage of productive forces” by “the most numerous class.” C. F. Volney independently suggested a few years later an international, antimilitarist form of work stoppage. Compar-
able ideas of massive resistance from below were variously advocated by Lequinio, the Breton “citizen of the globe,” by Marat (in his “Supplication of the 8 million unfortunate ones”), and by Pierre-Gaspard Chaumette, the leader of the insurrectional commune that established the republic in August 1792. Chaumette had argued in June 1791 that violence would not be needed against a tyrant:

Just do not support him and he will crumble of his own weight and be destroyed like a great colossus with the pedestal removed.9

The idea of a general strike first arose within the working class itself in England, where the Industrial Revolution was most advanced. In 1792 an educated Scottish shoemaker, Thomas Hardy, began a London Corresponding society, which soon founded branches in manufacturing centers in the Midlands and in Scotland; it might be called the “first independent political working class movement in history.” 10 By 1795, when many of its leaders were imprisoned, the society had 80,000 members. And in October 1795, it was able to rally 150,000 workers to demonstrate against Pitt and his war on revolutionary France; subsequently the tradition spread through the United Irishmen, which drew up plans for a mass invasion to liberate Ireland with the aid of French revolutionary forces.

Some of the working class turned directly against the machines of the new factory system during the late years of the Napoleonic wars. The Luddite movement, with its widespread smashing of new textile machines, spread rapidly from its origins in Nottingham late in 1811. Its repression triggered further, more organized violence from technologically displaced artisans. As early as 1817 there had been talk in Great Britain of a general strike. The term was first popularized in the 1830s by an Irish printer in Manchester,11 and made the subject of a remarkable theoretical treatise by a nonconformist minister who had become the proprietor of a London coffee house.12 The first attempt at such a strike in an industrial nation occurred in 1842 in Britain; it was led by one who as a boy had seen the “Peterloo massacre” of peacefully demonstrating workers in 1819 and had then traded his father’s hand loom for a power loom and destitution in a factory.13

A more sustained general strike occurred in Barcelona in the summer of 1855. Here as elsewhere the working class was turning from communal to associational violence; and a secret new labor organization, Unión de Clases, led the strike, calling for “association or death” and for a popular militia.14 This huelga general provided a model for what was to become a vigorous Spanish tradition of revolutionary syndicalism. Antipolitical, anticentralizing labor unrest would continue to excite the Spaniards—and particularly the Catalonians—from the time of their first enthusiastic reception of Bakuninist ideas in the fifty-thousand-man anarchist movement of the early 1870s to the formation in Barcelona in 1936 of that seeming contradiction in terms: an anarchist government.15

Proudhon taught Latin Europe in his last years that the general strike should be the central weapon of a major political movement, leading
to what he eventually called "the new democracy." Electoral polls should be boycotted in favor of developing a new ethos of self-help on concrete matters, "democratic simplicity" in ordinary living, and preparation for a radical transformation of society by a massive boycotting of all bourgeois institutional structures. The inventive Girardin, then close to Proudhon, had suggested on December 3, 1851, the day after the coup d'état of Napoleon III, that the only effective answer would be not armed resistance but a "universal strike." 16 Under Proudhon's tutelage, the French suggested to the early councils of the First International that such a strike might serve reformist and pacifist ends. The Belgians suggested at the Basel Congress that local workers' councils and a national Chamber of Labor might "take the place of the present government." 17 A Polish exile linked the strike idea with more militant tactics in a pamphlet written for French workers in 1869, La Grève; 18 and there were efforts to launch a general strike of workers against the Franco-Prussian War. 19

This conception was echoed in 1871 by the anti-parliamentary and anti-Marxist Sonvillier Circular of the Jura Federation, which expressed opposition to "political socialism" and to all forms of state power. It saw the emerging new trade union organization (syndicat) as far more than "a transitory phenomenon bound up with the duration of capitalist society." It was the missing "cultural ideal" for socialism, and provided

. . . the germ of the socialist economy of the future, the elementary school of socialism. . . . 20

The general strike helped give corporate identity to the rising French trade union movement. Even more important, it sustained among the workers a sense that there still was a uniquely French revolutionary tradition. It helped check the drift which followed the defeat of the Paris Commune towards either the English-style reformism of Paul Brousse and the "possibilists" 21 or the doctrinaire Marxism of Jules Guesde's "revolutionary collectivism." 22

What gave the militant unions new revolutionary potential was the geographic solidarity they managed to achieve—to begin with, among the textile workers of Catalonia in the 1870s. Rather than organizing unions according to craft or trade, the northern Spaniards organized all trades and crafts into local area units. These provided territorial power bases that served "an educational role in the present" as they prepared to assume an "executive role in a revolutionary society to come." 23 Similar bases of geographic strength began to appear in Italy (camere del lavoro) and particularly in France (bourses du travail), which soon became the center of the syndicalist movement.

French unionists were impressed with the American sympathy strikes for the anarchists executed after the Haymarket riot of 1886. In 1887, the first bourse du travail was formed in Paris. The Bordeaux Congress of French trade unions in 1888 endorsed the tactic of the general strike and equated it with social revolution. The revolutionary general strike became a rallying point in the formal consolidation of the French General Confederation of Labor (C.G.T.) during the late 1890s. At the
Marseilles Congress in 1892, Aristide Briand suggested that a “universal strike,” represented “legal force” rather than “violent force.” As strike activity intensified, the idea grew that a general strike might develop spontaneously out of some incident and escalate into revolution. A railroad delegate to the C.G.T. Congress of 1896 insisted: “The general strike will be the revolution, peaceful or not.”

If there was a central leader of anything so deeply anti-centralistic as French revolutionary syndicalism, it was Fernand Pelloutier. This passionate young journalist dominated the revolutionary imagination of the French working class from the time he became secretary of the new Fédération des Bourses du Travail in 1895, until he died in his study at age thirty-three in 1901.

Of all the long list of middle-class intellectuals to claim revolutionary leadership in the nineteenth century, Pelloutier probably made the deepest effort to study and understand the actual conditions of the working classes and came closest to bridging the gap between workers and intellectuals. His *Revolution by the General Strike* of 1892 called for direct action to bring these two elements together for the common creation of a new ethos and a new society.

The Bourses du Travail provided a new form of worker self-government that had immediate pedagogic and potential political functions, like the territorially consolidated union organizations in Catalonia. Pelloutier sought to expand it from a mere provider of aid and information into a kind of local, territorially based counter-government by and for the workers. Perhaps as few as 1.25 percent of the French workers were directly involved in the Bourses; but they nevertheless dominated the proletarian imagination in France by keeping alive the vision of an alternate social order. With Pelloutier’s death in 1901, revolutionary syndicalism lost its most dynamic leader; but its ideas gained broader influence as the Federation was absorbed into the C.G.T.

The use of strike tactics enormously expanded at the turn of the century throughout industrial Europe. Belgium offered a dramatic example—responsive as it was to all three of the great European labor movements: the German drive towards party organization, the British preoccupation with practical reforms, and the French thirst for direct, heroic action. Focusing on political objectives, the Belgians produced three great strikes—each more universal and disciplined than the last—in successive decades (1893, 1902, and 1912–13). Their example inspired imitation in neighboring Holland, where the Protestant pastor, Domela Nieuwenhuis, repeatedly called on the Second International to accept the ideal of a trans-national general strike as the proletarian preventive for war.

The Second International generally stressed political organization on the Social Democratic model rather than syndicalist strikes. But the latter inspired special fear, because direct action posed a direct threat to the privileged classes who felt they “must find a means of defense or be conquered and crushed.”

Sweden, another hitherto tranquil northern nation, produced a successful general strike in 1902, which prepared the way for universal
suffrage five years later. If the Swedes subsequently followed the English rather than the French in using trade unionism largely for incremental economic benefits, the month-long Swedish strike in 1909 was nonetheless “the most complete, non-revolutionary general strike, for distinctly economic purposes, in the history of the labor movement up to the outbreak of the Great War of 1914.”

Revolutionary syndicalism was, however, largely a product of Latin Europe. A week-long general strike of 150,000 workers in Barcelona in 1902 was followed by an even more ambitious strike in Italy in 1904, the new syndicalists in Spain and Italy increasingly drawing strength and inspiration from France.

France became the center of revolutionary syndicalism in the early twentieth century, producing more strikers than either England or Germany, an unparalleled record of successes in major strikes, and a series of new techniques for direct action including the serial strike (la grève tournante, which stopped production by staggered pauses without leaving work), sabotage, and the labeling and boycotting of products.

The leading theorist of French syndicalism after the passing of Pelloutier was another middle-class journalist and long-time official of the C.G.T., Emile Pouget. In such works as The ABC of revolution and How we shall make the revolution, he set forth a blueprint for paralyzing the modern state without using weapons. He argued that the state could not police the far-flung lines of communication and transportation on which it depended; and that the moral force of a prise de possession by the workers would cause the army masses either to join their striking brethren—or, if forced to fire by their superiors, to rebel against their own officers. Pouget followed Proudhon in rejecting all parliamentary strategies and intellectual dogmas—especially socialism which always seeks “to move towards the revolution along statist paths.”

He went beyond Proudhon, however, in arguing for the liberation of women; and in providing an explicit picture of the post-revolutionary society, according to which a “Federal Congress” was to confirm the spontaneous decentralization of all authority that the revolutionary process would accomplish. Freedom from prejudice was to be assured by a new educational system that would exclude all study of the past and include only physical education and the exact sciences. The new society was to be based not on another Declaration of the Rights of Man, but on “absolute respect for the rights of the child.”

Revolutionary syndicalism purported to ignore the political arena altogether. But news of the successful, nationwide general strike during the Russian Revolution of 1905 and the transfer at about that same time of the main location of the labor wars from northern France to the Paris region suggested to some that Paris might once again prove to be the site of revolution.

Though deeply Proudhonist and nonideological, French syndicalism produced a sublime theorist in Georges Sorel. He sought to inspire workers with his call to heroism and his myth of a general strike that would transcend the gymnastique révolutionnaire of the C.G.T.
Sorel was the son of a bourgeois monarchist from Normandy and the cousin of a great historian of the French Revolution, Albert Sorel. Until the age of forty-five, he was a little-known civil engineer, inspecting roads and bridges and developing a deep contempt for the political life of the Third Republic. His first two books appeared in 1889, hailing the heroic poetry and tribal ethics of the Old Testament as an antidote to the crude utilitarianism of the day and saluting the death of Socrates as a proper reward for his corrosive and antisocial rationalism.40

In 1892, he retired on a government pension to begin a new career as a social critic and uncrowned philosopher-in-chief of syndicalism. Though far more deeply influenced by Proudhon,41 he embraced Marxism as a necessary cure for the corrosive scepticism of the age and a doctrine that promised to find in the proletariat “something worthy of survival” in a corrupt age.42 His hatred of bourgeois society was far more intense than Marx’s, and tinged with aesthetic contempt. Sorel saw only a decadent world of self-serving interest groups, self-indulgent intellectuals, and venal leaders rationalizing their lack of all conviction into pacifistic principles. The English were scorned for treating wars like athletic contests; the French, for succumbing to an arid rationalism easily coopted by the Third Republic. He rejected the Enlightenment heritage traditionally honored by French revolutionaries, and the “illusions of progress” that had led the French to worship the state, and workers to engage in demeaning political activity.43

Sorel found an alternative in the proletarian bourse du travail, which was “a thing of conscience, rather than an instrument of government.”44 The trade unions which formed around each bourse and immersed workers directly in strike activity provided a heroic alternative to bourgeois politics. The proletariat as a class provided the only hope for regeneration in a society where the upper classes were decadent, the middle classes philistine, and the lower classes a perpetual prey for the rhetoric of either ambitious Jacobins or reactionary Catholics.

The proletariat to fulfill its mission must build on revolutionary pessimism rather than evolutionary optimism: on the heroic, emotional conviction that something must be, rather than the petty, intellectual argument that something will be. Beliefs in harmonious development and social peace were those of a decaying bourgeoisie, hoping to drag others down to its level. To avoid such degradation, the proletariat must base itself squarely on a myth: on “armed pessimism,” which was capable of inspiring “heroic acts” like those of the early Christians and the first Calvinists. Believing the world totally damned, they armed themselves with a “will to deliverance” that “changed everything from top to bottom” before the critical spirit and pallid optimism of the Enlightenment transformed Calvinism into “simply a lax Christianity.”45

Commitment of a religious kind was a “necessary imposture” in human affairs.46 The redeeming myth for the proletariat in a post-religious age was the “great proletarian general strike.” This was neither an economic strike (simply for material benefits) nor a political strike (subordinate to political ambitions). Sorel describes the Proletarian General Strike unapologetically as a “myth.”47 Myth for Sorel was “a power
that stirs the soul . . . a vision of life,” 48 which the proletariat could keep alive only by rejecting every temptation “to imitate the middle class.” 49 Class war was the most essential and forgotten concept in Marx, 50 the proper form of heroic combat for modern man, and the indispensable source of élan vital for a revolutionary proletariat. Precisely because the bourses du travail and syndicats were not political bodies, they were capable of leading the revolution. The workers must, however, unite in believing that a coming Proletarian General Strike would totally supplant the existing political order. The danger was that this messianic event might be perverted into a “political general strike” controlled by politicians seeking to take over (or even to join) bourgeois institutions of government. 51

Violence was the indispensable ingredient: the chivalric rite de passage for the proletariat on the path to power, the “clear and brutal expression of the class war,” 52 which would clarify issues by polarizing society. Capitalism “at present stupified by humanitarianism” would regain “the warlike qualities it once possessed,” 53 and the proletariat would close ranks with the enthusiasm of medieval warrior-crusaders. Thus, through Sorel, ideas from the old Left unintentionally became weapons for the new Right. After the bloodshed of World War I, the sublime violence that Sorel had prescribed for the syndicalists would become part of the rationale for Fascism.

The leading French politician of the era, Georges Clemenceau provided a classic illustration of the internationalist Left turning into the nationalist Right. He had used his newspaper of 1880, La Justice, to build a reputation as a crusading foe of corruption and a defender of the little man (a technique also used by Hearst in domestic counterpoint to his call for crusades abroad). Clemenceau had also served periodically as the leader of the extreme Left within the Chamber of Deputies. But it was radical journalism that had remained the favorite medium of the former communard: his new journal of 1897, L’Aurore, had printed Emile Zola’s famous exposé of the right-wing machinations behind the Dreyfus affair.

Yet when Clemenceau himself acceded to power as minister of the interior in 1906, he advocated using military force to suppress domestic disorder. After he became premier later in the year, he dwelt even more systematically on the need for national strength. By the time he launched his new journal of 1913, L’Homme Libre, he had become a militant patriot pure and simple. He called for rearmament against the German threat, total mobilization once the war began, and a fanatical “will to victory” that vaulted him into the premiership at the age of seventy-six for the final push to victory. Clemenceau gave his chosen commander for the last battles, Ferdinand Foch, the Napoleonic title Marshal of France, and insisted on imposing humiliating peace terms on the vanquished Germans at Versailles. He sent Foch to join another former revolutionary who had turned to counter-revolutionary nationalism, Józef Piłsudski, in the last and best-armed effort to crush the Bolshevist Revolution in Russia.

The most striking case of mutation from the old Left to the new
Right occurred in Italy, which fashioned out of post-war chaos and syndicalist unrest the first Fascist regime in modern history. Its author—and the founding father of the modern radical Right—was a former left-wing socialist and lifelong admirer of Lenin: Benito Mussolini.

The Fascist Mutation

Italy played a special role in the age of labor wars throughout Europe. There were venerable traditions of violence; and anarchists, who had issued the first call for a revolutionary “propaganda of the deed” in 1876 in Italy, helped more than in most countries to organize the general strike of 1904. It was the largest up to that time; more than one million workers participated. Since parliamentary procedures and political parties did not evoke deep allegiance in Italy, the syndicalist call for direct action outside the political arena had a particular appeal. The Italian general strike of 1911 against the invasion of Tripoli put into practice the original syndicalist idea of the 1890s: a strike within to oppose war without. The last congress of the Second International (Basel, 1913) recorded many pledges of transnational proletarian action against any coming war. The Italians provided the most serious practical response by staging in June 1914 the last great general strike before the conflict. Though confined to one tumultuous week, the Italian strike helped keep Italy—all of the major European powers—from entering the war immediately after it broke out in July 1914.

The agitation for Italian intervention began precisely among the revolutionary syndicalists, who feared that revolutionary France might be crushed and reactionary Austria emboldened to invade Italy. The syndicalist passion for heroic myth and direct action fatefully linked the old Left with the new Right. In agitating for Italian intervention, syndicalists helped form “bands [fasci] for revolutionary action.” They represented war and revolution as parts of one ennobling process that would free Italy from both monarchical rule and parliamentary procedure. Italian syndicalists echoed Sorel’s parallel efforts in France during the immediate prewar years to combine nationalist and syndicalist forces in opposition to bourgeois democracy.

Mussolini was literally baptized into the revolutionary tradition. His father, a radical blacksmith, gave him the name of the Mexican national revolutionary, Benito Juarez. The young Mussolini became a revolutionary socialist, and as a professing Marxist spent some of his youth in refuge in Switzerland. In 1908 at the age of twenty-five, he became editor of a journal of the Socialist party, La Lotta di Classe (The Class Struggle). In 1911 he was jailed for five months for agitating against the Italian conquest of Libya; and in December of the following year he became
editor of the official journal of the Socialist party, *Avanti!* (Forward), which he with the collaboration of the Russian anarchist Angelica Balabanov made a militant revolutionary outlet with syndicalist leanings.

His journalistic activity as head of an official party organ bore striking resemblance to that of Lenin just a decade earlier. Like Lenin, Mussolini assumed personal responsibility for using his editorial position to determine a general political line. Just as Lenin had attacked "parliamentary cretinism" (in *Iskra* and *Bpered*, also meaning "Forward"), so Mussolini ridiculed in *Avanti!* the parliamentary illusions of less militant socialists. Mussolini also started a smaller theoretical review, *Utopia*,58 to provide guidance for the creation of a "socialist culture"—again recalling Lenin's founding of an ideological journal (originally *Zaria*, later *Bolshevik*, now *Kommunist*) to complement the daily tactical guidance of a party newspaper (*Iskra*, later *Pravda*).

Mussolini, of course, diverged sharply from Lenin by embracing a radical interventionalist posture in World War I. He was expelled from the Italian socialist party in October 1914 and founded in the following month his most famous journal, *Il Popolo d'Italia*, in which he forged his own militant synthesis of syndicalism and nationalism. He argued that war on the allied side would serve both to defeat the reactionary German Empire and to mobilize the masses for direct action against the effete liberal rule of the bourgeoisie. Anyone afraid "to go out and fight in the trenches will not be found in the streets on the day of the battle." The time had come to "shout loudly" something "I would never have pronounced in normal times," that "fearful and fascinating word: War!" 59 His characterization of the war as the "miracle" which would end the old order and create conditions for the new foreshadowed the coming totalitarianism, but also echoed the original romanticism of the revolutionary and Napoleonic eras with its "politics of the miraculous."

The weak liberal democracy that emerged in Italy after the war faced revolutionary challenges from both the syndicalist occupation of plants and the new revolutionary party that Mussolini created by transforming syndicalist *fasci di azione rivoluzionaria* into new *fasci Italiani di combattimento*. The central symbols invoked by Mussolini were almost all taken from the romantic nationalistic tradition of the *Risorgimento*. Mussolini's *Il Popolo d'Italia* played on memories of Mazzini's *L'Italia del Popolo*; 60 his rhetoric revived Mazzinian hopes for a "third Rome"—not of emperors or popes, but of "the people"; and his hymn of self-praise, "Youth" (* Giovinezza*), was a reprise on Mazzini's image of Young Italy. Using the classical *mise en scène* of the national revolutionary tradition, Mussolini and his followers staged in the opera house of La Scala in Milan, the "first planned violence of post-war Italy," 61 a disruptive nationalist demonstration of January 1919. Even the black shirts of Mussolini's followers combined the anarcho-syndicalist color with the classical Garibaldian costume. Mussolini's fusion of violence and myth earned the admiration of Sorel, who described him as "not an ordinary socialist . . . a condottiere." 62

Mussolini's Fascism was thus both a revival of revolutionary national-
ism and an adaptation of revolutionary syndicalism. The break with his former belief in socialism was dramatized in April 1919, when he helped burn the headquarters of Avanti!, the socialist newspaper he had once edited. In July, the Fascists offered to help the government suppress a planned general strike.

During the second half of 1919 and in 1920, Italy produced the most nearly successful syndicalist revolution in European history. Beginning with the metal workers of Turin and spreading rapidly throughout much of the industrialized north, factory councils were established as a rudimentary form of decentralized worker self-management. This campaign was less violent and political than the maximalist position within the socialist party yet more completely opposed to the bourgeois state than the parliamentary wing of the party. When employers refused to deal with the councils, there occurred in September 1920 a spectacular and largely peaceful “occupation of the factories” by 400,000 workers with millions more following along throughout Italy.

Despite the appearance of red flags and “red guard” organizations in many factories, the recent Russian Revolution did not exercise a major impact on the Italian events. The Turin intellectuals, Antonio Gramsci and Palmiro Togliatti, who were later to become founders and leaders of the Italian communist party, neither initiated nor controlled the short-lived worker take over of the instruments of production of 1920. Their enthusiasm over its raw vitality and their frustration over the missed opportunity for a full annexation of power led them to force a split in the Italian socialist party at Leghorn in January 1921, and to create their own, more disciplined and political communist party of Italy.

Out of Gramsci's intellectual visions and pedagogic efforts to provide leadership for the proletariat during the “failed revolution” of 1920 came the word and ideal of hegemony. It revived the essentially syndicalist ideal of the total cultural reintegration of an autonomous proletariat rather than a mere political dictatorship as the aim of revolution. The enthusiasm of the young Gramsci over the heroic potential of the proletariat for building “the future city” or “the new order” recalled Sorel—even if it derived from the rejection by students within Turin University of the dull positivism of Italian intellectual life. But the struggle for proletarian hegemony required the leadership of intellectuals; cultural organizations and the means of communication were more important than parliaments and elections in preparing the way. Intellectuals, in Gramsci's view, were at least potentially free from the enervating decadence of bourgeois politics. Italy had so far produced only a “passive revolution”—one in which the state had created a political dictatorship of bourgeois liberals, without gaining the assent, let alone the involvement, of civil society. Thus the existing Italian state was held together by force rather than hegemony. The proletariat had the opportunity with the aid and tutelage of progressive intellectuals to revive the vitality of civil society by creating the hegemony on which a real revolutionary transformation of society could be based.
But political power was to be seized in Italy and a new cultural hegemony imposed not by Gramsci and the Communists, but by the rival revolutionary party which was also formed in 1921, the Fascist party of Italy. Its first secretary was a former syndicalist organizer, Michele Bianchi. He bore the original Italian version of the name of Auguste Blanqui, whose famous phrase "who has steel has bread" had been placed at the beginning of the first issue of Mussolini’s *Popolo d'Italia*.\(^{68}\)

The victory in Italy of the Fascists’ national revolution rather than of the Communists’ social revolution owes more than a little to the tactics of the losers. Gramsci’s first known political article had defended Mussolini’s interventionism in World War I, based on the argument that war might destroy the bourgeois state and bring revolution nearer.\(^{69}\) His crucial decisions in late 1920 and early 1921 brought Mussolini to power—and illustrated once again the frequent interdependence of the extremes of Right and Left.

Gramsci, Togliatti, and the others made the fateful decision during the post-war crisis to join the extremist advocate of close Moscow ties, Amadeo Bordiga, in splitting the Italian Socialist party and leaving the Left hopelessly divided on the eve of Mussolini’s drive for power. Gramsci’s subsequent suffering in Fascist prisons, the Italian Communists’ rapid repudiation of Bordiga as a Left deviationist, and Togliatti’s deathbed criticisms of high Stalinism (exemplified by the tyrant of Hungary, Matthias Rákosi, who had been a key Soviet agent at the Leghorn conference)—all do not obscure the tragedy inherent in the original formation of a separate Italian Communist party. That party was formed in deliberate response to the externally imposed “21 conditions” of the new Leninist International. Gramsci and the others tragically assumed that by concentrating their fire against a weak liberal democratic state and reformist socialists, they would hasten their own revolutionary conquest of power—rather than that of the little understood forces on the Right. The appeal of national over social revolution prevailed once again; and the chauvinist Right came to power in 1922.

The same fateful misperceptions were to plague the German Communists a decade later. They were to see the weak Weimar Republic and the rival Social Democrats on the Left as more serious opponents than the Nazis on the Right. Hitler like Mussolini would be thought to be only a transitory phenomenon who would prepare the way (as Kornilov had done in Russia during 1917) for the serious revolution on the Left, which allegedly alone had the mass base to last.

The failure to distinguish clearly between rival revolutionary parties was more justifiable in the Italian than in the German case. Mussolini, Bianchi, and others had, after all, been pure political products of the revolutionary tradition; and they extensively adopted syndicalist techniques in organizing their movement into a controlling national party. Fascist economic unions were used to mobilize the masses; and after the march on Rome in 1922, the Fascist corporative state was organized along vertical lines by industries in a manner previously favored by
syndicalist strike organizations. The irony is intense and twofold. Syndicalist ideas were used to help pave the way for the very centralization of political power that the syndicalist tradition had come into being to prevent. More importantly, social revolutionary ideals and expectations were extensively drawn upon (especially in the early period by the so-called *fascismo della prima ora*) to legitimize a revival under right-wing auspices of the rival national revolutionary tradition.

The syndicalist tradition also played a role in preparing the way for other Fascist regimes that subsequently emerged in Spain and Portugal. Throughout Latin Europe, syndicalists had legitimized violent direct action against liberal democratic institutions and had frightened conservative Catholics into the arms of a new form of pseudo-revolutionary nationalism. The final validating illustration was provided by another right-wing dictator who succeeded in overthrowing a fledgling democracy in the 1920s: Józef Piłsudski. Poland like Italy had been a bastion of the original national revolutionary tradition of the Francocentric era, and of its expressive romantic violence. These two national traditions had inspired Europe with much of its revolutionary dynamism prior to the period of Germano-Russian dominance in the last third of the nineteenth century. Like Mussolini, Piłsudski was a left-wing socialist journalist brought up in the period of disillusionment and confusion at the turn of the century. Like Mussolini, Piłsudski rode to power largely by adapting his training on the Left to the needs of the Right—and by consciously playing on memories of a once-revolutionary nationalism. Like Mussolini, Piłsudski created what Spengler would call a pseudomorphosis (a falsified transformation) of the revolutionary heritage.

Piłsudski had been implicated through his brother in St. Petersburg in the same plot to assassinate the tsar in 1887 for which Lenin's older brother was executed. Sentenced to a five-year exile in Siberia for procuring chemicals to aid the plotters, Piłsudski returned to Poland to join the Polish socialist party (formed in Paris in 1892) and to found in 1894 an illegal underground journal, *Robotnik* (The Worker). As with Krupskaja on Lenin's *Iskra*, Piłsudski's wife was his key collaborator, and they were arrested together in 1900 in their secret editorial offices in Łódz. Piłsudski admired Lenin's militance, but saw possibilities for a revolutionary national resurgence of his country amidst the violence of World War I. Proclaimed chief of state with dictatorial powers when Poland at last achieved independence in 1918, Piłsudski immediately plunged into combat with Lenin's rival regime to the east. Like Mussolini's struggle with the pro-Bolshevik Italian socialists, Piłsudski's conflict with Lenin was in many ways an intramural conflict between the national and social revolutionary traditions. Piłsudski fought other Poles (such as Lenin's chief of secret policy, Felix Dzerzhinsky, whose parallel career in revolutionary journalism began at about the same time and place as that of Piłsudski). Piłsudski's program for a federation of independent national states centered on Poland; in opposing the imperial power of both Russia and Germany it was in many ways a throwback to the romantic Mazzinian nationalism of Young Poland in the early nineteenth century. But his slow consolidation of dic-
tatorial power betrayed the democratic substance of those earlier visions of national revolution as the path to human liberation.

If syndicalism in Europe thus found itself absorbed into a new kind of radical nationalism of the Right, in the United States in the same period it found its purest expression as a doctrine of ecumenical social revolution.

The Western Frontier

Like a prairie fire that burns brightest on the periphery, revolutionary violence became most intense in the outlying regions of Europe in the late nineteenth century. The Balkans, Ireland, and even Australia became major centers of violent unrest. The eastern frontier produced the Russian Revolution; but forgotten fires also burned on the western frontier. In the very year that the Russians produced the first successful nationwide general strike (1905) the Americans founded the first and only international organization pledged to revolution by means of the general strike: the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW).

As it entered the industrial age full blast in the 1870s, America had plunged into “the bloodiest and most violent labor history of any industrial nation in the world.” Industrial violence in America was focused on gut economic issues rather than ideological ones. The heart of unrest was the great metropolis of the American interior: Chicago. The new city of stone and steel that arose from the ashes of the great fire of 1871 produced in 1875 the first Education and Defense Society, where workers met regularly and drilled with firearms. Six years later, Chicago hosted the first gathering of Americans advocating social revolution by means of armed resistance to authority. The first May Day for workers was proposed in Chicago in 1886; and the first broadly based industrial strike was launched there in 1894: the Pullman strike. Chicago was also the scene of the Haymarket riot of 1886, which created the first modern revolutionary scare in America, and of the founding of the IWW in 1905.

This American version of revolutionary syndicalism was a continent-wide movement that involved the oldest cities of the East, the newest mines of the West, some factories in the Midwest, and the railway network that connected them all. For the first time since the American Revolution a significant number of Americans—most of them working people—called for the overthrow of their rulers.

This revolutionary movement of the American industrial era unfolded in two successive, if overlapping stages. Each represented in some ways a delayed (if unconscious) repetition of earlier efforts by European revolutionaries. First came a period of heroic, anti-authoritarian protests led by immigrant workers in northeastern America and
reminiscent of the romantic Italo-Polish tradition of revolutionary violence. Then followed the revolutionary syndicalist organization (the IWW) led by western miners and reminiscent of earlier efforts by the French.

**Ethnic Unrest**

The vital new ingredient in America that linked violence with revolutionary ideas was the flood of immigration that began in the mid-nineteenth century. As the country acquired new manpower from Europe to build railroads, tunnel mines, and fill factories, it also acquired a fresh infusion of ideas. In the early period these ideas came mainly from revolutionary nationalists of Catholic origin, who often became social revolutionaries in predominantly Protestant America.

Ireland played a particularly important role, providing 44 percent of the 3.5 million immigrants who came to America from 1840–54. The Irish brought with them a rich revolutionary tradition of secret organization and defiance of authority. Irish immigrants (led by the younger brother of a leading Irish revolutionary of 1848) led the rebellion of gold miners in the Eureka Stockade on the Australian frontier in 1854; and the Irish dominated the more sustained unrest among Pennsylvania coal miners in the 1860s and the 1870s.

After the suppression of the Ribbonmen in the late 1830s and the famine years of the mid-forties, revolutionaries in Ireland became more extreme and resourceful. Some new secret societies revived the old agrarian tradition of dressing in women's clothes (the "Lady Rocks" and "Lady Clares"); and the Irish countryside began to talk about an altogether new secret society under a legendary Molly Maguire.

The Molly Maguires acquired an importance in the New World that they never had in Ireland. They became the defenders and organizers of the Irish immigrants who flooded into the newly opened coal fields of Pennsylvania. Anthracite mining was new to the Irish, who as Catholics were suspect and subjected to frequent unemployment, particularly in the recession following the Civil War. They looked for protection to the Molly Maguires, who organized largely in taverns as a secret, militant arm of the Ancient Order of Hibernians. They captured the imagination of America with their work stoppages climaxing in the Long Strike of 1875 against the Reading Railroad.

A former radical Chartist, Allan Pinkerton, championed the counterattack by the railroad owners, infiltrating the Mollies, and using "flying squadrons" to break the strike and arrest its leaders. A sensational series of trials led to the hanging of twenty leaders in 1877, including the eight members of the inner, secret center. Legends arose on the Left—and fortified a new literature of reassurance on the Right: the detective story. Just as Pinkerton provided a model of detective work in the service of the status quo, so Arthur Conan Doyle, after creating Sherlock Holmes, immortalized Pinkerton's tale of triumph over the Irish miners in *The Valley of Fear* of 1915.

The Molly Maguires were by no means the only Irish revolutionary
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movement to develop in America. The most important of all Irish secret societies was founded in America on St. Patrick’s Day in 1858: the Irish Republican Brotherhood, sometimes called simply “the organization,” but usually known as the Fenians (from the name of legendary Irish warriors of antiquity). Some members returned to fight in Ireland, others participated in three spectacular if unsuccessful Fenian attempts to attack the British in Canada: from New York in 1866, Vermont in 1870, and across to Manitoba in 1871.

Their seaborne exploits rivaled those of Pisacane and Garibaldi. They took over a ship which they renamed Erin’s Hope and sailed from New York to Ireland with weapons in 1864; they chartered a vessel and sailed to Australia in 1876 to rescue Irish prisoners; and they terrified the British five years later by commissioning The Fenian Ram, the first modern submarine built in America, for secret missions to Ireland.

As the Fenians went underwater, a rival group went underground: the Clan-na-Gael or United Brotherhood, whose alternate name, The Triangle, recalled the mysticism of older occult organizations. They entertained plans for everything from sinking ships and blowing up the House of Commons to assassinating Queen Victoria.

The revolutionary impulse in America of the late nineteenth century became linked with anarchism and assassination through the new wave of unskilled immigrant workers, often from southern and eastern Europe, who were largely excluded from the dominant union, the American Federation of Labor, which was founded in 1886. Three presidents were shot to death in the forty-year period after the outbreak of the Civil War. Lincoln was killed a year before and Garfield four months after the first and last assassination attempts respectively on the life of Tsar Alexander II. But the American assassins were lonely, idiosyncratic figures—closer to the emotionalism of the Italo-Polish tradition than to the ascetic, ideological tradition of Russia. Indeed, the two most important political assassinations to come out of American anarchism at the beginning of the century were committed by Italian and Polish immigrants respectively.

Gaetano Bresci, a frail immigrant from Florence, had organized a group of anarchists in Paterson, New Jersey, known as L’Era Nuova (The New Era). Alone and unknown, he bought a cheap revolver, and practiced using it quietly in a woods near Weehauken while his wife and daughter picked spring wild flowers. He returned quietly to Italy under the guise of seeing his aged mother; instead, he murdered Umberto, king of Italy, on July 29, 1900, as he left an athletic festival near Milan. A year later, in another place of pleasure (the Temple of Music at the Pan-American exhibition in Buffalo), President McKinley was shot by a shy immigrant from Poland, Leon Czolgosz.

Behind and beyond these isolated acts lay an element of Russian inspiration, enriched with a strain of prophetic Judaism from the ghettos of eastern Europe. Czolgosz confessed to having been inspired by hearing a speech by the mother figure of anarchist activism in America, Emma Goldman. Bresci’s survivors in the New Era group joined in the anarchist agitation (culminating in the antiwar and antidraft move-
ments during World War I), led by Goldman and her close friend and fellow Russian, Alexander Berkman. The Russian-Jewish immigration gave American anarchism of the gilded age its most inventive leaders. Their port of entry, New York, began to assume the supportive role for other revolutionary movements that it had previously played only for the Irish. Revolutionary anarchism spread from a movement previously formed in London: the Federation of Jewish Anarchists, which had brought together Yiddish-speaking artisan-emigrants from Russia in the 1880s and 1890s to hear Kropotkin and other Russians.

Their leader had been a remarkable German gentile, Rudolph Rocker, who had learned Yiddish only after joining the group, and later became the conscience as well as the historian of international anarchism. The son of a musical typesetter and a skilled bookbinder, Rocker lived on to see his library and archives burned by the Nazis and his hopes of seeing anarchism realized undercut by Communists in Barcelona and then dashed by Franco during the Spanish Civil War. In his old age, he immigrated to America and saw in its libertarian tradition the best hope for his fading dreams.

But the dream of an anarchist America never faded for Emma Goldman. She, like Berkman, had transplanted to America Russian revolutionary hopes along with the Judaic idea of a promised land. Their rich, lifelong collaboration began in August 1889 at a chance meeting in a café on the Lower East Side frequented by radicals. Three years later, Berkman daringly tried to extend anarchist terror to economic as well as political oppressors. On July 23, 1892, he tried to kill the steel tycoon Henry Clay Frick, who had recently ordered reprisals against strikers in Homestead, Pennsylvania. Goldman had imitated Sonia in Crime and Punishment, becoming a streetwalker in order to raise money for a suit of clothes that would make Berkman presentable enough to get into Frick’s office. She passionately defended Berkman after his arrest, and continued to advocate forceful resistance to authority in her journal, Mother Earth, from 1906–17.

Johann Most, the leading violent anarchist in America, probably wished Goldman had gone elsewhere for her revolution when she lashed at him with a horsewhip at a public meeting for criticizing Berkman. Most (like Rocker) was a bookbinder whose youthful imagination had been captured by the spontaneous anti-authoritarianism of the Paris Commune. His bearlike appearance and inspiring oratorical powers reminded many of Bakunin. He served briefly as a Social Democrat in the Prussian Reichstag, which he denounced as a “Theater of Marionettes.” He then moved to Austria, from whence he was subsequently banished “forever.” In London he was deeply influenced by blow-by-blow accounts of the terrorists’ struggle within imperial Russia. Then, he set off to America, and in 1883, drew up a charter for an international congress of revolutionary “communist anarchists.”

In Pittsburgh, Most called for revolutionary anarchism to use a violent “propaganda of the deed” to raise the proletariat’s consciousness of the gap between rulers and ruled. Anarchists began to assume just such
a leading role in Chicago in 1886 after a decade of mounting industrial unrest. To protest the killing of six striking workers at the McCormick harvester plant, anarchists organized a meeting on Haymarket Square on May 4. Despite its peaceful, oratorical nature, the police forcibly intervened, and in the ensuing mêlée seven were killed by a bomb. Outraged public opinion led to the hasty conviction of the anarchist leaders and the hanging of four, though the actual felon was never discovered.

Most was implicated and imprisoned. The court entered into evidence his treatise written just before Haymarket: *Science of Revolutionary War—Manual for Instruction in the Use and Preparation of Nitro-Glycerine, Dynamite, Gun-Cotton, Fulminating Mercury, Bombs, Fuses, Poisons, and so forth.*

Most's guide for “arming the people” benefited from his experience at an explosives factory in Jersey City. With a certain zest he contemplated using “hand grenades and blasting cartridges . . . the proletariat's substitute for artillery.” Larger bombs were even more promising:

That which reduces what had been solid rocks into splinters may not have a bad effect in a court or monopolist’s ballroom.

Most nonetheless disapproved of the Haymarket bombing and refused to defend Berkman. Nor did the Chicago anarchists approve of Most and his journal—having founded a rival organ, *Anarchist,* on the eve of Haymarket.

To most anarchists, however, Most remained an “example of a man who refused to be bowed by imprisonment, ridicule, calumny.” Henry James used him as the model for the mysterious Hoffendahl in *Princess Casamassima* of 1886.

Most helped the European revolutionary tradition find roots within the new industrial working class in America. Because he wrote and spoke powerfully in German as well as English, he reached the largest and best-established of all minority groups in urban America: the Germans. He revived the little-known arguments for violence of a German foe of Marx, Karl Heinzen, reprinting his defense of tyrannicide on the very day that McKinley was shot. Only one copy was sold (to the arresting officer), but the final line provided an incriminating text: “Let us save humanity with blood and iron, poison and dynamite!” Most was once again jailed for a year.

Well before he died in 1906, Most was forgotten and attention was turned away from these American echoes of European revolutionary romanticism. A more organized threat to the status quo had appeared in the form of a revolutionary trade unionism that in some respects surpassed the French syndicalist tradition, the IWW, born in the year of the first Russian Revolution.

**A Syndicalist “International”**

Perhaps one million people held IWW cards at some time during 1905–15, most of them new immigrants. Both their leader, William D. Haywood, and their “most dynamic figure,” Frank Little, were part Indian, and both were blind in one eye. The early life of the large-
framed Haywood reads like a melodrama of the old West. Born in Utah the son of a pony-express rider, “Big Bill” went to work as a boy in law­less mining towns and was married at an early age to “Nevada Jane” Minor. When she was thrown from a horse and permanently incapacitated, Haywood took to drink, to poetry reading, and to leading a “war in the Rockies” against mine owners; he centered on the gold-rush town of Cripple Creek, Colorado. In the first great strike (in Cripple Creek in 1894), local authorities remained neutral. As a result, victory was won by Haywood’s new organization, the Western Federation of Miners, which had been founded by metal workers in Montana the year before. The second Cripple Creek strike lasted for nearly two years and finished in bloody disaster for the union in 1904. By then, the overall number of strikes in America had increased from 1,000–1,300 in the early 1890s to nearly 4,000; and Haywood had turned his attention to a broader arena.

At the founding convention of the IWW in a sweltering room in North Chicago in the summer of 1905 he presided over 203 delegates. Here at last was a thoroughly indigenous American revolutionary organization hailed as the “Continental Congress of the Working Class,” and endowed with a characteristically American nickname, “the Wobblies.” The initial gathering officially represented only 52,000 workers; but its perspective was as sweeping as its symbol: a globe (sometimes a sun) bearing the letters IWW. The IWW gained a following in the United Kingdom (particularly in Glasgow and among Celtic minorities), which grew after Haywood’s visit of 1910–11 to Europe; there were also echoes of the IWW in Mexico, Chile, and Scandinavia, and a substantial branch in Australia.

The IWW most resembled the branch of revolutionary syndicalism with which it probably had least contact: the Spanish. The objective of forming “one big union” divided into industrial departments and comprising in effect a kind of shadow government resembled the Hispanic ideal of a consolidated sindicato único. The regional concept of organizing all workers west of the Mississippi (natural for an organization three fourths of whose founding members were from the Western Federation of Mines) was reminiscent of the recurrent ideal of basing a new syndicalist order territorially on Catalonia.

The IWW was, however, most directly influenced by the French. The founding congress of the IWW endorsed the ideal of a “Social General Strike”; and Haywood’s The General Strike hailed the Paris Commune as “the greatest general strike known in modern history.” Ben Williams, the polemic typesetter for the IWW publication Solidarity, drew on his extensive knowledge of French to translate syndicalist ideas of direct action and particularly organized industrial sabotage. “We need not ‘advocate’ it, we need only to explain it. The organized workers will do the acting.”

The IWW organized two particularly dramatic and protracted strikes, involving about 25,000 textile workers each in 1912 in Lawrence, Massachusetts, and in 1913, in Paterson, New Jersey. These strikes represented authentic folk events for working-class America successfully transferring the musical, visual, and dramatic images of heroism
hitherto associated with romantic nationalism over to the previously prosaic cause of proletarian internationalism.

The ten-week strike that began in Lawrence in January 1912 was highlighted by the evacuation of the hungry children of strikers, which created nationwide sympathy after their arrival in Grand Central Station. Lawrence itself provided a kind of continuing, open-air ethnic festival. Only 8 percent of the strikers were native-born Americans; much of the oratory was in Italian and other foreign languages. The arrested strike leader and editor of *Il proletario*, Arturo Giovannitti, wrote poems in both English and Italian as well as a long and powerful introduction to an English translation of Pouget’s *Sabotage* from his prison cell in Lawrence.

A confusion of tongues found unity in song. It was “as if the great American melting pot had suddenly boiled over” to produce “a revolution with a singing voice.” Even such a sedate commentator as Ray Stannard Baker was impressed:

> It is the first strike I ever saw which sang. I shall not soon forget the curious lift, the strange sudden fire of the mingled nationalities at the strike meetings when they broke into the universal language of song.

The “strange sudden fire” became a holy torch when the general strike moved from the cotton plants of Lawrence to the silk mills of Paterson. Flags as well as songs were central to this great strike in the spring of 1913.

The striking workers in Paterson actually manufactured American flags when they were on the job; and on Flag Day, March 17, they unfurled a massive stars and stripes of their own under a sign proclaiming:

> We wove the flag; we dyed the flag;
> We live under the flag; but we won’t scab under the flag.

Even more remarkable than the rituals of the strike was its symbolic reenactment at a Pageant of the Paterson Strike before a packed Madison Square Garden on June 7, 1913. Financed by the wealthy Mabel Dodge and produced by journalists and artists who congregated in her Fifth Avenue home, the pageant involved more than one thousand of the actual strikers. They were trained as performers and brought through New York in a parade towards the tower of the Garden, which shone with a ten-foot high IWW sign in red lights. Inside, they reenacted the major experiences of the strike in a stunning display of living, multimedia theater. At one point the funeral of a slain Paterson striker was reenacted. As the procession of one thousand workers moved down the aisle with a casket to the widow, some felt the athletic arena transformed into a kind of temple for the consecration of revolution. As Mabel Dodge later recalled

> I have never felt such a high pulsing vibration in any gathering before or since.

These “high pulsing vibrations” did not altogether die out despite the financial losses of the pageant, the failure of the Paterson strike, and
THE RISE OF THE SOCIAL REVOLUTIONARIES

the rapid decline of the IWW from its peak membership of some one hundred thousand in 1912 to virtual collapse following its opposition to the American war effort after 1917. The man who had largely conceived and written the pageant in New York, John Reed, went on to glorify the Mexican Revolution in his *Insurgent Mexico* of 1914, and then to write the most influential single account of the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917: *Ten Days That Shook the World*.

A romantic poet from Oregon, correspondent for the radical *Masses*, and sometime lover of Mabel Dodge, Reed was an enthusiast in search of a cause. He was a typical American sports enthusiast, whom his friend and classmate Walter Lippmann called “the most inspired song and cheer leader” at Harvard.122

Yet, this well-bred radical intellectual also felt the characteristic populist passion to rejoin the common people. A young girl who went to prison in the Paterson strike told Reed that “we were frightened when we went in, but we were singing when we went out.”123 Anxious to share in this form of regeneration, Reed went to Paterson, and was briefly imprisoned in a four-by-seven-foot prison cell with eight other pickets. He became emotionally involved with the strike, mobilized his friends for the pageant, and then set off on a journalistic argosy in search of a hero. He went first to Pancho Villa in Mexico, then to both the western and eastern fronts in World War I, and finally to the feet of Lenin and Trotsky as they drove for power in October 1917. Reed’s classic account received the imprimatur of both Lenin and his wife Krupskaia. The cheerleader found a game worthy of his enthusiasm. The real-life, “unrolling pageant of the Russian masses”124 replaced pageants in Madison Square Garden.

Despite a bloody, heroic history of labor wars, the United States did not winnow any enduring revolutionary tradition from the experience of the early twentieth century. The two main reasons for this fateful failure of the Left were nationalist pressure from without and corrosive disunity from within.

As had also been evident in the case of Italy, whoever controlled the banner of nationalism tended to determine the nature of the syndicalist legacy everywhere after World War I. In the United States, labor unrest was doomed by its opposition to the nationalist fervor that swept through America during and after the war. The social revolutionary intensity and the internationalism of the IWW (and the anti-war, anti-allied sentiments of many Germans and Irish in the labor movement) provoked a patriotic backlash. The decade from the American entry into war in 1917 until the execution of Sacco and Vanzetti in 1927 may be regarded as a period in which a new nationalism rose in America and largely crushed its perennial rival, the social revolutionaries.

But disunity on the Left had undermined revolutionary syndicalism in America long before persecution and prosecution from the Right crippled it irrevocably during the Red Scare of 1918–20. Neither intellectuals who might have provided the leaders nor working people who might have comprised the troops accepted, for the most part, labor
militance. Revolutionary intellectuals dissipated their modest numbers in theoretical debates and in political squabbles within the fragmented socialist parties: Eugene Debs's reformist Socialist Party of America and Daniel De Leon's smaller, Marxist Socialist Labor party. Lenin once called the Curaçao-born, European-educated De Leon “the greatest of modern socialists—the only one who has added anything to socialist thought since Marx.” But De Leon was as politically inept as he was intellectually brilliant.

Even at their peak, the IWW and its militant allies never represented more than a fraction of the American working-class movement. Samuel Gompers's American Federation of Labor (AFL) grew from two to four million members between 1914 and 1920; and continued to dominate organized labor in America. The most serious effort to revolutionize it from within came from William Z. Foster, one of twenty-three children born to slum-dwelling Irish immigrants. He was a former IWW member who studied in France syndicalist methods of working for revolutionary ends within larger, conservative unions. His first effort at “boring from within,” the Syndicalist League of North America, never gained more than two thousand members during its brief existence from 1911–14. Foster turned next to a new type of “amalgamated” union, which, like the syndicalist federations in Europe, brought both the craft and industrial unions of a given industry into one amalgamated body for united strike efforts. He formed such bodies first in the Chicago stockyards, then in the great steel complexes of Chicago and Pittsburgh. In the fall of 1919, a great nationwide steel strike was launched under the group which Foster had organized with AFL consent the year before, the National Committee for Organizing Iron and Steel Workers.

Foster planned to “catch the workers’ imagination and sweep them into the union en masse” by launching “a hurricane drive simultaneously in all the major steel centers.” He sought something less than Sorel’s general strike leading directly to revolution, but something more than mere economic gains within the existing system. The strike lingered on into the winter and was supported as far afield as Seattle, Washington, where workers took over the shipyards and launched a city-wide general strike. The steel strike was broken slowly but decisively by the application of corporate and police power in the same state of Pennsylvania where the Molly Maguires had first introduced America to labor violence a half century before. After the abolition of the National Committee in the summer of 1920 and a final wave of labor violence during the depression of 1921–22, the age of militant syndicalism in America came to an end.

Foster subsequently became a Communist and an unwavering advocate of the Moscow line. So did his successor as head of the American Communist Party, another Irish veteran of the labor wars, Eugene Dennis. But their party was never to become more than what Marx would have called a “sect.” Reed, Haywood, and most other IWW veterans who immigrated to the new Soviet state were soon disillusioned.

Like syndicalism in general, the IWW in particular was deeply anti-
authoritarian. Its combination of violent strike action and demands for worker control "had not been the exclusive property of the IWW, but the main theme of a dozen years of fierce class conflict in America." If the IWW never had a chance, it always had a song—thousands of them. More successfully than any other social revolutionaries, the IWW broke the monopoly that national revolutionaries had held on the use of music for mobilizing the masses; and their best-remembered hero was appropriately a wandering song writer from the American frontier, the Swedish immigrant Joe Hill. His execution by a firing squad in Utah in 1915 transformed him into an "Arthurian figure of the proletariat, who will return from the grave to help workingmen everywhere," inspiring them to sing in the meantime: "I dreamt I saw Joe Hill last night, alive as you and me. . . ."
CHAPTER 16

The Path to Power: Lenin

LENIN brought the revolutionary tradition out of the wilderness and into power. In so doing, he produced the first major break in the basic unity of European civilization since Luther.

The Bolshevik Revolution—the first ever made in the name of a doctrine of impersonal, materialistic determinism—was profoundly shaped by the charismatic leadership of this single man. Returning from long exile in April 1917 in a sealed train through war-ravaged Europe, Lenin led his native Russia in the overthrow of its new provisional democracy. He boldly seized power in St. Petersburg in November; renamed his Bolshevik wing of the Social Democratic party communist in the following March; held on to power throughout a long Civil War and against foreign intervention; and formed the Third, or Communist, International in January 1919, in repudiation of the democratic socialism of the Second International.

Once state power was consolidated throughout the world’s largest land empire, the revolutionary tradition faced entirely new opportunities—and problems. What had been proclaimed as a social revolution with full respect for national self-determination became a form of bureaucratic state socialism confined to one country and largely imposed by Great Russia on its old imperial clients. Lenin, however, lived to see—and to be implicated in—very few of the grim realities of a revolution in power. He ruled in health over a country at peace for only about a year: between the end of civil conflict early in 1921 and his first stroke in 1922. The new state had barely defined itself politically as a “Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,” when Lenin died in January 1924, long before the massive social transformations of agricultural collectivization and forced industrialization.

Lenin’s main contribution to history, therefore, lay not so much in his improvisations as a statesman as in his accomplishments as a revolutionary. He broadened the appeal of Marxism as a revolutionary doctrine from its original focus on urban workers in liberal Western
societies to a global ideology suitable for the intellectual elites and peasant masses of the authoritarian, extra-European world.

The German Legacy

By Russifying a German doctrine, Lenin was in a sense fusing the two sides of his own heritage. His father was a partly Tatar Russian and his mother a German, and Lenin seemed to combine the familiarity with violence and the ruggedness of a Volga Russian with the organizational discipline of a German.

The German part of his inheritance was less important, but has been perhaps too much neglected in recent years. German models and assistance were as important to the Russian social revolutionaries of this era as French models and aid had been to the Polish national revolutionaries who dominated the preceding era of eastern European revolutionary history. Lenin's political vehicle to power was a Russian variant of the German Social Democratic party. His active leadership began with the founding of his journal, *Iskra* (the Spark), in Germany in 1900; and his final move to power began when the Germans allowed him transit from German-speaking Zürich through to St. Petersburg in April 1917. The German ties with Bolshevism were subtle and opportunistic on both sides, and were by no means those of a simple paid client. But there was a base of common interest not just between Social Democrats in the two countries but also between the German government and the Russian revolutionary movement. They shared a common opposition to tsarist power from the time that the anti-German Franco-Russian alliance was first concluded in 1894; and the opposition deepened with the growing dependence of Russian capitalism on France.

On the eve of World War I Russia owed France the largest debt between nations in history. The new Soviet government became initially dependent on Germany in its hopes first for a supporting revolution from below, then, after the Rappallo agreement in 1922, for economic and military aid from above.

The German connection dates from the very beginnings of Russian Marxism, which remained until the early twentieth century, a kind of Germanophile minority movement within the Russian revolutionary tradition. The time of testing for Russian Marxists came with pioneering efforts in the 1890s to lay concrete foundations within the Russian working class for the abstract Western doctrine of proletarian revolution. Lenin's genius lay in his application of the Russian tradition of an intellectual vanguard organization to the new reality of restless agitation and rising aspirations among the industrial working class.

The pace of Russian industrialization began to accelerate rapidly in the late 1880s. After the nationwide famine and cholera epidemic of 1891, the influx of destitute peasants into the cities increased dramat-
Waves of new workers came from primitive and rural backgrounds into large new factories and urban complexes creating fresh opportunities for revolutionary mobilization. But the traditional problem remained: a gap between intellectual leaders and ordinary people.

The first to bridge the gap was one of the few early Russian Marxists to come from the lower class: Pavel Axelrod. Originally a Jewish Bakuninist, he was dazzled in the mid-1870s during two trips to Berlin by the combination of discipline and worker participation in the German Social Democratic party. He saw in their cultural activities and workers' holidays a “prototype of life in the future socialist society.” Axelrod joined Plekhanov's anti-anarchist, anti-terrorist Black Repartition group, when it rebelled against the conspiratorial politics of the People's Will, emigrated to Geneva in 1880, and in 1883 formed the first Russian Marxist organization, the Liberation of Labor.

Its first program (1884) did not frontally reject the terrorism of the Russian tradition, but criticized its reliance on political conspiracy. German Social Democratic influence was evident in the call for a broad spectrum of class-based workers' activities and for the Lassallean idea of government aid to producer cooperatives. A second program (1887) introduced the Marxist concept of a proletarian dictatorship by referring to the “seizure of political power by the working class” as the “inevitable precondition” of radical social change.

Though Marxist in content, this small émigré movement took the traditional form of a Russian revolutionary circle: a small band of exiled intellectuals seeking unity and hope in a new Western ideology promising universal liberation. The only significant group inside Russia to establish links with them in the 1880s was the short-lived (1883–86) Party of Russian Social-Democrats, which was in fact led by a Bulgarian student at the Technological Institute in St. Petersburg. The first significant Russian-led group was the Social Democratic Society, organized by a Russian student at the Institute in 1889 and posing as its objective the training of “future Russian Bebels.”

The German virus reached Russia largely through the mass-based Social Democratic movements which developed within the western parts of the Russian Empire. By the early 1890s the avenue of contagion led from Germany through Warsaw into western Russia and on to St. Petersburg itself, the historic “window to the West” of the Eurasian Empire. The railroad gauge broadened as the tracks moved east; so also did the vistas for revolutionary activity.

Among the first bearers of infection were the energetic Jewish workers confined by law to the pale of settlement in western Russia. Their international connections and German-like Yiddish language assured easy and early exposure to German ideas. Like the German workers, the Jews had a relatively high level of culture which made their civil and political deprivations particularly galling. The situation worsened drastically for Jews in the 1880s, when anti-Semitic pogroms were introduced as a lightning rod for popular discontent in western Russia and the Ukraine. With their very identity thus threatened, some Jews turned to their own, intense form of nationalism, Zionism, which eventually
helped found the state of Israel. Other Jews found a prophetic alternative in the General Union of Jewish Workers in Russia and Poland, better known as the Bund, which was created in 1897, the year of the first Zionist Congress in Basel, and was at the turn of the century the largest and best organized Social Democratic organization in the Russian Empire. If Zionism was in many respects a uniquely intense variant of the national revolutionary tradition, the new Social Democratic organizations exemplified the rival tradition of social revolution.

As if in reaction to the multi-nationalism of the Russian Empire, the first Social Democratic party within its borders, the Social Democratic party of Poland and Lithuania, created in 1893, proved to be the most profoundly anti-nationalist of any social revolutionary party. Out of the common national humiliation of Poles and Jews, the new party was prodded by the Polish-Jewish Rosa Luxemburg into rejecting all narrow nationalist movements in the name of international proletarian revolution. The Polish party was formed in deliberate opposition to the new Polish populist party (The Polish Socialist party or PPS), which had accepted a separate national identity for Poland at its founding in 1892. The Social Democrats insisted that the Polish proletariat should fight only for the common social struggle against the tsarist system—never, even as a tactical matter, for any national cause.

By the late 1880s, Polish no less than Jewish workers were generating forms of grass-roots proletarian activity that had heretofore been largely unknown to the Russian revolutionary movement with its historic reliance on elite intellectual leadership. One Polish activist of this period, Waclaw Machajski, developed during his Siberian exile in the 1890s an extreme indictment of the parasitic intellectual leadership within the Social Democratic movement. His call for a “workers' conspiracy” to create a truly classless movement went unanswered; but Makhaevshchina was to become a powerful current of thought on the Russian Left. It built on the established anti-intellectual traditions of Proudhon, Bakunin, and the Russian anarchists and helped revive the populist passions that would lead to the formation of the revolutionary rival to the Social Democrats, the larger but more amorphous Socialist Revolutionaries or SR's.

Intensified anti-intellectualism resulted from the larger scale of contact that intellectuals were at last having with workers, who were often illiterate and deeply hostile to theoretical ideas of any kind. In the deep interior of Russia this conflict was particularly severe—as in the case of the founder of the first Marxist groups on the upper Volga, Nicholas Fedoseev.

Fedoseev built on the radical organizations that developed in the early 1880s as provincial imitations of the intellectual circles of St. Petersburg. He led a group of young intellectuals in Vladimir to oppose terrorism and to work for a closer link between peasants and workers—thereby overcoming two perceived weaknesses in the People’s Will organization. But he had no better answer than anyone else to the problem of the gap between intellectuals and the lower classes—even after his conversion to Marxism. By 1888, he had established in Kazan
the first full-fledged Marxist circle in the Volga region, with the expressed purpose of creating authentic working-class political leaders like Bebel, not theoreticians like Kautsky.11

Despite energetic organizational efforts and a program of illegal publications stretching from Vladimir to Kazan, Fedoseev never realized his dream. He was arrested in the summer of 1894 and sent on a long and arduous journey through the Russian North to Verkholensk in distant Siberia. There he sought to retain his sanity by writing a major Marxist treatise on the economic causes for ending serfdom in Russia. But he was denounced as a bourgeois intellectual, and the isolation and humiliation visited upon him by fellow prisoners left him despondent and isolated. In the summer of 1898 he ventured forth into the taiga and shot himself.12

The anti-intellectualism that appears to have hounded Fedoseev to his death in Siberia also animated working-class agitation at the other end of the Russian Empire in Vilnius. The large Jewish proletariat there took the lead in juxtaposing concrete action among workers to the abstract argumentation of intellectuals. One Jewish worker, Arkady Kremer, recommended “agitation” as a corrective to the previous emphasis on “propaganda” conducted by intellectuals. He was himself then challenged by an even more anti-intellectual Jewish worker, Abraham Gordon, who accused Kremer of viewing workers as “cannon fodder of the revolution,” seeking to manipulate them while retarding their true political education.13

The call for direct proletarian action was brought from western Russia to St. Petersburg in 1893 by Yury Martov, a Russified Jewish intellectual who had been exiled to Vilnius after participating in the workers’ demonstration at the funeral of Shelgunov in 1891. He returned to St. Petersburg in 1893, armed with Kremer’s On Agitation as a guide book for mass action.

The drive towards agitation was an eastern echo of the western syndicalist passion for direct action. But it was something much deeper as well. The revolutionary tradition was striving for roots in the soil, liberation from its century-long dependence on “verbal talismans.” There was a thirst if not for blood, then at least for some kind of blood ritual: a longing to be reborn and not merely republished.

Thus Martov went even further than Fedoseev, who had rejected the label Marxist, rejecting as well the terms socialism and social democracy. He sought to break the inherited habits of thought as well as the assumptions of leadership by Russian intellectuals. He wanted workers to unify around an accumulation of specific struggles rather than the refinement of general concepts, and he was the most important figure in drawing the twenty-odd Marxist groups that sprang up within the capital into the Union of Struggle for the Emancipation of the Working Class, which took shape late in November 1895: “the first Russian Social Democratic organization that made mass agitation the pivot of its activity.”14 The Union’s Vilnius program of accelerated agitation on behalf of the specific needs of workers sought to raise their level of political consciousness, not just their economic well-being.
The organization championed strikes and published some seventy agitational leaflets before its disintegration in 1897.

Lenin's first organizational affiliation had been as an eighteen-year-old youth from the fall of 1888 to May 1889 with the pioneering circle in Kazan led by Fedoseeef. But Lenin entered the stage of history as the coleader with Martov of the Union of Struggle and its most effective pamphleteer.

Superficially, Lenin was simply another provincial intellectual radicalized by early experiences. Shortly after his arrival in St. Petersburg on August 31, 1893, he gained acceptance in Marxist discussion groups largely as the younger brother of a martyred revolutionary. Expelled from Kazan University for participating in a student demonstration, he had found a new Western "bible" in Samara (Marx's Das Kapital). In St. Petersburg, his Marxist education continued within the circle of a young electrical engineer, R. E. Klasson, who had founded in 1890 the first serious Marxist discussion group in St. Petersburg before setting off to study German Social Democracy first hand from 1891-93. Lenin's future wife, Nadezhda Krupskaiia, had belonged to Klasson's circle, which had sought to bridge the gap between thinker and worker by leaning initially more on Lassalle, who had pioneered mass mobilization, than on the more theoretical Marx.

Lenin's first long work, What the "Friends of the People" are and how they fight the Social Democrats ( hectographed in 1894), echoed Engels's final view that famine and plague were accelerating the pace of capitalist development in Russia, and that Russia could progress to revolution only through a period of capitalist development. Lenin visited Germany in the summer of 1895. Arrested early in December 1895 for his role in organizing the Union of Struggle, Lenin spent a year in a St. Petersburg prison, followed by three years in a Siberian exile that was far more pleasant than that of his earliest Marxist mentor, Fedoseeef. Granted solitude, the companionship of his wife, and access to a large library, Lenin wrote his most technical economic work, The Development of Capitalism in Russia, which was published legally in 1899. It was a final assault on the populist illusion that Russia could somehow avoid the capitalist stage of economic development. Then in 1900 began his long exile in the West, where he founded the journal Iskra in 1900 and the Bolshevik party in 1903.

Prior to this "Iskra period" (1900-3), Lenin gave few indications of his future divergence from the still-dominant German model of Social Democracy, especially in its theoretical translation by Plekhanov. If Plekhanov provided philosophical arguments for Marxism out of his extensive contacts with German Social Democrats abroad, Peter Struve joined Lenin on the economic front in attacking populism after he was "carried away by German Social-Democracy and its successes" on a trip to Germany. His Critical Notes on the Problem of Economic Development of Russia sold out an entire edition of one thousand two hundred within two weeks of its publication in 1894, boldly contending that Russia's woes came not from the fact that capitalism was developing on Russian soil, but from the weakness of that development.
Though Lenin and Struve met and quarreled briefly late in 1894, such conflicts did not then occupy either of them long. They and all others calling themselves Marxists felt too dependent on each other and on the Germans after the repression that followed the industrial unrest of late 1895 and 1896 inside Russia. Struve went abroad for consultations with German Social Democrats in Berlin and with Plekhanov's Liberation of Labor group and the Jewish Social Democrats in London. He returned in the autumn of 1896 to become the editor of a formerly populist journal, Novoe Slovo; and he provided the imprisoned Lenin with books and printed articles smuggled from Lenin's cell before the latter's exile to Siberia.

Though decimated by the repression in St. Petersburg, Social Democracy left behind Unions of Struggle and Workers' Committees throughout much of the Russian Empire. The "fetishization of organization" acquired from the Germans increased the desire for nationwide consolidation in Russia. Representatives of the newly formed Jewish Social Democratic Bund met clandestinely in Minsk with representatives of six other small groups on March 1–3, 1898, for the first and founding congress of the Russian Social Democratic Workers' party. Its manifesto, written by Struve, declared the struggle for the "total conquest of political liberty" to be "the most immediate task of the party." A Central Committee and party organ (Rabochaia Gazeta of Kiev) were chosen; Lenin was designated director of pamphlet publication; and Plekhanov's group was charged with foreign liaison. The Central Committees of both the Jewish Bund and the Russian party were, however, arrested almost immediately; and the printing press of the Kiev journal was confiscated. Only with the formation of the rival, neo-populist Socialist Revolutionary party (1901) and the refounding of a Social Democratic party (1902–3) was Russia to acquire enduring nationwide revolutionary organizations. Until unrest swelled into revolution in 1905, the various Marxist groups of the Russian Empire still tended to look to the German party for leadership. Indeed, German authority in some respects increased as the growing flood of Russian revolutionary emigration turned increasingly to Berlin. To understand the Leninism that took shape on the eve of the Russian Revolution of 1905, one must turn from the German seed to the Russian soil in which it grew, and consider both the new type of apparatchik which first emerged in these formative years and the recurrence in Russia of the classic theme of Right-Left interaction.

**Russian Roots**

In a new introduction to Marx's *Class Struggles in France*, published early in 1895 just before his death, Engels hailed the German Social Democrats as the "party of overthrow" which had emerged unbroken
from underground existence and was destined to become the new state
religion of the very empire that had persecuted them. 24 If one simply
substitutes the Russian for the German Empire, Engels can be cred­
ited with a prediction of things to come. At the very time in the 1890s
when the German Social Democrats were becoming too involved in the
existing system to remain a "party of overthrow," the Russians were
becoming too estranged from their system to settle for anything less.

The remarkable revival of the Russian revolutionary tradition after
the 1880s grew in part out of the deep interior of Russia itself, where
Lenin had spent the first twenty-three years of his life. Like Stenka
Razin, leader of the greatest of all Russian peasant upheavals, Lenin
was born in Simbirsk (now Ulyanovsk) and spent all of his formative
years in the Volga region on the border between Europe and Asia. There
the authority of distant, Westward-looking St. Petersburg was never
entirely legitimiz ed—and the dangers of frontier violence never en­
tirely absent. Of his many revolutionary pseudonyms, he eventually
settled on the one derived from the coldest and easternmost of the
great Siberian rivers, the Lena.

If Lenin drew strength like Antaeus from his Siberian exile in the
late 1890s, he drew his organizational ideas from the ascetic, self-sacri­
ficial traditions of the Russian revolutionary tradition. His dedication to
this tradition enabled him to remain largely unaffected by Western
exile after 1900, and to change the state religion of the Russian Empire
from Orthodox Christianity to his kind of Orthodox Marxism within six
months of his return in April 1917. One must turn, therefore, to the
peculiarities of a Russian tradition which Marx underestimated to un­
derstand the revolution which deified him.

Lenin was baptized into the revolutionary faith by the hanging of his
older brother, Alexander, in May 1887, for participating in a plot to
assassinate the tsar. 25 His path to the revolutionary profession was
otherwise altogether typical of established Russian tradition. He was a
middle-class intellectual, the radical son of a liberal father. After be­
ing expelled from Kazan University for participating in a student demon­
stration, he gained both the time and the motivation to study the works
of earlier Russian revolutionaries, particularly Chernyshevsky. 26 He
was first exposed to Marxism in Fedoseev’s circle through reading the
authoritative Das Kapital rather than the exhortative Communist Man­
ifesto. During the four years he spent in Samara on the upper Volga
from October 1889 to August 1893, Lenin had considerable contact
with a powerful survivor of the Russian Blanquist tradition, who later
wrote that “the idea of the dictatorship of the proletariat had already
occurred to him.” 27

After moving to St. Petersburg to study law in 1893, Lenin plunged
into the ideological struggle against the populist belief that mass sup­
port for any revolution must come from the peasantry. Mikhailovsky,
whom Lenin had met in Samara in 1892, became a special polemic
target in Lenin’s What the “Friends of the People” are and how they
fight the Social Democrats in 1894.
This work already revealed two enduring and interrelated characteristics of Lenin as a revolutionary: his focus on power and his contempt for the intelligentsia. Lenin sought not so much to refute the populists’ misunderstanding of Marxism or their errors of analysis (the main complaints of simultaneous antipopulist tracts by Plekhanov and Struve respectively), but rather to wrest away from the populists the appealing title of “friend of the people.”

Mikhailovsky stood in a kind of apostolic succession to Herzen and Chernyshevsky as the journalistic spokesman of the revolutionary intelligentsia, and Lenin sought in effect to substitute himself for Mikhailovsky as heir to that sacred tradition. One of his most important and original slogans was first formulated in another work of the same year, this time addressed not to his populist foes but to an insufficiently militant Marxist ally. Rebuking Struve for using “the language of an objectivist and not a Marxist (materialist),” Lenin insisted: “Materialism contains within it, so to speak, a party spirit (partiinost’)” that requires addressing all social questions from the perspective of class warfare and rejecting the narrow “spirit of the circles” (kruzhkovshchina) in which intellectuals simply talk to each other.

Lenin threw himself into the polemic campaigns of the Union of Struggle, which had at least succeeded in linking the intellectual elite with genuine working-class organizations. More than 70 percent of the more than one hundred fifty identified members of the union were workers, yet the organizational structure of the union followed the established conspiratorial traditions of Russian revolutionaries rather than anything even faintly resembling German Social Democracy. A “directing center” of five intellectuals headed by Lenin stood at the center of the organizing group of seventeen. Three regional groups in St. Petersburg were each headed by one of the five directors. The two key directors (Lenin and Martov) were exempted from local affiliations to provide strategic direction and ensure maximum security. There were no workers in the central directorate; and proletarian participation was apparently confined to the special category of “worker-organizers” who provided the link between the Social Democratic circles of different plants within each of the three districts.

Martov (leader of the fraction called “the young”) appears to have done more than the “elder” Lenin to lead the St. Petersburg union away from the traditional tutorial relationship to the lower classes. His concept of agitation combined the syndicalist idea of direct action on immediate issues with the Marxist conviction that each individual action should deepen proletarian confidence that “the struggle will not stop until the complete emancipation of the workers from the oppression of capital is achieved.”

Lenin participated in the union for only a few weeks before he was arrested, but he continued to communicate with the organization fairly freely during his year in prison prior to exile. The question of the extent of Lenin’s influence on the group has unnecessarily preoccupied historians, who have not yet perhaps devoted enough attention to the
possible influence of the group on Lenin. For Lenin's associates during this period remained close to him throughout the decade from his first arrival in St. Petersburg until the formal birth of the Bolshevik party in 1903. Most of them played important roles during Lenin's short-lived rule over the new Soviet state. Whatever the exact nature of Lenin's leadership over them, he also clearly needed them to build a political organization. Thus, Lenin's key associates of this formative decade can be described as the first Leninist apparatus: the "men of the apparatus" (apparatchiki) who preceded—and in many ways created—the Leninist "party of a new type."

Lenin's key associates were almost all middle-class intellectuals drawn to revolutionary activity not so much out of deep conviction as out of the inertial habit of the St. Petersburg student subculture. Unlike the earlier student radicals who were consumed by ideas, these young Marxists were basically technicians in pursuit of careers. They were trained in engineering tasks for jobs in the rapidly growing industrial sector of the Russian Empire; they sought to apply the professional standards acquired in their technical training to revolutionary activity as well. They came together in a single place in St. Petersburg that may have been as important in incubating revolution there as the Palais-Royal had once been in Paris. Just as the royal house of Orléans had unintentionally provided sanctuary for proto-revolutionary intellectuals in the late 1780s, so the imperially favored Technological Institute offered a century later a sheltered hothouse in cold St. Petersburg for new revolutionary growth.

The Technological Institute

The St. Petersburg Practical Technological Institute of Emperor Nicholas I had produced its share of revolutionary heroes in the 1870s and experienced its share of restrictions in the 1880s, including the reintroduction of the hated student uniform. What enabled the institute to provide the strategic command post for the next stage of revolutionary unrest was the creation in one corner of its massive pentagonal courtyard of a separate three-story building, which was completely controlled by students and eventually became in effect a liberated zone for revolutionaries.

Originally built in 1879–80 as an apolitical student dining facility, the building became the center for a growing range of student-run activities, particularly after the formation in 1884 of the "society of technologists," which initially focused on the problem of finding jobs. This inner building became both a gathering place and a citadel for the new generation of students who were helping Russia enter the industrial era. The institute was the largest technical school in Russia, bringing more than five hundred students together in one concentrated location (unlike the dispersed buildings of the university), and subjecting them to a harsh common regimen of laboratories and workshops that "reminded one considerably more of a factory or plant than of anything taking place in a university."
Some of the pioneering Jewish Social Democrats arrived at the institute from Vilnius in 1885, and further contacts with revolutionary centers were facilitated by the founding of an affiliated institute at Kharkov the following year. A Polish student apparently first introduced Marxist ideas to the institute; the student dining facility provided a secure meeting place; and the well-stocked library in the same student-run building soon included at least four copies of Das Kapital, which was otherwise almost unobtainable in St. Petersburg. By the early 1890s, each higher educational institution in the capital had acquired (in the words of Lenin's future wife, Nadezhda Krupskaia) “its own physiognomy.” The Forestry Institute was a center of populism, the University of “legal Marxism,” and the Technological Institute of revolutionary Social Democracy.\footnote{The Path to Power: Lenin 453}

The first group to combine the study of Marxism with the organization of workers was led by a railroad engineer at the institute, Mikhail Brusnev. The key figure in this circle was a young Siberian student at the institute, Leonid Krasin. His account of these years sounds at first like a repetition of earlier circles of the Russian revolutionary intelligentsia. The students discovered the progressive use of scientific discoveries for revolutionary ends (from the Greek fire to Kibalchich's bomb); identified with the traditions of the intelligentsia (demonstrating at the funeral of Nicholas Shelgunov in 1891); and appointed themselves leaders over the workers, among whom allegedly, “the intellectual is needed for systematic activity and propaganda.” \footnote{The Path to Power: Lenin 453}

Yet that link with the working class represents one of those powerful turning points in human history. Brusnev’s new circle of 1891 suddenly plunged the intellectual avant-garde into the real world of the Russian working classes. Brusnev himself was the nonintellectual son of a Don Cossack with broad connections in the working class. He and Osip Tsivinsky, another Pole with practical experience among the proletariat, worked with Krasin, who became the leader of a new group of Social Democratic textile workers.

The great divide between intellectuals and workers was bridged in rituals that had some of the qualities of baptism into a new life. Krasin had to don older clothes, take a new name (“Nikitich”), and move across the city from the world in which electricity had been introduced to a world still largely in darkness. He learned workers’ slang and incorporated some of it into a proclamation for a strike in the St. Petersburg port district in 1890; but his language was denounced as too bashkovity (eggheaded) by workers who resented following a leader too young to grow a full moustache.\footnote{The Path to Power: Lenin 453}

Brusnev’s followers used familial forms and designations like “father” for the leading worker-organizer and “uncle” for Brusnev’s leading collaborator.\footnote{The Path to Power: Lenin 453} And there were more than a few wives. Krupskaia was only one of four female teachers who participated in the new evening “Sunday School” for workers organized by the Brusnev circle and ended up marrying one of the male revolutionaries.\footnote{The Path to Power: Lenin 453}

But the only way of ultimately bridging the gap between intellectuals
and workers was by forcing both to become something neither of them had been before: full-time, professional organizers. Thus, in 1890 was born in effect the first systematic cadre training program of the modern revolutionary tradition: the so-called Circle of Organizers (kruzhok organizatorov). The tradition of the People’s Will was modified by the technical and managerial training of the Technological Institute itself in a move towards the professionalization that was essential to combat more sophisticated police methods.

The Circle of Organizers met secretly during the worship hours on Sunday and on workday evenings; and the inner party apparatus of the future can be viewed as its direct lineal descendant. The circle essentially organized the Shelgunov demonstration in March and the first May Day demonstration in 1891; Krasin organized on its behalf in the same year the first Social Democratic women’s organization in Russia. There were concerted efforts to recruit seminarians in the Theological Academy of the Alexander Nevsky Lavra and to start a parallel organizing effort in the Taganka section of Moscow; but police repression decimated the organization, expelling one hundred students including Krasin from St. Petersburg after the Shelgunov demonstration, and arresting Brusnev himself the following year. Their departure served only to scatter new ideas of Social Democratic organization into the various regions of Russia where the expelled and arrested organizers were sent. Krasin had a chance to play the role of spreading the gospel of Social Democratic revolutionary organization in Nizhni-Novogord, Irkutsk, the Crimea, Kharkov, and finally in Baku, where he was given a key engineering job in an electrical company by the exiled originator of the Social Democratic agitation in the Technological Institute, R. E. Klasson.

Klasson and Krasin were part of a kind of electricians’ mafia, which enjoyed a certain immunity from prosecution because of the desperate need in a rapidly industrializing economy for native technology. Gleb Krzhizhanovsky of Samara, another product of the St. Petersburg Technological Institute, became a legend in the revolutionary underground for his skillful use of electrical technology for revolutionary purposes, and was repeatedly aided in exile by classmates from the institute.

The most famous alumna of Klasson’s original Marxist discussion group in the St. Petersburg Technological Institute of 1890 was Krupskaia. She joined the Brusnev circle in 1891, met Lenin several months after his arrival in St. Petersburg in 1893, was arrested and exiled in 1896 not long after Lenin, and married him in Siberia in 1898.

But the man who more than any other individual realized Krasin’s dream of professionalizing Social Democratic cadres within St. Petersburg during the 1890s was a taciturn Ukrainian named Stepan Radchenko. From the time he joined the Brusnev circle in 1891, he became in effect its leader. He may well have been the most important single figure in holding the Social Democratic movement together for the rest of the 1890s. He is surely the most neglected of all the founding fathers of Bolshevism.
Radchenko's importance lay not in ideas—he never wrote a single published article—but in his role as a technician among technicians. He was perhaps the first truly professional apparatchik, a man not of grand plans, but of a hundred carefully executed details: the relatively noble progenitor of an altogether frightening species.

Nothing is known about his activities from the time in 1887 he arrived in St. Petersburg from Kiev to study at the Technological Institute until his first appearance in a Marxist circle in 1890. He clearly played an important role in deepening the links between intellectual circles and workers' organizations, and his conspiratorial genius enabled him to be the sole member of the circle to elude arrest during the police crackdown in the summer of 1892. Radchenko became the first of the "eternal students" who were to become so characteristic of later, Stalinist youth festivals—staying on at the Technological Institute even after completing his courses in 1892 to continue the work of Brusnev. He brought Krzhizhanovsky into the revived circle in 1892 and Lenin the following year (along with both his and Lenin's future wives). Just as Radchenko had accompanied Lenin at key moments in the 1893-95 period in St. Petersburg, so his wife Ludmilla Baranskaia subsequently accompanied Krupskaia in exile. Both before and after Lenin's Siberian exile, Radchenko's apartment was the site of more key meetings than anywhere else. Radchenko was part of the five-man inner directorate of the Union of Struggle in St. Petersburg in 1895-96; the sole delegate from St. Petersburg to the founding congress of the Russian Social Democratic Labor party at Minsk in 1898; a principal contact with Lenin when he returned from Siberia in February 1900; and the main representative in St. Petersburg of Iskra later in the year.

The crucial, simple fact about this ubiquitous yet strangely silent figure was that he was the man who could get things done. In a world of expansive talkers, he was the one who could act quickly and effectively. He was the indispensable man who could, at short notice, find the place for a secure meeting, print a leaflet, forge a passport, find and deliver money, deliver and pick up mail, and provide supplies ranging from secret ink to statistical information. Radchenko's original circle in the early 1890s was called "the technologists." He soon professionalized Krasin's circle of organizers, creating a "technical bureau" at its core, which became in many ways the only body to have a continuing existence amidst the fluid Social Democratic groups that proliferated in St. Petersburg during the early 1890s.

Radchenko's style was radically different from either the courtroom histrionics of the revolutionary populists of the 1870s or the icy bravado of a Nechaev in prison disputing with his guards and fantasizing princely titles for himself. Radchenko avoided both the limelight and the prison cell, remaining perpetually, professionally, in the shadows. Though twice arrested, he was not held for long prior to 1902. The police could never find incriminating materials on his person. His
grateful fellow revolutionaries—not he himself—assigned him titles of revolutionary nobility; and they were titles appropriate to the new military-industrial society in which their movement was now operating: inzhener, general, and direktor. These pseudonyms—engineer, general, and director—were continuously used by a revolutionary generation reluctant to confer title of any kind on anyone.

Radchenko's pivotal role in early Social Democracy was, however, not just the result of faceless technical competence. He was looked to as the man who could communicate effectively between a hard core of revolutionaries and a softer outer penumbra of sympathizers. He was thus not a sectarian conspirator, but a true apparatchik who expressed loyalty to the inner cause precisely by extending his contact outward for purposes of recruitment, intelligence, and manipulation. In the words of a key contemporary and coworker, Radchenko was a leader in "diplomatic relations with the legal Marxists and with other Social Democratic groups in the capital: and with different organizations of intellectuals, circles of writers, students, and cultural activists." He was also a communications link between the earliest Marxists on the upper Volga (the followers of Fedoseev) and the émigrés in Switzerland.

Two factors in his youthful background helped Radchenko become apparatchik-in-chief of the St. Petersburg intellectuals. He had been immersed in the professional revolutionary traditions of the Ukraine and, at the same time, in the practical experience of dealing with working people.

Radchenko was the second oldest of eleven children born to a merchant father of Cossack descent near Chernigov, where he acquired a sense of regional pride in the native sons of that region (Lizogub, Zheliabov, and Kibalchich) who had first infused revolutionaries in St. Petersburg with a commitment to terrorism. He always referred to the student dining hall of the Technological Institute, where he recruited intellectuals for revolutionary activity, as the "Zaporozhian Sech'," the legendary site of Cossack freedom and self-determination on the lower Dnepr. He leaned heavily in all his activities on a kind of Ukrainian network. He retained close links with Kiev, which created the largest Union of Struggle outside St. Petersburg and provided half of the six organizations that met with Radchenko to form the Russian Social Democratic Labor party in 1898. Radchenko appears to have depended on his brothers, his Ukrainian schoolmates, and his Ukrainian assistant, A. Malchenko, for the anonymous and variegated forms of assistance he perpetually needed. When pressed to break his silence and explain where he procured supplies for his fellow revolutionaries, he answered, "through Polish technologists," and his familiarity with the Polish language and Polish revolutionaries in the western Ukraine probably were sources of aid and support.

In January 1894, after Martov received a doctor's permission to return to St. Petersburg, he counselled his revolutionary friends to cease thinking of themselves as displaced Jews and Poles, to stop fantasizing about "broad plans," and "to go humbly as 'students' to Radchenko and his 'elders' into the already existing Petersburg organization in the
same way that I went as a student to the Marxists in Vilnius.” Radchenko’s group absorbed and propagated Martov’s theory of direct agitation among workers, which had arisen from his contacts with Polish workers in prison and Jewish organizational work in Vilnius. Martov viewed Radchenko’s pioneering work in reaching the working classes as an antidote to what he then characterized as the “Blanquism” of most St. Petersburg-based revolutionaries.

Radchenko appears to have moved easily and invisibly among workers in St. Petersburg. He introduced Lenin into his Sunday circle of workers when Lenin came to St. Petersburg briefly in the fall of 1891 to ascertain conditions for entering the university. Radchenko at that time led both Lenin and the workers in the discussion of Marxism. He became “the guide of other revolutionaries into the working milieu”; and Lenin, like everyone else, regarded him as “our most skilled conspirator.” Radchenko arranged to finance and print most of the early Marxist attacks on the populists, including Lenin’s *What the “Friends of the People” Are* of 1894; and it was in his flat that Lenin and other St. Petersburg Social Democrats proclaimed themselves a Union of Struggle for the Liberation of the Working Class. Radchenko’s importance increased after Lenin and other leaders were arrested in December 1895; and he played a leading role in the gathering of July 18, 1896, in a forest outside St. Petersburg where the Union of Struggle organized itself for a further round of strikes. Arrested in August, he was released in November to assume uncontested command of the organization. He was its (and St. Petersburg’s) sole delegate to the founding conference of the Russian Social Democratic party at Minsk in 1898, and was probably responsible for inserting the word “labor” into the official name of the party.

Radchenko played a decisive role in beating down the proposal of St. Petersburg workers to create a separate treasury for purely economic needs and struggles. He thus anticipated Lenin’s opposition to “economism” divorced from the political struggle. Indeed, he may even have originated this “Leninist” attitude. Recent Soviet archival research indicates that Radchenko opposed Lenin’s first advocacy of agitation among workers in the fall of 1894 as a repudiation of revolutionary militancy in favor of “the fight ‘for a five-copeck piece,’ ‘for boiling water’ and for other economic demands.”

Thus from the time he was released from prison late in November 1896 until he was rearrested in 1902 and exiled for the remaining nine years of his life, Radchenko was the most important single leader among St. Petersburg Social Democrats. During this period, a remarkably common set of assumptions developed among professional Social Democratic organizers. With the exception of a few aristocratic intellectuals like Struve, who always believed in freedom more than in equality, most Social Democrats accepted conspiratorial means to accomplish social revolution. They believed that both general Marxist propaganda and specific proletarian agitation were needed to produce a popular “party” that would be more than an intellectual “sect.” Even Martov, the future Menshevik and leader of the “young” rivals to the Radchenko-
Lenin "elders," preached the need for "a conspiratorial organization" to be "embedded in a wide social democratic party." 62

Russian revolutionary Social Democrats were deeply disturbed by the sudden appearance of "economism," the Russian form of the reformist German "revisionism." After a severe crackdown on the Union of Struggle in December 1895, strikers in 1896–97 had turned away from militant Social Democratic objectives towards the pursuit of purely economic goals. Almost immediately after the founding of the new Russian Social Democratic Labor party, both its designated official party organization in the emigration (The Union of Russian Social Democrats Abroad) and its official journal within the Russian Empire (Rabochee Delo, "the workers' cause") accepted the new emphasis on attainable economic goals rather than unrealistic political revolutionary plans.

In 1899, there was a new and more violent turn to labor unrest (centered among metallurgical workers in St. Petersburg and the Ukraine) and a marked revival of student unrest. Lenin and the other exiled agitators of an earlier era sent from Siberia a "protest of the seventeen" against the drift of Social Democracy away from revolution. In that final year of exile, Lenin devised the basic implements for building a new revolutionary party to check the drift to reformism and mobilize the new unrest.

He began with that basic building block of modern revolutionary organizers: a three-man, central cell. In correspondence with Martov and Potresov, Lenin spoke of them as the "troika" or "triple alliance" who would accomplish the "conquest of the party" upon their release.63 Their main weapon was to be the favored device of totalistic revolutionaries since Bonneville’s Tribun du Peuple and Bouche de Fer: an ideological-political journal. Its title Iskra (The Spark) and its epigraph, "from the spark comes the flame," revived a classic metaphor; and Lenin extended it by calling his journal "an enormous bellows that would blow every spark . . . into a general blaze." 64

Lenin went abroad with Potresov, allied himself with Plekhanov and other anti-economist émigrés, and began publishing Iskra in December 1900 in Germany with Krupskaia as co-editor. In "Where to begin?," published in the fourth issue in May 1901, Lenin summoned up the Bonneville-Babeuf image of a newspaper as a "tribune" designed to "awaken in all strata of the people . . . a passion for political arraignments." 65

The central newspaper became for Lenin "not only a collective propagandist and collective agitator, but also a collective organizer." "Technical work itself" for the new journal would create "the net of local agents for a unified party . . . accustomed to execute regularly detailed functions on a nationwide scale." 66

The very process of distributing the journal involved creating the nucleus of a new party: "a network of agents that would automatically form itself in the process of establishing and distributing a common newspaper . . . doing precisely such regular work as would guarantee the greatest probability of success in the case of an uprising." 67

Thus, Lenin blended—as none since the Saint-Simonians had—the concept of a central journal of ideological indoctrination with a system
of nationwide organization dedicated to social revolution. Lenin added
the element of conspiratorial organization that originated with Babeuf
and reached a new intensity in the Russian revolutionary tradition.
The production of Iskra became intertwined with the perfecting of
cyphers, pseudonyms, and false addresses; while the press was also
used for such tasks as printing false passports (Bulgarian and German
being easier than Russian to forge). The flow of information out of
Russia and the distribution of the journal in from the editorial center
in Munich involved a clandestine transportation system which operated
through a host of illegal centers and, by 1903, involved some one thou-
sand Iskouzty.

A number of Lenin's former comrades helped form local Iskra cells
in the regions where they were sent after Siberian exile: Krasin in the
Caucasus, Malchenko in Nizhni-Novgorod, and Martov, the third of
Lenin's "triumvirs," in and around Poltava. Radchenko's wife also set
off for Poltava in the summer of 1900, launching a remarkable family
effort to weave a net of supporters throughout Russia. Lenin had al-
most certainly relied on the Radchenkos for local arrangements earlier
in 1900, when he stopped off in Pskov en route from Siberia to West-
ern exile. Radchenko's wife (known as "Pasha" and direktorska—the
"directress") helped organize successively the two most important
Ukrainian centers for Iskra and the southern transportation route for
smuggling the journal from abroad. Radchenko's younger brother Ivan
(known as "Arkady" and "Kas'ian") set up a secret press in Kishinev
which began reprinting Iskra on Russian soil. Stepan himself became
the principal agent in St. Petersburg, and Lenin asked him in April to
set up a kind of bibliographical review board for Iskra of works pub-
lished inside Russia.

Lenin first asked him to enlist for the Iskra net the young intellec-
tuals who had formed the revolutionary extremist group Sotsialist, and
then dispatched an emissary to work through Radchenko in setting up a
regular organization in St. Petersburg that would link Iskra with the
remains of the Union of Struggle. In the late summer of 1901, the
"director" was renamed "general" in a kind of battlefield promotion
for Radchenko by the revolutionary underground. Up until his arrest
and the effective end of his career on December 4, 1901, he played
a key role in the "socialist postal service" used to distribute the jour-
nal—the trunks with concealed compartments, the dummy addresses
(iauki), the writing of messages in invisible ink between the lines of
innocuous publications (so-called lastochki or "swallows"). When his
arrest was followed by that of his wife, his brother Ivan took over leader-
ship of the St. Petersburg bureau of Iskra and played a leading role in
the Organizational Committee formed inside Russia to prepare for a
congress of the Social Democratic party. He represented Iskra at the
preparatory conference in Pskov before he, too, was arrested late in
1902.

Though they were unsuccessful in forming stable, central leadership
within Russia, the Iskra groups did succeed in spreading propaganda
and new agitational techniques into many local settings. The charac-
teristic structure was a small inner cell of organizers (often with a name like Spartacus), which would publish fly sheets weekly and distribute them widely (sometimes in colored paper in children's schools or thrown randomly into theaters when the lights went down). The organizers would also arrange small meetings of twenty-five to thirty committed Social Democrats to discuss contemporary problems (letuchki or flying meetings) and larger gatherings of thirty to one hundred fifty that included nonparty sympathizers (massovki or mass meetings).

The Organizational Committee for Iskra inside Russia first began the widespread usage of the word partiiny (party-spirited)—often reinforced with the prefix obshche, indicating a common, overall, or higher party spirit. Lenin was responding to Marx's earlier call for a "party in the great historical sense": a revolutionary body capable of conquering power.

Partiinost' in this sense was the direct opposite of that amateurism in technique and provincialism of perspective described by the term kustarnichestvo, a word Lenin began using regularly to denounce the sloppiness in method and absorption in local concerns that Iskra organizers found dominant within the masses themselves. Just as economism might blunt the revolutionary aims of a "party in the great historical sense," so kustarnichestvo might blunt its centralized discipline. The word had been used traditionally to describe the primitive methods of home industries in Russia. Lenin clearly preferred methods of revolutionary organization appropriate to the modern industrial era of large-scale factories. He needed his "directors" no less than did the bourgeois owners of factories; his "generals" no less than the tsarist protectors of privilege.

In December 1901 (the very month that "the general," Stepan Radchenko, was arrested), Lenin first used the pseudonym "N. Lenin" under which he was to become commander-in-chief of the revolutionary army. His articles in Iskra can be thought of as revolutionary communiques—usually focused on a single theme which was often reducible to a single slogan, invariably enlisting emotion as well as intellect in the pursuit of some immediate goal. Lenin saw all his Iskra associates as engaged in a kind of basic training for a future revolution, "doing precisely such regular work as would guarantee the greatest probability of success in the case of an uprising."

Like any other modern army, Lenin's Bolshevik party depended on the invisible work of trained technicians: apparatchiki like the Radchenkos. Their professional anonymity has made it almost impossible to reconstruct the full story of what they did to create a Social Democratic party, but it is possible to identify another place in St. Petersburg that played at the turn of the century almost as important a role as the Technological Institute. The German model of Social Democracy was in some ways transmitted and transformed into a dynamic new Russian revolutionary organization through the new Siemens-Halske factory in St. Petersburg. Radchenko went to work there after his expulsion from the Technological Institute in 1893; and his technical duties enabled him to have constant access to the means of transportation and com-
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munication for the Iskra net. Krzhizhanovsky likewise used his training as an electrical engineer to set up the most important single center of Iskra activity in the interior (in Samara); and he was later strategically placed for Bolshevik organizational work by Leonid Krasin, who had worked for Siemens in Germany and returned to resume Bolshevik activity in Russia as an official Siemens representative: first as head of the Moscow branch and supervisor of its electrification program and thence to St. Petersburg as head of all Siemens operations in Russia. Thus, some of the dynamism of the Russian proletarian party came from the German capitalist firm that had invented the dynamo.

Krasin inherited Stepan Radchenko's revolutionary nickname, "director"; and he—like the other original technologist-apparatchiks—would play an important role in the management of the new Soviet state. But the man who turned all their tactical technology into revolutionary strategy was, of course, Lenin himself.

The Master Builder

The most distinctive feature of Lenin was his single-minded focus on political power. He was, as we have seen, a professional revolutionary before he became a Marxist; and he related his new doctrine more insistently to the struggle for power than had Marx himself. It is almost impossible to conceive of Lenin in exile following the example set by Marx of writing miscellaneous paid articles for the "bourgeois" press and devoting years of his life to a purely theoretical magnum opus like Capital. He was never as much at home in the British Museum as was Marx, the doctor of philosophy from Berlin in its golden age. Lenin studied fitfully and wrote rapidly. His prematurely abbreviated university career immersed him not in classical philosophy, but in the most political subject it was possible to study in Kazan and St. Petersburg: the law.

Lenin had adopted Marxism as a necessary alternative to the populist path for destroying autocracy. He adopted Marxism not as an open body of criticism for understanding society, but as a finished blueprint for changing it. In contrast to many other Marxist intellectuals in Russia, Lenin adhered almost uncritically to the main schema of Marxism until the final push to power in 1917, modifying the doctrine only slightly during and after the Revolution of 1905.

During his period of exile prior to that revolution, as we have seen, Lenin created a "party of a new type" to lead the struggle. In so doing, he followed more the Marx who periodically identified with Blanqui than the Marx and Engels who later accommodated themselves to German Social Democracy. In Iskra, journal though it was, Lenin was not de-
fining a doctrine so much as driving towards a destination. In his first sketch of a battle plan, “A Letter to a Comrade on our Organizational Tasks,” he described himself as leading an orchestra. The conductor needs to know “precisely who is playing which violin and where . . . who is playing wrongly . . . and who should be transferred how and where in order to correct the dissonance.”

His self-image in What Is To Be Done? is that of a master builder who “lays down a thread . . . visible to everyone” so that individual bricklayers will have a line to follow—each laying separate bricks yet realizing that there is a “final goal of the common work.” Lenin was not so much defining a general line as threading a specific path. As he attempted to orchestrate the sounds coming from Russia, he heard two major forms of dissonance. His special genius lay in demonstrating that discord from both “right” and “left” had the same basic source: “spontaneity.”

The necessary counterforce to such discord was “consciousness,” the source of discipline within an otherwise amorphous movement. But consciousness must be a source of discipline, not dissipation. Therefore, Lenin’s tract began with an assault on “freedom of criticism” as a dangerous slogan that would inevitably dilute revolutionary militance into democratic reformism. Freedom of criticism gave rise to “opportunism,” “economism,” and “trade unionism” by blunting the basic Marxist belief in the class struggle as the moving force of history. Unaided by the higher “consciousness” of a revolutionary ideology, the working class everywhere risked being limited to its “spontaneous” impulse to satisfy immediate wants. They became vulnerable thereby to the bribery of the bourgeoisie, which was made ideologically respectable by the ideology of “economism.”

But the terrorists on the Left also indulged in the sin of spontaneity. As the bourgeois intellectuals, they could not transcend their class origins. The working class as a result became infected with “the spontaneity of the hottest indignation of the intellectuals” that produced random violence without cumulative effect.

Thus Lenin introduced the chiaroscuro technique of modern communist polemics: the brightening of a changing line by the darkening of rivals on either side into “left” and “right” deviations: terrorism and economism, “adventurism” and “tail-endism,” left and right “liquidators” after the failure of revolution in 1905, and finally in the post-revolutionary era, the “infantile disorder” of “leftism” and the “bootlicking” “capitalulationism” of “the renegade Kautsky.” Stalin ritualized this process into a formula of rule by alternating purges of “left” and “right” (beginning with Trotsky and Bukharin respectively).

For Lenin, however, Marxism was the ideological cement needed for a harassed revolutionary movement—not pliable putty for a purveyor of power. Rather than more “theories of revolutionaries,” the Russian movement required a “revolutionary theory” and a “conscious” vanguard able to interpret and implement it. Thus Lenin issued his call for a secret, hierarchical organization of full-time professional revolutionaries to build a new type of party.

Lenin’s innovation in Russian revolutionary tradition lay in his in-
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sistence that this was a Marxist party whose interests were entirely those of the proletarian class. The relationship of his vanguard party to the working class was rather like that of a central nervous system to the body. It was indispensable to the body, but equally inseparable from it. Individual cells within this nervous system were thus inseparably bound both to the system of which they were a subordinate part and to the particular part of the body in which it functioned. Thus, “the centralization of the secret functions of the organization does not at all mean the centralization of all the functions of the movement.” Leninists were obliged to participate in all forms of activity that were genuine expressions of proletarian class interest (“the movement”) but to owe their basic allegiance at all times to the party: the organ of “consciousness” that alone gave the movement direction. From the beginning, therefore, there was a kind of provisional quality to the allegiance of any Leninist to anything outside his own elite organization. Lenin left no doubt of his determination to enforce that discipline, placing on his title page as if in answer to the question of the title itself: What Is To Be Done? the citation from a letter of Lassalle to Marx during the period when both were close to Blanqui:

... Party struggle lends a party strength and vitality, the greatest proof of the weakness of a party is its diffuseness and the blunting of strongly defined boundaries, a party strengthens itself by purging itself. . . .

Lenin waged his struggle at the Second Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Labor party held in Brussels and London from July 17 through August 10, 1903. He emerged at the end with both the name and the nucleus for his “party of a new type,” Bolshevism. His faction took its name, “the majority,” from the position it gained by following what was to become a classic “Bolshevik” technique: sheer persistence in pressing positions and never leaving meetings. Lenin was in a clear minority in the crucial voting on the definition of a party member, when the congress formally rejected Lenin’s insistence on a definition that emphasized central discipline and a full-time commitment. But Lenin persevered; and the majority support for Martov’s more democratic formulation eroded when representatives of the Jewish Bund and the “economists” left the congress in protest over other issues. Lenin used his temporary majority to elect his followers to the board of Iskra, officially designated as the central organ of the party, and to the Central Committee. Although by the end of the year Lenin was to lose this majority on Iskra (and later on the Central Committee), Bolshevism was born; and the larger, but more democratically disputatious group within the Social Democratic party was permanently adorned with the label of Menshevik, or “minority.”

Through a long series of tactical struggles with the Mensheviks involving many shifting alliances, Lenin consistently refused to compromise his concept of democratic centralism for the sake of some democratic consensus. He condemned the “toy forms” of democracy used by liberal politicians. He feared that any general campaign for voting rights in the Russian Empire would simply lead to another “imperial
plebiscite" expressing the attachment of the backward peasant masses to the tsar, just as the French masses had voted for Napoleon III.\(^9\) Lenin preferred to call for a “constituent assembly,” which was born in the French Revolution as an expression of revolutionary enthusiasm, rather than to call directly for a popular legislature which might deflect such enthusiasm into reformist channels.\(^9\)

Widely denounced as an “ultra-centralizer” and a “Blanquist,” Lenin consistently acted as if his Bolshevik faction was in fact the organ of consciousness of the proletariat. After forming his new type of party, his major accomplishment was retooling its Marxist ideology for use in the less-developed world that the partly Asian, largely peasant Russian Empire represented.

The first step was the explicit accommodation of bourgeois intellectuals within the proletarian vanguard. Just as a mysterious transformation of personal identity was thought to have occurred upon entering the inner circle of the original Bavarian Illuminists, so upon entering Lenin’s party “any distinction between workers and intellectuals must be completely obliterated.”\(^10\) The class function of this party was, in effect, to rebaptize intellectuals like Lenin as full-fledged proletarians. Such a ritual was essential because intellectuals were indispensable to any revolutionary elite.\(^10\) Explicit sanction for bourgeois intellectual leadership was essential in countries totally dependent for leadership on a small educated elite. Immediately after the Party Congress of 1903, Lenin appealed energetically to “revolutionary students” to raise their own “consciousness” by accepting his leadership.\(^10\)

Even more innovative was Lenin’s willingness to accommodate the peasantry within his alliance of progressive forces. Using an industrial metaphor, he was later to speak of a metal fusion (smychka), or “clamp,” joining workers and poor peasants. In his lengthy writings on the “rural poor” in 1902–3, he relied on Kautskian analysis and German illustrations, seeing hope for the peasantry only in their conversion into a rural proletariat of wage workers. But once revolution broke out in 1905, he immediately sensed the inadequacy of the classical Marxist formula of a “dictatorship of the proletariat” as the prescribed form of revolutionary rule. In early March 1905, he sketched the outline for an article suggesting that the proletariat and the poor peasantry together constituted the “real bearers of this revolution.” He expressed fear that an isolated uprising by the proletariat might lead only to a “spontaneous dictatorship of the proletariat,”\(^10\) which would presumably be drowned in a counter-revolutionary tide as was the insurgent Paris proletariat in June 1848.

At rival party congresses held in April 1905 the Bolsheviks showed more active interest than the Mensheviks in inciting and organizing the peasantry, even while recognizing the rural masses to be “spontaneous and politically unconscious.”\(^10\) Then in the summer of 1905, Lenin’s Two Tactics set forth a Marxist redefinition of the provisional government in a post-revolutionary society as a “revolutionary-democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry.”\(^10\)
Lenin returned to Russia from his Swiss exile in November 1905 during the unrest of the general strike into what he then called "the revolutionary whirlwind." Two months of ill-fated incitement to armed insurrection were followed by two years of organizational consolidation within a Social Democratic party that was nominally united at the Stockholm Congress in April 1906 and formally acknowledged the principle of "democratic centralism." Lenin urged boycotting the elections to the first Duma and taking part in the elections to the second; but as the Dumas were prorogued and reactionary rule descended, he once more retreated to the emigration in November 1907.

His major work in exile (Materialism and Empiriocriticism of 1908) seems to any educated Western mind an unusually dated and turgid exercise in polemic overkill against long-since-forgotten philosophers of science. Yet this work was important to Lenin in defending the claim of Marxism to represent scientific truth. His insistence on the scientific nature of his own Marxism intensified its appeal to the westernized elites of the less-developed lands. For them, Western science represented less an introduction to the experimental method of the laboratory than the acceptance of ultimate truths capable of shattering the shackles of traditional religion. Lenin's party of a new type provided, thus, a vehicle not just for the ambitions of intellectuals—but also for their quasi-religious visions of apocalyptical social transformation and their quasi-familial need for rituals of belonging and reassurance.

His combination of political intensity and scientific pretensions produced an important modification in the Marxist attitude towards religion. On the one hand, his attitude prior to the outbreak of revolution in 1905 was politically pragmatic and far more flexible than the Mensheviks and other Marxists. Iskra made extensive use of the established channels for smuggling religious books into Russia; and in What Is To Be Done? Lenin saw many of the persecuted sectarian religions in Russia providing "a means and occasion for political agitation, for drawing the masses into political struggle." At the Congress of 1903, one of Lenin's closest associates urged an alliance with these "popular democratic elements" in the struggle against "bourgeois democracy." He argued that Social Democrats could help raise the "political consciousness of the millions who comprise the people's democracy," and launched a journal Rassvet (The Dawn) and a campaign with Lenin's approval to work with religious dissenters "in order to draw them to Social Democracy."

Once the Revolution of 1905 was underway, however, Lenin turned from being merely anticlerical to being militantly antireligious. At the very height of revolutionary expectations late in the year, Lenin broke decisively with what had been the standard position of European Social Democrats since the Gotha program—religion was a private matter. He insisted that while religious beliefs might be private in relation to the state, "under no circumstances can we consider religion to be a private matter with regard to our own party." No past religion nor any future religion, even of the proletariat itself, was acceptable. The "science" of
Marxism was both necessary and sufficient for salvation, with Lenin an infallible and solely secular pope.

Lenin's doctrine had a special appeal to intellectuals from oppressed nationalities within and beyond the Russian Empire. Basically, he foresaw an end to all national identity in the coming universal social revolution, and already at the 1903 Congress had expressed the centralizer's hatred and suspicion of the federal principle which dated back to the Jacobins' critique of the Girondists. But in his first writing on the national question in 1903 he recognized that the "autonomy" of oppressed nationalities might be necessary under Russian conditions, and hailed the entry of "inflammable material into world politics" when the revolution in Russia was followed by an upheaval of 1906 in Persia and by the Young Turk revolt of 1908 in the Ottoman Empire. Lenin was open to the thought that "the European worker has Asian comrades," and violently opposed the support of any national cause in World War I. He opposed the war effort with a small but energetic group of left-wing Social Democrats in Switzerland during 1914-16, and went beyond the others in favoring the defeat of his own country.

His crowning work of this period codified for the less developed nations an easily understandable demonology. Imperialism was the "highest" or final stage of capitalism, and war was its inevitable by-product. War was not the conscious policy of anyone, but the form of convulsive collapse that capitalism assumed in its last stage, when the large capitalist states were consuming the smaller ones as well as their own and the external proletariat. The task of the proletariat was to turn the imperialist war among nations into a civil war among classes.

Lenin's theory of imperialism escalated the class struggle to the level of a global apocalypse. In this last stage, the European bourgeoisie had lost all its progressive features of an earlier era. It was now dominated by parasitic bankers who performed no entrepreneurial function and, in effect, started war "by clipping coupons." In the less developed Asian lands, Lenin believed the bourgeoisie might still have revolutionary potential, however; and one of the first proclamations of the new Bolshevik regime was its "Declaration of the Rights of Toiling and Exploited People."

Like the nine-headed beast in the Book of Revelation, the "ravening beasts" of finance capitalism were for Lenin a sign that the end of history was near. The millennium, of course, was the coming classless society. And just as the antichrist preceded the true Christ in Christian eschatology, so the imperialist war had concentrated power and mobilized the masses in ways that would make a proletarian take-over easier.

The chance for power came late in World War I, when the Russian Empire was staggered by the loss of five million killed and fifteen million removed from the economy. As winter set in in 1916 with a dwindling grain supply and 800 percent inflation, Russia was rocked by three successive shock waves. First came the revolt "from above"
of moderate liberals, the so-called “progressive bloc” in the Duma. They killed Rasputin, the symbol of imperial decadence, in January 1917, and sought to set up a regency under the Grand Duke Michael that would provide responsible, constitutional government with civil rights and local autonomy. Second came insurgency “from below” on March 8, 1917, when demonstrations led to fighting in St. Petersburg with one thousand casualties and to the replacement of tsardom by a Provisional Government pledged to convene a Constituent Assembly. At the same time the executive committee of the St. Petersburg Soviets set up an independent workers’ authority which grew steadily alongside the power of the provisional democratic government and created counterparts in other cities during the brief period between the end of tsardom in March 1917 and the success of Bolshevism in November.

The third shock wave was the Bolsheviks’ coup d’etat in November 1917, engineered and led by Lenin after his return from Switzerland to St. Petersburg in April. Lenin brought with him the aura of an authentic alternative to the suffering and quarreling of war-torn Russia; and he proved himself in the dazzling six months leading up to his own revolution, a master tactician bordering on genius.

His first and most essential step was to identify himself in a time of total confusion with the most utopian of all revolutionary positions: the anarchist vision of an imminent end to all authority. Lenin recognized that in a time when traditional ties have been severed, the most extreme position may suddenly become the most practical one for mobilizing the masses. Thus, just after the fall of the tsar and before returning to Russia, Lenin asked for Bakunin’s writings on the Paris Commune. He proceeded to write his great and influential treatise of the revolutionary year, *State and Revolution*. It was a work of anarchist fantasy—to be sure, a fantasy once shared with Bakunin briefly by Marx during their period of common excitement over the creative potential of the new forms of worker self-governance thrown up by the Paris Commune.

With the passion of an anarchist, Lenin rejected the parliamentary bodies of the bourgeoisie, who were seen as putting brakes on the revolutionary process. Lenin saw this as one of those periods when history was moving like a racing locomotive rather than a “slow freighter.” At such a time, there was a need for the “arming of the whole people” and the spontaneous political formation of “the people constituted in communes.” At such a moment the “conscious” vanguard party must put itself in tune with the “spontaneous” popular movement, which sought to smash the oppressive structures of the past and to create “democracy without parliamentarism.” Reaffirming all the while his “scientific” Marxist authority, Lenin suggested that the total smashing of the bourgeois state was imminent. The “dictatorship of the proletariat and poor peasantry” that was to follow the revolution would “wither away” in the very near future. Since all coercion had its roots in class oppression, all instruments of coercion would simply vanish in the classless society. In Lenin’s astonishingly
utopian image, any conflict or excess after a successful proletarian revolution would require "no special machine, no special apparatus of suppression."

This will be done by the armed people themselves as simply and as readily as any crowd of civilized people even in modern society interferes to put a stop to a scuffle or to prevent a woman from being assaulted.\textsuperscript{119}

Having maintained Marxist orthodoxy during his long years of emigration, Lenin suddenly appropriated not just this dream of the anarchists, but the most visionary ideas of almost all his other revolutionary competitors as well. He took over the Mensheviks' long-standing insistence on the Soviets as a major instrument for proletarian political expression and promoted it as the only instrument of political legitimacy (his slogan "All power to the Soviets!"). He annexed the Socialist Revolutionaries' long-standing call for the direct peasant expropriation of the land (adding "bread and land" to his already established call for "peace" to make a trinity of popular demands). And he took over the hitherto rejected view of Trotsky and Parvus that revolution in Russia could directly "grow over" in an "uninterrupted" procession from a bourgeois-democratic to a proletarian phase.\textsuperscript{120}

Lenin also suddenly embraced a gifted group of brilliant, deracinated intellectuals that he had previously held at arm's length. They provided the indispensable oratorical and organizational talent for mobilizing the masses. His companion on the sealed train that brought him back to Russia was a gifted Polish-Jewish revolutionary who had been active on the left wing of the German movement: Karl Sobelsohn, who had taken his revolutionary name "Radek" from the hero of a novel modeled on Machajski,\textsuperscript{121} and he became a principal emissary of Lenin to the outside world during the early days of the new regime. Upon arrival, Lenin recruited a like-minded anti-intellectual group of intellectuals in St. Petersburg headed by Trotsky and known as the inter-regional group (\textit{mezhraionka}).\textsuperscript{122} These magicians of the word were essential for the mobilization of the mind that rapidly took place. Two of the newly baptized Bolsheviks—Lunacharsky and Trotsky—dazzled the working classes of St. Petersburg with their oratory conducting a kind of nightly revolutionary variety show at the Cirque Moderne, which became a popular rallying and reunion center rather like the Cirque of the Palais-Royal in Paris in the early days of the original French Revolution.

As other organized bodies disintegrated, the smallness of Lenin's following seemed less of a drawback, and the tightness of his organization more of an advantage. But the final source of strength was the quality of total self-discipline that he bore within himself. To be sure, the Bolshevik party grew ten times from its low point of 25,000 at the time of the March Revolution to the take-over of St. Petersburg six months later. But it was the disciplined generalship of Lenin that enabled this still relatively small political group to lead a revolution and totally dominate the new regime.

If there was one external element that was decisive in enabling the Bolsheviks to overthrow Kerensky's Provisional Government late in
1917, it was clearly the decision of the conservative military leader, General Kornilov, to march on Petrograd and fatally cripple the Provisional Government from the Right. This action from one extreme weakened the centrist government of Kerensky and enabled the other extreme to assume increasing leadership in the capital. This dramatic dependence of the Left on the Right at the threshold of power points to a deeper element in the rise of Leninism and in the history of the modern revolutionary tradition generally. It is to this dark subject that attention must next be turned.

The Symbiosis of Extremes

The revolutionary tradition returned in early twentieth-century Russia to its original pattern of early nineteenth-century France. As under Napoleon I, so under Nicholas II, revolutionary leaders were elite conspirators hounded into secretive methods by political police. In both eras, revolutionaries sought to terminate autocracy with assassination and to challenge imperial domination with democratic ideology.

Most important of all the similarities between the age of the first French emperor and the age of the last Russian emperor was the interaction of the extremes. In Russia even more than in France, the Left and the Right deeply influenced each other. The symbiosis of extremes became a fateful and enduring feature of the Russian revolutionary tradition.

In the first decade of the nineteenth century, extreme republicans and royalist “ultras” had been thrown together in conspiracy against Napoleon. The head of the reactionary political police that combatted the revolutionaries for Napoleon had previously been a fanatical revolutionary commissioner and apostle of la révolution intégrale. The seminal figure within the Babeuf Conspiracy, Sylvain Maréchal, appears to have survived through some kind of special indulgence from, if not relationship with, the police.

But the perhaps inevitable symbiosis between revolutionary conspirators and the police who pursue them was to reach an ever greater pitch of intimacy and intensity in the Russian setting. Because the police presence was so all-pervasive in late-imperial Russia, it influenced both the Russian revolutionary movement and the political structure that the movement produced after gaining power.

The growth of a secret political police arm of the Right in Russia was, from the beginning, linked with the development of revolutionary organization on the Left. The “Third Section” of the Imperial Russian Chancery had been created in direct reaction to the Decembrist uprising of 1825. Though de jure a part of the tsar’s chancery, it remained a small organization, dependent in practice on a highly visible blue-
uniformed gendarmerie. It had ceased to be effective long before it was abolished in 1880, for it was able to deal only with individuals, not organizations. The revolutionary movement had entered the stage of professional organization in Russia, and the police were to respond in kind.

The modern Russian secret police originated with the formation of a special “division for the defense of order (po okhrane poriadka) and security” in the St. Petersburg police after the first attempt on the life of the tsar in 1866. Amidst the renewal of assassinations, a new Department of State Police was created in 1880 with special sections for the defense of order in Moscow and Warsaw. The new secret organization enjoyed nothing like the privileged position outside the bureaucracy of the tsar’s recently abolished Third Section. It began only as a small ad hoc group of special security sections (okhrannye otdeleniia) of the police, under an assistant minister of the interior. But—particularly after the establishment of a secure headquarters on the fifth floor of the police headquarters in St. Petersburg in 1898—the Okhrana (Watchguard), as it was incorrectly but persistently called, became a vast police empire. Seven new sections were set up in the provinces in 1902; and authority was invested in new security regions (okhrannye okrug), which numbered between seventeen and twenty-six by 1914 with twenty-six special sections and perhaps as many as seventy-seven district offices.

The reorganization in 1883 of the Department of State Police into the Department of Police with the function of political security produced an organizational structure to match the professionalism of the revolutionaries. The police relied on emergency powers created by the Law of August 1881, which permitted virtual military dictatorship in any area where “conditions of alarm” had been created among the populace. This “extraordinary power of defense” (chrezvychainaia okhrana) could be introduced only with the approval of the tsar, but was in fact often invoked for the remaining years of the Russian Empire. The secret police of the Soviet era also began its even more extensive secret police operations as an “extraordinary commission” (chrezvychainaia komissia–Cheka) under supposedly temporary and emergency conditions.

Alexander III’s antirevolutionary campaign was initially led by an emergency organization formed directly within the imperial court: the Sacred Brotherhood (sviashchenniaa druzhina). It published a journal of provocation in Geneva called Pravda (Truth) in an effort to discredit the revolutionaries by its extremism. The Brotherhood planned to assassinate prominent revolutionaries abroad even while negotiating with others for their agreement not to disrupt the new tsar’s coronation. But this organization was dissolved in November 1882 when the emergency had passed; and its files were turned over to a new foreign section (zagranichnaia agentura) of the Police Department, which became in effect the overseas branch of the Okhrana.

The resultant growth of overseas police activities centered on the Paris embassy inclined the Russian Empire toward growing dependence
on France, where the traditions of agents provocateurs and paid informers had reached a new sophistication under Napoleon III,\textsuperscript{127} and where the Paris Commune had left conservatives in a state of perpetual counterrevolutionary vigilance. The system of prisoner identification and police filing on which the success of the Okhrana was based (the Bertillon system) was imported wholesale from France.\textsuperscript{128}

The Paris-based antirevolutionary campaign provided a testing ground for the Okhrana’s strategy of parallel reliance on external informers and internal penetration of revolutionary groups. A leader of the foreign agentura, Peter Rachkovsky, broke up the last émigré press of the People’s Will in Geneva in 1886. His subsequent discovery of revolutionaries with bombs in Paris in 1890 was publicized in such a way as to discredit the revolutionary movement before liberal opinion and to help ease the way for further Russo-French police cooperation in the years leading up to the historic alliance between the two governments in 1894.\textsuperscript{129}

Inside Russia, the techniques of penetration and provocation developed rapidly within the secret police. Many of the police leaders were Baltic German disciplinarians like V. K. Plehve, who became director of the Police Department in 1881, deputy minister of the interior from 1884 to 1892, and minister of the interior and chief of gendarmes from 1902 until he was blown up by a terrorist bomb in July 1904.

Southern Russia, from whence terrorist violence first came to St. Petersburg in the 1870s, became the main staging ground for governmental counter-violence in the 1880s. Kiev was referred to as skorpion (the scorpion) in the usually anodyne coding system of the Okhrana.\textsuperscript{130} General Strelnikov, who initiated mass searches, arrests, and pogroms in Kiev, was assassinated in March 1882 by Stepan Khalturin, who had previously tried to blow up the Winter Palace and became the last successful assassin-martyr of the People’s Will.

In response, the police developed a new professionalism exemplified by Lt. Col. Gregory Sudeikin of the St. Petersburg Okhrana. He began recruiting political prisoners to be double agents, as in the case of Serge Degaev, who became a police agent inside the surviving leadership of the People’s Will. Though Degaev later changed his mind and assassinated Sudeikin as a kind of propitiatory act,\textsuperscript{131} the damage had been done. The precedent had been established for the confusion of identities between the rival clandestine empires of Right and Left within the Russian Empire. Sudeikin argued with seeming sincerity that only collaboration between the Okhrana and the People’s Will could institute the reforms that Alexander II had promoted through liberal institutions. This argument that reform in Russia could occur only through, and not in opposition to, the police had apparently persuaded Degaev to collaborate with the Okhrana.

The continued sparring between the police and revolutionaries took place in a twilight world of tacit understandings, personal alliances, and even mutual admiration. Close combat sometimes led to secret embrace. Names that were introduced on the Right (Pravda for a newspaper, druzhiniki for “volunteer” vigilantes) later reappeared in
the vocabulary of the Left. Pasternak revived the name of Strelnikov, the original apostle of violence on the Right, as the name for his personification of the revolutionary Left in Doctor Zhivago. The "extraordinary" measures of the late tsarist police prepared the way for the "extraordinary commission" of the early Soviet era.

By the time the Okhrana acquired its own special headquarters on the fifth floor of the police building at 16 Fontanka Quai in St. Petersburg in 1898, Russia had a professional counterrevolutionary organization with careful files based both on agents' reports and the systematic reading of mail in its "black cabinet." A typical file entry on a revolutionary recorded all his known human relationships on radial lines leading out to different circles: red for terrorist links, green for political friends, yellow for relatives, and brown for people known to deal with his revolutionary contacts. Another set of cards used different colors to distinguish among revolutionary (and potentially revolutionary) affiliations: red for S.R.'s, blue for S.D.'s, yellow for student organizations, white for professional associations, green for anarchists. There were between two and three million of these cards on file by 1911. The number of documents received by the police passed 100,000 in 1900 and continued to increase. Reports of external spies (filers from fileurs) were collated with those of internal spies (sotrudniki); and preparations were laid for mass arrests at the times of greatest revolutionary activity (and thus of maximum visibility).

The counterrevolutionary police in many ways became a mirror image of the revolutionaries. They adopted klichki (pseudonyms) of their own including the distinction between "elders" and "the young" which the revolutionaries of the 1890s used; they enlisted their own mamochki and nianki (mothers and aunts, like those of the revolutionaries to host and keep watch respectively over the "safe houses" where secret meetings were held and messages exchanged); and they classified their agents according to the type of revolutionary each was dealing with: terrorist agents, propagandist agents, and typographist agents. A special importance was attached to the last in recognition of the central role that secret presses played as a rallying point for underground revolutionaries:

... to uncover a secret printing press—that was the dream of every "blue uniform" from the youngest recruit to the greyest general... "liquidation with typography"—this was the present that opened the way to celebration, promotion, decoration—

The counterrevolutionary empire of the Okhrana metastasized throughout Russia like an uncontrollable malignancy. In distant Vladivostok, a Kievan student who had been repelled by the revolutionary demonstrations during Lent assumed a leading role in the two leading journals so that the Okhrana could control them. In Finland, at the other extremity of the empire, Leonid Men'shchikov moved in rapidly with a staff of two hundred to promote and enforce the Russification of that proud and independent people.

The peculiar unevenness of Russian political development aided the counterrevolutionary Okhrana just as it did the revolutionary parties.
The lack of broad participation in the political process deprived regular governmental procedures of any broad sense of legitimacy to resist attacks from either Right or Left. At the same time, the relatively vigorous development of legal procedures made it difficult to gain convictions in court. Thus the Okhrana was under mounting pressure to use clandestine methods and, if possible, to gain confessions from the accused to assure conviction. In this way the Okhrana became ever more deeply intermeshed with the life of the Left in order to establish the intimacy needed to induce information and seduce confession.

But seduction worked both ways. It proved difficult to involve oneself with the Left without entering into its ideals and aspirations. There developed, therefore, in the late-imperial period, a twilight world of uncertain allegiances and identities. However much the Okhrana and the revolutionaries opposed one another in principle, they shared in practice a common subculture of intrigue, anonymity, and excitement. They were the dynamic forces in a static society; and it was easier to change sides than to leave this alluring world altogether. Without the collaboration of Okhrana officials like Michael Bakai from Warsaw and later Leonid Men'shchikov, Vladimir Burtsev could never have formed in Paris his remarkable revolutionary police and detective bureau to combat the Okhrana abroad by adopting its own tactics of surveillance and penetration.

The most important forms of Right-Left symbiosis were those of the two most famous Okhrana leaders to penetrate the revolutionary movement: Serge Zubatov and Yevno Azev. These were the central figures in the efforts of the Okhrana to undermine what they perceived as the two most serious threats to the regime: Social Democratic programs to organize the working class and the Socialist Revolutionary revival of political terrorism. If these two famous provocateurs from the Right did not succeed in destroying either movement on the Left, they did in many ways lock the extremes into new kinds of interdependence.

Zubatov had been involved with revolutionaries as a student, and began working for the Okhrana after his arrest in the mid-1880s. Working as a police *sotrudnik*, he helped liquidate the last press of the People's Will in Tula in 1887, recruiting in turn Men'shchikov from among those arrested. As Social Democratic agitation among urban workers increased during the 1890s, many tsarist officials concluded that passive waiting for a second round of violence was an inadequate response. Zubatov felt that the monarchy itself should take the lead in organizing the workers. He prepared a memorandum in 1898 on the workers' question, and in 1901 journeyed to Kharkov to study worker organizations. In May, he organized for the Moscow Okhrana a new working-class organization to rival that of the Social Democrats: the Moscow Mutual Aid Society of Workers in Mechanical Trades. Ex-Social Democrats were its leaders, and lectures on working-class institutions in the neo-medieval Historical Museum on Red Square its first important activity.

Zubatov's campaign to win the workers away from the politically subversive intelligentsia was extended to the Jewish community in
Minsk, Vilnius, and Odessa, where Jewish Independent Labor parties were established with varying degrees of success as a rival to the Social Democratic Bund. If Zubatov’s protégés staged a pro-tsarist demonstration on February 19, 1902, to commemorate the emancipation of the serfs and defuse revolutionary mass movements, they also summoned in November the first legal grievance meeting of Russian workers in St. Petersburg in the Vyborg tractor plant. More Social Democrats became involved—especially those with authentic proletarian roots like I. Babushkin, a veteran of the Union of Struggle in St. Petersburg. Even Lenin, who vehemently denounced the movement, was willing to use it for his own purposes of gathering information and disseminating propaganda. Thus Zubatov’s expressly pro-monarchist organizations unwittingly provided vehicles for fresh revolutionary agitation and recruitment—rather as the Masonic lodges had for earlier revolutionaries. Indeed, Zubatov was dismissed shortly after the general strike in Odessa in July 1903 because of official fears that his organizations were doing more to advance the revolutionary cause than to impede it.

The real benefit to the Left of this initiative on the Right came in the Revolution of 1905. The revolution was, in the first place, launched by the dramatic massacre on “Bloody Sunday” (January 9, 1905) of demonstrators led by an organization spun off from the Zubatov movement. Father Gapon, the priest and former sheep tender who headed the demonstration, had previously known Zubatov and later entered into formal relations with the Okhrana. The Assembly of Factory and Mill Workers which he founded early in 1904 was built up with the knowledge and support of the police in Petersburg; but by March 1904 it had developed its own program for social and political reform which was kept secret from the authorities. Thus Gapon’s organization was able to take the lead in the demonstration of January when 150,000 of the city’s 175,000 industrial workers mounted a nonviolent strike and drew up a petition to Nicholas II for modest economic concessions as well as an end to “government by bureaucracy.”

Mounted troops fired at the several processions moving from outlying industrial regions in to the center of St. Petersburg. When the main procession led by Gapon arrived singing hymns in the open square before the Winter Palace, hoping to deliver their petition to the tsar, they were fired on and brutally dispersed. Gapon, who was in full ecclesiastical regalia, was protected by the Socialist Revolutionary P. Rutenberg, who threw him to the ground and aided his escape—only to help hang him in March 1906, after he returned to Russia and appeared to be establishing links with the police.

“Bloody Sunday” precipitated nearly two months of sympathy strikes in some 122 cities and numerous mines and railway lines throughout the empire. Another wave of strikes rose after May Day, which fell on a Sunday, and militancy was intensified by the rising counterrevolutionary violence of the chauvinistic “Black Hundreds.” The defeat of the Russian fleet by the Japanese in the Tsushima Straits on May 14 and the mutiny of the Battleship Potemkin on the Black Sea a month
later shattered the illusions of Russian imperial power. The ensuing unrest was more violent and more concentrated in the heart of Great Russia than before. Spin-off elements from the Zubatov movement again appear to have played a more substantial role than is generally recognized in the two most important revolutionary innovations that followed: the first “Soviet of Workers” and the great general strike of October 1905.

Ivanovo-Voznesensk, the textile center where Nechaev had been raised two hundred miles northeast of Moscow, launched on May 12 the longest strike of the year involving some fifty thousand workers.¹⁴⁶ The first Soviet or “workers’ council” arose when the 151-man strike committee (which included 25 women) assumed para-political functions following the flight from the city of frightened government officials and factory owners. The Soviet formed its own militia, assumed powers of local price regulation, and convened a daily open meeting on a small grassy peninsula on the Talka River which was referred to as “the cape of Good Hope.”¹⁴⁷ This “free university on the Talka” was disrupted by Cossack troops and the Black Hundreds, but continued until July 19.

In adopting the name “Soviet” and in such incidental demands as a request for a national holiday on February 19, the textile workers in Ivanovo-Voznesensk may well have been influenced by precedents among the Moscow textile workers whom Zubatov had largely organized. Zubatov’s leading organizer in Moscow had declared himself already in 1902 to be president of the “Soviet of Workers of the City of Moscow”;¹⁴⁸ and the plans for Zubatov’s organizations elsewhere had included elections to other “Soviets of Workers.”¹⁴⁹ The example of Ivanovo soon inspired the Moscow workers to establish their own Soviet, but economic demands in the petitions drawn up by veterans of Zubatov’s organization continued to dominate the agenda in Moscow until the great general strike of October.¹⁵⁰

Some Moscow veterans of the moderate Zubatov petition campaign of early 1905 were radicalized and joined with the Bolsheviks,¹⁵¹ who attached significance to the revival in Ivanovo of the slogan “workers of the world, unite,” and ended their own tribute with the words, “Long live socialism!”¹⁵² Meanwhile, the most formidable of all Soviet organizations was formed in that bastion of radical politics, the Technological Institute in St. Petersburg, where Menshevik influence was strongest among Social Democrats and where Trotsky arrived with a galvanizing theoretical presence in mid-October just as the great general strike was beginning.¹⁵³

The Great October Strike presented the world with its first clear demonstration of the revolutionary potential of a nation-wide strike in a modern industrial state. It began almost accidentally with a walkout of printers in Moscow and St. Petersburg. As the strike was taken up by railway workers, the government lost those sinews of transportation and communication it needed to control a continent-wide empire. Strike activity spread to the armed forces, the national minorities; and it was beginning to arouse the peasantry when the frightened autocom-
racy issued its manifesto of October 17, promising civil liberties and a consultative national assembly, the Duma.

But public disorder did not subside. After the leaders of the St. Petersburg Soviet were arrested on December 3, its Moscow counterpart started a new general strike four days later—with Lenin’s belated and misplaced encouragement. The strike soon became an armed uprising in Moscow, “the only case during the revolution in which tsarism faced a substantial opponent on the field of battle.” Its bloody suppression and the collapse of the strike on December 19 ended the “days of freedom,” and pacification of the unrest in the countryside continued during 1906.

The uneasy establishment of the Duma system under a reluctant tsar gave way to pure reaction when the opposition-dominated Second Duma was shut in June 1907 and the electoral laws revised.

The succession of war and revolution in 1904–06 markedly increased the level of violence within the Russian Empire. In outlying regions like the mountainous Caucasus, there were 1,150 acts of terrorism between 1905 and 1908. Traditions of local brigandage merged with Russian revolutionary traditions, and non-Russian insurgents often identified with the Social Democratic party rather than with the more rural and Russian-dominated Socialist Revolutionaries. Among those serving a revolutionary apprenticeship in the Georgian underground was the young Joseph Stalin, who served as a mysterious liaison officer between the Caucasian bureau of the Bolshevik wing of the party and its fighting squads. Here, as elsewhere, his ability to survive internecine feuds and repeatedly to elude the police or escape from prison strongly suggests that Stalin himself probably collaborated to some degree with the Okhrana in his early years.

The only collective Okhrana arrest of Bolsheviks before 1914 was that of the Bolshevik members of the Second Duma, which drove Lenin’s party underground—and into closer contact with underground agents of the Okhrana. Two of Lenin’s closest friends and protégés during the period of exile that ensued were sotrudniki of the Okhrana: David Zhitomirsky and Roman Malinovsky. The former was close to Lenin in Paris after 1908, the latter in Cracow after 1912. Despite warnings from Burtsev to Lenin of his connections with the Okhrana, Zhitomirsky continued to enjoy Lenin’s companionship and apparent confidence as late as 1915. Malinovsky remained so close to Lenin that, even when his complicity with the Okhrana was revealed after the revolution, he returned to the U.S.S.R. in the apparent confidence that he would be welcome. Lenin refused to acknowledge Malinovsky or save him from summary execution. While there is no reason to believe that Lenin himself had links with the Okhrana, there is also no doubt that he directly benefited from the Okhrana’s campaign to prevent unification of the Social Democratic party. The Okhrana’s arrest of the leading Bolshevik champion of reunification with the Mensheviks, Alexis Rykov, was useful to Lenin in preparing the way for Malinovsky’s elevation in 1912 to the Bolshevik Central Committee as Lenin’s key ally in resisting unification. Miron Chernomazov, who
succeeded Stalin in 1913 as editor of the Bolsheviks' journal, Pravda, was yet another agent of the Okhrana. But the larger Socialist Revolutionary party posed a different problem. As the direct heir to the populist revolutionary tradition, the S.R.'s had to be combatted frontally. Their hard core “fighting organization” had embarked on a campaign of assassinations which represented an immediate threat to the government. The Okhrana gave the organization the mock-imperial code name “Boris,” and began a direct—and successful—frontal war on the new organization.

Its founder was a gifted Jewish pharmacist from Kiev, Gregory Gershuni, who sought to subordinate terrorist attacks to a disciplined overall strategy of the S.R. party. As before, terrorism was the work of the youth movement. The campaign had been launched by a student attempt to kill the minister of education in February 1901 and led to the first organized movement of revolutionary youth in Rostov in 1902. But the material concerns of the workers became more important than the students' familiar calls for “ideological unification” in the revolutionary struggle.

The Okhrana's greatest coup was the placing of a former revolutionary, Yevno Azev, to succeed Gershuni as head of the Fighting Section of the S.R. party in 1903. Though working for the Okhrana, Azev made no effort to prevent the assassination of his nominal chief, minister of the interior Plehve, in 1904. He became a member of the S.R. Central Committee the following year, and helped the Okhrana make its two largest mass arrests of the revolutionary era: of almost all delegates to the first S.R. party congress at Imatra in January 1906 and of the Fighting Section of the party in March in St. Petersburg.

Azev was finally exposed by Burtsev and formally denounced late in 1908 and early in 1909. He could never have sustained his imposture for so long without a measure of sincerity in his profession of revolutionary commitment; Azev had, indeed, been Burtsev's only public supporter during the latter's terrorist period in the 1890s. Many continued to believe that the assertion of Azev's police ties was itself a provocation.

The destruction of the terrorist wing of the S.R. party did not bring an end to revolutionary violence, because terrorism had moved beyond the control of the S.R. party even before the Revolution of 1905. The incendiary agent of antdiscipline was the destructive anarchism of the bezmotivek, the “without motive” group within the largely Jewish Black Flag movement in Bialystok and of the smaller group called “Intransigents” in Odessa. Inspiration from abroad came in the anarchist publication Bread and Freedom, which began to appear in 1903 with Bakunin’s dictum on the masthead: “The Passion for Destruction Is Also a Creative Passion.” The terrorist revival among the intellectuals spread to the countryside during the Revolution of 1905. Wires were slashed and crops burned, and the S.R.'s were unable to channel violence into their desired end of an “organized expropriation of the land.” While the S.R.'s substituted “fighting squads” for their “fighting organization,” the far more violent Maximalists split off to
form their own terrorist squads. The Maximalists killed thirty-two and wounded the son and daughter of Prime Minister Stolypin in August 1906. Rebuked by an outraged public and even by the S.R. Central Committee, the assassins replied that “the real cause of the public’s profound grief is that Stolypin himself . . . is still alive.” Though the pace of terror subsided after 1906 thanks to the “Stolypin necktie” (the hangman’s noose) and “Stolypin trains” (bearing convicted revolutionaries to Siberia), Stolypin himself was assassinated in the Kiev opera house in 1911. Appropriately, the assassin had been a police agent among the revolutionary anarchists in Kiev. Though he appears to have acted “without instructions from any revolutionary organization or the police,” the impulse to assassinate had been inculcated by experience with both.

Identification with the dedication and heroism of the terrorist tradition was a major factor in assuring the S.R. party a certain continued preeminence as the revolutionary party of Russia. Even after the Bolshevik-led October Revolution in 1917, the S.R.’s outpolled them by nearly two to one in the elections of November 25 for the Constituent Assembly: the only free, multi-party election by universal suffrage ever held in Russia.

The revival of terrorism in early twentieth-century Russia paralyzed the will even of those who opposed it. More powerful than the reality of terrorism was the fear of it. There was fear of the unknown: the mysterious bomb always about to explode in Bely’s hallucinatory novel of 1911, *Petersburg*. There was fear of some preternatural link between terror and biblical apocalypse in the novel of 1909, *The Pale Horse*, by Boris Savinkov, the S.R. leader in the assassinations of Plehve in 1904 and of the Grand Duke Sergius the following year. Even the original theorist of Russian terrorism, Nicholas Morozov, began blending revolutionary ideas with apocalyptical speculation in his *Revelation in Thunder and Storm: The Birth of Apocalypse* of 1907. The final image was that of Christ-as-revolutionary, leading armed “apostles” into windswept St. Petersburg in Alexander Blok’s great poem of January 1918: “The Twelve.”

Labor violence grew steadily after the massacre of workers in the Lena gold fields in 1911, but was soon diverted into the organized violence of World War I. That war was the one indispensable prerequisite for revolution in Russia, and it began with an event that blended perfectly the Italo-Polish and the Russian traditions of violence. The assassination of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand at Sarajevo on July 1914 was a classical anti-Hapsburg gesture of the kind that the Serbs had taken over from the neighboring Italians. At the same time it was a political assassination more reminiscent of their supporters in Russia. Popular enthusiasm in Russia for going to war was produced in large measure by crypto-revolutionary sympathy for the South Slavs. The disastrous war ended for Russia in a revolution and civil war in which the final, rival purveyors of violence were both Polish revolutionaries: Piłsudski and Dzerzhinsky.

Józef Piłsudski led the final battle against the Soviet state in 1920–21. He was the leader of newly independent Poland and the final expres-
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sion of the national revolutionary tradition. A veteran of the conspiracy
that claimed the life of Lenin's brother in the 1880s and of "fighting squads" that conducted spectacular raids against banks and arsenals in Russia and Poland during the Revolution of 1905, Piłsudski now returned with an army as the avenging embodiment of a Poland finally freed from Russian domination.

Piłsudski was an apocalyptical hero for the new Right in Russia, which had lived in symbiotic intimacy with the old Left in the pre-revolutionary emigration. The novelist Dmitry Merezhkovsky wrote a book in 1921 hailing Piłsudski as the man of God sent to deliver Russia from the Bolshevik Antichrist. In the emigration again after 1917 (as after 1905), Merezhkovsky revived many of the occult ideas from which the revolutionary tradition had originally sprung—such as the Illuminist concept of radiating world-wide influence through concentric three-man circles. Merezhkovsky drifted uneasily on to Mussolini and later to Hitler in search of some kind of new force to free the world from bureaucratic atheism and permit a "religious revolution" to unfold. Thus, the romantic revolutionary mentality of Merezhkovsky and some of his S.R. friends like Savinkov helped fortify Piłsudski's passionate belief that only a nationalist theocracy of the Right could prevent a universal atheist autocracy on the Left.

The leading defender of the new atheistic autocracy in Russia was another Pole, Felix Dzerzhinsky. He was the ultimate social revolutionary just as Piłsudski was the distillation of revolutionary nationalism. Whereas Piłsudski was a product of the nationalist Polish Socialist party in the 1890s, Dzerzhinsky had been an early adherent in the mid-1890s of the first Marxist party in the Russian Empire: the Social Democratic party of Poland and Lithuania. Dzerzhinsky founded his Extraordinary Commission (Cheka) for the defense of the revolution just a few weeks after the seizure of power and rapidly turned it into the most awesome political police empire the world had ever seen. He soon formed a Trust to penetrate émigré organizations abroad, and succeeded in luring back to Russia figures like Savinkov, who publicly renounced his anti-Soviet views before mysteriously dying in a Soviet prison. Dzerzhinsky began to attach "special sections" to Soviet missions abroad—almost as if his organization were a continuation of rather than a reaction to the Okhrana.

Dzerzhinsky had in fact been educated in tsarist prisons and Siberian exile, where he spent about half of his adult life prior to 1917. A well-born and devout Catholic who used to force his brothers and sisters to pray regularly, he exchanged his Christian catechism for a Marxist one during his first year at the University of Vilnius and left to become an agitator among workers in nearby Kovno. He learned almost everything he knew from the tsarist police who pursued him and incarcerated him six times. Among the revolutionary extremists with whom he was imprisoned, the old Russian tradition of self-immolation had been revived in the late imperial period. Dzerzhinsky described socialism as a "torch" rather than a doctrine; and himself as a fighter who must be either "entirely in the fire" or "carried to the cemetery."
When he was finally borne to his resting place in the Kremlin wall near Lenin, he was hailed by Stalin as having "burned himself out for the proletariat." Radek spoke of him as the great "disinfector" of the revolution; and each periodic, ritual purge on which the police empire came to depend was known as a "cleansing" (chistka).

All of these metaphors suggest that Dzerzhinsky represented a kind of purified essence of the revolutionary faith. Whereas Lenin had described his profession as "journalist," Dzerzhinsky answered a similar questionnaire with "revolutionary—that's all." Here at last was the radical simplification that revolutionaries had so long sought: faith tested by flame. Dzerzhinsky represented the dedication that power could not corrupt. He was simplicity incarnate, the self-effacing defender of the revolution, working sixteen hours a day in a simple building that once housed an insurance company. Far more than Robespierre, Dzerzhinsky deserved the title "incorruptible."

Two weeks after Lenin's death, he became chairman of the Supreme Council of the National Economy as well as head of police. The fatal blending of these two functions had begun; and his police empire was turned after his death two years later into Stalin's personal instrument of political and economic terror. The weapon Dzerzhinsky had created to defend a simple faith was used against those who continued to make things complicated. Soviet intelligence destroyed the Russian intelligentsia. If the sword was wielded by Stalin, Dzerzhinsky had forged it. Dzerzhinsky, in his last years, was, perhaps appropriately, Stalin's most important ally in leadership battles with Trotsky and other rivals for the mantle of Lenin.

The reign of the secret police under Stalin far surpassed anything remotely imagined by the Okhrana. Though Stalin's successors dismantled most of the concentration camps, the "extraordinary" power of the police remained. A biographical film glorified Dzerzhinsky in the early Brezhnev era under a title Veliky Podvig (the "great deed") traditionally used to describe the heroic and saving work of saints. Nearly a quarter of a century after the gigantic likenesses of Stalin had fallen from public places throughout the Soviet Empire, Dzerzhinsky's massive, forty-foot statue still loomed in front of the secret police headquarters he first established in the Lubianka near the Kremlin.

For all their use of provocateurs, the tsarist Okhrana never engaged in the counterassassinations abroad that the Soviet secret police were to attempt. Indeed, the growing concern for due process at trials and relatively humane treatment in prison and exile made the Okhrana's campaign against the revolutionaries far less severe and effective than that of its Soviet successors. There were only four mass arrests by the Okhrana in the early twentieth century, and Lenin like many others enjoyed relatively good conditions for reading and writing during his far-from-arduous exile in Siberia.

If the new Soviet rulers were schooled in cruelty and technique by their tsarist predecessors, they clearly went beyond a mere recreation on the Left of what they had experienced from the Right. They made their revolution in October 1917 not against tsarism, but against the
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democratic Provisional Government that had replaced it. The Leninist regime preached in its passionate early days a violently antinationalist repudiation of the war effort to which the Provisional Government of Kerensky had recommitted Russia. The Bolsheviks brought with them a new sense of ideological legitimacy and mission that freed them from the moral inhibitions of the Old Order. Their revolution in power went beyond the symbiosis of the old extremes to build a brave new world that proclaimed totalitarian peace as the only sure alternative to total war.

There were three fundamental “problems of Leninism” that his myriad followers have been left to deal with. These questions go beyond the basic, general problems of Marxism: whether or not there is only one answer to all questions, and whether or not secular society is perfectible.

Leninism poses the added problems of (1) an ethical double standard: contrary yet equally binding moral obligations to participate fully in mass movements yet to render absolute allegiance to an inner elite; (2) an antidemocratic bias which may have been caused by the conditions of pre-revolutionary Russia, but continues to be defended as universally valid; and finally, (3) the absence of any but the most naive plans for just administration after a successful revolution. As a leading Western biographer of Lenin’s performance after taking power has observed: “What commenced to wither away was the idea of withering away.”

But it would be misleading as well as unfair to end a discussion of Lenin with the impression that the apparatus of the party and the internalizing of Russian autocratic methods were the essence of his legacy. The heart of Leninism was the figure of Lenin himself: a self-disciplined, essentially puritanical figure in whom the revolutionary passion for simplification found its human embodiment. He saw himself as the simple servant of a revolution greater than himself—speaking directly to the proletariat the concise slogans and pronouncements that sealed the success of the Bolshevik Revolution. The fundamental revolutionary longing to oprostit’sia, to simplify things, found verbal incarnation in Lenin’s call in April 1917 for “bread, peace, and land” and in his proclamation in November that everything now belonged to everybody.
CHAPTER 17

The Role of Women

LENIN'S Revolution in November 1917 was mounted against a rival revolutionary regime that had briefly and provisionally brought democracy to Russia in the revolution of March 1917. Lenin's social revolution was doomed to confinement in one country after the final defeat of the attempt at revolution in Germany in January 1919.

Women were central to both the original victory in St. Petersburg and the final defeat in Berlin. Women had only slowly gained prominence within the revolutionary tradition; but they had assumed special importance within the German and especially the Russian movement. The March Revolution in St. Petersburg was triggered by a mass demonstration for International Women's Day. The January upheaval in Berlin was ended by the murder of the only revolutionary personality of the era to rival Lenin in stature: Rosa Luxemburg.

As in Brussels in August 1830, so in St. Petersburg in March 1917 a festive popular event had unintended broader consequences. Just as an operatic performance had triggered a national revolution in 1830, so an essentially apolitical women's demonstration started the chain of events that led to social revolution in 1917. There is a kind of inner logic in both cases. Romantic operatic melodrama was, as we have seen, a symbol of and stimulus to the visceral cause of national revolution. The women's cause, on the other hand, was equally linked to the more rationalistic, rival tradition of social revolution.

For a final reprise on the story of revolutionaries without power, it might thus be appropriate to turn to the role of women, a largely powerless social group in nineteenth-century Europe. Their slow emergence to prominence in the broader revolutionary movement reflects the gradual rise of social over national revolution, the replacement of the Franco-Italian-Polish leadership by the German and Russian movements. Women brought special strengths to these latter movements in non-Catholic Europe—enabling each to become a total subculture ca-
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pable of surviving repression, coöptation, and isolation by authoritarian governments and hostile societies. Women became particularly involved in revolutionary events during the aftermath of World War I, producing in Rosa Luxemburg perhaps the most authentically prophetic revolutionary of the early twentieth century.

This discussion of the involvement of women in the revolutionary traditions can only scratch the surface of a complex problem. Necessarily excluded from our consistent focus on ideological innovators and leaders are the great bulk of rank-and-file revolutionaries who happened to be female, and of feminists who were more or less revolutionary. At almost any given point throughout the period under consideration, some women simply shared and echoed the political and economic demands being advanced by men. Others sought to change only the social role of women, who were still confined to fixed and subordinate roles in the patriarchal European family system. The former group more or less passively accepted the agenda set by male revolutionaries; the latter group only occasionally and episodically identified with the largely male revolutionary movement.

Our discussion will focus on a third category: innovative feminine revolutionaries, prophetic women who were both original and important within the revolutionary movement. Such women often brought to the broader movement a special aura of moral superiority, born in part out of their very exclusion from power. Their criticism of European society tended to be especially far-reaching, to point towards a social revolution beyond local perspectives. On occasion, they went even beyond the social dimension altogether to suggest new sexual, cultural, and psychological dimensions for revolutionary thought. Because these are subjects of renewed interest at present and of uncertain significance for the future, this final retrospective look at revolutionary origins will focus on women.

The French

As with so much else, the history of women revolutionaries begins in the turmoil of the French Revolution. Thinkers in the Enlightenment had concentrated largely on the limited question of how education would improve the lot of women.\(^1\) The otherwise proto-revolutionary Rousseau was the first in a long line of convinced antifeminists within the French Left. Women played few leading roles in the American Revolution or in the initial stages of the French. A small group of revolutionary feminists soon appeared in France, however. Olympe de Gouges, “the high priestess of feminism,”\(^2\) drafted (and tried to obtain Marie Antoinette’s sponsorship of) a *Declaration of the Rights of Women*
to supplement the Declaration of the Rights of Man. Mary Wollstonecraft rebuked Burke for rejecting the French Revolution, wrote a Vindication of the Rights of Women, and journeyed excitedly to republican Paris in 1792. As the wife of the libertarian anarchist William Godwin and mother of the wife of the romantic atheist poet Shelley, she was a kind of matriarch of the female revolutionary tradition despite her lack of influence in her native England or in Scandinavia, to which she repaired after leaving revolutionary France.3

Bonneville’s Social Circle was almost alone in seeking radical equality for women, largely through its remarkable feminist spokesperson, the Dutch Baroness Etta Palm d’Aelders.4 The only thinker to link a radical social vision with revolutionary ideas about the role of women (and speculation about the polymorphous possibilities of sexual experience) was, as we have seen, a man: the inventor of the word Communism, Restif de la Bretonne.

The dominant spirit of the French revolutionary era was that of Les Révolutions de Paris, advising women to stay home and “knit trousers for our brave sans-cullotes.”5 “Politically, women at the close of the Revolution were worse off than at the beginning”;6 and, in the settlement of 1815, women gained no new rights except of inheritance and divorce—with the latter soon revoked by Louis XVIII.

The temper and legacy of the Napoleonic era was aggressively masculine. There had been a kind of struggle within France between the feminine world of the salons and the masculine world of the grande armée. Napoleon’s most tenacious internal foes had been women: first the idéologues gathered around the last of the salon mother figures, Mme. Helvétius; and then the liberal romantics gathered around Mme. de Staël.7

The revolutionaries of the Restoration era in continental Europe were exclusively masculine: small bands of junior officers from the Napoleonic wars and male students who banded together in Masonic-type fraternal organizations. Buonarroti, the pioneer of social revolution, broke with this exclusively male recruitment pattern of the early national revolutionaries. In exile in Switzerland during the early Restoration, he sought to work through acquaintances who had taken temporary teaching jobs in girls’ schools to recruit women for his trans-national revolutionary organization. He “always found among women greater disinterestedness, devotion and constancy than among men.”8 His principal aid claimed to have “created among young ladies a real army of republican blue stockings”9 in Switzerland. But Buonarroti’s inner revolutionary organization seems never to have admitted women—apparently because of two problems that he identified: the congenital insolence of men (who treat them as “pieces of domestic furniture”) and the inability of women to get along with each other under stress.10 Prati added his own more venal complaint that women in radical meetings were so unattractive as to cause “the most ardent lover of womankind to make an eternal vow of celibacy.”11

In England feminism proved a reformist rather than a revolutionary
cause. The movement for women’s suffrage had begun as early as 1818–19. The original version of the People’s Charter called for universal *adult* suffrage, which was only later revised to *manhood* suffrage.\textsuperscript{12} English feminism, like American, moved in the bourgeois mainstream in pursuit of the vote and rarely attached itself to socialism as an ideology or to the proletariat as a class.\textsuperscript{13}

In France, however, a truly revolutionary feminism became a major force between the revolutions of 1830 and 1848. The realm of politics and power was still a man’s world, but the advent of women into journalism brought more ranging moral concerns about society as a whole and a new strain of pacific internationalism. Women helped extend horizons beyond the often narrow political perspectives of earlier all-male conspiracies to broader visions of a transformed humanity.

The ever-ingenious Saint-Simonians led the way by proclaiming that the coming social revolution would be led by a feminine messiah. Disillusioned with the purely political Revolution of 1830 and with their own failure to establish a new society in Paris under “Father Enfantin” in 1832 (“the year of the father”), a large group of Saint-Simonians proclaimed 1833 “the year of the mother,” named themselves *les compagnons de la Femme*,\textsuperscript{14} and set off to the East in search of a female saviour. Their leader, Barrault, proclaimed himself the “Saint Peter of the Feminine Messiah” and saw favorable omens in volcanic eruptions, the appearance of Halley’s Comet, and the death of Napoleon II (presumably the last possible male messiah). Barrault addressed an appeal *To Jewish Women*, hailing them for rejecting the idea of a male messiah and producing instead the “bankers of kings” and “the industrial and political link among peoples.” Against his belief that the Jews might produce the new feminine messiah, another Saint-Simonian argued that India produced more sensuous goddesses and a more truly “androgy nous God” than Jewish “male authoritarianism.”\textsuperscript{15}

There was a kernel of deep seriousness in all of this. The idea that androgy n (the state of Adam before the fall) was the only truly liberated human condition had, since Boehme, been a central concept within the occult tradition. The romantic preoccupation with overcoming “alienation” led some beyond the social dimension into questions about the basic, biological alienation of one sex from another. Androgy n appeared both as the goal of humanity and the key to immortality in Enfantin’s last work, *La Vie Eternelle* of 1861.\textsuperscript{16}

Fourier believed that social renovation required the harmonizing of 12 basic passions and 810 “principal characters” created by their interplay. Even many who did not entertain his kind of fantasies were intrigued by his concept of total liberation and of gratifying the passions in gourmet phalansteries. Emancipation of women from their limited, familial roles was a particularly pleasing aspect of his system; and the term “feminism” was apparently introduced by Fourier.\textsuperscript{17}

The Saint-Simonians argued that a man and woman together (*le couple prêtre*) should replace the individual as the basic unit of society to insure both equality between the sexes and sociability within so-
Building a new type of family was for them a prerequisite for renovating society. With the failure both of the political Revolution of 1830 and of their own mass propaganda campaign of 1831, the radical Saint-Simonians thought that women no less than workers might provide new messages of liberation. Among the feminine converts for creating a new “family” was an orphaned proletarian girl, Suzanne Voilquin, who joined (together with her husband, sister, and brother-in-law) the journal of women workers, La Femme Libre. Because the title lent itself to ridicule, she soon changed it to La Femme de l’Avenir and then La Femme Nouvelle, ou Tribune Libre des Femmes. But these journals failed, as did the journey East in search of a feminine messiah.19

This voyage to the East may seem in retrospect either a comic fantasy or a pathetic reprise on Napoleon I’s expedition to Egypt. It did, nevertheless, direct Saint-Simonians to the land that eventually built a monument to their belief in reshaping the water routes of the world: the Suez Canal. Moreover, their adventures did lead to a feminine messiah of sorts. For en route to the East, Barrault met and converted to the new Saint-Simonian doctrine a then-obscure twenty-five-year-old second mate on the ship, Giuseppe Garibaldi.20 He was destined to become not only one of the most successful revolutionaries of the century—but one of the most deeply dependent on a woman.

In 1839, after many more ocean voyages and several years of revolutionary freebooting in Uruguay and Brazil, Garibaldi suddenly lost his Italian comrades in a shipwreck and drifted desolately off the coast of Brazil. According to his own testimony, he resolved to find a woman as his only hope, spied through his ship’s telescope a magnificently athletic creole, went ashore to tell her “you must be mine,” and brought her back on board.21 Whatever the exact truth of the story, there is no doubt that Anita, his “Brazilian Amazon,” saved him from ruin. Throughout the next decade she was inseparably at his side even during long horseback rides and hard fighting, until she died in 1849 outside Rome amidst the collapse of the revolutionary republic they had briefly established there.

The newly active women of France in the early nineteenth century were neither revolutionaries nor messiahs: no longer dames but not yet citoyennes. If men had celebrated their revolutionary opposition to the aristocracy sartorially by becoming sans-culottes, some women now also began to defy bourgeois convention by assuming male dress.22 Journals for women slowly moved from fashion and gossip to social satire and reform.

Saint-Simonian feminists disrupted a speech by Robert Owen in Paris in 1837 in a manner foreshadowing later internal protests within the Left against “male chauvinism.” The young woman who denounced the absence of women from Owen’s podium was challenging the identification of radical social reform with the arid rationalism and exclusively masculine organization of Owen’s principal host, César Moreau, founder of the Société de Statistique Universelle and editor of L’Univers Maçonnique.23
The most important new aspect of social ferment attributable largely to women was a passion for pacifism and nonviolence. Delphine Gay and George Sand collaborated in a campaign for the abolition “of all violent penalties, and the suppression of wars” in the moderate Christian Journal des Femmes, which began appearing in 1832. Eugénie Niboyet, the editor of several journals for women and a leading feminist in Paris, founded in Lyon the first pacifist periodical: La Paix des Deux Mondes.24

The entrance of women into revolutionary activity was directly related to the emergence of a social revolutionary tradition as a rival to nationalism. However colorful the example of Anita Garibaldi, women played almost no role in the Italo-Polish national revolutionary movements. Of the 5,472 Polish émigrés registered in France in 1839, almost all were revolutionary nationalists and less than two hundred were women.25 The most remarkable new prophet of pacifism and anti-nationalism in the pre-1848 period was another Latin American who came closer than Anita Garibaldi to filling the role of a female messiah: Flora Tristan y Moscozo. The daughter of a Peruvian aristocrat allegedly descended from Montezuma and the future grandmother of Gauguin, Tristan was the first to conceive of a truly denationalized class solidarity among the proletariat.26

At the conclusion of the physical and spiritual wanderings amply recited in her Peregrinations of a Pariah, Tristan joined together in the 1840s the causes of women and workers, the two “pariahs” of the modern world.27 After leaving her husband, who had nearly murdered her, and reverting to her maiden name, Tristan went to London. Horrified by its poverty and inhumanity, she called it “the monster city” (La Ville Monstre).28 She went everywhere, from the House of Lords (whose all-male premises she entered disguised as a Turk)29 to the famous lunatic asylum of Bedlam, on a visit to which she appears to have acquired her sense of a messianic calling.30

Tristan toured France seeking adherents for her projected Union Ouvrière, gained the collaboration of George Sand, and corresponded with German journalists about her idea of a “universal union” of workers.31 She associated the term proletariat not only with the economic category of propertyless workers, but also with the moral mission of saving humanity from all its divisions—including those between the sexes. The hero of her truly fantastic socialist novel, Méphist or the Proletarian, was a rich banker who simultaneously comes under the spell of a feminine messiah and declares himself a proletarian.32

Tristan remained florid in fantasy till her death early in 1844. She contended that Christ’s second coming would be far more cheerful than his first, since he would no longer be single but accompanied by a femme-guide.33 She also argued that the three persons of the Trinity should in the coming socialist age be represented as Father, Mother, and Embryo.34

Her last book was written together with the occultist Abbé Constant, as she immersed herself in a bizarre subculture of mystical feminists.
under the influence of his *The Assumption of the Woman*. The most fantastic were the “fusionists,” who proclaimed the Feast of the Assumption in the year 1838 as the “first day of the year Evadah,” in which a new androgynous species (recombining Eve with Adam, as the name indicates) would begin transforming the Earth. Speaking as *le Mapah* (the combination of mama and papa), the prolific author of this fanciful cult persisted in his beliefs, later proclaiming 1845 as “the year one of the paraclete.” The Saint-Simonian D'Eichtal argued that the doctrine of the trinity was in reality “une haute formule zoologique” for harmonizing all earthly conflict. The “male” white race and the “female” black race were to generate “the new mulatto humanity . . . still in the cradle.”

Flora Tristan contributed to “the emancipation of women”—the subject of her first book and title of her last one. But her real importance—and that of the new women journalists of the 1840s generally—lay in their infecting the broader socialist movement with distinctive concerns that properly reflect (in part at least) their sex: a commitment to nonviolence, an internationalist opposition to any purely national revolution, and a special sympathy for the forgotten, “invisible” sufferers of the new industrial society: prisoners, mental patients, and victims of religious and racial discrimination. In her last year, she gained ten thousand signatures for her petition to free the blacks. Having once been shot by her imperious and incestuous husband, Tristan felt that women had to play a central role in the coming social struggle to preserve nonviolence as “intellectual power succeeds brute force” in human affairs.

In America, the cause of women’s rights was also often linked with that of Negro rights and of nonviolence. Oberlin College, which pioneered the admission of blacks on an equal basis with whites, also became in 1841 the first to graduate women. The two causes were blended together in a remarkable American contemporary and counterpart of Flora Tristan: Frances Wright. She was the rarest of all phenomena: a dedicated revolutionary in a prosperous, post-revolutionary society.

The daughter of a wealthy Scottish merchant, Frances (Fanny) Wright published in London in 1821, *Views of Society and Manners in America*, which inspired revolutionaries throughout Europe during the Restoration era and led to an intimate, lifelong contact with the sixty-seven-year-old Marquis de Lafayette. On their first meeting, he paid tribute to her writings about the American Revolution:

You have made me live those days over again. . . . We were an army of brothers; we had all things in common, our pleasures, our pains, our money, and our poverty.

Her hopes mingled with his memories. She moved in for long periods into the room underneath his in his estate at La Grange. America was, in Wright’s words, “our utopia”; and their shared belief in the perfection of the New World formed the basis of a “friendship of no ordinary character” between them. Repeatedly rumored to be his
mistrress, she tried in fact to become his adopted daughter. After returning to London, she corresponded with him incessantly (often in cypher) throughout the era of Carbonari intrigues. She accompanied him to America in September 1824, remained with him throughout most of his long, triumphal tour, and returned to France for five years of renewed association in the revolutionary summer of 1830.

A handsome woman nearly six feet tall, Fanny Wright often appeared in white, toga-like attire. She gave her friends names from antiquity (Jeremy Bentham was “Socrates”), and became herself a kind of classical goddess for many young revolutionaries. She acted as companion and consoler to the Irish martyr Wolfe Tone in New York, the Italian General Pepe in London, and an unidentified lover known only in her correspondence by the revolutionary pseudonym of Eugene.46

In the second half of the 1820s, Fanny Wright attempted to put into effect a grandiose plan to free the American slaves by integrating blacks into a new type of egalitarian community: new plantations that would be converted into productive Owenite settlements. Working closely with the son of Robert Owen (and attempting to enlist the widow of Shelley), she set up a pilot multi-racial community first in Nashoba, Tennessee, and then in the main Owenite settlement of New Harmony, Indiana. On July 4, 1828, she became the first woman in the New World to deliver the main address in a large public celebration of this national holiday.47

She became an ardent Jacksonian and moved to Philadelphia amidst the gathering labor turmoil which saw the establishment of the first labor paper in history, the Mechanics’ Free Press, in 1828. In New York City she founded a radical propaganda society, the Free Enquirers, that celebrated Thomas Paine’s birthday as its major event and established branches in other cities, partly on the Carbonari model.48 Still preoccupied with the racial question, she set off to Haiti with a group of blacks and a radical French printer and educator, Guillaume Sylvain Casimir Phiquepal D’Arusmont, whom she married in 1831 after becoming pregnant.

In 1830, first elated, then soon disillusioned by the July Revolution in France, she concluded that only in America could the final, universal revolution be realized. She saw it as atheistic, egalitarian, and anarchistic. In the final seventeen years of her life after her return to America in 1835, she bought the Cincinnati home of the anarchist Josiah Warren, and championed “the ridden people of the earth” against “the ‘booted and spurred’ riders.” She became increasingly apocalyptical as the radical tide receded in post-Jacksonian America. On the eve of 1848, she predicted that America was on the verge of a new “fourth age” of humanity. Christianity, “the religion of kings” had given way to feudalism, which was replaced in America first by “the Banking and Funding System” and now by a totally secular religion of the people.49

A radical conception of the role of women was central to her revolutionary teaching. She had taken Lafayette in 1824 to hear the pioneer of women’s education, Emma Willard, in Troy, New York; and she was so opposed to the use of the male term “brotherhood” that she changed
the classic revolutionary slogan of “liberty, equality, fraternity” into “liberty, equality and altruism.” But she made enemies by advocating that children be removed from their parents at the age of two and placed in publicly supported schools that would inculcate egalitarian ideas. Her opposition to the institution of the family and to all organized religion put her at odds even with the radical abolitionists; and her desire rapidly to mix the races into a new, uniformly mulatto population activated racist sentiment. She died largely forgotten in 1852. The milestones in women’s emancipation in the Anglo-American world had passed her by: the beginning of the women’s suffrage movement at the Anti-Slavery Convention in London of June 1840, and the first convention on women’s rights summoned by the Society of Friends in western New York in the summer of 1848.

It was in Europe, not America or Great Britain, that feminism became linked with revolution. Fanny Wright had first been attracted to the revolutionary cause by reading a history of the American Revolution written by an Italian, who had projected onto the American experience his own hopes for Italian national liberation. The grande dame of radical feminism in New England, Margaret Fuller of Brook Farm, became a true revolutionary only in Italy, where she was swept into the Revolution of 1848 after visiting France and George Sand in 1847.

The European upheaval of 1848–49 produced a host of new feminist journals, many with revolutionary positions. The first women’s daily in France, La Voix des Femmes, appeared in March 1848 as a “socialist and political journal”; and was followed by La Femme Libre, La République des Femmes (which published La Marseillaise des Femmes in its first issue), and La Politique des Femmes (a journal of working-class women which soon changed its name to L’Opinion des Femmes). A remarkable group of young women demonstrated under the banner Vésuviennes in March, issued a Manifeste des Vésuviennes in April, and proceeded to set up an egalitarian female commune in Belleville, where the original Communist Banquet had been held.

But women’s liberation was still far away. Ribald journals ridiculed women’s demands, and most revolutionaries remained patronizingly indifferent to the “lady Vésuviennes.” Delphine Gay complained that the cry “long live the provisional government!” was equated with “long live the provisional ladies!”

Women played a leading role throughout the 1840s in glorifying the art forms of ordinary workers and peasants, proclaiming that, in the present era, “the creative role in poetry belongs to the proletariat, to the people.” This literary populism which swept through Europe in the 1840s owes its deepest debt to the most influential woman of her age, one of the few who dared wear men’s clothes and adopt a man’s name, George Sand. Almost singlehandedly she turned the serialized novel into seductive socialist propaganda. Beginning with her Spiridon of 1838, written under the influence of Lamennais, she flooded France with a new kind of fiction, which challenged both the historical novel of Stendahl and the realistic novel of Balzac. She purported to depict
man not as he was or is, but “as I wish he were, as I believe he shall be”; 60 and she fired the revolutionary imagination of the 1840s by identifying this ideal with peasant and proletarian in a romantic, almost sensuous manner. But Sand faded away as a revolutionary voice after the failures of 1848. The Second Empire of Napoleon III proved even more aggressively masculine in spirit than the First Empire of Napoleon Bonaparte.

Women played a major role in the Paris Commune. The forces of the Right, which attacked with special vehemence in their propaganda les pétroleuses, the “women incendiaries” who allegedly set fire to Paris, arraigned more than one thousand women in the repression that followed.61 A first sign that Russian women were to take away the leadership role of revolutionary womanhood from the French may be detected in the dominant role assumed by Russian émigrées in the two principal women’s organizations in the Commune, the Union of Women and the Montmartre Women’s Vigilance Committee.62

One final female leader of the French revolutionary tradition arose from the martyrdom of the Paris Commune: Louise Michel. She reasserted with new intensity the characteristic Sand-Tristan themes of internationalism and pacifism. Variousy known as la Vierge rouge, la sainte laïque, and la flamme révolutionnaire,63 she was as inflammatory in speech as she was demure in appearance. Perennially dressed in black with a high white collar, she defended herself eloquently at the trial of communards, endured prison in New Caledonia, and returned to become the uncompromising apostle of the anarcho-syndicalist dream of la grande grève.64

Michel was one of those leaders who belonged to no party “but to the Revolution as a whole.” 65 By the turn of the century she was perhaps the most passionate and outspoken foe of militarism in Europe. Denied a visa by the United States and expelled from Belgium, the very suggestion that she might venture abroad anywhere unleashed a flood of protests and appeals to the Quai d’Orsay.66

She spoke eloquently on questions that revolutionaries usually avoided. After nearly dying early in 1904, she outlined a revolutionary attitude towards death before a large audience in Paris. She lent beauty to revolutionary atheism, describing death as a mere “incorporation into the elements,” a radiation outward from the body of aromas and colors, a return to the simplicity that she remembered in New Caledonia after a typhoon. The complexities of human language would simply disappear; and a simple song “composed by a nihilist” would fill the air and enable one to descend into “the hole of shadows . . . beating back with one’s arms the walls of an abyss.” 67

As if to parody the purity of such faith, the various revolutionary factions in France quarreled bitterly over the right to dispose of her body when she died in Marseilles on January 9, 1905. Anarchists vied for her remains with Rochefort, the former revolutionary journalist who had supported her financially even after his turn to reactionary nationalism. Her funeral was the largest popular procession in France since the
burial of Victor Hugo twenty years earlier. As her body was lowered into the grave, the cry rang out, “Long live the Russian revolution! Long live anarchy!” On the very day of her burial, the Russian Revolution of 1905 had broken out. It was a revolution she had predicted just before her death, and was led by a movement in which women played a more central role than they ever had in France.

The Russians

The example of George Sand helped implant within Russia the revolutionary consciousness that prepared the way for 1905 and 1917. The two greatest writers who participated in the pioneering socialist circles of the 1840s in Russia, Dostoevsky and Saltykov, both considered Sand a leading force in activating their social consciousness and one of the supreme personalities of the century. Had she lived beyond her premature death in 1842, Elena Hahn, a novelist and early advocate of women’s rights, might have been the Russian George Sand. Had Konarski’s revolutionary network in western Russia not been destroyed in 1839, the organizer of its special women’s circles, Ewa Felinska, might have become the Russian Flora Tristan. Had the Russia of Nicholas I not turned repressive in its later years, it might have imbibed the revolutionary feminism of Suzanne Voilquin and other Saint-Simonians who moved from Egypt to Russia in the late 1830s, bringing with them the vague idea that Nefertiti and Cleopatra provided models for the new feminism. Most influential of all in the 1840s was Herzen’s novel in imitation of George Sand about an illegitimate Russian girl in which the cause of female liberation was linked to that of liberating the serfs.

Under the more liberal rule of Alexander II, the role of women and the women’s question became centrally important to the Russian revolutionary tradition. The young seized on the issue of women’s rights in part because of the unusually subordinate position historically assigned to women in Muscovite society. Here also was an issue that directly, emotionally affected university students themselves newly released from the social and doctrinal rigidities of a seminary-based secondary school and anxious to break with the matriarchal dominance and patriarchal discipline of the traditional Russian family. The greatly increased university population of the early 1860s sought a new communal ethic and life-style that would provide both social justice and sexual satisfaction.

Whatever their individual motives, the new generation as a whole adopted women’s rights as perhaps its main social cause during the period between the emancipation of the serfs in 1861 and the discovery
Mikhailov, who had preceded Chernyshevsky as a martyr in the sixties, made his radical reputation as an apostle of women’s liberation. Influenced by Saint-Simonians whom he visited in Paris, Mikhailov terrified church officials even in distant Siberia with his proposals to “take away the bridle from women.” He exemplified the new ethics by living in a ménage à trois with Nicholas Shelgunov and his wife (who bore Mikhailov a child), and by accepting guilt as sole author of the proclamation To the Younger Generation—saving the principal author, Shelgunov, from imprisonment.

Nicholas Mikhailovsky, the most influential populist journalist inside Russia throughout the final third of the nineteenth century, also cut his polemical teeth on this issue. From his first three published articles as a boy of seventeen in 1860 to his laudatory preface of 1869 to John Stuart Mill’s Rights of Women, Mikhailovsky devoted much of his energies to the cause of women. Woman’s Herald, printed in St. Petersburg during 1860–68, the last and most radical feminist journal of the 1860s, attracted contributions from influential writers like Lavrov and the novelist Gleb Uspensky, who were to dominate the populist era.

Russia in 1869–70 followed England by just a few months in pioneering the admission of women to advanced study in its major universities. Female students proceeded to play a major role in the intensified radical agitation of the early seventies. In Zürich, the major center of Russian study abroad, 103 of the 153 students at the university were women. So central to the budding revolutionary movement were the new women’s groups (from the women’s club for logical speech to the Fritschi group, named for their baffled Swiss landlady) that the alarmed Russian government in December 1873, ordered all women students to return from Zürich by the end of the year. The male minority demonstrated their solidarity with the women by returning also; and the women reciprocated by participating in both the movement to the people of 1874 and the subsequent turn to terrorism. Almost every dramatic moment of the 1870s produced the heroic example of a young woman. Vera Zasulich, a typesetter in St. Petersburg, opened the campaign of political terror by shooting the police chief of St. Petersburg in January 1878. When she gained acquittal by her courtroom oratory, she provided a successful model for turning the criminal trial of a would-be assassin into the political trial of the intended victim.

The final plans for the successful assassination of Tsar Alexander II on March 1, 1881, were supervised by a frail twenty-six-year-old blonde, Sophia Perovskaya. Another female conspirator, Gesya Helfman, provided the major human interest of the trial (and gained the only reprieve from the gallows) when it became known that she was pregnant.

A male revolutionary observed that “women are more cruel than we men”; and this tended to be true in fantasy as well as in fact. The
women's choral cry of "Death! Death!" provided both the orgiastic musical climax and the murderous message of the mob in the final "revolutionary scene" in the Kromi forest of Mussorgsky's *Boris Godunov*.

In the atmosphere of reaction under the new Tsar Alexander III, yet another woman named Faith (Russian Vera) kept alive the revolutionary faith. Vera Figner played the leading role within Russia in preserving for much of the decade a vestige of the old People's Will organization, her memoirs providing one of the best human chronicles of the movement. Maria Oshanina, the third woman veteran (along with Perovskaya and Figner) of the executive committee of the People's Will, was a leading Jacobin centralizer and major transmitter of conspiratorial ideas to the new revolutionary movements of the 1890s.

Though often mistresses to the young revolutionaries, women were also often mother figures. Alexandra Weber, for instance, provided maternal care and companionship successively to each of the two rival leaders in the revolutionary emigration of the 1870s: nursing Bakunin in his last years, then serving as the intimate confidante of Lavrov.

Inside Russia, the illegal press of the original Land and Liberty organization, which defied police detection for four years in the early 1860s, was housed in the flat of an elderly woman nicknamed "Mother of God." Revolutionaries recalled entering her premises "with the sense of awe experienced by the faithful crossing the threshold of a temple." Such images were not simply a figure of speech; the revolutionary tradition was influenced here by Russian sectarian religion, often centered on a female leader known as a "Mother of God." Land and Liberty published a special journal for religious dissenters and gave itself the coded designation *Akulina*, from a female saint whose name was used both by a famous sectarian prophetess and by the flagellant sect that went to the extreme of self-castration.

Women tended to be more revolutionary than feminist in Russia. They unhesitatingly used femininity for revolutionary purposes—arranging a fictitious marriage to provide conspiratorial cover, hiding a revolver in a muff, stuffing a detonator in a corset.

The distinctive role of women in the Russian movement was to purify and intensify terror, not to articulate ideas. Thus women took the lead in sustaining the terrorist tradition after the destruction of the People's Will organization (about half of the sentences to life at hard labor in the 1880s were imposed on women) and in reviving that tradition in the early twentieth century. One third of the members of the "fighting organization" of 1902-10, which gave the Socialist Revolutionary party moral and numerical leadership among Russian revolutionaries, were women. These women viewed revived revolutionary violence not so much as a calculated political tactic, but rather as an expression of "the urge for moral wholeness." They often displayed an "almost reverent" attitude towards the terroristic act.

After the Revolution of 1905, women played leading roles in both the Maximalist pursuit of terrorist raids and plans (often altogether outside the discipline of the Socialist Revolutionary party) and in the
decreasing self-criticism among terrorists in Siberian prison and exile.95 One key Maximalist, appropriately the great-granddaughter of a Decembrist, described this process of re-examination in Siberia as an intensification of commitment rather than an examination of tactics. Everything the women had done “was again analyzed from the point of view of its purity.” 96 This passion for purity fueled a growing desire among women revolutionaries to be the one to throw the bomb,97 to be sentenced to death,98 or even to immolate one’s self in prison. As if reverting to the self-burning tradition of the Old Believers (where women, too, had played a leading role),99 women terrorists in the populist-S.R. tradition used this awesome tactic to express the sincerity of their faith: Sofia Ginsburg in 1890, Maria Vetrova in 1897, and Sofia Khrenkova, a village teacher and mother of three, in 1908.100

Fire was moving from the minds of men to the bodies of women. Their bodies like their faith were usually pure. Both forms of purity were sealed by the heroic act of martyrdom, which lent to the words of women an authority that they could not otherwise easily command in Russian society.

Terrorist women were generally selective, restrained, and even self-sacrificial in their use of violence. Evstoliia Rogozinnikova, a twenty-one-year-old scholarship student at the St. Petersburg Conservatory of Music, apparently used her beautiful figure—heavily perfumed in an elegant black dress—to gain entry into the main prison administration in St. Petersburg, where she shot the director. She was forcibly prevented from carrying out her original intention of blowing up the entire building by detonating the thirteen pounds of high explosives that she had packed into her bodice and used to enhance her bust.101 As she was executed three days later in St. Petersburg, new Joans-of-Arc began to appear in the provinces, lending compelling moral authority to the belief in social revolution during this darkest period of reaction. Sincere young girls repeatedly faced old male judges after assaulting their all-male targets. Yet they continued to win the battle for the hearts and minds of men as well as women not just by their courtroom testimony, but by gladly going to die “as one would to a holiday festivity.” 102 A peasant girl terrorist was typical as well as prophetic, when she proclaimed in a Kiev courtroom in 1908 just before killing herself that “our death, like a hot flame, will ignite many hearts.” 103

The Germans

Turning from martyrs to leaders, one moves from largely noble Russian women, who were in many ways the purified final embodiment of the Russian intelligentsia,104 to more hardheaded German women
who brought organizational and ideological discipline into the revolutionary camp through the Social Democratic movement.

Marx had paid relatively little attention to the revolutionary role, let alone the feminist cause, of women. He had envisaged the disappearance of the authoritarian family prior to 1848, and rejected the intense antifeminism of Proudhon. But he had a Victorian family life himself; and Engels spoke for both of them in saying that the German communists' effort to emancipate women during the 1848 revolution had produced only a "few blue stockings, some hysteria, a good portion of German family quarrels—but not even one bastard." 106

Though German women revolutionaries never approached the intensity of the Russians (at least until the female terrorists of the 1960s), they did pioneer in founding unions for women, and the first of a host of Social Democratic women's organizations in the mid-1870s. The cofounder of the German party, August Bebel, produced his theoretical work, *Woman and Socialism*, in 1879, five years before Engels's less influential and more theoretical *Origin of the Family*. 109

The German movement received an injection of Russian intensity when its leading woman, Clara Zetkin, visited St. Petersburg as revolutionary unrest was mounting in 1878, became fascinated by the Russian example, and married a Russian. After the repeal of Bismarck's antisocialist laws of 1878–90, she founded a special paper for socialist women, *Equality (Die Gleichheit)*, which became an international journal after she cofounded an International Socialist Women's Congress in 1907. Women were, however, underrepresented in the German party leadership; and at times Zetkin and the Austrian leader Adelheid Popp were the only women leaders to be found in the large German-speaking delegations to the congresses of the Second International. Zetkin's parallel "Women's International" collapsed after a final, desperate Women's Conference against World War I in 1915 at Bern. As a friend of Lenin, a Communist, and the oldest member of the Reichstag, Zetkin presided over the penultimate meeting of the last freely elected German parliament before Hitler. 111

Meanwhile, Zetkin's movement had found fulfillment in Russia. Within a year of her Socialist Women's Congress, the Russians had assembled one thousand women for the First All Russian Congress of Women in 1908. When Zetkin designated March 8 International Women's Day in 1910, the Russians celebrated it with special intensity. The annual demonstration led to repression in 1914 and prevented the launching of the special journal, *Rabotnitsa* (The Woman Worker) planned by Lenin's wife Krupskaia, his sister Anna Elizarova, and his closest female friend, Inessa Armand. The holiday was next celebrated three years later with the demonstration that led to the overthrow of tsarism on March 8, 1917. After the Provisional Government was in turn overthrown by the Bolsheviks, *Rabotnitsa* was revived, a Second Women's Congress held in 1917, and a special Women's Section (*Zhenotdel*) of the Central Committee established first under Armand then under Kollontai. They fought to realize the equality for women that was formally guaranteed by the Soviet Constitution—ex-
tending the concept with particularly radical effect into the tradition­alist societies of Central Asia, using the public ritual of “tearing off the veil” from Muslim women who became the “surrogate proletariat” for an enforced social revolution.

Rosa Luxemburg

But by far the greatest of all women revolutionaries of the early twentieth century was Clara Zetkin’s friend Rosa Luxemburg. She added to Russian and German involvements the passion of her native Polish revolutionary tradition and the prophetic intensity of her Jewish ancestry. She opposed both elitist Bolshevism and reformist Social Democracy. Luxemburg presented for a brief moment at the end of World War I the vision of a revolution big enough to unite Germans and Russians, to resolve the Polish, Jewish, and women’s question all at once. With her death in 1919, the vision faded of a revolution that would be uncompromisingly both international and democratic.

Born to a Jewish merchant family in Russian Poland, Luxemburg was impressed as a fifteen-year-old girl with the working-class agitation in Warsaw that began in the winter of 1885, well before comparable unrest in St. Petersburg. She was briefly connected with the major organizations of revolutionary socialists within Poland, “Proletariat” and “Second Proletariat,” before fleeing to Zurich in 1888. In that émigré center of Russian and Polish Marxists, she met her lifelong revolutionary companion and future husband, Leo Jogiches (Tyszka), shortly after he too fled abroad in 1890. He had been a revolutionary leader in Vilnius, where Jewish women had played key roles in beginning Social Democratic organizations within the Russian Empire. He briefly established contact with Plekhanov’s Liberation of Labor group, then transferred allegiance along with Luxemburg to the Social Democratic party of the Kingdom of Poland and Lithuania. Beginning in 1893, she participated in every congress of the Second International except the final one in 1913, and was in every sense of the word an international figure.

Luxemburg began her lifelong struggle against national parochialism by rejecting the cause of Polish independence, which had been espoused by the larger Polish Socialist party (PPS) founded in 1892. She argued instead for total Polish involvement in the destruction of tsarism. Her struggle in Poland for a Marxist proletarian party against the populist, peasant-based PPS paralleled the conflict between Marxists and populists in Russia. She internationalized her perspective by expanding her interest to include the struggle of Poles under the Hapsburgs and Hohenzollerns as well as under the Romanovs. Her industry abroad made the Polish party an effective pressure group in
the Second International, and she became the driving force behind the theoretical journal of the Polish party. But she settled in Germany after 1898, and transferred her main energy thereafter into the struggle against Bernstein's revisionism within the Social Democratic party. Like Lenin, she combined an uncompromising revolutionary faith with great tactical flexibility based on subtle ideological distinctions. She argued that prior to a revolution socialists could and should serve in parliaments that make laws, but never in an executive branch which enforces them. She relied more than Lenin on institutions spontaneously generated by the proletariat, and made the most sustained effort of any leading Marxist to adapt the new Latin ideal of a general strike into a skeptical German Social Democracy.

She invented the term “mass strike,” not as a “crafty device discovered by subtle reasoning,” but as a description of what the complacent Germans might learn from the Russian revolutionary experience of 1905. For Luxemburg, the mass strike was a new form of proletarian class struggle that had superseded the bourgeois barricades of 1848-49 and even 1870-71. The mass strike was a spontaneously generated phenomenon that was not called into being, and could not be manipulated on its course by any self-proclaimed elite. The mass strike unified the political (antiabsolutist) and economic (anticapitalist) struggles, and progressed necessarily from the demonstrative to the fighting stage. After initial demonstrations had overcome inertia and stimulated political consciousness, fighting would begin spontaneously and usually accidentally. Out of the shared experience of combat, new forms of proletarian politics and culture would emerge.

In Luxemburg's view, the Russian Revolution of 1905 failed because the economic struggle, which had led to nationwide political struggle during the October general strike, relapsed back thereafter into parochial economic conflicts. But since this was the first revolution in which the proletariat had assumed the leading role, she urged the German Social Democrats to regard it “as their own” and to learn from it. Above all, the Russian example showed the “bureaucratised” Germans how a less organized movement can leapfrog over a less active one—and how organization can grow out of struggle rather than the other way around.

Her emphasis on the “spontaneous” leadership of the masses in the revolutionary process put her at odds with Lenin. She had been one of the first to criticize Lenin's emphasis on the vanguard role of the party as representing “ultra-centralism,” “the sterile spirit of the night watchman,” dictatorship over the masses rather than of the masses. She saw Lenin as guilty of the same “subjectivism” and “Blanquism” that had haunted Russian populism; and she consistently rejected Lenin's willingness to allot a progressive role to national revolutionary movements in the coming social revolution. In her unfinished study of the Bolshevik Revolution (written while in prison in Breslau/Wroclaw) Luxemburg insisted that democratic forms be applied immediately under the dictatorship of the proletariat. She censured the reliance on
terror and the dissolution of the Constituent Assembly by the Bolshevists, translating the word democracy into “people’s hegemony” (Volkshehrschaft) in an effort to find a vocabulary adequate for her idea.  

Her criticism of terror in 1918 was ultimately the same as her original criticism of party elitism in 1903: that it leads to an atrophy of initiative and a growth of the very bureaucratic rule that revolutions should supplant. Parallel criticism of Lenin’s elitism was given a special aura of disinterested purity by the most revered revolutionary woman within Russia, Vera Zasulich, who had moved from populism to Marxism.

Despite their deep differences and criticisms of each other, Luxemburg resembled Lenin in leading a Left opposition within a prewar Social Democratic party, in developing a global vision that provided outward courage and inner serenity, in linking capitalism to imperialism and war, and in seeing national war as inevitably leading to social revolution.

During the period of reaction between the ebbing of the revolutionary tide in Russia in 1906 and the outbreak of World War I, both Lenin and Luxemburg sought to fortify the ideological fervor of their respective parties with major new theoretical writings. Luxemburg sought to use not merely journalism, but also the party school at Berlin as a vehicle for attacking the more cautious and doctrinaire wing of the party and for radicalizing future party leaders. This technique was adopted first by the “left Bolsheviks” under Bogdanov at Capri (1909) and Bologna (November 1910 through March 1911) and then by Lenin at Longjumeau outside Paris in the summer of 1911. Luxemburg also preceded Lenin in making a Marxist analysis of imperialism, and she paralleled Lenin in her radical boycott of World War I. Her famed “Junius brochure,” written in prison in 1915, rejected the key argument used by the German Social Democrats to rationalize their support of the war effort: that it was a defensive war against the Russian peril. She insisted that no isolated defensive war was possible for major powers in the age of imperialism. The Russian proletariat, she said, was now at the forefront of revolution, and not merely part of the reactionary monolith that it had seemed to Marx at the time of the 1848 revolution and to most German Social Democrats ever since. In the war, Luxemburg saw new possibilities for revolution. When she was released from prison and arrived in Berlin on November 10, 1918, the day before the final armistice, she plunged into a delirium of activity designed to realize a social revolution in Germany.

Her ill-fated attempt at revolution played back in reprise many of the basic themes and symbols of the revolutionary tradition. Even her choice of revolutionary pseudonyms betrayed an unconscious harkening back to origins. From Junius (originally used by the Strasbourg Jewish revolutionary Frey in Paris during the great French Revolution), she moved to the Gracchus of Babeuf, on to the Spartacus adopted by the original German progenitor of revolutionism, Adam Weishaupt. Her Spartacus League adopted in December 1918 the label Communist,
which Restif had invented and Lenin revived. “I don’t have time to think about what will happen to me,” she wrote Clara Zetkin, adding in French—as if reverting to the basic language of the tradition itself—C’est la révolution. She denounced the liberals as “little Lafayettes” in a final article before moving to direct the revolution through a daily journal bearing the classical label of social revolution: Red Flag (Rote Fahne). She also planned on a theoretical weekly to bear a title describing its scope, Die Internationale.

Hers was a revolution of the young. At the founding conference of her new Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands (Spartakusbund) late in December, her husband was the only delegate (out of 127 from 56 localities) over the age of fifty. Hers was a movement led by journalistic intellectuals. One of its few victories was the occupation of the Wolff telegraphic bureau in Berlin—the heart of the same communications system that had so fascinated Marx when he first came in contact with its extremity in Brussels.

Luxemburg was too penetrating an analyst of society not to realize that there was no hope for immediate revolution; and she argued against the illusions of her principal corevolutionary Karl Liebknecht. Since, however, she was committed to a mass-based general strike and to a revolutionary struggle against the national assembly, she saw no alternative but to join the disorganized struggle that ensued in January. Her Spartacists combatted armed forces that were returning from the front and attempting to establish the authority of the national assembly and of the more conservative Social Democrats. A general strike attracted mass participation, and led to a brief seizure of centers of transportation and communication. But Luxemburg lacked both Lenin’s organization and his ability to translate strategic vision into concrete battle plans. The revolutionary Spartacists and their allies were soon shot down and Luxemburg was killed together with Liebknecht on the night of January 15.

Hitler’s National Socialism was to be the final gargoyle of masculine revolutionary nationalism. Luxemburg’s uncompromising socialist internationalism was its polar opposite: the culmination of the antinationalist, antimilitarist tradition among women revolutionaries. Her implacable opposition to any participation in World War I had been echoed in Russia by the leading radical feminist Alexandra Kollontai, who joined Lenin’s Bolshevik party in 1915 largely because of his opposition to the war. Like Luxemburg and Zasulich, Kollontai identified revolution with the spontaneity of working-class initiative rather than the elite Leninist party. She outlived the others and became a member of the Workers’ Opposition after serving as the first commissar for public welfare following the Bolshevik Revolution.

That revolution was the first to proclaim equal rights for women. Krupskaia, Zetkin, and others joined Kollontai in claiming universal significance for this aspect of the new order. Increasingly, however, the revolution in power seemed to provide more the obligation to perform old types of work than the opportunity to build a new type of
society. Despite formal gains for women in civic and occupational equality, the founding mothers, no less than the founding fathers, saw their hopes disappointed. The Soviet state relied on precisely that combination of terror and bureaucracy that Luxemburg had feared.

Rosa Luxemburg had brought to the revolutionary tradition a special womanly fullness of sensibility largely absent from the Germano-Russian period of revolutionary history. Indeed, she brought back something of the expressive humanism of the earlier Italo-Polish period into the arid puritanism of the Social Democratic tradition, which both Lenin and his barren coworker and wife, Krupskaia, epitomized.

Luxemburg had expressed the special, universal criticism of society that women of unusual ability and sensitivity like Wright and Tristan had voiced before. She breathed inspiration into the grim Social Democratic movement often through a network of other women: Louise Kautsky, with whom she remained an intimate friend even after breaking with Kautsky in 1910; Clara Zetkin, the early foe of revisionism and intimate correspondent of her last years; and Sophie Liebknecht, to whom she addressed inspiring letters from prison in her last years. She was never a feminist, sharing unashamedly in the distinctively feminine experiences of being a companion and cook. But she brought to the revolutionary movement a warmth of engagement without self-indulgence that was generally foreign to male revolutionaries in the nineteenth century—let alone to the dull functionaries of the twentieth.

Rosa Luxemburg stood in a prophetic line of revolutionary women who renounced both home and country in search of the promised land. The list stretches from Etta Palm, a Dutch woman in Paris; through Flora Tristan, a Peruvian in Lyon; to Saint-Simonians in Egypt; to Frances Wright, the Scottish wife of a Frenchman on the American frontier; to Russians in Switzerland, on to this Polish-Jewish leader who sought to replicate the Russian Revolution in Germany.

Rosa Luxemburg was not just a prophet of revolution—of its failure in Germany and its deformation in Russia—but an embodiment of revolutionary simplicity. Beyond all the words written by this most articulate of all revolutionary journalists, lay a simple faith beyond reason—in transnational, proletarian perfectibility; in violent struggle as a creative process and prerequisite to victory; and in those original myths of the revolutionary tradition: in an unfinished revolution and a perfect natural order.

The essential vision that she affirmed in her life and validated by her death is perhaps best contained in her description of the simple perfection she once found on primitive Corsica. Islands had provided the perennial locus of utopia, from the imagination of Thomas More to the reality of Sand on Majorca or Garibaldi on Caprera. Luxemburg described Corsica, where Buonarroti and Urbain had found inspiration, as an ideal alternative “to the Europe of today,” a place to satisfy that deep desire of revolutionaries to oprostit’sia: to simplify things. Writing from prison to Sophie Liebknecht, Luxemburg recalled recovering “the silence
of the beginning of the world" amidst the rustic purity, and finding the archetypical unspoiled “people” in a poor peasant family that passed silently by “precisely in harmony with the landscape.” She felt inspired “to fall on my knees as I always feel compelled to do before some spectacle of finished beauty.” She proposed to Liebknecht that the two women journey together to Corsica for a kind of pilgrimage of renewal, reviving the original metaphor of the revolution as rising sun:

We must go there and . . . cover the whole island on foot, sleeping each night in a new lodging place, greeting each morning along the way the rising of the sun.140

But Luxemburg went instead from prison to a martyr’s death with Liebknecht’s husband. She reaffirmed her faith in the ultimate victory of revolution in her last written words, which returned to the older, messianic metaphors of her Judaic heritage:

The revolution will “raise itself up again, clashing,” and . . . proclaim to the sound of trumpets: I was, I am, I shall be.141

Such a passionate life and dramatic death left behind not just a legend but a kind of haunting presence. When social revolutionaries finally came to power in Germany, not spontaneously after World War I but via the Russian army after World War II, the Stalinist regime in East Germany tried in vain to represent itself as the vindication of her hopes. She had written shortly before her death that true victory lay “not at the beginning but at the end of revolution.” The suspicion grew that that victory—and her revolution—was perhaps still to come.

Some have seen posthumous vindication of her vision in the revived invocation of her name during the late 1960s and the early 1970s: by French and Italian student radicals, by female German terrorists, or by admirers of new anti-imperialist movements in the third world and the cultural revolution in Mao’s China. But Luxemburg was a Eurocentric believer in the spontaneous leadership of the modern industrial proletariat. She may have found her most authentic reincarnation within the proletariat in her native Poland. Only there had her memory been deeply and continuously honored within a Soviet-dominated Communist party. In December 1970, the Polish working classes spontaneously rose in a mass strike against bureaucratic despotism unguided by any external political or intellectual elites in a move that surprised both East and West. The strike produced in Poland the first forcible change of political leadership by direct proletarian action in Europe since 1917.

The unexpected overthrow of Gomulka seemed a poetic vindication of Rosa Luxemburg. The strike began in Szczecin on the border area between the Polish and German worlds where she had spent much of her life. It brought down a man who had just succeeded in expelling almost the last of Luxemburg’s fellow Jews from that region in which they had historically suffered so much. It was almost as if Rosa Luxemburg had returned like the Dybbuk in a Jewish mystery play to take over
the body of a Polish worker and avenge the repudiated heritage of Gomulka's Jewish wife.

Could the revolutionary faith remain active at all within the neo-authoritarian, post-revolutionary bureaucracies of Eastern Europe in the late twentieth century? If that faith does survive or revive in those lands where Rosa Luxemburg lived and died, it seems likely to be moved by her ghost stalking the stalags of Stalinism and the dachas of its directors. To them, she can speak of forgotten dreams—reminding them that a Jewish woman once argued that Poles should unite with Russians for their common good; that Germans would benefit from revolution in Russia; and that social revolution would directly abolish both the national identities and the authoritarian controls that repress the creativity of working people themselves.
Epilogue: Beyond Europe

THIS HISTORY has dealt with revolutionaries who functioned inside Europe and without power during the period from the late eighteenth to the early twentieth centuries. There is no room here to discuss the legacy of their ideas to those who have subsequently exercised massive state power in the name of revolution. The very different world since 1917—of total war and totalitarian peace, of Stalin’s early identification of revolution with power and of Mao’s final search for a revolution beyond power—all of this would require another volume with its own special techniques of analysis and texture of description.

A brief epilogue can perhaps suggest only one key feature in the movement from the nineteenth to the twentieth century: the spread of the revolutionary political faith from Europe to the awakening East. By the early twentieth century, revolutionary nationalism much like that of Europe in the early nineteenth century was spreading through the Afro-Asian world in a kind of global chain reaction against the “new imperialism” of the great European powers.

The primary place of combustion for this nationalist revival was the political no-man’s land that stretched out beyond the Danube to the banks of the Tigris and the Nile. This was the East nearest the West, the Middle or Near East, the locus of the Eastern Question. This original cradle of Western civilization became the breeding grounds for the new age of anti-Western revolutions. If the Francocentric era of revolutionary activity had as its main enemy the Hapsburg Empire and the Germano-Russian era focused on the Romanov Empire, the epoch of world revolution began with revolt against the Ottoman Empire.

The upsurge of violent revolutionary nationalism began with an unjustly neglected echo of earlier European movements: the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization. Started as an anti-Ottoman organization in 1893, it began its never-successful efforts to produce a Macedonian nation with the slogan “Better an end with horrors than horrors without end.” Excessively romanticized in their own time as heroic
mountain rebels fighting the cruel Turks,¹ the IMRO deserves a fresh look by a later generation as perhaps the first modern national liberation movement: using underground broadcasting, urban terror, and a strategy consciously designed to bring international opinion to bear on a local political situation.

The “broadcasting” occurred on Elijah’s Day, July 20, 1903, when gramophones hidden behind icons in Macedonian Orthodox churches suddenly burst out with the prepared message: “Brother! The hour has come to begin the struggle. . . . Down with Turkey and with tyranny. Hurrah!”²

The urban base for the movement was the cosmopolitan port city of Salonika, where a group of high school students first known as Rabblers and then as the Crew studied the Russian revolutionary movement and drew up ambitious terrorist plans of their own. Seeking to combat economic as well as political tyranny—and to attract international attention in the process—this group spent better than two years digging an enormous tunnel under both the Constantinople and Salonika branches of the Ottoman Bank. The plan was to blow up simultaneously both buildings, while unleashing a series of coordinated explosions throughout the city of Salonika. The explosions began on the morning of April 28, 1903, on board a French ship unloading munitions for the Turkish army; and by the end of the day, other explosions had plunged the city into smoky darkness and unleashed a reign of fierce reprisal by Turkish troops.

IMRO thus made a crude and ultimately suicidal attempt at instant revolution. Apart from the hopeless odds against the Turks, the rebels in the cities were not coordinated with the IMRO leaders in the countryside, whose uprising during the summer of 1903 lasted only a little longer and never gave much reality to their self-proclaimed “government of the woods.” Nevertheless, its attempts to plan, discipline, and concentrate resources on focused surprise attacks were prophetic of the guerrilla warfare of the future. IMRO took refuge in the technique of sudden attack and then total disappearance back into the countryside, and it became almost impossible to stamp the movement out altogether. “When a Turkish division thinks that it has located a body of troops,” a colonel observed, “it suddenly discovers that what it has found is only a group of peasants busy tilling the soil.”³ After the revolution of the Young Turks in 1908, IMRO revived, and continued to rally its countrymen to the perpetually frustrated cause until crushed in 1934 by the very Bulgarian army that had once provided training for many of its original cadres.

IMRO was the least successful of Balkan revolutionary movements in building a nation, but the most successful in terms of longevity in exercising power and waging combat. From within five years of its first organization in 1893, the pyramidal organization, whose basic cell was a group of ten men, exercised effective power over much of Macedonia, denying crops, taxes, and safe residence to the occupying powers. Secret annual congresses determined policy, use was made of “safe” base areas in Bulgaria in the early years and of a complex structure of
committee leaders (comitadji), military bands (chetas), and church and educational organizations, which acted as a kind of cultural "front" for clandestine organization.

Terrorism moved into alliance with mass national liberation struggles in the colonized, rural Balkans; and similar movements soon developed in the Asian parts of the Ottoman Empire—and beyond.

The Russian Revolution of 1905 opened a new, global "era of revolutions," producing—literally—an electric effect. The generator of the revolution was in many ways the St. Petersburg Technological Institute, which summoned the first student rally on the day after the first massacre of demonstrators before the Winter Palace (on "bloody Sunday," January 9, 1905); 4 survived a military siege of its student building; 5 and convened the first Soviet of workers in its lecture hall. Krzhizhanovsky, the electrical specialist and Bolshevik activist in St. Petersburg during 1905, saw the electric transmitter as representing "the transition from the anarchy of capitalist production to production by plan." 6 He later helped Lenin redefine communism in terms of the two things that were literally introduced to Russia within the walls of his alma mater, the Technological Institute: "Soviet power plus electrification." 7

Electric wire service permitted the events of an unfolding revolution to be reported in 1905—for the first time in history—on a day-to-day basis throughout the world. The effect was particularly great outside of Europe, where the new imperialism had infected new regions with Western revolutionary ideas. The proud and ancient civilizations of Asia were particularly sensitive to the expanding power of the European states. The unprecedented news that an Asian nation (Japan) had defeated a European imperial power (Russia) in the war of 1904–5 encouraged new leaders to mobilize the revolutionary potential of the "external proletariat" in the less developed but densely populated East.

Internal revolution in Russia following wartime defeat by an external Asian power produced immediate Eastern echoes: both on minority groups within the Romanov Empire and in the Asian states just across its borders.

Unrest moved first across the turbulent Caucasus to Iran, where in December 1905 a general strike broke out in Teheran even as the general strike was collapsing in Moscow. In Tabriz, by September 1906, the first of several Persian workers' councils (Soviets) fashioned on the Russian revolutionary model was established. Full suppression of the Persian revolutionary movement was assured only with the Anglo-Russian joint intervention of 1911.8 In that year, the first modern revolution in China overthrew the Manchu dynasty. Its leader Sun-Yat Sen was also influenced by the Russian Revolution of 1905 and the tradition that lay behind it. He had met with Russian revolutionary leaders like Gershuni in Tokyo, where he set up a Russian-type student-based revolutionary movement in 1905 built around a journal similar to Herzen's Bell.9 The Russian example also influenced the turn toward strikes and insurrection of Young India,10 and the revolution of the Young Turks which overthrew a corrupt sultan in 1908.

The earlier Young Ottoman organization of the 1870s had been in-
fluenced by the rise of a Russian revolutionary tradition after defeat by Russia in the Russo-Turkish War. Now a Young Turk movement arose based on a secret cell of officers in Salonika. They sanctioned a mixture of strike tactics and armed resistance similar to that of Armenian secret societies under the apparent influence of the Russian revolutionary movement of 1905–6.11

The rising of Asian revolutionaries to oppose European empires repeated in many ways the rise of European revolutionaries against the Hapsburg Empire a century earlier. Mazzini’s Young Italy and Young Europe were the direct ancestors of the Young Turks and other young national movements in Asia. As in early nineteenth-century Europe, Asian national revolutionaries of the early twentieth century included vague ideals of social revolution in their dreams of national liberation.

Asian revolutionary nationalism in the early twentieth century frequently followed the patterns of its European prototype. The Chinese revolutionary movement prior to 1911, for instance, was as dependent as the Russian movement had been on the leadership of émigré ideological journalists (Sun-Yat Sen in Hawaii and Japan, much of the future Communist leadership in France).12 The same émigré guidance was essential for the Vietnamese Revolution, with Ho Chi-Minh living successively in Paris, Moscow, and Canton. Left-Right interaction is also evident in the Soviet training of the son and successor of Chiang Kai-shek, head of the Nationalist regime on Taiwan; and in the strange pattern of transmission of terrorist ideas from Vietnam. Some right-wing French terrorists (the OAS) appear to have learned their techniques while imprisoned by the left-wing terrorists in Vietnam. The French Right in turn imparted a similar schooling back to the Algerian Left (the FLN), whose successful terrorist methods pay tribute again to the symbiosis that occurs when les extrêmes se touchent.

If Asian revolutionaries echoed European ideas in the twentieth century, European revolutionaries had occasionally echoed Asians in the nineteenth. The most sophisticated theorist of national insurrection among the ever-prophetic Poles had moved ever farther afield in his search for inspirational models: from the relatively familiar Spanish and Russian resistance to Napoleon, to the Serbian and Albanian resistance to the Turks, the Algerian to the French, the peoples of the Caucasus to Russia, and finally of Afghanistan to England during the war of 1838–42. As Russian troops streamed into that mountain land in the last days of the 1970s, it seemed eerie to read a Polish exile of the 1840s urging close study of the Afghan resistance to an earlier imperial invader “because there it will be possible to uncover the source of the rebuilding of Poland.” 13

As Africa later followed Asia in its awakening, a new theorist of revolutionary violence journeyed—like Ismail Urbain a century before—from the West Indies through France to Algeria. Frantz Fanon re-echoed many of the themes of the original Italo-Polish apostles of heroic violence a century before. “Violence, alone,” he insisted, “makes it possible for the masses to understand social truths” and is a “cleansing force” that “frees the native from his inferiority complex and from
his despair and inaction." 14 "To shoot down a European is to kill two birds with one stone, to destroy an oppressor and the man he opposes at the same time." 15 But his message was less original than he thought. His style reflected more his Western training as a psychologist than the real thinking of the third world. Only perhaps in Castro’s Cuba was there any continued response to Fanon’s arousing Africa to revolutionary violence; and that response depended on the power of Cuba’s imperial benefactor, the U.S.S.R. Cuban revolutionaries themselves—from Marti’s long years as a revolutionary journalist editing The Golden Age in New York in the late nineteenth century 16 to Castro’s long exile in Mexico and in the maquis—repeated many of the themes of the national revolutionary tradition. When a Cuban national revolution came into conflict with the imperial power of the first nation to be born in revolution, the United States, it attracted considerable sympathy—but more among well-fed young students in the overdeveloped West than among the hungry in the underdeveloped world. Utopia for many intellectuals had simply returned to a tropical island in the New World—which is where the intellectuals of early modern Europe had always imagined it might be.
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Explanatory Note


The full title of journals will be given except in the cases of the frequently cited Annales Historiques de la Révolution Française, which will be Annales Historiques; and the Annali del’Istituto Giangiacomo Feltrinelli, which will be Annali. For Marx and Engels’s Gesamtausgabe, Berlin, 1927 ff., I have used the standard abbreviation, MEGA.

The full first name is given of any figure who is substantively important as a person in the development of the revolutionary tradition; only the first initial is given for figures who are cited only as authorities or authors.

Introduction

1. General Claude-François Malet, cited in C. Nodier, Souvenirs et portraits de la révolution, 1841, 3d. ed., 308. The rejected metaphor of revolutionary organization as an Archimedian lever capable of lifting the world was also widely used in the early nineteenth century and later adopted by Lenin.
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4. “Die Strahlen der Sonne vertreiben die Nacht, Zernichten der Heuchler erschlichene Macht.” These last solo words of Die Zauberflöte are pronounced before the Temple of the Sun, which—by the end of the revolutionary era—was represented by a circular sun in the midst of a giant triangle (see J. Baltrušaitis, La Quête d’Isis. Introduction à l’Egyptomanie, 1967, 57), thus linking the solar myth with the occult geometric symbols that subsequently became central to professional revolutionary organizers.

5. Restif de la Bretonne, L’Année 2000, published as a supplement to Le Thesmographe, ou idées d’un honnête-homme sur un projet de règlement, proposé à toutes les nations de l’Europe, pour opérer une réforme générale des lois: avec des notes historiques, The Hague, 1789, 515–56. The only important recent study of Restif’s revolutionary ideas dates the completion of this work from 1788. It was republished in 1790. See A. Ioannisian, Kommunisticheskie idei v gody velikoi frantsuzskoi revolutsii, 1966, 187, 211.

A second fantasy on the same subject was published by a German communist for use in France at the beginning of the 1840s, Paris en l’an 2000, which depicts a historian lecturing in that year in Notre Dame Cathedral to an incredulous audience about the horrors of the by-gone age of war and class conflict. See A. Saitta, Sinistra Hegeliana e problema italiano negli scritti di A. L. Mazzini, 1968, 394, 402. A third such utopian fantasy was Edward Bellamy’s more widely read Looking Backward, 2000–1887 of 1888, on which see S. Bowman, The Year 2000, NY 1958. See also the Soviet entry into this field: V. Kosolapov, Mankind and the Year 2000, Brooklyn Heights, NY, 1976; as well as H. K. White and A. Wiener, Year Two Thousand, NY, 1967. M. Abensour refers to Paris en l’an 2000 (by an executed veteran of the Paris Commune, Dr. Tony Moilin, a work unavailable in major libraries) in “L’Histoire de l’utopie et le destin de sa critique,” Textures, 1973, nos. 6–7, 24 n. 2.

6. The tendency to validate revolutionary action by an imagined past is analyzed by the Polish Marxist Kazimierz Kelles-Krauz, in his “The Law of Revolutionary Retrospection as a Consequence of Economic Materialism,” Ateneum, 1897; discussed in L. Kolakowski, Main Currents of Marxism, II, The Golden Age, Oxford, 1978, 211–2. But one example of the neglected cosmic dimensions in the thought of a hard-headed, major revolutionary is A. Blanqui, L’Eternité par les astres. Hypothèse astronomique, 1872. Blanqui’s abundant further speculations in this area are presently being researched from the untouched manuscript material in BN by M. Abensour.


13. N. Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium, L, 1957, for the medieval period; and, for the most important example from the Reformation, E. Bloch, Thomas Münzer als Theologe der Revolution, Munich, 1921; also in French. G. Lewy, Religion and Revolution, Oxford, 1974, has valuable bibliography and traces the interaction between the two in a wide variety of times and places. But its suggestions of similarity and continuity between earlier religious movements and modern secular revolutions are not supported by any serious analysis of the latter.


16. Louis-Sebastien Mercier, L’An deux mille quatre cent quarante. Rêve s’il en fut jamais, 1768–71, reprinted with a valuable introduction by R. Trousson, 1971. As with his friend Restif, the playwright Mercier was seen as a subversive vulgarizer of Rousseau and was nicknamed le singe de Jean-Jacques.

17. Title of a chapter in Mercier, Tableau de Paris, 1782, IV.

18. Like almost every generalization about revolution, this is subject to debate—
the Dutch revolt against Spain in the sixteenth century having created a new republic, the Mexican revolutionary constitution of 1917 having proclaimed social as well as political objectives. But neither of these events had the ecumenical impact of the changes in the USA and USSR.


26. As suggested by J. Pocock, Politics, Language and Time, NY, 1971, 3. J. Ellul also complains at length about confusions in the usage of the term (Autopsy of Revolution, NY, 1971, 100 ff., 177 ff., 197 ff.) but then adds to the confusion with a title that suggests revolutions are ending, and an ending suggesting that his own "necessary revolution" may be just beginning.

27. Outstanding as a philosophical-political discussion is H. Arendt, On Revolution, NY, 1963; as a general sketch of the intellectual origins of Bolshevism is E. Wilson, To the Finland Station, NY, 1940.

28. Mezhunarodnoe rabochee dvizhenie, 1976-78, 3 v. The 21-man editorial commission is under the presidency of the veteran Central Committee ideologist, Boris Ponomarev; the first volume treating "the rise of the proletariat and its formation as a revolutionary class"; the second, 1871-1904; the third, 1905-17.

29. Main Currents of Marxism, Its Rise, Growth and Dissolution, Oxford, 1978, 3v. The first volume, The Founders, deals with the philosophical origins of Marxism; the second (and in my opinion the best), The Golden Age, deals with the varied development of Marxist thought in the period of the Second International (1889-1914); and the third, The Breakdown, deals with the Stalin era and beyond. A projected multi-volume history of Marxism by the Italian Communist Party may prove more interesting than most such collective, official publications, since it is scheduled to include contributions by non-Communists and dissident Marxists.


A recent Soviet discussion (M. Barg, “Srnvitel'no-istoricheske izuchenie burzhuaznykh revoliutsii XVI-XVIII vv.,” Voprosy Istorii, 1975, no. 9, 69–88) proposes a step-by-step comparison of three major “bourgeois revolutions” (the German peasant wars of the sixteenth century, the Puritan Revolution in the seventeenth century, and the French Revolution in the eighteenth) as an antidote to the alleged chaos of Western historiography. Both his polemical crudeness and his doctrinal hostility to a synchronous approach are in sharp contrast to the most outstanding single Soviet study of the revolutionary process in early modern Europe: B. Porshnev, Františka, Anglická Revoluce a evropská politika v sedemnactém století, 1970, which treats all of Europe from 1630 to 1655. Other important discussions of the revolutionary process during the period prior to the French Revolution and the development of the revolutionary tradition as traced in this work are J. Elliott, “Revolution and Continuity in Early Modern Europe,” Past and Present, 1969, Feb, 35–56; and P. Zagorin, “Prolegomena to the Comparative History of Revolution in Early Modern Europe,” Comparative Studies in Society and History, 1976, Apr, 151–74.

A comprehensive Soviet effort to reconcile Marxist pretensions of developing a scientific theory of revolution with Soviet requirements for defending the evolving policies of a state allegedly ruled by such a science is provided in M. Seleznev, Sotsial'naia revoliutsiia, 1971, useful mainly for its accounts of internal Soviet discussions of the 1960s.


32. These complaints are voiced repeatedly by R. Cobb, for instance, in his review of a good recent history confined to one region (S. Schama, Patriots and Liberator. Revolution in the Netherlands, 1780–1813, NY/L, 1977) in Times Literary Supplement, 1977, Jul 29, 906–7.


In a class by itself is the psychological portrait of the earliest Russian revolutionaries' combination of asceticism and theatricality by Yu. Lotman, “Dekabrist v povsednevnoi zhizni (Bytovoe povedenie kak istoriko-psikhologicheskaia kategoria),” in Literaturnoe nasledie dekabristov, Leningrad, 1975, 25–74. Despite some terminological opacity, this article provides a tantalizing hint of the analytic insight that the remarkable Soviet school of semioticians could undoubtedly bring to bear on more contemporary subjects if they were not restricted to writing about distant times and places.

34. M. Trahard, La Sensibilité révolutionnaire (1789–94), 1936, 28, also 35–7.


Chapter 1


These erstwhile advocates of social revolution suggested that evangelical Christianity might spearhead a revolution yet to come in the same 1979 that saw fundamentalist Islam dominate an unexpected revolution in Iran and a relatively traditionalist Pope draw mass crowds in many countries far in excess of those commanded by any political leaders.
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5. G. Griffiths, "Democratic Ideas in the Revolt of the Netherlands," *Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte*, 1959, 50; also his "The Revolutionary Character of the Revolt of the Netherlands," *Comparative Studies in Society and History*, 1960, Jul, 452–72, which finds the main attributes of Brinton's model for revolution present in the Netherlands taken as a whole during this period.


For a new version of the repeated attempt since Engels to represent the deeply religious peasants' uprisings in Germany during the Reformation as a pioneering modern revolution, see P. Bölkke, *Die Revolution von 1525*, Munich/Vienna, 1975.

10. P. Hazard, *La Crise de la conscience européenne, 1680–1715*, 1967, is the classic account of these intellectual changes.


15. James Howell, *Parthenopoeia, or the History of the Most Noble and Renowned
Kingdom of Naples, 1654, discussed in Lasky, “The Birth of a Metaphor: On the Origins of Utopia and Revolution,” Encounter, 1970, Mar, 32. For more detail, see Lasky, Utopia and Revolution, Chicago, 1976; for a magisterial survey of 2,500 years of utopian thought combined with concern that “the creative utopian spirit” may be “drowned by the roar of self-proclaimed ideal societies in operation” or blocked out by television’s “clatter of special effects” and by the “applied utopistics” of "the pseudoscience of prediction,” see F. and F. Manuel, Utopian Thought in the Western World, Cambridge, Mass, 1979, and the review by R. Nisbet, The New Republic, 1979, Nov 18, 30-4.


17. Ibid., 36.

18. A group of Parisian publications ranging from Révolutions d’Angleterre (1670) to Histoire de la révolution d’Irlande (1692), along with seven English pamphlets with “revolution” in the title between 1689 and 1693, are all in BO.

19. K. Griewank (Der neuzeitliche Revolutionsbegriff. Entstehung und Entwicklung, Weimar, 1955, 182–9) itemizes Histoires des révolutions for almost every country past and present in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries; and there were many others such as R. Vertot’s Histoire des révolutions arrivées dans le gouvernement de la République romaine, 1719, 3v, which was translated into Polish (J. Sapieha, Warsaw, 1736) and republished in many editions.

20. The word occurred as the title of a play (Catharine Cockburn, The Revolution in Sweden, L 1706), the pseudonym of a pamphleteer (William Revolution, The Real Crisis or, the necessity of giving immediate and powerful succour to the Emperor against France and her present allies, L, 1735), and an adjective describing a new kind of politics: Revolution politicks: being a compleat collection of all the reports, lies and stories which were the fore-runners of the great revolution in 1688, L, 1733. (On this, see H. Horwitz, Revolution Politicks: The Career of Daniel Finch, Second Earl of Nottingham, 1647–1730, Cambridge, 1968.)

21. The English settlement was referred to as “our late Happy Revolution” as well as “glorious”: The Revolution and Anti-Revolution Principles Stated and Compar’d, the Constitution Explained and Vindicated, and the Justice and Necessity of Excluding the Pretender maintain’d, etc., L, 1724, 2d ed., 5 (LC).
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176. No copy has apparently survived. See O. Karmin, "Sylvain Maréchal et le Manifieste des Égaux," Revue Historique de la Révolution Française, 1910, I, 513. Correctif à la Révolution, 1793, discussed Ioannisian, Idei, 149–59. This work has been called the founding treatise of modern anarchism by one of its leading historians: M. Nettlau, Der Vorfrühling der Anarchie, 1924, I. Cited in Karmin, “Maréchal,” 511; also Dommanget, Maréchal, 455. G. Pariset, Études d’histoire révolutionnaire et contemporaine, 1929, 129–30. Cited in Thompson, Babeuf, 28; also 27–9, and Ioannisian, Idei, 223.

177. Barlow, “Genealogy of the Tree of Liberty,” unpublished, undated manuscript, Houghton Library, Harvard, bMS Am 1448 (13), 22. This could be one of the relatively few French revolutionary rituals to be derived directly from American revolutionary precedent, if Arthur Schlesinger is correct in his suggestion that Thomas Paine introduced into France the practice of eulogizing liberty trees: “Liberty Tree: A Genealogy,” New England Quarterly, Dec 1952, 453. But Schlesinger's learned study explores only the American side. He seems unaware that this practice developed in France well before Paine's arrival, and quaintly patronizing in his suggestion that Barlow was simply writing “for his own amusement” (436 n. 1).

178. See the loose page added to Barlow, “Genealogy,” 25, on the liberty cap, which was allegedly adopted by the Romans as the cap that signified the gift of liberty to a slave. Ibid., 23. The erotic aspects of revolutionary symbols will apparently be dealt with in a forthcoming Polish work of M. Janion, who has already written on “the fevers of romanticism”: Goraczka romantyczna, 1975.

179. Le Pied was translated the following year into German and, in 1774, into Russian in St. Petersburg, where Restif's works generally received a warm reception. See G. Buachidze, Retif de la Bretonn v Rossii, Tbilisi, 1972, esp. 102–9. For a convenient bibliography in French of Russian work on Restif neglected in Western scholarship, see 328–40. Le Pornographe ou idées d’un honnête-homme sur un projet de règlement pour les prostituées, L’/The Hague, 1779; see discussion in Poster, Restif, 33–50, and material referenced in 97 n. 1 on Restif's own possible foot fetish.

180. Poster, 99. Ibid., and Monsieur Nicolas, I, 359. Like almost all Western writers on Restif, Poster seems unaware of the importance of this “communist” work—and relates erotic impulses to literary forms rather than to social or revolutionary substance.
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1. Brunot, IX, 641.
3. Cited and discussed in G. Dutcher, “The Rise of Republican Government in the United States,” Political Science Quarterly, 1940, Jun, 209. He also credits John Adams with simultaneously turning the word into a badge of merit and authoring a model republican constitution for Massachusetts (which, alone of all formed prior to 1787, remains in force). Ibid., 209–11.
7. Républicain ou le défenseur du gouvernement représentatif lasted only four issues. Dalin, Babef, 407–8. Paine saw "a new era that is going to wipe despotism from the face of the earth" ushered in as revolutionary republicanism became "universally extended." See his Lettre de Thomas Paine au peuple français, 1792, Sep 25, 3, 7 (EU).


9. "Constitution," in La Chronique du Mois, 1792, Jan. 3. This journal like Républicain was edited by a group that included Bonneville, Paine, Condorcet, and Brissot. Bonneville likens the constitution of the state to the constitutions of nature itself and of the human body—with "the people" its "blood" (4).


The word "republican" was used as early as 1770 in France as a virtual synonym for revolutionary. J. Godechot, "Pour un vocabulaire politique et social de la révolution française:"

12. Lettre de Paine, 3, 7; Palmer, Age, II, 113–23.


The first Declaration of Independence in Europe after the outbreak of revolution in France (that of the nearby Belgian province of Brabant in October 1789) repeatedly refers to "the nation" and "the body of the nation," and insists that "the will of the nation is always the supreme law." Godechot, Pensee, 68, and 67–9. The word "nation" entered the vocabulary of American politics in the ideological modern sense largely after the outbreak of the French Revolution through idiosyncratic ideologists like James Wilson, then associate justice of the Supreme Court who asked rhetorically in Chisholm vs. Georgia in 1793: "Do the people of the United States form a NATION?" (G. Dennison, "The Revolution Principle: Ideology and Constitutionalism in the Thought of James Wilson," Review of Politics, 1977, Apr, 187). The first university course taught on the American Revolution (at Harvard in 1839) used a history written in 1809 by an Italian nationalist who had become a French revolutionary activist in order to inculcate a full-blown romantic nationalism for which there were still no American texts. Carlo Botta, History of the War of the Independence of the United States of America, Philadelphia, 1821, 2v; discussed by M. Kammen, A Season of Youth, NY, 1978, 282–3 n. 83. D. Donald contends that presidents before Lincoln "generally avoided the term" (nation), and that the Civil War led to the widespread adoption of the European term and the end of the tendency to refer "to the United States in the plural." Liberty and Union, Boston/Toronto, 1978, 215.


15. Delacroix, 9.
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It had long been argued that the melody could not have been invented so rapidly and must have been taken from some forgotten operatic work of the period—variously said to be Dalayrac's Sargines ou l'élève de l'amour, Grétry's La Caravane de Caire, or a lost work of Méhul, to whom Rouget de Lisle dedicated his published collection of 1796. Tiersot carefully refutes these claims and insists that Rouget was the sole author of both words and music: Histoire, 410–22. More recent speculation has focused on possible borrowings by Rouget from an oratorio based on Racine's Esther, composed by the music master at the Cathedral of Saint-Omer, where Rouget was stationed previously. See M. Vogelais, Quellen und Bausteine zu einer Geschichte der Musik und des Theatres in Élsass, Strasbourg, 1911. A. Gastoué, "L'air de la Marseillaise, naquit-il à Saint-Omer?" Échanges et Recherches, Roubais, 1939, Jan 148–53, answers the question with a decisive no, insisting that the composition was original. At the same time, he indicates that Rouget drew some key phrases from local military terminology ("enfants de la patrie" and "aux armes, citoyens") and from Sargines ("entendez-vous le bruit de guerre . . . Marchons, marchons"). See also further references and discussion in J. Mouchon, La Musique en Alsace, Strasbourg, 1970, 136.


28. Tiersot, Histoire, 68–71. This Offrande de la liberté. Scène religieuse sur le chant des Marseillaises was first performed on Sep 30, 1792.


30. Fiaux, 32.


32. For description of La Révolution du 10 août ou le tocsin allégorique and the judgment that it was the most important festival held outside of Paris during 1793, see Tiersot, Les fêtes, 117–9.

33. La Musique en Alsace, 136.

34. Croker, Essays, 549–51, corrects the still widespread belief that the first such machine was made in Paris by either the scientist Guillotin or the surgeon Louis.

35. Bonneville, L'Année MDCCLXXXIX ou Les Tribuns du Peuple, nd, v, 80, (BA).

36. See the Assemblée des représentants de la Commune de Paris. Extrait du procès-verbal, 17 juin 1790, and the handwritten attached letter of Bonneville to Camille Desmoulins, which are not catalogued but located next to a copy of L'Année: RF 17044 (BA).


38. Harivel contends (Bonneville, 141) that Bonneville's friend Letourneur first used “romantic” in its modern sense; but his undated example almost certainly derives from prior German usages discussed by A. Lovejoy, who ascribes the first use to Schlegel but also stresses the importance of Schiller: Essays in the History of Ideas, NY, 1955, 183–207.

39. See the neglected doctoral dissertation by E. Nacken, Eulogius Schneider in Deutschland (1758–1791), Bonn, 1931, published only in part as Studien iiber Eulogius Schneider in Deutschland, Bonn, 1931. The basic studies are F. Heitz,

40. See F. L'Huillier, "Les grands courants de l'opinion publique," Deux siècles d'Alsace, 244-50; Tiersot, Histoire, 73; Annales Historiques, IX, 1932, 27-7, 103; and Harsany, Vie, 257-9.


41. Nodier, Souvenirs, 21; and section on Schneider, 13-33.

42. Harsany, 107; Schneider, "Über die Denunziationen," Argos, III, 1793, Sep 26, 297-301.


46. Text in Harivel, 153.

47. Bonneville, L'Hymne des combats, 1797, 5; also his Les "Francs-Germains" nos ancêtres, discussed in Brunot, IX, 633.

48. "La Druide," La Chronique du Mois, 1792, May, 7. Fauchet's article "On the University of Nature" (Bouche de Fer, 1790, no. 25, 385-97) is discussed by Alekseev-Popov, Sbornik Volgina, 305.


51. Mathiez, Etrangers, 112-7, 142, 153-7. Palmer has correctly noted (Age, II, 117) that "the foreign revolutionaries . . . remain one of the mysteries of the French Revolution." No aspect of the mystery has been less explored than the impact within France of the largest neighboring nationality, the German. One of the few studies that even raises the question is S. Stern, Anacharsis Cloots der Redner des Menschengeschlechts. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Deutschen in der französischen Revolution, 1914.

52. Cloots, La République, 190.


55. Appel au genre humain, par Anacharsis Cloots, représentant du peuple sauveur, nd, 20. These capitalized words end the pamphlet.

56. Herder, Sämtliche Werke, 1891, V, 510; R. Ergang, Herder and the Foundations of German Nationalism, NY, 1931, 110-1. The possibility that Barruel may in fact have taken the term from prior usage by Herder or some other German is given support by Palmer's analysis of Barruel's work as almost exclusively dependent on German sources and authorities: Age, II, 251-4.

57. Statement of 1803, cited in Harivel, Bonneville, 79. See also 77-118 for German literary influences in France from the beginnings of the 1780s.

58. Palmer, Twelve, 3-6; on Saint-Just, 9-10, 73-7; and, on his mission to Strasbourg, 177-201.


60. "il punto, cui tutti li tempi son presenti," Paradiso, XVII, 18.


63. Ollivier, 38–41.
64. Ibid., esp. 57 ff. Ollivier sees this neglected play Organt as a key to Saint-Just's development, and points (55) to another subsequent lost work, Dialogue entre M. D. . . . et l'auteur d' "Organt."
66. Ibid.
67. Ibid., 71, 117, 94, on L'Esprit de la révolution, finished late in 1791; on De la Nature, de l'état civil, de la cité ou la règle de l'indépendence, which Abensour dates between Sep 1791 and Sep 1792, see the bilingual edition edited by A. Soboul: Saint-Just, Frammenti sulle Istituzioni republicane, Turin, 1952.
68. Ollivier, 69–70.
69. Ibid., 228–9.
70. Frammenti, 133.
71. Ibid., 174. Italics added.
The first part of this rich study argues persuasively for the retroactive application of the overused term "alienation" to Rousseau; and the second part, for the centrality of a twofold concept of nature in Rousseau as the denial of what is and the affirmation of what might be. See also E. Reiche, Rousseau und das Naturrecht, 1935; and for the impact on Saint-Just, S. Kritschewsky, J.J. Rousseau und Saint-Just: Ein Beitrag zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der sozialpolitischen Ideen der Montagnards, Bern, 1895, esp. 30–1.
74. Ollivier, 75, 78–9.
75. Ibid., 88.
76. Ibid., 88–9.
77. Ibid., 173, 187.
78. Ibid., 168, 252, 110.
80. Ollivier, 232.
81. Ibid., 233–9.
82. Ibid., 296; Oeuvres (ed. Gratien), 184.
83. Ollivier, 297.
The image of "the word revolution" as a "trumpet of the Last Judgment" resonating "in the four corners of Europe" was used already in May 1791 in the Révolutions de Paris for which Maréchal wrote (A. Aulard, The French Revolution. A Political History, NY, 1910, I, 257). Independently in 1793 the German radical Georg Forster wrote that "the lava of the revolution is flowing and no longer spares anything." Julku, "Conception," 251.
85. Section from Organt describing his "holy shuddering" in contemplating the lava inside Mount Etna "where Terror resides" capable of ending "the sleep of tyrants." Ollivier, 52.
86. "Dans le temple de la Raison,/ Aux yeux de la nature,/ Je viens me mettre à l'unison,/ Abjurer l'imposture." La fête de la raison. Opéra en un acte, 1794, 20.
88. Knowledge of this work is derived solely from the review of a performance printed in Gazette Nationale ou le Moniteur Universel, 1793, Oct 22 (repr. 1847, XVIII, 171), identifying the author only as "citoyen Saint-Just," the composer as "Mengozzi." The latter is undoubtedly Bernardo Mengozzi; and the former, probably the revolutionary leader as A. Soboul contended in bringing this notice to my attention. Another Saint-Just, however, the brother-in-law of Cherubini, later wrote operas of a lighter sort with French collaborators: See A. Pougin, L'Opéra-comique pendant la révolution de 1788 à 1801, Geneva, 1973, 247, 207, 213.
89. Ollivier, 233; Oeuvres (Gratien), 292.
90. Oeuvres (Gratien), 306.
91. Schneider was arrested the day after his marriage, with Le Bas playing an uncharacteristically major role: Harsany, Vie, 310 n. 628; Mathiez, Etrangers, 174.
92. Mathiez, Etrangers, 94–8. She appears to have been victimized by the retroactive application of a previously unknown concept whereby "citizenship" in one country was seen as incompatible with communicating with representatives of another.
93. Clara Zetkin, Zur Geschichte der proletarischen Frauenbewegung Deutsch-
lands, 1958, 16-7, on these neglected groups—whose dimensions may be somewhat exaggerated by the revolutionary enthusiasm of the author. For other provincial examples, however, see Abray, "Feminism," 50 n. 40.


96. Censer, Prelude, 97-8.

97. Abray, 56.


101. Thompson, Revolution, 553.

102. Dec 14, 1793, in Oeuvres complètes de Saint-Just (ed. C. Vellay), 1908, II, 163, echoing his complaint that "the laws are revolutionary, those executing them are not." Report to the Convention of Oct 10, 1793, in Oeuvres (Gratien), 174.

103. According to E. Hamel, the earliest biographer of Saint-Just and the one most disposed to find female companions for him at every turn, in Ollivier, 505.

104. Report to the Convention on factions, Mar 13, 1794, in Saint-Just, Discours et Rapports (ed. A. Soboul), 1957, 171; and the beginning of his famous last defense of Robespierre: "Je ne suis d'aucune faction; je les combattrai toutes." Ollivier, 614.

105. Ibid., 510.

106. Tiersot, Fêtes, 41.


108. Tiersot, Fêtes, 128.

109. Thompson, Revolution, 551-2, on the repas fraternels.

110. The word is invoked in a description by his colleague in the Committee of Public Safety, Bertrand Barère: Ollivier, 654.


112. Ibid., 652-3.

113. Ibid., 651-2, 655. A life of Cromwell was found in his room after his execution, 650 n. 1. These attitudes contrast with earlier criticism of Cromwell and of Christianity for its subordination to Constantine. A. Malraux characterizes Saint-Just as "passionately totalitarian" by the end: Ollivier, 17.


118. Rose, Babeuf, 101.

119. L. Bernstein, "Un plan socialiste sous la révolution française," International Review of Social History, 1937, II, 209. See Abbé Antoine de Cournand, De la propriété, ou la cause du pauvre, 1791 (but written in 1789, according to Ioannisian, Idei, 13); also Dalin, Babeuf, 427-35.

120. Cited in Ioannisian, Idei, 55. The text of his plea for acceptance into the Friends of Truth (cited 54) is reproduced as an appendix to Delacroix.

A work of Dolivier was found on Babeuf at the time of his arrest: Essai sur la justice primitive pour servir de principe génératour au seul ordre social, 1793. See Ioannisian, Idei, 58-9.

121. Rose, Babeuf, 73, 101-2.

122. Ibid., 39, refutes Dalin's hopeful suggestion that Babeuf's concept of a ferme collective already represented the essentials of the Soviet "collective farm" in 1786.


123. On the Lettre d'un député de Picardie, and the abundance of copies discovered by police in a raid on the Palais-Royal in August, see Rose, 78, 365 n. 10.
Chapter 3

124. Ibid., 78.
125. Ibid., 141.
126. Ibid., 44, 62.
127. Fournier considered himself the first figure to turn l'esprit publique into l'esprit militaire, by arousing the Palais-Royal on June 30, 1789; and, in his project for a cercle d'éducation, proposed the beginnings of a revolutionary military school: Mémoires secrets de Fournier l'américain, 1890, 5, 42–4; also A. Espinas, La Philosophie sociale du XVIII siècle et la révolution, 1898, 219–23; and Dalin, Babeuf, 508–14, who corrects some dating in Aulard's introduction to Fournier's memoirs.

128. On Babeuf's links with Noé Makketros, Rose, Babeuf, 138–9, corrects Dalin.

129. Cited in Dalin, 516.
130. Espinas, 225; Dalin, 516; Rose, 138, 151.


Recent surveys updating the bibliographical discussions on Babeuf by Dommanget and Rose are Dalin's “L'histoire philosophe de Babeuf,” La Pensée, 1966, Aug, 68–101; and “The Most Recent Foreign Literature on Babeuf,” Soviet Studies in History, 1973, spring, 353–70. Dalin's Babeuf covers only the period prior to the conspiracy. The first volume (of four) covers Babeuf's writings up to 1789 (Sochineniia, 1975, I), has also appeared in French, and includes hitherto unpublished work in the USSR.

133. Prospectus in Pages, 228; justification of the new title in 169–71.

The recently reproduced (1966) edition shows that the new slogan began to appear regularly with no. 19 of Journal de la liberté de la presse; the new name Le Tribun du peuple ou le défenseur des droits de l'homme being adopted with a five-page explanatory footnote only with no. 23.

134. Response to Pierre-Antoine Antonelle of 1796, Pages, 268–70.
135. Manifeste des plébeiens of 1796 from Tribun du peuple in Pages, 250–64. These phrases are repeatedly italicized. The undated prospectus of the Tribun is in Pages, 228–31.


137. C. Mazauric (Babeuf et la conspiration pour l'égalité, 1962, 116 n. 1) sees this passage standing at the head of a line of thought about base areas for revolutionary warfare which moves through Blanqui and others to Mao.

139. Pages, 257, 284.
140. Ibid., 219–20.
141. Ibid., 215.
143. Charles Fourier, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, proposed that phalanges of about sixteen hundred withdraw from society to form phalanstères, the socialist equivalent of monastères. (A. Bestor, Jr., “The Evolution of the Socialist Vocabulary,” Journal of the History of Ideas, 1948, Jun, 270–1.) These phalanxes championed peaceful social idealism from the first effort by a Romanian journalist in Bulgaria (F. Manuel, The Prophets of Paris, Cambridge, Mass, 1962, 208–9) to the enclave of New England intellectuals at Brook Farm. The same term was revived by Fascists a century later: From the Falanga of Polish Fascists who later became Stalinists (A. Bromke, “From ‘Falanga’ to ‘Pax,’” Survey, 1961, Dec, 29–40) to the elite units (falanges) of Franco's successful military revolution against the Spanish Republic.

But the main continuing thread of usage—and that most faithful to Babeuf—was that of Filippo Buonarroti, Babeuf's disciple, future biographer, and historic revolutionary in his own right, about whom we shall have a good deal to say later. Buonarroti's followers were to reach as far afield as the Flemish Phalange flamande Anneeens of the 1830s. (A. Galante Garrone, ‘Buonarroti en Belgie et la Propagande Égalitaire,” in Babeuf et les problèmes du Babouwisme, 1963, esp. 221–5; drawing largely on J. Kuypers, Les Égalitaires en Belgique, Buonarroti et ses sociétés secrètes, d'après des documents inédits, 1824–1836, Brussels, 1960.) Auguste Blanqui called for a homogeneous phalange of activists capable of pro-
viding militant leadership, of acting as the “forceps of revolution.” (Marx and Engels, Sochineniia, II, 596) while the original German Communist leader Wilhelm Weitling mobilized in the early 1840s a “brotherly phalanx” for equality among émigrés in London.

Bakunin in his correspondence of 1870 with Nechaev, argued that the Russian revolutionary students of the 1860s were “a true youth . . . without status or homes” who could uniquely provide the needed “phalanx” for “the people’s revolution.” (Letter of Bakunin to Nechaev of Jun 2, 1870, first published by M. Confino in Cahiers du Monde Russe et Soviétique, 1966, Oct-Dec, 626.)

The recurrence of this Babeuvian-Buonarrotian term may be merely fortuitous; and revolutionary genealogies are notoriously elusive. But there is within Babeuf’s original revolutionary “phalanx”—particularly as idealized retrospectively by Buonarroti—an interesting foreshadowing of the passion for purity—and for purge—of the modern professional revolutionary.

144. Babeuf, Pages, 249-50. The figure of 2,000 is given by Buonarroti only. For a concise and critical discussion, see D. Thomson, The Babeuf Plot, L, 1947, 21 ff.

145. Pages, 265-7.

146. “Manifeste des Plébéiens,” in Pages, 256, and text 250-64. Le Manifeste des enrages of 1793 by the revolutionary priest Jacques Roux was not originally so entitled and lacked the systematic structure of Babeuf’s work. See Dommanget, Jacques Roux. Le curé rouge, n.d., 53, text 83-91.

147. Mazauric, 138-40. He follows the careful argument of A. Saitta in refuting suggestions of serious dissent within the conspiracy. Saitta shows that at least six of the seven were in essential agreement with Babeuf’s program. “Autour de la conjuration de Babeuf, Discussion sur le communisme (1796),” Annales Historiques, 1960, no. 4, 426.

148. See P. Bessand-Massenet, Babeuf et le parti communiste en 1796, 1926, 28; also Mazauric, 139.

149. The full title was L’Eclairer du peuple, ou le défenseur de 24 millions d’opprimés. See Mazauric, Babeuf, 190-1.


152. Pages, 264.

153. Tribun du peuple, no. 35, 1795, Nov 30, 97. Italicized in the original (and placed in quotation marks).

154. Pages, 272.

155. M. Dommanget, “Tempérément et formation de Babeuf,” Babeuf et le babouvisme, 32-3. Dommanget departs from his usual thoroughness in discussing the implications of a trend of thought which he—like most admirers of the early revolutionaries—apparently finds either distasteful or embarrassing. Invocation of Christ also occurs in the key document first setting forth his Agrarian Law, the letter of Sep 10, 1791 (Pages, 122); but Dommanget excludes other works of Babeuf that discuss this theme.

156. G. Avenel, Anacharsis Cloots. L’Orateur du genre humain, 1865, I, 233, and 220-69; Fauchet’s religious ideas are in his De la religion nationale, 1789.


158. Cited with multiple references in Dommanget, Maréchal, 308.

159. Correctif à la Révolution, 1793, 306. The work was published anonymously, but a poem signed S.M. is printed opposite the title page. (BN)

160. Ibid., 307.


162. R. Postgate, ed., Revolution from 1789 to 1906, NY, 1962, 54; see, however, the more diluted document actually adopted by the secret directory of the conspiracy: 56-7.

163. Pages, 311-3.

164. Espinas, 248. This was the chorus.

165. Ibid., 285.

166. For the breakdown in the tabulation by Buonarroti, Rose, 264.

167. Ibid., 244-58; Espinas, 282-4. The latter’s description suggests the insurrection as a kind of fête.

The basic appeal for leadership from Charles Germain to Babeuf invoked for the first time the metaphor of the revolutionary elite as a motor within a machine:
“Let us rally our forces to a common center. The party which seeks the rule of pure equality would be only a faction unless you declare yourself its leader; you must be its motor...” Espinas, 241 n. 1.

168. Ibid., 361.


171. Godechot, 268, for the text of a diatribe against Buonarroti from the army to the ministry of foreign affairs on Apr 9, 1796: “he knows nothing about the world and its affairs... he is seeking a mission whose vast object is completely undetermined.”

172. Ibid., 272. Buonarroti’s friend was the “revolutionary commissioner” with the Napoleonic army. Both his position and his complaint resemble those of political commissars with Communist armies in our own times against the narrowly pragmatic perspectives of professional soldiers.

173. Ibid., 273-83.


177. Rose, 32, 98.

178. G. de Nerval, Les Illuminés. Récits et Portraits, 1929, 113. This is one of the most imaginative discussions of Restif’s ideas. For a closer analysis of texts from a different point of view, see the equally neglected work of Ioannisian, “Utopia Retifa de la Bretonna,” Izvestiia akademii nauk SSSR, otd. obshch. nauk, 1931, VII seriiia, no. 2, 171-200, no. 7, 833-56.


182. First proposed in Le Thesmographe, The Hague, 1789, 2d part, 511-4; discussed Ioannisian, “Utopia,” 180-1; and later in Idei, 219-22, with valuable new detail along with the gratuitous ideological homily that Restif’s typographical work (which was of a highly skilled, artisanal type) gave him some kind of proto-proletarian perspective.

183. Les Contemporaines communes, ou avantures des belles marchandes, ouvrières, etc., de l’âge présent, Leipzig, 1785, 2d ed., XIX, second unnumbered pagination after paragraph no. 69 (BM).

184. See his Règlement d’éducation nationale, 1789, iii, vi-xiv (BN). He also sent the plan to Volney, who rejected it. The plan was based on his earlier project (vi-vii) and was reasserted and elaborated in his Généralif, maison patriarcale et champêtre, Aix, 1790 (BN). See also his Alcoran républicain ou institutions fondamentales du gouvernement populaire ou légitime pour l’administration, l’éducation, le mariage et la religion... par l’auteur de la communauté philosophe, 1794. J.-M. Quérard, La France littéraire, IV, 167, describes Hupay as “an ardent disciple of Swedenborg,” but this is hardly evident from his secular, Rousseauist writings.


186. Maison de réunion pour la communauté philosophe dans la terre de l’auteur de ce projet. Plan d’ordre propre aux personnes des deux sexes, de tout âge et de diverses professions, pour leur faire passer dans des communautés semblables la vie la plus agréable, la plus sainte et la plus vertueuse, Euphrate (Aix) and Utrecht, 1779. Copy in Houghton Library, Harvard. Ioannisian (Idei, 97) considered this work to have vanished altogether. P. Jacob (pseud. of Lacroix) reproduces the title more correctly, though less completely, than either Restif or Ioannisian: Bibliographie et iconographie de tous les ouvrages de Restif de la Bretonne, 1875, 209-10.

187. Maison, 3, 34. It was to be in a pleasant climate far from the “tumult” of the city.
moeurs, et par elle, le bonheur du genre-humain,
dec.

work—as well as his later ideas of interplanetary travel—may have been inspired
by acquaintance with the balloonist Montgolfier.

The Utopian Thought of Restif de la Bretonne as the culmination of the Rousseauist
process of externalizing emotions and claiming sincerity through the genre of a
confession (Preromantisme, II, 322 ff.), and analyses the “nostalgic voluptuousness
with which he returns to rural infancy.” (II, 326)

Restif attached great importance to names and chose Nicholas
for his communist novel because he believed the name was composed of two
Greek words meaning “victory of the people.” Buachidze,

the Moravians, who apparently helped publish the work in Utrecht.

Restif argued that only the American Indians and
Moravian Brethren provided worthy illustrations in the New World (where con-
temporary examples were generally sought); Idei, 237; but Restif’s friend Gaspar
Beaurieu insisted with wild inaccuracy in 1794 (in the new edition of L’Elève de
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222. A. Radishchev, Puteshestvie iz Peterburga v Moskvu, Moscow/Leningrad, 1935, 202–3; discussion in Buachidze, 62–4, where hidden sympathy for Restif is also hypothesized. Radishchev’s founding role is proclaimed not just by Soviet critics, but also by N. Berdiaev in his Origins of Russian Communism, which identifies Radishchev as the first “repentant nobleman” to heighten moral conscience to revolutionary intensity. Like so many of the French, Radishchev was deeply influenced by German proto-romantic ideas during the prerevolutionary era.

223. Ioannisian, “Utopiia,” 854 n. 2. The call, issued in 1931 by Ioannisian, for an archival investigation of this problem has remain unanswered even by Ioannisian himself.
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233. Jean Varlet, Projet d’un mandat spécial et impératif, aux mandataires du peuple à la convention nationale, 1792, 22, 7, 9, 13, 15. Varlet did not foresee, however, the need for radical egalitarian measures so much as “the gradual disappearance of excessive inequality” once the accountability of central legislatures to grass-roots assemblies was secured: 13 and 11–4.

The nature and extent of the activities of the Social Circle press can probably never be determined because of the fire that destroyed records in the Palais-Royal; but the press survived at least until 1800, through the journal of 1797–1800, Le Bien-Informe, edited by Bonneville and Mercier under the imprimatur of l’imprimerie-librairie du Cercle Social. This journal (BN) compared Napoleon with Cromwell (see biography of Bonneville in Biographie universelle, 1843, V, 38) and represents a continuation of the intimate association that Mercier clearly had with the press (publishing there a host of writings from his Fictions morales of 1792 to his Le Liberateur of 1797).

234. Ibid., 71–2. Dalin, the only scholar ever even to consider a Bonneville-Babeuf connection, concludes (in an uncharacteristically superficial analysis) that there is “no doubt about the fact that the Social Circle exercised no influence on the formation of the communist revolutionary conception of Babeuf.” (Babeuf, 325; repeated verbatim in “Cercle,” 73). But Dalin’s discussion does not support any such judgment, never dealing with the nature of this conception (or indeed with ideas, organizational forms, or even revolutionary dynamics). He generally ignores the role of Maréchal and Varlet, let alone Restif; shows no curiosity about the survival of the Social Circle Press; and seems ideologically impelled to detach Babeuf at all points from the less socially radical views of Fauchet and Bonneville. If, of course, the influence were organizational and conspiratorial, the complete absence of written references to Bonneville (with whom Dalin admits Babeuf was closely familiar: Babeuf, 325) could be a sign of deliberate concealment. Babeuf’s papers are notoriously silent on the conspiratorial side.

Babeuf attacked Bonneville as a “false tribune of the people” after Bonneville established his Old Tribune of the People in 1796 as a rival to Babeuf’s new Tribune. Babeuf likened Bonneville to the treacherous tribune Rufus Manlius who “sold himself cravenly to the party of the rich in Rome” in order to destroy the true tribune, Gracchus. Babeuf distinguished the brief period of Bonneville’s authentic tribunate in 1789 from his subsequent descent into “ministerial intrigue” and “slavish dependence” on “Mirabeau and other patricians.” The excessive anger and Babeuf’s erasure of his signature as “Babeuf of the Confederation of the Friends of Truth” may betray the classical technique of excoriating a revolutionary rival in the process of annexing his ideas and role.
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of 1791. See esp. 158-237 for the journals, and 272-85 for the 193 books published. At its height in 1792-3, the publishing empire constituted a radical brain trust subsidized by the Girondist government, harshly critical of Jacobin centralism, regularly publishing an intellectual review (Chronique du Mois), an inexpensive journal for urban posting (Sentinelle), a daily newspaper (Bulletin des Amis de la Vérité), and two journals taken over from others: La Feuille Villageoise for the French peasantry and Le Créole Patriote for the colonized West Indians. Kates, however, sees the entire group as a simple perpetuation of the Enlightenment; and his study does not seriously investigate either the occult connections or the post-Thermidore legacy of the Circle.
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240. Monglond stressed Restif’s ties with Mercier and Bonneville (II, 173, 323 n. 2). He also pointed out the inadequacies of the sole monograph ever written on Bonneville (his neglect both of Parisian links with German writers and of Bonneville’s role in the revolution). Unfortunately none of Monglond’s review (“Nicolas de Bonneville. A propos du livre de M. Philippe Harivel,” Revue d’Histoire Littéraire de la France, 1926, Jul-Sep, 408-14) nor his Preromantisme seriously discuss what the role of Bonneville actually was.

Whatever their personal links, Babeuf clearly echoed Bonneville’s symbolic language in defining the destination for his organization. Babeuf focused the impulse for radical simplification onto a single-minded political program by suggesting a more inclusive concept of that “central” or “perfect” point that might provide new legitimacy. His conspiracy was to converge on a point unique located in space (the circle of conspirators), time (the coming social transformation), and sentiment (the enduring quest for human satisfaction). The stated purpose of Babeuf’s conspiracy was “to mark in advance a single point, towards which you will all strive without division, modifications, restrictions, or nuances; and to be circumscribed within a narrow circle of virtuous men, isolated from all who could oppose divergent and contradictory views—from everything which could not be fused into the one and perfect sentiment of the highest point of goodness.” Cited in J. Talmon, The Origins of Totalitarian Democracy, NY, 1970, 186.
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Oksman, in Druzhinin, Ocherki, 475, 502 ff. His argument for a continuous tradition is strengthened by evidence and by his reluctance to suggest unsubstantiated links.

work supplements the unimaginative M. Nechkina, Obshchestvo soedinennykh slavian, 1927.

116. Druzhinin, Ocherki, 508, also 502, 509 ff.
117. A. Ulybyshev, Son (1819), written in French, translated and published by B. Modzalevsky, "K istorii 'zelenoi lampy,'" in Dekabristy i ikh vremia, 1927, 1, 53–6; see also 41–2. For a detailed recent study, which differentiates it from other Russian utopias without realizing the Pythagorean sources, see the unpublished doctoral dissertation of D. Neuenschwander, "Themes in Russian Utopian Fiction: a study of the utopian works of M. M. Scherbatov, A. Ulybyshev, F. V. Bulgarin and V. F. Odoevskij," Syracuse, 1974. See also Lotman, "Dekabrist," Nasledie, 56–60.

118. Cited in Nechkina, Divizhenie, I, 246.
120. F. von Baader, Über das pythagoräische Quadrat in der Natur oder die vier Weltgegenden, Tübingen, 1798, in Sämtliche Werke, Aalen, 1963, III, 266–7; also 249. Baader's main influence was on the conservative idea of a "Holy Alliance," a triangle of power in which "three kings from the East" (an Orthodox Russian, Protestant Prussian, and Catholic Austrian) were unified by the Holy Spirit to provide the "point of sunrise" in post-Napoleonic Europe. Baader's Über das durch die französische Revolution herbeigeführte Bedürfniss einer neuer und innigern Verbindung der Religion mit der Politik, was circulated to the three monarchs in 1814 and published in Nürnberg, 1815. See H. Schäder, Die dritte Koalition und die Heilige Allianz, 1934, 65–70; F. Büchler, Die geistige Wurzeln der Heiligen Allianz, Freiburg, 1929, 53–60, for these and other German occult influences.

121. Within Le Mans alone, one finds triangular seals of lodges containing the star of the "triple social knot," the eye of surveillance, the "E" of Eleusis, and the letters "Age d'Or" illustrated in A. Bouton, Les Francs-maçons manceaux et la révolution française, 1741–1815, Le Mans, 1958, 100, 252, 275, 286.

122. S. Hutin discusses the revolutionary symbolism of the equilateral triangle as a "luminous delta," each side of which represents past, present or future: Les Sociétés secrètes, 1970, 71.
123. Maréchal, Correctif, 313, 314. Maréchal also insisted on sanctifying childbirth at republican marriages by singing to the music of La Marseillaise: "Aux armes, couple heureux, comblez votre destin!/ Neuf mois, neuf mois;/ Et donnez nous un fier Républicain!" Recueil d' hymnes républicains et de chansons guerrières et patriotiques, np, nd, 19 (BH).

124. "I have two directly under me into which I breathe my entire soul, and these two each have two others, and so forth. In this manner I am able, in the simplest way, to set thousands of people into movement and flames. In this manner the Order must be organized and operate politically." Weishaupt, Originalschriften des Illuminatenordens, Munich, 1787, II, 32. The chart accompanying his commentary is reproduced with misleading commentary and no references in Webster, Secret Societies, 224. On the long history of the triangle as a religious symbol, see G. Stuhlfauth, Das Dreieck. Die Geschichte eines religiösen Symbols, Stuttgart, 1937.

125. So suggested by R. Eckart, "Aus den Papieren eines Illuminaten," in Forschungen zur Kultur-und Literaturgeschichte Bayerns, III, 1895, 208. Fascination with multiple, interlocking triangles in occult Masonry led to such bizarre debates as whether the letter "G" inside the central triangle of one symbol (which included six other triple triangles) stood for the Grand Architect of the Universe (God), the higher science of Geometry, the hermaphrodite god of the Gnostics, or the usurpation of Masonry by the General of the Jesuit Order (Bonneville's position). See E. Lesueur, La Franc-Maçonnerie artésienne au XVIIIe siècle, 1914, 205.

126. The three-man cell is particularly favored by those revolutionaries who, like the original European ones at the beginning of the nineteenth century, view themselves as vehicles for the education as well as the mobilization of a people. The three-man cell became basic to Vietnamese Communism; and transposed to Algeria in 1950s, it was graphically illustrated in the movie Battle of Algiers. The system of three-man cells unknown to each other recurred among dissident groups in the USSR in the late 1960s: P. Sormani, "Dissidence in Moscow," Survey, 1971, Spring, 18–9.
127. Sketched reconstruction of the interior of the sanctuary in Radice, 76.
port of Mar, 1812, identified Buonarroti, Villard, and Terray of Lyon as the original "triangle": Revue Historique, LXXVI, 1901, May–Aug, 261.

130. On the still mysterious Conspiración del triángulo, see E. Astur, Riego, Oviedo, 1933, 102. V. de la Fuente, Historia de las sociedades secretas antiguas y modernas en España, Barcelona, 1933, 270–6, esp. 270 for Illuminist influence; also M. LaFuente and J. Valera, Historia general de España, Barcelona, 1889, XVIII, 203–4; and F. Suárez, La Crisis política del antiguo régimen en España (1800–1840), Madrid, 1950, 2n ed., 60–1.

131. This principle can be extrapolated from the statutes discovered in the Merseberg archives in East Germany and reprinted in Bund der Kommunisten, 1970, I, 975–82, esp. articles 14, 52b, 23, and 33a, for the links between the ascending levels: Zelt/Lager/Kreislager/Brennpunkt.


133. The Rectified Scottish Rite was established in France at two conferences (Lyon in 1778 with the aid of a Lutheran clergyman, and Wilhelmsbad in 1782 under the patronage of the Duke of Brunswick) with the mystic Jean-Baptiste Willermoz as leader. See B. Guillemin, "La Franc-maçonnerie comme utopie: J. B. Willermoz," in Le Discours utopique, 259–68; A. Joly, Un Mystique lyonnais et les secrets de la franc-maçonnerie, 1730–1824, Macon, 1938.

The best general account of the rise of occultism within French Masonry prior to the revolution is in Chevalier, Histoire, I, 211–56. The decisive starting point was the foundation in Paris of the Grand Orient in 1773 and the loosening of French dependence on the more casual, philanthropic Masonry which originated in England and had been limited to three grades. The proliferation of higher levels began with the spread of the rival system of "Scottish" Masonry. The influx into France of German occultism—a strikingly neglected subject in the Francocentric historical literature—often took place within the 33 levels of the Scottish Rite.


A favorite label among Lyonnais occultists was "friend of truth"; a more secular group of occultists in Avignon used its Greek form, Philalèthes; and these in turn may have given birth to the Philadelphians of Narbonne. See the neglected study of the head of the Philalèthes, the Polish Count Grabianka, by J. Újejski, Król nowego Izraela, Warsaw, 1924; and the general, European-wide treatment of the group as a "mystical international," in C. Garrett, Respectable Folly. Millenarians and the French Revolution in France and England, Baltimore, 1975.

135. P. Schmidt, Court de Gébelin à Paris (1763–1784), Geneva, 1908, by no means exhausts this subject. Court was a Parisian partisan of the German Reforma­tion, which he considered the first break with tyranny since Nebuchadnezzar, and was the first Frenchman to discuss the proto-romantic artistic ideas of Johann Winckelmann (Monde primitif analysé et comparé avec le monde moderne, 1775, III, xviii). Court’s fascination with language preceded Herder’s similar search for the Ursprache of primitive man, which was also influenced by occultism: see R. Unger, Herder und der Palengenesiegedanke, Frankfurt, 1922.

136. Court de Gébelin, Monde, III, 450, 284–5. There are lengthy extensions of the title for each of the nine volumes that appeared in 1773–84. The second edition of 1787–9 was larger and the one generally studied during the revolution.


139. Schmidt, Court, 153.


141. B. Maurel, "Une Société de pensée à Saint-Domingue. Le cercle des philo-

142. Maurel, “Société,” 156; Arthaud, 18–9, 43 ff. Possible Illuminist influence may be detected in their desire to regulate all social conduct by the “general will of the circle” and their use of a hive of swarming bees as a symbol. Maurel, 149. Cap-Français was also the center of Scottish Rite Masonry and provided Paris not only with militant organizers like Fournier l’Americain, but also with the original theorist of revolutionary denunciation and purge, François Boissel, author of the *Catechism of the Human Race* in 1789. Ioannisinian, *Idéi*, 250–1.


150. Maréchal, *Voyages*, V, 354. His bibliography begins (367) by stressing that *philosophie et monde* are the two “happy expressions” that Pythagoras left behind to humanity.

151. The term is used in the proclamation dated 1820 by Isambert (*Charbonnerie*, 94; text in Saitta, II, 138), though most authorities follow Saitta in dating the formal designation of the central Buonarrotian organization as *monde* from about 1828. No one has advanced any theory in all the rich literature on these organizations about the derivation of the term—let alone discussed possible borrowings from either Maréchal’s *monde* or Court’s *monde primitif*.


154. The United Irishmen, founded in 1791 to establish links with the French Revolution, combined Catholics and Protestants under a secret, 5-man center, which sought to work through similar subordinate committees. The classic biography of their leader alleges a “close connection between Freemasonry and the United Irishmen,” arguing that “a large proportion of Masonic Lodges were practically revolutionary committees.” (F. MacDermot, *Theobald Wolfe Tone*, L, 1938, 89.) Frost insists that there was “very little of the Masonic element at any time” in the United Irishmen, but that their reorganization of 1795 created a “system closely resembling that of the Illuminati” (*Societies*, I, 62, 60). A former police official in Ireland argues for far-reaching Illuminist impact (largely on the basis of the neglected pamphlet of R. Clifford, *The Application of Barruel’s Memoirs of Jacobinism to the Secret Societies of Ireland and Great Britain*, L/Dublin, 1979) in H. Pollard, *The Secret Societies of Ireland. Their Rise and Progress*, L, 1922. See especially Appendix A, “Illuminism and the United Irishmen,” 257–63. None of these studies provides documentation.

After suppression of the United Irishmen in 1797–8 and the act of Union with England in 1801, Irish revolutionaries gradually regrouped into the more narrowly Catholic Ribbon Society, whose hierarchy of 1805 revealed a master and three close followers, each of whom had 12 subordinate brothers (E. Lennhoff, *Histoire des sociétés secrètes au xixe et xxe siècles*, 1934, 139–42). This “apostolic” model of the 12-man unit tended to prevail in Catholic Ireland over the Pythagorean model. Indeed, the United Irishmen also used units of 12 (T. Williams, ed., *Secret Societies in Ireland*, NY/Dublin, 1973, 63).

Irish techniques appear to have influenced other rural, religious communities like Sicily, Iberia, and Latin America, where Irish soldiers sometimes settled (often
after serving with British-sponsored anti-Napoleonic armies). This subject has never been adequately explored. See, however, F. Melgar, O'Donnell, Madrid, 1946, 7-20; S. Clissold, Bernardo O'Higgins and the Independence of Chile, NY/Washington, 1969, 11-6, 63.

155. The Babeuvist “Black League” in Italy during 1798-9 relied on 5-man committees of “the most purified” in each major city but also had an executive committee of 4 and a superior committee of 8, which together comprised an apostolic

156. See the geometric figure dominating both sides of the leaflet announcing the conspiratorial organization in Poland under Gorzkowski in 1796-7, particularly the figure depicting a square of 25 connected small circles surrounding prime number groupings of similar circles, as reprinted in Miller, “Vozvanzie,” opposite 370. See discussion 369-75.


159. In the plan of P. Pestel’, leader of the more extreme Southern Society and a deep student of Masonic and Pythagorean lore: Vosstanie dekabristov, V, 32.

160. Land and Liberty proposed a network controlled by a “5” that included Chernyshevsky. (See Ya. Linkov, Revolutsionnaia bor’ba A. I. Gertsena i N. P. Ogareva i tainoe obshchestvo “zemlia i volia” 1860-kh godov, 1964, 242; E. Vilen­skia, Revolutsionnae podpole v Rossii [60-e XIX v.], 1965, 149; and A. Yarmolin­sky, Road to Revolution, NY, 1959, 125.)

161. The idea of 5s was apparently taken from Russian émigrés in London, who had in turn probably borrowed it from Mazzini (F. Venturi, Roots of Revolution, NY, 1960, 267, and 760-1 n. 37-9). The only source for this derivation is A. Sleptsov, the main channel for transmitting ideas between London and St. Petersburg (see Sleptsov’s memoirs in N. G. Chernyshevsky, isследование i материаля, Saratov, 1962, esp. 266-8). Linkov (166-7, 242) follows the usual Soviet practice of minimizing foreign influences.

162. South Slav revolutionaries formed an anti-Turkish organization Omladina with a cellular net centered on a 5-man “honorary” presidium (Garibaldi, Mazzini, Cobden, Herzen, and Chernyshevsky), and a Russian revolutionary Ivan Bochkarev forged a link by organizing Serbian students in St. Petersburg, then journeying to Belgrade in 1867 to attend a meeting of Omladina (Venturi, 352-3). A later organization bearing the same name (the short-lived Czech Omladina of the 1890s) developed the metaphor of the hand. See A. Veselý, Omladina a pokrokové hnuti, Prague, 1902, 167-73; G. Simmel, “The Sociology of Secrecy and of Secret Societies,” American Journal of Sociology, 1906, Jan, 478-9.

163. His visit to Odessa has never been studied beyond the brief discussion in Pingaud, Jeunesse, 122 ff. The substantial literature on Nodier (like the sole study of Bonneville by Harivel) concentrates on narrowly literary matters such as his invention of melodrama and his influence on Victor Hugo and the early romantics. See J. Larat, La Tradition et l’exotisme dans l’oeuvre de Charles Nodier (1780-1844). Etude sur les origines du romantisme français, 1923; and A. Olivet, Charles Nodier, Pilot of Romanticism, Syracuse, 1964. There are bibliographical studies by Larat (1923), E. Bender (Lafayette, Ind., 1969), and S. Bell (Chapel Hill, 1971). There is disappointingly little on his activity as a journalist in Ljubljana in R. Maixner, Charles Nodier et l’Illyrie, 1960. M. Salomon, Charles Nodier et le groupe romantique, 1908, is still a stimulating study, as is M. Hamenachem, Charles Nodier. Essai sur l’imagination mythique, 1972. See especially “les attraits du cercle,” 65-81.


For his love of the “theater of phantoms” and suggestion that it enact the resurrection of Mirabeau, see P. de la Vassière, “Charles Nodier conspirateur,” Le Correspondant, 1866, Oct 25, 291-4, based on a letter to his sister, apparently from 1802.


170. Bazin had, like Nodier, first been inspired by participating in the Feast
of Federation in 1790. The only serious discussion of this prolific and neglected figure is in A. Bouton, *Francs-maçons*, 212, 267-74.

171. Vassière, 295; Minet, 14; Viatte, *Sources*, II, 161; and A. Lebois, “Un Bre­
lumbus,” “the most simple and exalted heart that I have known in all my life,” and
the “Isaiah of masonry.” Roberts, *Mythology*, 272 n. 60; Cros, *Fauchet*, 26; also
Salomon, 264-5; Hamenachem, 10.

172. Salomon, 60-1.

173. Nodier described the group as “romantics of the epoch, a species of literary
pariah with no banner, no chief, no journal”; *Souvenirs et portraits de la révo­
lution*, 1841, 3d ed., 322-5. A plan for an organization of frères voyageurs was found
on Bonin when he was arrested: Baylot, *Voie*, 77 n. 9.

174. V. Lombard de Langrès, *Histoire des sociétés secrètes de l’armée et des con­
spirations militaires qui ont eu pour objet la destruction du gouvernement de Bonaparte*, 1815, 25. This work, sometimes attributed to Nodier or Bonin, is linked
with Lombard by Bouton, *Francs-maçons*, 267 n. 9. Modern conspiracy in some ways derives from fascination with the Genoese re­
publican conspiracy of Fiesco against Charles V. This anti-Hapsburg plot was partly
aided by the French in the sixteenth century, and subsequently inspired both a
theoretical treatise by the 18-year-old Cardinal de Retz (*Conjuration de Fiesque, 1632*) and the pioneering melodrama of the young Schiller (*Die Verschwörung des Fiesco, 1782-3*). The impulse to struggle is built into the very title of Bazin’s *Jacqueline d’Olbeziour. Mélodrama en 3 actes, orné de pantomime, danses et com­
bats*, 1803; and he died in a duel defending his honor after a performance.

175. This possibility is suggested by the discussion in Tugan-Baranovsky, “General Male,” 184.


178. Nodier praised Oudet for recapturing the lost “link with divinity” of human
speech, when “words were no longer imprisoned in the tip of a pen and drowned
in an inkwell.” *Souvenirs*, 328, 331.

179. *Apotéoses de Pythagore. Impréca­tions de Pythagore*, Crotona (Besançon),
1808. See Salomon, 64-5 on his *Dictionnaire raisonné des onomatopées françaises,*
produced for libraries and lycées in Paris; and 68 for his *Théorie des langues primiti­
tives*, which was apparently either not completed or not published. Bazin concurrently
published brochures periodically (*Lettres françaises* and *Lettres philosop­
phiques*) which appear to have been more directly propaganda organs of the
Philadelphians: Bouton, 272, Baylot, 134.


181. Tugan-Baranovsky, “General,” 182; also Lombard, *Histoire*, 17 ff.; Pingaud,
160-82; Gould, 42-8; Frost, I, 171.

i*, 1974, no. 8, 101, 149 ff.; Lehning, “Buonarroti,” 119-22; and works
referred to in Saitta, I, 81-2, n. 12. E. Guillon, *Les Complots militaires sous le consulat et l’empire*, 1894, still usefully supplements more recent works in matters
of detail: but Guillon like de la Vassière can mislead modern scholars with his
extreme contentions that Nodier in effect simply imagined the Philadelphians. O.
Pontet, *L’Accacia*, 1905, 190, went so far as to contend that even the existence of
Oudet was invented. For a careful account that incorporates recent discoveries and
assesses the Philadelphians’ influence without exaggerating their organization, see
Baylot, “Des Philadelphes de ce que l’on en imagine et de ce qui en procède,” *Voie*,
73-92.

183. Cited in L. Villefosse and J. Bouissonouse, *L’Opposition à Napoléon*, 1969,
307; also Tugan-Baranovsky, “Vtoroi,” 106.


Tugan-Baranovsky surveys other literature on the two societies (“Vtoroi,” 107-8).
The neglected Masonic study of F. Radice suggests that Buonarroti may have been
a consultant to the Adelphes, who may in turn have had an independent prior exist­
ence: “Les Philadelphes et les Adelphes,” *Ars Quatuor Coronatorum*, LV, 1944,
esp. 71, 89-92.

186. Radice, 69-71; Gould, 44-5; and J. Dauty, “Babuviskaia traditsiai posle
smeri Babefa i do revoliutsii 1830 g.” *Frantsuzsky ezhegodnik*, 1960, 1961, 181.

187. Radice, 76-7; Frost, I, 165 ff.

188. C. Nardi, *La Vita e le opere di Francesco Saverio Salfi* (1759-1832), Genoa,
1925, 105; also the section on his Masonic writings, 189-98, and on “I melo­
drammi,” 105-20. Though the later term for melodrama was *melologo*, Salfi both
used the general French term and exemplified Nodier’s type of emotional combat
drama which bore this designation was pioneered by Rousseau’s Pygmalion of 1762.
183. The date of 1811 suggested by the transcriber of the Adelphian docu-
ments in the Public Record Office of London (Radice, 88), and 1812 as the time of
amalgamation with the Philadelphians (Radice, 79), despite the possibilities he
inconclusively raises of later dating or both. The invaluable Adelphian documents
reproduced in Ars Quatuor Coronatorum, LV, 1944, 89–117, are—like most material
in Masonic publications—mysteriously overlooked and unused by almost all his-
torians of these movements. See also Saitta, II, 61.
190. Archives Nationales, F7 6684, 283. There are two sets of police copies of the
decrees and statutes of the Grand Firmament of the Sublime Perfect Masters. The
file has been only selectively used and was in disarray when consulted. I assembled
and used the most complete of the two sets.
de chaque Eglise.”
192. Archives Nationales, F7 6684, 284. Undated “Profession de foi du Synode
de ☩, ou rassemblement des Sublimes-Elus”; and “Profession de foi de ☩, ou rassemblement des Sublimes-Elus.” See also D. Tugan-Baranovsky,
Maitres Parfaits.” In the undated parallel text “Livre des Statuts des Sublimes-Elus,”
“Les Illuminés” in Germany are one of the five “already formed secret societies”
that revolutionaries at this second level are to make use of: 289.
195. Ibid., 129.
Synodes.”
197. Characteristic of the “new mentality” created by German romantics in the
1790s in the important study of H. Brunschwig, Enlightenment and Romanticism
Two other works that also suggest a revival of belief in the miraculous in the
romantic era and relate this development to revolution are M. Abrams, Natural
Supernaturalism: Tradition and Revolution in Romantic Literature, NY, 1971
(arguing that faith in apocalypse by revelation was replaced by faith in apocalypse
by revolution), and R. Winegarten, Writers and Revolution: The Fatal Lure of Ac-
tion, NY, 1974 (criticizing the “romantic revolutionism” that replaced religion with
“fictitious absolutes”). The Polish poet Cyprian Norwid called revolutions “earthly
miracles”: Dziela wszystkie, III, 390.
201. On St. Helena, Napoleon not only paid tribute to Buonarroti but also read
Nodier’s Jean Sbogar (1818), about a Dalmatian bandit whom Nodier placed at the
head of his imaginary frères du bien commun. Salomon, 89; Hamenachem, 42.
203. Faivre, Eckhartshausen, 544, also 443 ff.
204. Les Vers dorés de Pythagore, 1813. Extracts in A. Tanner, ed., Gnostiques
de la révolution. Fabre d’Olivet, 1946, 103–53. This remarkable figure was descended
from a family of persecuted Huguenots and influenced by Court and German oc-
cultists. He wrote major pièces d’occasion for the Feast of Federation (Le Quatorze
Juillet, a poetic drama, 1790), the victory at Toulon (Toulon soumis, an historic
opera, 1794), and the coronation of Napoleon as emperor (Oratorio, 1804). Tanner,
279–86.
205. Fabre d’Olivet, La Musique expliquée comme science et comme art at con-
sidérée dans ses rapports analogiques avec les mystères religieux, la mythologie
ancienne et l’histoire de la terre, 1896, 1.
Chapter 4

209. Ibid., 46–7.
210. Ibid., 81, 82.
212. O. Spengler, *The Decline of the West*, NY, 1939, I. 282; also 183 ff. for his general distinction between “Faustian” and “Apollonian” man.
213. E. Bloch, *Das Prinzip Hoffnung*, as paraphrased in Furter, *L’Imagination*, 1/12; also, on Bloch’s view of music as a collective, revolutionary art form, 1/10–1/13.
217. Ibid., 238.
218. This theme from Knigge, *Uber Jesuiten, Freymaurer und deutsche Rosenkreuzer*, Leipzig, 1781, is magnified in F. Nicolai, *Beschreibung einer Reise durch Deutschland und die Schweiz im Jahre 1781*, Berlin/Stettin, 1785. The high point of paranoia appears to have been reached in Weishaupt’s *Apologie der Illuminaten*, Frankfurt/Leipzig, 1786. For discussion of these and other works, see Grassl, 236–59.

The Abbé Barruel popularized the idea of a spreading international plot led by Illuminists through three successive stages: “Condorcet refused to obey God, Brissot refused to obey kings, and Babeuf refused to obey the Republic or any magistrates or governing officers whatever.” *Mémoires*, cited in Palmer, *Age*, II, 252. J. Starck and others subsequently corrected Barruel by distinguishing Illuminism more clearly from Masonry.


The immense subsequent literature on this subject and controversies about it are


227. H. Gaubert, Conspirauteurs au temps de Napoléon I, 1962, discusses these and subsequent conspiracies.


229. S. Askenazy, Żukasiński, Warsaw, 1929, I, 400; Berti, Rossia, 420–1, who points out that Buonarroti was unique among Italian revolutionaries in not sharing this illusion. P. Robiquet, who sometimes exaggerates Buonarroti’s involvements, suggests that Buonarroti himself may have collaborated with the Right at an early point. See “Buonarroti, une émeute cléricale à Bastia en juin 1791,” La Révolution Française, LIV, 1908, 502–4.

230. On A. Rozniecki, see Askenazy, Tsarstvo pol’skoe 1830–1830 gg, 1915, 73–7. Walerian Żukasiński, the main martyr of the society, inspired subsequent generations of Polish and Russian political prisoners who saw or met him during his long incarceration of more than 40 years.


232. Lord Pelham to the Earl of Malmesbury, from the latter’s diary of Jun 10, 1803, in Diaries and Correspondence of James Harris, First Earl of Malmesbury, 1815, 2d ed., IX, 271. This passage is cited without reference in Frost, Sociétés, I, 151–2. Frost’s two-volume history is a surprisingly sophisticated and unjustly neglected treatment by a veteran journalist and eyewitness chronicler of the Chartist movement, hampered only by inadequate documentation.


234. His remarkable career is traced by the great Basque novelist Pio Baroja, Aviraneta o la vida de un conspirador, Madrid/Barcelona, 1931, see esp. 15, 29–32, 84; and (for his links with Merino) 41–50, 54. Aviraneta’s Mexican years are discussed in Mis memorias íntimas, 1825–1829, Mexico, 1906. Of his many writings on guerilla warfare, see particularly Las guerrillas españolas o las partidas de brigadas de la guerra de la independencia, Madrid, 1870.


236. De Maistre, Oeuvres complètes, Lyon, 1886, XIII, 204.

237. Triomphe, 498.

238. R. de Felice, Note e Ricerche sugli “illuminati” e il misticismo rivoluzionaria (1789–1800), 1960, 59.


240. De Maistre, Quatres Chapitres inédits sur la Russie, 1859, 27.

241. Correctif à la gloire de Bonaparte ou lettre à ce général, Venice, 1798, 15, also 22–3. It is signed “P. S. M. l’H. S. D.” (l’homme sans Dieu).

242. Ibid., 8–9, 28.

243. Ibid., 29. Maréchal also shared the general fascination of revolutionaries with the Jesuits, and in his major literary work of the 1890s adopted the slogan of the order, simply substituting “virtue” for “God.” Ad majoram gloriam virtutus, epigraph to Le Lucrèce français; fragment d’un poème, year VI (BH).

244. Correctif, 25–6.

245. Histoire de la Russie réduite aux seuls faits importants, L/Paris, 1802, 323 n. 1. italicized and identified as the words “of a famous personage.” The second edition in 1807 identified the work as “par l’auteur du Voyage de Pythagore.”

246. From the section Les bons et derniers avis de Catherine II à Paul ler trouvés parmi les papiers de l’impératrice de Russie, après sa mort, in Histoire, 362–3.

The analysis of Likhotin shows that the testament was accepted as basically authentic by approving conservative scholars in the nineteenth century. A partially fictionalized account of early radical Masons exiled to Smolensk under Catherine portrays them as grateful for the document because it stripped away illusions of

248. Ibid., 364.
249. Ibid., 365.
250. Ibid., 366, 373, 374.
251. Ibid., 377.
252. Ibid., 383, 375.
253. Ibid., 383.
254. Ibid., 381.
255. L’Esprit et le voeu des français and *Du retour à la religion*, discussed in A. Ducoin, *Paul Didier, Histoire de la conspiration de 1816, 1844*, 9–13. The former work (whose authorship was not known until his trial) says: “The revolution is a wheel which the genius of evil turns at his pleasure. We are all chained to it, and he whose pride is flattered by arriving at the summit, will soon be cast down by a slight push.” Ducoin, 10–1 n. 1.
256. Ibid., 96.
257. Ibid., 164.

The student of police intrigue, L. Grasilier, suggested (*Rétif de la Bretonne inconnu*, 1927) that Restif served as a police informer to successive governments of opposite persuasions—a hypothesis rejected by F. Funck-Brentano (*Rétif de la Bretagne*, 1928, 312). Monglond’s summary of the controversy (*Préromantisme*, II, 324 n. 2) concludes that Restif was attached to the “black cabinet” of the French police in April, 1798, as a translator of Spanish.

**Book Two**

1. J. Brengues, *La Franc-maçonnerie du bois*, 1973, stresses the importance of this transformation from dead stone to living wood, which was even then referred to as heralding a “green revolution” (292). A neglected example in another area is the Italian operatic composer during the revolutionary era in Paris, Bernardo Porta, who favored woodwind instruments for romantic, ideological reasons—believing especially that instruments made from the wood of medicinal trees would cure people by their music. T. Fleischman, *Napoléon et la musique*, Brussels/Paris, 1965, 105–6.


For an important Marxist analysis of how retrospection of a golden age became “genuinely revolutionary,” particularly through Rousseau and as the imagined age becomes ostensibly more remote in time, see K. Kelles-Krauz, *Pisma wybrane*, Warsaw, 1962, I, 202–3, also 188–225; and his “La Loi de la rétrospection révolutionnaire,” *Annales de Sociologie*, II, 1895, 315–38.


4. S. Collier, *Ideas and Politics of Chilean Independence, 1808–1833*, Cambridge, 1967, 212 ff. A play of 1819 written about the leader Bernardo O’Higgins, *The Triumph of the Natural*, portrays the last descendant of the old Araucan Indians boarding a frigate and prophesying that the perfection of nature will be recovered by sailing forward under O’Higgins’s command (215 n. 2). Lautaro, the leader of the Araucanian opposition, lent his name to the original Masonic lodge (founded by Miranda in London in 1796) which was expanded into a chain of lodges in Chile, Argentina, and Peru involving O’Higgins and others in the preparation of national revolutions. See the Masonic study by A. Zuñiga, *La logia “Lautaro” y la independencia de America*, Buenos Aires, 1922, 33–43; and the bibliographical discussion and comparison with the Carbonari by J. Eyzaguirre, *La logia Lautarina y otras estudios sobre la independencia*, Buenos Aires/Santiago, 1973, 1–14.

5. On these “frères chasseurs,” J. Bernard, *Les Rouges. Libéralisme, nationalism*


10. The role of John Minter Morgan’s The Revolt of the Bees (serialized in Cooperative Magazine, 1826) in popularizing Owen is discussed in W. Armytage, Heavens Below. Utopian Experiments in England 1560–1860, L, 1961, 131. The first use of the term “Communionist” as a social rather than religious term was in Co-operative Magazine, 1827, No. 3, “盛世or,” “Evolution,” 278), and in the later 1830s the radical Owenites called themselves “Communionists” and established The Working Bee as their weekly journal.

Already in 1840, the first historian of socialism, L. Reybaud, noted that the impulse behind the utopian experiments of Owen and Fourier were “a return to nature rather than a call to the refinements of civilization” (Etude, 25). Fourier went even farther in the direction of pastoral fantasy with his famous “phalanstery,” his contrast between false and ugly vs. “natural and attractive” forms of association, and his cosmic vision of natural harmony and erotic links even between astral bodies.
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For the alleged confusion by ordinary Spaniards of constitución with constipación, see F. Radice, “An Introduction to the History of the Carbonari,” Ars Quatuor Coronatorum, LIII, 1942, 105. This history (serialized LI, 37–90; LII, 63–163; LIII, 48–140; LV, 35–66) is a major neglected work in the field, rich in material if uneven in interpretation and written from a Masonic perspective.

Conflicting testimony about the widely believed confusion of Konstitutsia in Russia with the name of Grand Duke Constantine’s wife is summarized in Nechkina, Dvizhenie, II, 323–4; and J. Michelet, Légendes démocratiques du nord, 1968, 164 n. 147. Nechkina insists that this is only a later anecdote read back into the “government version” of the event.

6. This estimate by General Pepe is the lowest of several gathered by Radice, Ars, LIII, 92. For other contemporary estimates 2–3 times larger, see Landa, “Konspiracje,” 256.


8. Buonarroti himself frequently visited in the region from Geneva (and from Grenoble, where he resided intermittently 1812–15) and restored his revolutionary “stamina” by “metaphysical reverie” during long walks in the countryside which enabled him to read the “hieroglyph” contained in “the mysterious language of universal nature,” Andryane, II, 157; Prati, “Autobiography,” The Penny Satirist, 1837, Jun 17, 3; Aug 26.

Buonarroti later read and may have been influenced by a lost brochure of 1831 by “J.B. (du Jura),” The Age of Gold unveiled, or a plan of civil, political and religious organization (Saitta, I, 168 n. 112), and he subsequently imparted this
vision to his Belgian followers as evidenced in the play The Earthly Paradise (J. Kats, Het Aersch Paradys of den Zegeprael der broedlerliefde, Antwerp, 1S36, BM, discussed in Kuypers, Egalitaires, 80–1) down to the remarkable 736-page plan for the egalitarian reorganization of Europe by the Flemish brewer, Napoleon de Keyser, Het Natuer-Regt, Brussels, 1S54, in Kuypers, 131.

9. This dream of Versilov (A Raw Youth, 1S74) amplifies the first statement of this idea in a suppressed chapter of Dostoevsky’s preceding novel (the “confession” of Stavrogin from The Possessed, 1S70–72).

10. The basic studies of the Jura group are by C. Godard, Les Bons Cousins charbonniers, Besançon, 1S66; and Le Catéchisme des Bons Cousins charbonniers, Besançon, 1S03; the most plausible derivation of the Neapolitan from the Besançon “good cousins” is by A. Mathiez, “L’Origine franc-comtoise de la charbonnerie italienne,” Annales Historiques, V, 1928, Nov-Dec, 551–61. The supposition of a link is convincingly supported by Spitzer (though selectively skeptical of some of the evidence advanced, Old Hatsreds, 232 n. 60); by F.-A. Isambert, De la Charbonnerie au Saint-Simonisme. Étude sur la jeunesse de Buchez, 1966, 99 n. 3; and indirectly by the terminological borrowings cited in Radice, Ars, LI, 1940, 60–6.

11. J. Godechot, etc. The Napoleonic Era in Europe, NY, 1S71, 155; Brefngues, Franc-maçonnerie du bois, 190–1. Important supplementary details on Briot (who is, however, incorrectly called Pierre-Joseph) in Baylot, Voie, 167–75, and 230–1, where his later involvement in the Misraim movement in France is documented.

12. See Hobbsawm, Bandits, chapter III.

13. G. Leti, Carboneria e massoneria nel risorgimento italiano, Bologna, 1S15, 69 ff. See also J. Rath, “The Carbonari: Their Origins, Initiation Rites, and Aims,” American Historical Review, 1964, Jan, 353–70; also for the importance of South Italian leadership, Berti, Democratici, 1S8 ff.; and for early Hapsburg apprehensions (and fantasies such as suggestions of linkage to Illuminism), Lennhoff, 17–9.


15. See the anonymous Memoirs of the Secret Societies of the South of Italy, particularly the Carbonari, L, 1821 (a work rich in documentary material and extracts), esp. 4–8 (BO).

16. From papers of the conspirators of Macerata, 1S17, printed in the minutes of the trial in Rome, 1818, in Memoirs, 31.

17. Ibid., 26–7.

18. Ibid., 26, also 27–30.

19. M. Saint-Edme, Constitution et organisation des carbonari, 1821, 90–1. This work of June 1S21 contains the basic statutes, which correspond in respect to the first grade with another set of documents in O. Dito, Massoneria, carboneria, ed altre societá segrete, Turin, 1905. The validity of the Saint-Edme documents has generally been upheld by recent scholars such as Isambert, who, however, suggests (Carbonnerie, 97 n. 1) that the documents are probably of later provenance than the 1807 date suggested by Saint-Edme, whose correct name was Edme Théodore Bourg.


21. Ibid., 86, describes members as “faggots for our furnaces.”


23. Ibid., 94–6.

24. “Regulation of the vendita,” in Saint-Edme, 47.

25. Lennhoff, 18–9.

26. Memoirs, 82.

27. In North Italy, much of the preparation for revolution had been done by the Masonic lodges which had been politicized by the influx of young pro-French officers prior to their forced dissolution in 1S14 (R. Sòriga, Il primo Grande Oriente d’Italia, Pavia, 1S17). This process occurred only after 1S14 in Spain, but developed very rapidly (de la Fuente, Sociedades, I, 209–313). It also affected Portugal, but largely by way of Brazil, where the brief republican uprising of 1S17 had a partly Masonic provenance (V. Chacon, História das Idéias socialistas no Brasil, Rio de Janeiro, 1965, 12–3). For greater detail on the genesis of the rich secret society tradition in Brazil, see Buarque de Hollanda, História, II (O Brasil Monárquico, 1), 194–216.

28. G. Spini, Mito e realtà della Spagna nelle rivoluzioni italiane del 1820–21, 1950. There was also borrowing from the constitution that the English had helped introduce into Sicily in 1S12.


30. A. Dascalakis, Rhigas Velestinlis. La Révolution française et les préludes de l’indépendance hellénique, 1937, 90, 78, 71; also 83–94 for the impact of the song,
61–82 for the clear separation of Rhigas's embryonic organization from the later Hetaeria. The national consciousness of the Illyrian movement also received its earliest stimulation from revolutionary songs written by the Slovenian and Croatian affiliates of Martinovics's Hungarian revolutionaries. See V. Bogdanov, "Hrvatska revolucionarna pjësma iz godine 1794 i učešće hrvata i srba u zavjeri Martinovic-evih jakobinaca," Starine, XLVI, 1956; I. Leshchilovskaja, Illirizm, 1968, 46–7.


32. This remarkable literary infatuation, unequaled perhaps until the Spanish Civil War evoked a similar response in the 1930s, is discussed in W. St. Clair, That Greece Might Still Be Free: The Philhellenes in the War of Independence, NY, 1972.

33. In 1810, Spaniards began using the term partido libre to designate those favoring a free press and constitutional reforms, substituting the term partido liberal with the same meaning in 1813. M. Cruz Seoane, El primer lenguaje constitucional español, Madrid, 1968, 158.

34. A "political-literary war between liberals and serviles" was announced in an article of that title in El Semanario patriótico, 1811, Aug 29, discussed in Seoane, 158–9. The contrast was heightened by hyphenating the term "servile" to accentuate its component parts ser-vil, "to be vile" (157). Neutrality was not possible in the polarized moral climate: "No seas moral/ O servil o liberal" (166).

35. This is the earliest usage suggested in the most thorough discussion of the migration of the term from Spain (E. Halévy, A History of the English People 1815–1830, NY, 1923, 81 n. 1). The usages cited therein are not included in the Oxford English Dictionary, 1933, VI, 237–8, which lists a venerable tradition of nonpolitical meanings: liberal arts (as distinct from mechanical techniques), freedom from restraint in speech or action, and freedom from philosophical prejudice. The only instance cited therein of a modern political usage prior to 1812 is in 1801 by Helen Maria Williams, who uses the term only very generally in the sense of a moderate foe of despotism. (Sketches of the State of Manners and Opinions in the French Republic, L, 1801, I, 113. See also 63.)


37. Ibid., 9.


41. Ibid., 483.

42. These details in Spitzer, Old Hatreds, esp. 212–5, apparently relying on the account by Rey in La Patriote des Alpes, 1841, Oct 1.

43. On Rey and Union, Isambert, 82, and materials referenced, 82 n. 4; and Lehning, 125. On what is known of Buonarroti in Grenoble, Pianzola, 127–8. The term "union" could have been derived either from the "Union of Hearts" Lodge in Geneva (Pianzola, 124 note 7) or from the "Perfect Union" Lodge of Grenoble itself, on which see F. Vermale, "Joseph de Maistre, Franc-Maçon," Annales Révolutionnaires, II, 1909, esp. 367–8. The society "Les amis de L'Union Parfaite" formed in Leghorn in 1796. It seems to have adopted Masonic forms for revolutionary ends under the influence of Italian Illuminists. See Françoivich, Albori, 89–90. Rey was a frequent visitor to Germany (G. Weill, "Les Mémoires de Joseph Rey," Revue Historique, 1928, Jan–Apr, esp. 293–6, 302–3), and was almost certainly imitating the Tugendbund (Onnis, "Propaganda," 482).

44. The origins of the group are described vividly in J. Flotard, "Une nuit d'ètu-
diant sous la Restauration (du 19 au 20 août 1820), “Paris révolutionnaire, 197–215. The overall atmosphere and organization of the student generation are discussed in Isambert, 45–84, who dates (70) the formal existence of this lodge from Jun, 1820.

45. Paris révolutionnaire, esp. 267–8. For details on the 5-man sub units, see the hostile, anonymous study The Carbonari; or, the Spanish War assigned to its Real Cause, 1823, 8 (BO). Each department, however, was to have a supervisory committee of 9 members, while “the committees of surveillance” that were responsible for security were to be 3-man groups reporting to censors elected for three months (ibid., 8, 18–20).

46. “Des conspirations et des coups d’état,” in L’Aristarque françois, 1820, Mar 14, cited by Isambert, 81, who labels it “one of the most explicit declarations of war on the regime of the Bourbons.”

47. Fully itemized and described in Spitzer, Old Hatreds, 77–141, 189–209.

48. See the terminal section on magnetism in J. Witt, Les sociétés secrètes de France et d’Italie, 1830, 140 ff; also the first chapter on magnetism in A. Viatte, Victor Hugo et les illuminés, Montréal, 1942, 13–32; and more generally his Sources occultes.

49. Prati, “Autobiography,” Penny Satirist, 1838, Jan 21, Feb 3. Mesmer counseled against revolution as most spiritualists also did. For the earlier revolutionary interest in Mesmer, see Darnton, Mesmerism.

50. Saitta, I, 115, 170; also Viatte, Hugo, 33–53, for the general revival of interest in Swedenborg after 1830.

51. Tchernoff, 39.

52. His biography was written by the leading historian and popularizer of spiritualism, Frank Podmore: Robert Owen, A Biography, L, 1906, 2v.

53. Andryane, Souvenirs, 134, who also likens Buonarroti’s words to “the oracles of the sybils.”

54. Argued by Isambert, 95–6.


56. De la Gérontocratie ou abus de la sagesse des vieillards dans le gouvernement de la France, 1828. For discussion of this subject, which concludes that one should not “ask of the notion of age that which the notion of class is alone capable of providing,” see L. Maxoyer, “Catégories d’âge et groupes sociaux: Les jeunes générations françaises de 1830,” Annales, 1938, Sep, 385–423.


59. See the Breve esposizione storica della Riforma avvenuta già trecent’anni nella Svizzera e nei Grigioni. Scritta nell’idioma tedesco . . . da G.G. degli Orelli, volgarizzata dal di lui amico D.G. dei Prati membro della società biblica, Chur, 1819. This and other versions are in BM as are his later works in favor of Pestalozzian education. See particularly On the Principles and Practice of Education, L, 1829. Orelli was professor of the cantonal school of Chur, which also later provided employment for Carl Follen and asylum for other émigré radicals.

60. Radice, “Philadelphes,” 83, for an important illustration in 1820.

61. Such fears were greatest in Russia, where its influence was greatest. See A. Pypin, Religioznnyia dvizheniia pri Aleksandre I, Petrograd, 1916; also see J. Clarke, “The Russian Bible Society and the Bulgarians,” Harvard Slavic Studies, III, 1957, 67–103, for its interaction with political events in the Balkans.


63. Ibid., Mar 3, May 4. Spitzer, Old Hatreds, 269 n. 175, and referenced letters from Prati and Follen to Joseph Rey in apparently Aesopian language, 268 n. 174.

64. Feuer, Conflict, 59.

65. Ibid., 58.

67. Ibid., 227.
68. Ibid., 61. See also on the “blacks” and other elements not discussed in Feuer, G. Spindler, Karl Follen: a biographical study, Chicago, 1916, 17–23. For the impact of French revolutionary ideas, ibid., 29–47, esp. 31–2; also R. Pregizer, “Die politischen Ideen des Karl Follen,” in Beiträge zur Parteigeschichte, Tübingen, IV, 1912, 22 ff.
69. Penny Satirist, 1838, Jan 20, 2.
70. Ibid.
72. The concise discussion by Lehning, 125–6, based largely on the autobiography of Prati, does not make this connection. Prati refers to the organizations as Maennerbund and Jungenbund (Penny Satirist, 1838, Feb 10). For details on the jungenbund (a term that has a different, earlier usage) see H. Haupt, Karl Follen und die giessener Schwarzen, Giessen, 1907. The central role in the League of Youth was played by the third of Buonarroti’s triumvirs, Wilhelm Snell, who had planned since 1814 to unite German revolutionaries in a single league with three levels of membership. See Silbernagl, 776, 787 ff.
73. See The Carbonari; or The Spanish War, 4: “The Hydra . . . reared its head in Naples and Piedmont . . . took refuge in Spain . . . once more raised its bloodstained crest.”
74. N. Bulich, Ocherki po istorii russkoi literatury i prosveshchenii s nachala XIX veka, St. Petersburg, 1905, II, 271. Perhaps there was some kind of subtle revenge on Pythagoras and the Greeks for inspiring so many romantic revolutionaries in the fact that modern, non-Euclidian geometry was discovered by Magnitsky’s friend and protégé at Kazan, Nicholas Lobachevsky.
75. The Carbonari; or, The Spanish War, 10. The author identified junior officers and nonvocational students as the principal fomentors of revolution.
77. Landa (Dukh, 48–58) discusses the influence on their group of H. Schmalz, über politische Vereine, 1815, as well as other more temperate critiques of the Tugendbund, including that of the famed historian B. Niebuhr, who apparently originated the expression “state within a state” (51).
82. M. Dovnar-Zapolsky, Tainoe Obschestvo dekabristov, 1906, 305.
83. For links with Poland and Lithuania, P. Ol’shansky, Dekabristy i pol’skoe national’no-ossoboditel’noe dvizhenie, 1959; with the Baltic provinces, Yu. Lotman, Uusi materjale dekabristide voithusest bolti aadli vastu, Tartu, 1955.
84. Two particularly influential memoranda prepared for the Russian court were Alexander Sturdza, Mémoire sur l’état actuel de l’Allemagne, 1818, mainly on education; and Count Benckendorff’s on secret societies, reprinted in M. Kovalevsky, Khrestomatie po russkoi istorii, 1923.

The Orenburg society spoke of enlisting the Bashkirs to help liberate Tatars in Central Asia, and then (if successful) to press on to establish a republic in India. V. Petrov, “Tainoe obshestvo otkrytoe v Astrakhani v 1822 godu,” in Tainye obschestva v nachale xix stoletia, 1926, 19; also 9–31.

The Petrozavodsk society illustrates the harmlessness of many of these ostensibly political organizations. It sought only to encourage the study of foreign things in that northern provincial center; and the assumed name chosen by its leader was
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85. Chto pochta, to revoliutsiia. N. Turgenev, cited in N. Nechkina, “Dekabristy vo vsemirno-istoricheskom protsesse.” Voprosy Istori, 1975, no. 12, 13. This is a belated, but welcome effort by the long-time Soviet student of the movement to relate it to other contemporaneous revolutions. She includes vistas not discussed here (contemporary events in Scandinavia, the accounts of a Russian sailor back from Brazil), but never really considers Russian dependence on anything Western.

86. From the trial of Pestel in Vosstania, IV, 112, 90-1. Pestel believed the revolution would spread even to “those two opposites England and Turkey” (ibid., 105). He had earlier advocated war against Turkey for Greece in 1821 partly to hasten social change in Russia: Schwarz, 93-4.

87. Gorbachevsky, 26; Nechkina, “Dekabristy,” 10-16, and Dvizhenie, I, 305-6; and A. Mazour, The First Russian Revolution, 1825, Berkeley, 1937, 97 (though his reference to Vosstania, V, 31, is inaccurate). See also Mazour, 97 n. 35; Billington, Icon, 68-3 n. 67, 68; and the account of the Spanish legion that defected from Napoleon’s army in Russia in 1812 and its cordial links with the Russians in E. Marliani, Espagne et ses révolutions, 1833, 90-2.

Spanish influence was also important on the Russian poet Denis Davyдов, who was the first to develop a theory of “partisan” warfare, and to popularize the term “people’s war” (E. Tarle, Sochinenia, 1959, VII, 686). Five days before the battle of Borodino, Davyдов took 50 hussars and 80 cossacks out of regular units to harass Napoleon with unconventional warfare and to recruit peasants by using a blend of Asian and European methods and choosing leaders from those proven in battle “and not from clerks in central offices” (Opyt teorii partizanskogo deistviia, 1819, 76-7, also 42). He stopped speaking French and wearing aristocratic clothes, arguing that “in a people’s war one should not only speak the language of the masses (izajkom cherni), but also adopt their customs and dress” (Dnevnik partizanskikh deistviy 1812 goda, in Voennye zapiski, 1940, 208. This work, begun in 1825, too late to influence his Decemberists friends, was finished in 1838 and first published in full only in 1860: ibid., 437-8.)

Perhaps the most brilliant practitioner of guerrilla warfare against Napoleon was the northern Haitian leader Sans Souci, who was feared even by the native leader Jean Christophe, who assassinated him early in 1803 (H. Trouillot, “Le Vodou dans la guerre de l’indépendance,” Revista de Historia de America, 1972, Jul–Dec, 87–90). Late in 1813, Napoleon himself drew up plans for a national resistance movement to the expected invasion of France for corps de partisans fighting with farm implements to a total war with point de règles and the promise of patentes de partisan granting extensive rights to local leaders (Vermale, Conspirateur, 84–5.) But all these precedents were virtually unknown. The major influence from the period was the conservative Prussian general Karl von Clausewitz, whose section on the “arming of the people” for a “people’s war” provided a systematic treatise on defensive guerrilla warfare: Vom Krieg, Bonn, 1952, 697–704, and 618 for the use of the term “partisan.” His influence came much later, however, largely on Lenin; and the dominant influences for most of the nineteenth century were Italian and Polish writers to be discussed later.

88. Nechkina, after decrying the lack of study of this founding group and establishing its purely Masonic forms, lamentably fails to consider possible foreign influences on “the first Russian revolutionary organization”: Dvizhenie, I, 141-7.


Like the French Carbonari, the Russian organization worked through a Masonic lodge of friends of truth, used a root council to control regional branches, which had the characteristic French membership of 10–20. G. Perreux, Au Temps des sociétés secrètes, 1931, 65, points out that this number was used “to respect and at
the same time get around article 291 of the penal code." Compare Nechkina, \textit{Dvizhenie}, I, 207.

91. On the \textit{blustitel'}, see Nechkina, \textit{Dvizhenie}, I, 205; on the \textit{gradi di osservazione}, Saitta, I, 104-5. (Note also the Buonarrotian use of the mysterious letters VV, AA, which Saitta reads, 204 n. 68, as \textit{Veri Amici}.) Buonarroti in turn may have derived the idea of an observer from Bonneville's \textit{Social Circle}, which mentions the position \textit{OBSERVATEUR du Cercle Social} already in the first issue of \textit{La Bouche de Fer}, I, 1790, 229. The pseudonym \textit{Observer} is still used for high-level ideological pronouncements in leading Communist journals.


95. Lennhoff, 44-5. He underscores Metternich's fear that Russian diplomats in Italy might use the Carbonari against the Hapsburgs. For the impact of the Carbonari on literary figures of the era, see 74 ff., and Landa, \textit{"Konspiracje"}, 256, who stresses Greek as well as Italian examples.


97. Ibid., 38. The article is, in effect, continued with a second piece, \textit{"Dukh sekty sokratovoi"}, in the same journal, 1819, May, no. 10, 110-20.

98. \textit{Vosstan iia}, IV, 141-2. This remains plausible despite Pestel's denial, 157. Earlier in the interrogation Pestel acknowledged links with Germany and Hungary as well as Italy, 107. Also Oksman, 212.

99. Semevsky, \textit{Idei}, 364-7, 374-5. Semevsky, who pays more attention than later scholars to foreign influence, insisted (377) that \textquotedblleft the relations of Russian revolutionaries to secret societies of Western Europe still require many investigations.


101. A. Herzen, \textit{"Nik i Vorob'evy Gory"}, \textit{Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem'}, St. Petersburg, 1919, XII, 74. The two subsequently returned alone \textquoteleft once or twice a year\textquoteright{} to this \textquoteleft place of pilgrimage.\textquoteright{}


104. All these groups—and many others—are listed in Radice, \textit{"History."}


106. The Albanian-born Ibrahim Temo, who founded in 1889 the \textquotedblleft secret patriotic society\textquotedblright{} in Istanbul which led to the Young Turk movement, had been deeply influenced on visits to Brindisi and Naples by the role that the Carbonari had played in Italian history. See E. Ramsaur, \textit{The Young Turks. Prelude to the Revolution of 1908,} Princeton, 1957, 15-6. See also C. Buxton, \textit{Turkey in Revolution,} L, 1909, 44-8, for their Carbonari-like initiation rites.
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The Poles consistently preferred the word \textit{"nation"} to \textit{"patrie,"} but generally preferred not to use the word \textit{"revolution."} See J. Borejsza, \textit{"Portrait du révolutionnaire polonais"}, \textit{Acta Poloniae Historiae}, XXX, 1974, 135-125-7.


3. B. L'Emeley and Mery, whose \textit{L'Etoile universelle} and \textit{Nemesis} (from which these extracts are made) are discussed and cited in F. Rudé, \textit{L'Insurrection lyonnaise de novembre 1831. Le mouvement ouvrier à Lyon de 1827-1832}, 1969, 677-9.


5. This phrase \textit{la grande révolte finale du prolétariat} anticipates the opening line of the \textit{Internationale} written in 1871, and is cited from the anonymous \textit{Aperçu sur la question du prolétariat}, which appeared in the preface to the novel \textit{La révolte de...}
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Lyon en 1834 ou la fille du prolétariat, 1835, by Rudé, Insurrection, 719, who suggests (716) that the author “L.S.” might be the former Saint-Simonian Léon Simon.

6. Blanqui viewed education as “the force that governs the world” and “the only real revolutionary agent.” A. Spitzer, The Revolutionary Theories of Louis Auguste Blanqui, NY, 1957, 53–4. Spitzer stresses this neglected concern of the famed insurrectionist, esp. 47–64.


10. The Duties of Man and Other Essays, L, 1907, 52.

11. The total numbers (almost certainly less than the 780 men Mazzini claimed) included 200 Poles and 150 Germans and Swiss. Only some 300 got as far as the border of Savoy. See Hales, Mazzini, 118–9; Barr, Mazzini, 64.


13. These figures (in H. Keller, Das “Junge Europa,” 1834–1836, Zürich/Leipzig, 1938, 53) were probably not the peak. Schieder (Anfänge, 120) indicates that Young Germany increased from 172 members in mid 1835 to 268 by early 1836.


18. National revolutionaries, of course, often derived their practices from universalistic socialists. Garibaldi, for instance, may well have taken his tradition of singing in circles on shipboard (Hibbert, 29–30) from prior experience with this Saint-Simonian practice (Vinçard, 80 n.) during his earlier voyage to the Near East with them.

19. G. Mazzini, “Philosophy of Music” (1833) in Selected Writings (ed. N. Gangulee), L, 1945, 250–1. His namesake, Andrea Mazzini, gave a characteristically Italian twist to Left Hegelianism in his “Philosophy of History of Music,” in Apr 1840, proclaiming that singing was the language of liberation reconciling “the infinite to the finite.” Salita, Sinistra, 21.

20. D. Fernandez suggests that opera was a way of organizing primordial reality especially for Italians in a way that was more comprehensive and less narrowly cerebral and personal than the theater—the latter expressing moi, the opera, ça: “L’Opéra, révélateur de la société italienne,” Annales du Centre Universitaire Méditerranéen, XXIV, 1971, 14–5.

Recent writers on opera and revolution have dealt mainly with the self-conscious productions of Weimar Germany: A. Porter (The New Yorker, 1973, Jan 6, 59–62) with Brecht/Weill; W. Panofsky (Protest in der Oper, Munich, 1966) with the revolutionary restaging of classical operas, including the pre-revolutionary works of Handel: 37–8, 43–4, 83, and discussion, 68–73.


Insufficient attention has been paid to the operatic compositions and theories about the musical image of such proto-revolutionary figures as Rousseau and Beaumarchais. The latter’s plays both inspired later operas by others and helped incite the original French Revolution. Napoleon later remarked “If I had been king, a man such as he would have been locked up . . . The Marriage of Figaro is already the revolution in action.” Cited in F. Grendel, Beaumarchais, L, 1977, 220.

On the other hand, too much attention may have been paid to the alleged revolutionary messages in Mozart. R. Koch’s argument for Illuminist influence on Mozart’s last opera is viewed skeptically by J. Chailley, The Magic Flute: Masonic Opera, NY, 1971, 62–5; and C. Rosen points out the purely musical reasons even for passages that sometimes excited revolutionaries (such as the rousing accompaniment to Don Giovanni’s “Viva la libertà!”) The Classical Style, NY, 1971, 94–5.

Starobinski, however, suggests a deeper link between the late Mozart operas and the coming of revolution, arguing that Mozart depicts the role confusions of a dying
order ("this vertigo without future or past . . . in which social ranks are lost, and bitterness, pleasure, transvestite illusion, blame and pardon are all confused"). He finds the voluptuous passions of Don Giovanni (for whom "the only religion is liberty" and "limits exist only to be transgressed") prophetic of the early, aristocratic phase of the revolution in which the erotic energy of "the heroic and scandalous figure of Mirabeau" universalized libertarian goals. The Magic Flute vindicates the ideal of revolutionary reconciliation and the "solar myth of the revolution" with its final proclamation that "the rays of the sun have dispelled the night." See his "Mozart Nocturne" in "Symboles," 51-5.

22. Maréchal's program for public instruction in the revolution (Almanach des républicains, 1793, 1-5) began with a long section on Tell, who was credited with inventing the revolutionary red cap. The earliest American opera of which the music has survived was written in 1796 on Tell. See discussion of Benjamin Carr's The Archers, or Mountaineers of Switzerland and other operas on Tell in H. Weinstock, Rossini, NY, 1968, 446-7.


In La Fête, the priest promises to go to Rome and preach his new faith to "a sans-culotte pope." But the mayor—with the austere caution of those supervising revolutionary reeducation—warns that the priest must first prove himself worthy "par une conduite civique." Ibid., 22.

24. Knowledge of this work is derived solely from the review of a performance printed in Gazette Nationale ou le Moniteur Universel, Oct 22, 1793. The reprint (1847, XVIII, 171, brought to my attention by A. Soboul) identified the author only as "citoyen Saint-Just," the composer as "Mengozzi."

25. Lang, 111.


27. This text, recently rediscovered in separate parts (the text in Warsaw, the music in Cracow), has been restored by the director of the Warsaw Chamber Opera, S. Sutkowski, to whom I am indebted for this account.


The Kurpiński opera (Krakowiacy i Górale) is sometimes called the New Czackiwans to distinguish it from the earlier one. Most reference works mysteriously persist in dating the arrival of a Polish national school of opera only from Halka of 1846. The mazurka was used as the symbol of Western arrogance in Russian national operas beginning with Glinka's A Life for the Tsar (Ivan Susanin) of 1836.


31. Ibid., 216-8 (also 214 for other proto-revolutionary marches of this period); and S. Katonova, Muzyka rozhdennaia revoliutsiei, Leningrad, 1968, 16-25, for Berlioz's musical infatuations with various revolutions.


35. Gaubert, Conspirateurs, 47, 57; Fleischman, Napoléon, 105-15.


38. Laster, 79-80; and W. Crosten, French Grand Opera. An art and a business, NY, 1948, 39; the tenor Adolphe Nourrit viewed Rossini as "a casualty of 1830" when the latter drew back from activism and ceased writing operas (Crosten, 115). Rossini did, however, improvise a funeral composition (that has not survived) for the Carbonari leader, Silvio Pellico, on the latter's death in 1854; Weinstock, Rossini, 251, 464.

39. G. Franceschetti, La fortuna di Hugo nel melodramma italiani dell'ottocento,
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Milan, 1961, 191, shows that Verdi’s adaptation of Hernani was but one of many, and discusses other, forgotten composers’ adaptations with provocative titles such as Il Bandito and Il Proscritto.


42. See example in J. Legge, Rhyme and Revolution in Germany, L. 1918, 103.


44. The impact of this opera is particularly stressed in R. Bosworth, “Verdi and the Risorgimento,” Italian Quarterly, 1971, Spring, 3–16.

45. F. Toye, Giuseppe Verdi: his life and works, NY, 1931, 112. For the directly inspirational role of the chorus “Guerra, Guerra” from Norma earlier the same year in Milan, see P. Olivier, “Les Grandes Heures de La Scala,” Diapason, 1978, Jul, 51; and for the interaction between Juarez’s revolutionary victory in battle against the Hapsburgs in Mexico the following year and a performance of the Huguenots, see R. Roeder, Mexico and His Mexico, NY, 1947, I, 264.


47. L. Angeloni, In lode d’una maravigliosa non meno italica cantate che tragica ed anche comica attrice (Giuditta Pasta), canzone, etc., L. 1833; and Alla valente ed animosa gioventù d’Italia esortazioni patrie, così di prosa come di verso, L. 1837.

48. Het Aersch Paradyse, 49. For an example among the Germans, see the text for an opera by the Young Hegelian Arnold Ruge that was inspired by a visit to the statue of Spartacus placed in the Tuileries after the July Revolution: Spartacus, Oper in drei Acten in Sämtliche Werke, Mannheim, 1848, V, 235–84. He explains his intention as the fortification of a radical message with “the magic of music,” 234.


51. R. Wagner, My Life, NY, 1911, II, 466 and ff. E. Istel, Revolution und Oper, Regensburg, 1919, stressed the influence of Bakunin on Wagner and contrasts Wagner’s and Mozart’s festival centers as representative of revolutionary and pre-revolutionary art respectively. See “Bayreuth oder Salzburg?” 62.


53. Account by Etienne Arago in Paris révolutionnaire, 408 and n. 1.


55. Katonova, 17.

56. Cited in J. Lucas-Dubreton, Béranger, 143; also 107–8. The discussion 109–52 suggests that Béranger may have been the most important single “ideologist” of the pre-1830 period. J. Puech shows how deeply he had made his mark already during the previous revolutionary period, “Les Chansons de Béranger poursuivies en 1821,” La Révolution de 1848, Jun–Jul–Aug, 313–27.

57. Life of Lafayette including an account of the memorable revolution of the three days of 1830, Boston, 1835, 240–6; also M. Leroy, Histoire des idées sociales en France. De Babeuf à Tocqueville, 1962, 382; and the rich general discussion 377–428.


59. For the transposition and slowing down of the old Anglo-Irish drinking song “Anachreon in Heaven” and its linkage with the Francis Scott Key poem written during the defense of Fort McHenry in 1812 into the song which formally became
the American national anthem only in 1931, see V. Weybright, Spangled Banner. The Story of Francis Scott Key, NY, 1935, 119–68.

...the circle of 13 stars on a field of blue, officially adopted for the flag of the United States on Jun 14, 1777, was probably derived from Masonic symbolism (the official proclamation of "a new constellation" in the firmament), though this is not suggested in the classic study of G. Preble, History of the Flag of the United States of America, Boston, 1880, 2d rev. ed., esp. 259 ff.

In the early nineteenth century, Germans and Poles like Americans used revised versions of the English national anthem: the Germans substituting “People to Arms!” (Volk in Gewehr!) and the Americans “Let freedom ring!” for “God save the King!” Pregizer, Parteigeschichte, IV, 56, also 86–90; and Askenazy, Vukasinski, I, 145.

Conservatives felt obliged to defend themselves with national anthems of their own—the Hapsburgs converting another Haydn melody, the Romanovs adopting a hymn previously used in the mess halls of the Prussian army. See V. Tapits, The Rise and Fall of the Hapsburg Monarchy, NY, 1971, 246; and “Kto kompozitor nashego nyneshnago narodnago gimna,” Russkaiia muzikal'naia gazeta, 1903, no. 52, 1313–4. For the penetration of La Marseillaise even to Siberia as a counter-anthem of protest, material should be found in E. Kuklina, “Marsel'eza" v Sibiri, Novosibirsk, 1975, a work announced in Sovetskie Knigi, 1975, no. 1, chast' 1, 14, but unavailable in any leading libraries.

60. From “Vive la liberté,” which like most of Pottier’s early songs is based on an air of Béranger. Text in Eugène Pottier, Oeuvres complètes, 1966, 33; see also his “Les trois couleurs,” 36. The editor of Pottier’s works, P. Brochon, has written a number of works about the rise and social importance of the protest song. See particularly Chanson sociale de Béranger à Brassens, 1961; also V. Skerlitch, L’Opinion publique en France d’après la poésie politique et sociale de 1830 à 1848, Lausanne, 1901.

These materials can be supplemented by articles by Puech (in La Révolution de 1848) on songs of the Saint-Simonians (XXX, 1933, Mar–Apr–May, 21–9), about Poland (XXXVI, 1939, Mar–Apr–May, 19–35), and on the revolution of 1848 itself (XXXIII, 1936, Jun–Jul–Aug, 82–97). Music and multi-lingual texts (in French, German, Polish, and English) of the Soviet versions of some of these songs were provided in Proletarskie pesni SSSR, 1932.

61. An eyewitness broadsheet describes the sacking of the office of Libry Bagnano and fashioning of the new flag, noting that “as in Paris the sanguary (sic) struggle was not disgraced by pillage.” See Revolution in the Netherlands, Insurrection at Brussels np, nd (L, 1830, Aug 27). Copy in rare books collection, LC.

62. Ibid.

63. E. Ghisi, Il tricolore italiano (1796–1870), Milan, 1931, exhaustively studies the derivation of the Italian from the French tricolor via Lombardy in the 1790s. See also the account of the introduction of green-white-red tricolor scarves in North Italy in the 1790s in Prati, Penny Satirist, 1837, Jul 8.

64. The German and Hungarian were the only non-vertical tricolors. Both became prominent only during the revolutions of 1848. The Hungarian colors were a conscious reversion to those of Maria Theresa; the German colors, a rejection of the vertical blue-red-green adopted by the Burschenschaften. (See P. Wentzcke, Quellen und Darstellungen zur Geschichte der Burschenschaft und der deutschen Einheitsbewegung, Heidelberg, 1939, XVI, 217–23 (and 199–259 for the addiction of German student organizations to colors). The Italian colors represented a rejection of the red, white, and black of the Carbonari.

65. V. Valentin, Das hambacher Nationalfest, 1932, 32–7.


68. “... déroulons à la brise/ L’oriflamme des travailleurs,/ ... qui marchent en avant vers la terre promise!” ibid., “... déployez votre immense drapeau,/ ... Qu’à l’univers il serve de flambeau,” ibid., 67. Other examples of the flag metaphor are ibid., 1–2, 99.


70. Carefully established ibid., 51.

71. Ibid., 55.
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72. Tchernoff, 271. Others imply that this was already characteristic of the demonstrations of 1831. See Leroy, Histoire, 399.
73. A. Bardoux, Les dernières Années de Lafayette, 1792–1834, 1893, 422–3. Seen generally by moderates as a reminder of the Terror, the flag was blamed even by those who used it for the failure of their uprising: Dommaget, 55–6, 59–60.
74. Dommaget, 58.
75. Ibid., 50, 69 ff. Dommaget suggests that the use of the red flag was by no means as widespread in Paris in 1848 as subsequent revolutionary historiography usually contends. Among other studies, F. Wendel, Die rote Fahne, Hamburg, 1927, adds details on international usage but without documentation, and J. Slayton, The Old Red Flag, Pittsburgh, n.d., 12–3 (PU) traces modern usage to Pulaski’s legions during the American Revolution and includes ingenious, fanciful derivations from classical antiquity. A. Schoyen, “From Green Flag to Red” (The Chartist Challenge, L, 1958, 171–98) shows that the red flag made partial incursion into the vacuum left during 1848 by the discrediting of the green banner of the Chartists.

An unpublished essay of E. Gombrich (kindly lent me by the author) traces an anticipation of the red-for-tricolor substitution in the replacement of the bonnet rouge (the Phrygian cap) for the cocarde tricolor during the original French Revolution. The red cap had social rather than political overtones, since it was taken from a Swiss regiment that had rebelled against aristocratic officers in Aug 1790, been subsequently sentenced as galley slaves, then lionized in Paris as popular heroes after amnesty in Nov 1791:

77. Ibid., no. 7, 1848, May 6, 301. Barmby contrasts this “heavenly iris that blooms as a sign of hope” with the American flag, which “may have its stars for its states, but it also has its stripes for its slaves.”
78. Ibid. Garibaldi already excluded the cross of Savoy from the tricolor banner of his Italian legion in Brazil in 1836: Parris, Lion of Caprera, 47. The colors were often thought to symbolize the moral virtues of each people—the green, white, and red of the Italian banner allegedly representing faith, hope, and charity.
80. Hymne des combats, 5 ff.
81. Conclusion of Cloots, La République universelle, 20. Capitalization in the original.
83. Ibid., 161.
84. Ibid., 137.
85. The remark, at a meeting of Jan 6, 1834, precipitated “movement and agitation” in the chamber. M. Voyer D’Argenson, Discours et opinions, 1846, II, 414.
86. G. Salvemini, Mazzini, L, 1956, 35 n. 1; Hales, Mazzini, 139–42, 205–6.
88. The former two are hymns by Adolphe Louis Constant, a former priest and later founder of modern French occultism under the name Eliphas Lévi (See P. Chacornac, Eliphas Lévi. Rénovateur de l’occultisme en France, 1926, 112); the Evangile du peuple of 1840 was by Alphonse Esquiros, who was imprisoned for identifying Christ as a “liberator and revolutionary,” but went on to equate democracy with the Kingdom of God in his Histoire des montagnards, 1847 2v. See A. Zévaës, “L’Agitation communiste de 1840 à 1848,” La Révolution de 1848, 196, Dec, 1036–9.
89. Song of Vinçard, cited in Leroy, 408.
90. P. Viallaneix, La Voie royale. Essai sur l’idée de peuple dans l’oeuvre de Michelet, 1959, 292–306. See also 241–8 on the impact of 1830, and 439–71 on the philosophy of nature with which his idea of the people was undergirded.
91. Viallaneix’s paraphrase of Michelet’s idea in Voie, 538. Compare (Salvemini, Mazzini, 51) Mazzini’s idea of nations as “the individuals of humanity.”
Les sociétés secrètes et le messianisme européen après la révolution de 1830, 1935, lacks documentation and does not cover as much as its title promises; but it indicates the occult roots of Mickiewicz’s prophecy—a theme more fully developed in W. Weintraub, *Literature as Prophecy, Scholarship and Martinist Poetics in Mickiewicz’s Parisian Lectures*, Gravenhage, 1959. For the lectures themselves, see *Les Slaves. Cours professé au Collège de France (1840-41)*, 1849, 5v; for the journal see *Trybuna Ludu*, Cracow, 1935. The official newspaper of the present-day Polish Communist party reverts back to the Babeuvist title, *Trybuna Ludu*.

For an overall survey of the often underappreciated impact of the Polish revolutionary tradition on Europe generally, see H. Jabłoński, *Międzynarodowe znaczenie polskich walk narodowych w XVIII i XIX w.*, 1966.


99. The “national revolution” in Poland was said to be that of the Lithuanians and Russians as well. See the brochure (including Lelewel’s speech, 22–3). *Les Polonais les lithuaniens et les russiens célébrent les premiers anniversaires de leur révolution nationale du 29 novembre et du 25 mars 1831, 1832.* There was also a Lithuanian and White Russian national society founded on Dec 10, 1831, in Paris, just five days before Lelewel’s Polish national committee. See A. Barszczewska, “Société lituaniennes et des territoires biélorusses et ruthènes à Paris 1831–1836,” *Acta Baltico-Slavica*, VI, 1969, 75–102.

100. *The People*, 87.

101. The thesis that the idea of the socialist potential of the peasant commune was borrowed by Bakunin and Herzen from Lelewel (B. Nikolaevsky, “Za vashu i nashu volnost’—stranitsi iz istorii russko-polskikh otnoshenii,” *Novy zhurnal*, 1944, no. 7, 252–76) is viewed skeptically by Malia (*Herzen*, 473) and by A. Walicki (in a joint seminar meeting with Nikolaevsky at Harvard University in 1959). Glorification of ancient Slavonic communalism was widespread in the Polish emigration, and could have come from many figures other than Lelewel. See, for instance, P. Brock on the leading figure of the *Lud Polski*, “Zeno Świętosławski, a Polish forerunner of the Russian Narodniki,” *American Slavic and East European Review*, XIII, 1954, no. 4, 566–87; and, more fully, his *Revolutionary Populism in Poland*, Toronto, 1977, which contends that Poland in effect produced a full-fledged agrarian populist movement between its revolutions of 1830 and 1863, anticipating most of the main features of the better-known Russian movement that followed.


105. Whereas Bakunin and an Old Believer bishop from within the Hapsburg Empire had been the only Russians among the 340 delegates at the Prague Slavic Congress of 1848, Russian representatives and pro-Russian declarations completely dominated the Moscow Slavic Congress of 1867. For this transformation of pan-Slavism from a radical cause into reactionary Russian doctrine, see M. Petrovich, *The Emergence of Russian Pan-Slavism*, 1865–1870, NY, 1956.

For neglected conspiratorial activities of this period in Lithuania and White Russia, see D. Fajnhauz, *Ruch konspiracyjny na Litwie i Bialorusi 1846–1848*, Warsaw, 1965. For the Balkans in the 1840s, see Djordjević, *Revolutions*, 66–85.

The revolutionary idea of a Slavic peasant uprising against landowners had conservative origins in the agitation of the 1840s near Lublin by a Catholic priest, Piotr
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Ściegienny, using a forged appeal of Pope Gregory XVI to organize a clandestine movement to banish landowners and unite with the oppressed Russian peasantry. See I. Narsky, “Razvitie revoliusionno-demokraticheskoi filosofskoi mysli v Pol'she 30-40-kh godov XIX veka,” Moskovskiy universitet, uchenye zapiski (fil. fak.), 169, 1954, 87–91. This technique was repeated in the Ukraine thirty years later in the forged appeal of the tsar for insurrection against the upper classes. See Venturi, 582–3.

106. Large segments from the text (from La Réforme) are in Venturi, Roots, 47–9. Venturi (48) considers this “the first time . . . that the forces and problems of what was later to become Russian populism had been singled out and publicly described.”

107. Cited in Venturi, Roots, 56. See also Carr, Bakunin, 163–89, for discussion of the Appeal. The text with other important materials on Bakunin’s activities during this period is in J. Pfitzner, Bakunistudien, Prague, 1932, 78–106.

The identification of Slavs with peace and democracy goes back to Herder, and was forcefully developed in the 1820s by the Slovak romantic poet Ján Kollár. See H. Kohn, Pan-Slavism, Notre Dame, 1953, 16; T. Masaryk, Meaning of Czech History, Chapel Hill, 1974, 55–6.

Although there was no indigenous version of the revolutions of 1848 within the Russian Empire, the Ukrainian Society of Cyril and Methodius contrasted Slavdom with Muscovitism, just as the revolutionary “Catechism of the Russian People” in Paris contrasted a “People’s” with a “Tsarist” Russia. See the key document Zakon bozhii, reprinted in P. Žaionchkovsky, Kirillo-mefodievskoe obschestvo, 1959, 156–60; and I. Golovin’s “Katekhizis russkogo naroda,” in “Pervaia revoliusionnaia broshiura russkoi emigratsii,” Zven’ia, 1932, 1, 195–217.

108. Viallaneix, Voile, 471–9, juxtaposes the ultimately nonrevolutionary, Christian understanding of “the people” of Lamennais with the more revolutionary outlook of the mature Michelet.


110. Phrase used by Michelet in Légendes, 239. For his writings on Romania in the 1850s, see 209–59.


113. Details from the volume commemorating the hundredth anniversary of his death in 1852: Nicolae Bălcescu. A Fighter for Freedom, Bucharest, 1953, which indicates (67–8) that the coded statutes of the Brotherhood have not been preserved.


115. A. Otetea, ed., The History of the Romanian People, Bucharest, 1970, 359, 372. As elsewhere in the romantic era, theatrical performances played an important role in arousing national revolutionaries. Just as the Greeks in Bucharest had been aroused to action in 1819 by a performance of Voltaire’s Brutus, so Bălcescu was inspired by the youthful demonstration triggered by a performance of Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar in Bucharest in January 1848. The flash point came when Brutus cried out “Death to tyrants!” See the only partly fictitious account of C. Petrescu, Un Om intre oameni, Bucharest, 1956.

116. For the development of this idea among the populists, see “The first myth: belief in ‘the people,’” in J. Billington, Mikhailovsky and Russian Populism, Oxford, 1956, 86–98.


118. Salvemini, Mazzini, 35–8.

119. See Mazzini’s response to the invitation of the international committee at the head of the “Rapport annuel du comité international à toutes les nationalités” of Mar, 1856, reprinted in Lehning, “Association,” 251.

120. As characterized by Herzen in his letter to Turgenev of Jul 20, 1862, in My Past and Thoughts, L, 1927, VI, 20. On his links with Mazzini, see W. Giusti, “A.I. Herzen e i suoi rapporti con Mazzini e l’Italia,” in L’Europa Orientale, 1935. Giusti’s Mazzini e gli slavi, Milan, 1940, makes clear the continuing importance of the Polish national cause to Mazzini, but also reveals (237–55) a growing interest in Russia after 1848. The romantic hero of the 1848–9 events in Italy, Giuseppe Garibaldi, also had strong feelings towards the Poles. See A. Lewak, Corrispondenza polacca de G. Garibaldi, Cracow, 1932.
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The most remarkable colonial American anticipation of irregular revolutionary warfare is, however, the neglected figure of James Smith of Kentucky, who was captured and adopted by Indians at age 18 in 1755 and applied their methods to frontier fighting after escaping in 1759. His militia in western Pennsylvania, the Blackboys, wore loin clothes, leggings, and painted faces; and in 1767 he raided Fort Bedford, which became “the first British fort in America that was taken by what they called American rebels.” An account of the remarkable occurrences in the life and travels of Col. James Smith, appendix and notes by W. Darlington, Cincinnati, 1907, 123.

Smith tried unsuccessfully to gain United States government support for irregular warfare in 1777 and again in 1799. He wished to avoid the British mistake of trying to wage conventional warfare in the New World, urging his fellow Americans to emulate the native Americans’ closeness to nature, emphasis on proven merit, and ability to tie up superior numbers through camouflage, ambush, and surprise. His original Remarkable Occurrences (Lexington, Kentucky, 1799) was expanded and revised shortly before his death as A treatise on the mode and manner of Indian War. Their tactics, discipline and encampments, the various methods they practice in order to obtain the advantage, by ambush, surprise, surrounding, etc., Paris, Kentucky, 1812.

123. The work that came closest to suggesting distinctive new forms of warfare for a revolutionary regime was the almost unnoticed brochure written by Bonneville’s friend, the Scottish soldier of fortune John Oswald. He drew on previous experience with the British army in India and America for his Le tactique du peuple ou nouveau principe pour les évolutions militaires, par lequel le peuple peut facilement apprendre à combattre par lui-même et pour lui-même, sans le secours dangereux des troupes régulées (BN), dated late 1792 or early 1793 by Ioannisian, Idei, 38.

The basic revolutionary drive toward radical simplification is evident in Oswald’s announced determination “to discover a principle of movement that is simple, easy and natural,” but which is only sketched in the 12-page pamphlet.


125. Kościuszko au peuple français, Paris, n.d., 35. The copies in LC and BM are catalogued with the dates 1792 and 1796 respectively. The text makes it appear to be an appeal addressed after the uprising of 1794.


128. On the Polish tradition of the arrière-ban dating at least from the resistance to the Swedish invasion of 1655, see J. Kowecki, Pospolitost ruszenie w insurekcji 1794, 1963, and Histoire militaire, 133 ff. E. Halicz, Partisan Warfare in Nineteenth Century Poland. The Development of a Concept, Odense, 1975, attaches seminal importance to this tract of Kościuszko for Europe more broadly as well as for the Polish tradition.

129. See Histoire militaire, 132, 160. This is, of course, the literal meaning of the Spanish guerrilla.


of History and Biography, 1968, Jan, 99. Kościuszko’s extraordinary will commissioned Jefferson to use his entire legacy to purchase either freedom or education for Negroes: ibid., 92–3.

132. This organization represented for M. Kukiel the first clear adaptation of Carbonari forms into eastern Europe: “Lelewel, Mickiewicz and the Underground Movements of European Revolution (1816–33),” Polish Review, 1960, summer, 63.

133. Radice (Ars, LIV, 162) dates the founding from 1821; C. Francovich (Idee sociali e organizzazione operaia nella prima metà dell’800, 1815–1847, Milan, 1959, 49) inclines towards 1823. Garrone, 335–6 n. 2, discusses the Greek name and origin of the society, inclining toward a later date of beginnings. The leaders ritually adopted the names of ancient Roman—particularly military—heroes. See A. Ghisalberti, Cospirazioni del risorgimento, Palermo, 1938, 39, also 31–58.


135. Ibid., 467.

136. Ibid. Many Italians (including Bianco) fought at some time with the French in Algeria. See E. Michel, Eseri italiani in Algeria (1815–1861), Bologna, 1935.

137. Prati, Penny Satirist, 1838, Mar 31.

138. Ibid., Mar 17, 2.

139. Della forza nelle cose politiche ragionamenti quattro di Luigi Angeloni Frusinate dedicati all’Italica nazione, I, 1826, Part II, 151 ff., also 166. Angeloni denounces the powers of Europe for reneging on their promise to free and unite Italy (203–4), and finds General Malet, who “served both France and Italy,” the only admirable leader of the era (206–7, also 211).

140. Ibid., the third “ragionamento,” 1 ff.

141. Ibid., 61–88. Angeloni describes himself as “one of the first promoters (promotore) in France of that true American form of liberty (quella vera libertà americana),” 207. Earlier in his first political work of 1814, he had seen both the USA and the Swiss federations as models for Italian unification. Sopra l’ordinamento che aver dovrebbono i governi d’italia, ragionamento di Luigi Angeloni, Frusinate, Paris, 1814, 12–3. See also his Dell’Italia uscete il settembre del 1818, ragionamenti IV di Luigi Angeloni, Frusinate, dedicati all’italica nazione, Paris, 1818, 2v. There is no adequate study of Angeloni, who ended up in a London workhouse in 1842, and died the following year. (See L. Fasso, Lettere di esuli, Lucca, 1915, 126–7.) The best work is still G. Romano-Catania, Luigi Angeloni e Federico Confalonieri, Milan, 1898.


143. Della Guerra nazionale d’insurrezione per bande, applicata all’Italia. Tratato dedicato ai buoni Italiani da un amico del paese, Italy, 1830, 2v (two copies of this rare work, apparently published in Malta, are in the Brera, Milan).


146. Della Guerra, I, xii, lxx, 51.

147. Ibid., 170 ff.

148. Ibid., 198 ff.; see also Pieri, 79, and 290–2, for the higher titles and complex staffing under figures like the “great Celiarca” and the “Topographer-General.”

149. Pieri, 77.

150. Della Guerra, I, 25 ff.

151. Ibid., 19, also 18 ff. and Pieri, 382.

152. For Bianco on weapons and clothes, see Della Guerra, I, 176 ff.
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36. Fakkar, 95.


40. See J.-P. Callot, Histoire de l’école polytechnique, 1959, 65, 223-6; and for the integration of the school into the Napoleonic ethos, particularly after moving to its new location in 1805, see 33-54.

41. Phrases cited from the Exposition in Isambert, De la charbonnerie, 182-3. There is an English translation by G. Igers: The Doctrine of Saint-Simon: an exposition; first year, 1828-1829, Boston, 1958. The proto-communist term “community of goods” was introduced and defended by Prati in the treatise: Fontana, chief, Prati, preacher, Saint-Simonianism in London. On the Pretended Community of Goods or the Organization of Industry, on the Pretended Community of Women or Matrimony and Divorce, L, 1834, 2d ed., esp. 7 (GL).


43. These triadic emphases are stressed in the unpublished thesis of P. Mickey, “Le Livre Nouveau: The Vision of Monastic Saint-Simonism,” Princeton, 1971, esp. 82-93. The thesis appends the first full reproduction of the unpublished Livre Nouveau from the manuscript in BA.


45. Fakkar, 204-5.

46. Fakkar, 159-60, 195.

47. La République d’Andorre, 1848; Fakkar, 181 n. 105.

48. Ibid., 235-6 n. 36.

49. Cited from Jugement de la doctrine de Saint-Simon sur les derniers événements, in Fakkar, 43 n. 43.

50. Salvemini flatly declares that “four-fifths of Mazzini’s ideas were Saint-Simonian in origin,” Mazzini, 161.

51. “El movimiento sansimoniano argentino señala el punto de divergencia definitiva entre la involución del espíritu hispano-colonial y el nacimiento de una mentalidad argentina.” J. Ingenieros, “La filosofía social de Echeverría y la leyenda de la ‘Asociación de Mayo,’” Revista de Filosofía, 1918, Mar, 236. Their leader Esteban
Echeverría had been in France 1826–30; and the journal planned by his circle in 1838 was to be a “periódico puramente literario y socialista nada político,” with Inteligencia and several other such words emblazoned on the masthead, 240. See also Ingenieros, “Los Saintsimonianos Argentinos,” Revista de Filosofía, 1915, Sep, 275–315.

52. On the zmartwychwstańcy, neglected in all non-Polish histories, see Callier, Janški, and the official history of the order: Historia zgromadzenia zmartwychwstaństwa polskiego, Cracow, 1892–6, 4v. At the same time, the revolutionary émigré Polish Democratic Society officially defined its program in Saint-Simonian terms as working toward the “organic epoch” of social reconstruction. See Brock, “Program,” 98.

54. A. Abdel-Malek, Idéologie et renaissance nationale. L'Égypte moderne, 1969, 197, lists the only earlier ones as Paris (1794), Berlin (1799), St. Petersburg (1809), Prague (1806), and Glasgow (1823). In the Near East as in Latin America, Saint-Simonian ideas tended to blend into Comtean positivism and to strengthen statism rather than socialism (189–98).

55. Fakkar, 188–97.
56. Système de la Méditerranée in The Globe, Feb 5, 1832, and, separately, 1832; discussed in Fakkar, 198 ff.
57. Cited in Fakkar, 199.
58. Cited in Charlety, 224.
59. Cited in Fakkar, 223.
60. Chevalier, Système, in Fakkar, 199.
61. See the last verse of Félix Maynard’s song of departure À l’ouest: “... Comme un riche divan de pourpre triomphale, / Sera dans l’avenir, la couche nuptiale,/ Où deux mondes viendront s’épouser dans la paix.” Vinçard aine, Chants, 173.
62. Letter to Emile Barrault, head of the expedition, as printed in M. Emerit, Les Saint-Simoniens en Algérie, 1941, 53. The letter also promises that this is only the first canal to the East. “Plus tard nous percions aussi l’autre à Panama.” Emerit’s study includes much new documentary material of wider interest than its title might suggest.
63. Discussion in Mickey, 125–6.
64. Puyjalon, Influence, 65.
65. For the sharing of this thought in Paris at the time, see references in J. Callot (pseud. Alem), Enfantin, Montreuil, 1963, 112 n. 1.
66. Livre Nouveau, second séance, text in Mickey, second pagination, 50.
67. Puyjalon, 63.
68. Published in 1861, when Enfantin was 65, 3 years before his death. Other late Saint-Simonian efforts to provide new religious statements are d’Eichtal, Les Evangiles (1863), and Barrault, Le Christ (1865).
69. Inherited from Freemasonry and from the neglected works of the mystic of Lyon, the politically reactionary Ballanche (La Palingénésie sociale). See references and discussions in Mickey, 131–45.
70. Urbain, Notice autobiographique, 1883, unpublished ms. 13737, BA, 6. This invaluable, unused testimony substantially supplements the only extant effort to provide a comprehensive account of Urbain’s life by Emerit, Saint-Simoniens, esp. 67–83.
71. Urbain, Notice, 3–4 for discussion of “ma triste origine.”
72. Ibid., 7–8; Emerit, Saint-Simoniens, 41–6; and Emerit, ed., Révolution ... en Algérie, 88.
73. Fakkar, 207 n. 33.
75. See Barrault’s report to Urbain on Malabar in a letter of 1833: Fonds Enfantins, 7619, 17, BA.
76. Emerit, Saint-Simoniens, 73; Fakkar, 231–4.
77. Emerit, Saint-Simoniens, 74: “I am thirsty for your shade.” Enfantin’s thirst was equally intense, confessing to Urbain in a letter of Mar 11, 1835, that he misses “thy brown face,” is fascinated by “black flesh,” and regrets that “God has not yet given me communion with that flesh.” Fonds Enfantins, 7619, 123–4, BA.
79. Fakkar, 207 n. 33; Emerit, Saint-Simoniens, 75.
80. Notice, 10. He also seemed something of a blend of the two literary characters that Enfantin considered symbols of East and West, respectively: Othello, representing absolutism and “constancy,” and Don Juan, representing “ardent mobility” and anarchy. Fakkar, 198–9.
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81. Lettres sur la race noire et la race blanche, 1839, 13 n. a, YU. Beyond the basic coupling of East with West, Eichtal fantasized natural intercourse between North and South America, Europe and Africa, Asia and Oceania—each linkage lubricated by a seminal sea: the Gulf of Mexico, the Mediterranean, and the South China Sea, respectively (61). Eichtal seems to hint even more than Enfantin at an element of homosexual attraction for Urbain: “When will you say to us, Ismayl, your name of black and of fetishist? When will we raise up together a chapel to the pine cones that we gathered together in the forest of Fontainebleau?” (30).


83. Lettres, 26.

84. Ibid., 16. Eichtal waxed rhapsodic over the spectacle of black dancers at the Paris opera: “From the depths of my study, I transport myself with delight into the closed opera houses, both to pray and to celebrate North and South America, Europe and Africa, Asia and Oceania—each linkage lubricated by a seminal sea: the Gulf of Mexico, the Mediterranean, and the South China Sea, respectively (61). Eichtal seems to hint even more than Enfantin at an element of homosexual attraction for Urbain: “When will you say to us, Ismayl, your name of black and of fetishist? When will we raise up together a chapel to the pine cones that we gathered together in the forest of Fontainebleau?” (30).

85. Ibid., 52 ff.

86. Ibid., 58–9, 7.

87. G. d'Eichtal, De l'état actuel et de l'avenir de l'islamisme dans l'Afrique centrale, 1841. He had been the original apostle of Saint-Simonianism to the English. See Fakkar, 149 ff.; also B. Ratcliffe, “Saint-Simonism and Messianism: The Case of Gustave d'Eichtal,” French Historical Studies, 1976, spring, 484–502, which, however, makes no mention of Urbain.

88. L'Algérie: courrier d'Afrique, d'Orient et de la Méditerranée.

89. Notice, 27.

90. Emerit, Révolution... en Algérie, 76–7; and more generally, 76–86 on this Carbonari-type group. One defendant anticipated Dostoevsky by calling another defendant Christ and his prosecutor the Inquisitor (81–2).

91. Ibid., 83.


93. Letter of Napoleon III to Pelissier, cited in Emerit, Saint-Simoniens, 270, including parallel text, showing Napoleon’s borrowing from Urbain’s Indigènes et immigrants, 1862. For details of the ultimately unsuccessful struggle of Urbain (together with Baron David, son of the revolutionary painter, and another former Saint-Simonian, Frederic Lacroix, a senator and sometime head of the Arab Bureau in Paris) to win over Napoleon III for a special Royaume Arabe inside Algeria, see Emerit, 233–87; also 1848 en Algérie, 88 ff.

94. See the anonymous pamphlet of Lacroix commissioned by Napoleon III: L'Algérie et la lettre de l'empereur, 1863.

95. R. Labry, Alexandre Ivanovic Herzen 1812–1870, 1928, 236.

96. Fakkar, 38 n. 20.


98. Cited in Labry, 237.


100. Ibid., 113, paraphrasing extended discussion by Gurvitch.


102. An aphorism from his Jena period in Dokumente zu Hegels Entwicklung, Stuttgart, 1936, 360.

103. J. Ritter, Hegel et la révolution française, 1970, 19. Equally emphatic on this theme is A. Prior, Revolution and Philosophy. The Significance of the French Revolution for Hegel and Marx, Cape Town, 1972, who tends to suggest that the revolution was more directly and deeply inspirational for Hegel even than for Marx.


105. L. Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy and other essays, L, 1971, 106 ff., esp. 118–9. More important than this link established by Althusser on the basis of Lenin’s reading Hegel in 1914–5 might be Hegel’s influence on one of his Russian translators, Lenin’s older brother Alexander Ulyanov.

107. See the penetrating essay on Hegel as the model modern intellect by K. Barth, Protestant Thought from Rousseau to Ritschl, I, 1959, 268–305. Among the many philosophical discussions of Hegel, this exposition owes most to F. Gregoire, Études hégéliennes; les points capitaux du système, Louvain, 1958. Some elements here included are implied rather than directly stated in Hegel (eg. thesis-antithesis-synthesis); but, since we are dealing with posthumous influence through secondary expositors, a composite picture is presented.


110. Cited in Fakkar, 107.

111. Gurvitch, cited in Fakkar, 107.

112. E. Callier, Bogdan Jasiński, Poznań, 1876, 72. An earlier German use during the French Revolution (by Wieland, describing the Jacobins in Neuer teutscher Merkur, 1794, Feb, 141, cited in Seidler, 277) does not have the same suggestion of deep social changes: “Ihre Absicht sey, aus der französischen Revoluzion eine revolution sociale d.i., eine Umkehrung aller jetzt bestehenden Staaten zu machen.”


116. K. Libelt, O miłości ojczyzny, Poznań, 1844, as reprinted in Libelt’s Rozprawy, Cracow, 1869, 111–2. The full title of Libelt’s work is Love of the Fatherland. The Year 1844 from the viewpoint of enlightenment, industry and current events. See Z. Wójcik, Rozwój pojęcia inteligencji, Wrocław/Warsaw/Cracow, 1962, 21 n. 2; also I. Kosmowska, Karol Libelt jako działacz polityczny i społeczny, Poznań, 1918.

The word intelligence had, of course, been used earlier to suggest both a body of intellectual reformers as well as abstract intelligence in French rhetoric of the 1830s and among German reformers of the late 1840s. See, on the latter, R. Pipes, “‘Intelligentsia’ from the German,” loc. cit., 615–8. Pipes’s reference to the example that he incorrectly calls the first usage “in the modern sense” (616) is also inaccurate—the place of publication being Leipzig, the page reference 5251.

117. Cieszkowski, De la pairie et de l’aristocratie moderne, 1844. Though published in Paris, this work, like his others, had its main impact through Poznań, where he eventually became cofounder and president of the Poznań Association of the Friends of Learning. See Walicki, “Messianists,” 104.

118. Pepłowski, 167. The usage of 1854 implies a distinction between the intelligentsia and the simple people; the usage of 1857 suggests that the intelligentsia is essentially snobbish.

119. Continuing Polish priority in origination of the terms is again indicated in the case of inteligentny, the adjectival form of intelligentsia. The Polish version is already listed in a Polish encyclopedia of 1863: “... in the broadest sense of the word we call inteligentny everyone who is a complete master of some branch of knowledge, for instance, a statesman, an architect, etc.” Encyklopedia powszechna S. Orgelbranda, XII, 1863, 617–8, as cited in Wójcik, 22 n. 6.


123. Polnoe sobranie, XII, 22.

124. A. Koyré, Études sur l’histoire de la pensée philosophique en Russie, 1950, 161. See also the informed bibliographical discussion of Hegel’s influence in Russia.

125. The genesis of this “philosophy of action” among the Slavs is traced in Volodin, Gégel, 138 ff.
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129. Including the Danish theologian Søren Kierkegaard and the Russian novelist Ivan Turgenev. Subsequent lectures attracted an astonishing range of Russians, including the future reactionary leader Mikhail Katkov, the Slavophile philosopher Yury Samarin, and the theorist of conspiratorial revolution, Nicholas Ogarev. See Volodin, Gegen, 280.
130. See the reprinted translation Trubny glas strashnogo suda nad Gegelem, 1933; also Volodin, 138.
132. It seems never to have been pointed out that this motto was very close to that held to be the “secret of masonry” revealed only to the final, 33d level of Scottish Masonry—at least in Italy in the nineteenth century: Distruggere e rifab­ricare, Sòriga, Albori, 36. As in so many other revolutionary matters, Masonic derivation seems likely in the case of Proudhon, since he was active in the lodges of his native Besançon, where the Masonic and revolutionary traditions had early interconnections.
133. God and the State, Boston, 1893.
134. M. Stirner (pseud. of Johann K. Schmidt), The Ego and His Own, NY, 1918.
136. “Myšli o przyszłości filozofii,” Rok, 1845; also Polskie spory, 277–368.
137. See discussion in Janion, Gorąca, 456–8.
139. The former published in 2v, Poznan, 1843, 1845; the latter, Brussels, 1844.
140. S. Edwards, Selected Writings of Proudhon, 16.
144. R. Baldick, The Life and Times of Frederick Lemaitre, L, 1959, 79, also 80.
145. Ibid., 199.
149. Cited in Zévaës, 235.
150. Langer, Upheaval, 347–8; and articles by P. Amann, referenced n. 53.
152. “La Jeune République,” in ibid., 40. See also Dupont’s “La Marseillaise de l’atelier,” 37–8.

For a major new study of the Hungarian Revolution, see I. Deak, The Lawful Revolution: Louis Kossuth and the Hungarians 1848–1849, NY, 1979; and, of the most important of the several Slavic national revolutions that eventually came into conflict with the Hungarian, see I. Leshchilovskaia, Obshchestvenno-poltishcheskaia bor’ba v khorvatii 1848–1849, 1977. See esp. 256–63, for the efforts of the Poles, who fought in leading roles for the Hungarians, simultaneously to aid the Croata­nians. For the conflict of a non-Slavic national minority with the Hungarian Re­volution, see K. Hitchins, Rumanian National Movement in Transylvania, 1780–1849, Cambridge, Mass., 1969, 243–56.

The conflict between universalist advocates of constitutional liberty and nation-

155. Ibid., Apr 8, 235-6; Apr 22, 267-9.
156. Ibid., Apr 22, 269.


160. From the musically climactic statement of the revolutionary faith in the third act of U. Giordano's opera about the Reign of Terror, *Andrea Chenier* (1896): "Fare del mondo un Pantheon! Gli uomini in dei mutare e in un sol bacio e abbraccio tutte le genti amare!"

161. Sloane, 46-7, 112 ff. In addition to murals and mosaics, the four main pillars were to be faced with statues symbolizing the four divisions of history and stages of social development: the golden age of religion (Moses), the silver age of poetry (Homer), the bronze age of philosophy (Aristotle), and the iron age of science (Galileo). There were to be statues of Adam and Eve on either side of the main entrance. Sloane relates this symbolism to the sexual theories of Enfantin (114-5), without understanding the serious, androgynous ideal that underlies the whole development of romantic thought from Ballanche through Enfantin to Chenavard.

162. Ibid., 109-10.

Chapter 9

1. Bertier de Sauvigny, "Liberalism," I47-66, analyzes three distinct (and usually successive) stages in the history of an important new political label: the morphological creation of a new word, its semantic association with a new concept, and its lexical maturity, when it comes into common usage. The birth of communism, which he does not discuss, provides a unique example of all three stages occurring virtually simultaneously.

Even the previously discussed and altogether disconnected prehistory of this word by Restif de la Bretonne in the eighteenth century was abrupt rather than evolutionary. Restif created the word morphologically in order to express a full-blown semantic meaning.

The only indication of any possible intervening printed use of the term between Restif in the 1790s and 1840 is an undocumented attribution to Lamennais in Dauzat, *Nouveau dictionnaire*, 182. I have found no usage by Lamennais in the 1830s, nor did Y. Le Hir in his exhaustive study of terms: *Lamennais Ecrivain*, 1948.

2. Sauvigny, 149.
3. Ibid., 157, also 155-60. During the French Revolution, the designation of anything as an "ism" (*Jacobinisme*, *sans-culottisme*, etc.) was almost always a form of insult if not denunciation. In exile after the Revolution of 1848, Metternich argued that the ending *isme* invariably implied scorn (ibid., 159).

4. Ibid., 160.

6. By Giacomo Giuffani, *L'antisocialismo confutato—Opera filosofica*, Vicenza, 1903, 74, who also used the verb "to socialize oneself" (*socializzarsi*), 160, discussed in Müller, 37.

7. G. Laurent, "Drouet sous le Directoire—A propos d’une lettre," *Annales Historiques*, X, 1925, 412-6. The full text of Drouet's letter has been lost, but he also spoke in 1798 of the need to "watch over the intrigues of the socialist fanatics and émigrés," 416. Sauvigny believes that the word was probably used in France before


9. 1827, Nov, 59; cited in Bestor, 277.
11. First used in French publications apparently by a Swiss, Alexandre Vinet, "Catholicisme et Protestantisme," Le Semeur, 1831, Nov 23, cited in Müller, 97. Müller provides the most thorough discussion; and other references here are largely to materials either unused or underused by him.
12. Deville, "Origine," esp. 387-98, still provides the best basic references and discussion of these early usages. See also Bestor, 277 n. 95.
13. Charles Pellarin (the journalistic organizer of the conference, who had both Saint-Simonian and Fourierist links), cited in Müller, 102.
14. J. Kayser, Les grandes batailles du radicalisme des origines aux portes du pouvoir 1820-1901, 1962, 8; Müller, 54-5, for earlier British uses.
15. Metternich wrote that "liberalism has been replaced by radicalism" in a letter of Jun 10, 1832, to the Austrian ambassador in Berlin, Count von Trattmunsdorff, from text in V. Valentin, Nationalfest, 128-9.
18. Cited from the first in a series of articles on communism in France in Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung, 1840, Mar 11, in F. Klitzsch, Sozialismus und soziale Bewegung im Spiegel der Augsburger "Allgemeinen Zeitung" 1840-1850, Gütersloh, 1934, 32-3. The usage in this neglected journal (which also anticipated in its ABC des Kommunisten the title of the original Soviet indoctrination manual by Bukharin) thus antedates any of the usages documented in the best available discussion of the precise early uses of the word by Bestor, "Evolution," 278-91, or other works here referenced. The first Italian usage is traced from the French and dated 1840 without precise references in S. Battaglia, Grande Dizionario della lingua italiana, Turin, III, 448.

A. Bobkov indicates that shortly after Jan, 1837, an agent of Metternich reported that Schuster’s League of Outlaws was conducting "now democratic, now communist, now republican agitation" ("K i storii raskola soiuza otverzhennykh v 1836-1837 godakh," Novaia i Novoishaia Istoriia, 1959, no. 5, 102). But the original article from which Bobkov took his reference makes it clear that this report dated in fact from 1843 (G. Wendel, "Vorläufer des Sozialismus," Der Abend, 1929, Nov 19).


This latter work, which I discovered only after completing this section, has no precise documentation but suggests in general terms a direction close to that which I develop here—particularly stressing the roles of Buonarroti, Owen, and Cabet—and suggests (28) that communism as a conscious and organized movement began only after the failure of the Blanquist insurrection in May, 1839.


20. From the Leipzig Illustrierte Zeitung, 1843, Sep 2, 9, as cited in K. Koszyk, "Das Jahr 1845 und der deutsche Sozialismus," Annali, 1963, VI, 516-7. The author goes on to speak of "Communism in the higher sense" as the provision of educational and other benefits for workers.
22. By Buffenoir, "Communisme à Lyon," 348, without any indication, however, that it was so designated by contemporaries.

24. On the Société des travailleurs, and its Buonarrotian hierarchical structure under a secret directional committee that controlled special agents révolutionnaires, see Rémusat, Mémoires de ma vie, 1960, III, 390–1. There were 8 in a métier headed by aforeman, and 3 ateliers in afabrique headed by a shopman (commis).

The organization was said to number “less than 500 members” (ibid., 391). The best account of the emergence of the communists from the Babeuvist tradition (which does not mention this organization, however) is Zévaès, “Agitation,” Oct, 971–81; Dec, 1035–44; 1927, Mar–Apr–May, 31–46.


27. M. Mikhailov, Istoriia sotsial’nym kommunizmu, 1968, 54; Cabot, Histoire dujournal “Intelligence,” 7 (undated fragment in BN, identified only as an extract from Le Populaire, no. 6). Cabot continues: “L’Intelligence ne s’est jamais avoué communiste parce qu’elle ne jugeait pas qu’il fut opportun de le faire alors; mais les idées et les principes qu’elle développait menaient droit à la communauté.”


29. Intelligence, 1838, Aug 7.


31. The slogan of Blanqui’s journal of 1834, Le Libérature. Dommange (Blanqui des origines, 129) overlooks the significance of this substitution, but stresses (through 144) the importance of the journal in establishing the modern ideal of aclass-based social revolution. Only one issue appeared (1834, Feb 2) with the revealing subtitle Journal des opprimés voulant une réforme sociale par la République. Blanqui prepared for the second issue his famous article “Who makes the soup should eat it,” which Benoit Malon considered the first formulation of modern collectivist doctrine. Dommange, 129–30.


33. Banquet, 1, 9.

34. Various toasts in ibid., 11–2.

35. Toast of the tailor Vellicus, 6–7.

36. Various toasts, 4, 3, 8. The first of these explicitly intended to insert “a new word” into “this motto.”

37. This toast (by an otherwise unidentified Courmont, 12) concludes: “To the Government of Equals!”


39. This designation was first given the revolutionary intellectual fringe within the Parisian Society of Workers which arose in 1839 and, according to the unreference assertion of C. Johnson, “also called itself simply Les Communistes.” Utopian Communism in France. Cabot and the Icarians, 1839–1851, Ithaca, 1974, 75.

40. Almost every point of view on the Left produced a supporting interpretation of the French Revolution during the period between the revolutions of 1830 and 1848. The basic text for egalitarian social revolutionaries remained Buonarroti’sHistory of the Conspiracy of Equals; for revolutionary nationalists, Michelet’s work; for liberal nationalists, Adolphe Thiers’s Histoire de la Révolution française (first two v., 1849); etc. Annales Historiques de la Révolution Française, 1966, Apr–Jun, is almost entirely devoted to analyzing the views on the French Revolution of early French socialists.

41. Text of his “Observations sur Maximilien Robespierre,” reprinted (from itsoriginal anonymous publication as a supplement to the Brussels Le Radical in 1837,

As early as Nov 24, 1832 (*Poor Man's Guardian*, lead story, 617-8), Buonarroti's translator, Bronterre O'Brien, had attempted to tell the "Real Character of Robespierre," quoting from Buonarroti and insisting that "Robespierre held nearly the same doctrines which the benevolent Robert Owen promulgates now—viz., a community of property, or rather an equitable distribution of the fruits of human labor among those who produce them..." This anonymous article was followed by speeches and articles that climaxed in O'Brien's admiring *Life and Times of Maximilien Robespierre* in 1838.

42. See particularly his *Cours publique de l'histoire de France depuis 1789 jusqu'à 1830*; and his *Histoire de la révolution française*, 1838, 2v. The relevant passages are cited and his neglected ideas discussed in G. Sant Anastasos, *Il Socialismo francese*, Florence, 1954, 110-3.

43. *Oeuvres de Maximilien Robespierre*, 1840. See also his *Memoires de Charlotte Robespierre sur ses deux frères*, 1835.


49. "Place au prolétariat," *L'Intelligence*, 1837, Sep, 4. This self-conscious rephrasing of Abbé Sieyès from the first issue of Laponneraye's journal was later repeated by Marx, whose borrowing of phrases and motifs from the original French communists has never been adequately recognized, let alone studied.

50. T. Dezamy, Question proposée par l'Académie des Sciences Morales et Politiques. Les Nations avancent plus en connaissances en lumières qu'en morale pratique? Recherches la cause de cette différence dans leurs progrès, et indiques le remède, 1839, 59. Revolutionary thought was powerfully stimulated by this essay contest, to which the young Dézamy wrote this neglected answer, dated in the text Dec 27, 1838.


54. *Patriotes français, lisez et rougissez de honte*, 1840. This antinationalist tone was also evident in Cabot's *Lettres sur la crise actuelle*, 1840.


57. Cited and discussed in the only serious article ever written on this neglected figure: R. Garaudy, "Le Communisme matérialiste en France avant 1848: un précurseur Théodore Dézamy," *La Pensée*, 1848, May-Jun, 42. In 1841, when Lamennais began using the term himself (*Du passé et de l'avenir du peuple*, 1841, 91-5), he was denounced by a number of self-proclaimed communist correspondents from Lyon, Rouen, and elsewhere, who accused him of glorifying "the egoism of the family, which is in a small way what exclusive patriotism is in a large way, the egoism of the nation." A. Saitta, "Appunti e documenti per la storia del socialismo premarxista," *Movimento Operaio*, 1956, Sep-Oct, 772; also documents and references, 768-73.

58. *Calomnies et politique de M. Cabet*, 1842, 6. Cabet responded with *Toute la vérité au peuple ou réfutation d'un pamphlet calomniateur*, 1842. Garaudy (45) calls Dézamy the first to see "that philosophical intransigence was necessary to forge a Communist Party."

Once again, such was the dynamic of denunciation that Dézamy was denouncing Cabot for precisely the sin of religiosity of which Cabot had previously accused the "Constantinist" communist protégés of the Abbé Constant—Cabot's *Communist Credo* having been written in part to combat the influence of Constant's *Evangile de la liberté*, 1841, which was also translated into German. See Chacornac, *Levi*, 54 ff., and the Parisian police study of 1845: "Renseignements," *Actualité de l'histoire*, 1957, Oct, 26 n. 4. Only later in his *Le vrai Christianisme suivant Jesus-Christ*, 1846 (also 1847, 1850) did Cabot try to equate communism with "true Christianity,"
but never in such a way as to indicate that Christian teachings were for him (as they clearly were for many of the Germans like Schapper and Weitling) an independent source of some inspiration. See J. Prudhommeaux, *Icare et son fondateur Étienne Cabet*, 1907, 162–3.

60. Ibid., 291.
61. 268–9.
62. 157 n. 1.
63. 156–61.
64. *Le Jésuitisme vaincu et anéanti par le socialisme, ou les constitutions des Jésuites et leurs instructions secrètes en parallèle avec un projet d'organisation du travail*, 1845, 134.
68. *Question*, 58.
70. Ibid., 261.
71. Ibid., 123.
72. Ibid.
73. Ibid., 285.
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Krasin was attracted to the institute by an alumnus who was also a veteran of the People’s Will and his chemistry teacher in Tiumen, Siberia (Krasin, so). Valentinov, Krzhizhanovsky, and others were protected within the institute by another chemistry professor and his wife who were clandestine members of the Social Democratic movement (Valentinov, Encounters, 3–5).

35. The head of a circle invited Krasin to join with these words in Oct 1890; see Krasin, “Dela davno minuvshikh dnei, 1889–1892,” Proletarskaia revoliutsiia, 1923, no. 3, 10; also 7–15.


37. Fedor Afanas’evich and V. S. Golubev respectively: Krasin, 89, 394; also Rappeport, 281.


39. See the important memoir of V. Karelina on this neglected group in Krasin, 86–92.


42. A. Mel’nikov, Khranitel’ partiinykh tain, 1975, 13–4 (HU). The basic sources on Radchenko’s life and activities remain the short memoirs by his brother, I. I. Radchenko (Stary Bol’shevik, 1933, Mar–Apr, 177–86) and his close associate, G. B. Krasin (ibid., 186–9). Modest increments of information, but no interpretation or insight, have been added in each of the only other accounts of any kind that I have found in an extensive search: D. Kutsentov, Deiateli Peterburgskogo “Sotva bor’by za osvobozenie rabocheho klassa,” 1962, 115–22; A. Mel’nikov, “Leninets Stepan Radchenko,” Voprosy Istori, 1970, no. 4, 191–206; and E. S. Radchenko, “Odin iz pervykh soratnikov Il’icha,” Voprosy Istori KPSS, 1969, no. 7, 88–93. The latter memoir by his daughter, Evgeniia Stepanovna, is written in a purely scholarly form and gives no indication of this relationship.


44. Mel’nikov, “Radchenko,” 196, Khranitel’, 98. “Engineer” seems to have been used internally within the empire by his Kievan contacts. See “Iz Vospominanii S.V. Parazich (S.V. Pomerants),” Krasnaia Letopis’, 1923, no. 7, 257.

45. Still another pseudonym used less often was Leibovich, a synthetic patronymic suggesting the Russianified form of both the German “Leibwacht” (Leibwacht) and the English “laborite” (leiborist). See Perepiska V.I. Lenina i redaktii gazety “Iskra” s sotsial-demokraticheskimi organizatsiiami v Rossii, 1900–1903, 1970, III, 711. Though under police surveillance from 1891 (E. Radchenko, 89 ff.), Radchenko does not appear to have been effectively detected prior to the fall of 1894. See Mel’nikov, Khranitel’, 16.

46. Sil’vin, 104, 105.


48. Sil’vin, 35. Other information from I. Radchenko, 177–8; G. Krasin, 186–7. More details on the Ukrainian activities and connections of Radchenko and his brothers are presumably contained in the Ukrainian-language study unavailable to me by E. Malenko, Brat’ia Radchenki, Kharkov, 1970.


50. For these aspects of Martov’s legacy, see I. Getzler, Martov, 9 ff.; also A. Patkin, The Origins of the Russian-Jewish Labour Movement, Melbourne, 1947.

51. Martov claims that he was the first to use this term of denunciation (Zapiski, 214).

52. Stepan’s father died when he was young, so that he was forced to take over the family business of supplying wood to the local railroad and immersed as a youth directly in a world of artisans, railroad workers, and so forth, generally unknown to most St. Petersburg intellectuals. See I. Radchenko, 177–8.
53. The remarkable memoir by Vera Karelna of this meeting (Krasnaia Letopis', 1924, no. 1, 10–1) is generally overlooked in subsequent Soviet writings. The one author who cites it (Mel'nikov, "Radchenko," 195) presents the meeting as if it took place in 1893 and follows the usual practice of ritually exaggerating Lenin's influence even at this early date. It was apparently at a later meeting (at which Radchenko was also present) that Lenin was first introduced to broader revolutionary circles as "the brother of the well-known revolutionary A. I. Ulyanov," Kutsentov, Detateli, 116–8.

54. G. Krasin, 187.


56. Kutsentov, 119; Sil'vin, 48–9, 103–5; E. Radchenko, 90.

57. Mel'nikov, "Radchenko," 201, on the basis of new archival material.

58. See the discussion of Radchenko's central role in Mel'nikov, Khranitel', 102–10, which also suggests the possibility that Arkady Kremer, who quarreled with Radchenko over the word, may have been responsible for its insertion. The document was published at the press of the Bund; and the presence of these two at the meetings and their closeness to workers make either of them a more likely source of this addition than is Struve (to whom R. Pipes attributes the authorship without advancing any reasons or evidence: Struve. Liberal on the Left 1870–1905, Cambridge, Mass., 1970, 193). For detailed treatment of this neglected conference (which does not, however, clarify this question), see articles by I. Moshinsky and E. Gurvich in Katorga i Ssylka, 1928, no. 40. Russian Social Democratic Labor party remained the official name until after the Bolshevik Revolution.

The initial proletarian orientation of the Russian party (if not the introduction of the word "labor") almost certainly owes something to the Kiev Social Democrats and their remarkable leader, the locksmith Yuvenaly Mel'nikov. See B. Eidel'man, "K istorii vozniknoveniia rossiiskoi sotsial demokraticheskoi rabochei partii," Proletarskaia Revoliutsiia, 1921, no. 1, 20–65. The Kievs organized a conference of their own in Mar., 1897 (31–3), and their role at the Minsk gathering in 1898 would be better known had not many of their members been arrested in Mar., 1898. Mel'nikov died in 1899, and the Kievs' collective book Rabochee delo v Rossi dis­appeared without ever being published (49, 51). Mel'nikov, who may have been radicalized by his contact with technological students at the Kharkov colony of the St. Petersburg Technological Institute, summarized their worker-oriented economism anathema to later Leninizing historians: "Better to lift the masses an inch than one man to the second floor." (29).

59. Volin, Istoriografiia, 8–9.

60. Za piatochok, za kipiatok. This official party account of D. Kutsentov (in Ocherki istorii Leningradskoi organizatsii KPSS. Ch.I, 1883-oktibr' 1917, Leningrad, 1962, 51) draws on archival material unavailable to ordinary Soviet (let alone foreign) scholars; but it is not precisely documented and is slanted to stress retroactively Lenin's leadership role and closeness to the working class.

The tantalizingly fragmentary use of an unpublished memoir by V. Solodilov (in Mel'nikov, Khranitel', 90) depicts Radchenko arguing that the Russian movement should correct not just English trade unionism, but German Social Democracy as well, by fusing the class struggle of the proletariat with the political struggle against autocracy.

61. This distinction dates from Plekhanov in 1892 (Akimov, 17).

62. Getzler, 79. Martov also revived the Buonarrotian theme of vilifying Lafayette as the bourgeois who seeks "to contain the further development of the revolution." See his review (Zhizn', 1900, Sep, 358–62) of Vasily Yakovlev, Markiz Lafait (deiatel' trekh revoliutsi), 1889, cited in Getzler, 42–3.

63. Dan, 229.


65. Cited in the intr. of S. Utechin to ibid., 109–10. Krupskia cites Lenin as saying flatly that "Iskra created the Russian Social Democratic Workers' Party" (V. Stepanov, Lenin i russkaia organizatsiia "Iskry" 1900–1903, 1968, 397). Although the editorial offices were in Munich and the press in Stuttgart, she insisted that "its center of gravity is inside Russia" (ibid., 7).


68. G. Deich, "Voprosy konspirativnoi tekhniki 'Iskry' v pis'makh V.I. Lenina 1900–1903 godov," Voprosy Istori, 1969, no. 9, esp. 51 ff., 60–1.

69. Stepanov, Lenin, 7; Deich, "Voprosy," 63–6; and for details of his original proposals for Iskra and Zarya and of his key support organization near the border at Pskov, see B. Novikov, V.I. Lenin i pskovskie iskrovtsy, 1968; also Bolshevikistaia

70. Sil'vin, 238-40.

71. A conclusion that can be inferred from material in I. Radchenko, 183-4 (Perpeipska Lenina i redaktsii “Iskra”, III, 711); and from the testimony of E. Radchenko that Lenin visited the well-located yet effectively concealed Radchenko apartment in Pskov “almost every day” (91).

72. The correspondence to her from Iskra makes it clear she was in Kharkov as well as Poltava (Perpeipska, I, 57-8, 70).


75. That the name was initially unknown to Lenin and Krupskaja is evident from the latter’s query of Sep 23 to a St. Petersburg correspondent: “Who is this you call General?” (Perpeipska, I, 232, also 226, 245).

76. For details of this system, see V. Novikov, “Nepremenno vysylaite ‘Iskru,'” Voprosy Istorii, 1977, no. 4, 118-26, esp. 119; Leninskiy sbornik, VIII, 260; and S. Rozenoir, Nelegal’ny transport, 1932. The date of arrest (correcting I. Radchenko, 184, and others) is given in Perpeipska, III, 711.


79. He called himself N. Lenin for the first time in an article written in his theoretical journal Zaria: “Gg. ‘Kritiki’ v agrarnom voprose,” no. 2–3, in Sobranie, V, 1907, 99–156 (completed just as he was finishing What Is To Be Done?).

80. Lenin differentiated an “article” from the unfocused “thoughts and sketches” of bourgeois journalists. See P. Karasev, “Iz nabludeniia nad kompozitsiei leninskikh statei.” Problemy zhanrov v zhurnalistike, Leningrad, 1958, 382.

81. What Is To Be Done? 178.


84. Krzhizhanovsky, 16–7; Krasin, 261, 271–2, 195, 200, and (on the German phase) 233.

85. Krasin, 257.

86. Krzhizhanovsky became the founding head both of the Bolshevik Commission on Electrification (GOELRO) and of its successor organization, the State Planning Commission (GOSPLAN). Krasin became People’s Commissar for Industry and Trade and then for Transportation. Ivan Radchenko, who had worked with Klasson to set up the first peat-burning electric power station at Noginsk in 1912, became head of the Directorate for Peat. See Mel’nikov, “Organizator,” 25–6.

87. Strange as it may seem, there is still no comprehensive, scholarly biography of Lenin. The immense Soviet scholarship on the subject provides vast information, but is utterly hagiographical and devoid of interpretive—let alone critical—treatment. “Scholarship” on Lenin in the USSR is rather in the state of Christian scholarship about Jesus before modern Biblical criticism began to ask basic textual and interpretive questions. The “quest of the historical Lenin” is not yet acceptable to those who control access to the documents. A recent Western reviewer of the current Soviet chief hagiographer sees Lenin being treated not just as a historical actor but as a figura, validating the relationship between one event and another, and representing at all times “a goal imminent in the course of events” (A. Kimball, “I. I. Mints and the Representation of Reality in History,” Slavic Review, 1976, Dec, 716).

Previsouly little-used material is incorporated in Fischer, Lenin, the best overall biography; but it should be supplemented (especially for the early period) by
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An ambitious new attempt to suggest that ideology was the essential feature of Leninism, the fulfillment of an inherently revolutionary “gnostic” tradition, is in A. Besançon, Les Origines intellectuelles du leninisme, 1977. “Lenin doesn’t know that he believes. He believes that he knows” (15).

89. Ibid., 177.
91. Ibid., 100, 140, 191.
92. Lenin’s two most important prescriptive writings, with broad programmatic significance for the international movement after coming into power, were The Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade Kautsky (written Autumn 1918, published L, 1920) and “Left-Wing” Communism, an Infantile Disorder (written and published Spring 1920, first disseminated at the all-important Second Congress of the Communist International in July, 1920).

A specially brilliant polemic accomplishment of his campaign in the pre-World War I period against both “right liquidators” (Mensheviks) and “left liquidators” (Bogdanov’s Bolshevik faction, which was often dominant within Russia itself) was Lenin’s success in ridiculing and bracketing together the genuinely Christian and conservative “God-seekers” with the anti-religious and ultra-revolutionary “God-builders.” See J. Scherrer, “Ein gelber und ein blauer Teufel. Zur Entstehung der Begriffe ‘Bogostroitel’stvov’ und ‘Bogoiskatel’stvov,’” Forschungen zur osteuropäischen Geschichte, XXV, 1978, 319–29. A further act of polemical ingenuity was Lenin’s bracketing together of the Left Bolsheviks’ insistence on recalling Social Democratic deputies elected to the Duma (“recallism,” otzovizm), with their insistence on building a new proletarian culture within the working class itself (“god-building,” bogotsroitel’stvo) into the alleged sin of “god-recallism” (bozhestvenny otzovizm).

93. Isaiah Berlin has called this an “artificial dialectic” of planned alternation between relaxation and terror and identified it as Stalin’s special contribution to politics in the twentieth century. See O. Utis, “Generalissimo Stalin and the Art of Government,” Foreign Affairs, 1952, Jan, 197–214.
94. What Is To Be Done?, 145.

Lenin himself used the term “Bolshevism” as synonymous with “revolutionary social democracy,” the implication being that others were less revolutionary. See V. Mochalov, “V.I. Lenin i vozniknovenie marksizma v Rossii,” Voprosy Istorii, 1969, no. 4, 26 n. 21.
98. O. Znamensky and V. Shishkin, Lenin, revolutsionnoe dvizhenie i parlamentarizm, Leningrad, 1977, 17 ff. Perhaps reflecting fear of “Eurocommunist” ideas, this book takes an antagonistic line to possible accommodation of Leninism to democratic forms.
99. Ibid., 22–5.
100. What Is To Be Done?, 100.
101. Ibid., 63.
104. Resolutions, 63. Compare the specific Menshevik rejection of “the use of agrarian terror” (78).
106. Resolutions, 94. The term was in fact originated by the Mensheviks (82–3).

109. V. Bonch-Bruevich, from the text of his report to the congress in Rassvet, 1905, nos. 6–7, 173. This may be the first use of the term “people’s democracy.”


113. M. Holdsworth, “Lenin and the Nationalities Question,” in Schapiro and Reddaway, eds., Lenin, 270–2, points out that autonomia did not imply for Lenin the total independence it suggests to the modern reader in English.


118. Gosudarstvo i revoliutsiia, Polnoe Sobranie, XXXIII, 48.

119. Ibid., 91.

120. M. Perrie shows that the phrase and concept of a “permanent [permanentaia] revolution” in Revolucionnnaia Rossia, 1905, Jul 1, was in fact used by the S.R. leader M. Gots even before Trotsky and Parvus: “The Socialist Revolutionaries on ‘Permanent Revolution,’” Soviet Studies, 1973, Jan, 421–3.

121. Radek is death’s head in Machański’s lifelong friend Stefan Zeromski, Syzyfowe Prace; see D’Agostino, Marxism, 114, and for a biography, W. Lerner, Karl Radek. The Last Internationalist, Stanford, 1970.


123. E. Bramstedt, Dictatorship and Political Police. The Techniques of Control by Fear, NY, 1945, 10 ff. stresses the founding importance of Joseph Fouché—as does P. Wilkinson, Political Terrorism, L, 1974, 51–3. The latter follows R. Cobb (Terreur et subsistences, 1793–1795, 1964, 247) in seeing the technique of preventive repression against categories suspected of potential opposition to the revolution as the major innovation of the revolutionary era—and in attributing it in good measure to Fouché.

forthcoming doctoral thesis at Tel Aviv University by N. Schleifmann, "The Role and Influence of Agents Provocateurs in the Russian Revolutionary Movement: 1902-1917."

125. Zuckerman, Police, 5, 8, 19, 25, 39, 44-6; also "Burtsev," 215 n. 11.
128. Zuckerman, Police, 64. Collaboration with the German police appears to have been concentrated mainly on the handing over of suspects (discussed by the Social Democratic poet and critic Karl Frohme, Politische Polizei und Justiz im monarchistischen Deutschland, Hamburg, 1926), though it increased with the founding of a Berlin agentura in 1893.
129. See the account of Leonid Men'shchikov, leader of the Moscow Okhrana, who had previously been involved in the revolutionary movement and claimed after the Bolshevik Revolution to have always been secretly working for it: "Parizhskie 'Bombisty,'" Okhrana i revolyutsiia, 1925, ch. I, 89-93. Men'shchikov's papers are in the Nikolaevsky collection of the Hoover Institution, Stanford; and his notes and additions to a copy of V. Agafonov's history of the Okhrana's office in Paris (Zagravitniiia okhranka, Petrograd, 1918) is in the University of Wisconsin Library. See the note by A. Senn in Cahiers du Monde Russe et Soviétique, 1978, Oct-Dec, 444.

On the broader political context in which the revolutionary emigration operated in Paris during the 1880s and 1890s, see the unpublished doctoral dissertation of M. Millard, "Russian Revolutionary Emigration. Terrorism and the Political Struggle," Rochester, 1973.

130. Zuckerman, Police, 80 ff. for this and other code names which the revolutionaries often later adopted with satire and/or bravado. Among the flood of radical journals that appeared during the Revolution of 1905 was a Skorpion—as well as a Vampir (Vampire), Pulmet (Machine Gun), Yad (Poison), etc. All of these are in the Wisconsin Library (Senn, 447).
131. Degaev escaped to begin a new life as the amiable professor Alexander Pell at a series of American universities from South Dakota to Bryn Mawr; see Yarmolinsky, Road, 317-23.

133. Zuckerman, Police, 62-3, also 85 on the way the various lines, circles, and cards were collated on individual, synoptic cards.
135. Men'shchikov, Okhrana, ch. III, 1932, 40: for different types of agent, 34 ff.; also 56. The mamochki okhrankoi were also called babushki provokatsii, 115 ff. The latter two volumes of Men'shchikov's invaluable work (NY) substantially enrich the picture in Zuckerman, who mistakenly says that nothing was published after 1914 (Police, 69 n. 103).
136. Men'shchikov, Okhrana, ch. III, 58, on Gregory Kivo and the journals Dal'ny Vostok and Vladivostok. When seven innocent residents were executed because the local Okhrana leader, Lt. Col. Zavarnitsky, fabricated a revolutionary conspiracy, only a mild rebuke was made (ibid., 47).

137. Men'shchikov, "Okhranniki v Finliandii," Okhrana, ch. I, 219-26, esp. 221. Men'shchikov is less than candid in acknowledging his own leadership role.
138. Burtsev was the leading émigré chronicler of the revolutionary tradition up until 1905. Zuckerman (Police, 48-9) follows Bramstedt in suggesting that the first revolutionary police bureau protecting subversive groups was that of Raoul Rigault under Napoleon III ("Burtsev," 215 n. 1).
140. Schneiderman, 105 ff.; Pospielovsky, 98 ff. About such a sensitive subject as Zubatov and "Police Socialism," one can even now learn only obliquely from Soviet scholarship. See V. Sviatlovsky, Istoriia professional'noi dvizheniia v Rossi, Leningrad, 1925; V. Novikov, "Leninskaia 'Iskra' v bor'be s zubatovshchinoi," Voprosy Istori, 1974, no. 8, 24-35; and I. Ionov, "Zubatovshchina i Moskovskie rabochie v 1905 g.," Vestnik Moskovskogo Universiteta, 1976, no. 3, 54-68. Zubatov's activities in the 1890s, neglected in these accounts, are described by his follower in the Moscow Okhrana, Men'shchikov, Okhrana, ch. I, 199-200, 339-48, 428 n. 8.


144. Hingley, 95, *Leninsky sbornik*, III, 123-6, V, 590. Rutenberg’s oscillation between Left and Right was paralleled by that of Boris Savinkov, his original terrorist collaborator in the Sotsialist group of 1900 with which Lenin had instructed Stepan Radchenko to establish contact in 1900. Savinkov became a leading S.R. terrorist but then wrote two novels exposing terrorism (*The Pale Horse*, 1909, and *The Tale of What Was Not*, 1913) and joined the right-wing Kornilov rising against Kerensky’s provisional government. Lenin’s delegate for dealing with Gapon was Ivan Radchenko.

145. Estimate in Crook, 161; details in Harcave, 98-135.


147. Shipulina, 48, 53-4; Gard, 110.


151. Shipulina, 65 ff.

152. Cited from a pamphlet by a “group of the northern committee of the Russian Social Democratic Workers’ Party” in Samoilov, 42, 93.

153. Deutscher, *Prophet*, 125 ff. Previously known as a “strike commission” or “workers’ committee,” the St. Petersburg group may have been the first formally to call itself a Soviet (see L. Petrova, “Peterburgsky sovet rabochikh deputatov,” *Voprosy Istorii*, 1955, no. 11, 26). The insistence of Shipulina and other Soviet sources on the paternity of Ivanovo may reflect the fact of higher Bolshevik participation. Other works that imply St. Petersburg origins are L. Kleinbort, *Pervy sovet rabochikh deputatov*, Petrograd, 1917; and the 1925 work of L. Gorin, referenced and critiqued in Samoilov and Shipulina.


155. Trotsky, *Stalin*, NY, 1946, 97; I. Deutscher, *Stalin: A Political Biography*, NY, 1949, 87, also 84-91. For Lenin’s writings of this period on “partisan war” and the organization of *druzhiny* (Social Democratic fighting units of from 3 to 75 members with their own elected officers), see L. Senchakova, *Boevaia rat’ revoliutsii. Ocherk o boevykh organizatsiiakh RSDRP i rabochikh druzhinkakh 1905-1907 gg.*, 1975, esp. 34 and ff.

For the activities of the “forest brethren,” who conducted partisan warfare in the Baltic region after the defeat of December, see N. Burenin, *Liudi bol’shevistskogo podpol’ia*, 1958, 60-2.

156. The evidence in E. Smith, *The Young Stalin*, NY, 1967, indicates the probability of such connections—at least from the time of his mysterious survival of Okhrana raids in Tbilisi in 1901—even if his particular hypotheses about the extent of these connections seem unduly conjectural. Isaac Don Levine, George Kennan, and others suggested earlier a Stalin-Okhrana link; and a prominent Soviet historian confirmed to me during the Khrushchev era that their findings were “right in essence though not in detail.” Roy Medvedev, *Let History Judge: The Origins and Consequences of Stalinism*, NY, 1971, 315-24, provides a fascinating, if skeptical, discussion of these theories along with other rumors and theories within the USSR about Stalin’s possible connections with the tsarist secret police. Much of his own material and his final comparison of Stalin with Azev raise doubts about his conclusion that “Stalin did not serve the tsarist secret police” (323); and he seems less certain in his more recent “New Pages from the Political Biography of Stalin,” in R. Tucker, ed., *Stalinism*, NY, 1977, 199-201. Tucker shows that no connection has been proven and is skeptical about Smith’s argument, though ultimately non-committal (*Stalin As Revolutionary 1874-1929*, NY, 1973, 108-14).
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158. Ibid., 614–5.


163. Zuckerman, Police, 80.

164. Zilli, 445–64; and for Gershuni’s early ideas, 298–303. See also Gershuni’s “Terroristicheskaya element v nashei programme,” Revoliutsionnaia Rossia, 1902, Jun, 2–5; and for the early stage of S.R. development Spiridovich, 149–67.

165. A. Korov, V. Dalin, Yunosheskov dvizhenie v Rossi, Moscow/Leningrad, 1925, 2d ed., 40, on the “South Russian League of Youth,” and 44–5 on the Central Committee’s proclamation to Iskra. For the more general leadership of South Russia in the coming together of student with more general discontent during 1900–2, see P. Gusiatnikov, Revoliutsionnoe dvizhenie v Rossi, 1899–1907, 1971, 41–2; for the spread of the student unrest to professional and secondary schools, see A. Ushakov, Revoliutsionnoe dvizhenie demokraticeskoi intelligentsii v Rossi, 1895–1904, 1976.

166. Of the 179 police entries for those accused of terrorist acts in which occupations are listed between 1902 and 1911, 90 (or 61%) were workers; 37, intellectuals; 23, students; and 20, peasants. M. Perrie, “The Social Composition and Structure of the Socialist-Revolutionary Party before 1917,” Soviet Studies, 1972, Oct, 247–8. On student demands for ideinoe ob’edinenie and resistance to the moderate liberalism of kul’turniki, see Kirov and Dalin, 55 ff.

167. Zuckerman, Police, 83. Basic materials on Azev are in Gaucher, 57–70; Men’shchikov, Okhrana, ch. III, 5–33; and B. Nikolaevsky, Aseff, the Spy—Russian Terrorist and Police Stool, NY, 1934.


169. Avrich, Anarchists, 40–71, on this remarkable profusion of terror, bombings, and suicidal violence unleashed by the beznachal’tsy and bezmotivniki; and 105–6, on the neprimirnye.

170. Gaucher, Terrorists, 52.

171. Ibid., 52–3; Avrich, 64.

172. According to G. Tokmakoff, “Stolypin’s Assassin,” Slavic Review, 1965, Jun, 314; also Avrich, 55 n. 61. The purely individual nature of key political assassinations, such as that of President Garfield in 1881 (A. Robertson, “Murder Most Foul,” American Heritage, 1964, Jul, 90–104) does not invalidate the imitative nature of the act (echoing the assassination of Alexander II earlier in the year).


175. Morozov, Otkrovenie v groze i bure; istoriya vozniknoventia apokalipsisa, St. Petersburg, 1907; summary translation by M. Kissell in Popular Astronomy, 1940, Dec; 1941, Jan; repr, as The Revelation in Thunder and Storm, Northfield, Minn., 1941. See also Morozov, Prorok, istoriya vozniknoventia bibleiskikh prorochestv, 1941 (all in LC).

176. Merezhkovsky, Josef Pilsudski, L, 1921; also (with Hippius and others) Das Reich des Antichrist: Russland und der Bolschewismus, Munich, 1922.


178. Gerson, Police, 234–7, 311 n. 29; Hingley, 140–1.

179. Avrich, Anarchists, 64.
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1. L. Abensour, *La Femme et le féminisme avant la révolution*, 1923; also Abay, "Feminism."


3. Among her biographies, see especially C. Tomelin, *The Life and Death of Mary Wollstonecraft*, L, 1974; also her *A Historical and Moral View of the Origins and Progress of the French Revolution, and the Effect It Has Produced in Europe*, L, 1794.

4. The only monograph on Palm (W. Koppius, *Etta Palm: Nederland's eerste Feministe*, Zeist, 1929) barely scratches the surface. See 30–41, 47, 67, for her role in the Social Circle. See 73–80 for her speech to its affiliated Confederation of the Friends of Truth.


9. Ibid., 2.

10. Ibid., 1–2.


13. The nonrevolutionary attitude was made explicit in the suffragette song of the early twentieth century: "For the safety of the nation/ To women give the vote./ For the hand that rocks the cradle/ Will never rock the boat." G. Lerner, "The Feminists: A Second Look," *Columbia Forum*, 1970, Fall, 25.


15. Charlety, 212–3.

16. Published in English as *Eternal Life*, Chicago, 1926.

17. Stephens, *Women*, 236 n. 1, traces the first use of the term to Fourier's *Le Théorie des quatre mouvements*, 1808—a usage that I have not found and is not included in the chronicle of Fourier's linguistic inventions in Bestor.

The interconnection between Fourier's often-ridiculed cosmology and his more seriously regarded social presumptions is stressed in N. Riasanovsky, *The Teaching of Charles Fourier*, Berkeley/Los Angeles, 1969.


20. Charlety, 212 n. 2; Parris, *Lion*, 5–12, 20–9, attaches great importance on the basis of new research to Garibaldi's voyage on the Clorinda with the Saint Simonians. He views their influence generally as, "the key to his whole life and conduct"
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(22), but does not discuss the concept of a feminine messiah, which was then the main Saint-Simonian preoccupation.


For an attempt to derive the revolutionary image of women from their portrayal in propagandistic visual art largely prior to 1848, see E. Hobsbawn, “Man and Woman in Socialist Iconography,” History Workshop Journal, 1978, Autumn, 121–38.

24. Sullerot, 20. Delphine Gay, daughter of the writer Sophie Gay and wife of the editor Émile Girardin, was the most influential of the feminine social critics, and at the same time a final spokesman for the idéologues’ belief in physiology as the all-liberating science. See her Physiologie du ridicule, 1833.
26. For an attempt to derive the revolutionary image of women from their portrayal in propagandistic visual art largely prior to 1848, see E. Hobsbawn, “Man and Woman in Socialist Iconography,” History Workshop Journal, 1978, Autumn, 121–38.
28. Title of second ed. 1842 of Les Promenades dans Londres, 1840. See Puech, 115 n. 3.
29. Puech, 100.
30. Ibid., 105–6. She referred to Bedlam henceforth as Bethlehem.
32. Puech, 402 ff. on Méphis ou le Prolétaire, 1838.
33. Thibert, 128–9.
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